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BOOK

I

THE REVOLUTIONARY SIMPLETON
‘

It is in literature that the concrete outlook of humanity
Accordingly, it is to literature

receives its expression.

that we must look, particularly in Us more concrete
forms, namely in poetry and drama, if we hope to discover the inward thoughts of a generation"
^Science and the Modern World.
A. N.
Whitehead.

PREFACE TO BOOK

I

his

essay is a comprehensive study of the ^ time *notions which have now, in one form or another, gained
an undisputed ascendancy in the intellectual world.
In Book I. the time-mind^ as I have called it, is considered in
as we find it, notably,
its more concrete manifestations
In Book ii. the
^in works of fiction, poetry, or painting.
significance of all that type of belief and feeling which can
conveniently be marshalled under the concept Time,’ is
examined in detail. How the Himelessness of einsteinian
phjrsic^Si nnd the time-obsessed flux of Bergson, merge in
and how tliey have conspired to produce,
each other
upon the innocent plane of popularization, a sort of mystical
How history and biography, and
time-cult, is shown.

T

—

’

;

more particularly autobiography, are, more truly than anything else, the proper expression of this chronological philosophy, is canvassed in the literary criticism of Book i. and
in the analysis of Spengler’s ^ world-as-history doctrine in
Book n.
As the object of this book is ultimately to contradict, and
if possible defeat, these particular conceptions upon the
popular, the conci'ctc, plane, where they present themselves,
as it is, in a rather mivsleading form, I have attempted to
present my argument in the plainest manner that I could.
With this end iu view I have cliosen to open the discussion
among books such as those of Proust or Joyce, which have
been widely read, and which are popularly accessible, and
in which I consider that, with a very little attention, the
In this way
timc-eMlt can be observed in full operation.
I, at the outset, unmask the will that is beliind the Timephilosophy, by displaying it in the heart of the representative ferment produced by it ^in the full, instinctive
indulgence and expansion of the artistic impulse, and
imposing its values upon the impressionable material of
’

—

life.

characteristic of the Time-mind from the outset
been* a hostility to what it calls the spatializing
process of a niind not a Time-mind. It is this spatializing
capacity and instinct that it everywhere assails. In its
plage it would put the Time-view, the flux. It asks us to

The main

Ji«s

'

‘

’

’
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It is the criticism of
see everything suh specie tefnporis.
this view, the Time-view, from the position of llie plastic”
or the visual intelligence, tliat I a,m .submitting to thc^

public in this book.

The position Irom which tliis essay is wriltia^ is outIbimds if
wardly a ‘narrow’ one. Any nu‘rit it claims
Ibr
bad l.o be sharp
anything on a eerlaiu illiberaJily
in order to penetrate, and so it laid to be ga.tlua*(‘(l to a
1 can perhaps give you the best idea of what
single point.
I think I am doing by quoting here a passage agaiiist^
myself, as it were, from Caird, about the Cynic philosophy.
I should be sorry to give you the idea that- 1 regard myself
as a sort of Antisthenes, or on the other hand as a variety
of his Megarian antagonist, Stilpo. Rather would I suggest
to you such a position as Socrates might occupy in a world
of such people as the Cynics and Megarians, with the
inevitable extremism of a certain sort that would most
Still, in giving Caird’s account of tlu^ virtues
lik(‘ly result.
and vie<\s a,tlendant upon the Cynic revolution, 1 shall be
furnishing you with a hint (a.gainsi mysedf, as 1 say) that
may hctvc to enlightcai you as to my intemtious, uul(*ss you
proceed to apply it too literally.
if.

;

if.

The Cynic philosophy (Caird writes) was one of those
begimtings of progreSwS which take the appcarane<i of reaction.
When some aspect of thotight or life has bcum for a long time
unduly subordinated, or has not yet been admilicMl to it;s
rightful place, it not seldont finds expression in a rcprcvseut-alive iiulividualiiy, who embodies it in his person and works
it out in its most exclusive and one*skl(jd form, with an almo.st
fanatical disregard of all oUkt eonsidcTalions
<iompcnsaiing
for the general neglect of it by tr<‘a.tiug it as the oiui thing
needful.
Such individuals produce their eiTcet by ili(‘ viay
disgust they create among the ordii\ary respectable numih(*rs
Theircriiicismofthesociety to which
of the <?ommiinity,
they belong, and of all its itistitutions and modes of action
and thotight, attracts attention by the very violencci and
extravagance of the form in which they present it. And the
neglected truth, or half-truth, which they thrust into exclusive prominence, gradually begins by their means to gain
a hold of the minds of others, forces them to reconsider
their cherished prejudices, and so leads to a real Advance
thought. In this fashion the Cynic seems to have acted upon
the ancient . , , world, as a disturbing, irritating cimllenge
to it to vindicate itself—a challenge which was violently
.

.

.
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resented, but whicJi awakened thought, and in time produced
a modification, and even a transformation, of prevailing
‘
opinions/
{The Evolution of Theology, etc.)
^

Now

have supplied you with an analogy against myself
for practical reasons, although it has no literal application,
as I remarked above.
I am doing a very different thing from
what the Cynic was doing, and I am very differently placed.
I

certainly I am issuing a challenge ’ to the community
in which I live.
criticizing all its institutions and
I am
modes of action and of thought/ I ‘ create disgust," that
I have proved, among the ordinary respectable members
of the community," that is to say among the established
orthodoxy of the cults of ‘ primitivist so-called ' revolution
what I say is ' violently resented,’ and I very
sincerely hope will ‘ awaken thought/
Finally, what I
say is one of those beginnings of progress which take the
appearance of reaction" What I have written and I call
to witness
book, The Lion and the Fox should prove
me exceedingly remote from what is generally termed a
‘
But I am entirely sick to death, like a
reactionary.’
great host of other people, of many of the forms that
revolution takes, in art, sociology, science and life
and
I would, however modestly, hasten the day. when ‘ I'e volution
should become a more rigorous business, humanely
and intellectually, if undertaken at all, and no longer be
left only in the hands of people who do nothing but degrade

But

‘

‘

%

‘

’

"

‘

my

—

—

’

“

:

’

and falsify it.
So let me return to

my adumbration of this exclusive
one-sided position that is mine, or that will be said to
be mine. I will try next to give some compendious idea
of the manner in which I regard the claims of individuality.
First then, although it is true that a pig would be a strange
pig who dreamt himself a cat, or a cat that allowed the
psychology of the horse to overpower it, and so forgot it
was a cat, for this life, at least, a man still is the most
detached and eclectic of creatures. But if his life is
centred upon some deep-seated instinct or some faculty,
he will find a natural exclusiveness necessary to proper
For our only terra firma in a boiling and
functioning.'
That must cohere for
f!feifting"^vorld is, after all, our ' self/
us to be capable at all of behaving in any way but as
mirror-images of alien realities, or as the most helpless and
Invest organisms, as worms or as sponges.
^

’
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I have said to iiiyseJl' that 1 will lix my attention nporf
those things that liavc iiiost nieaiiijig for nu'. All Ijiat
seems to nu; to contradict or thrt;aLen tliose tilings I will
do my best to modify or to dcicat, and wliatcvc'r J sec that
favours and agrees witli tliosc tilings 1 will support niul do
best to strengthen. In consequence, I shall ceiialnly
be guilty of injustice, the heraelitean ‘injustice' of the

•

my

cair wo evade our destiny of being
except by becoming some grey mixture,
that is in reality just nothing at all ? Yet this fixation shall ^
be upon something fundamental, quite underneath the
and this wdll in no way prevent my vitality from
flux
taking at one time one ibrm, at another another, provided,
in spite of these occupations, on the surface, oJ‘ diflterent
units of experience, the range of my scnsilhlit-y observe the
first law of being, namely to maintain its iclcntity ; and
that the sluijies it <-lioosc‘s for experiment shall agree with
that domimuit prinei})le, and such shapes not be adopted
without rhyme or reason, at the ilicLate of fashion or some
casual interest, just because they hajipen to be there, in
an etcj'nal mongrel itdi to mix., in undirected concupiscence,
with everything that walks or crawls.
Yet how arc you going about this fixation, you may ask

opposites.’
‘

an

But how

opposite,’

;

;

how will you

tell oflJiaiul

what

composing of your

is

essential

and what

is

not,

and, even
;
propose to avoid the
contradictory factors of ('inpiriiial lii'e ; since I'vc'ry one
includes, hc'low Uie jiossibility of change', dispositions that
war with one anollicr ? Well, tlu; way 1 have gone about

for the

among

essential tilings,

delinile jiattcrn

how do you

I have allowi'd these conlrugenerally as follows.
dictory things to struggle togcllicr, and tlu; group that lias
proved tlu' most powt'rful 1 have lixed upon as my most
This decision has not, naturally, snpprcs.sed
essential ME.
or banished tlu; contrary faction, almost equal in strength,
indeed, and oven somelinu'S in the ascc'iulant. And I am
by no means above spi'nding some of my lime with tins
domestic Adversary. All 1 have said to myself is that
always, when it comes to the pinch, I will side and identify
myself with the powcrfidlest Me, and in its interests I will
work. And luckily in my case the two sides, tjgr mieiite
cosmic ‘ opposites,’ arc so well matched, that the dominant
one is never idle or without criticism. It has had to
struggle for suprenaacy first with critical principles within,
it is
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and

so it has practised itself for its external encounters.
This natural matching of opposites within saves a person
so constituted from dogmatism and conceit. If I mayventure to say so, it places him at the centre of the

balance.
As to
describe

what

this formally fixed

‘

self

’

is,

and how to

I have already plainly indicated how I would
go about that. From the outset I gave away the principle
of
activity, and made no disguise of its partisan, even
its specialist, character.
philosophic position could
So
almost be called an occupational one, except that
occupation.is not one that I have received by accident or
mechanically inherited, but is one that I chose as responding
to an exceptional instinct or bias. So as the occupation is
an art, and hence implies a definite set of faculties and
predispositions (which, out of all the other things that it
was free to me to occupy myself with, made me adopt that
occupation), it could perhaps more exactly be
art as
described as the expression of the instincts of a particular
it,

my

my

my

my

kind of man, rather than as an artist among men of other
occupations. What philosophy is not that ? you could
say, however, with truth.
But the definiteness of those
instincts, those of a plastic or graphic artist, make his
responses to the philosophic tendencies around him more
pointed than if he were a scholar mainly, or if he approached
them from sonic political position, or as a professional of
philosophic thought. For at least his partisanship from
the start has its plain label, there is no ambiguity about
where he gets his beliefs from though there arc artists and
artists, and it is certainly true that many would take
opposite views to those of the present writer.
But let me take an instance that will throw into more
relief the rationale of the method I am explaining.
Whatever the Marquis de Sadc said about life or things in
general, you could be in no doubt as to what his remarks
would come back to in the end you would know that they
all would have the livery of the voluptuary, that they
would all be hurrying on the business of some painful and
elaborate pleasure of the senses, that they wo-uld be devis.Jng means to satisfy an overmastering impulse to feel
acutely in the regions set aside for the spasms of sex.
With as much definiteness as that, whatever I, for my part,
say, can be traced back to an organ ; but in my case it is

—

:

;
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It is in the service of the things of visioir that
ideas arc mobilized.
the eye.

my

•

The significance of the concept Time in contemporary
philosophy, and the resnils of its application to all the
complex of life and artistic ('xpression around ns, is the
main subject of this essay. But in the title, Time and
Western Man, another notion is introduced, namely,
Western Man,’ and that notion stands in this case simply
for the environment in the midst of which we are scrutinTime.’
izing, in Book i., the ravages of the doctrine of
That spectacle leads us to believe that perhaps that doctrine
may have a particularly \infortunatc effect on specifically
though of course it might equally
Westci'ii Civilization
well be found to have a devastating effect upon the
remnants of the immemorial civilizations of the East.
But what at least I think can bo shown is that the Timedoctrine is not, emotionally and ])sychoiogica!ly, essentially
Western
and so tlio Western scnentific man cannot,
But on the other hand,
really, be held responsibh; for it.
it could hardly have seen the light ui tlxc native atmosphere
it is not a philoof the iudian intelligence, for instance
sophy that would have had much appeal for the tinie heirs
of upamisadic. thought. If wo must place it, it would bo
in the mongrel wcsternizcd-orixmtalism of alexandrian
mystical doctriiu! that we should see it first llowering, its
highest flight ‘ the flight of the Alone to tfic Aloiui ; via
Bergson it has reached, philosophically, our disti’csscd contemporary Western arena, e.ontributing beyond doubt to
our ever-deepening confusion of mind.
Western Man, as such, is of course the compietest myth.
The only question is wIr'IIut wc should not erect that myth
into a reality, define it more (not historically so much as in
conformity with the realities of the moment) and whcthei%
in short, some such generalization would not serve our
purposes better than the multiplicity of m5d;hs that swarm
in our drifting chaos.
Western docs respond to something that the European is responsible for, for gowd or ill^,
but of course there is every sign that before long the great
asiatic populations will have been turned into Westerners
pur sang, and the factory hand of Wigan and Hanchow
‘

’

'

‘

‘

;

;

;

’

;

‘

’

‘

’
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Doom,

way that

in a

would have been quite inconceivable to Mr. Kipling when
he wrote his famous imperial ballad, with its mystical
and
Western
Eastern
duality. We are told, for
‘

’

‘

’

instance, that the jewisli settler in Palestine is so very
‘
Western that the Arab can sec no traces in him of that
first-cousin wlio left the Ancient East after tlie exploits
of Titus, and indeed regards him as a complete alien.
’

So Western
Westerner

must be a very

inclusive term
and the
incessantly with the Black Bottom of
the Swanoe River, with mahometanism, with the tobaccocoloured Samoans of Gauguin, and the Japanese of Lafcadio Hearn, and indeed with everything that is opposite,
technically, to his own kind (so romantic is he), for which
latter poor Whit<' trash he advertises the greatest contempt.
So the task of fixing a ‘ Western ’ norm would be anything
but an easy matter. Still, perhaps the time has arrived
(so familiar arc we now with all that is strange and different)
to turn back with a thrill of novelty to ourselves even that,
at last ! The European, or generally the Western Man,
should be almost ripe for the novel proceeding of flh’ting
with his owti kind, for a change.
‘
Thought turns to hope ; or it could be said that
thought was in the nature of a promise. But it is not with
such hopes, or thoughts, that we arc concex’ned here. And
the ‘ Western of our title is given no more definition than
what naturally inheres in tlie somethmg that still character iziis our Western environment, as opposed to others
distinct in tradition and outlook.
But there arc still a few dilliculties that at the very
start, and before any further progress is attempted, should
be cleared up. Very reasonably it has been objected, upon
the evidence of the first and already published part of this
essay, that this ‘ occuiiational standpoint of mine should
not be a starting-point for criticism of things that do not
(very reasonably
fall within the sphere of that occupation
and to which perliaps my
if that view of what I was doing
had been
first uncompleted statement gave some colour
the correct one). It has been suggested, for instance, that
as an artist I have tended to imply that mathematical
physics should conform to the creative requirements of the
arts in which I am exclusively interested : and that T should
be better advised to ignore such things, and only attend to
‘

’

’

;

flirts

—

’

’

’

—

:

—
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what happens in my own field. Now that
10

I should Rethese different worlds of physies, philosophy, politics and art were (as, according to my view, they
should be) rigidly separated. To receive blindly, or at the
best confusedly, from regions outside his own, all kinds of
notions and formulae, is what tlic ‘ creative artist ’ generWithout knowing it, he receives into the central
ally docs.
tissue of his work political or scientific Jiotions w'hich he
proceeds to embody, if he is a novelist, in his characters,
if he is a painter, or a poet, in his technique or emotional^
material, without in the least knowing what he is doing or
why he is doing it. But my conception of the rfile of the
creative artist is not merely to be a medium for ideas
supplied him w^holesale from elsewhere, which he incarnates
automatically in a technique which (alone) it is his business
to perfect. It is equally his business to know enough of
the sources of his ideas, and ideology, to take steps to keep
these ideas out, except sueli as he may require for his work.
When the idea-monger comes to his door he should be able
to tell wliat kind of notion he is buying, and know something of the process and ratkmalc of its manufacture and
distribution.
But further than this, of course, it was as
a critic, and not as a creative artist, that I was speaking
in the first part of tlxis essay.
And as such it was certainly
my business to know the origins of what I was examining
in the works clmscn for discussion.
In this part of my essay I am, however, definitely passing
over into the metaphysical licld, following the tracks of
all the ideas tiiat find their way into the regions of artistic
creation : and my objectionable task, as a perhaps overconscientious critic, is to examine to the best of my ability

delighted to do

if

'

their credentials.
I do not feel at all ittipcllcd to explain myself
examining a mere }xhilosopher ; he speaks

when

my

I

am

language,
usually with less skill, but otherwise much the same as I
do. But there is a certain feature of my proceedings that
does, I think, require elucidation, for my argument will run
more smoothly and free of interference if I forestall possible
objections.
I refer to my dealing with the physicist, or
the ideas emanating from the physicist.
Jutt as tfee
practical engineer receives from the mathematician fresh
knowledge, theoretically arrived at, that makes him rub
his mere practical eyes, and just as these formulae ^are

PREFACE TO BOOK
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f®und to work, so the equations of Lhe mathematical
physicist are found often to be truth-telling in the same way:
response to the difficulties met with
having met that case, they arc perhaps
found applicable to a whole system of new facts. Within
a few years of the arrival of Einstein upon the european
scene, the layman, I suppose, knows more about Relativity
physics than any layman has ever known about the newtonian cosmology, eitlaer during Newton’s lifetime or since.
^There is an enormous Relativity literature from which
any one who cares can acquaint himself with the main
bearing of these theories. Of course, the more ignorant
people are with regard to the points at issue, the more
likely they are to say that you must be a mathematician to
discuss them at all.
But, in point of fact, there is no more
reason to-day why a person should refuse himself the right
to use his wits, on the grounds that he is not a mathematician, tlian there was in the time of David Hume. If
Hume, Hobbes, Berkeley or Locke, for instance, who were
not matJK'maticians, bad closed their minds to us, wc should
know far less about the world than we do to-day. It is a
superstition to suppose that the instruments of I'cscarch,
as to-day <l(:vclopc‘d, have cxclud('d i'rom participation in
the gencra.l critical work of inLellectiial advance, the indcpcndciut critical mind, for that mind is still the supreme
instrument of rcsea.rch
and the liistory of thought amply
I>rov(;s that that instrument is not always matliomatical,
any more than it is always artistic. The criticism of the
newtonian system made by Berkeley is in fact one of the
main bases of mathematical thought to-day and yet the
newtonian system is the most gigantic mathematical
achievement. In spite of that, it was built on assumptions that Bcrktdcy, obs<!rving it indcpendetiUy and not
as a matluanaticiau, was able to detect and, in the interests

they take their

rise in

in experiment, and,

:

;

of his Clod, linally to discredit.
These remarks are by no means preliminary to an
announcemeirt that it is rny intention to cast my mere
artist’s eye, like an impeitincnt bird’s, into the awful
machinery of Relativity, and with an inspiration transcending disabilities of any description, pluck out the heart
of that arcane fastness of logic. No. My remarks arc
merely directed to clearing the field of any ()f the more
txouWesome lookers-on or camera.mon, who would pethap.
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attempt to prevent us from questioning the Sphinx, on tireground that we were using words instead of other symbols.
I have very little to do with Relativity physics, however,
as it happens. I am only concerned with their effects
and I am in that, on the principle indeed of all the most
approved and most recent scientific method, thoroughly
I’or it is now quite accepted that all we need
justified.
deal with in anything is the effect what, for instance, can
be observed to come out of the atom rather than what we
should commonly describe as the cause of the disturbance.,
We are authorized, and indeed commanded, to remain
sublimely indifferent to what ‘ causes what- we can see
and note, or indeed whether it has a ‘ cause at all. God,
even, from being, as common-sense saw it, a Cauf^e, has
now become an Effect, when he is allowed a place at all in
this curious picture.
Instead of being the Cause of Causes,
he is the Effect of Effects. So all we arc allowed or invited
to do is to invent a cci-tixiu number of things that give the
;

—

—

’

‘

’

’

‘

a properly non-causative asjicct. A great many
a whole string of higlily characteristic disturbances,

effects

effects,

’

come, out of cinstcinian physics, then.
And those I am
thoroughly competent to observe, and it is those with which
I have set out to deal : the physics themselves can remain
for us in Llui region at most of hypothesis, a vague something that produces, in the observable field of j^hilosopliy,
a chain of effects, or of mysterious happenings. The cause,
if a cause wc must have, is cinstcinian physics.
Rut what
they arc, or if they exist at all, indeed, we shall be not only
justified, but invited by the most approved scientilic
procedure, entirely (.o neglect.
Jn spite of this highly fortunate disposition of tiie contemporary mind, absolving us from going inside., as it wen',
the reaction-mass,* or tlic ‘ atom
(or in this ease the
mathematie.-d corpus producing the disturbances labelled
‘
space-llmc ’), imlced exacting that wc should remain at
the periphery and should merely jot down what happens
count, classily, describe and assess the effects nevertheless
a few brief remarks may be made on another aspect of the
matter relating to the celebrated author and proximate
cause of wliat wc arc about to observe. I have bfiaui taxed
with identifying Einstein with Bergson, Alexander, Cassirer and the rest.
This, in fact, I have not intended to do
for Harvey, in discovering the circulation of the blood,
‘

’

—

—
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•dearly could not be described as doing so with a view to
showing us to be machines, or for any motives except those
of pure scientific curiosity ; and the physical investigations as to the structure of our universe which culminated
in Einstein, were, for all any one need suppose to the
contrary, as innocent as that (or as the formulae for constructing an improved type of bridge or the formularies of

an actuary) of any human arnhrc-pc7is6e. Nor, further,
It is
were they necessarily at all metaphysical in origin.
,not
metaphysical concepts (which even before this
had brought time and space together) but tire mathematical fact- of the invariance of Maxwell’s equations and
‘

.

.

.

the demonstration of the consequences of this fact by
experynents in physics, which leads us to the new conception with its paradoxical consequences.’ Let us take
that account of the matter ; we can accept that without
further trouble
and as the time-space or space- time
solution is the capital one for us, in Einstein, that disposes
of our wishing to associate Einstein with subse(pient relativity-philosophy, or with the time-philosophy of Bergson,
;

in

any

close or peculiar

way

:

nor,

if thc!

subsequisiL or

preceding philosophies are proved to possess sonic especial
sociological or political colour (as Bosanquet or Bc'iula think
they have), need such impurities be ascribed to the mathematical physicists, of whom Einstein is the most fanious.
But having said that, and made our position clear .as
regards the great mathematical innovators who have had
such a vast influence in all contemporary thought, and in
some ways such an invigorating one, tlie following considerations should be associated with that stateuumt.
First it is inconceivable, (fully allowing for the natural
detae.lmient from mundane things of the mathemal.ieal
intelligence as contrasted with tlie philosojiluc) that the
mathematician working in such imaginative material as

was Einstein, or Minkowski, so provoc^xtivc t)f metaphysical stimulus, should not be. to some extent metaphysical ;
or that their mathematical formulation of
pictures of the world should not conceal, or be susceptible
of, some metaphysical belief or meaning, of which they
were quife conscious. It is mere superstition to suppose
‘
a mathematician * to he a sort of divine machine. In
any reasonable, and not romantic, account of the matter,
we^must suppo.se thc mathematical physicist not cixtirely
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by neighbouring metaphysical thought. Tlifff
much as Sorel or Proust, for instance, had not
read the work of Bergson, and formed some opinion

unaffected

Einstein, as

at least
upoji it, favourable or otherwise*, is unlikely, to say tlu*
least.
It would be just as unlikely as that Newton remained entirely uniniluenced by t,he english ])la.tonism by
which he was surrounded. The newtonian coneciplion ol‘
absolute space probably came to him while basking hi the
platonic airs of the Enchiridion of More, or the similar
benignant atmospheres of Cudworth or Cumberland (and'so, it is now believed, it would be indirectly derived from
Philipon, an alexandrian whose importance -Duhem and
Wohlwill have lately brought to light). Is it, then, so
unlikely that the time factor so powerfully transforming
mathematical physics in our day had something to do
with the metaphysical speculation jweceding it, and all
that growth of time-dinn'usional speculation with which
most people are familiar : in other words, that time may
have Ibutid its way into those systems by the same nu'taphysicul road tha-t space took to reach the mechanics of
Newton ? It does not seem at all impossible, though there

no occasioTi to insist upon such a ])ossibility indeed it will
be one of our tasks here to mak<' such an explanation otiose.
If I quote a passage from Einstein’s Boswell, Moszkowski,
some people might object that a person of such a low ord<*r
of intelligcneci as he shows himsc'lf in one sense to b(‘,
But it must bo remembered that tlu;
deserves lu) notice.
type of criticism which tlu'se pages are designed to (;ircumvent on the popular field is often of a far lowc'r ord(*r
of intelligence tlunv that displayed by the man whom
Kinst('in, after all, admitted to his intimacy.
And at k*ast
Moszkowski, to put it no higher than that, is more intelligent
than Spcnglcr. In his book of gossip about his hero, Moszkowski has {chap. F.) seexin'd ])ernussion, on the occasion
of his next visit to Einstein, to op(*u a grand full-dress
discussion upon ‘ discovery in gx'noral.*
He prepares himis

:

‘
We are precluded from questioning Galileo personally about the
foundations of Mechanics, or Columbus about the inner
.
feelings of a navigator
etc., but a great dfecoverer
lives among us, etc. etc.’
So he gets ready. ‘ Before
meeting him again I was overwhelmed with ideas that
"
arose in me at the slightest echo of the word “ discovery

self intellectually for this great occasion.

.

.
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.
find their climax
.
the sum of (mart’s) discoveries
in the conceptions civilization and philosophy, just as they
.

by the philosophy

are partly conditioned

We

of the time.

which of these two j)recedes,
might be tempted to ask
He comes to the conclusion that they
which follows ?
are intimately interwoven with one another, and are only
In short,
different aspects of one and the same process.’
he takes quite the same view of the matter as docs Spongier.
Then he goes on
:

'

’

:

%

seemed to me that even at this stage of my reflections I was
somewhere near interpreting Einstein’s intellectual achievement. For .his principle of relativity is tantamount to a
regulative world-principle that has left a mighty mark on the
thought of our times. We have lived to see the death of
It

absolfltism ; the relativity of the constituents of political
power, and their mutability according to view-point and
the world was
current tendencies, become manifest to us .
far enough advanced in its views for a final achievement of
thought whicli could demolish the absolute also from the
mathemaiieo-physical aspect. This is how Einstein’s discovery appeared as inevitable.
.

.

So there is no question about the way in which Einstein’s
Boswell regards his master’s discoveries. He brings to
them, perhaps, a peculiarly political eye he secs them as
a rooting out from the Cosmos, by means of a kind of
mathematical guillotine, of the principle of the Absolute
rather as Heiate regarded Kant as a God-killer (Robespierre merely killed kings, whereas Kant destroyed a God,
in the eyes of that witty but snobbish (mthusiast).
:

—

;

History does not (continues Moszkowski) adapt itself to the
but if we make
time measures ofpolitics and of journalism .
our unit a hundred years, the connection between philosophies
and great discoveries remains true. Wliocvcr undertakes to
explore the necessity of tliis connection cannot evade the fact
that the lines of the result had been marked out in the region
Even the acliicvements of Copernicus
of pure thought.
.

.

would follow
quence of the

.

.

*

this general rule

...

it

was the

last conse-

belief in the Sun Myth which had never been
man in spite of the violent efforts of the Church and

forsaken by
(Copernicus’)
of man himself to force the geocentric view.
diseover^^.was the transformation of a myth into science.
.

.

.

Then he proceeds to discuss the parallel between Bergson
and Planck :~
deep down in the consciousness of man there has always
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been an opposition to (the formula Natura non facit saltm),
and when the french philosopher Henri Bergson set out to
break up this line of continuity by metaphysical means in
ascribing to human knowledgo an intermittent, cinematowhat had lain
graphic character, he was proclaiming
Bergson
latent in a new, hut as yet incomplete, phi]o,so])hy.
made no new discovery,’ he felt his way intuitively into a
new field of knowledge and rccognizetl that the time was ripe
This was actually presented to us in
for the real discovery.
the present day by the eminent physicist Max Planck ... in
the form of his ‘ Quantum Theory.’ This is not to bo taken
as meaning that a revolutionary philosophy and a triumph
.

.

.

‘

of scientific research

now become

coincident..

.

.

.

was

(It)

probably not a case of the accidental coincidence of a new
philosophical view with the results of reasoning from physical
grounds, but a demand of the time, exacting that tte claims
of a new principle of thought be recognized.

A

very interesting discussion ensues when he gets to
Einstein’s house or it would bc^ interesting if Moszkowski

—

expressed himself with loss bombast and possessed the
Einstein appeared to
literary skill of Johnson’s Mend,
put forth the view that the discovery rather discovered
the ‘ discoverer,’ or condescended to ])op into his head,
than that the discoverer himself y Stait pour quelqm
‘

’

chose.

Really Moszkowski (although possessing all the peculia born ‘ Boswell,’ pcrliaps of a not very high onhsr
even in his own class) is not sucli a blockhead as pc'oph;
would no doubt suggest, nor as his style wt)uld imply.
What lu^ has just said above shows that for him llcdativity
is not devoid of a political significance : ajul in his renmrks
on Bergson and Planck, be describes Bergson as intuiting
what Planck subsequently discovered,’ both impelled to
these facts by the Ze.itg(;iKt. A few pages further on
the really valuable factor is inluiiion
Einstein remarks
This appears to put Planck’s invention or discovery on
the same plane as Bergson’s ‘ intuition,’ only the latter
was the first on the scene. The gist of Einstein’s part in
this dialogue is that there arc certain things existing
’
eternally which people come upon, indifferently ‘ intuiting
or discovering them. Some of the ‘intuitions ’'don’t come
off, owing to the unfortunate prevalence of the negative
arities of

’

‘

‘

’

‘

:

!

‘

‘

’

’

instance, but some do, like Relativity, though all .subject,
Moszkowski energetically does mt think, to Duhem’s law

,

;
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whereby any physical system can be knocked
and can rely on no experiment, however crucial.’
Both these statements of Moszkowski’s may be absurd
but they are made by a person not devoid of common-sense,
at a time when he was in close association with the greatest
physicist of the day, who apparently did not regard him
as such a fool as all that. The opinion favoured here is
that he exaggerated the political parallel between the

•of reversal,

"

over,

destruction of the Absolute in Einstein’s physical system,
the rise of bolshevism in the political world. It is
fantastic to suppose that such a parallel could absolutely
exist though people in speaking of Newton’s system are
certainly in the habit of saying, for instance, that he conceived^ the sun as a monarch round whom the planets
revolved, because in his day the political system contained
a monarch at its centre (cf. Bertrand Russell " In Newton’s
theory of the solar system, the sun seems like a monarch
whose behests the planets have to obey. In Einstein’s
world there is more individualism and less government
than in Newton’s’). Soi*el gives an analogous account of
the effect of the spectacle of the stability of the kingship,
as illustrated supremely by the Roi Soleil. These parallels
between a construction of the ' pure intellect and a political
system terrestrially circumscribing its author, must be
admitted as real. It is only by fully accepting the evident
fact that many men of science, or philosophers, arc politicians, and their supposed ^ pure theoretic mind in reality
merely a very practical one, working in and through ideas
as it would otherwise and more becomingly be working in
soap, hair-oil or sanitary appliances, or at bookmaking or
stockbroking, that wc can show that all theory and all
theorcfeic men arc not involved in those proofs and arguments. The historical world of Spongier or of MoszJcowski
Is not any average 'N'olume
is a world of the second-rate.
of history a long account of the triumphs and disappointments of the second-rate, of kings, bootleggers, bishops
and merchants ? It is the average life of England, France
and America to-day, for instance, only past and treated
What part does any truly great
flatteringly as history.’
achievement of the mind play in those historical feuillctons ?
If Moszkowski’s reading of Relativity could be shown by
some competent person to be true, then immediately we
should know that the Relativity physics wc had been

^nd

—

:

’

’

‘

B
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taught to admire was not an achievement of the first order,,
and that we had been taken in, however much amused in
the process. For such an ad hoc universe as would result
from a desire to ‘ banish absolutism,’ or equally on the
other hand to establish absolutism,’ and impose tciTcstrial politics upon the stars, would indeed be scientifically
a farce, however intelligent a one. But so many eminent
men of science have accepted Einstein’s theory, that Moszkowski, as far as Einstein is concerned, must bo wrong.
In the case of Einstein Mr. Bertrand Russell, I venture to
think rightly, attaches less importance to the ‘ relativism
which has provided the theory wdth its title (and it is after
all the oldest feature of his system, relativity being a
classical doctrine of idealism) than to the merging of Space
and Time, which is the great novelty. Surely in that
highly technical operation, one would have thought, there
could be no rcflctdion of political passions
With the
Moszkowskis and Spcuglcrs we reach the point at which
the system of the mathematical physicist becomes suspect,
in exactly the same way as for long now we have been
accustomed to regard with suspicion the system of the
philosopher. If there is something in the air of a time
that influences even the processes of the secluded mind
of the ‘ pure mathematician,’ wc should at least not turn
a blind eye to it, but investigate it as wc would anything
There arc no doubt good and bad times in the bad
else.
ones these influences may be more powerful. The immense
influence exerted on our lives by theses
discoveries
cannot leave us indiffcrcirt to the character of the instruments that arc responsible for them-—-namely, the minds
of the discoverers. But it is only thci less fine instruments
that can be inflxieuced in that way and lend colour to
spenglcrism, that is our argument. This essay is among
other things the assertion oi' a belief in the finest type of
mind, which lifts the creative impulse into an absolute
‘

’

!

;

’

‘

region free of spcnglerian ‘ history or politics.
As to the plaii according to which I have arranged my
arguments, 1 have not left a general summing-up ’ until
the end, but attempted as I went along to introduce, as
early as possible, and in connection with each particular
phase of my arguments, the conclusions that must ensue
from my evidence.
’

‘

CHAPTER
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SOME OF THE MEANINGS OF ROMANCE
t

the Conference of the Peace Society, on the eve of
the Crimean War, John Bright reminded his audience
^of the title of their god, who was called the Prince
^of Peace
Or
and he asked them
Is this a reality ?
is your Christianity a romance ?
Is your profession a
dream ?
Christianity has been, for the European, strictly
speaking, a romance. Also, of course, it has been an exceptionally bloody one, just as his socialism, in its turn, is
proving.
Romance and reality, these are the two terms we most
often employ to contrast what wc regard as dream and
truth respectively. The ' romantic approach to a thing
is the unreal approach.
John Bright used the word above
in the sense of a lie.
It is not, however, the calamitous
snobberies waiting on Romance that concern us so much
here.
The attitude to time is the main subject of this
essay, and Romance is a decisive factor in that attitude.
That is why I am starting with a brief scrutiny of the
romantic mind.
There is nothing that has a monopoly of ‘ reality,' nor a
monopoly of ‘ romance.' Romance, even, is certainly real,
existing not in the imperfect manner of a unicorn or of a
golden mountain (though existing as highly mentalized fact
certainly) ; and Reality can be, when it wishes, extremely
romantic ; if ‘ romantic you decide shall describe that
which is full of the pungent illusion of life, and not consider
it as the description, merely, of the unreal and impossible
glamours of some super-existence.
That there could be anything beautiful about machinromantic ’ about industry, was never
ery, or anything
so much as entertained by the Victorian mind. Wilde, I
believe, was the first person to popularize the paradox that
machinery could be beautiful. The conception of the
romance •(jf industry indeed, the claim that nothing is so
overwhelmingly romantic, looked at properly, that is from
the point of view of the great monopolist, as is industry
marks the frontier between the Money-age in which we

A

‘

‘

’

:

;

’

’

‘

’

’

‘

’

^

—
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arislocmtic and Jciidal age that preceded-

it~when love and war were the typical romances/ what
we still think of as the Romancc-agc proper* Rut the
Money-age has created new values* It has incidentally
bought the term llonuince.

Even such a man as Fourier at the opening of the last
century, was attacked witli tlie sharpest disgust a, I the sight
of the, at that lime, novel pretension of {'omnicree to be
In The Art of Being liuled I have-quoted a, very
romantic.
interesting passage from his writings expressing liis hatred^
of what he regarded as the decay of poetry/ or its transI will
ference to such things as soaps and boot-polLshes*
use sonic of it again here, as it shows how a vigorous and
innovating mind, on the spot, when that great uleologic
revolution was first occurring, could review the matter
‘

The

accustomed to rcvcreiu'e

philosophers,

which conics

name and under the sanetion

in the

cv('rytliing

of commerce,

consecrate their servile powers to celcliraling its
order’s) praises. ... It is no longer to the Muses
nor to their votaries, but to IVaillc and its hero(\s, that FanK‘,
now eonsccrates her hundred voices. . . . The true gra.ndcur
ol’ a nation, its only glory, according to Llie ee,onomist,s, is to
sell to neighbouring nations more clothes and calicoes than wc
will

(the

.

.

.

new

.
•
The savants ofthc nineteenth century
explain to us the mystcTies of I lie stock market.
Poesy and the Imc arts arc disdained, and ilie Temple of Fanic
is open no longer except to Ihoscj who tell us why sugars arc
‘
Since J^hilosophy has conceived
feeble/ why soap is firm*’
a passion for Pommcnic, Polyliynmia, decks the new hcwiuiq
with ilowcTS* Tlic tcnden‘sl expressions have replae.c'd the
old language of the merchants, and it is now said, elegant
tliat is, are falling ; that
plirase, that ‘ sugars arc languid
*
soaps are looking up ’—that is, havci advanc<‘d* ForuHady
mancxaivres ol‘ monopoly . . . excited the indignalicm
.
*
of wriicurs ; but now these sciienuss arc a title to dlstincUon,

purchase of them.
arc tliosc

*

who

‘

.

and fame announces them in a pindarie. stoiin, saying
A
rapid and xmcxpccted movement has sudden!}^ taken plac^c^ in
soaps
at which words wo seem to soo hum of soap ic^ap
from their boxes and wing their way to the clouds, wJiiJc the
speculators in soap hear their names resound through the
All those ilowers of rhetoric contribute,
whole land* *
doubtless, to the success of industry, which has ff>«nd in the
support of the philosophers the same kind of assistance they
have extended to the people namely, line plmases, but no
;

’

—

.

.

—

results*

*

;

*
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The question may have sometimes occurred to people
why what goes on in the bed or upon the battlefield should

be more

romantic
than what happens in the bank.
Romance is perhaps a word with a fatal absurdity inherent
in it*
Should we, however, transfer our term romance
to the exclusive use of financial enterprise, we should be
tripped up by the well-known conservatism peculiar to
language. Chivalrous love was once a strange newcomer
but it coined the word romance for itself. There must
"‘have been a time even when war was strange, and ill‘

’

”

'

’

favoured. Some day, perhaps, it may become so again.
But the word romance ’ is haunted for ever by those
activities.
Language has to be destroyed before you trans-

form ideas at

all radically.

Sooner or later we shall have to discriminate between
what is romantic for a person acquainted to some extent
with the reality, and what is romance for a romantic, or
a person who has not much grasp of present and actual
things.
The majority are romantic,’ living as they do in
a dream of non-existent things for instance, the world
of cheap art, education, and publicity, or else the feudal
world of half their ordinary speech.
^
Romantic is very generally used to describe a dreamer.’
Ruskin, we say, was such a man, for instance. One of his
maiix doctrines illustrates this. He wished all machinery
to be destroyed. Aside from the question of its desirability, we know this to have been irrealizable.
The term
romantic jumps on to our tongue, therefore, to describe
a man capable of that aberration. A more sensible notion,
more sweeping were it implemented, perhaps, but equally
impracticable, would be this
Let us destroy all the drums
in the tJborld kettle-drums, side-drums, tom-toms, etc. and
arrange to hang any man discovered making one. Even
to indulge in the devil’s tattoo would become a criminal
’

‘

’

^

—

’

^

^

’

:

—

‘

—

’

offence.

There you would have, it would be possible to contend,
a tremendous innovation. It would banish at one stroke
a great deal of gratuitous emotionalism. We should be
well rid of that, you might believe. The time-honoured

method tTf calling people to battle, to rut, to religious
ecstasy, to every known delirium, would then not exist.
Yet the individual advocating this measure we should call
‘
ropantic ’-very romantic. It is not practicable. It is

^

—
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even

It is reminiscent of the

ridiculous.

naif prohibitionist.
ing machinery.

The same

applies to

day-dream of tifedreams of banish-

In analysing,' romance

’
the first clcfmiLion required, perto this effect : the ‘ romantic is the oirposite of the
Eomance is a thing tliat is in some sense non-existent.
real.
For instance, ‘ romance ’ is the reality of yestei-day, or of
to-morrow ; or it is the reali ty of somewhere else.
Romance is the great traditional enemy of the Present.
And the reason for the contemporary enmity to tlic mind f
of Greek Antiquity is because that mind was an ‘ahistorical’
mind without perspective. But that ‘ yesterday that
was Rome, Jerusalem or Athens is a great reality. So it is

haps,

’

is

—

’

not a romance by any means. Similarly, i f some pc^itical
event of great magnitude is brewing to-day in Calc\itta,
let us say, capable of profoundly disturbing us all here,
then, because Calcutta is not licre, nor the
to-morrow
event to-day’s, it is not less ‘ real for that.
Again, sometimes dreams can be converted into realities.
Your day-dream, .supposing the rc'quisite power is yours,
may some day become a nice or disagrecabh; reality for
your neighbour, llis appeal to other facts, more rcptitably
causal, will be useless.
So much for a few of the traps
that await the person essaying definitions of ‘ romance.’
To circaimsciribe with distinct xneaning such a word as
’

’

;

’

‘

romance is difiicult.
Ezra Pound is, irom any
’

whom

standpoiTit, a

such a

good

pei-son to

Ih' is a
Ih* has
th<! pains to write a hook- -The Spirit of
Romance for .seckcTs alter the trutli, about Romance.
To this I suggest we turn ; and we .sliall lind the following
to addr<‘ss yoiinsclf in

poet
a,jul he
even been at
;

is

dilllculty.

a great authority on Romance!.

—

enlightenment
There is one sense in which the word Rommuie has a
definite meaning ^that is, whoji it is applied to th<i lat^guagc's
derived from the Latin ; and Romance litcirature begins
with a Provencal “ Alba,” supposedly of the tenth century.’
So much for the source of the term merely. As to its
present meaning : ‘ When England had a “ romantic
school ” it was said to join “ strangeness ” with '’’dieauty ”
:

‘

—

’

‘

But, ‘ speaking generally, the spells or equations
“ classic ” art invoke the beauty of the normal,
and spells of “ romantic ” art are said to invoke ,the
.

.

of
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Pound, however,

beauty of the unusuaL’

‘

23

the

fears

pigeon-hole/
Generally speaking, as he says, the normal, the

known

and the visible, is what Romance is not
Romance is
what is unusual, not normal, mysterious, not visible, per’

‘

haps not susceptible at

all of visual treatment.
places his finger on a more important aspect
of the matter when he writes (in the same book)

But Pound

:

dawn

at Jerusalem while midnight hovers above the
All ages are contemporaneous.
It is
B.C., let us say, in Morocco.
The Middle Ages are in Russia.
The future* stirs already in the minds of the few. This is
especially true of literature, where the real time is independent
of the apparent.
It is

Pillars of Hercules.

In the periodic images employed here, imbued with
real time (which also apparently
includes the future ’) is somewhere about, within the circle.
There is no real future any more than there is a real
So, according to this way of looking at the matter,
past.’
the timeless view, romance would consist in apparent
absence, or in a seeming coyness on the part of time.
Men now dead will be the playfellows of your grandare
children, says Pound, and many ostensibly
alive
really playing with Dante or Propertius, rather than with
us although Dante and Propertius, in their turn, were also
‘
elsewhere to a greater extent than was consistent with
their temporal and spatial status.
The same timeless view is advocated by Spongier in
indeed he expresses that standest
his Beeline of the
relativity sentiment, all

’

'

'

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

;

’

‘

’

W

point so perfectly, by means of his homology principle/
as he calls it, that I will quote a passage which defines
completely what we require
‘

:

The application of the homology principle to historical
phenomena brings with it an entirely new connotation for the
word contemporary.’ I designate as contemporary two
relative
historical facts that occur in exactly the same
‘

’

‘

—

positions in their respective Cultures ... we might describe
Pythagoras as the contemporary of Descartes, Archytas of
Laplacg, Archimedes of Gauss. The Ionic and the Baroque,
Polygnotus pairs
again,* ran their course contemporaneously.
Conin time with Rembrandt, Polycletus with Bach.
temporary, too, are the building of Alexandria, of Baghdad
and of Washington ; classical coinage and our double-entry
.

.

.
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book-keeping

;

the

and Shih-huang-ti
‘

Tyrannis and the Fronde Augustus.
Hannibal and the World War.

first

;

;

Without further defining niy position with regard to this
standpoint a very common one for many

timeless

—

’

years now, for Relativity fashion did Tiot commence witli
Einstehi’s General Theory a few of its implications can
The circular, periodic imagery does
be pointed out.
knock out a good deal the sense of the future.’ For, far
enough back, it also is the past.’ The idea of periodicity
so used (of a spiral formation it usually is, with repetitions''
on higher planes) leaves, no doubt, some margin and
variety to play with, but very little.
You have above, in the extract beginning It is dawn at
Jerusalem,’ an average example of the formula ad^janced
on behalf of the ‘timeless’ standpoint. Before leaving
that subject (and still in touch with the psychology outlined above) the following observation is of great use.
The profession of the ‘ timeless doctrine, in any average;
person, always scinns to involve* this contradiction : that
he will be much more the slave of Time than anybody not
so fanatically indoctrinated. An obsession with the temporal scale, a feverish regard for the niceties of fashion, a
sick anxiety directed to questions of time and place (that
is, of fashion and of milieu), appears to bo the psychological concomitant of the possession of a time-theory that
denies time its normal reality. The fashionable, mind is
par excellence the timc-denifing mind— that is the; paradox.
This is, however, not so strange if you examine it. The
less reality you attach to time as a unity, the less you are
able insl.incl.ively to abstract it ; the* more important

—

‘

‘

‘

’

concrete, individual, or })ersonal time becomes.
Bergsonian durie, or psychological time, is esscnlifdly Ihe
*
time. of the true romanik.
It is the same as in dislx'lief of
the reality of life : the more absolute this disbeli(;f is, as a
formulated doctrine, the more the sensation of life (whicli
we all experience impartially, whatever our philosophy)
will assume a unique importance.
Or we can add a third
analogy, which will further clear up this obscure point in
’

contemporary psychology. The less you are able to realize
other people, the more your particular personaKty will
obsess you, and the more dependent tipon its reality you
will be.
The more you will insist on it with a certain
frenzy.

And the more

‘

individualist

’

you are in this

senige,
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the

less

sense.

‘

you will be in the ordinary political
have achieved a fanatical hegemony with

individualist

You

your unique

will
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’

self-feeling.

individualism ’ signifies the opposite of that.
It expresses belief in the desirability of many individuals
instead of one. Your individualism ’ will be tliat mad one
of the " one and only ’ self, a sort of instinctive solipsism in
Political

"

It will cause you to be, therefore, the most
dangerous of madmen, that kind that has no scruples where
^^ther people are concerned, because he has an imperfect
belief in their existence.
This rough preliminary note will,

practice.

have made that point clearer.
have now surveyed some of the principal conditions
of the jise of the expression romance.’ What has emerged
can be summarized as follows The term arose in connection
with roman dialects. It took with it, from the start, an
implication of revolutionary unorthodoxy, of opposition to
tradition.
It was the speech of
the people,’ or of the
roman colonials or rustics, who preferred to express what
they had to say in a living,’ not a dead,’ language.
Romance started as the opponent of tradition, as repreI hope, sujffice to

We

:

‘

‘

‘

sented by the classical tongue.
In the modern classic-romantic opposition, Romantic
is the warm, popular, picturesque expression, as contrasted
with the formal calm of the Classical. There is no need
to go through the usual questions of the Unities as opposed
to disregard for classical construction.
Those are the
commonplaces of one of the oldest, and most closely canvassed, controversies in the world. The success of such a
If
classification depends upon your examples, largely.
‘

’

Racine is your classic,’ and Shakespeare your romantic,’
then romantic,’ in that instance, wins the day. Between
Pope and Marlowe the same thing happens, in my opinion.
There are other cases in which classicism might score
points.
The fact is that the best West European art has
never been able to be ^ classic,’ in the sense of achieving a
great formal perfection. The nature of our semi-barbaric
cultures has precluded that.
So in that connection the
^
romantic is the real thing, I believe, and not the imita^

"

^

^

’

’

tion.

If in its origin the

‘

classic-romantic

’

opposition possessed

a political connotation—namely, the ‘ classical standing
for the old order,’ tradition and authority, the romantic
’

’

'
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for the new insxirgent life of the popular imagination, theself-assertion of the populace ; so to-day it still conforms
to that political symbolism. The ‘ classical is the rational,
’

aloof and

sensational

manent
It

is

the ‘ romantic is the popular,
;
That is the percosmically confused.
’

aristocratical

and

‘

’

political reference in these terms.

not in conformity with

its

position in this Classic’

Romantic controversy, howcvei% that the word romantic
Rather is it iii opposition to positive
is generally used.
science not to the great traditional opponent of positive‘

—

—

that wc find it employed.
science, the classical ideal
This gives it a rather unenviable and damaging sense. It
conveys a negative what would be thought of as the nonmodern state of mind. Used in this way, it connotes the
following characters. We say romantic when we wish
to define something too emotionalized (according to our
positivist standards), something opposed to the actual or
a self-indulgent habit of mind or a tendency to
the real
shut the eyes to what is unpleasant, in favour of things
arbitrarily chosen for their flattering pleasantness.
Or else
effects of an c'goism that bathes in the
we apply it to
self-feeling to the c'xclusion of contradictory realities, inachieving what wc see to be a false
cluding the Not-self
unity and optimism, regarding all the circumstances. It
was that keen awareness of the Not-sclf, and the conse<iuent
conception of righteousness,’ that Matthew Arnold pointc'd
to (iti his Literature and Dogma) as constituting the originality of the ancient Jewish people.
The dc?cip ‘ mentulism
and personal bias of such an intelligence as that of Proust
romantic diagnostic, then. Yet ‘ romance,’ as the
is a
opposite of the matt<>r-of-l“aet, and as the* fra.m(> of mind
proper to very young pcjoph', cottios in for a -certain
popularity. It d(;j)cnds in what connection you are using it.

—

‘

’

:

;

‘

’

‘

’

^

CHAPTER

n

THE PRINCIPLE OF ADVERTISEMENT
AND ITS RELATION TO ROMANCE

R

omance,

as currently used, then, denotes what is
unreal or unlikely, or at all events not present, in
contrast to what is scientifically true and accessible
to the senses here and now. Or it is, in its purest expression,
what partakes of the marvellous, the extreme, the unusual.
That
why Advertisement (in a grotesque and inflated
form) is a pure expression of the romantic mind. Indeed,
there is nothing so ‘ romantic ’ as Advertisement.
Advertisement is the apotheosis of the marvellous and
likewise of the scientifleally untrue. The
the unusual
spirit of advertisement and boost lives and has its feverish
being in a world of hyperbolic suggestion ; it is also the
trance or dream-world of the hypnotist. This world of
the impossible does not pretend even to be real or exact.
The Jamesian psychology more familiar to most Europeans
as coueism is its theoretic expression. What you can
make people believe to be true, is true. (The american
pragmatical test of any theorem is ‘ What difference will its
truth or falsehood make to you ? ’)
Advertisement also implies in a very definite sense a
And the attitude proper to it
certain attitude to Time.
is closely related to the particular time-philosophy we were
considering above ; namely, that philosophy that is at
once ‘ timeless in theory, and very much concerned with
Time in practice. Both that conscious philosophy, and
the instinctive attitude of the advertising mind towards
Time, could be described as a Time-for-Time' s-sdke belief.
For both. Time is the permanent fact. Time for the bergsonian or relativist is fundamentally sensation ; that is
what Bergson’s dur^e always conceals beneath its pretentious metaphysic. It is the glorification of the life-ofthe-mon»dnt, with no reference beyond itself and no
absolute or universal value ; only so much value as is
conveyed in the famous proverb. Time is money. It is the
argpit comptant of literal life, in an inflexibly fluid Time.
;

—

—

’
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And the ultimate significance of the philosophy of TinS’efor-Time’s-sake (since Time is a meaningless thing in itself)
(This difficulty of the
is Existence-for-Existence’s-sake.
meaninglessness of Time, which becomes especially acute
when it is your intention to erect Time into a god, as is tlic
case with Professor Alexander, is dealt with at length l)y
that philosopher.)
The world in which Advertisement dwells is a one-day
world. It is necessarily a plane universe, without de])th.
Upon this Time lays down discontinuous entities, side by'
side ; each day, each temporal entity, complete in itself,
with no perspeetives, no fundamental exterior reference at
all.
In this way the structure of human life is entirely
transformed, where and in so far as this inten.sive tecjinique
The average mail is ingets a psychologic ascendancy.
vited to slice his life into a series of one-day lives, regulated
by the clock oJ‘ fashion. The human being is no longer the
unit.
He becomes the containing frame for 4 generation
or sequence of ephemerids, roughly organized into what
he calls his ‘ personality.’ Or the highly organized human
mind finds its natural organic unity degraded into a
worm-like extension, composed of a segmented, equallydistributed, acceirtless life.
Each s(‘gment, each fashionday (as the day of this now creatxire could be called) must
be organically self-sufficing.
This account of the fashion-day of Advertisement may
seem to contradict what is said olscwhcTc^ of tlic orf^anio
eliaractcr of the time-philosophy.
It will a})])ear to w'gative th(‘ contrast between the Present of the classical mind,
as opposed to the pcr.spectivo.s of the romantic, the tinu'mind, too. This misunderstanding will already liave been
partly avertcxl. The reader’s attention has be(‘n drawn to
the paradox of tlic doctrinaire of ‘ timelessness ’ more
obsessed by Time, and Ww. fashion-day, ihan i.s anybody else.
For the further and comjilete dispersal of this possible
difficulty, I must refer the reader to a subsequent section
of my book. It can only finally be disposed of by a careful
definition of the classical ‘ Present,’ as opposed to the
romantic ‘ Present.’
In the world of Advertisement, Coud-fashion, cVerything
that happens to-day (or everything that is being advertisccl
here and now) is better, bigger, brighter, more astonishing
than anything that has ever existed before. (Dr. Cpui
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noticing,
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was embai’ked upon his teaching, so he said, by
and responding to, an advertisement.) The

psychology that is required of the public to absorb this
monist, unique,
belief in the marvellous one and only
superlative, exclusive fact (immediately obliterating all
other beliefs and shutting the mind to anything that may
happen elsewhere or to-morrow) is a very rudimentary one
indeed. The best subject for such a seance would be a
polyp, evidently. An individual looking, with his intellect,
Sfcefore and after, seeing far too much at a time for the
requirements of the advertiser or hypnotist, is not at all
the affair of Advertisement. For the essence of this livingin-the-moment and for-the-moment of submission to a
giant hyperbolic close-up of a moment is, as we have
indicated, to banish all individual continuity.
You must,
for a perfect response to this instantaneous suggestion, be
the 'perfect sensationalist
what people picture to themselves, for instance, as the perfect American.
Your personality must have been chopped down to an extremely low
level of purely reactionar)?' life.
Otherwise you are of no
use to the advertiser. If there were many like you, he
would soon be put out of business.
The traditional yankee method of Advertisement suggests
a credulity, a love of sensation and an absence of backgi’oimd in the submissive, hypnotized public, that could
justly claim to be unexampled, and as beating anything
ever heard of before in recorded history. But that method
is now in universal use.
It promises monts et mcrveilles
every instant of the day. It has battered and deadened
every superlative so much that superlatives no longer in
themselves convey anything. All idea of a true value
of any .scale except the pragmatic scale of hypnotism and
hoax- is banished for ever from the life of the great
majority of people living in the heart of an advertising
zone, such as any great modern city. They arc now almost
for to
entirely incapable of anything except sensation
think is to be able to traverse the scale of values from the
nadir to the zenith. The world of superlatives is a monotonous horizontal drumming on the top-note, from which
an insistent, intoxicating time can be extracted, but
nothing else. So Advertisement fulfils all the requirements
of the general definition of ^ romance,*
It is not altogether without point to refer this method to

—

—

—

—

—

—

;
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origins in the competitive frenzy of finance,

and^of

finance first become delirious as it saw its staggering opportunity in its operations in the New World. The marvellous
american vitality enhanced this process, and may yet
defeat it. For the decision, as to Europe and even the
destiny of the White Race, rests with America, perhaps.
Just as the individual wliose conscience is clear, and
whose pockets are J'ull, does not expcricjicc the need to
overwhelm his neighbour with assurances of his honesty
indeed, if his pockets arc sufficiently full, docs not care''
much what his neighbour thinks ; so such a system as that
of Cou^ is not invented for people in robust liealth, but for
the debilitated and ailing members of a ruined society.
The optimism-to-ordcr of ‘ Every day and in every respect
I grow better and better ’ is of the same kind as the political
optimism-to-ordor of democratic politics.
The wholesale change-over of what was ‘ public ’ into
what, for the European, was private (the coirditions obtaining in aryan civilization, what Maine calls tiic ‘ancient
order of the aryan world,’ Jrom the earliest tribal times, as
a result of the ‘ individualism distinguishing our race), and
vice versa, has been very much facilitated by the agency of
Advertisement. Advertisement has functioned in the social
and artistic or learned world rather as the engineer has in the
It has taught the public-— as the engineer taught
factory.
the producer ^that as Advcrtiscinent-value nothing is
refuse or waste.
Indeed, the garbage is oJ’tcn more valuable
than the commodity from which it proceeds. Rut this
value is a money-value essentially, and functions imper’

—

fectly in its social ai)plication.

CHAPTER in

ROMANCE AND THE MORALIST MIND

B

etween
ment the

Romance and

the principle of Advertise-

liaison is clear enough, I hope,

On

by now.

the other hand, for a reader unfamiliar with the
Hime-philosophy of Bergson, the Relativists, Whitehead,
Alexander and the other space-timeists, the psychology of
the time-snob that I have outlined may be imperfectly
defined
the relation between the advertising principle of
competitive industry, and these time-philosophies, may
still escape him.
All that welter of thought and sensation
which has recently culminated in Relativity Theory is the
necessary background for even these preliminary remarks.
Perhaps an equally refractory conception would be that
of the affiliation of Romance and of Morals in the sense,
it is understood, in which we may decide to accept these
terms. But that is the next relationship I propose to
examine. It seems to me a very important one indeed.
There is nothing at all abstruse, at least, about the Christian
ethical code ; especially that of the evangelical Christian,
puritan produced by the Reformation, aiid his
of the
descendants to-day. For its spirit and various ordinances
arc all to be found in the Old Testament. Our use of that
piimitive code, framed as it is for conditions totally different
from ours, is symbolic of our incurably romantic outlook.
Our civilization is much more artificial than that of
Greece or Rome ; and the main cause for that is the
Where Romance enters the sphere of
Christian ethic.
morals is at the gate of sex ; and nearly all the diabolism
(helping itself to the traditional sadic and invert machinery),
springing up so eagerly in a puritan soil, can be traced to
a sex-root. It is even extremely easy in the modern West
to semfy everything, in a way that would have been imTo see this, you
possible in the greek world, for instance.
only have to consider the fact that the Athens of Socrates
was notoii,ous, as his dialogues witness, for what is (for us)
the most obsessing sort of sex-cult. Yet it did not interfere
at all with greek philosophy ; life did not become the rival
of thought, the life of the intellect and that of the senses
;

—

‘

’

;
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co-existed harmoniously

;

and philosophic speculation,

men who

<?or

disputed with Socrates, w'as evidently as
The dialogues
exciting as any of their other occupations.
of Plato have not an alexandrian effluvia of feminine scent
nor do they erect pointers on all the pathways of the mind,
waving frantically back to tlie goiradal ecstasies of the
commencement of life. They are as loftily detached from
the particular delights in fashion with the Atheniair as it
the core of the mind was not invaded, or
is possible to be
even touched, by the claims of that group of glands, in
spite of the fact that the puppets who used to conduct the
intellectual contests were often conventionally epicene.
The psychological composition of the mind of such a philosopher as Socrates, or Democritus, showed no bias whatever
such as you inevitably find in a Wilde or a Pater ^that
alexandrian enervation and softening of all the male chastity
of thought.
In modern Western democracy thought usually, even,
has to get started in a sex-centre. People are saturated
with moral teaching and the artificialities of the legal or
moralist mind to such a degree, that it is most dilliculL to
make them think without first shocking them ; or without,
Edification or outrage must
contrariwise, edifying them.
there is no escape generally from that
precede thought
law the law of sensation, of extremism and of snobbery.
The attempt to escape will be made here. We shall aim
to get behind morals, which is the same order of enterprise
as getting behind Romance. And we can bear in mind,
as regards the psychological aspect of our argument, that,
generically, the romantic mair is some sort of a moralist,
simple or inverted. And he always, to that there is no
Snobbishness and the romantic
exception, is an areh-.snob.
to be ‘ romantic about .somc;disposition arc commutative
snobbish
about
something.* Roth, imply
thing is to be
superstitious excess, and capitulation of the reason.
When Revolution ^that is simply the will to change and
to spiritual transformation ceases to be itself, and passes
over more and more completely into its mere propaganda
and advertisement department, it is apt, in the nature of
things, to settle down in the neighbourhood of sex, and to
make the moral disease its main lever. But Revolution in
Europe and America must in the nature of things centre
around sex,’ owing principally to the over-sensitivc.‘ rethe

;

—

;

—

:

‘

’

—

‘

—
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sex-psychology of the post-Reformation man.
revolution would be complete without its
strident advertisement.
In the pagan world the facts of
sex had no undue importance. That they have derived
entirely, as we have said, from the puritan consciousness.
The whole bag of tricks of sex, simple and invert, reduces
itself, on the physical side, to a very simple proposition.
Chivalrous love, on the other hand, was a very abstruse
and complicated religion (attached to the man-woman
relationship).
But at its intensest it ceased to be ‘ sex
altogether. It was the Christian counterpart of the idealistic boy-love of greek antiquity, complicated with mari-

passed

’

No Western

’

olatry.

of sex as a lever in the modern eurowhich the success of Freud is witness) you
are dealing with something quite different from that. It
is necessary, if you are to understand it, to put out of your
head all analogies with Antiquity, or with other periods.
What you are confronted with, always, is forbidden fruit
that is what
sex has meant persistently to the postReformation European. The delights of sex have been
built round for us with menacing restrictions
and a situation has been created which a Greek or a Roman would
with great difficulty have understood.
The result is that every licence where sex is concerned
has been invested with the halo of an awful and thrilling
lawlessness.
If it were not for the superlative sweetness
of lawlessness of a sex order, all lawlessness would lack its
most exciting and hypnotic paradigm and principal advertisement. How this applies to-day is evident.
If you are
desirous of showing your revolutionary propensities, and
it is a case of finding some law to break to prove your goodwill and spirit, whafc better law than the dear old moral law,
always there invitingly ready and eager to be broken ?
So it is that sex for the European is the ideal gateway to
Revolution, that no one but a violent sex-snob can enter
any more than a camel can go through the eye of a needle.

But jn the power

pean world

‘

’

(to

;

‘

'

:

‘

‘

’

’

’

'

And

so it is that that will-to-change, or impulse to spiritual
advance, which is the only sensible meaning of Revolution,
is confusaJ and defeated.
Any sex-licence at all has the revolutionary advantage
of ‘ lawlessness/
But how much more is not this the case

wheye some

in itself insignificant eccentricity

C

is

in question.
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Blue infernal fire bursts up out of the ground, almost, for
the superstitious puritanic mind (and in the West of Europe
and America the evangelical, puritan spirit the shadow
of the genevan Bible is strong yet) at the suggestion of
one or other (there are only two) of the more sensational
first-class sex-misdemeanours.
The levity and even lack of interest with which the
Greeks usually treated these things is so much more healthy,
it is quite evident, that it is a pity from any point of view
that it should not be expected of a broad-minded and''
‘
modernist person as a sine qud non of modernity. If
you believe that such things as revolutionary propaganda
of original vice are socially undesirable, then all the more
should you seek to apply to them the chill of thi% moral
For they would certainly wither at the
indifferentism.
touch of it.
The most unlikely and incongruous things are dragged
into the emotionalism of right and wrong,’ backed up
a host of militant passions are let
by the sex-impulse
and in the ensuing tumult, the bloodloose on both sides
and-thunder, brimstone and blue fire, there is nothing that
cannot instantly be submerged once the business is started.
The ‘ mob of the senses,’ as Plato called them, arc let loose
and our rational constructions founder.
So it is not sex, properly speaking and in its simple and
natural appeal, that is in question at all
it is the diabolies
looked up in the edifice of morals that is the arch-enemy
of the artist. To circumven t that ridiculous but formidable
spirit is a necessary but difficxdt entcrpiise.
There is no activity you can engage in that is not liable
to be trapped, pushed or misled into the moralist quagmire.
As to artistic work of any kind, once it gets involved with
that machinery, for or against it, it is lost
for its particular
values are entirely engulfed in the sea of sensation of
right or of ‘ wrong.’
Yet the mind of the western public
(and especially of the anglo-saxon public) works in such a
way that it is very difficult to convince it that a man
rebelling, perhaps, as a painter, against the degraded
standards of the Salon or Academy is not proposing some
insidious attack also upon the stronghold of ortirodox sex.
The ‘ I told you so 1
that must have arisen when the
eccentric Bunthorne poet, Wilde, was unexpectedly convicted of vice, must have been universal Yet, of course,

—

—

‘

’

’

’

‘

‘

’

‘

;

;

;

^

’

;

‘

’

’

—
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Wilde was an inferior artist ; that may even have been one
reason that decided him to add sex to what was deficient
to heighten it and give it a sporting chance to
as art
set the Thames on fire.
’

’

—

Where any sex-nuisance is concerned, the greeJc indifference
For with regard to anything which is

is the best specific.

likely to obsess

too

much

a society,

advertisement.

of importance not to give it
These few remarks may make

it is

possible to understand a little better how ^ sex of any
invert or direct, as an ally, must be regarded by an
It also places the romantic
artist, who is not a moralist.
and snobbish in its true light, where it is engaged in the
diabolics of ‘ sex.’
And it co-operates with the most
intelligent tendencies in modern life, those directed to the
rationalization of our automatic impulses.

it

'"sort,

’

CHAPTER IV

THE ROMANCE OF ACTION
eside

Advertisement (as one of the bastards of
set that instinct for the frantic and
the excessive, for which it is difficult to find a comas in superman, or'
pendious name. The prefix ‘ super
super-Dreadnought gives the key to the state of mind
involved. It is almost indistinguishable from Advertisement, in many ways, as a department of Romance.
Fatally and intimately connected with this is th^ gospel
of action. This doctrine has, in the form of the romantic
energetics of war, already made a living melodrama of the
Western World. The last ten years of action has been so
overcrowded with mcn-of-action of all dimensions, that
and what has
they none of them have been able to act
been done on this doctrinal but terribly real field-of-action,
has brought us to our present state of inaction, in due

B

Romance) can be

’

—

—

;

course.

But the man-of-action (low-browed, steel-jawed, flinteyed, stone-hearted) has been provided (whether in mockery
or not is aside from what we wish now to prove) with a
philosophy. And it is some form of that Time-for-Time’ssake philosophy we have already briefly considered. But
this mechanical, functional creature would
implicitly
possess such a philosophy in any case ; since the dreamquality of purc-action must leave him virtually a child,
plunged from one discontinuous, self-sufficing unit of
experience lo another ; always living in the moment, in
moods of undiluted sensationalism ; the ideal slave and
instrument of any clever and far-seeing person who, of
course, is the real man-of-action ; for it is never the frantic
servant of this doctrine of action who ever does anything,
at least of any use to himself.
The super-ism, or whatever you like to call it, with which
we started is only the most exaggerated, fanatical, and
definitely religious form of the doctrine of action.
Mussolini is, of course, the most eminent exponent of both.
As a politician he is only concerned with the usefulness of
things, and so he cannot be Justly criticwed on account of

—

n
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What may be useful in one connection is often not
appropriate in another, however. If you applied the conditions and standards required for the flowering of a Jack
Dempsey to a Beethoven, say, you would be doing what is
done in a more general and less defined sense on all hands
at this moment, as a thousand different activities mystically
coalesce in response to the religion of mei’ging, or mesmeric

th«m.

engulfing.

Action (the dionysiac and dynamical) is highly specialist.
^ it takes two
is impossible without an opposite
to make a quarrel.’
The dynamical or what Nietzsche
called the dionysiac, and which he professed
is a relation,
a something that happens, between two or more opposites,

""But action

when

—
—
—

tjiey meet in their pyrrhic encounters.
The intellect
works alone. But it is precisely this solitariness of thought,
this prime condition for intellectual success, that is threatened by mystical mass-doctrines.

CBAPTER V

ART MOVEMENTS AND THE MASS IDEA

T

essay has been undertaken to examine the
fundamental philosophic concept of the present age,
namely, ‘ Time,’ especially with regard to its in-

his

upon the arts and xTpon the social world. Before*
coming to that eel-like concept itself, and attacking it in
its home-waters (the philosophy of flux), it is my plan to
show it powerfully operating in every department of adthat is the only significant contemporary literavanced
I have chosen literatui-e rather than the static or
ture.
graphic arts, because in the nature of things such a concept
has more leverage upon literatm-e than upon them. That
Still,
is, indeed, air important aspect of my argument.
even in the arts of painting, sculpture, and design, it has
fluence

‘

’

—

—

exercised, usually indirectly,
survey.
are included in

some

influence.

And

they

my

A

rigorous restatement is required, I have felt for some
of the whole ‘ revolutionary
position ; nowhere
more than in my peculiar province art and literature.
For me to undertake that statement must involve me also
personal position. This in its turn
in a restatement of
must bring me into conflict with the interests of several people
with whose names mine has been fairly closely associated.
I have recently worked out, with great care, a system,.
The present essay is its philosophic elaboration. But
before coming to a detailed criticism of the current interpretation of the concept ‘ time,’ I am dealing with some
of the concrete appearances of this compelling concept.
If it is the good fortune of
critical system to be adopted
or used by a certain number of people, it should make
certain intellectual abuses, humbugs, and too-casy sensationalisms henceforth impossible.
The arguments brought
forward here, and the questions that will be constantly
raised in my paper, or elsewhere, will have to be met.
Where they are not met adequately, or are ignored, there
will be a standing danger-spot in the defences of whoever
attempts to evade them. For they are not idly-held
opinions ; but are a critical engine constructed from the

years,

’

—

my

my
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observed fact of the most refractory
description, sedulously submitted to repeated tests.
The
use of a
system ’ in the ‘ systematic ’ at all is much
resented. But it is
claim that this one is, and increasingly will become, an almost fool-proof system of detection

•mitterial of directly

my

where contemporaiy counterfeit, of the

^
revolutionary
kind, is concerned. It cannot, I think, be used as a destructive weapon by the irresponsible for things for which
its machinery is not intended.
But on the other hand, its
activity may, on occasion, be reversed, so that it can be
made to protect those things in whose interests its destructive ingenuity is set in motion.
In stepping directly into the world of art we shall fall
upon^a great deal of politics, too, as elsewhere, or the
reflection of politics.
To attempt to get rid of these
politics, or shadow politics, is one of my reasons for under-

taking this

difficult analysis.

the same emotional tension, the same spurious
glamour, in which no one believes, but which yet arrests
belief from settling anywhere
extracting, as it were, the
automatic reaction from it, without desiring, even, a more
conscious, or deep-seated, response; the same straining
merely to outwit and to capture a momentary attention,
or to startle into credulity
the same optimistic ah,
suggestive of a bad conscience, or a vulgar self-congratulation
the same baldly-shining morning face
the same
glittering or discreetly hooded eye of the fanatical advertiser, exists in the region of art or social life as elsewhere
only in social life it is their own personalities that people
are advertising, while in art it is their own personally manufactured goods only. (In the case of the artist, his own
personality plays tlie part of the refuse of the factory.)
And these more blandly-lighted worlds arc as full as the
Business world, I believe fuller, of those people who seem
especially built for such methods, so slickly does the glove
Yet who will say that the vulgar medium which the
fit.
scientific salesman must use to succeed, in Western Democracy, does not, thrust into the social world, destroy its
The philosophy of ^ action of trade is as
significance ?
barbarous as that of war.
But unlike social revolution, art is not dependent on
fortuitous technical discoveries. It is a constant strongho]d, rather, of the purest human consciousness ; as such
First of

all,

—
;

;

;

—

’

'
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it has nothing to ‘ revolt ’ against
except conditions whi^re
art does not exist, or where spurious and vulgar art triumphs.
Modern industrial conditions brought about organized
‘
revolutionary fcnnent in the political sphere. They also
rapidly reduced the never-very-securc pictorial and plastic
standards of the European to a cipher. The present
‘
revolution in art is not a revolt against tradition at all.
It is much more a concerted attempt, on a wider and subtler
basis (provided by recent research and technical facilities),
to revive a sense that had been almost totally lost, as the
’

’

Salons and Academies witnessed.
The only ait at the present time about which there is any
reason to employ the word revolutionary,’ or that sentimentalist cliche, rebel,’ is either inferior and stupid,^or else
consciously political, art. For art is, in reality, one of the
things that Revolutions are about, and cannot therefore
itself be Revolution.
Life as interpreted by the poet or
philosopher is the objective of Revolutions, they are the
substance of its Promised Land.
If, on the other hand, you wish to use ‘ revolutionary
in the wider and more intelligent sense which I generally
give it here, then there is a form of artistic expression that
has attempted something definitely new ; something that
could not have come into existence in any age but this one.
Art of that type is confined to a very small number of
workers. And it is one of the tasks 1 have set myself here,
to mark this off distinctly from the much greater nia.ss of
work which uses a very little of that newness to llavotir
something otherwise traditional enough, and which, if
properly understood, is in no sense revolutionary ; or else
which looks irovel because it is attempting to get back to
standards or forms that are very ancient, and hence strange
to the European.
London, for example, is periodically startled by some
work in sculpture or painting which would have scciincd a
commonplace to Amenhotep m., or to a fifth-century
Tartar Khan. It is probably much better than the average
Royal Academy article ; it could scarcely help being that.
Yet one of the curious objections brought against works of
that sort is that they are ‘ asiatic.’ The trouble with them,
if anything, is in reality the opposite to that
namely, that
they are not asiatic enough. There is usually some
germanic sentimentalism marring the conception—or sonre
‘

‘

’

—
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^which makes them inferior to the
oriental masterpiece that has inspired them.

gegpaanic brutality

The first thing that would be noticed by any one entering
the art world for the first time would be that it was discriminated into ‘ movements,’ rather than into individuals.
It would be for the sake of le mouvement, for the advancement of ‘ the group,’ not of the individual artist, that this
or that was initiated. This becomes less pronoxmced as
the decay of art, from a material point of view, advances,
the disillusionment deepens ; but the movement or

Wd

group idea

The

is still sufficiently

prevalent.

that form of organization, to start with, is,
inevitably, to advertise the inferior artist at the expense of
the better. Most inferior ai’tists interpret such an arrangement as a good opportunity to combine against any of
their number who displays conspicuous ability, and fix
upon him obligations all to his personal disadvantage. Or
else ‘ the group is more simply an organization of nothing
but inferior artists, directed, sometimes by means of
specific propaganda, against the idea of individual talent
altogether ; the suggestion being that only a great many
cooks can make a really good broth ; and the masteiy of
each individual must be of an unnoticeable, democratic
order.
The proof of this would naturally be in the eating.
But as there is no public for such things to-day, these
theorists are quite secure
it will never be put to the test.
Now no one, I suppose, will be found to contend that
contemporary politics are not reflected in such groups
and ‘ movements
We will assume that the
in art.
resemblance is too striking to be passed over ; that the
‘ group,’
movement,’ phenomenon in art is, where found,
a political reflection,
its contemporary form.
But in art, as in anything else, all revolutionary impulse
comes in the first place from the exceptional individual I
have shown. No collectivity ever conceives, or, having
done so, would ever be able to carry through, an insurrection
or a reform of any intensity, or of any magnitude. That
It is inis always the work of individuals or minorities.
variably tl^e man who is privileged and free, as Plato was,
who initiates or proposes, and plans out, such further
ambitious advances for our race. The rest follow.
Since writing The Art of Being Buled (1925) I have
somawhat modified my views with regard to what I
effect of

’

:

’

‘

’

‘

m
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democracy.’ I should express myself differI feel that I slighted too much the notion of
democracy by using that term to mean too exclusively
the present so-called democratic masses, hypnotized into
a sort of hysterical imbecility by the mesmeric methods of
Advertisement. But whatever can be said in favour of
democracy of any description, it must always be charged
against it, with great reason, that its political realization is
invariably at the mercy of the hypnotist.
But no artist can ever love democracy or its doctrinaire
and more primitive relative, communism. The emotionally-excited, closely -packed, heavily -standardized mass-

then called

‘

ently to-day.
‘

’

‘

’

in a blind, ecstatic unison, as though in
response to the throbbing of some unseen musicr-of the
sovietic or fourierisfc fancy
would be the last thing, according to me, for the free democratic West to aim at, if it were
free, and if its democracy were of an intelligent order.
Let us behave as if the West were free, and as if we were in
the full enjoyment of an ideal democracy.
I prefer (I should say acting on this principle) the proscmovement easy, uncontrolled and large ^to the insistent,
hypnotic rhythm, favoured by most fashionable political
thought in the West. For me, there should be no adventitiously imposed rhythm for life in the rough.
Life in the
rough, or on the average, should be there in its natural
grace, chaos and beauty
not cut down and arranged into
a machine-made system. Its natural gait and movement
it derives from its cosmic existence
and where too obsessing a human law or time, or beat gets imposed upon it,
the life and beauty depart from it.
as
Musical-folitics
the uplift politics of miJleimial doctrinaires can be termed
are, without any disguise, the politics of hypnotism, enregimentation, the sleep of t he dance.
A unit looser and more accidental, moving more freely
than the ubiquitous drum-throb allows, is to be preferred
unemotional,’ as the American and Englishman is called
‘
usually
individualist ’ as he is also called not moving
in perfect and meticulous xmison with his neighbours, if
even eccentric. The uniformity aimed at by the method
of mass-suggestion is, as an ideal, only a counscTef desperation.
Any man of intelligence must be instinctively
against it. But in a more specialist connection, this uniformity is not very dear to the artist, either.
units, acting

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

:

‘

;

—

—

CHAPTER VI

THE REVOLUTIONARY SIMPLETON

W

E now

are prepared to hail the figui’e in the titleAside from the hack
i. of this essay.
or small professional of ‘ revolution,’ there is (and
'one of his habitats is the art world) the revolutionary
simpleton.
He is not the enthusiast of the will-to-change
at its source,- but only of its surface-effects, on the plane
of vulgarization.
Almost all Tories are simpletons the simpletons of what
passes with them for ‘ tradition,’ we could say (as is
proved conclusively by the way in which they have defended themselves how they hastily close all the stable
doors long after the horses have all disappeared ; also by
their rare instinct for closing all the wrong doors, behind
which there were never any horses). But the revolutionary
simpleton, too, is a well-marked figme, found here and there.
His characteristic gesture is the opposite to that of the
Tory simpleton. He opens all doors, as it were whether
there is anything inside or not. He exclaims ; he points
excitedly to what he believes to be the herds of wild horses
that are constantly pouring out of the doors flung dramaticWe look where he points, and occasionally open by him.
ally observe a moke or an old hack crawling forth.
So he
serves at least to advertise our terrestiial emptiness.
Everything which is described as ‘ radical or ‘ rebel,’ or
which palpably can receive that label, and reach its destina’
tion, excites him, in rather the same way that ‘ scarlet sin
and suggestions of Sodom or Lesbos, or worse, thrill the
sex-snob, schoolboy, curate or spinster of stage tradition
the latter the authentic affinity of the revolutionary
simpleton.
This personage is, in one word, a romantic ^that is the
essential diagnostic for his malady.
He is sick for things
he has never experienced, or which he is incapable of
experiencing as the schoolboy, or the curate or spinster
of stage tradition, is sick for highly-flavoured, ‘ wicked or
bloodncurdling exploits and adventures.
The revolutiopary simpleton is a death-snob ; though generally the
r61e of

Book

—

—

—

’

—

—

’
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most

inoffensive

and often engaging of people himssJf-^

man who would hurt a fly, and say boo !
mammock a butterfly or,
truculently, to a goose
the sort of

;

;

very
with

motor gloves and a fencing casque, swing a small eat by
the tail. Nothing but the thought of the great danger
that so-called revolutionary art runs from this attractive
simpleton would persuade me to open my lips about him,
’

‘

he

is

so nice, so pleasant.

am

1

not able to give you paradigmatically, in the conbooby. Generally he is obscure ^

crete, this theophrastian

an Everyman, necessarily an abstraction to some
Eveiy one is more Everyman now tlian in a less
populous time, and in everybody now alive a proportion
makes them a sort of feeble
of revolutionary simpleton
compass, dragged subtly to one centre. Their souls’ form
he

is

extent.

’

‘

may

be bent towards the West, they are nevertheless

carried towards the East * ; and, become smooth and
spherical to order, the destiny of all splierc.s overtakes
‘

them

:

they
Subject to foreign motions, lose their own.
And being by others hurried every day
Scarce in a year their natural form obey.

Some, however, are simpler than others, and at the same
time have ‘ revolutionary written all over them. These
are the authentic revolutionary simplct07is.
So though no
outstanding, easily identified, person is supplied with this
treatise by way of illustration, look round you, and Nature
will make up for the deficiency
you will not have to look
far to sec some fool blossoming, in orthodox red.
With the revolutionary simpleton, where most people
find a difficulty is in believing in his simplicity.
But the
simpleton does exist. I have known several quite guileless
true-belicvcrs, often quite gifted people.
But put before
you the following kind of man, and you will have the
pattern of what I am attempting to describe
one who is
very much the creature of fashion, reverencing the fashionable fetish of the ‘ group or of any collectivity, with many
’

;

:

’

excited genuflections and an air of cystic juvenile incontinence ; a great crowd-snob, the portentous weiferous
flunkey of any small crowd whatever, the richer the more
afraid he is of them j regarding all creative work in opportunist terms of a conformity to the fashions of this crqwd
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or 0!&that, the nearest to him at the moment blind to the
fact that all fashion is imposed on a crowd from somewhere
without itself, in opposition to its habits, and belongs to it
about as much as a hired fancy-dress ; frightened and
scandalized by the apparition of anybody who opposes any
group or collectivity whatever ; who believes snobbishly
in any ‘ minority,’ however large and flabby, provided it
can satisfy him it is not a ‘ majority,’ and who is always
with the majority without being aware of it ; his poor
machine panting to be there in time,
little easily ‘ blowed
punctual at all the dates of fashion, remarked in the chattering van at all her functions ; flying hatless and crimson
when he hears an egg is to be broken, not particular as to
whethes* it be an eagle’s or a tom-tit’s ; very truculent but
very sweet and obedient in fact ; advancing any kitchenmaid’s sickly gushed-out romance, provided she only calls
her baby-boy her ‘ bastard,’ and can be patronized (by
himself and the reading-crowd he addresses) because she
has never learnt how to spell, and so can be discovered, as
you discover things in disused lofts or in gutters, or in that
case in a scullery ; advancing the fruit of the dead past as
new, and when knowing what in the present is false, fearing
to denounce it, because it is momentarily current, and he
trembles at the shadow of the law ; such a nice, simple,
timid ‘ revolution ’-loving man is what you should have in
’

mind. But the revolutionary simpleton is everywhere.
It is important not to fix the mind on any particular- figure.
It is the thing, rather, incarnated on all hands, that it is my
wish to bring to light.

CHAPTER

VII

THE RUSSIAN BALLET THE MOST PERFECT
EXPRESSION OF THE HIGH-BOHEMIA

T

he

art that I

am

attacking here

is

the art of this

High-Bohemia of the revolutionary rich of this'
That is the society the artistic expression of
time.
whose soul I have made it my task to analyse. That a
glittering highly-intellectualist surface, and a deep, sagacious, rich though bleak sensuality make its chara<j,teristic
productions appear, as art, a vast improvement on the
fearful artlessness, ugliness, and stupidity that preceded
‘

’

(what passed for art with the european bourgeois society
That Marcel
of the nineteenth century), is true enough.
Proust (the classic expression up-to-date of this millionaireoutcast, all-caste, star-cast world, in the midst of which
we live) is more intelligent, and possesses a more cultivated
sensuality, a shai’per brain, than his counterpart of the age
of Tennyson, must be plain to every one.
But it is not
with the intellectual abyss into which Europe fell in the
last century that you must compare what we are considerIt is not the small, cold, smug sentimentalists that
ing.
middle-class democracy threw up like a cheerless vomit to
express itself for a hundred lamentable years, with which
the typical works of our High-Bohemia sliould be matched.
All the works with which T shall deal in the course of this
it

survey will not be the proper expressions of this
riches.
But that the influence, of its
world of ‘ rebel
standards and its characteristic cults and predilections
spreads, as an intellectual fashion or ini'ection, far beyond
what are its borders, should be remembered. People born
outside it, and who have never passed much time in it,
critical

’

possibly,

may

still

be

spiritually of

it.

As to the imitation of the old (always hand-in-hand
with a strident claim to the ‘ new ’) which characterizes this
society, it may be said that what takes you to the old, or
takes you, on the other hand, to what is there in the world

—

around you, may be a principle of life or the reverse ^the
Black Man sees one tree and the White another, when fjoth
48
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are ^poking at the same plant. In an attack on the
snobbery of learning, Swift wrote as follows
:

If it be necessary (he said) to take in the thoughts of
others in order to draw forth your own, as dry pumps will not
play till water is thrown into them ; in that necessity, I would
recommend some of the approved standard authors of antiquity
for your perusal, as a poet and wit, because maggots being
what you look for, as monkeys do for vermin in their keepers’
heads, you will find they abound in good old authors, as in

rich old cheese, not in the new.

.

.

.

——

if that form of life,
Maggots being what you look for
a low form but tasty, is what you look for ^there is no need
for the new cheese has a
to go t9 the old cheese at all
very old and fruity air, and is completely full of maggots.
You waste your time, really, in going back three thousand
’

‘

;

years.
sort of neglected bride, her nuptials long overdue. Art
remains waiting and watching, in the company of other

A

—

—

disappointed entities such as the proletariat
for the
millennium, of course, which never comes. But as its once
great sentimental part in the general revolutionary pro-

gramme

‘

’

passes over, silently, but
‘
the proletariat has gone
namely, to the volatile ‘ revolutionary
millionaire-Bohemia.
That is probably the only millennium that either the
artist or ^ the proletarian
will ever see.
The artist, on
account of the nature of his calling, is nearer to this illsmelling pscudo-Paradise than are most ‘ proletarians.' If
he is an artist with any taste he will find it difficult to
believe, an contemplating this millionaire ‘ revolutionary
Utopia, that it justifies its paradisal claim.
If there is one art-form more than another that is the
faithful mirror of the High-Bohemia I have been describing,
it is the Ballet created by Diaghileff, for the post-w'^ar world
of Western Europe. In it you see the perfect expression
of the society Proust has immortalized, and which to-day
has come into its own, fully co-ordinated and provided with
a philosopRy. It is a musical society, essentially ; so its
theatre is a musical theatre. And the Russian Ballet is
to that society what the theatre of Racine or Moli^ire was
to French Society in the gallic heyday. Only it is far more
successively shrinks,

it

bag and baggage, to the same place to which
’

—

'

'

’
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than was the society of Les Pridmises
This might almost be said
Misanthrope.
Ridicules, or Le
to be its peculiarity, as has already been pointed out, and
as Benda also immediately noticed.
that is
Mr. Diaghileff is a revolutionary impresario
‘
the
pass
as
to
latest
is
designed
provides
he
to say, what
and most ‘revolutionary’ fare possible. In Western
Europe there is no other stage-performance so original and
experimental as his Ballet. Although invariably full of
people, a very fashionable and wealthy audience, his
performances are supposed, on account of their daring
And every one -who has the
originality, not to pay.
interests of experimental art at heart is supposed to experience a fervent sympathy for those performances. For
modem and experimental art there is no greater advertisement than that provided by Diaghileff s Ballets. And for
the majority of educated people, their idea of the tendency
of experimental art is a good deal derived from them.
Therefore, Mr. Diaghileff has been in a position for some
time to help or injure, according to his instincts, those
It is my opinion that he has injured them, and
interests.
that he misrepresents entirely the dominant tendency,
that that is most profoundly original and symptomatic of
a new birth,’ in the revolution in expression exploited
by him.
So the revolutionary impresario Diaghileff can be
convicted of deliberately manufacturing a bastard revolutionary article, to flatter the taste of Iris elicntMe—-the
revolutionary High-Bohemia of the Ritzes and Rivieras.
He can be said to have betrayed the imnciplcs of the socalled revolution in art (of which he has an intimate
personal knowledge, and therefore his beti’ayal is Hie more
revolutionaries
flagrant) to the gilded
of the post-war
capitals ; to have associated in the mind of the gi’cat Public
the work of the finest artists of this time with the vulgar
life of the war-gilded rabble
never to have seriously
attempted what he was not sure would sell, and that yet
all the time it has been understood that quite the opposite
was happening, namely, that this idealist impresario was
risking his neck, financially, every time his Ballel'appeared,
by his unpopular and revolutionary experiments. In that
way he has used and degraded all the splendid material of
artistic invention on which he could lay his hands to the
pleased with

itself

’

‘

;

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

’

‘

:

'
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you make the blonde
has given to that great impulse, which
is essentially
chaste and masculine/ a twist and colour
entirely adventive to it.
With his high-brow loot from the Paris studios he has
toured the world, surrounded by an epicene circus, appropriate, as it exists to-day, only to the representation of one
sex-revoluphase of ‘ revolution
namely, advanced
tion.
On that particular head, whatever his intentions
rnay be, the impression conveyed is that the epicene fashion
which in many quarters has assumed the proportions of a
fanatical cult,* is being staged and insisted on.
And, as
though thirty or forty years ago that had not all been
exploited to admiration, it is on that basis that this ‘ newness has found its culmination in a Nineties up-to-date.
The Russian Ballet is the Nineties of Oscar Wilde and
Beardsley staged for the High-Bohemia, evolved by the
constellations of wars and revolutions of the past ten years.
If you turn to the earlier Russian Ballet, that is merely
archaeological and romantic.
Petroushka is a beautiful
romantic ballet, possessing the advantage of music by
Stravinsky ; but as art it is of the same order as Gauguin ;
only where Gauguin went back to the primitive life of the
South Seas, it goes back to the old times in Russia. Its
charm is nostalgic, that of the Middle Ages, with orientalism
level^of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes (if

‘

He

a gentleman)*

‘

’

—

""

’

’

thrown

in.

Russian Ballets consist of reconstructions
of the Past and especially of barbaric times, principally
russian or asiatic. The Ballet, thus, to start with, was a
Scott novel, or a Tarzan of the Apes, in a sensuous, spectacular, choreographic form.
It had nothing whatever to do
with any artistic experiment specifically of the present
period. And as to Diaghileff’s more recent troupes, they
reflect, as I have said, that phase of feminism expressed in
the gilded Bohemia of the great capitals by the epicene
fashion.
The Russian Ballet has stressed and advertised everything that the half-caste world of Riches and Revolution
desires an<| imagines.
It is therefore the most perfect
illustration of what I mean in
analysis of the degradation of Revolution (cf. Appendix, p* 186 ), and the assimilation of that to the millionaire spirit.
If, I were a woman and if I found an art springing up
All the earlier

my
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which founded

itself

upon and twisted everything in^ an

interpretation of the world from the unique standpoint of
function as a woman, I should, if I were a little unassuming and distrustful of flattery, first ask myself why
my sex was so sti*angely honom'ed and singled out for
attention ; and I should (with the same proviso again)
condemn this one-sided and too specialized art-form. So
whatever our sex-position may be, whether strongly polar*,
or of an intermediate nature, we must equally disclaim
intellectual expressions that seek to found themselves upoit
sex, which is the most specialized thing about us, the most
‘
artistic
thing, it is true, but the least promising as
material for the finest art ; and which is linked with
interests that are too feverish and stupefying to guarantee
a perfect aesthetic expression. Artistic expression is a
dream-condition, and its interpretation must be kept clear
of sex-analysis, or else the dreamer passes over immediately
into waking life, and so wc get no art, and are left with
nothing but sex on our hands, and can no longer avail
ourselves of the dream-condition.

my

’

•

CBAPTEB

Vm

THE PRINCIPAL ^REVOLUTIONARY’ TENDENCY TO-DAY THAT OF A RETURN
TO EARLIER FORMS OF LIFE

T

he

genex*al

summary

Russian Ballet
requirements,

is

of this charge, citing the
as best answering to all its

first

as follows.

It

is

clear that

we

cannot go on for ever making revolutions which are returns
merely to some former period of history. Yet that is what
most revolutions resolve themselves into. The little
revolution of the Naughty Nineties was essentially archaeological and historical.
Victorian England had piled up a
scientific materialism, a mercantile spirit and a nonconformist humbug of such dimensions, that it was a target
‘

’

could miss. The ^ culture
gospel of
Arnold and his war against the Philistine was responsible,
of course, for the Naughty Nineties ; it vras that that
infanted Wilde, Beardsley and Symons. It was a revolt
that raised up against the ‘ bourgeois ' degeneracy of
England the charms of the Eighteenth Century, the Restoration, or the Augustan Age, and more distantly the idealism
of the Greek World. And the Russian Ballet, of the last
un-russian phase, has revived the faded spirit of the Yellow
Book, and given it a new dramatic life. Nothing new can
be invented, it seemed to say, or, if invented, it could not
be swallowed by the Publics degraded by the last phases
of the democratic regime. So an old success had to be dug
up and repeated. It has ended in a cynicism of a What
the Public Wants description, where by Public is meant
the moneyed throng of the revolutionary ' High-Bohemia.
The Fascist Revolution again, to revert to the political
The fasces are the
scene, is an imitation of antiquity.
axes of the lictors ; the roman salute is revived ; and the
Roman Empire is to be resuscitated, Mussolini continually
announces. It is interesting to remember that it did not
begin that way, but in an exclusive glorification of the
Present. For fascism is an adaptation, or prolongation,

no

artist-attack

’

’

""
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only, oi futurism.

But however

‘

revolutions

’

may

b^gin,'

they always end in what Marinetti named passHsm.
Feminism, to take another political movement, is a
revolution that aims at reversing the respective positions
of the sexes, and so returning to the supposed conditions
It is indeed impossible to
of the primitive Matriarchatc.
point to any one of the many revolutionary movements
of to-day that are not conscious returns to former, more
’

‘

‘
Communism is, of
primitive, conditions of society.
course, an example of this.
All the most influential revolutions of sentiment or of
ideologic formula to-day, in the world of science, sociology,
psychology, are directed to some sort of return to the Past.
The cult of the savage (and indirectly that of the Ghild) is
a pointing backward to our human origins, either as individuals (when it takes the form of the child-cult) or as a
race (when it takes the form of ‘ the primitive ’).
’

Freud’s teaching

lias I’csuscitatcd

the animal past of the

upon Darwin, and hatched a menagerie of
criminal and primitive
complexes
for the

soul, following

animal,

‘

’

Western mind.

All these approaches stress the Past, the
There is no
primitive, all that is not the civilized Present.

revolutionary theory or movement that docs not ultimately
employ itself in bringing to life ghosts, and putting the
Present to school with the Past.
But there is nothing so ‘ new and so startling as the
All the supreme novelties come from
Past, for most people.
the most distant epochs ; the more i-cmotc the more novel,
of course.
The ‘ Future,’ it is true, contains nothing but
potential novelties. But they arc not yet in existence,
and so cannot be educed. And the creative myths and
dreams of the poets are no longer allowed. So \vhat we
generally name the new is the very old, or the fairly old.
It is as well to point this out, and even to stress it, since it
is an impressive fact not sufficiently recognized.
But where the ‘ new is dug up, pieced together, and given
a new lease of life, it is customary to announce it as an
absolutely novel creation. That is the rule to-day. And
it is this bad rule or habit that it seems to me.it would be
a good thing if we could break. Let us call" a spade a
spade ; let us call what the spade digs up old, very old
not new, very new. If we will not make use of our inventors, when it comes to the point, but only of our archaeo’

’

‘

’
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^

then do not

legists,
'

let

new (which they

ns

call

are not)

'

—that

ship and archaeology

;

is

’
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our discoveries creative or
but rather call them scholar"

’

to say, the science of the old

and the primitive. That would be more truthful, and it
would prevent misunderstandings.
It is especially in art that this would prevent misunderas much a ^ timeless thing as technical
invention is a creature of time. Its values are more static,
as physically it is more static ; in its greatest or most uni^versal expression it is in another world from that of fashion.
I am not therefore suggesting that where art is concerned
other periods, races and countries should be banished. It
terminology and propagandist
the ^ revolutionary
is
standings.

Art

’

is

'

method, alone, that I

am criticizing. But beyond

that it is
imperative to sbj as w^ell that the perfectly novel inventive
forces that contemporary science and technique suggest
or when used are not recognized. If
are not used in art
you happen to admire and enjoy the art of antiquity, as
I do, you will welcome its exploitation.
But there can
be no object except a commercial one in advertising it as
new.’ And what really is new is obscured by that device.
In that new creation I am supremely interested.
The newness obtained, again, as in the case of the
Russian Ballet, by means of novelties that are not novelties
(psychologically or formally), or by a mechanical collection
of trivial surface-novelties, drawn from The plane of vulgarization, as the hybrid pseudo-^ revolutionary plane of the
High-Bohemia could be called, are equally misnamed.
And this sort of novelty, of necessity, takes on all the
distorting modes of pseudo-Revolution, as affected by
the Millionaire World ; especially those centering round
feminism and sex-revolt, to the confusion of the true
revolutionary impulse.
These criticisms apply to all the phases of artistic
expression I have subsequently to examine. Romance
and scholarship plus advertisement, take the place of
;

‘

‘

’

’

new creative effort. Some quite ridiculous piece
of the mildest ‘ daring in the world, or the tamest ' experiment,’ is advertised as an outrage. And as an outrage it
is accepted, on the word of the advertiser ; though there
is nothing there to disturb the pulse of a rabbit, and no
more invention than is required to spell a word in an
unusual way, or^to paint a bird with a monkey’s tail.
really

’

CHAPTER IX

EZRA POUND,
"Ik

"TEXT after the Russian
analysis,

ETC.^

Ballet T propose to range, for

an old associate of mine, Ezra Pound.

-L 1 There
among them

(

i

are some obvious objections to this, chief
the personal regard in which I hold him.’
Since the War I have seen little of Pound. Once towards
the end of my long period of seclusion and work, hardpressed, I turned to him for help, and found the same
generous and graceful person there that I had •always
known ; for a kinder heart never lurked beneath a portentous exterior than is to be found in Ezra Pound. Again,
Pound is not a vulgar humbug even in those purely propamind, he certainly handles
gandist activities, where, to
humbug, but quite mnoeently, T believe. Pound is that
is my belief
a genuine nmf. He is a sort of revolutionary
simpleton !
But my present critical formulations must certainly
bring me into conflict with many people whom Pound is
pledged to support, or whom he is liable to support. For
some time it has been patent to me that I could not reconcile
the creative principles I have been developing with this
sensationalist half-impresario, half-poet ; whose mind can
be best arrived at, perhaps, by thinking of what would
happen if you could mix in exactly equal proportions
Bergson-Marine tti-Mr. Hueffer (with a few preraphaelite
‘
Christian names ’ thrown in), Edward Fitzgerald and
Buffalo Bill. At all events. Pound’s name and mine have
certain associations in people’s minds. For the full success
of my new enterprise it is necessary to dispel this impressioji.
I will start by giving the briefest possible account of
how, in the past, we came to work together.
The periodical. Blast (the first number of which appeared
in 1914 just before the outbreak of war, and the second in
1916— the ' war-number ’), was, as its name implies, destruc-

my

—

—

1 Since writing this chapter I haw heard of the death, under tragic
circumstances, of one of the people whose activities are examined here.
But I have envisaged the Q. Review as essentially an activity of
Pound ; and whether it continue or not, it remains a portion of his history.
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aimed at destroying

in

England

—

academic of the Royal Academy tradition is now
completely defunct. The freedom of expression, princi'

’

pally in the graphic and plastic arts, desired by it, is now
attained, and can be indulged in by anybody who has the
considerable private means required to be an ‘ artist.’ So
its object has been achieved.
Though it is only about
twelve years since that mass of propaganda was launched,
in turning over the pages of Blast to-day it is hard to realize
the bulk of the traditional resistance that its bulk was
invented to overpower. How cowed these forces are
to-day, or hoW transformed
Ezra Pound attached himself to the Blast Group. That
group ^as composed of people all very ‘ extremist in their
views. In the matter of fine art, as distinct from literature,
it was their policy to admit no artist disposed to technical
compromise, as they regarded it. What struck them
principally about Poimd was that his fire-eating propagandist utterances were not accompanied by any very
experimental efforts in his particular medium. His poetry,
to the mind of the more fanatical of the group, was a series
of pastiches of old french or old Italian poetry, and could
lay no claim to participate in the new burst of art in
progress.
Its novelty consisted largely in the distance it
went hack, not forward ; in archaism, not in new creation.
That was how they regarded Pound’s literary contributions.
But this certain discrepancy between what Pound said
what he supported and held up as an example ^and what
he did, was striking enough to impress itself on anybody.
My opposition to Marinetti, and the criticism of his
^
futurist doctrines that I launched, Pound took a hand in,
!

’

—

’

though* really why I do not know; for my performances
and those of my friends were Just as opposed to Pound’s
antiquarian and romantic tendencies, his velvet-jacket and
his blustering trouvfere airs, as was the futurism of Marinetti.
But these inconsequences were matched by many other
disorders and absurdities in our publicist experiments
inseparable from things done Just for the day, and regarded
as of no more consequence than hand-bills, and possibly
rockets or squibs. Pound supplied the Chinese Crackers,
also much
and a trayful of mild Jokes, for our paper
ingenious support in the english and american press ; and,
;

of course,

soj:q.e

nice quiet

little

poems

—at

least

cal-
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culated to vex Signor Marinetti with their fine pasgeiste
flavour.

Until quite recently I heard

little

of

my

old friend.

the good Ezra was breaking out
He was giving up words possibly
in a new direction.
frightened, I thought, by the widespread opposition to

Then

I

was informed

—

tliat

—

words, idle words, and their maniputaking to music a less compromising
For in music the sounds say nothing. (M. Paul
activity.
Valery, like Ezra Pound, would prefer to believe that they
say nothing in poetry either. But in spite of these musical
dogmatists, still they speak. Pound shows his appreciation
of this by turning to music.)
In the matter of revolutionary excitement th(0re was
indeed not much more to be got out of the plastic or graphic
Their purely revolutionary value exhausted after
arts.
the war (which also eclipsed and luckily put an end to
Marinetti’s bcllowings, besides killing off most of the
‘
futurists ’), their play-boys’ place was taken by real. Red
just as Marinetti’s post-nietzschean warRevohition
and then Fascismo,
doctrine became War, tout court
which as Futurism in practice is the habit of mind and
conditions of war applied to peace.
The Blast situation, on a meaner scale, repeats itself.
Pound is tlicre with a few gentle proven^al airs, full of a
delicate scholarship and ‘ sense of the Past,’ the organizer
The real business is done' by a
of a musical disturbfmcc.
young musician, Anthcil, of a fiery accomplishment and
infectious faith in the great I'uturc of jazz,
(As I don’t
know the first word in musical composition I can say
nothing about Antheil’s work, except tliat what he has
played to me I have got considerable pleasure from.) Not
only a typical Pound-situation is thus set up, but (as
I see it) a typical revolutionary situation of the bad
'words of

lators.

any

sort

He was

‘

—

’

;

;

‘

’

type.
If Antheil is as interesting as I (quite ignorantly) believe
him to be, and if he is really aiming at something ne'w, the
quality of Pound’s championship, or his personal motives,
would not concern us ; though it is a question if his support
is at any time more damaging or useful.
But that is merely
a practical question. It is disturbance that Pound requires ;
that is the form his parasitism takes. He is never happy
if he is not sniffing the dust and glitter of g.clion kicked up

EZRA POUND,
by

other,

more natively

'

active
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With

men.

all

his

admirable flair for genius (in which he has described
himself as ‘a specialist’), it leads him into the support
of things that are at once absurd and confusing. He
is not always so lucky as I believe him to be in his
choice of AntheiL It is the type of man that Pound is,
or partly is, and the method that he advocates and
practises, that sooner or later has to be repudiated by
the artist.
Poxmd is, I believe, only pretending to be alive for form’s
sake.
His effective work seems finished. The particular
stimulation that Pound requires for what he does all comes
from without
he is terribly dependent upon people and
upon atmosphere
and, with a sensationalist of his type,
in the nature of things little development is possible, his
inspiration is of a precarious order, attached as it is to what
he regards as his r&le, handed him by a shadow to whose
authority he is extremely susceptible, a Public he despises,
is afraid of, and serves.
So he is easily isolated, his native
‘

’

;

‘

’

;

resources nil.
It is said that Nature kills
Perhaps Pound believed that he

all

lyrical

poets young.

had found a solution for
may have become aware

that distressing situation. He
of an up-till-then undiscovered alternative for the lyrical
Just as Nature (very busy with other things at the
poet.
moment), hearing a new lyric rising on the air from a
quarter which she esteemed should have discontinued its
issue of such youthful trifles, had turned with an obviously
ugly intention towards the impertinent minstrel, lo ! the
utterance might change from the too literal howls and
tenor-bursts of the tender passion, to a romance sans paroles,
discreetly contrapuntal.
Lips, cheeks, eyes and the night
goes,’
Nature is appeased. ^ Let the lyrical poet, the
good Ezra, live, since he has become a mere musician,’
‘

Nature might decide.

At all events, there is Pound (glad to be
hood of a big drum) making music.

in the neighbour-

What made me finally decide that the time had arrived
publicly to repudiate my association with Pound, was the
following interview with him, appearing in the Christian
Science Monitor two summers ago. Remembering his opposition, following me, to Marinetti and his ‘ futurism
(to
that intellectualist commis of Big Business especially the
*

’

—

—
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—and

armament
is

line

especially curious

his ridiculous gospel), this interview

:

‘
It is possible to imagine music being taken otit of the
chamber, and entering social and industrial life so completely
and so splendidly that the whole clamor of a great factory
will be rhythmically regulated, and the workers work, not to
a deafening din, but to a superb symphony. The factory
manager would be a musical conductor on an immense scale,
and each artisan would be an instrumentalist. You think
perhaps that George Antheil and I are foolish visionaries,

etc.’

.

.

.

was thus that Ezra Pound, American poet and musician,
indicated the possibilities of a convergence of the lines of
Revolutionary as the
industrial and musical development.
It

notion appears at

first sight, it is

extraordinarily suggestive.

So a thousand men not only would be making material things,
but in the process would be producing not a mere cacophony
of confused noises, but a gigantic symphony in accordance
with a score directed by a chef d’orchestre altogether surpassing
the chef d’orchestre of the concert-room. An entire town
might, in Pound’s view, become the stage from which would
arise the regulated

harmony of

industry.

—

Marinetti is rehabilitated by Ezra music, provengal
and ballads of Villon, as far as he personally is concerned, taking him paradoxically right to the great throbbing, singing heart of the great god, Industry.
I should
be tempted to think it had taken Ezra a decade to catch
up Marinetti, if I were not sure that, from the .start, the
histrionics of the milanese prefascist were secretly much
to his sensation-loving taste. I observe rather that he has
airs

not moved from where he was.
To turn from his musical enterprise to other schemes in
which he has recently participated, I reach material about
which I am more competent to speak. A vast publication
appeared a year or so ago, which sallied forth under his
banner. Not to burden posterity with an unnecessary
Review.
name, I will call it the
This enterprise answers to all the requirements laid
down, in connection with my criticism of the Ballet, for a
typical production of the false ‘ revolutionary ’ milieu of
that Millionaire Bohemia that has absorbed and is’degrading
the revolutionary impulse of the West the creative
impulse, that is. It aimoxmces as surprisingly new what
is old, or merely the dull wash of any time ; as outrageous

—
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wliat jnight startle a secluded spinster charwoman, but no
one else
as ‘ daring what does not display the dash of
a tortoise. In fact, it is surprising with what completeness
The revoluit fulfils these conditions, on an epic scale.
tionary enthusiast, whether a stupid or an intelligent one,
will look in vain, in this colossal publication, for anything
to satisfy his appetite, outside the fragments of work by
Mr. Joyce and Miss Stein, now become the standbys of all
‘ ^evolutionary
editors who are able to supply nothing
revolutionary themselves. The editor freely flavours his
barren sentimentalism with the early mannerisms of Miss
That i‘s the most violent thrill that you will get.
Stein.
Nothing of the roguishness even, or physical dislocation of
Dada ; •tio new technical attempt whatever enlivens those
unhappy pages. But to make up for this striking absence
of ordinary spirit, you will get all the big and noisy, sixfoot advertisers’ claims ; all the ‘ Greater than ShakeDeath to the Pasts,’ the announcement of
speares,’ the
this enterprise as that of an absolutely new era, with which
’

;

‘

’

’

‘

you have long been familiar.
And there is Ezra Pound, as patron saint, at the heart
of all this profuse and meaningless word-bath full of his

—

old love of the Past, plodding melodramatically through
mediaeval Italy, and throwing in snatches of translation
and paraphrase of the greek, or of any other language
which is ancient or traditional enough. Meanwhile, the
editor exclaims at the top of his voice : ^ Tradition is an
unimportant fact. ... To speak of continuing the great
traditions to-day is to plead for the use of condemned
bridges. ... It is going to the scrap heap for advice on
development.’ ‘ It is the aim of the present writer to
imagine that life has begun only to-day so far as culture and
civilisation,* etc. etc.
How to reconcile what Mr. W-sh
(the initial of the editor ; posterity has to be protected)
says^ and what Pound, he and the rest of them, do, must
be very difficult for the best-intentioned. If this ideal

W-sh, were a little shrewder and more intelligent, he
might have spoilt what is a quite perfect give-away for
himself and all his kind. As it is, he is worth quoting
for
I dare say we shall never have such a fool as Mr. W-sh again
to do some of our dirty work for us.

fool,

;

All the big words, then, without exception, are still there.
is enthroned as the master-poet of the absolutely

Pound

—

—
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but all that was ever new or that showed any
signs of wanting to evolve some formula never tried before,
has evaporated. It is totally absent in the Q. Review.
There never was anything new about Ezra, but there is
now not the faintest flicker of ‘ newness in those with
whom recently he has associated himself, always excepting
If your eye just fell
Antheil, Joyce and Gertrude Stein.
on W-sh’s editorials, you would turn to the rest of the
Great traditions
paper, perhaps, with bated breath.
Life has begun only
condemned bridges scrap heap
Turning to life, as exhibited in the contributo-day
tions, you then would find, to your dismay, this sort of
overwhelming literary innovation, both in manner and

new epoch

;

’

‘

—

!

’

!

conception

:

—

^

The protestant pastor was sane, so were the props of the
protestant church who took the collection (all men) and the
well-balanced fathers, brothers, husbands, brothers-in-law,
judges, lawyers, doctors, architects, bank managers, bank
clerks, farmers, waiters, gardeners, railway porters, etc. etc*
There was never any talk in the home about her being a
painter; they had never known any such thing, but they would
Even her father\s enthusilet her indulge in that low streak.
asm stopped short at that, and her mother was disdainful.
Cissy said she should go, and saved money and sent it to her
regularly.
And then she found the Atelier Carmen (belonging
to voluptuous Carmen), where the inspired master * corrected,’
and there slie worked furiously with an eager group of
American students.

You would be under the

impression that you were reading
Daily Mirror. There are forty closely
printed pages of that. (For some reason the thirteen first
pages are printed twice in different parts oJ' the paper— so
you get over fifty altogether.) Then there is tins, from
another, thoxigh very similar hand

a

feuilleton in the

;

I ’ll be Americaii and
if it really isn’t
imposing on you, then,’ Miss Taylor answered as she left. Ni
watched her as she walked away. lie felt antagonistic in a
way to her. She was too restrained, too insistent on balance
and sense, he was sure. She must believe in taste and refinement. The calm English temperament put him off anyway,
and he hated the cageiness of conventional minds of any race.
Nevertheless, he was attracted, or curious about, Miss Taylor,
beneath his antagonism, etc.
Damn it, there was no use. Virg and Margie might ,be
‘

try anything once,

:
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feather-witted, but they were the kind of girls to be around
with* easily, and if he got amorous they didn’t think it meant
anything serious. Poor old Amy, whom no man but he
bothered about on the campus, was apt to wish to believe that
even an amiable attention meant marriage intentions in the
offing.
He supposed he had been rather abrupt with her,
though, since coming back, and she had been decent about
writing him letters, etc. etc.

There

is

a good deal of that as well

of that literary

announced by

wonder we

will

Wush

it is

;

the handiwork

Bud Macsalmon,

call

to his readers as
one of the most
astonishing writers since the fathers of English literature.’
Here is the editor on this particular giant of his super‘

circus
I can’t wait any longer to say
one of the most astonishing writers
since the fathers of English literature.
If you care for Shake-

I can’t wait (howls W-sh).

that

Bud Macsalmon

is

speare, if you care for Dickens, if you care for Conrad, you will
care more for Macsalmon. He is colossal without being dull.

He

has the deep smile and the hidden laughter of Indian

women pounding maize without

caring at all who is to eat it.
The world eats maize. The w^orld eats bread. Very well.
Pound maize. Somebody eat by and by. Everybody got to
eat sooner or later. Pound maize. Macsalmon write. He

write a great deal,

etc., etc.

He goes on to say of Bud and his friends that they are
the school that wxites by instinct.’ And he illustrates
this by quoting their spelling
they spell tries as irys, he
‘

—

exultantly points out. They are true 'primitives. All these
primitives have had, like children, the same difficulty
they have not been able to spell
And yet how expressive
their little faults of orthography can be
What a nice
archaic feeling it gives one to see tries spelt trys
(Just
like Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, as a matter of fact
only, of
course, much higher-class stuff
else, of course, Shakespeare wouldn’t have been mentioned not in connection
with Gentlemen Prefer Blondes !)
What is wwong with Ring. W. Lardner, his publisher
could ask Mr. W-sh, for " Shakespeare honours, or the
heavy-weight English literary belt ? I will give a slice
from the Lardner (he is a well-known American humorist,
not appearing in the Q. Beview. He is author of GullibMs
!

!

!

—

!

—

’

Travels, etc.).

^You can compare

it

with Bud, and you

will

—

;
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be able to judge on the spot if Lardner’s chances would
not be rosy if there were nothing but Bud there t& stop
him, for the literary world-title.

me on the back and told
best, so we started in and I seen right off that I
to do
was in for it, as I hadn’t pitched a shoe in sixteen years and
distance.
And besides, the plating had wore
didn’t have
off the shoes so that they was points right where they stuck
thumb and I hadn’t throwed more than two or three
into
thumb was raw and it pretty near killed me fo
times when
hang on to the shoe, let alone pitch it.
Well, to make a long story short, I was just beginning to get
thumb,
distance when I had to give up on account of
wHch I showed it to Hartsell and he seen I couldn’t §o on, as
Even if I could have stooa it to go
it was raw and bleeding.
on myself. Mother wouldn’t have allowed it after she had seen
thumb. So anyway I quit and Hartsell said the score was
Before we started, Mother patted

my

me

my

my

my

my

my

my

nineteen

six,

but

I don’t

know what

it

was.

Or don’t

care,

neither.

That, from Mr. Lardner’s latest book, will, I think you
take some beating in its own class the class,
of cotrrse, of Wush’s favourites. Lardner has the deep
smile and hidden laughter of Indian women pounding maize.
Also, if you like Antony and Cleopatra, you will like Lardner.
He is colossal without being dull that is what he aims at
and that is what he achieves. If he docs not spell properly,
well, the Fathers of English Literature couldn’t either
and if he can spell, but won’t, wtU, then he ’s like a lot of
other people. My money is on Lardner for being read
longer than his competitors. Wishes champions. Besides
he (Lardner) has the deep smile of Indian women on purpose,
because it pays him to have that smile. He does not give
a hoot for that smile, I guess, aside from that. Lardner
one can respect. Mr. W-sh has a weakness for pidgin
English too.
But the dialect of his predilection is the
spurious child-language of Miss Stein, cadenced and said
twice over in the form of the hebrew recitative. That is, as
it were, his native tongue.
I will quote a few passages at
random. Here he is writing about the greatest genius that
has ever lived (not Bud this time) :

—

will agree,

—

He never told me his
his

mind.

that

is

why

thoughts. I never knew what was in
then came his booh, A
MAN, and
I am writing and why I have told you all that I

And

HURRIED

—

;
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.have because I want you to know how one comes to know a
great man not yet thirty years old and how one is very
close to a great pleasure and a great dignity without being

aware.

One is also very close to Miss Stein, as will be perceived
the way one expresses one’s self
and that is why I am

^

in

*

—

I have told you all that I have/ etc.
He
You get the
is also, himself, naturally, ^ a hurried man.’
full flavour of the breathless hurried confidential lisp of the

writing and

little

baby

out coyly

W-sh

?

why

girl,

its

And

rushing to

its

mother’s knee and pouring

winsome

chatter, do you not, with our Mr.
yet soon this charm stolen by that big rough

hairy dark-browed Mr. W-sh, from some little innocent,
must wl^ar out the most benevolent reader (for some one
must be benevolent wdiere he is concerned, somebody must
love Wush, or he would not prattle in public in this way).
Told oo all that me have, oo naughty mammie oo is at
‘
all events the type of his main line of writing.
Belly well.
Pound maize. Somebody eat by and by,’ is a side track.
The author of the Hurried Man is, along with Bud
(the author of The Hasty Bunch) and, as a third, the lady
from whose work I have already quoted, Wooshe’s pick,
the trio of his heart. So he recommends to us one who is
perhaps the ‘ greatest of the ' great.’ Here is a specimen
of what is written by the author of the Hurried Man (he
is a poet and a little bitter, that is his note)
‘

’

’

‘

’

:

from a friend
where

I received

a

letter

was a

portrait of yours
cut from a paper

and was kinda nostalgic
way a man would be

the

who

’d left a barrel of rotting apples

uneaten.

The daring of this takes your breath awaj?*, and the
bitterness of the ending fair turns yer up : am I right ?
The very spirit of revolution breathes in every word of it.
Everything in this enormous Review of 350 pages was
not so abominably foolish as W-sh, as might be expected.
Hemingway, for instance, is an admirable writer, almost
universally admired. But his impresario is not satisfied.
He must be admired by Wush, as well ; go through it he
’
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must, since he

So

Wush

says

is

there between the same covers with

Wush.

:

Hemingway is the shyest and proudest
smelling storyteller of my reading.

What a horrible nosegay
man Again he says

—

for a really

and sweetest-

shy and proud

:

!

Hemingway’s writing lies somewhere around
some time back. The rest
happened. Hemingway managed to get born in America and
born with more sensitiveness than most young men in

The genius

of

his getting ready to write since

America.

So much for the Q. Review. Pound, Stein and Joyce
What a field
I will deal with next, under a separate head.
for some Mencken is lying fallow, and it seems unsuspected,
in the world of bastard ‘ revolutionary ’ prose and verse.
The laughable extravagance of some provincial american
advertiser, evangelist or what not, is not more absurd,
vulgar, and unnatural. But because the Wushes of this
world fly the colours of ‘ high art,’ arc poets
rebel poets
are the intellectual dlitc, they arc immune from critical
It would be an important service to art if some
notice.
publicist like Mencken specialized in them for a season,
and gave the low-brows a turn to laugh, or vomit.
When a person, whatever his past services in the cause
of art may be, reaches such a state of decay that he can
support such enterprises as the Q,. Review, it is time to cut
‘

—

’

—

loose, if you have been formerly in his company.
The end
with Pound cannot be long delayed. So it will be evident,
I hope, already that my action as regards the estimable
Ezra is by no means premature that there was in fact not
a moment to be lost.
;

;

JHAPTER X

TESTS FOR COUNTERFEIT IN THE ARTS
the beginning was the Word should rather be, in the
beginning was Time, according to Miss Stein (as also
according to Bergson, Prof. Alexander, Einstein, Whitehead, Minkowski, etc. etc.). And she is one of the most
eminent writers of what I have described as our musical
society ; that is our time-society, the highly-intellectualized

'N

/

High-Bohemia.
In fee beginning there was the time in the composition
the composition but time in the
that naturally was
composition comes now and this is what is now troubling
every one the time in the composition is now a part of
distribution and equilibration.’
In Miss Stein’s composition there is above all time, she
As best she can, as you see for
tells us as best she can.
she is not able to tell us this or anything else clearly and
simply ; first of aU because a time-obsession, it seems,
‘

m

;

we are given to understand. The other reason
that she is not simple at all, although she writes usually
so like a child like a confused, stammering, rather soft
(bloated, acromegalic, squinting and spectacled, one can
figure it as) child. Miss Stein you might innocently suppose
from her naif stuttering to be, if not a child, simple, at least,
But that is not so ; though, strangely
in spite of maturity.
enough, she would like it to be thought that it is. That is
only the old story of people wanting to be things they are not
or else, either as strategy or out of pure caprice, enjoying
any disguise that reverses and contradicts the personality.
Composition as Explanation is a httle pamphlet just published by the Hogarth Press. In it you have the announcement that The time of the composition is the time of the
composition.’ But simple as that sounds, it is only roguishness on the part of its authoress, all the while. That is her
fun only. She is just pretending, with a face of solenrn
humbug, not to be able to get out the word ; what this
verbal inhibition results in is something funny, that will
make you laugh. It is a form of clowning,
short ; she
will disarm and capture you by her absurdity.
interferes, so

is

—

‘

‘

m

E

’
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But Time, you are told, is at the bottom of the matter.
though that you could have guessed, since it has been so
for a very long time, from the beginning of the present
period from the birth of Bergson, shall we say ? (Bergson
was supposed by all of us to be dead, but Relativity, oddly
enough at first sight, has recently resuscitated him for
;

;

the time-spacer has turned out to be the old-timer, or timist,
after

all.)

Miss Stein announces her timc-doctrine in character, as
She gives you an ‘ explanation,’ and illustrations,
it were.
side by side ; but the explanation is done in the same way
further •' explanation
as the examples that follow it.
‘
would be required of the explanation,’ and so on. And in
that little, perhaps unregarded, fact, we have, I believe, one
of the clues to this writer’s mind. It tells us that her mind

A

’

a sham, to some extent.
In doing her ‘ explanation ’ of her compositions in the
same manner as her compositions (examples of which she
gives), she is definitely making-bclieve that it is impossible
She is making a claim,
for her to write in any other way.
in fact, that suggests a lack of candour on her part ; and
she is making it with an air of exaggerated candour.
Supposing that the following line represented a typical
composition of yours :
is

FugfuggFFF-fewg fugfug-Ftig-fvguc-ffffffuuuuuuG
:

Supposing, having become celebrated for that, you responded to a desire on the part of tlie public to know what
you were driving at. Then the public would be justified
in estimating your sincerity of a higher order if you sat
down and tried to ‘ explain ’ according to the canons of
plain speech (no doubt employed by you in ordering your
dinner, or telling the neighbouring newsagent to send you
the Herald, Tribune, or Daily Ecepress every morning), your
verbal experiments, than if you affected to be unable to
use that kind of speech at all.
Every painter who has experimented in abstract design,
for example, has often been put into that situation ; he
must often have been asked the familiar question : ‘ But
do you really see things like that, Mr. So-and-So ?
Were
Miss Stein that painter, we know now what would happen.
She would roll her eyes, squint, point in a frenzy at some
object, and, of course, stammer hard.
She would play up
’
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to the popular ignorance as to the processes by which her
picture had been arrived at, in short. She would answer
‘
in character/ implying that she was cut off from the rest
of the world entirely by an exclusive and peculiar sensibility.
Yet every one knows who engages in experiments
of any sort, verbal or pictorial, that that is not at all the
point of the matter. It is a deliberate adjustment of
things to some formula which transforms what is treated
into an organism, strange according to the human norm,
though it might appear normal enough to the senses of
some other animal- Normal speech, or normal vision, are
not interfered with in the practitioner of these experiments,
on the one hand ; nor does what in the result has an abnorma? appearance arise literally in an abnormal experience,
or an experience without a normal, non- visionary, basis.
For these reasons Miss Stein’s illustrations would have
been much more impressive if she had not pretended, to
start with, that, as to the explanation, she could not do
it in any other way/
In this fact, that ‘ explanation and
‘
composition are both done in the same stuttering dialect,
you have the proof that you are in the presence of a fauxnaif not the real article. Miss Stein’s merits elsewhere are
not cancelled by this ^people are often gifted without
being able to lay any claim to being sincere,’ as we say.
But it is a little difficult to understand how she could be
so stupid. Her assumption that any advantage was to be
gained by this studied obscurity, where it was, after all,
Perhaps, however, it was only conceit.
pointless, is that.
Should my ensuing remarks sting Miss Stein into a
rejoinder, then I think you would see something like the
situation that would be created if some beggar shamming
blindness observed a person about to disappear with his
The blind under such conditions would
offertory box.
It is the classic
see at once, and rush after the robber.
I am
test case in the everyday world of everyday sham.
afraid, however, that Miss Stein is too cunning a stammerer
to be so easily unmasked. Miss Stein’s stutter in her
explanation even of her other celebrated stutterings, is a
proof, then, to my mind, that she is a homologue of the
false-blind ; that, in some measure, she is a sham.
Still, what we can retain from that little affected treatise,
is that Time is at the bottom of her mind, the treasured key
to her technical experiments. And so she is working in
‘

’

’

—

^

‘

‘

’
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the strictest conformity with all the other ‘ time ’-doctrinaires, who have gathered in such disciplined numbers, so
fanatically disciplined, as though to the beating of a
ritualistic

drum.

With a trick like Miss Stein’s, every one,
have to pay a fee for using it. It is quite

I thiiik,

should

certain that

it

would never have oecuiTcd to most of those who use it
more or less, like the editor of the Q., for instance, without
the promptings of the jazz-sibyl. This habit of speech,
Mr. Joyce
like a stuttering infection, is very contagious.
even has caught it, and, one of the most pedagogieally
careful of men, has thrown overboard a great deal of
laboriously collected cargo, and romps along at the head
of the fashionable literary world, hand in hand with
Gertrude Stein, both outdoing all children in jolly quaintnesses.

The child-personality, the all-importairt base of this
school that I am attacking, and all that the affecting of
that personality, and of the language of childhood, implies,
is of such decisive importance, that 1 wiU now, during some
pages, provide a brief analysis of this sudden malady of
childhood that has mysteriously overtaken all our world,
from the hoariest veteran down to the veritable child.

;

CHAPTER XI

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE CHILD-CULT
SUPPOSE that there is no one who has not noticed,
passim and without attentiveness, perhaps, in a hundred different forms, the prevalence of what now
amounts to a cult of childhood, and of the Child. This
irresponsible, Peterpannish psychology is the key to the
Utopia of the revolutionary Rich the people, namely,
who have taken over, have degraded, and are enjoying the
fruits Cf revolutionary scientific innovation
^far from its
creative ardours, cynically scornful of its idealisms, but
creating out of its ferments, which they have pillaged, a
breathless Millennium.
This subject has been so thoroughly analj^-sed by me
elsewhere that I do not propose to go into it again here.
All that it is necessary to say is that it is essential, if you
wish to understand at all a great deal of contemporary art
and thought, even the developments of positive science,
not only to gather up all the dispersed manifestations of
this strange fashion, but
having done so ^to trace this
impulse to its source in the terrible and generally hidden
disturbances that have broken the back of our will in the
Western countries, and have already forced us into the

I

"

’

;

—

—

—

greatest catastrophes. Whether these great disturbances
arc for the ultimate good of mankind or not, no one can
claim tJiat they are pleasant, or that they do not paralyse
and weaken the system they attack. Many complaints
break out in consequence in the midst of our thinking
and the instinctive recoil of the stricken system makes it
assume strange shapes.
What you have to ask yourself is why, exactly, a grown
person should wish to be a child ? ^for to use the forms of
infantile or immature life, to make an art of its technical
imperfections, and to exploit its natural ignorance, is, in
some sense, to wish to be a child.
That, to start with, it is connected with the cult of the
primitive and the savage, is obvious. The same impulse
that takes the romantic painter, Gauguin, to the South Sea
paradise, takes a similarly romantic person of to-day to

—

69
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the Utopia of childhood, in the sense indicated above.
Only the latter has the Heaven of Childhood inside himself
whereas Gauguin had to go a long
(it is a time-paradise)
way to reach Samoa. That is the advantage that timetravel has over space-travel.
That was really Proust’s Utopia, too. And the great
appeal of that author is partly because he shows a method
for capturing and retaining that spirit the recherche du
temps perdu and partly because he so feverishly expresses
the will to that particular dream. As we read him, the
‘
of his books is that small, naif, Charlie Chaplin-like,
I

—

—

’

luxuriously-indulged, sharp-witted, passionately snobbish,
figure, a model for many variations bred thickly everywhere.
But that is not the whole story ; and rather than give an
imperfect notion of what a little investigation will reveal,
I will, having started the inquiry, leave it at this point, or
refer the reader to that part of my recent book dealing with
this subject.
the demented also joins

How

hands with the

child,

and the

often very amusing, of the asylum patient, arc
exploited at the same time as the happy inaccuracies of
how contemporary inverted-sex fashions arc
the infant
affiliated to the Child-cult ; and in fact all the different
factors in this intricate sensibility, being evolved notably
by such writers as Miss Stein, will be found there. Not to
seize the secret of these liaisons is totally to misunderstand
the nature of what is occurring around you to-day.
tricks,

;

CHAPTER XII
^

TIME ’-CHILDREN, MISS GERTRUDE STEIN
AND MISS ANITA LOOS

N

the few extracts from a Review quoted on pages 62
Hurried Man
in the And then came
specimen, this ‘ and that is why I am writing and why
I have told you all that I have because I want you to know
how one comes to know a great man,’ etc. I will take at
randoijjL a passage from Miss Stein’s Three Lives
Melanctha Herbert had not made her life all simple like
Rose Johnson. Melanctha had not found it easy with herself
to make her wants and what she had agree.
Melanctha
Herbert was always losing what she had in wanting all the
things she saw. Melanctha was always being left when she
was not leaving others. Melanctha Herbert, etc.

I

A

and 63 we have
:

:

Here is the opening of Composition as Explanation.
Without any pricking of the ear, it is easy to isolate in these
passages the Child, the naif-motif
There is singularly nothing that makes a difference a difference in beginning and in the middle and in ending except that
each generation has something different at which they are all
looking.
By this I mean so simply that anybody knows it
that composition is the difference which makes each and all
of them then different from other generations and this is
what makes everything different otherwise they are all alike
and everybody knows it because everybody says it.
:

The there is singularly nothing is a Jamesism, which
with James was already a little over-naif grace. ^ By this
I mean so simply or the concluding words are pure child.’
It is in the same category as :
And I know and she knows and all the world knows
‘

’

'

’

No

girl

need love unless she chose,

only Miss Stein does not say (as the poet who wrote the
lines implies) ‘ now I am going to be a simple little
thing, tossing my golden head in a Ring-o-ring-o-Roses.’
Here is a
I will now compare Miss Stein and Miss Loos.
passage from Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, by Anita Loos

above

:

Baris

is

devine.

I

mean Dorothy and

—

I got to Paris yester-

—
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Because the French are devine.
it really is devine.
Because when we were coming off the boat, and we^ were
coming through the customs it was quite hot and it seemed
to smell quite a lot and all the french gentlemen in the customs,
were squealing quite a lot. So I looked around and I picked
out a french gentleman who was really in a very gorgeous
day, and

uniform,

Here

is

etc.

a

poem by Miss Gertrude

Stein

If you hear her snore
It is not before you love her

You
She
She

love her so that to be her beau is very lovely
sweetly there and her curly hair is very lovely
is my tender sweet and her little feet are stretched out
well which is a treat and very lovely.
^
is

If you put the passage from Gentlemen Prefer Blondes into
the free-verse form you will sec the relationship still more

closely
Paris
I

is

devinc.

mean Dorothy and
is

I got to Paris yesterday

and

it

really

devine.

Because the French arc dcvinc.
Because when we were coming off the boat, and we were
coming through the customs it was quite hot.
And it seemed to smell quite a lot.
And all the french gentlemen in the customs were squealing
quite a

Here

is

lot.

another passage from Gentlemen Prefer Blondes

:

So while wc were shopping in the afternoon I saw Louie
get Dorothy off in a corner and whisper to her quite a lot.
So then I saw Robert get her off in a corner and whisper to
her quite a lot. So when wc got back to the Eitz, Dorothy
told me why they whispered to her. So it seems that when
Louie whispered to Dorothy, etc.

The tricks are identical, and the reasons for them (in the
two instances) are identicaL Everything is repeated
over and over again. As Miss Stein says in her Bmlanatim

last

In my beginning it was a continuous present a beginning
again and again and again and again, it was a series it was a
list,

etc.

This repetition which technically weds Miss Loos and
Miss Stein is the time-trouble,’ the ^ time-nuisance,’ as it

—
‘
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though any one who believed that it was such an
;
unfortunate affair as all that for Miss Stein would be Men
Hercj in full-sail of affected naivete, is Miss Stein
naif.
complaining of this terrible sense that gives her and everybody else so much trouble, as a pretty girl may complain
of her becomingly large hat on a windy day.
were

There must be time. .
This is the thing that is at
.
present the most troubling and if there is the time that is at
present the most troublesome the time-sense that is at present
the most troubling is the thing that makes the present the
.

most

troubling.

—

*
^that is the secret according to
Composition is time
Miss Stein.
In this way at present composition is time
that is the reason that at present the time-sense in the
composition is the composition,’ etc. It is in the repetition
(the result of the troublesome time-sense. Miss Stein tells
us, obsessing her, she can’t help it) that the most obvious
point of resemblance is to be found between Miss Stein
and Miss Loos.
But the identity in all these tricks of manner is deeper
than a simple technical imitation would explain. In the
case of both the quotations from Miss Stein and from Miss
Loos there are these two fundamental similarities. The
passages are alike because (1) the person who is supposed
to be writing is illiterate
and because (2) she or he is
naif, and engagingly childish.
In the case of Miss Loos she
has employed this method because she wished to obtain
the breathless babble of the wide-eyed child, telling
Mummie all about what has happened to her.
Let us take Ring. W. Lardner again and see how he fits
in.
We will take his short story. Some Like Them Cold.
This is how it opens (it is in letter-form)
’

‘

;

:

Dear Miss Gillespie How about our bet now as you bet
I would forget all about you the minute I hit the big
town and would never write you a letter. Well, girlie, it
looks like you lose so pay me. Seriously we will call all bets
off as I am not the kind that bet on a sure thing and it sure
was a sure thing that I would not forget a girlie like you and
all that is* worrying me is whether it may not be the other
way round and you are wondering who this fresh guy is that
is writing you this letter.
I bet you are so will try and
refresh your memory.
:

me
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In all these cases, from Melanctha to Lardner’s letter,
the manner depends on the following essentials, postulated
before the composition starts. The manner shall be that
of a very simple, naif person, suggesting extreme youth or
at least the deepest inexperience ; it shall be told with the
breathlessness and monotony of the child ; its charm shall
be attached to a habit of never-varying, sing-song repetition ; and (this is of great importance) the child shall be
a child of the people, with the pathos of the illiterate added
to the pathos of the child, the charm of both confounded.
Humour is to be deliberately extracted from all this that is to
say that author and reader are both superior to the narrator.
Miss Gertrude Stein in her Melanctha is giving the life of
a poor negress, not in the negress’s own words, bKt in her
own manner. Then the mannerism is intended to convey,
with its ceaseless repetitions, the monstrous bulk and
vegetable accumulation of human life in the mass, in its
mechanical rotation. Creaking, groaning, and repeating
itself in an insane iteration, it grows, flowers heavily, ages
and dies. Its sodden lustreless heaping up of sheer meaningless material, composing the mortal career, is conveyed
in the monotonous, imbecile, endlessly-repeated, lumbering
words Melanctha Herbert, for instance, the name of the
principal figure.
The tone, again, the words used, very
roughly approximate to the subject.
Miss Anita Loos is engaged in the same literary game,
and is employing the same method. Only her subject,
or victim, is an american midinette, and the phases of
her cheap gallantry, imbecile in its empty cunning, told
in her naif illiterate jargon, and in consequence supremely
amusing to educated people in England and America,
where, of course, it has acliievcd a similar success to that
of the Young Visiters.
Miss Stein has a considerable reputation as a serious
writer, of experimental type, but earnest intentions
therefore to compare her compositions with those of Miss Loos
may still strike the well-informed reader as an extravagance.
To see really how fundamentally alike they are you cannot
do better than take a passage in her Composition as Explanation where she is speaking in the first person; giving an
account of herself and her doings. The tone, as wifi be
seen in the extract I am about to give, is almost identical
with Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.
;

:

;

‘
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In beginning writing I wrote a book called Three Lives this
I wrote a negro story called Melanctha.
in 1905.
In that there was a constant recurring and beginning there
was a marked direction in the direction of being in the present
although naturally I had been accustomed to past present
and future, and why, because the composition forming around
me was a prolonged present. A composition of a prolonged
present is a natural composition in the world as it has been
these thirty years it was more and more a prolonged present.
I created then a prolonged present naturally I knew nothing
of a continuous present but it came naturally to me to make
one, it was simple it was clear to me and nobody knew why
it was done like that, I did not myself although naturally to

was written

me it was
is

natural.

Aftor that I did a book called The Making of Americans
a long book about a thousand pages.

it

Having naturally done this I naturally was a little troubled
with it when I read it. I became then like the others who
Then I said to myself this time it will be different
read it.
and I began, I did not begin again I just began.
.

You

.

.

not have to listen very hard to catch, here, the
little girl, telling how she wrote the curious
pieces about which grown-ups made such a stir and to-do.
"
After that I did a book called The Making of Americans
it is a long book about a thousand pages.’
It is pure
and the more emotional reader
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
on reading it,
would exclaim automatically, How sweet
completely bowled over by the punctuation, if nothing else.
There is all the craft of the Charlie Chaplin appeal, all
those little dissimulated threads run cunningly to the great
big silly heart of the innocent public, in this mannerism of
Miss Stein and Miss Loos.
But this is only one aspect of her talent. Miss Stein is
a sort of Epstein in words. Her puissant, heavy, churning
temperament inspires respect. Or she is a ponderous
romantic of the Conrad type
whereas Miss Loos is a
lightly ballasted best-seller only, working on the same lines.
In perspective the latter will appear as a small mercenary
practitioner of the school of Stein, just as Arlen and Huxley
are baser varieties of Marcel Proust, in the same tradition.
It is not at all uninstructive to compare, making allowance
will

accent of the

;

’

!

;

for their respective scale

varying

calibre,^

and

pretensions, these artists of
taste.
(In the

but similar impulse and
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above

illustration, I

am

not saying that Miss Stein is equal
only that she is the limiting

in importance to Proust ;
member of a certain class.)
So what Miss Loos, does

she makes fun of the
is this
hypocrisy and business instinct of an uneducated
american flapper-harlot for the benefit of the middle-class
public who can spell, and who say intriguing and divine,’
and who therefore are able to chuckle over the dish of bad
grammar and naughtiness to their hearts’ content ; and
Miss Loos arrives at this by affecting to be her victim (‘ told
from the inside method) by acting the part in her role of
:

illiteracy,

^

’

author.

’

'

CHAPTER XIII

THE PROSE-SONG OF GERTRUDE STEIN
ylpiSS STEIN has certainly never had any un virtuous
%/ 1 and mercenary intentions of the kind besetting Miss
-Ut J_ Loos
she has never needed to be a best-seller,
luckily for herself had that been so, she would have opened
our eyes, I suspect. But in her earlier books (from one of
which I have quoted), she, too, became the people she wrote
about, adopting their illiteracies and colloquialisms. The
other rnain factor in her method resulted in her story
taking the form of a prose-song.
It is in a thick, monotonous prose-song that Miss Stein
characteristically expresses her fatigue, her energy, and the
bitter fatalism of her nature.
Her stories are very often long
all the longer, too, because everything has to be repeated
half a dozen times over.
In the end the most wearisome
dirge it is possible to imagine results, as slab after slab of
this heavy, insensitive, common prose-song churns and
lumbers by.
To an Antheil tempest of jazz it is the entire body that
responds, after all. The executant tires ; its duration
does not exceed ten minutes or so, consecutively. But it
is the tongue
only the poor, worried, hard-worked tongue
;

—

—

—
—inside the reader’s head, or his laryngeal apparatus, that

responds to the prose-song of Miss Stein.
At present I am referring to what I have read of Miss
Stein at the Three Lives stage of her technical evolution.
What is the matter with it is, probably, that it is so dead.
Gertrude Stein’s prose-song is a cold, black suet-pudding.
We can represent it as a cold suct-roll of fabulously-reptilian
length.
Cut it at any point, it is the same thing ; the same
heavy, sticky, opaque mass all through, and all along. It
is weighted, projected, with a sibylline urge.
It is mournful and monstrous, composed of dead and inanimate
material. It is all fat, without nerve. Or the evident
vitality that informs it is vegetable rather than animal.
Its life is a low-grade, if tenacious, one ; of the sausage,
by-the-yard, variety.

That

is

one

asjpect of

the question, the technical one.
77
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There is another which has a certain reference to the political
ideology I have been analysing. In adopting th e sinfplicity,
the illiterateness, of the mass-average of the Melancthas
and Annas, Miss Stein gives proof of all the false ‘ revoluThe
tionary,’ propagandist plainmanism of her time.
monstrous, desperate, soggy lengths of primitive mass-life,
chopped off and presented to us as a never-ending prosesong, is undoubtedly intended as an epic contribution to
the present mass-democracy. The texture of the language
has to be jumbled, cheap, slangy and thick to suit. It must
be written in a slovenly, straight-off fashion, so that it
may appear to be more real.’ Only the metre of an
obsessing time has to be put into it. It has to be rhythmatized ; and this proclivity both of Miss Stein, alnd of all
‘

the characteristic fashions of those for whom she writes,
destroys the ‘ reality at least, giving to the life it patronizes
the mechanical bias of its creator.
Next we will take up the fashionable child-factor as it
is found in the work of Miss Stein, and in most art to-day,
from Sir James Banie to Charlie Cliaplin. Her latest book,
a vast one, I hear, I have not read. But many slighter, or
at least shorter, more recent pieces, I know. In these,
where she is not personifying a negress or some small
ameriean bourgeoise, but playing her own personal literary
game (she may be described as the reverse of Patience sitting
on a monument she appears, that is, as a Monument
sitting upon patience), this capable, colossal authoress
relapses into the r6lc and mental habits of childhood.
Fact
the irresponsible, light-hearted
is thrown to the winds ;
madness of ignorance is wooed, and the full-fledged Child
emerges. This child (often an idiot-child as it happens,
but none the less sweet to itself for that) throws big, heavy
or letting them slip through
words up and catches them
its fingers, they break in pieces ; and down it squats with
a grunt, and begins sticking them together again. Else
this far-too-intcllcctual infant chases the chosen word, like
a moth, through many pages, worrying the delicate life out
of it. The larynx and tongue of the reader meantime
Every word uttered threatens to obsess
suffer acutely.
and stick to his tongue. Having come, wrdngly spelt,
wrongly pronounced, or wrongly according to usage, it
refuses to move till it has been put right ; yet will not
come right in Miss Stein’s hands.
’

—

;
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It is in these occasional pieces that the child-personality
of Miss Stein is discovered in its aeutest form. But the
child with her is always overshadowed by the imbecile.
That is to say, that very clever, very resourceful Gertrude
Stein is heavily indebted to the poor honest lunatic for her
mannerisms. All the regions between the dull stupor of
complete imbecility which is splendidly portrayed in
Picasso’s pneumatic giantesses and the relatively disciplined, alert, fixed condition, which is humanly regarded
as the other pole to imbecility, she has thoroughly explored.
The massive silence of the full idiot is, unfortunately, out
of her reach, of course. In her capacity of writer, or wordknitter, she has to stop short of that, and leave it to her
friend Picasso. For words, idle words, have one terrible
l imitation
they must represent human speech in some
form. The silent canvas is their master there.
That, very briefly, is Miss Stein’s r61e in the child-cult,
and the kindred one (Freud-inspired or not) of the demented.
She is herself a robust intelligence, a colossus among the
practitioners of infancy ; a huge, lowering, dogmatic Child.
The point of her writing is best seen, perhaps, in less intelligent imitators or homologues.
Even by taking a quite
flimsy writer in the same movement (both on account of
psychology and technique) like Miss Loos, you will be helped
to that essential simplification.
My general objection, then, to the work of Miss Stein is
that it is dead. My second objection is that it is romantic.
As to the latter count, for all its force I feel it to be unreal
in the same way that I feel Conrad or Zola to be, but
without the rationale of the fictionist. It is the personal
rhythm, the obvious bias, that of a peculiar rather than a
universal, nature, that produces this sensation.
The dull
frantic vitality of Zola is that of an inferior, a brutal, not
a highly-organized, nature. The chocolate-cream richness
of Conrad, the romance laid on with a shovel best revealed
where Mr, Hueffer helped him in the book specifically named
Bomance ^all this excess, this tropical unreality, I find (of
coruse, to some extent concealed in an elaborate intellectualist technique) in Miss Stein.
As to the quality of deadness, that can be matched most
exactly by comparison with contemporary painting, even
the best. In The Caliph's Design I have named this the
nature-mortist school of painting.

—

—

—

—

—
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In Miss Stein you get a temperament on the grand scale,
you do in Picasso they both enjoy the colossal; But
if you compare one of Picasso’s giantesses (the first born
about 1920, 1 believe) with a giant from the Sistine Ceiling,
you will at once find that the Picasso figure is a beautifully
as

;

executed, iniposmg, human doll. Its fixed imbecility of
expression, its immense, bloated, eunuchoid limbs, suggest
the mental clinic immediately. They arc all opaque fat,
without nerve or muscle. The figures of Michelangelo, on

—

the other hand the most supremely noble and terrible
creations of the dramatic genius of the West arc creatures
of an infectious life. Between the outstretched forefinger
of Adam and the finger of the hurrying Jehovah, there is an
electric force in suspense of a magnitude that no vegetative
imbecility, however well done or however colossal, on one
side and on the other, would be able to convey.
The weight, then, that is characteristic of the work of
Miss Stein like the sluggish weight of the figures, or the
sultry oppressiveness of the chocolate-cream tropics in
or of the unintelligent,
which they move, of Conrad
catastrophic heaviness of Zola is, to me, of a dead order
of things. But this kind of doll-like deadness, the torpid
fatal heaviness, is so prevalent, in one form or another, as
to dominate in a peculiar way the pi’oductions of the present
time. Now that we have enough of it to generalize what
was at first a sense only of the assembling of a peculiar
consciousness into a formularizcd mass, we can study it as
a very definite, clearly marked thing. It is the hall-mark
of a great school. Wherever a member of the school grows
ambitious^ and in consequence colossal he or she betrays

—

—

;

—

—

—

The

reasons, of a sociologic order,
for this, it is not
business, here, to analyse.
The inner meanings of the child-cult, again, as I have said,
I am not undcrtakmg to recapitulate in this place.
Por a
certain restricted number of cases there is an explanation
which suggests itself, and which I have not so far advanced,
but it only applies to a few of the practitioners. Still it
may be worth while to offer it for what it is worth.
this essential deadness.

my

About fifteen years ago there was a fashion for child-art.
But it was the painting and writing of authentic children
in the class-room that was sought out and popularized.
The possible explanation of the child-art of to-day, then,
It may be that some of the present work of that
is this.
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left over from that period.
children of that time finding, at that
impressionable age, their childish ways so unexpectedly
appreciated ^may have gone on ever since on the same
road. The personality of Miss Anita Loos, for instance,
lends colour to this theory. Here is an interview with her,
on her arrival at London :

description

what has been

is

The Authentic

—

—

‘

’

Anita staggers any one who sees her for the first time after
reading her book. She is four-foot-something high, weighs
a mere six stone, and has the fresh face, wide eyes, and
unsophisticated voice of a child.
That gel looks twelve,’ said the scene-shifter who saw her
directing a rehearsal for her new play.
He was right.
^
I am really twenty-six now,’ she whispered to me, ^ but I
started writing when I was thirteen, and I don’t suppose I

have

really

changed

since.’

This certainly seems a clue to the childish technical habits
of Miss Loos. The ' four-feet-something ’ of Miss Loos,
again, may remind you of other tiny, but famous, personalities
the greatest of whom is Charlie Chaplin. And with
a brief analysis of the causes of the triumphant success of
that celebrated film-tramp, I will terminate this part of my
scrutiny.

—

CHAPTER XIV

THE SECRET OF THE SUCCESS OF
CHARLIE CHAPLIN

—

puny stature of Chaplin enabling him
always to be the little David to the Goliath of some
man ehosen for his statuesque proportions served
him well. He was always the little-fellow-put-upon ^the
naif, child-like individual, bullied by the massive brutes by
whom he was surrounded, yet whom he invariably vanquished. The fact that the giants wore always vanquished ;
that, like the heroes of Ossian, they rode forth to battle
(against the Chaplins of this w'orld), but that, like those
distant Celtic heroes, they always fell, never, of course,
struck the Public as pathetic, too. For the pathos of the
Public is of a sentimental and also a naively sellish order.
It is its own pathos and triumphs that it wishes to hear
about. It seldom rises to an understanding of other forms
of pathos than that of the kii\d represented by Chaplin,
and the indirect; reicrcnce to greatness in a mf>rc general
sense, conveyed by mere physical size, repels it.
In this pathos of the small so magnificently exploited
by Charlie Chaplin ^thc ordinary revolutionary motif for
crowd-consumption is not iar to seek. The Keystone
giants by whom, in his early lihns, he was always confronted, who oppressed, misunderstood and hunted him,
but whom he invariably overcame, were the symbols of
authority and power. Chaplin is a great revolutionary
propagandist. On the political side, the pity he awakens,
and his peculiar appeal to the public, is that reserved for
the small man.
But no one can have seen a Chaplin film without being
conscious also of something else, quite different from mere
smallness. There was something much more positive than
scale alone, or absence of scale, being put across, you would
feel.
First, of course, was the feeling that you were in the
presence of an unbounded optimism (for one so small, poor
and lonely). The combination of light-heartedness and a
sort of scurrilous cunning, that his irresponsible epileptic

T

TTF. childish,

——

’

‘

—
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It is Pippa that is passing.
well with the world (of Chaplins
at all events). And, secondly, you would experience the
utmost confidence in your little hero’s winning all his
The happy-ending (for the militant child-man)
battles.
was foreshadowed in the awkward and stupid, lurching
bulk of the Keystone giants ; in the flea-like adroitness
of their terrible little antagonist. It was the little skiff of
Drake against the Armada over again. In brief, your hero
was not only small, but very capable and very confident.

shuffle gives, is overpowering.

God is'^in His Heaven

;

all ’s

Throughout he bore a charmed life.
To the smallness^ and to the charmed life, you now have
Chaplin, the greatest screen
to add^ the child-factor.
artist, is a child-man, rather than merely a small man.
That was his charm and the nature of his aesthetic appeal,
His little doll-like face, his stuck-on toy
as it were.
moustache, his tiny wrists, his small body, are those of a
as much as is the
four-foot-something
body of
Miss Loos. And without the public being conscious of it,
no doubt, it was as a child that he went to its heart, which,
as far as the popular audience is concerned, is maternal.
As to the sex-side of this psychology, it would be unscientific, if you like, to forget that the feminist revolution
has been in progress all around the creative activities of
this great clown, throughout his career.
In Chaplin the
simple woman would see clearly a symbol of her little

child

’

—

—

Tommy or little Charlie giving that great, big, arrogant,
troublesome bully, Dad (even if her particular man ’ was
not a good specimen of the ruling-sex), a wallop. For the
head of a crowd is like a pudding en surprise. Everything
is put into it ; it reacts to the spectacles that are presented
to it partly under the direction of those spectacles, but
mainly according to the directing synthesis of all that has
fallen or been stuffed into it, coming from all that is going
"

on around

it.

That, I think, is the way in which Chaplin endeared
himself to the great public of the mass-democracy. But
he is certainly mistaken in supposing that that was also
the secret of Napoleon’s success.
Perhaps in the success of Charlie Chaplin we have the
heart of the secret of the child-fashion. It is at least
strange how many people answer to the Chaplin-Loos
(wide-eyed, naif) ^standard. Even in physical stature it

;
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—

or have not sprung
is strange how many have sprung up
up. And very many more lend their best energies to
approximating as far as possible to this popular child-type.
I think it is an age to
I shall sec !

be small

in, said

an

intelligent flea,

But

And on the other hand, the r61e of the giant, or a role
involving any greatness, is deservedly unpopular. Men fly
from suggestions of greatness as though such things were
In their own
tainted, as indeed they are proscribed.
bosoms they carefully stamp out all tell-tale traces of a
suspect ambition.
I do not wish to be personal, but the subject is such a
very significant one that that objection must Ife overPicasso, then, is very small as well ; with, howridden.
ever, a slightty napoleon ic austerity lacking in Chaplin
though he has the same bright, darting, knowing eyes, the
same appearance of microscopic compctcuicc. lie is built
on strictly infantile lines. I could name many more lessknown people who answer to this description. Nature is
certainly busy somewhere, and has been busy (or a long
time, turning these eternal sucklings out in the flesh, and
not only in the spirit. What is Nature about ?
is
she specializing in this manner ? Tluit is a question" for
the professional physiologist and psychologist. Those arc,
however, the facts ; which any one, with a few hours to
spare, can observe for themselves.
At that, for the present,
I will leave the problem of the inJant-cult.

Why

^

CHAPTER XV

A MAN IN LOVE WITH THE PAST
zra pound

does not share the child-cult at all with
the people I have been considering. But this does
not mean that he is unorthodox. He is very orthodox. He would be miserable if he thought he was not
conformiiig to anything that claimed the majority of
educated people as its adherents, or slaves. The fiats and
orders-of-the-day of the latest encyclical of fashion never
would "^find Ezra disrespectful. He has never desired,
himself, to interfere in these mysterious dispensations, or
to challenge the invariable worthiness of their origin. At
the most, as one Sphinx to another, he may have ventured
a wink, and a slight cough. Nor would it ever so much as
pass through his mind to set the fashion himself. He
receives
his is the receptive r61e ; he is the consumer, as
he would say. It is we who produce ; we are the creators ;
Ezra battens upon us. And he is the most gentlemanly,
discriminating parasite I have ever had, personally, nor
would I desire a cleaner or sweeter (as Wush would say), if
he ever wishes for a testimonial.
In the great Past there were creators, too ; and there are
few of them, from Sophocles to Cavalcanti, that Ezra has
not pillaged- But I am sorry to say that I believe Ezra’s
effective life-work is over, as I have already remarked
for
there are not many left, and of late he has steadily weakened.
But if any one supposes from these remarks, or if they
think I mean, that Ezra Pound is a nobody, he will be
mistaken. Yet how he is a ‘ somebody ’ is a little difficult
to define. Pound is that curious thing, a person without
a trace of originality of any sort. It is impossible even to
imagine him being any one in particular of all the people
he has translated, interpreted, appreciated.
When he writes about living people of his acquaintance,
as sometimes he has done, he shows himself possessed of a
sort of conventional malice, perhaps, that says about them
things that other people would say about them ; but he
never seems to have seen the individual at all. He sees
people and things as other people would see them ; there

E

;

;
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is

no

direct contact

between Ezra and an individual person

a little crowd. People are
or thing.
;
seen by him only as types. There is the ‘ museum official,’
the ‘ norman cocotte,’ and so on. By himself he would
seem to have neither any convictions nor eyes in liis head.
There is nothing that he intuits well, certainly never
Yet when he can get into the skin of somebody
originally.
else, of power and renown, a Propertius or an Arnaut
This sort
Daniel, he becomes a lion or a lynx on the spot.
of parasitism is with him phenomenal.
Again, when he writes iir person, as Pound, his phrases
are invariably stagey and false, as well as insignificant.
There is the strangest air of insincerity about his least
purely personal utterance ; the ring of the silperbest
conviction when he is the mouthpiece of a scald or of a

Ezra

is

a crowd

jongleur.
The hosts of this great intellectual parasite, then, are
legion ; but in meeting Ezra you find yourself in the

presence of a person who,

if

evidently not a sources of

life

himself, has yet none of the unpleasant characitcristics we
associate with an organism dependent on others for its
habitat and soil. He is such a ‘ big bug in liis class, that
he has some of the airs of his masters. If thoroughly
’

conventional, as

mind moving
social milieu

—his

you would cxpdcL of a good servant
have been made for it by

in grooves that

—he

is

his

not without pcTsonality, of a consider-

able and very charming sort.
My way of accounting for these discrepancies

is

as

follows
If Ezra
:

Pound as a living individual were less worthy
and admirable, I am convinced he would be unable to
enter into the renowned and jioblc creatures wJupn lie has
passed his time in entering, so cleanly as he does so
faultlessly in places that you could not tell whiih is Pound
and which is them. They or their genius or something
that is in their work to guard it, would detect the imposture,
and would certainly prevent him from working through
them, in the splendid way that he has, were there any

—

vulgarity or sham in the essential Ezra.
His dedication to his task has been fanatical; In order
to slip in and out, as he does, in order to want to do so, so
often as he has, and in such a great variety of cases, it was
necessary for him for his proper dedication to these men-

—
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gods—to be a

kind of intellectual eunuch.

That

87
is

my

idea. *

So I like, respect, and, in a sense, reverence Ezra Pound ;
I have found him a true, disinterested and unspoilt individual. He has not effected this intimate entrance into
everything that is noble and enchanting for nothing. He
has really walked with Sophocles beside the Aegean ; he
has seen the Florence of Cavalcanti ; there is almost nowhere in the Past that he has not visited ; he has been a
great time-trotter, as we could describe this new kind of
And he is not unworthy, in himself, of these many
tourist.
privileges.
is concerned it is a different
extremely untrustworthy where that is
concerned. That is the penalty of his function, like that
of the eunuch instanced above. Wlien he tries to be upto-date it is a very uncomfortable business. And because
he is conventional, and so accepts counterfeit readily
where no standard has been established, he is a danger as
far as he exerts any contemporary influcirce.
He should
not be taken seriously as a living being at all. Life is
not his true concern, his gifts are all turned in the other
‘
In his chosen or fated field he bows to no one,’
direction.
to use his words. But Ms field is purely that of the dead.
As the nature mortist, or painter essentially of still-life,
deals for preference with lifc-that-is-still, that has not much
life, so Ezra for preference consorts with the dead, whose
life is preserved for us in books and pictures.
He has never
loved anything living as he has loved the dead.
If this account of him is true, it is obvious how unfit he
is to deal with living material at all.
He has so much the
habit of unquestioning obedience and sclf-cffaccmcnt, that
he cannot at all manage the unruly shape of things that are
in-the-making, and whieh demand of him also some effort
of a creative sort ask him to set them limits, or direct
them even. Ezra, in such a situation, is at his wits’ end.
He squints at them with an affectation of shrewdness,
squares his shoulders, shouts something shrill and incoherent, but contributes nothing to the situation.
Before leaving Pound I feel it would be best to illustrate
the foregoing observations a little. His best translations

But where the Present

matter':

He

is

—

(the Set^arer, for instance) arc classics. It is to his more
I will go for
First I will
extracts.

mixed work that

my
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draw attention to a point in the
mixed type of work, where the

of that
translation element pre-

less disintegrated

dominates.
The reader is no doubt familiar with the word terse
‘
He w'as rather terse with me,’ people
in its canting sense.
expressed, He was short with
otherwise
This can he
say.
and ‘ short are ways of expressing the
me.’ ‘ Terse
laconic manner of a person who is annoyed, and in consequence uses few words, perhaps sarcastically. (Brevity
or conciseness is the original meaning of terse.)
Here is an example of a man being ‘ terse with another.
Two doctors. Dr. Mann and Dr. Samuels, had a dispute as
to whether a patient had fractured his collar-bone or not.
In reporting their telephone conversation to a magistrate,
Dr. Samuels said, ‘ Dr. Mann replied, “ Tosh and nonsense.”
That was an extreme form of the explosive variety of ‘ terseness,’ of a conventional, professional type.
Now a kind of mock-bitter, sententious terseness charac‘

’

‘

’

’

’

’

most of Pound’s semi-original verse, and even mars
some of his translations. And then there is the terseness
that enlivens his journalism, which must be distinguished
from the other more fundamental terseness to which I

terizes

’

‘

‘

am now

drawing attention.

ness

of

’

In his journalism his ‘ tersethe same order as Dr. Mann’s
it is of a
breezy and boisterous order. For example, such violent
expressions as ‘ bunk, junk, spoof, mush, slush, tosh, bosh,’
are favourites with him
and he remains convinced that
such over-specifically manly epithets arc universally effective, in spite of all proof to the contrary.
But it is not that
sort of ‘ terseness to which I wished to refer.
The other, more fundamental, terseness of Pound is
also of a sententious and, by implication, ‘ manly order.
It seems to me to make his better personal verse (as distinguished from his translations) very monotonous, and
gives it all a rather stupid ring.
It is not, of course, the
nature of metre chosen to which I am referring, but the
melodramatic, chopped,
bitter
tone suggested by the
abrupt clipping and stopping to which he is addicted. It
is the laconicism of the strong silent man.
Were he a
novelist, you would undoubtedly find the description ‘ He
broke off’ repeatedly used. In his verse he is always
‘
breaking off.’ And he ‘ breaks off,’ indeed, as a rule,
twice in every line.
’

is

much

;

;

’

‘

’

’

‘

’
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Cave of Nerea
She like a great shell curved.
And the boat drawn without sound
Without odour of ship-work,
Nor bird-cry, nor any noise of wave moving,
Nor splash of porpoise, nor any noise of wave moving.
Within her cave, Nerea,
She like a great shell curved.

That actually seems to belong to the repetitive hypnotic
She like a great
method of Miss Stein and Miss Loos.
shell curved,’ and the
any noise of wave moving,’ both
repeated, are in any case swinburnian stage-properties.
The whole passage wdth its abrupt sententious pauses is
'

‘

unpleas*antly reminiscent of the second-rate actor accusPerhaps in this
parts.
next quotation it will be seen better what I mean :

tomed to take heavy and emotional

Now

—

supine in burrow, half over-arched bramble.

One eye for the sea, through that
Gray light, with Athene.

peek-hole,

Zothar, and her elephants, the gold loin-cloth.

The systrum, shaken, shaken,

And

the cohort of her dancers.
Aletha, by bend of the shore,
with her eyes seaward,
and in her hands sea- wrack

Salt-blight.

How

you are supposed to read this, of course, is with great
stops upon burrow, bramble, peek-hole, gray light, Athene,
Zothar, elephants, loin-cloth, systrum, shaken, dancers,
Aletha, seaward, sea-wrack, salt-bright. The way the personnel of the poem are arranged, sea-wrack in the hand of
one, Aletha ^ with her eyes seaward,’ the gold loin-cloth
of another, etc., makes it all effectively like a spirited salonIt is
picture, gold framed and romantically ' classical.’
full of ‘ sentiment,’ as is the Cave of Nerea ; it is all made
up of well-worn stage-properties ; and it is composed upon
a series of histrionic pauses, intended to be thrilling and
probably beautiful.
These extracts are from Cantos xviii.-xix., and made
their appearance in the Q. Review, Here is a specimen of
Pound’s more intimate verse (taken from the same place)
:

And
And

the answer to that is : Wa’al he had the ten thousand.
old Spinder, that put up the 1870 gothick memorial.
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So I sez^:
About the ‘ romance of his business
Waal haow is it you ’re over here, right off the Champz Elyza
And how can yew be here ? Why dont the fellers at home
Take it all off you ?
Oh he sez I ain’t had to rent any money
It ’s a long time since I had tew rent any money.’
.

‘

.

.

‘

’

?

.

.

.

‘

All Pound’s comic reliefs speak the same tongue ; they
are all jocose and conduct their heavy german-american
horseplay in the same personal argot of Pound. They can
never have illumined anything but the most half-hearted
smile (however kindly) rather at Pound than at them.
Their thick facetiousness is of the rollicking slap-on-theback order, suggesting another day and another Gcene to
ours.
If they were better done and less conventional in
their broad unreality they would be welcome, like belated
red-nosed comedians in the midst of a series of turns too
strictly designed to meet the ultra-feminine drawing-roomentertainer taste, as a contrast. But they are not spirited
enough to serve even that purpose. They are a caricature
of Pound attempting to deal with real life they are Pound
at his worst.
If Pound had not a strain of absolutely authentic naivet6
in him, had he possessed the sort of minor sociable qualities

—

make the trivial adjustments of the social world an
open book to their possessor, he could not write in this
clumsy and stupid way, when attempting to stage scenes
from contemporary life. So though they represent Pound
the artist at his worst, they show us, 1 believe, the true
Pound, or that part that has irot become incorporated in
his best highly traditional poetry.
And a simpleton is
what we are left with. That natural and unvarnished,
unassimilable, Pound, is the true child, which* so many
people in vain essay to be. But some inhibition has
prevented him from getting that genuine naif (which would
have made him a poet) into his work. There, unfortunately, he always attitudinizes, frowns, struts, looks terribly
knowing, breaks off,’ shows off, puffs himself out, and so
obscures the really simple, charming creature that he is.
that

‘

CHAPTER XVI

AN ANALYSIS OF THE MIND OF
JAMES JOYCE
of Mr. Joyce enters in various ways as
a specimen into the critical scheme I am outlining.
JL What I have to say will not aim at estimating his
general contribution to contemporary letters. I prefer his
writing to that of Miss Stein, that may as well be set down
at once? It does not suffer from the obsessional afflatus that
It has more elasticity and
I have noticed in the latter.
freedom it is much less psychological, it is more physical.
His vices of style, as I understand it, are due rather to
his unorganized susceptibility to influences, and especially
from the quarter I have been discussing (Miss Stein has
influenced him, for instance), than to a native shortcoming,
I cannot see that any work of Joyce
except Ulysses
is very significant.
It was about six or seven years ago
that I first became acquainted with his writing. The
Portrait of the Artist seemed to me a rather cold and priggish
book. It was well done, like the Dubliners, which I have
just read
and that was all, that I could discover. Chamber
Music would certainly not have secured its author a place
‘
among the english poets,’ it would hardly even have set
the Liffey on fire for five minutes. No writing of his before
Ulysses would have given him anything but an honourable position as the inevitable naturalist-french-influenced
member of the romantic Irish Revival a Maupassant of
Dublin, But without the sinister force of Flaubert’s disciple.
Ulysses was in a sense a different thing altogether. How
far that is an effect of a merely technical order, resulting
from stylistic complications and intensified display, with
a Dubliners basis unchanged, or, further, a question of
scale, and mechanical heaping up of detail, I should have
only partly to decide here. But it places him on that
point every one is in agreement very high in contemporary
1.

|r|n|HE work
I

;

—

—

.

;

—

—

—

—

letters.

Its evident importance, its success, induced people to go
outside the contemporary field for their analogies ; and,
'
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to start with, it may be as well to remove from our path
a few of the unnecessary names at that time, in the first
generous flush of praise, injudiciously imported. Ireland,
of course, furnished the most obvious comparisons.
So, to start with, Joyce is not a homologue of Swift.
That is a strange mistake. There is very little of the
specific power of that terrible personage, that terribiliid,,
in the amiable author of Ulysses. Another writer with
whom he has been compared, and whom he is peculiarly
But to mention all the authors with
unlike, is Flaubert.
whom Joyce has been matched would take an appreciable
time. So I will rather attempt to find Ms true affinities.
The choice would lie, to my mind, somewhere between
Robert Louis Stevenson and Laurence Sterne,"^ if you
imagine those writers transplanted into a heavily- freudianized milieu, and subjected to all the influences resulting
in the rich, confused ferment of Ulysses.
Contact with any of his writing must, to begin with,
show that we arc not in the presence of a tragic writer, of
the description of Dostoievsky or of Flaubert. He is genial
and comic a humorous writer of the traditional English
School in temper, at his best, very like Sterne. But he
has the technical itch of the ‘ sedulous ape
^the figure
under which Stevenson (with peculiar modesty, it is true)
revealed himself to his readers. The impression produced
by his earlier books, merely as writing, is very like that of
a page of Stevenson ^not of Stevenson apeing,’ but of the
finished, a little too finished, article.
Ulysses, on the technical side, is an immense exorcise in
style, an orgy of ‘ apeishness,’ decidedly
sedulous.’
It is
an encyclopaedia of cnglish literary technique, as well as
a general-knowledge paper*. The schoolmaster ip Joyce is
in great evidence throughout its pages.
Next, as to his position among the celebrated group of
Irishmen contemporary with himself, or his immediate
predecessors, that is now fairly well defined. What has
distinguished all the famous Irish literary figures of recent
years, whether Wilde, Shaw or Yeats, has been the possession of what we call ‘ personality.’
This really amounts
to a vein of picturesqueness, an instinct for the value of the
person in the picture, which dominates them, externally at
all events.
And they have probably always been led into
making a freer use of this than would a Frenchman, for

—

;

’

—

‘

‘

—
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instance, of the same calibre, owing to the self-effacing,
unassuming, over-plain habits of the english background,
against which they have had to perform. Or it may have
been that, as isolated adventurers when they had passed
from Ireland and descended into Piccadilly Circus, thenceforth watched by an Empire on which the sun never sets
they were as a matter of course mere persons^ as contrasted
with the new alien crowds they were amongst. This florid
personal aplomb is, however, now expected of the Irishman
by his english audience although, owing to the political
separation of the two countries, probably those times of

—

—

genial interplay are passed.

Mr. Joyce is by no means without the personal touch.’
in a sense he is not the personality that Shaw or
Yeats is, or that Wilde was. But that is in conformity
with his role, which is a very different one from theirs.
Jo3?^ce is the poet of the shabby-genteel, impoverished
intellectualism of Dublin. His world is the sm^l middleclass one, decorated with a little futile ‘ culture,’ of the
supper and dance-party in The Dead. Wilde, more
brilliantly situated, was an extremely metropolitan personage, a man of the great social world, a great lion of the
London drawing-room. Joyce is steeped in the sadness
and the shabbiness of the pathetic gentility of the upper
shopkeeping class, slumbering at the bottom of a neglected
province never far, in its snobbishly circumscribed despair,
from the pawm-shop and the pub.’
Shaw, again, escaped early from his provincial surroundings.
Joyce resembles him in some striking particulars
but the more recent figure, this quiet, very positive, selfcollected irish schoolmaster, with that well-known air of
genteel decorum and bienseance of the irish middle-class,
with his if you pleases and no thank-yous,’ his ceremonious Mister-this and Mister-that, is remote from what
must have been the strapping, dashing George Bernard
Shaw of the Shavian heyday. He is also quite unlike the
romantic, aristocratical, magic-loving William Butler Yeats.
Shaw is much more a world-figure ; but Joyce and Yeats
are the prose and poetry respectively of the Ireland that
culminated in the Rebellion. Yeats is the chivalrous
embodiment of Celtic romance, more of St, Brandon than
of Ossian, with all the grand manners of a spiritual Past
that cannot be obliterated, though it wear thin, and of a
‘

But

’

‘

;

‘

‘

’

‘

’

'
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dispossessed and persecuted people. Joyce is the cold and
stagnant reality at which that people had at last arrived
in its civilized Reservation, with ail the snobbish pathos of
such a condition, the intense desire to keep-up-appearances
at all costs, to be ladylike and gentlemanly, in spite of a
beggared position above which that yeatsian emanation

—

floats.

But on the purely personal side, Joyce possesses a good
deal of the intolerant arrogance of the dominie, veiled with
an elaborate decency beneath the formal calm of the jesuit,
left over as a handy property from his early years of catholic
romance of that irish variety that is so english that it
seems stranger to a continental almost than its ^english
protestant counterpart.
The Ireland that culminated in the Rebellion reached that
There was an
event, however, in a very divided state.
artificial, pseudo-historical air about the Rebellion, as
’
there was inevitably about the movement of ‘ Celtic
revival ; it seemed to be forced and vamped up long after
As elsewhere in Europe,
its poignant occasion had passed.
the fanatical ‘ nationalist ’ consciousness invoked, seemed
belated and unreal. Joyce was, I understand, against
Sinn Fein. In his autobiographical books you obtain an
unambiguous expression of his attitude in the matter. In
the Portrait of the Artist, where the nationalist, Davin, is
talking to him, Stephen (the author, of whom that is a selfportrait as a young man) says

—

:

‘

My

—

ancestors threw off their language and took airother.

They allowed a handful of foreigners to subj ect them. Do you
fancy I am going to pay in my own life and person debts they

made?

What for?’

For our freedom,’ said Davin.
‘
No honourable aird sincere man,’ said Stephen, ‘ has given
up to you Iris life and his affections from the days of Tone to
those of Parnell but you sold liim to the enemy or failed him
in need or reviled him and left him for another. And you invite
me to be one of you. I ’d sec you damned first.’
‘

A

little later Stephen remarks :
‘You talk to me of
I shall try to fly by those
nationality, language, religion,
nets.’
So from the start the answer of Joyce to tlie militant

And he showed himself in
nationalist was plain enough.
that a very shrewd realist indeed, beset as Irishmen have
been for so long with evei^ romantic temptation, always
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being invited by this interested party or that, to jump back
So Joyce is neither of the militant " patriot
into " history/
type, nor yet a historical romancer. In spite of that he is
very ‘ irish/ He is ready enough, as a literary artist, to
stand for Ireland, and has wrapped himself up in a gigantic
cocoon of local colour in Ulysses.
It is at this point that wc reach one of the fundamental
questions of value brouglit out by his work. Although
entertaining the most studied contempt for his compatriots
individually and in the mass -whom he did not regard
at all as exceptionally brilliant and sympathetic creatures
’

—

—

(in a green historical costume, with a fairy hovering near),
but as aycrage human cattle with an irish accent instead
of a scotcli or welsh, it will yet be insisted on that his irishness is an important feature of his talent
and he certainly
;

also does exploit his irishness and theirs.
The appreciation of any author is, of course, largely
composed of adventitious sentiment. For his vogue to

or ever to be a serious one, be must have some unusual
With that he reaches a considerable renown.
But then people proceed to admire him for something equally
possessed by a quantity of other people, or for reasons that
have nothing to do with, or which even contradict, his gifts.
So Englishmen or Frenchmen wlio are inclined to virulent
‘nationalism,’ and disposed to sentiment where local colour
is concerned, will admire Joyce for his alleged identity
with what he detached himself from and even repudiated,
when it took the militant, Sinn Fein form. And Joyce,

last,

literary gift.

a shrewd sensible man, will no doubt encourage them.
That, however, will not at all help us to be clear about this
very confused issue. Nor should we be very certain, if we
left the matter in that state, in our valuatioji of Joyce.
Wc should find ourselves substituting orthodox political
reactions to the idea of fanatical nationalism (which it
is quite evident holds little reality for Joyce) for direct
reactions to what is in his work a considerable achievement
like

‘

’

of art.

Here, then, we reach one of the most obvious critical
and at the same time one of the main things requiring
a decisive reply, in his work. What makes the question of
capital importance is the problem set throughout the world
to»day by the conti'adiction involved in (1) a universal
2.

traps,
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nationalism,’ which seems to take, even in
great cosmopolitan states, an ever more intolerant form,
and (2) the disappearance of national characteristics altogether as a consequence of technical progress.
Everywhere the peoples become more and more alike.
Local colours, which have endured in many places for two
thousand years, fade so quickly that already one uniform
grey tint has supervened. The astonishing advances in
applied science and in industrial technique made this inSimultaneously, and in frenzied contradiction,
evitable.
is the artificially fostered nationalism rampant throughout
the world since the War. So while in reality people become
increasingly one nation (for the fact that they are fanatically
‘
nationalist does not prevent them from approximating
more and more closely to the neighbours against whom, in
their abstract rage, they turn), they ideologically grow more
aggressively separatist, and conscious of ‘ nationality.’
The same process, of course, may be observed in ‘ classwar.’
A Restoration courtier was very unlike the Restoration workman, as men go ; whereas the contemporary
magnate, in appearance, culture, manners and general
tastes, is hardly to be distinguished from the average workman on his estate or in his factory. But the more social
distinctions of a real order disappear, the more artificial
‘
class-consciousness ’ asserts itself.
That sort of contradiction is paralleled throughout our
life.
There is no department that is exempt from the
confusions of this strategy which consists essentially in
removing somethmg necessary to life and putting an ideologic simulacrum where it was able to deceive the poor
animal, who notices it in its usual place and feels that all
.
is well, but which yet perplexes and does not satisfy hi
The ‘ sex-war ’ illustrates this as plainly as the ‘ class-war.’
For example, the Y.M.C.A. meeting at Helsingfors (November 1926) starts a discussion on that stock subject with
^thc naughty thrill of which never
all religious bodies
diminishes ^thc ‘ modem woman.’ So ‘ short hair and
short skirts were attacked,’ the New York Herald reports.
But the objectors were overruled, it being decided, in the
end, that ‘
are asserting their right -to develop
personality unhampered,’ by these means.
Leaving aside the comedy implicit in the mischievous
journalese of the statement (namely, the highly-specialized

promotion of

‘

’

—

m

—

womm

—
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personality
to be ‘ developed ’ by those
state the facts at stake in this way :
according to the laws of specialization, the more a woman
complicates her attire, the more she ‘ develops her personality/
The nude is a platonic abstraction.
thousand
naked women on a bcacla, such as Borrow once saw, in
Spain, would be a thousand abstractions, or one great
palpitating abstraction, compared with the same number
dressed in a personal way, and so moi’e and more differ‘
entiated from each other.
Personality/ therefore, is
clearly the wrong word.
Its sentimental use falsifies what
’

^

we can

metlicds),

A

’

‘

happening.
it is the abstraction, of course, that is required, to-day,
of every human being. To develop the personality is an
alluring invitation, but it invariably covers some process
that is guaranteed to strip a person bare of all " personality
This does not seem to me necessarily a bad
in a fortnight.
thing.
I am only pointing out that this excellent result
is obtained by fraud.
So we must not take that fraud too
seriously, however much we may applaud its aims.
But in the general arrangements made for our sex-life,
there is this little contradiction also to be noted that the
otherwise popular notion of specialization of function (the
key to the syndicalist doctrine) is taboo. The rationale of
that taboo is that it is desired to turn people’s minds away
from sex altogether eventually. They are insidiously
urged in a neuter direction. William Blake foresaw that
development, with his prophet’s eye, with a laudable
equanimity. The anaesthetizhig of the cruder desires and
ambitions by closer disciplines is, after all, the only alternative to a rationalizing of impulses not excised. However
that may^ be, sex is in the same category as that of the
family
The family costs
it can hardly survive as it is.
too much
and sex is a very costly luxury, too. Its
expensive ecstasies and personal adornments must go in
the end. The supposed encouragement of them to-day is
is

But

‘

’

’

—

’

‘

;

"

’

;

illusory.

The savage with only a

loin-cloth is notoriously chaste,

From
first that sounds.
every quarter of the worid evidence of this is forthcoming.
Havelock Ellis has collected its evidence in a pamphlet, with
Modesty among primitive people, or some such title. The
more clothes people have, and the colder the climate, the
and even prudish, strange as at

Cr
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more

they become ; that is now generally
but not widely enough known to have an

immoral

‘

established,

’

enlightening effect where what we are discussing is concerned
so attracted by the lure of the immoral,’ everybody in the end will be induced to become more moral,
simply-clothed, well-behaved and inexpensive.
So you obtain, up to date, in our feminized world, the
following result ; every woman is conscious of being a very
daring and novel being, and ‘ sex,’ and even sexishness, it
is universally believed, is more prominent than ever before,
because of the ‘ short skirts,’ etc., discussed so acrimoniously at the Y.M.C.A. meeting, and which are thundered
at by a thousand idiots to empty pews throughput the
puritan world ; and even the Pope chases ‘ short skirts
from St. Peter’s. Few people have yet perceived that not
only is the present fashion in its effect more chaste (that
a ‘ comrade ’ or ‘ chum ’ is hardly as intense a thing on
principle as a ‘lover,’ to arrive at it by way of popular
catchwords), but that the intention behind the fiats of
fashion, leading to ‘ short skirts,’ etc., is hardly to debauch
the world. It is much rather intended to uniform and
discipline it, to teach it to be neat and handy, to induce it
to dispense with that costly luxury, ‘ personality,' instead of
to ‘ develop ’ it, as it pretends ; to train people to be satisfied
to be just like their neighbours, hat for hat, and button
for button, and finally to be active, so that they can work.
That is the principle
Skirts are short for work, not love.
to grasp beneath all the concentrated flattery directed
upon the revolutionary amazon leading her sex to victory
So the fashion
in a glorious ‘ war ’ or social revolution.
‘

:

’

is

much more

sensible

than

it affects

to be,

but also much

romantic.
This long excursion into the province of sex-politics has
been justified, I think, by the light it throws upon the other
questions belonging to the main stream of our present
I will now return to the contradiction subargument.
sisting between doctrinaire ‘nationalism,’ and the conditions of international uniformity created by scientific
advance.
The adventitious stimulus given to the historic sense,
the imposition of this little picturesque flourish or that, a
’
patina like that manufactured for the faking of ‘ antiques
‘
(a good example is the
roman veneer in fascist Italy),

less

’
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goes hand in hand and side by side with a world-hegemony,
externally uniform and producing more every day a common
culture.
It is headlong into this sliecr delusion, which makes a
nonsense of our continued civilized advance (unless you
repudiate the idea of advance, and substitute that of mere
fashionable change^, tliat we are running, every time that
we essay to found our view oC things upon some liarmonious
and precise picture. We fall immediately into that trap
of an abstraction coloured to look concrete, and placed
where once there was something but wliere now there is

nothing.

The romantic persons who go picking about in the Arran
Shetlands, the Basque Provinces, or elsewhere, for
antiques,’ are to-day on a wild-goose
genuine human
Islands',

‘

chase

because

;

tlie

sphinx of the Past, in the person of

some elder dug out of such remote neighbourhoods,

will at

when he has found his tongue, probably commence
addressing them in the vernacular of the Baily Mail. For
it
better or for worse, local colour is now a thin mixture

lengtli,

;

m

what it embellishes, but is painted on,
does not inhere
often with a clumsy insolence. It suits the political intelligence with its immemorial device, divide el impera, to
encourage it, but its application to the conditions of mind
and to the externoi nature of the machine-age becomes
more and inore fantastic.
There is nothing for it to-day, if you have an appetite
You can no
for the beautiful, but to create new beauty.
longer nourish yourself upon the Past ; its stock is exhausted, the Past is nowhere a reality. The only place
where it is a reality is in time, not certainly in space. So
the mental world of time offers a solution. More and more
it is

used as a compensating principle.

devastating alternative—the creation of new
—most people shrink horror. Create they
enough
were not already
As though
exclaim.
—But questionable even bare
to

From

this

beauty

in

’

it is

!

’

!

difficult

it

'

live

‘

if

life is

possible,

meaning. And the meaning put into it by
millennial politics of the current type is as unsubstantial as
a mist on a Never-Never landscape.
How these remarks apply to what we are discussing will
be obscured for some readers at first by the fact of the
challenging novelty of the work in question. But the local

denuded of

all
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colour, or locally-coloured material, that was scraped
together into a big variegated heap to make Ulysses, is
doctrinally even more than in fact the material of the
Past. It is consciously the decay of a mournful province,
with in addition the label of a twenty-year-old vintage, of
a ‘ lost time,’ to recommend it. The diffraction of this
lump of local colour for the purposes of analysis will in the
end isolate the time-quality, revealing the main motive of

—

its collection.

3. Before turning to the more personal factors in the
composition of Ulysses, I will briefly state what I have been
approaching in the first phase of my analysis.
^
I regard Ulysses as a time-book ; and by that I mean that
it lays its emphasis upon, for choice manipulates, and in a
doctrinaire manner, the self-conscious time-sense, that has
now been erected into a universal philosophy. This it
does beneath the spell of a similar creative impulse to that
by which Proust worked. The classical unities of time and
place are buried beneath its scale, however, and in this
All -life- in- a -day scheme there is small place for them.
Yet at the outset they are solemnly insisted on as a guiding
And certainly some
principle to be fanatically observed.
barbarous version of the classical formula is at work throughout, like a conserted daimon attending the author, tp keep
him obsessionally faithfiil to the time-place, or space-time,

programme.

The

genteel-demotic, native subject-matter of Mr. Joyce
him to a great deal of intense, sad, insipid, local
colour.
An early life-experience that had removed him
from the small middle-class milieu would also have removed
assists

him from his local colour, and to a less extent from his
time-factor. To this he adds the legendary clatter and
Beyond that he is not above
bustle of Donnybrook Fair.
stealing a few fairies from Mr. Yeats, and then sending
them in the company of Dr. Freud to ride a broomstick on
the Brocken. Adventures of that order, in the middle of
the book, take us still further from the ideal of the Unities,
and both Space and Time temporarily evaporate. But on
the whole the reader is conscious that he is beneath the
intensive dictatorship of Space-time the god of Professor
Alexander and such a great number of people, in fact, that
we can almost be said to be treading on holy ground when

—
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to that

deity, either in philosophy or fiction.

That Joyce and Proust are both dedicated to Time is
generally appreciated, of course ; Joyce is often compared
to Proust on that score.
Both Proust and Joyce exhibit,
it is said, the exasperated time-sense of the contemporary
man of the industrial age ; which is undeniable, if the outward form of their respective work is alone considered.
The ardent recapitulation of a dead thing ^though so
recently dead, and not on its own merits a very significant
one and as much the ‘ local colour ’ as what may be called
the local time, ally them. But having got so far, I should

—

—

put in a qualification which would, I think, unexpectedly
discriminate these two methods.
4. I will interject at this point a note on the subject of
the tempoi'al equivalent of local colour,’ since I have had
occasion to refer to it once or twice. I will not enter into
the confusing discussion of which is space and which time
in any given complex,
I will suppose that there is some
partly discrete quality which can come under the separate
head of time/ and so for certain purposes be something
else than the ‘ local colour.’
This psychological time, or duration, this mood that is as
fixed as the matter accompanying it, is as romantic and
picturesque as is local colour,’ and usually as shallow a
thing as that. Some realization of this is essential. We
can posit a time-district, as it were, just as much as we can a
place with its individual physical properties. And neither
the local colour, nor the local time of the time-district, is
what is recorded sub specie aeternitatis, it is unnecessary
to say.
Both may, however, become obsessions, and are so, I
believe, to-day.
But that is merely—that is my argument
because people are in process of being locked into both
places and times. (This can be illustrated, where place is
concerned, in the way that Signor Mussolini is locking the
Italians into Italy, and refusing them passports for abroad.)
We are now sufficiently prepared and can educe the heart
of this obscure organism that so overshadows contemporary
thought, by showing its analogies. That the time-fanaticism is in some way connected with the nationalisms and
the regionalisms which are politically so much in evidence.
‘

‘

‘

—
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—

’

and so intensively cultivated, seems certain since time
is also to some extent a region, or it can be regarded in
that light. We have spoken of a time-district, and that
is exact.
Professor Whitehead uses the significant phrase
mental climate.’ This is by no means a fanciful affiliation
for time and place are the closest neighbours, and what
happens to one is likely to be shared by the other. And if
that is so, the time-mind would be much the same as the
‘

‘

;

fanatically circumscribing this or that
unit with a superstitious exclusiveness, an
aggressive nationalist romance. Has not time-romance,
or a fierce partisanship on behalf of a time, a family likeness,
at least, with similar partisanship on behalf of a plofie ?
And then, too, the so much mocked and detested nonnationalist, universal mind (whose politics would be
goethean, we can say, to place them, and whose highest
tolerance would approximate to that best seen in the
classical Chinese intelligence) would have to be reckoned
with once the time-mind had been isolated by a thorough

geographic one,
territorial

—

analysis,

and

two types

of

its

essential

antagonisms exposed.

mind would be found confronted,

These

eternally
hostile to each other, or at least eternally different
for
the hostility would be more noticeable on the side of the
partisan, the ‘ time,’ mind, the mind of fashion, than on
the side of the other. This is all that I shall say on this
very interesting point, for the moment.
The philosophy of the space-timeist is identical with the
old, and as many people had hoped, exploded, bergsonian
philosophy of psychological time (or durdc, as he called it).
It is essential to grasp this continuity between the earlier
flux of Bergson, with its Time-god, and the einsteinian flux,
with its god. Space-time. Alexander, and his pupil Whitehead, are the best-known exponents, of philosophers writing
in English, of these doctrines.
It will not require a very
close scrutiny of Space Time and Deity, for instance, and
then of some characteristic book of Bergson’s, to assure
yourself that you arc dealing with minds of the same stamp.
Temperamentally emotionally, that is, and emotion is
as important in philosophy as in other things ^thc earlier
bergsonian, such as P<iguy, for instance, and the relativist
or space-timeist, are identical.
The best testimony of this
is the enthusiastic reception given by Bergson, the old timephilosopher, to Einstein, the later space-timeist. He recog-

—

—

—
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nized Ms god, Duration, cast into the imposing material of
a physical theory, improved and amalgamated with Space,
in a more insidious unity than he had been able to give to
his paramount philosophic principle.
Similarly the attitude of Whitehead, Alexander and so forth, where Bergson
is concerned, is noticeably one of a considered respect, very
different from the atmosphere of disrepute into which
Bergson had fallen prior to the triumph of Relativity
Theory. The so-called " Emergent
principle of Lloyd
Morgan, adopted by Alexander and the rest, is our old
friend Creative Evolution,’ under another name, and with
a few additional attributes.
Emergent Evolution can
for all j)ractical purposes be regarded as simony mous with
^
Creative Evolution.’
So from, say, the birth of Bergson to the present day,
one vast orthodoxy has been in process of maturing in the
world of science and philosophy. The material had already
collected into a considerable patrimony by the time Bergson
was ready to give it a philosophic form. The Darwinian
Theory and all the background of nineteenth-century
materialistic thought was already behind it.
Under the
characteristic headings Duration and Relativity the nineteenth-century mechanistic belief has now assumed a final
form. It is there for any one to study at his leisure, and
to take or leave. It will assume, from time to time, many
new shapes, but it will certainly not change its essential
nature again till its doomsday ; for I believe that in it we
have reached one of the poles of the human intelligence,
the negative, as it were. So it is deeply rooted, very
’

""

ancient, and quite defined.
essay I
In this part of

’

am not developing my purely
my
philosophic argument more fully than is necessary for the
purposes of the literary criticism. I leave my attitude in
the time discussion as an announcement of principle,
merely. Students of the philosophies cited will be able
at once to supply the outline of the position such an
announcement involves. And the reader who is not conversant with those theories would not be much the wiser
at the end of such brief analysis as I should be able to supply
in tMs place. The plan I am following is to help the reader
to an inductive understanding of the principle involved,
in the course of this analysis of its literary and artistic
expression. With Spengler the more technical region is
‘

’
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reached. And after that the philosophical analysis is
begun. I hope to have interested the reader sufficiently
in the questions involved to take him with me into that.
psychological history of the triumph of an idea
is necessary to acquire some
To understand how ideas
succeed you must first consider what that ‘ success implies,
You
especially with reference to this particular age.
would have to ask yourself who those men are who profess
them, the manner in which they get advertised, the degree
of orthodoxy imposed, and by what means, at the moment.
Then, behind that professional and immediate ring of
supporters, the mass of people who blindly receive tliem on
faith as helpless, confronted with the imposing machinery
of their popularization, as new-born children they, too,
would have to be studied, and their reactions registered.
Some such analysis of the domination achieved by an
idea and how it ceases to be an idea, and becomes an ideology,
as Napoleon called it, an instrument of popular government,
has to be undertaken before you can hope to be in a
position to meet on equal terms, without superstition, such
prevalent intellectual fashions. If you are of that great
majority who ask nothing better than to have intellectual
fashions provided for them with little handbooks describing which way up the idea (if a ‘ difficult one) should
be worn, whether it should be worn with a flourish or a
languish, with a simper or a pout, with fanatical intensity
or ah easy catholic grace then you will have no use, it is
needless to say, for such an arduous analytical discipline.
It is only if you belong to that minority who care for ideas
for their own sake, if you are philosophic in the truest sense,
possessing a personal life that is not satisfied with 'the oldclothes shop, or its companion, the vast ready-made emporium, that this procedure will have any meaning for you.
The physical or philosophical theory in the ascendant at
any moment is humbly and reverently picked up, in an
abridged, and usually meaningless, form, by the majority
of people. So it was with Darwin, so it is with Einstein.
Apart from questions of expert qualification, few people
are able to appreciate all that is involved in such theories.
There is certainly never a question in their mind of ‘ doubting * it. It is not a thing to doubt, but one that is either
5.

The

interesting to follow ; and it
knowledge of those processes.
is

’

—

—

—

’

—

—
;
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easy or impossible to naderstand, as the case
repudiaj;e it would be a still wilder presumption.
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To

It has

to be ‘ studied in the few spare minutes that most people
consider may be saved for such things from parties, golf^
motoring and bridge, or the Russian Ballet. Then they
will say in conversation, ‘ It appears that there is no such
thing as time ; or ‘ Everything is relative, Einstein says.
I always thought it was.’
(Relativity seldom involves
much more than that to people.) More often than not the
professors, who adopt and expound whatever theory has
just succeeded, examine it as little.
It amuses them
professors, like other people, have their amusements
their work is theirs.
It is uncomfortable to be unorthodox,
life is short, science is long, much longer than art ; that is
’

’

sufficient.

When such a dominant theory is applied in literature or
in art, then, certainly, even less does any one grasp the
steps by which that theory has entered the mind of the
author or artist
has either been w’^elcomed at once as a
friend and a brother, has taken up its abode there as a
;

conqueror by main

force, or else

has seduced the sensitive

from the outside, from beneath the
prudent casement from which the peeping-mind inside has
little

intelligence

watched,

fascinated, the big romantic notion swelling
or has, on the other hand, as a matter of traffic
and mutual profit, come to terms with a possible assistant
or colleague. In short, any of the hundred ways and
degrees in which assent is arrived at, and an intellectual

invitingly

;

monopoly or hegemony consummated, is even more arcane
to the majority than is the theory itself.
Bergson and his time-philosophy exactly corresponds to
Proust, the abstract for the other’s concrete. There is so
far no outs?anding exponent in literature or art of einsteinian physics, for necessarily there is a certain interval, as
things are, between the idea and the representation. But
such a figure will no doubt occur ; and further theorists of
this great school will be accompanied by yet further artists,
applying its philosophy to life. Or perhaps, since now the
general outline of the cult is settled, and the changes within
it will be incidental, largely, they may crop up simultaneously.
Indeed, Proust and Joyce are examples to hand of
how already it does not matter very much to what phase
of the one great movement the interpreter belongs.
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Without all the tuiiform pervasive growth of the timephilosophy starting from the little seed planted by Rergson,
discredited, and now spreading more vigorously than ever,
there would be no Ulysses, or there would be no A La
timeRecherche du Temps Perdu. There would be no
composition of Miss Stein ; no fugues in words. In short,
Mr. Joyce is very strictly of the school of Bergson-Einstein,
Stein-Proust. He is of the great time-school they represent.
His book is a time-book, as I have said, in that sense. He
has embraced the time-doctrine very completely. And’ it
is as the critic of that doctrine and of that school that I
have approached the analysis of his writings up to date.
(I insert this last time-clause because there is no reason at
all to suppose that he may not be influenced in turn by my
criticism ; and, indeed, I hope it may be so, for he would
be a very valuable adherent.)
Yet that the time-sense is really exasperated in Joyce in
the fashion that it is in Proust, Dada, Pound or Miss Stein,
may be doubted. He has a very keen preoccupation with
the Past, it is certain he does lay things down side by side,
and added to that, he has some rather
carefully dated
loosely and romantically held notion of periodicity.
But
I believe that all these things amount to with him is this
as a careful, even meticulous, craftsman, with a long training of doctrinaire naturalism, the detail the time-detail
as much as anything else assumes an exaggerated importance for him. And I am sure that he would be put to
his trumps to say how he came by much of the timemachinery that he possesses. Until he was told, I dare say
that he did not know he had it, even for he is an instinctive,’ like Pound, in that respect
there is not very much
reflection going on at any tune inside the head of Mr. James
Joyce. That is indeed the characteristic condition of the
craftsman, pure and simple.
And that is what Joyce is above all things, essentially the
craftsman. It is a thing more common, perhaps, in painting
or the plastic arts than in literature. I do not mean by
this that he works harder or more thoroughly than other
people, but that he is not so much an inventive intelligence
as an executant. He is certainly very ‘ shoppy,’ and
professional to a fault, though in the midst of the amateurism of the day it is a fault that can easily be forgiven.
What stimulates him is ways of doing things, and technical
‘

’

;

;

:

—

—

‘

;

;
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processes, and not things to he done.
Between the various
things to be done he shows a true craftsman’s impartiality.
He is become so much a writing-specialist that it matters
very little to him ivlial he writes, or what idea or worldview he expresses, so long as he is trymg his hand at this
manner and tlxat, and displaying his enjoyable virtuosity.
Strictly speaking, he has none at all, no special point of
view, or none worth mentioning. It is such people that
the creative intelligence fecundates and uses; and at
present that intelligence is political, and its stimuli are
ideologies.
He is only a tool, an instrument, in
That is why such a sensitive medium as Joyce,
working in such a period, requires the attention of "the

masked
short.

independent cidtic.
So perhaps it is easy to see how, without much realizing
what was happening, Joyce arrived where he did. We can
regard it as a diathetic phenomenon partly the craftsman
is susceptible and unprotected.
There arc even slight,
though not very grave, symptoms of disorder in his art.
The painful preoccupation with the exact place of things in
a room, for instance, could be mildly matched in his writing.
The things themselves by which he is surromided lose, for
the hysterical subject, their importajice, or even meaning.
Their position absorbs all the attention of his mind. Some
such imcasy pedantry, in a mild form, is likely to assail
any conscientious craftsman especially in an intensive
‘
space-time atmosphere, surromided by fanatical spaceThe poor craftsman has never been in such peril as
timeists.
to-day, for it is a frantic hornpipe indeed that his obedient
But otherwise Joyce, with
legs are compelled to execute.

—

—

’

his highly-developed physical basis,

is

essentially sane.

The mgthod that underlies Ulysses is known as the
As that description denotes, it
telling from the inside.’
Carried out in the particular manner
is psychological.
‘

it lands the reader inside an Aladdin’s cave
of incredible bric-a-brac in which a dense mass of dead
stuff is collected, from 1901 toothpaste, a bar or two of
An
Sweet Rosie O’Grady, to prc-nordic architecture.
immense nature-morte is the result. This ensues from the
method of confining the reader in a circumscribed psychological space into which several encyclopaedias have been
emptied. It results from the constipation induced in the
movement of the narrative.

used in Ulysses,
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The amount of siit^^^unorganized brute material that
the more active principle of drama has to wade through,
under the circumstances, slows it down to the pace at which,
inevitably, the sluggish tide of the author’s bric-a-brac
passes the observer, at the saluting post, or in this case, the
It is a suffocating, moeotic expanse of objects, all
reader.
of them lifeless, the sewage of a Past twenty years old, all
neatly arranged in a meticulous sequence. The newspaper
in which Mr. Bloom’s bloater is wrapped up, say, must
press on to the cold body of the fish, reversed, the account
of the bicycle accident that was reported on the fated day
chosen for this Odyssey ; or that at least is' the idea.
At the end of a long reading of Ulysses you feel that it is
the very nightmare of the naturalistic method that you
have been experiencing. Much as you may cherish the
merely physical enthusiasm that expresses itself in this
stupendous outpouring of matter^ or stuff, you wish, on the
spot, to be transported to some more abstract region for
a time, where the dales of the various toothpastes, the
brewery and laundry receipts, the growing pile of punched
’bus-tickets, the growing holes in the baby’s socks and the
darn that repairs them, assume less importance. It is your
impulse perhaps quickly to get your mind where there is
nothing but air and rock, however inhospitable and featureless, and a little timeless, too.
You will have had a glut,
for the moment (if you have really persevered), of matter,
procured you by the turning on of all this river of what
now is rubbish, but which was not then, by the obsessional
application of the naturalistic method associated with the
exacerbated time-sense. And the fact that you were not
in the open air, but closed up inside somebody else’s head,
will not make things any better.
It will have ^een your
catharsis of the objective accumulations that obstinately
collect in even the most active mind.
Now in the graphic and plastic arts that stage of fanatic
naturalism long ago has been passed. All the machinery
appropriate to its production has long since been discarded,
luckily for the pure creative impulse of the artist. The
nineteenth-century naturalism of that obsessional, fanatical
order is what you find on the one hand in Ulysses. On the
other, you have a great variety of recent influences enabling
Mr. Joyce to use it in the way that he did.
The effect of this rather fortunate confusion was highly
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who realty got the maximum out of
with an appetite that certainty will never be matched
again for the actual mailer revealed in his composition, or
proved to have been lengthily secreted there. It is like a
gigantic Victorian quilt or antimacassar.
Or it is the
voluminous cuitain that fell, belated (with the alarming
momentum of a ton or two of personally organized rubbish),
stiimilating to Joyce,

it,

upon the

So rich was

Victorian scene.

its

delivery, its

pent-up outpouring so vehement, that it wall remain,
eternally cathartic, a monument like a record diarrhoea.
No one who looks at it will ever want to look behind it. It
is the sardonic catafalque of the Victorian world.
Two opposite things were required for this result. Mr.
Joyce could never have performed this particular feat if
he had not been, in his make-up, extremely immobile and
yet, in contradiction to that, very open to new technical
influences.
It is the craftsman in Joyce that is progressive ;
but the man has not moved since his early days in Dublin.
He is on that side a young man in some w^ay embalmed.
His technical adventures do not, apparently, stimulate him
to think.
On the contrary, what he thinks seems to be of
a conventional and fixed order, as though perhaps not to
embarrass the neighbouring evolution of his highly pro;

’

and eclectic craftsmanship.
So he collected like a cistern in his youth the last stagnant
pumpings of Victorian anglo-irish life. This he held steadfastly intact for fifteen years or more ^then when he was
ripe, as it were, he discharged it, in a dense mass, to his
eternal glory.
That was Ulysses. Had the twenty -yearold Joyce of the Dubliners not remained almost miraculously
intact, we should never have witnessed this peculiar
gressive

—

spectacle.

That is, I believe, the true account of how this creative
and, if that is so, it will be
event occurred with Joyce
evident that we are in the presence of a very different
phenomenon from Proust. Proust returned to the tenvps
perdu. Joyce never left them. He discharged it as freshly
as though the time he wrote about were still present,
because it was his present. It rolled out with all the aplomb
and vivacity of a contemporary experience, assisted in its
slick discharge by the latest technical devices.
;

6.

So though Joyce has written a time-book, he has done

no
it,
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some extent, by accident.
was stimulated to all his efforts

Proust, on the

I believe, to

contrary,

thought of compassing a

precisely,

by the

specifically time-creation

—the

Recherche du Temps Perdu. The unconscious artist has, in
Proust, on the other
this case, the best of it, to my mind.
hand, romanticizes his Past, where Joyce (whose Present
it is) does not.
To create new beauty, and to supply a new material, is
the obvious affair of art of any kind to-day. But that is a
statement that by itself would convey very little. Without
stopping to unfold that now, I will summarize what I
understand by its opposite. Its opposite is that that
thrives upon the time-philosophy that it has invited for
itself, or which has been imposed upon it or provided for it.
The inner meaning of the time-philosophy, from whatever
standpoint you approach it, and however much you paste
fife,’ of
it over with confusing advertisements of
organism,’ is the doctrine of a mechanistic universe ; periodic ;
timeless, or nothing but time,’ whichever you prefer
and,
above all, essentially dead. A certain deadness, a lack of
nervous power, an aversion to anything suggesting animal
vigour, characterizes all the art, as has already been pointed
Or in the exact mixing
out, issuing from this philosophy.
in the space-timeist scheme of all the matter and all the
organism ’ together, you get to a sort of vegetable or
vermiform average. It is very mechanical ; and according
to our human, aristocratic standards of highly-organized
life, it is very dead.
The theoretic truth that the time-philosophy affirms is
a mechanistic one. It is the conception of an aged intelligence, grown mechanical and living upon routine and
‘

‘

‘

;

‘

’

‘

memory,

essentially;

its

teirdency, in its characteristic

working, is infallibly to transform the living into the
machine, with a small, unascertained, but uninteresting
margin of freedom. It is the fruit, of course, of the puritan
mind, born in the nineteenth century upon the desolate
principles promoted by the too-rapidly mechanized life of
the European.
I will now turn to the scandalous element in Ulysses, its
supposed obscenity. Actually it appears to me that the
mind of Joyce is more chaste than most. Once you admit
the licence that, at the start, Joyce set out to profit by, it
is surprising how very little ‘ sex
matter there is in his
’
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largely either freudian echoes (they

or else

it is

horse-play of a schoolboy

or public-house order.
The motif of the house-drain is
once and for all put in its place, and not mentioned again.
It is the fault of the reader if that page or two dealing with
it assume, in retrospect, proportions it has not, as a
fact,
That passage can be regarded in the
in Joyce s pages.
light of the reply of Antigonus to the poet Hermodorus,
when the latter had described him as the son of the Sun.

next take up in turn a few further items of importthem one by one. Joyce is not a moralist,
but he has a grteat relish, on the other hand, for politics.
Indeed, J^ady Bolingbroke’s remark about Pope, that he
played the politician about cabbages and turnips (or as
somebody else remarked, ‘ he hardly drank tea without a
stratagem ’), could be applied to the author of Ulysses—the
mere name suggests a romantic predilection for guile.
He could claim another affinity with Pope—namely, that
although a witty writer, he is, as far as his private and
personal legend is concerned, a man of one story.
One
apothegm only stands upon record,’ Johnson writes of
Pope it was directed at Patrick. Joyce has one story to
his credit, and it is at the expense of Yeats.
As it is the
general custom, even in the briefest accoimt of Joyce, to
tell this story, lest I should be regarded as imperfectly
documented, I will give it here. When Joyce was about
twenty years old he was very hard up, we are told, and he
decided to go to Yeats and see if that gentleman would do
anything to help him. He seems to have foreboded the
result, and provided himself with a plan of action in the
event of a rebuff. The appointed time arrived.
As he
entered the room, sure enough he read on the face of Mr.
Yeats the ’determination not to help him. Thereupon he
bore down on Yeats, bade him good morning, and immediately inquired how old he was. On learning the extent of
Yeats’ seniority, with a start of shocked surprise, he mournfully shook his head, exclaimed, ‘ I fear I have come too
late
I can do nothing to help you * and, turning on his
heel, left the apartment, the tables neatly turned.
There is perhaps a sequel to that story, and, if so, it is
to be sought in the fact that Joyce himself has shown
recently the baselessness of its major imphcation. He has
whitewashed, I think, in one important respect that
I will

ance, expiscating

’

‘

;

!

!
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scoundrel that Mr. Shaw has affirmed ‘ every man over
forty to be, by displaying in his own person, to this day,
an undiminished ability to be influenced by all sorts of
people and things, from the jaunty epistolary style of Ezra
Pound to the compositional ’ stammerings of Miss Stein.
Actually the further he advances the more susceptible to
new influences, of a technical order, he becomes. What
gives Ulysses the appearance of a merging of analects is a
record of this. He was rather unenterprising and stationary
The Dubliners is written in one style,
in his early years.
Ulysses in a hundred or so.
‘

’

'

‘

7. There are several other things that have to Joe noted
as characteristic of Joyce for a full understanding of a
technique that has grown into a very complex, overcharged
The craftsman, pure and simple, is at the bottom
facade.
of his work. I have already insisted upon that ; and in

that connection it almost appears, I have said, that he has
practised sabotage where his intellect was concerned, in
order to leave his craftsman’s hand freer for its stylistic

a phenomenon very commonly met with
Daring or unusual speculation, or
an unwonted intensity of outlook, is not good for technical
display, that is certain, and they are seldom found together.
The intellect is in one sense fche rival of the hand, and is apt
to hamper rather than assist it. It interferes, at all events,
with its showing-olT, and affords no encouragement to the
hand’s sedulous apeishness ; or so would say the hand.
The extreme conventionality of Joyce’s mind and outlook is perhaps due to this. In Ulysses, if you strip away
the technical complexities that envelop it, the surprises of
style and unconventional attitudes that prevail in it, the
figures underneath are of a remarkable simplicity, and of
the most orthodoxly comic outline. Indeed, it is not too
much to say that they are, most of them, walking cliches.
So much is this the ease, that your attention is inevitably
drawn to the evident paradox that ensues ; namely, that
of an intelligence so alive to purely verbal cliches that it
hunts them like fleas, with remarkable success, and yet
that leaves the most gigantic ready-made and well-worn
dummies enthroned everywhere, in the form of the actual
personnel of the book.
A susceptibility to verbal cliches is, however, not at all
exercises.

That

is

in the painter’s craft.

’
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the^ same thing as a susceptibility to such a cliche as is
represented by a stage Jew (Bloom), a stage Irishman
(Mulligan), or a stage Anglo-Saxon (Hames). Cliches of
that description thrive in the soil of Ulysses. This paradox
is an effect of the craftsman-mind which has been described
above ; that is my reading of the riddle. You could, if
you wanted to, reverse the analytical process. The virtuosity would then be deduced from the fact of the resourceful
presence of a highly critical intellect, but without much
inventiveness, nor the gift of first-hand observation
thriving vicariously, in its critical exercises, upon the
masters of the Past. That would be a description of what,
in music, is a common phenomenon, namely, the interpretative artist, the supreme instrumentalist.
If you examine for a moment the figures presented to
you in the opening of Ulysses, you will at once see what is
meant by these remarks. The admirable wTiting wiE
seduce you, perhaps, from attending too closely, at first,
to the characterization. But what in fact you are given
there, in tlie way of character, is the most conventional
stuff in the world
and the dramatic situation for which
they are provided is not even an original one, for it is the
situation of John Bull’s Other Island, picturesquely staged
in a Martcllo-tower, with the author in the pruicipal r61e.
Haines, the romantic Englishman, or Sassenach,’ with
the pale eyes like the occair wave that he rules,’ his extreme
woodenness and deep sentimental, caUous imbecility, his
amateur-anthropologist note-gathering among the interesting irish natives
and in lively contrast to this dreary,
finished Saxon butt (who always says what is expected
of him), the jolly, attractive, Wild Irishman (MulEgan),
who secs through, makes rings round, the ideally slow and
stupid creeping Saxon,’ while yet remaining the servant
with the cracked looking-glass ’ of Stephan’s epigram
that is all pure John Bull’s Other Island. Haines is a stagethat on one side
Saxon,’ Mulligan is a stage-irishman
and the other of the Irish Channel such figures could be
found is certain enough ; but they are the material of broad
comedy not that of a subtle or average reality at aU.
They are the conventional reality of one satisfied with the
excessive, unusual and ready-made ; and they are juxtaposed here on the time-honoured Shavian model.
But if they are cliches, Stephan Dedalus is a worse or a
;

^

‘

;

‘

’

’

‘

‘

‘

‘

;

;

H
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glaring one. He is the really wooden figure.
’
to an uncomfortable, a dismal, a ridiculous,
even a pulverizing degree. His movements in the Martellotower, his theatrical ‘ bitterness,’ his cheerless, priggish
stateliness, his gazings into the blue distance, his Irish
Accent, his exquisite sensitiveness, his ‘ pride that is so
crude as to be almost indecent, the incredible slowness
with which he gets about from place to place, up the stairs,
down the stairs, like a funereal stage-king ; the time
far

more

He is

the poet

‘

’

required for him to move his neck, how he raises his hand,
passes it over his aching eyes, or his damp brow, even more
wearily drops it, closes his dismal little shutters against
his rollicking irish-type of a friend (in his capacity of a
type-poet), and remains sententiously secluded, shut up
in his own personal MarteUo-tower
a Martello-tower
within a Martello-tower until he consents to issue out,
tempted by the opportunity of making a ‘ bitter
a very
‘
bitter ’
jest, to show up against the ideally idiotic background provided by Haines ; all this has to be read to be
believed but read, of course, with a deaf car to the really
charming workmanship with which it is presented. Written
on a level with its conception, and it would be as dull stuff
as you could easily find.
The stage-directions with which the novelist in general
pursues his craft are usually tell-tale, and Ulysses is no
exception to that I'ulc. The stage-directions for getting
Stephan Dedalus, the irritating hei'o, about, sitting him
down, giving accent to his voice, are all painfully en-

—

—

’

—

—
—

lightening.

This
of the

is

how

book

the hero of Ulysses

first

appears on page 2

:

Stephan Dedalus stepped up, followed him (Mulligan)
wearily halfway and sat down.

He

.

.

.’

does almost everything
wearily.’
He ‘ sits down
always before he has got far. He moves with such dignified
and ‘weary’ slowness, that he never gets further than
half-way under any circumstances as compared with any
other less dignified, less ‘ weary,’ figure in the book ^that is
to say, any of the many figures introduced to show off his
dismal supremacy. This is where (page 2) Stephan
Dedalus first speaks v
’

‘

—

—

‘

.

.

.

Tell

me. Mulligan,’ Stephan said quietly.
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Tell me, Mulligan
(irish accent, please)
soul of this small, pointless, oppressive
character in its entirety. You wonder for some pages what
can be the cause of this weighty inanition. There is perhaps
some plausible reason for it, which will be revealed in the

In this quiet

—you

’

‘

have the

That would make things a

sequel.

nothing happens of that

You

But

better.

little

nd out what
The hero is trying to be a gentleman! That is the
it is.
secret nothing less, nothing more.
The artist as a young
man has the real Oxford manner,’ you are informed
and you eventually realize that his oppressive mannerisms
have been due in the first instance to an attempt to produce
the impression of an Oxford manner.’
Let us, starting from the top of page 3, take a few of the
cliches having a bearing on the point under consideration
‘
Ste(1) Mulligan asks the hero for his handkerchief.
phan suffered him to pull out the handkerchief, etc. The
word suffered and the bathos of the gesture involved in the
sort.

slowly

—

fi

‘

’

‘

‘

:

’

offering of the pocket, are characteristic.

Buck Mulligan

turned abruptly his great searching
Great searching eyes
Oh, where
were the great searching eyes of the author, from whom no
verbal cliche may escape, when he wrote that ?
He (Haines) thinks you ’re
(3) Mulligan to Stephan :
not a gentleman.’ That is what Stephan Dedalus is pursued
and obsessed by, the notion of ‘ being a gentleman
that
is the secret, as has already been said, of most of the tiresome mannerisms that oppress a reader of Ulysses wherever
Dedalus appears. (Compare ‘ the Oxford manner,’ etc.,
(2)

eyes

from the

‘

sea,’ etc.

!

‘

’

;

above.)
‘

(4)

“ Then
“

what is it ? ”
Cough it up.”

Buck Mulligan asked

Stephan freed his arm
impatiently.
Stephan does everything ‘ quietly,’
quietly ’ (page 7).
whether he ‘ quietly touches Mulligan on the arm or
‘ quietly
He is a very quiet man indeed.
frees his own.
(5) On page 19 Mulligan has chanted a popular theoHaines says to Stephan : ‘ We oughtn’t to
logical ditty.
laugh, I suppose. He ’s rather blasphemous. I ’m not a
StiU his gaiety takes the
believer myself, that is to say.
harm out of it, somehow, doesn’t it ? What did he call it ?
Joseph the Joiner ?
This is a good example of the Saxon {John Bull’s Other
Island model) talking. Provided with such a foil, Stephan
’

’

’

—
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on replying

‘

dryly,’

‘

quietly,’

’

or with

pained
your intro‘

Such is
superiority, to the end of the chapter.
duction in Ulysses to some of the principal charactei's.
the reader by
It is unnecessary to quote any further
referring to the opening of Ulysses, can provide himself
these few extracts will
with as much more as he requires
enable anybody to get a more concrete idea of what is under
It would be difficult, I think, to find a more
discussion.
lifeless, irritating, principal figure than the deplorable hero
of the Portrait of the Artist and of Ulysses.
The method of the growth of these books may be partly
responsible for it, the imperfect assimilation of the matterof-fact naturalism of the Dubliners to the more complex
But the fact remains that in the centre of the
Ulysses.
picture, this mean and ridiculous figure remains
attitudquietly and bitterly
inizing, drooping, stalking slowdy,
from spot to spot, mouthing a little Latin, bitterly
scoring off a regiment of conventional supers.
All you have got to do is to compare the Mgid prig
hoping that his detestable affectations will be mistaken for
‘
an Oxford manner,’ trusting that the ‘ quiet distinction
of his deportment will reassure strangers on the burning
question of whether he is a gentleman or not with one of
the principal heroes of the russian novels, and a spiritual
gulf of some sort will become apparent between the ardent,
simple and in some cases truly heroical figures on the one
side, and the drooping, simpering, leering,
bitter
and
misunderstood, spoilt-child conscious of its meanness and
lack of energy, on the other, on that of Joyce.
The russian scene, which stood as a background for the
great group of nineteenth-century russian writers, was
mediaeval, it is true, and cast on more elemental lines than
anything that has existed in the West since the days of
Elizabeth. But the author of the Dubliners was alimenting
himself from the French as much as were the last of the
Russians, and Dublin as much as Moscow would be for a
french contemporary of Flaubert a savage place. Historically the work of Joyce will probably be classed with books
dealing with that last burst of heroical, pre-communist,
;

;

—

‘

’

^

’

’

‘

’

—
‘

’

european life.
What induced Joyce to place in the centre of his very
large canvas this grotesque figure, Stephan Dedalus ? Or
having done so, to make it worse by contrasting it the
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whole time (as typifying ‘the ideal’) -with the gross
materialism ’ of the Jew, Bloom ? Again, the answer to
that, I believe, is that things grew in that way, quite outside
and it is an effect, merely, of a confusion
of Joyce’s control
of method.
Joyce is fundamentally autobiographical, it must be
not in the way that most writers to some extent
recalled
are, but scrupulously and naturalistically so.
Or at least
that is how he started. The Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Man was supposed to give you a neat, carefully-drawn
picture of Joyce, from babyhood upwards, in the result like
an enlarged figure from the Dubliners. You get an accurate
enough account, thereupon, of a physically-feeble, timid,
pompous, ill-tempered, very conceited little boy. It is
interesting, honest, even sometimes to naivete ^though not
often that ; but it is not promising material for anythingbut the small, neat naturalism of Dubliners. It seems as
‘

;

;

—

unlikely, in short, that this little fellow will grow into the
protagonist of a battle between the mighty principles of
Spirit and Matter, Good and Evil, or White and Black, as
that the author of the little, neat, reasonable, unadventurous Dubliners Avould one day become the author of the big
blustering Ulysses.
The effort to show Stephan Dedalus in a favourable,
heightened light throughout, destroys the naturalism, and
at the same time certainly fails to achieve the heroic. Yet
the temper of Ulysses is to some extent an heroical one.
So you are left with a neat little natui'alist hero,’ of the
sort that swarms humorously in Chekov, tiptoeing to play
his part in the fluid canvas of an ambitious Ulysses, unurged by his
expectedly expanding beneath his feet
author to rise to the occasion and live up to the r61e of the
incarnation of the immaterial, and so be top-dog to Poldy
Bloom. As it is, of course, the author, thinly disguised as
a middle-aged Jew tout (Mr. Leopold Bloom), wms the
reader’s sympathy every time he appears ; and he never
is confronted with the less and less satisfactory Dedalus
(in the beau r61e) without the latter losing trick after trick
to his disreputable rival
and so, to the dismay of the
conscientious reader, betraying the principles he represents.
It is a sad affair, altogether, on that side.
Turning to Mr. Bloom, we find an unsatisfactory figure,
too, but of an opposite sort and in a very different degree.
‘

;

;
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He

possesses all the recognized theatrical properties of tthe

Jew

—

he is more feminine than la femme,
np-to-date
shares her coiivade, the periodicity of her intimate existence
is repeated mildly in his own ; he counts the beer bottles
stacked in a yard he is passing, computing with glee the
but such a
profit to be extracted from that commerce
Jew as Bloom, taken altogether, has never been seen outside
the pages of Mr. Joyce’s book. And he is not even a Jew
most of the time, but his talented Irish author.
In reality there is no Mr. Bloom at all, of course, except
at certain moments.
Usually the author, carelessly disguised beneath what other people have observed about
Jews, or yet other people have believed that they have
seen, is alone performing before us.
There is no sign
throughout the book that he has ever directly and intelligently observed any individual Jew. He has merely out
of books and conversations collected facts, witticisms and
generalizations about Jews, and wrapped up his own kindly
person with these, till he has bloated himself into a thousand
pages of heterogeneous, peculiarly unjewish, matter. So
he has certainly contributed nothing to the literature of
the Jew, for which task he is in any case quite unsuited.
This inability to observe directly, a habit of always
looking at people through other people’s eyes and not
through his own, is deeply rooted with Joyce. Where a
multitude of little details or some obvious idiosyncrasy
are concerned, he may be said to be observant
but the
secret of an entire organism escapes him.
Not being
observant where entire people (that is, people at all) are
concerned, he depicts them conventionally always, under
some general label. For it is in the fragmentation of a
personality by isolating some characteristic weakness,
mood, or time-self that you arrive at the mechanical and
abstract, the opposite of the living.
This, however, leaves
him free to achieve with a mass of detail a superficial
appearance of life ; and also to exercise his imitative
talents without check where the technical problem is
concerned.
’

;

;

—

—

8, In the above account of the value of the figures to
which the opening of Ulysses introduces us, I have given
the direct impression received upon a fresh reading of it
for the purposes of this essay.
Had I undertaken to write
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a general criticism of the work of Joyce I should not have
passed on this impression uneensored in its native sensational strength but have modified it, by associating it
with other impressions more favourable to the author. As

—

—

it

is,

however,

it

is

my

object to obtain the necessary

an aspect of Joyce’s mind that is of capital
importance to what I have to say on the subject of the timemind, as I have called it.

salience for

The radical conventionality of outlook implied throughout Ulysses, and exhibited in the treatment of the characters, isolated from their technical wrapping, has the
following bearing upon what I have said elsewhere. This
conventionality (which leaves, as it were, lay-figures underneath, upon which the technical trappings can be accumulated at leisure with complete disregard for the laws of life)
is the sign that w^'e are in the presence of a craftsman rather
than a creator. That sort of effect is invariabl}?' the sign
of the simple craftsman an absence of meaning, an emptiness of philosophic content, a poverty of new and disturbing
observation. The school of nature-morte painters in Paris,
who made a fetish of Cezanne’s apples ; and indeed the
deadness that has crept into all painting (so that whether
it is people or things that are depicted, they all equally
have the appearance of dead things or of dolls), is the
phenomenon to which this other conventional deadness

—

must be

assimilated.

In Ulysses you have a deliberate display, on the grand
scale, of technical virtuosity

and literary

scholarship.

What

underneath this overcharged surface, few people, so far,
have seriously inquired. In reality it is rather an apologuical than a real landscape
and the two main characters.
is

;

Bloom and Dedalus,

are lay-figures (the latter a sadly illchosen one) on which such a mass of dead stuff is hung,
that if ever they had any organic life of their own, it would
speedily have been overwhelmed in this torrent of matter,
of nature-morte.
This torrent of matter is the einsteinian flux. Or (equally
well) it is the duration-flux of Bergson ^that is its philosophic character, at all events, (How the specifically
'
organic and mental doctrine of the time-philosophy can

—

’

result in a

mechanism that

is

more mechanical than any

other, I shall be considering later.) The method of doctrinaire naturalism, interpreted in that way, results in such a

—

;
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you have in Ulysses, fatally. And

into that flux
you, the reader, that are plunged, or magnetically
drawn by the attraction of so much matter as is represented
by its thousand pages. That is also the strategy implied
flux as
it

is

by its scale.
But the author, of course, plunges with you. He takes
you inside his head, or, as it were, into a roomy diving-suit,
and, once down in the middle of the stream, you remain
the authoi’, naturally, inside whose head you are, though
you are sometimes supposed to be aware of one person,
sometimes of another. Most of the time you are being
Bloom or Dedalus, from the inside, and 'that is Joyce.
Some figures for a moment bump against you, and you
or rather
certainly perceive them with great distinctness
some fragment of their dress or some mannerism then they

—
;

are gone. But, generally speaking, it is you who descend
into the flux of Ulysses, and it is the author who absorbs you
momentarily into himself for that experience. That is all
that the ‘ telling from the inside ’ amounts -to. All the
rest is literature, and dogma ; or the dogma of timeliterature.

naturalism interpreted in this way has that
result, because there are so many varieties of naturalism.
Some scientific naturalism does deal with things from the
outside, indeed, and so achieves a very different effect
one of hardness, not of softness. But the method of
Ulysses imposes a softness, flabbiness and vagueness everywhere in its bergsonian fluidity. It was in the company
of that old magician, Sigmund Freud, that Joyce learnt the
way into the Aladdm’s cave where he manufactured his
and the philosophic flux-stream has its source,
Ulysses
too, in that magical cavern.
The claim to be employing the ‘ impersonal fnethod of
science in the presentment of the persoimel of Ulysses can
be entirely disregarded. If there were any definite and
carefully demarcated personality
except in the case of
Dedalus, or here and there where we see a casual person for
a moment it would be worth while examining that claim.
But as there are no persons to speak of for the author to
be ‘ impersonal ’ about, that can at once be dismissed.
Ulysses is a highly romantic self-portrait of the mature
Joyce (disguised as a Jew) and of his adolescent self of
Bloom and Dedalus. Poldy Joyce, luckily for him, is a
I say,

‘

’

’

—

—

—

—
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—

more

genial fellow than Stephan Joyce else the Portrait
of the AHist stage would never have been passed by James.
Another thing that can be dismissed even more summarity
is the claim that Bloom is a creation, a great liomme moyen
sensuel of fiction. That side of Bloom would never have
existed had it not been for the Bouvard and Pecuchet of
Flaubert, which very intense creation Joyce merely takes
over, spins out, and translates into the relaxed medium of
anglo-irish humour.
Where Bloom is being Bouvard and
Pecuchet, it is a translation, nothing more.
Nor really can the admirable Goya-like fantasia in the
middle of the book, in which all the characters enjoy a free
metaphysical existence (released from the last remnants of
the nineteenth-century restraint of the doctrine of naturalism), be compared for original power of conception with the
Teniation. As to the homeric framew^ork, that is only an
entertaining structural device or conceit.
9. In The Art of Being Ruled (chap. vi. part xii.), I
have analysed in passing one aspect of the telling from the
inside method, where that method is based upon a flaubertian naturalism, and used by an english writer brought
up in the anglo-saxon humorous tradition. There my
remarks were called forth by the nature of the more general
analysis I was at the time engaged upon, which included
what I described as the sort of gargantuan mental stutter
employed by Miss Stein, in the course of her exploitation
of the processes of the demented. I shall now quote what
is essential to my present purpose from that chapter
relative to Mr. Joyce
‘

'

‘

’

:

the repetition (used by Miss Stein) is also in the nature
of a photograph of the unorganized word-dreaming of the
mind when not concentrated for some logical functional purMr. Joyce employed this method with success (not so
pose.
radically and rather differently) in Ulysses, The thoughtstream or word-stream of his hero’s mind was supposed to be
photographed. The effect was not unlike the conversation
of Mr. Jingle in Pickwick,
The reason why you get this Mr. Jingle effect is that, in
Ulysses^ a considerable degree of naturalism being aimed at,
Mr. Joyce had not the freedom of movement possessed by the
more ostensibly personal, semi-lyrical utterances of Miss
Stein.
He had to pretend that we were really surprising the
.

.

.
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private thought of a real and average human creature, Mr.
Bloom. But the fact is that Mr. Bloom was abnormally
wordy. He thought in words, not images, for our benefit, in a
fashion as unreal, from the point of view of the strictest
And yet the
naturalist dogma, as a Hamlet soliloquy.
pretence of naturalism involved Mr. Joyce in something less
satisfying than Miss Stein’s more direct and arbitrary
arrangements.
For Mr. Joyce’s use of Miss Stein’s method the following
passage will suffice (it is of the more genial, Mr, Jingle, order)
house. The reverend Dr. Salmon : tinned
Well tinned in there. Wouldn’t live in it if they paid
me, Hope they have liver and bacon to-day. Nature abhors
the brother. Image of him.
a vacuum. There he is
Haunting face. Now that ’s a coincidence. Course hundreds
of times you think of a person, etc.
*
Feel better. Burgundy. Good pick-me-up. Who distilled first.
Some chap in the blues. Dutch courage. That
Kilkenny People in the national library now I must.’
Provost’s

‘

salmon.

:

:

Here is Mr. Jingle, from Pickwick
Rather short in the waist, ain’t it ? Like a general postman’s coat queer coats those made by contract ^no measur:

—

‘

—
mysterious

—

— the short
—
—
— a
—
party—
trousers —anchovy sandwiches
jackets—
—devilled kidneys—splendid fellows—
—

ing

dispensations of Providence

all

men get the long coats all the long men short ones.
Come stopping at Crown Crown at Muggleton met
‘

^flannel

^white

glorious.’

So by the devious route of a fashionable naturalist device
that usually described as presenting the character from the
inside
and the influence exercised on him by Miss Stein’s
technique of picturesque dementia Mr. Joyce reaches the
half-demented crank figure of traditional engiish, humour.
‘

’

—

—

The clowning and horseplay of english humour play a
very important part in the later work of 'Joyce. In
Ulysses Rabelais is also put under contribution to reinforce
this vein, though it is the manner of Rabelais that is
parodied, and the matter of that unusually profound
writer is not very much disturbed. Since Ulysses (but still
in the manner of that book) Mr. Joyce has written a certain
amount ^the gathering material of a new book, which,
altogether almost, employs the manner of Nash though
again somewhat varied with echoes of Urquhart’s translations.
He has fallen almost entirely into a literary horseplay on the one side, and Steinesque cMld-play on the other.

—

—

—
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As to the Nash

factor, when read in the original, the
that Elizabethan’s high-spirited ingenuitycan in time grow tiresome, and is of a stupefying monotony.
What Nash says, from start to finish, is nothing. The
mind demands some special substance from a writer, for
words open into the region of ideas and the requirements
of that region, where it is words you are using, must somehow be met. Chapman, Donne or Shakespeare, with as
splendid a mastery of language, supply this demand,
whereas Nash does not.
But Nash is a great prose-writer, one of the greatest as
far as sheer execution is concerned, and in that over-ornate
bustling field. Yet his emptiness has resulted in his work
falling into neglect, which, if you read much of him, is not
His great appetite for words, their
difficult to understand.
punning potentialities, along with a power of compressing
them into pungent arabesques, is admirable enough to have
made him more remembered than he is. But certainly
some instinct in Posterity turned it away from this too
physical, too merely high-spirited and muscular, verbal
performer. He tired it like a child -with his empty energy,
I suppose.
Nash appears to be at present the chief source of Joyce’s
inspiration associated with his old friend Rabelais, and
some of the mannerisms of Miss Stein, those easiest assimilated without its showing. There is a further source now,
it appears ; he has evidently concluded that the epistolary
style of Ezra Pound should not be born to blush unseen,
but should be made a more public use of than Pound has
done. So in it has gone -with the rest.
I am not able to give parallel examples of Pound’s
epistolary style and those parts of Joyce’s recent prose
that derive from it ; but a passage from Nash and one from
a recent piece by Joyce I can. Here is Nash

brilliant rattle of

;

—

:

There was a herring, or there was not, for it was but a cropshin, one of the refuse sort of herrings, and this herring, or
this cropshin, was sensed and thurified in the smoke, and had
got him a suit of durance, that would last longer than one of
Erra Pa.ter’s almanacks, or a constable’s brown bill : only
his head was in his tail, and that made his breath so strong,

man could abide him. Well, he was a Triton of his
and a sweet-singing calendar to the state, yet not
beloved of the showery Pleiades or the Colossus of the sun

that no
time,

:

—

—

—
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howeverj he thought himself another Tumidus Antimachw^
as complete an Adelantado as he that is known by wearing a
etc.
cloak of tuffed taffety eighteen years • .
.

Here is another piece from Nash, where Joyce and Nash
meet on the common ground of Rabelais
:

The

posterior Italian

and German cornugraphers

stick not

to applaud and canonize unnatural sodomitry, the strumpet
errant, the gout, the ague, the dropsy, the sciatica, folly,
drunkenness, and slovenry. The galli gallinacei, or cocking
French, swarm every pissing while in their primmer editions,
imprimeda jour duy, of the unspeakable healthful conducible*
ness of the gomorrihan great poco, a poco, their true countryman every inch of him, the prescript laws of tennis or balonne
the commodity of hoarseness, blear-eyes, scabbed-hams,
.
,
.
thread-bare clokes, poached-eggs and panados.

Here is the opening of an
by James Joyce

Extract from

Work

in Progress^

:

Shem is as short for Shemus as Jem is joky for Jacob. A
few toughneeks are still getatable who pretend that aboriginally he was of respectable stemming (an inlaw to Mr. Bbyrdwood de Trop Blogg was among his most distant connections)
but every honest to goodness man in the land to-day knows
that his back life will not stand being written about in black
and white.

Again

:

... a ladies tryon hosiery rafHe at liberty, a sewerful of
guineagold wine and sickcylinder oysters worth a billion a
bite, an entire operahouse of enthusiastic noblewomen flinging every coronetcrimsoned stitch they had off at his probscenium, one after the others, when, egad, sir, he sang the
topsquall in Deal Lil Shemlockup Yellin (geewhiz, j^w ear that
juice like a boyd !) for fully five minutes
far
soap ewer
infinitely better than Barton Me. Guckin with a scrumptious
cocked hat and three green trinity plumes on his head and a
dean’s crozier that he won for falling first over the hurdles,
madam, in the odder hand, but what with the murky light,
the botchy print, the tattered cover, the jigjagged page, the
fumbling fingers, the foxtrotting fleas, the lieabed lice, the
scum on his tongue, the drop in his eye, the lump in his
throat, the drink in his pottle, the itch in his palm, the wail
of his wind, the grief from his breath, the fog of his brainfag,
the tie of his conscience, the height of his rage, the gush of
his fundament, the fire in his gorge, the tickle of his tail, the
!

!
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rats in his garret, the hullabaloo and the dust in his ears since
it toqk him a month to steal a march, he was hardset to

memorize more than a word a week.

The close similarity in every way of those characteristic
passages that I have quoted will be evident. In the first
of the extracts from Joyce, curiously enough, he reveals
one of the main preoccupations of the hero of Ulysses,
namely, that arising from the ravages of the gentlemancomplex the Is he or isn’t he a gentleman ? ^the phantom
index-finger of the old shabby-genteel typical query
pursuing the author. In this instance, as he is not writing
about himself, we are given to understand that the figure
in question is not
His gargantuan villain-of-the-piece is
not even allowed to be very closely connected with the
noble de Trop Bloggs. But the implicit theme of the entire
piece, what moves Joyce to churn up the english tongue
in a mock-elizabethan frenzy, is the burning question still
of his shabby-genteel boyhood, namely, To be a ^ toff,’ or
not to be a toff.’
In the respectable, more secluded corners of the anglosaxon world, every one has at some time met keepers of
tiny general-shops in provincial towns, char-ladies, faded
old women in lodging-houses and so on, whose main hold
upon life appears to be the belief that they have seen better
days ; and that really, if every one had their due, they, like
their distant relatives, the de Bloggs, would be rolling in
their Royces, and Ritzing it with the best.
Because we
do not usually associate this strange delusion with eminent
authors, that is not a reason why, nevertheless, they should
not be secretly haunted by it especially if, as with Joyce,
they issue from a similar shabby-gentility and provincial
snobbishness. In spite of this necessary reflection it is
always with a fresh astonishment that you come upon this
faded, cheerless subject-matter.
But there is one thing that it will be well to note about
this type of preoccupation, namely, that it is essentially
the Victorian poor or the country people or provincials,
still Victorian, who display that obsession, not the metropolitan poor of to-day, certainly. It was Thackeray’s
world, or the denizens of the books of Dickens, who felt in
that manner ; and whether for better or worse, no such
intense and maundering shabby-genteel snobs are any
more manufactured in urban England, and I doubt if they

—

—

'

;

—
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are even in Ireland. So in the emotive psychology of these
burlesques, even, Joyce is strangely of another day or, on
the principle of the time-philosophy, provincial. To read
him where that emotion is in the ascendant is like listening
to a contemporary of Meredith or Dickens (capering to the
elizabethan hornpipe of Nash perhaps as interpreted by

—

Miss Stein).
10. The Portrait of the Artist is an extremely carefully
but it is not technically swept and tidied
written book
to the extent that is Ulysses. For instance, this passage
from the opening of chapter ii. would not have remained in
the later book
;

:

Every morning, therefore, uncle Charles repaired to his outhouse, but not before he had greased and brushed scrupulously
his

back

hair, etc.

People repair to places in works of fiction of the humblest
order or in newspaper articles ; and brushed scrupulously,
though harmless certainly, is a conjunction that the fastidious eye would reject, provided it had time to exercise its
But elsewhere in the Portrait of the Artist, in
function.
the scene on the seashore with the bird-gM, for instance,
the* conventional emotion calls to itself and clothes itself
with a conventional expression ; which, however merely
technically pruned, leaves a taste of well-used sentiment in
the mind, definitely of the cliche order. The more fullblooded humour of Ulysses prevents that from happening
so often.
It is in traekmg this other sort of cliche ^the clichd of
feeling, of thought, and in a less detailed sense, of expression
that you will find everywhere beneath the surface in
Joyce a conventional basis or framework. And until you
get down to that framework or bed, you will not understand what is built over it, nor realize why, in a sense, it
is so dead.
From this charge Joyce would probably attempt to escape
by saying that with Dedalus he was dealing with a sentimental young man. But that unfortunately does not
explain his strange fondness for his company, nor his
groundless assumption that he will be liked by us.
do
not find such a young man in Flaubert’s Education SenU-

—

—

We

—

—
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mentale, nor in any of the other modern masters of fiction.
That is 4}robabIy because they were in the truest sense less
personal.
Into Ulysses a great many things have been mixed,
however. You will find many traces in it of the influence
of T. S. Eliot and of Pound’s classical, romance, and anglosaxon scholarly enthusiasms, not to be met with in earlier

books.
The Enemy of the Stars^ a play \mtten and published by me in 1914, obliterated by the War, turned up,
I suspect, in Zurich, and was responsible for the mamier
here and there of Joyce’s book. Then the Viennese school
of psychology made Molly Bloom mutter, ' What are they

always rooting about up there for, to see where they come
from, I wronder ?
or W'ords to that effect. No Irish
Molly however much of an ‘ eternal feminine abstraction
^would ever have soliloquized in that manner but for
Sigmund Freud. Miss Stein can only be used owing to
the restrictions imposed by the naturalist method 'when
a character is half asleep, day-dreaming, its mind wandering, or, in short, in such circumstances as Justify, naturalistically, the use of Miss Stein’s technique.
Ulysses is,
however, able to come to an end as follows
’

— —

’

——

:

the Jessamine and geraniums and cactuses and Gibraltar as a
girl when I was a Flower girl of the mountain yes when I put
the rose in my hair like the Andalusian girls used or shall I
wear a red yes and how he kissed me under the Moorish wall
and I thought well and as well his as another and then I
asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked
me would I yes to say yes my mountain flower and first I
put my arms around him yes and drew him down to me so
he could feel my breasts all perfume yes and his heart was
going like mad and yes I said yes I will Yes.

That is the conclusion of Ulysses.
(from Saints in Seven )

This

is

Miss Stein

:

He comes again. Yes he comes again and w-hat does he
say he says do you know this do you refuse no more than you
give.
That is the way to spell it do you refuse no more than
you

give.

I have been gathering together

those factors in the
able to show, a good
material for a predatory time-philosophy, bearing down
upon it and claiming his pen as its natural servant. Social

mind of Joyce which make

it,

I

all

am
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(for instance) suggests that he will probably be
susceptible to merely fashionable hypnotisms ; for more
than any other thing it is the sign of the herd-mind. What
Schopenhauer said of the jingo, that ‘ if a man is proud of
being “ a German,” “ a Frenchman,” or a Jew,” he must
have very little else to be proud of,’ can equally well be
applied to class. For one man that is proud of being a
person, there are a hundred thousand who are compelled to

snobbery

content themselves with being vain about being somebody
else, or a whole dense abstract mass of somebody elses
their nation, their class.
I

Joyce expresses the same idea as Pound in the quotation
have given (beginning, It is dawn at Jerusalem ’) in the
‘

Portrait of the Artist

:

Stephanos Dedalos ! Bous Stephanoumenos
Bous Stephaneforos
.
Their banter was not new to him.
Now, as never
before, his strange name seemed to him a prophecy.
So
timeless seemed the grey warm air, so fluid and impersonal
his own mood, that all ages were as one to him.
!

.

.

So we arrive at the concrete illustrations of that strange
fact already noted ^that an intense preoccupation with
time or ‘ duration (the psychological aspect of time that

—

’

wedded to the theory of

‘
timelessness.’
It is, as it
innate confusion in the heart of the reality,
the substance and original of that peculiar paradox that
so long as time is the capital truth of your world it matters
very little if you deny time’s existence, like the einsteinian,
or say there is nothing else at all, like Bergson ; or whether
space-time (with the accent on the time) is your god, like
Alexander. For all practical purposes you are committed
to the same world-view. Practically it will impose on you
the same psychology ; but further than that, if you wished
to pursue it, you would find that the purely physical
theory of Einstein is of such an order that, though it sets
out to banish the mental factor altogether and to arrive
at a purely physical truth, it nevertheless cannot prevent
itself turning into a psychological or spiritual account of
For the mind of Einstein, like that
things, like Bergson’s.
of Bergson, or like that of Proust, is not a physical mind,
as it could be called. It is psychologic ; it is mental.
Beyond this rough preliminary statement it is not

is) is

were, in

its

—
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much more

elaboration, which I
But a few further
essay.
observations may be added to the foregoing, further to
elucidate, upon this plane of discussion, the direction of
analysis, and its object as applied to the art-forms I

possible to go without

wish to^avoid

in this part of

my

my

have chosen to consider.
Most people have seen spirit-drawings or drawings done,
says the subject, under the influence of supernatural
agencies.
Whatever they may be like otherwise, they are
generally characterized by a certain cloudiness, a misty

—

uncertainty.
The processes of creative genius, however, are not so
dissimilar to those of the spirit-draughtsman,
A great
artist falls into a trance of sorts when he creates, about that
there is little doubt. The act of artistic creation is a trance
or dream-state, but very different from that experienced by
the entranced medium, A world of the most extreme and
logically exacting physical definition is built up out of this
susceptible condition in the case of the greatest art, in
contrast to the cloudy phantasies of the spiritist.
It is a good deal as a pictorial and graphic artist that I
approach these problems ; and a method that does not
secure that definition and logical integrity that, as a graphic
artist, I require, I am, I admit, hostile to from the start.
But no doubt what made me, to begin with, a painter, was
some propensity for the exactly-defined and also, fanatically
it may be, the physical or the concrete.
And I do not think
that you have to be a painter to possess such inclinations.
Many painters, indeed, have no repugnance, it would appear,
for the surging ecstatic featureless chaos which is being set
up as an ideal, in place of the noble exactitude and harmonious proportion of the european, scientific, ideal ^the

—

specifically "Western heaven.

What I am concerned with here, first of all, is not whether
the great time-philosophy that overshadows all contemporary thought is viable as a system of abstract truth, but
if in its application it helps or destroys our human arts.
With that is involved, of course, the very fundamental
question of whether we should set out to transcend our
human condition (as formerly Nietzsche and then Bergson
claimed that we should)
or whether we should translate
into human terms the whole of our datum. My standpoint
is that we are creatures of a certain kind^ with no indication
;

I

I;
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and that the most
that a radical change is imminent
pretentious of our present prophets is unable to dp more
than promise an eternity of intoxication to those who
follow him into less physical, more ^ cosmic,’ regions
proposals made with at least equal eloquence by the contemporaries of Plato, On the other hand, politically it is
urged that a-thousand-men is a better man than one,
because he is less conscious and is bigger. It seems to
me, on the contrary, that the smaller you are, the more
remarkable. So as far as all that side of the argument is
concerned of ecstatic propaganda, of plunges into cosmic
streams of flux or time, of miraculous baptisms, of the
ritual of time-gods, and of breathless transformations
have other views on the subject of attaining perfection.
I prefer the chaste wisdom of the Chinese or the Greek, to
that hot, tawny brand of superlative fanaticism coming
from the parched deserts of the Ancient East, with its
ineradicable abstractness. I am for the physical world.
;

’

‘

’

—

—

CONCLUSION TO BOOK

I

HAVE

advanced throughout this essay a carefully
constructed body of criticism against various contemporary literary and other modes of thought and methods
of expression. I have chosen for discussion for the most
part strongly established leaders, of mature talent ; and
have examined individual work in some detail. This
hostile analysis in its entirety has been founded upon those
wider considerations that I shall now at least adumbrate,
I will revert to a few of the instances chosen and once
more pass them rapidly in review, in the light of this last
and more general phase of my argument. Miss Stein I
have dealt with at some length, but not because she seems
rather, living
to me a vTiter of any great importance
comfortably at the heart of things, and associated with all
the main activities of the time, she is a rallying point that
In her recent pieces her attack
it was convenient to take.
upon the logical architecture of -words is in its result flat
and literally meaningless, I think. Her attempt to use
words as though they were sounds purely or ‘ soundsymbols,’ or as though their symbolism could be distorted
or suppressed sufficiently to allow of a
fugue
being
made out of a few thousand of them, is a technical mistake,
I believe. It is only doing what the musician has been
doing for three centuries, but doing it poorly, because the
instrument of speech on the one hand, and the verbal
symbolism on the other, will not, in the case of words, yield
such a purity of effect.
Again, Pound seems in somewhat the same difficult}?- as
Miss Stein—lost half-way^ between one art and another.
Pound’s desertion of poetry for music may mean that
music is really his native art ; and having been misled
early in life into the practice of an art in which he had
nothing whatever to say, he is now painfully attempting
to return to the more fluid abstract medium of musical
composition. To put it another way, the form of life, the
norm, which he represents, ‘ has nothing to say
^reason
is not its way of reaching its goal, but alway^-s sensation.
pure sensational expression is what it naturally clothes
itself in ; it is essentially hostile to the arts of the intellect.

I

;

’

’

—

A
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but it is usually only in
can use them to admiration
order to betray them to sensation. And Miss St^n, like
Pound, seems to have a hankering for an art which technically she does not possess.
The psychology of the different arts of the visual, static
arts, of the art of pure sound, of literature with its apparatus
of intellectual symbolism, and so on has been attended to
very little. It may be that as a painter I find it easier to
be logical and, at least in writing, to remain technically
intact, and do not make allowance enough for the itch, so
often found in the writer, to do a little painting in words,
or to play the musician. I do not propose to go into that
question here. But for our present purposes let us imagine
a person so complexly talented that he could with equal
effect express himself in musical composition, painting,
sculpture or writing Samuel Butler’s ideal person. I
think, then, that we should find that that person’s writing
would show little tendency to divest words of their symbolism, or to distort them, nor to do imitational or literary
music, nor to tell stories in paint. The rather shallow
‘
revolutionism that consists in a partial merging of two
or more arts would be spared him. He would achieve such
a complete revolution every time he dropped from one of
his accomplishments into the other, that he would have
no incentive to hybrid experiment. He would be the purest
It is even quite possible
possible artist in each of his arts.
to affirm that no artist with only one art in which to express
himself, can keep that one art entirely intact and pure.
The powerful impressionism of Ulysses, constructed on
the most approved ‘ time ’-basis that is, a basis of the
I have chosen
fluid material gushing of undisciplined life
as in some ways the most important creation so far issued
from the time mint. The approved mentar’ method
dating from the publication of Mature et Memoire or of the
leads, as it is intended to
earliest psycho-analytic tracts
lead, to a physical disintegration and a formal confusion.
A highly personal day-dream, culminating in a phantasmagoria of the pure dream-order, is the result in Ulysses.
It is a masterpiece of romantic art
and its romance is of
the sort imposed by the time philosophy. Whimsically,
It

;

—
—

—

‘

’

’

—

^

—

’

—

:

^

but

like

much romantic

romantic indeed.

founded on a framework
which its author is very

art, it is

—about

of classical antiquity

’
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But

if I had to choose a book that would entirely fulfil
the requirements^ as a literary paradigm, for my criticism
of the ‘ time ’-motion school, it would not be to Ulysses
that I should go. I should go to another literar}" form
altogether, namely, history
and I should find in Spengler’s
Decline of the West my perfect model of what a time-book
should be. Of that in the second part of this essay I provide an analysis.
Before closing this part of my essay I will examine for a
moment one aspect of the literary problem that I have
neglected namely, the politics of style, as it might be called.
In literature it should always be recalled that what we
read is the speech of some person or other, explicit or otherwise.
There is a style and tojie in any statement, in any
collection of sentences.
We can formulate this in the
following way
The^'e is an organic norm to which every form
of speech is related. A human individual, living a certain
kind of life, to whom the words and style would he appropriate,
is implied in all utterance.
A great many writers to-day are affecting, by their style,
to be children. What is implicit in much of the 'writing of
Miss Stein, and, of course, of Miss Loos, is the proposition
I am a child.’
Another thing that is also very prevalent
is a choice of idiom, and of delivery, that is intended to
reassure the reader of the mass-democracy that all is well,
and that the writer is one of the crowd ; a Plain-Man, Just
another humble cell in the vast democratic body like anybody else ; not a detested highbrow.’ This is so much
the case that occasionally you meet in american papers the
remark, in the review of a book, that so and so is " a gentleman writer.’ This evidently means that a certain absence
of slavishness, of gleeful and propitiatory handrubbing, of
slang, of a Kundred tricks to put the Democracy at its ease,
is absent from the work in question.
This absence of what
is expected of a writer has caused a shock of astonishment
in the reviewer.
He registers his surprise.
There are as many ways of expressing yourself as there
are days in the year ; there are all the varieties of stammer
and maunder of the idiot, there is all the range of ^ quaint
naivete of childhood ; all the crabbed dialects of toil, the
slang of a hundred different ‘ sets ’ and occupations, the
solecisms and parodies of the untaught
there is the pomp
of the law and the polish of the aristocratic heyday of

all

;

;

:

:

‘

’

;
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european letters. There is the style of the code Napoleon,
which was Stendhal’s model. And in any language there
is that most lucid, most logical rendering of the symbols
of speech which people employ when they wish to communicate anything as clearly as possible, and are very
anxious to be understood. The latter is, after all, the best
guarantee you can have that affectation and self-consciousness will be absent from the style in which you are to be
addressed. There you get the minimum of fuss or of
mannerism. When the mind is most active it is least
personal, least mannered.
The psychology at the back of the various styles or modes
we have been considering is to that extent political, therefore, in the sense that the child-cult is a political phenomenon,
and without the child-cult men and women of letters would
not be expressing themselves in the language and with the
and certainly journalese is, as
peculiarities of infancy
much as the subject-matter of a newspaper report, congreatest happiness of the greatest
tingent upon the
’

‘

;

‘

number.’

a perfidious flattery of the multitude,
though whether it is really appreciated, or indeed necessary
at all, is open to question.
A seventeenth-century writer would express himself as
a matter of course as grandly as he could- He was not
afraid of the grand style,’ any more than a painter was
he was only concerned perhaps at not being grand enough.
No figure was too high or too magnificent to accommodate
his language.
The Roman Senate was the soii: of assembly
he had in his mind’s eye. A Cicero, an Aristides, an orator
of the aristocratic roman or athenian caste, was the organ
implicitly for which the words were destined.
How does
Milton write his Areopagiiica ?
This is the way he
addresses you or the ‘ civil and gentle greatness of the
Lords and Commons of England :
It

is

^

;

—

I

might defend myself with

’

ease, if

any should accuse

me

of being new or insolent, did they but know how much better
I find ye esteem it to imitate the old and elegant humanity of
Greece than the barbaric pride of Hunnish and Norwegian
stateliness.
is certainly ‘ stately ’ enough, we should say ; and
should acquit him of being ^ new and insolent ; and
any Parliament to-day would be very surprised to be

That

we

’
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addressed in such " parliamentary language. But it is a
very curious question indeed to what extent the political
atmosphere of the day must modify written speech, or
even break it up altogether.
Can language hold out in any degree against politics,
when politics are so extremely fluid, and, inevitably, so
indifferent to the arts engendered in words ?
It would be
a pity if we were prevented from communicating lucidly
and grammatically with each other. There I must leave
that question ; its applications to the vrork I have been
discussing will be immediately apparent.
For any intelligent European or American the point has
certainly been reached where he has to summon whatever
resolution he may possess and make a fundamental decision.
He has to acquaint himself first of all with the theory of,
and then decide what is to be his attitude towards, the
time-cult, which is the master-concept of our day. This
essay may, I hope, provide him with an adequate conspectus of the positions and source of the issues involved ;
and it has the initial advantage of not being an arbitrary
or frivolous statement, nor one that can be represented as
put forward just in order to be ‘ contrary/ since it embodies
the practical reactions of a worker in one of the great
intellectual fields, threatened by the ascendancy of such
’

a

cult.

—
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build

most

up a

living

critical

material

organism, composed of the
of observed fact, which

new

could serve as an ally of

something

like

I

creative effort

an immense watch-dog trained to secure by

its presence the fastness of the generally ill-protected
theoretic man, guaranteed suitably to protect such minds
as cared to avail themselves of it ^that was the kind of
recent book.
thing I had in mind in starting to write
The Art of Being Buled. The present volume will show
more clearly, I think, at what ultimately I was aiming.
Critical estimates in the field in which I am mainly interested, namely, art, literature and philosophy, it was with

—

my

them that I was concerned.
In a period of such obsessing political controversy as the
that strange animal, the
present, I believe that I
individual without any ‘ politics ’ at all. You will find
neither the politics of Communism nor those of the militant
Right here. How, then, can I include politics at all in
debate? you may ask. I can discuss them only on the
In a platonic commonwealth I
ideal plane evidently.
should be a politician, for then politics would be identical
deepest interests. Here they are not. Here I
with
could not be a politician without ceasing to be other things
which their profession would contradict.
recent book as a politician would
So any one reading
necessarily find it ‘ inconclusive,’ as he would probably

am

my

my

my

term it. It has been described as a hostile analysis of
contemporary society,’ which no doubt it is
but its
had no party-label. It had, if an3^thing, the
hostility
badge of an art, but not of any political party. But the
obligation that obtains for everybody to contribute to the
general intolerance, and to exercise his right to the most
‘

;

‘

’

violent partisanship possible, is never foregone. Many
opposite forms of militancy were scornful and offended by
my unexpected unpartisan analysis of society.
Whether politicians or not, the affairs of art; literature
or science cannot be treated by us as though hung somewhere in a state of enchantment, in the air. But there is
more than that. If you want to know what is actually
13S
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occurring inside, underneath, at the centre, at any given
monXent, art is a truer guide than ‘ politics/ more often
than not. Its movements represent, in an acuter form, a
deeper emotional truth, though not discursively. The
Brothers Karamazov, for example, is a more cogent
document for the history of its period than any record of
actual events. The parallel political displays, too, are
only intended for the very simple as things are to-day
whereas the art-displays do often provide a little intelligent

amusement.
So if art has a directer access to reality, is truer and less
artificial and more like what it naturally grows out of, than
are politics, it seems a pity that it should take its cue from
them. The artist is relieved of that obligation of the
practical man to lie.
Why not retain this privilege to be
‘
truthful ones of nietzschean myth ?
of the adversaries of
recent book affected to
think that I was aiming a blow at human freedom in its
pages.
On the contrary, I was setting in a clear light a
group of trivial and meaningless liberties, which, in the
pursuit of their small claims, obstructed freedom in any
sense in which that word is worth using.
criticism of
‘
democracy,’ again, was of ‘ democracy ’ as that is understood to-day ; and it was based on the conviction that
democracy is neither free, nor permits of freedom. If you
must have it, however, it is better to organize unfreedom
so you get communism, another very elastic term, it appears.
About a year ago an essay by Mr. Haldane appeared on
Gas-Warfare. It was an apology for the men of science
engaged in the manufacture of poison-gas : the idea was
that by their efforts they would make ‘ the next war ’ of
such a terrible nature that it would ^ end war.’ In The
Art of Beirig Ruled one of
objects was to pi'ovide a
substitute for Mr. Haldane’s method. It had been triumphantly demonstrated, I showed, that these democratic
masses could be governed without a hitch by suggestion
and hypnotism Press, Wireless, Cinema. So what need
is there, that was
humane contention, to slaughter
them ? To that argument no answer was given, for there
is no answer.
The chemists and their employers are
engaged in a quite gratuitous activity ; that I consider I

one of the

’

my

Some

—

My

my

—

my

have shown.
In the endeavour to prove

my humane

thesis I

was

led

!
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to what appeared, it seems, a cynical acceptance of the
processes I advocated in preference, it was to be understood, to wholesale destruction of our kind. My book was
Bill of Hate
directed
described in one quarter as a
against mankind. What a strange misunderstanding
For Mr. Haldane’s essay was everywhere received with
gratitude, and I have seen no accusation brought against
it of the sort with which mine was impugned.
I have somewhat modified my views since I wrote that
book as to the best procedure for ensuring the true freedom
I now believe, for instance,
of which I have just spoken.
that people should be compelled to be freer and more
individualistic
than they naturally desire to be, rather
than that their native unfreedom and instinct towards
slavery should be encouraged and organized. I believe
they could with advantage be compelled to i*emain absolutely alone for several hours every day ; and a week’s
solitary confinement, under pleasant conditions (say in
mountain scenery), every two months, would be an excellent provision. That and other coercive measures of a
similar kind, I think, would make them much better people.

—

’

’

Perhaps this

slight

change of approach

will

be apparent in

the present volume.

To-day everybody without any exception is revoluSome know they are, and some do not that is
the only difference. Some, indeed very many people,
actually believe that they are Tories, for instance. They
2.

tionary.

;

imagine that. As it is in nobody’s interest, of
consequence, to unseal their eyes, and let them know themselves for the humdrum conservative little revolutionaries
they are, they remain undisturbed in that belief. So they
stay locked in a close embrace with the dullest form of
Revolution, convinced all the time that they are defending
the great and hoary traditions of their race.
But again, many people who are aware that they arc
revolutionaries, yet have an imperfect notion as to what
exactly they are engaged. The following summary account
may be of assistance to them.
Revolution is first a technical process ; only after that is
it a political creed or a series of creeds, and of adjunct
heresies.
The technical aspect of Revolution is of capital
importance for a thorough understanding of it* The
really

—

—
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obsession of a mechanical betterment, proceeding without
man ; the ‘ progress " of
the engineer, the rapid changes and improvements of the
technique of industry, make it natural for him to regard
ceasing, is natural to industrial

everything in terms of change and improvement, and to
think that he can apply to himself or to other men the
methods proper to machiner}^ I %vill quote at this point
from my elaborate account of this phenomenon in my
recent book
these words are Marx’s
:

:

Modern industry never looks upon and treats the existing
form of a process as final. The technical basis of that industry
is therefore revolutionary, while all earlier modes of producBy means of machinery,
tion were essentially conservative.
chemical process, and other methods, it is continually causing
changes, not only in the technical basis of production, but
the functions of the labourer, and in the social
combinations of the labour process
it .
also revolutionizes the division of labour within the society and incessantly
launches masses of capital and of workpeople from one branch
of production to another.
also in

.

.

.

.

.

The technical basis of production, the technique of
industry, then, the engineer and his machine, is the true
source of the inevitably revolutionary ’ conditions subsisting to-day, apart from any political creed.
It is the
opportunist political mind that has seized on these highly
favourable conditions, merely, to launch and to sustain a
creed of political change, backfiring in a series of passionate
revolts.
So it is that every one to-day, in ever;^d;hing, is
committed to Revolution ; all serious politics to-day are
revolutionary, as all science is revolutionary.
But, to continue to quote, rather than rewrite these
formulae

:

—

There are two kinds of revolution ^there is 'permanent
and there is an impermanent, spurious, utilitarian
variety. ... A sorting out or analysis is necessary to protect
as many people as have the sense to heed these nuances. A
great deal of the experimental material of art and science, for
Reinstance, is independent of any destructive function.
actionary malice or stupidity generally confuses it with the
useful but not very savoury chemistry of the Apocalypse.
revolution,

Will-to-change, induced by the rapid evolution of
technique, is then what we call Revolution, and accept as
a political dogma. Nature we attempt to control ; but,

—
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ourselves as an impulsive, non-automatic,
rational being, a nature that issues from us, in the form of
machinery, is of course above criticism or control. So it
is that we get the good and the bad in natural science, our
new nature,’ merged in one confusing mass. But what
we are attempting here is not a definition of Revolution
that would be acceptable to a hard-worked, hard-headed,
This
fanatical class-warrior, for whom Marx is Mahomet.
is a philosophic statement, not a specialist or technical one.
What w^e have to bring out clearly is this Revolution, to-day,

regarding

‘

:

and
and radical changes involved by that. Without
science there would be no Revolution, but only revolutions.
Another thing to -which it is necessary to draw attention is
in

its

most general

definition, is

modern

positive science,

the incessant

men responsible
distinguished contemporary
man of science has just underlined this aspect of the matter
as follows
this

:

namely, the very small number of

for this

immense ferment.

A

:

Everywhere the idea that the few thousand, at most, active
creative workers in science can really be exercising any
important influence on the destinies of great nations, and that,
without these, and the ferment they have introduced, present
Civilization would probably not be different from that of
previous epochs, has yet to receive due political recognition.
It will have to wait a long time for that, but the facts arc
demonstrably thus. Poincare, in his Science ct Methode,

says

—

It is only necessary to open your eyes in order to see that
the achievements of industry which have enriched so many
practical persons would never have come to pass if those
practical persons had been the only kind of men in the world ;
if they had not, that is, been preceded by disinterested madmen {des fous desintSresses) who died poor ; who never gave
a thought to what was useful ; and who, all the same, had a
different guide than mere caprice.

I am trying to show by these remarks is that what
Revolution, whose form is spectacular change of
the technique of life, of ideas, is not the work of the majority
of people, indeed is nothing at all to do with them ; and,
further, is even alien to their instincts, which are entirely
conservative. From one century to the next they would
remain stationary if left to themselves. And, again, all

What

we

call

—
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the up-to-date, " modernist afflatus consists of catchwords,
and is a ^system of parrot-cries, in the case of the crowd.
Even so they are vulgarizations, of the coarsest description,
of notions inaccessible to the majority in their original
force and significance.
The cheap, socially available
simulacrum bears little resemblance to the original. And
all the great inventions reach the crowd in the form of to}"s
’

and it is as helpless children that,
part, it participates in these stirring events.
as children, as resolute and doctrinaire Peter

(crystal-sets, motor-ears),

for the

(That

most

it is

Pans indeed, that most people wish to live, is equally true
but that is not here the issue.)
That a very small number of inventive, creative men are
responsible for the entire spectacular ferment of the modern
;

world

In the course of democratic vulgarwatered-down and
adapted to herd-consumption. Ks fashion and politically
revolution
or socially
is itself a fashion
we get the
then the

is

fact.

ization, the energy of these discoveries is
^

’

reflections of energies in their scope

—

—

and ultimate implica-

tions unguessed at by the majority.
In an essay entitled Creatures of Habit and Creatures of
Change, I have elaborated this aspect of the matter sufficiently, and will now quote this resume :

In an attempt to get our minds clearer on this matter
(namely, that of the reality of progress ; and how the idea
of progress is the rival and opposite of standardless change)
it will be best to fix our attention on a spectacle with which
we are all quite familiar. Let us take the spectacle of the
alleged progress in social life from day to day, and decade to
decade. And let us take sex as the most central and characteristic expression of it, the Hfe-expression at its plainest.
(This Belphegor could at least be the rebus of the DemolishePs
and Excavator’s trade.)
.
.
The woman to-day says to herself, ‘ My mother was
not so free as I should like to be. I shall be more free than
my. mother.’ The daughter will be more ‘ free ’ than she is,
.

and so

forth.

A

constant source of simple-hearted amusement on the
English Stage or in the newspapers a theme that is of the
nature of an institution ^is the bewilderment of the petrified
parent at the dashing slang of the child ; her hands in her
pockets, for instance, the Eton-cropped actress taking the
juvenile lead will address her father as a Top or a Bean, and
the suffocating laughter of the house from roof to pit will

—

—

—

;
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ensue. The very orchestra will smile. For this theatre is
full of children^ young and old, involved in the vast Punchesque
joke of the ‘ young idea.^ The rougher life reflected on the
music-hall stage has for generations existed on the latchkey
Its
of the bibulous hubby who has been ‘ at the club.’
equivalent on the more respectable stage is the latchkey of
the young lady of eighteen. Her utterances of certain bloodcurdlingly up-to-date tags (suggesting horrors of premature
intimacy) are the stoek-in- trade of those who cater for the
widest english middle-class audience.
Here the ‘ progress ’ implied is always a progress towards
the shaking-off of parental control or inherited religious compulsion ; and in a tremendously wise, cool, insouciant, slangy
and rather wicked state of ‘ modern ’ up-to-dateness, unashamed nakedness, sweet ^ scientific reasonableness, removing all veils, fig-leaves and fusty obstructions, a weakest-goto-the-wall, healthy, middle-class, animal Utopia is predicted.
The modernist mother, with a perhaps ungraceful shoppiness,
introduces her child of eight or ten to the chamber of horrors
of sex with both pride and delight. The fact that she herself
is the chamber of horrors out of which they have popped
adds a piquancy to the demonstration.
’

So the only true ' revolutionary is in the melodramatic
or political sense not a revolutionary at all. He is to be
sought in those quarters where the shocks originate, with
those who make Revolution, in all its phases, possible
stimulating with subversive discoveries the rest of the
world, and persuading it to move a little. The man-ofscience could certainly exclaim, I am Revolution
If
when it moves, it moves violently and clumsily and destroys
itself, that is certainly its own doing and not his.
But the
change effected upon the social plane, with a wealth of
cackling and portentous self-congratulation, is neither what
interests the mind of Revolution, nor yet the political
directorate,
naturally.
Neither it, nor the current
doctrines of social reform or economic class-war, bear much
relation, either in magnitude or mtensity, to the forces
released at the fountainhead.
The legislation, again, that is stimulated by scientific
’

!

advance

is,

like

the surface-movements of the social

life,

by no means always the true reflection of the thing from
which it derives. Sir Henry Maine defined this very well,
and I cannot do better than quote Mm
:

It

is

quite true that,

if

Progress be understood with

its

only

;
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meaning, that is, as the continued production of
new* ideas, scientific invention and scientific discovery are
the great and perennial sources of these ideas. Every fresh
conquest of Nature by man
generates a number of new
.
ideas. . .
(But) experience shows that innovating legislation
is connected not so much with science as with the scientific
air which certain subjects, not capable of exact scientific
treatment, from time to time assume.
intelligible

.

.

.

Henry Maine noticed, in short, at the time he wrote
Fopulm' Government, that revolutionary legislation
usually arose on the plane of vulgarization, where common
things are coloured with Science ; and not w^here Science
is made, that is where the impulse originates.
If w^e turn to art, w^e find that experiment in the arts, or
revolutionary experiment, if that word is desired, has almost
ceased since the War. By experiment I mean not only
technical exercises and novel combinations, but also the
Sir

his

essentially new and particular mind that must underlie,
and should even precede, the new and particular form, to

make

it viable.

Very few people, it is probable, belong other than quite
in present life.
superficially to what is new
It is very
literally the word, new,’ and the advertisement connected
with it, rather than the thing itself, which attracts them.
If you take a new popular art-foi’m like jazz, it is doubtful
if the majority of English-people or Frenchmen, if they had
never heard of it before, and 'were offered it along with a
dozen other forms from the Viennese waltz to the horn‘

’

‘

—

pipe, breton gavotte, or sardana

—

^^vould

choose

it

rather

than the others. The same people would take to any of
the other forms just as readily, that is what I mean ; not
that, once it is there, they do not enjoy it. A few musicians
and artists are more fundamentally attracted to it, and to
similar new forms (or new at all events to the European)
but the dancing mass conforms, because jazz is there, being
exclusively supplied to it, and because it has had the
advertisement to start with of a novel and experimental
fashion in music.
It
this,

would be possible, of course, to go much farther than
and to -say that the average European or American is

fond of jazz, for instance, because of its strangeness ; that
it is only as a sort of permanent novelty, as it were, that
such a musical form (so out of key, or out of timcj writh the
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of his beliefs and habits, inherited through
generations) can exist.

rest

3.

Whereas

it

is

many

generally Industry that betrays

and

distorts scientific invention in the course of its exploitation,
it is usually in the distorting medium of social life that

When a great creation or
invention of art makes its appearance, usually a short
sharp struggle ensues. The social organism is put on its
metal. If it is impossible quite to overcome the work in
question, it is (after the short sharp struggle) accepted.
It is at
Its canonization is the manner of its martyrdom.
all events robbed of its effect by a verbal acquiescence and
a little crop of coarse imitations. Nothing really ugly or
powerful, in most instances, has been at all disturbed.
All the revolutionary idealism of the European has by
this time suffered the same dilution, and, not canonization,
but promotion to the status of an eminently respectable,
millionaire article.
In the millionaire, and progressive
middle-class, Atlantic World, the general temper of revolutionary change has already been thoroughly absorbed.
This has very curious results. The phenomenon of the
revolutionary rich,’ of a gilded Bohemia whose members
disport themselves as though they were already in the
Millennium as, indeed, as far as they are concerned, they
are makes its appearance. I cannot here provide a
substitute for the very detailed analysis of these things
that I have given elsewhere. But I can briefly sketch the
artistic invention is falsified.

‘

—

—

more

salient features.

smart-set ’ life of any Western capital to-day
a kind of Trianon existence, passed in the midst of a
fabulous private luxury, the traditional ‘ bohemian
manners of the poor artist borrowed along with the term
^to cover the glimpses the man-in-th e-street
bohemian
may have of this excess. What was a picturesque necessity
for the needy members of Miirger’s sub-world of art,
becomes a luxurious affectation for the super-world of
irresponsible freedom of the revolutionary rich of to-day.
Thus when some magnate in mufti (he is possibly a labourmember in ‘ real life, or he may be an armament magnifico)
is observed with a brilliant party issuing from a RollsRoyce, and making for one of those ‘ quiet little bohemian
restaurants which are at least twice as expensive as the
All the

‘

is

’

‘

’

—

—

’

’
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I

it is not as a magnate or a
swell/ at all, but as a mere
bohemian/ that he is regarded by Mr. Citizen gaping at
this lucfy dog (an artist probably, thinks he, probably
like one of those
artists
on the film, in a velvet jacket,
palette in hand, in some semi-asiatic palace, the most
expensive screen-star in America posing upon the sumptuous

Ritz,

'

‘

‘

’

heavily-upholstered ‘ throne ’). And indeed Mr. Citizen
would not be so entirely wrong ; for any studio that is
big enough to paint in is occupied by a millionaire, or by
some member of this new tribe of debonair, milleimial,
bohemian magnates. What has happened to art and its
practitioners it is unnecessary even to inquire.
This situation, which I have so hastily outlined, is, of
course, a dream-come-true.
It is a pity that some of the
dreamers cannot return to witness it. It is (on a relative^
small scale) the William Morris’, tolstoyan, or other utopist
dream of a millennium in which no one would have to
work too much ; and in which, above all, every one would
‘
have scope to develop his personality,’ everybody be a
‘ genius
of some sort ; in which every one would be an
‘
artist
singing, painting, composing or writing, as the
case might be, and in which a light-hearted ‘ commxmism
should reign in the midst of an idyllic plenty. This has
to-day been achieved by a section of the community, as I
have indicated. In their political opinions these people
are all, 'without exception, orthodoxly revolutionary ’ or
‘
radical.’
Several even have become militant socialists.
Others are dramatists, others * great painters,’ or ‘ great
composers,’ many act or dance professionally, or are
keepers of luxury-shops. Wistfully, but, oh, so bravely !
they exclaim, Times have changed, we must all do something
And, of course, a great many people still possess
the means required for such ‘ little socialist experiments,’
as one of these pathetic people described what he was
doing for this thrilling type of idyllic work, the necessary
capital to return to the Feudal Age as a romantic craftsman,’ even if that return cannot be effected in the role of
’

’

—

’

!

—

‘

chatelain.
What results from this situation is, of course, .that the
audience, in the widest sense, becomes professional, or,
worse, semi-professional (whatever may happen upon the
stage), and the employer turns into a rival of his employee.
The argument for amateurism ’ of any kind is that " pro""

K
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is the drabbest, most mechanical and sordid
which, of course, is true ; as it is true that* most
But
professionals are incompetent, untalented, hacTss.
that is a one-sided argument the assumption at this point
always is that the amateur is a fresh, capricious and carefully-sheltered plant, and as such is relieved of the disSo, romantictorting necessities that dog the professionaL
ally, all amateurs tend to become, for the sentimental
utopian enthusiast of ‘ amateurism,* a kind of gifted eternalchild, their naivete never blemished by that odious ^ power
that knowledge brings or by dark necessities of a breadand-butter order. The truth is very different from that.
Almost without exception the amateur in real life not in
utopian theory is an imitation-professional. If he is not
that, he is faux-naif of the most blood-curdling description.
There are no more true naifs among amateurs than among

fessionalism
affair

’

;

‘

’

;

’

—

—

professionals.

But it is the results and not the causes that we are concerned with here. And the proof of that millennial pudding
that we have eaten is there for everybody to observe, in
the world of art at least. The mei’ging of the spectator
and the performer for that is the technical definition of
amateurism in its widest implication can scarcely be
expected in art or social life to have a more satisfactory
upshot than the same process applied in politics or industry.
But as we look round us, and observe the rich bohemianism in which all social power is concentrated to-day, we
should recognize that we are in the presence of an instalment of the millennium, in full-flower. That privilege
should be made the fullest use of, and we should draw the
necessary conclusions. Our opportunity for practical fi,rsthand observation is a unique one.

—

—

BOOK n

AN ANALYSIS OF THE PHILOSOPHY
OF TIME
^
But I marvel greatly that Socrates should have
spoken with disparagement of that body {the sun) and
that he should have said that it resembled a burning
stone.
f could wish that I had such power of
language as should avail me to censure those who would
fain extol the worship of men above that of the sun
even if a man were as large as our earth he would seem
like one of the least of the stars, ...
MSS. F. Instiiut de France. Leonardo da Vinci,
.

.

.

.

.

.

*

‘
Then overcome by the force of his teachmgs {those of
Plotinus) he conceived a hatred of his own body and of
being human, and sailed to Sicily
. and
avoided
.

.

the path of men''

Lives of the Philosopher's.

Eunapius.

The same taunt is good for all who are devoted to
For in fact such a student is not only
unaware of what his next neighbour is doing, but does
not even know whether he is a man or some other
^

philosophy.

Thecetetus.

creature.'

"

Plato.

Con su mano serena

En mi

cuello herid,

Y todos mis sentidos suspendid.'
St.

John of the

Cross.

\
time is the medium of narration, as it is the
medium of life. Both are inextricably bound up with
.

Similarly,
it, as inextricably us are bodies in space.
time is the medium of music : music divides, measures,
articulates time, and can shorten it, yet enhance its
Thus music and narration are
value, both at once.
alike, in that they can only present themselves as a

fiowing, as a succession in time, as one thing after
another ; and hoik differ from the plastic arts, which
are complete in the present, and unrelated to time save
as all bodies are, whereas narration like music even
if it should try to be completely present at any given

—

—

moment, would need time to do it in'
The Magic Mountain. Thomas Mann.

PREFACE TO BOOK

AT the opening of

II

seeond book, it will be as well
setting out to do, and what I am
not setting out to do, more or less, before plunging
into the work of argument and exposition. The complete
essay. Time and Western Man, is divided into two books
for the following reason.
In the first (named The RevoluZjA

^

to state

what

I

this

am

tionary Simpleton) the reader will find, upon the more
concrete plane of general literature (as indicated in its
preface) the time-idea in full, unconscious operation ; or
at least he will find what was originally a philosophic
theory used currently in the practice of the arts of expression, and become a second-nature for the practitioners.
But everywhere in the earlier part of my essay this liaison
has been stressed ; at each stage of the literary criticism
in Book i. the metaphysical cable connecting the practice
of time-thought with its origin in philosophic theory was
and how such and such a theory came to comlaid bare
bine with, and of course often to be disfigured by, the living
material of concrete experience and expression was shown.
In the second half of my essay it is my intention to
provide the general educated reader with some account of
the main doctrine of the time-school. I hope to lay bare,
and offer for general inspection (in as much detail as is
possible for a treatise intended to secure the interest of
the largest possible educated public) the very fountainhead of those notions which, in their popular and immediate
form, and transformed into living experience, have had
an overwhelming effect upon contemporary hfe. This
book, certainly, cannot be so easy to read as the first, as
some familiarity with philosophic thought is necessary.
But I very much hope that I shall have contributed to
expose the true nature of those ideas underlying the
artistic ferment of this time, and have indicated, however
summarily, the various positions involved in those activities.
For to understand the time he lives in at all, and to take
his place as anything but a lay-figure or infinitely hypnotizable cipher, in that world, he must make the effort required
to reach some understanding of the notions behind the
events occurring upon the surface.
;
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of art or of science, to-day as ever,
reach the general public in a very ^indirect
fashion.
If that contact could be more direct it would
to use the favourite
be much more sanely stimulating
word of the present period, when everything is valued in
terms of a drug destined for a debilitated organism. It is
upon the essentially political middleman, the imitative
self-styled revolutionary,’ that I direct mj^ main attack.
It is he who pollutes on the way the prime issue of our
thinking, and converts it into a cultural or scientific
article, which is a masked engine of some form of political
So it
fraud, which betrays the thought of its originator.
is that
revolution,’ in the true intellectual sense, and the
only helpful one, miscarries. It is the man of interpretative
For the interintelligence at whose hands we all suffer.
whereas the original thought
pretation is usually political
such is my contention is not political or merely practical
at all, when it is of the highest order.
An important place is given in this analysis to Spengler’s
book. The Beeline of the West. I give my reasons for this
when I come to it. But the idea at the bottom of Spengler’s
book is that all manifestations of art, mathematics, biology,
physics, are political.
The Theory of Quanta, the Evolutionary theory of Darwin, the music of Wagner and Weber,
a Dresden Shepherdess, El Greco and Einstein all for
him are inventions of a particular time, produced in response
to a culture-spirit, and they have no validity except as
chronological phenomena. They are events of history
merely, like the Battle of the Boyne or the Rump Parliament. At bottom there is really no physics, no art, no
philosophy, only politics and history. I give in some detail
my reasons for disagreeing with that view of things. On
the other hand, I agree that politics do invade" and pollute
spheres where the plain man is not taught to expect to
find them.
But when they are discovered operating in
the creations of science or of art, it is invariably some
finest creations

only more

so,

’

—

‘

‘

’

^

’

^

—

—

:

—

inferior personality or thinker,

sponsible for that, rather than

you

will find,

who

is re-

the material in which he
works. ‘ Modern or modernity ’ are words that have
come literally to stink every intelligent man to-day stops
his nose and his ears when somebody approaches him with
them on his lips but that is not, I argue, because what is
peculiar to the modern age, or because the new in itself
is

’

:

:

‘

'
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II

is bad or disgusting, but simply because it is never allowed
to reach the public in anjrthing but a ridiculous, distorted,
and often very poisonous form. The interpreter not
seldom the interpretative performer, where it is art or
science is to blame.
This brief foreword will no doubt suffice to effect the
transition from my first concrete method of investigation
to this second more abstract one, in which the values of the
ideas themselves are examined, before they have clothed
themselves in this or that working uniform or fancy-dress.

—

—

PART

I

Buty let the consequences of such a belief be as dire as
they may^ one thing is certain ; that the state of the
facts y whatever it may be^ will surely get found outy and
no human prudence can long arrest the triumphal car
of truth nOy not if the discovery were such as to drive
every individual of our race to suicide ! ’
C. S. Peirce.
‘

—

*
Classical man, according to Protagoras, was only the
measure and not the creator of things, a view that unconsciously forgoes all conquest of Nature through the
discovery and application of laws.'
Decline of the West. Spengler.

The pilgrim

fathers of the scientific imagination as
are the great tragedians of ancient
Athens, Mschylus, Sophocles, Euripides.
Their
vision of fate, remorseless and indifferent, urging a
tragic incident to its inevitable issue, is the vision possessed by science.
Fate in Greek Tragedy becomes the
order of nature in modern thought'
‘

it

exists to-day,

Science and the
Whitehead.

Modern World.

A. N.

CHAPTER

1

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER AND THE AGE
OF TIME OR MOTION

N the

following analysis of time-doctrine I shall direct
attention to the Space Time and Deity of Professor
Alexander more than to any other recently-published
book. It is not comparable in importance, in this movement, to the books of Bergson, for instance. But it is the
only exposition on a large scale of the time-doctrine in its
‘
space-time form in the english-speaking countries. As
far as possible, again, I shall confine myself to a few books,
rather than accumulate evidence on all hands. The reason
for this is that, agreeing as they do, to an uncanny degree,
in all fundamentals, and especially where the doctrine of
the reality of time is concerned, this great school of philosophers give variety to their doctrine in detail. These
modifications are as a rule ultimately unimportant, and
would only confuse the reader. So far as possible I have
confined myself to the teaching of the few most characteristic writers of the school.
I will begin with a passage from Space Time and Deity,
which, if properly read, is capable of throwing a great deal
of light at the start on our discussion. It will serve immediately to establish the attitude of the space-timeist to
that for us all-important philosophic entity, the Hellenic
World, and give the clue to the animosity always exhibited
by the time-philosopher for it.

I

*

in fact the cardinal defect of universals as conceived
or the Pythagoreans that they were changeless and
immovable and eternal. For not even the mind of Plato could
he free froin the habits of his age^ one of whose tendencies was
to seek the highest ideals of perfection in gravity of action
and statuesque repose rather than in restless motion. Hence
to account for motion he had to look for another source which
he found in soul. It is claiming no great credit that for us
universals should have from the beginning the form of motion,
should be not merely spatial but spatio-temporal.
It

is

by Plato

In a footnote he quotes (as though further to underline
155
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the tendency that he represents) the famous impressionist
For any one familiar with the
sculptor, Auguste Rodin.
fluid photographs in commercially-produced marble of
that artist the plastic counterpart of Bergson (his sculpture contemporary with the doctrine of elan vitaly
and looking as though it had been done expressly to
illustrate it), the calling of that witness will be of very

—

great significance.

Rodin is to-day so remote from all the interests of contemporary artistic expression that it is impossible to be
more completely forgotten. He is as remote as Pujol or
Canova. To artists he means to-day nothing whatever
but not so with philosophers, looking for illustrations for
It is full of significance that a posttheir space-time flux.
relativity book of philosophy should recall him at a highly
It brings into relief at once the
characteristic juncture.

of the deep separation between the intellectual
standards and ideals of the relativist flux-philosopher, and
the plastic or graphic artist.
The influence of Bergson went down beneath the wave
of formal enthusiasm that immediately preceded the War.
In the arts that movement brought imagination back once
more, banishing the naturalist dogmas that had obtained
Impressionism was driven out and
for fifty or sixty years.
the great ideals of structure and of formal significance were
restored, to painting and sculpture, at all events.
Sensationalism seemed to have been superseded in Europe by
a new and severer spirit, come from nowhere, as though by
magic. The plastic and graphic arts were more immediately affected by this general movement than any other
department of the intelligence.
It seemed, though, that that was the form things were
to take in every kind of speculation. There was a very
powerful reaction in France against all that Bergson repreBut the War and einstcinian physics have turned
sented.
the scales once more. There is naturally no question of
reinstating Bergson ; there are plenty of others of the
same sort, but with a more up-to-date equipment, without
having recourse to him. Fundamentally all the tide of
thought to-day, however broken up into the complexity
of a confusing network of channels, is setting towards the
pole of Sensation.
But it carries with it as it goes a
wreckage of disciplines and severities ; so on the surface
fact

m
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it has a more stable and imposing look than really belongs
to its purely sensational impulsion.
No painter, sculptor or architect to-day dreams, however, of repudiating the great movement so triumphantly
begun, and which has been responsible already for more
art of the first order than has been seen in Europe since
the Renaissance. That is an important feature of the
present situation. But in this way the artist is rather
strangely isolated ; for he is like a detachment in a battle
that has held its own, %vhile all the rest of the line is disappearing in confusion. This situation is physiological^
I believe, or ensues from the physiological fundamentals
conditioning the graphic and plastic arts. Into that we
need not enter here, but shall content ourselves with the
facts this analysis is putting in evidence.
If you turn back to the quotation from Professor Alexander, you will find that I have italicized two passages.
They seemed to me typical of the fluid standards that may
be expected from the flux-philosopher, so accustomed to
conjure with things that he hardly any longer cares whether
what he says holds water or not, where jravra pet
knowing that he can " make anything of anything ; and,
Time being in its mercurial Heaven, all is well with the
world of the little space-timeist, wherever, or whenever,
he be.
Yet the confusion in those italicized passages is so typical
that it is worth dwelling upon it for a moment ; although
it is nothing to the muddle that reigns in the metaphysical
’
heart of the argument, where a " formula for space-time
is being provided (in chap. ii. of book ii.) and Time is
being described as the * mind of Space.’ The disorder at
that point of the proceedings beggars description.
Then ^ not "even the mind of Plato could be free from the
habits of his agej says Professor Alexander ; and I suppose
that we are right in assuming, as a consequence of that, that
not even the mind of Professor Alexander can be free from the
habits of his age.
Even, since Professor Alexander’s mind
is probably not such a perfect and original instrument as

—

’

we could assume, without much risk, that the mind
of Professor Alexander was far less free than that of Plato,
and far more the slave of the habits of his age.’
The extreme naivet6 of the second of the italicized
passages is worth a great deal of argument to a lucky

Plato’s,
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opponent.
ander saySs
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li is claiming

"

‘

no great

credit,"

Professor Alex-

that for us unwersals should have

from

the

beginning the form of motion"
"
Do not
Professor Alexander is almost too modest.
these
for
superlative
thank me thank ‘"the age,”
advantages of an excelling truth one that seeks the highest
he says in
ideal of human perfection in restless motion
"
1 claim no credit for being able to tell you that
effectuniversals should be regarded under the foimi of motion.
I have the good fortune to be a philosopher of flux and
movement, coming in the alexandrian wake of Bergson
and hoisted on the tide of Einstein. Plato was not a fluxphilosopher, but then Plato had not the good fortune to
But it is not /, it is
live in this age
Pity poor Plato
’
the age, that is superior to Plato
But since not even the mind of Plato could be free from
the habits of his age,* and still less probably that of Professor Alexander from his, as we have already agreed, of
what value is Pi'ofessor Alexander’s testimony as to the
superiority of his age ?
who would not inquire (unless so
predisposed to believe everjlhing and anything that they
would let anything and everything pass, whatever nonsense

—

—

’

!

^

!

!

!

‘

—

it

made).

The

attitude of mind implied in this chance remark (‘ it
claiming no great credit,’ etc.) is deeply characteristic
of the contemporary mind. People are so overwhelmed
with the prestige of their instruments that they consider
their personal judgment of scarcely any account.
They
assume a full consent to the one central doctrine whose
dictation they, on their side, never question. But as everybody knows, and none better than Professor Alexander,
the age of Plato swarmed with empirical, sensationalist
philosophers, from Protagoras downwards.
So how is it
that poor Plato was not able to be free from the habits
of his age/ but that they were ? Around him were many
men, highly articulate, from whom he could have learnt
as well as he could from Bergson or Alexander. There
were really, of course, a hundred ages all together, as there
always are ; there was no one age ^far less, indeed, than
there is at this moment.
And thus we arrive, through all this confusion, at the
meaning of Professor Alexander. He wishes us to believe
that the truth of Plato was merely the one truth of Plato’s
is

"

—

—
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one age. Thereby he weakens the platonic truth, making
’
it merely historical^ or a time-truth.
So he pits ‘ age
against "*&ge,’ on a kind of ^ nationalist analogy. Every
true time-patriot will agree at once that if it is a question
of this age or the age of Plato, the here and now is right
my time-country right or wrong ! And if you said to him
that that here and now was as much an abstraction as
is a modern " nation,’ he could call you a low-down intertemporalist, a conshie in the gloidous time- war, if he wanted
to, and were not too courteous and sensible, in spite of
philosophy.
So modestly retiring behind his ‘ age ’ or time, Professor
Alexander assumes, it appears, almost without reflection,
that there is nothing more to be said. The only answer
to that attitude is the direct affirmative that as there was
an age of Protagoras and an age of Plato co-existing, so
there are to-day, strangely enough, at least as many people
on the earth who are not of one mind with the timedoctrinaires, as there were in Plato’s day persons not of
one mind with Protagoras.
’

’

CHAPTER

n

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE INSTRUMENTS OF RESEARCH
"Tk

"TEXT

I will take a few of the features of Professor
Whitehead’s book. Science and the Modern World,

And I will start by using it
1 published in 1926.
further to clear up a point raised by my quotation from the
Space Time and Deity of his colleague and co-space-timeist,
Professor Alexander.
What Professor Whitehead’s definition of an age or epoch
would be he tells us in the historical analysis that occupies
the greater part of his Science and the Modern World. It
would be simply the condition of the instruments of experiment and research at the time in question. Galileo dropping his objects of various weights off the leaning tower at
Pisa symbolizes one age or epoch. An instrument of far
greater precision than any known to Galileo those employed by Michelson, for instance brings about another
epoch or age. That, with all that it entails of readjustment
of our world-view and revolution in our habits, is the age.
The ideal basis for an epoch would certainly be the instruments of research, invented for the advancement of the
common good ; and certainly the impulse behind all
‘
the will, that is, to pass from one epoch to
revolution
another and better (of course) is the work of the man of
But unfortunately the best-organized and most
science.
powerful minorities will a different thing to the common
good ; and the more irresponsible power they obtain, the
more their chosen interpreters (who are not, however, the
great and inventive minds, but rather the opportunist and
interpretative) expound the discoveries of science in a sense
vaguely favourable to that power.
It seems to me that the total effect of a discovery or of a
scientific theory, metaphysically susceptible, in most cases,
of several different interpretations, should be more indiscovery by itself is of no value
sisted upon than it is.
at all, any more than the entire destructive apparatus of
a modem army would be, deposited upon a planet where

—

’

—

—
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Just as any discoTerj" of pure science,
inevitable expansion in industrj^, not in
more pure science, at least at once ; so the much more
practical and humanly-significant philosopher (of the type
of which we are speaking) is lying in wait for the productions of science as much as is the industrialist.
And there
is no reason to suppose that the philosopher is invariably
more scrupulous than his industrial contemporary. Science
is for both a means to human ends.
In the total effect of a scientific discovery you must, then,
consider what it comes to signify to men. As it is the work
of men, what other meaning can it have ? And how can
it, except for the moment, isolate itself from their passions ?
The philosopher interprets it emotionally for men. That
is his function.
there was no
again,

fli^ds

life.

its

So Whitehead’s view would tend to underrate the role
of the metaphysician even the originating power, too, of
such a mind as Berkeley’s, reflected forward into scientific
and mathematical discovery. Bergson discovered nothing
he interpreted science ; and he gave it an extremely biassed
interpretation, to say the least, of a highly alexandrian
order, which (I mean the colouring, the interpretation) was
immediately accepted.
Does nature imitate the creations of art, or does art
imitate nature ? is a hackneyed inquiry. Its form might

—

be employed in connection with the same problem, posed
will and what he ‘ discovers
in science.
Is he not directed to some extent in that by
what he wants to discover ? Has he not often a blind eye
for what he does not want ; and does he not always interpret what has been discovered, by himself or other men,
as he wants to understand it, or as somebody else requires

by the relation between man’s

’

him to ?
Where opposite theories have existed and flourished,
even, side by side, this question is not so relevant. But
when, as to-day, an unusual orthodoxy of thought is in

Ml

operation, it is extremely relevant. And it is only
because the enormous power of speculative thought on the
conxmon life pf men is not realized, that this question
receives so very little attention.
William James (one of the two great philosophers indicated by Whitehead as supremely significant, both opening
an epoch) is extremely illuminating on this particular

n

—

—
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point.
With a truly philosophic, or better say scientific,
tolerance, James describes the personal and interested
nature of all philosophy. Where, in his Pluralistic Universe,

he

is

concluding his argument, he sets forth without

any ambiguity the process by which pluralism, as much as
the pluralistic
monism, must succeed. The two horns
and monistic make pragmatically different appeals to
’

‘

—

These are

different individuals.

Whatever

may say,

his

words

—
:

each of you

will be sure to take pluralsense of rationality moves
This world 7nay, in the last resort, be a blockand inclines.
but on the other hand, it may be a universe only
universe
strung-along, not rounded in and closed. Reality may exist
distributively just as it sensibly seems to, after all.
On that

ism or leave

I

just as your

it,

,

.

own

,

;

possibility, I

do

insist.

One’s general vision of the probable usually decides such
They illustrate what I once wrote of as the
alternatives.
‘
In some of my lectures at Harvard I have
will to believe.’
spoken of what I call the ‘ faith-ladder,’ as something quite
different from the sorites of the logic-books, yet seeming to
have an analogous form. I think you will quickly recognize
in yourselves, as I describe it, the mental process to which I
give this name.

A conception of the world arises in you somehow,
how.
It

not ? you ask.
might be true somewhere, you say, for

no matter

Is it true or

it is

not

self-

contradictory.
It

may be

It is fit to

to be true,
It

true, you continue, even here and now.
be true, it would be well if it were true, it ought

you presently

feel.

must be true, something persuasive in you whispers next

and then

—as a

It shall
for you*

be held for

And your

;

final result
true,

acting thus

you decide

may

;

it shall he

as

if true,

in certain special cases be a

means of making it securely true in the end.
Not one step in this process is logical, yet it is the way
which raonists and pluralists alike espouse and hold fast

in
to

their visions.

This analysis of the birth of a philosophy, arising in a
kind of hypothesis of the will this als oh behaviour of the
mind as it chooses one * horn ^ or the other, presented to it
at the start, of the initial dilemma, should be committed
to memory by persons disposed to see in everything
advanced in the name of science, and generally accepted,
;
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a fiat of Reason. Later on we shall be discussing this
problem iji detail. The tendency of James is to stress in
everything the pragmatical/ and so to provide a bridge
to the purely chronologic. But the element of truth in
this attitude cannot safely be overlooked.
Professor Wliitehead very Justly describes Aristotle as
the last great european philosopher without a theological
axe to grind. After Aristotle came the alexandrian
helienizers, and the Western World ever since has produced
dogmatic philosophic theologians or anti-theologists.
The secular sceptical spirit of Western democracy is
capitulating to those emotional semi-religious forms that
political cults are assuming.
So once more we must
politics
expect dogmatists. And by
to-day we must
understand something very much wider than what was
formerly meant by that. Very much more has been put
into politics than the European of a hundred years ago
would have considered appropriate to that term.
I do not think it is too optimistic to believe (if this
ferment continues and if an empire of some kind results)
that it will be more intelligent and less obscurantist than
was Rome. The Galileos of the future may, of course, be
muttering under their breath, ‘ But all the same it moves
But all the same it does not move
(or more likely
according to the nature of their discoveries) Just having
signed their recantations. But I think that nothing
indicates such a state of affairs, ultimately, as that. It
seems unlikely that an orthodoxy of that order would
supervene. In the first phases of the change-over, however, in which we exist, everything is subordinated to
action
and certainly all the Galileos of to-day will be
compelled to ^shout, ^ How fast, how incessantly, and how
whatever they may think
beautifully, everything moves
to the contrary. For movement and struggle are ideas more
favoured by the man-of-action than are repose and peace
and is not science a doctrine of motion ? And if we
said that this age is an ‘ intensely active age that would
do quite as well as to say that it was ‘an intensely political
’

‘

—

'

—

!

’

^

!

!

*

:

**

’

’

’

one.

But that sort of activity has become a cult ; so politics
do, installed in the heart of the cult of movement and
action, affect us, I think, very much. No one, I suppose,
would dispute that the calm of the sage of Chinese antiquity.
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or of the yogi, or even of the greek stoic or cjmic, is not
typical of our Western civilization to-day; 05 that its
And
opposite, ‘ action,’ is almost exclusively typical of it.
I suppose that no one would deny that for the greatest
achievements of the intellect, whether in art or in science,
tranquillity and a stable order of things is required ; that
the artist or thinker is better off in a settled and wellpoliced state; that for the production of his work he is
better off in a clean, quiet and peaceful workshop or
laboratory, than he would be in the turmoil of a slum, or
That much is all, I take it,
in the middle of a battlefield.
And if you say the
self-evident, and beyond dispute.

a good little
men-of^that they should give up all those vain
science, or artists
live
things, and plunge into the centre of the flux of life
and not think that all that sort of life of the intellect has
nothing to do with the social revolution. In that last
contention, at least, you would be demonstrably wrong.
The political orthodoxy or new world-phase that is
taking shape, whether for good or ill, has still immense
In the past,
forces to contend against and to manipulate.
peoples the whole of whose mind has been bent to a
practical end have not usually been very speculative or
The man-of-action is not very specuintellectually free.
as a rule,
lative, usually, nor is he a ‘ free intelMgence
but an extremely narrow, unreflective, functional person.
The Roman has left little behind him compared with the
Greek or the Chinese. So, on the same principle, how can
an age, so bent on practical tasks as ours, be intellectually
It is only when a community is
free or very speculative ?
secure (and usually soon after, owing to its freedom and
contrary,

you are merely

asserting,

like

egalitarian, that people should not be philosophers,

—

—

;

’

speculative licence, it begins to disintegrate, or else it
takes a plunge or a series of plunges back into a selfdefensive obscurantism) that it can become free and
creative. And although there are great forces established
in the world to-day, their power is very fluid and by no
means secure ; and they have no time for play.
Professor I^itehead says that an ‘ age is simply its
instruments of research. And that is what the philosophy
of our age is, too, as it exists to-day. And just as politics
follows technique, a technique that is uniform throughout
the world, and as it gets a considerable imiformity there’
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at any one time tliroughout the world there is
type of perfected industrial technique so philosophy tends to become more and more tmiform, since the
instruments of research on which it attends are in the same
position to it as is the technique of industry to politics.
^Vhen I speak of an orthodoxy of thought/ therefore,
or a philosophic orthodoxy, I refer to this strict uniformity
that ensues from the scrupulous following of the datum
provided by the instruments of research, by philosophy
and by all speculative thought. And the identity of
philosophy or of speculative thought with politics is largely
owing to the fact that both depend more and more absolutely upon machines of greater and greater precision,
on machines so wonderfully complex and powerful that they
usurp to a great extent the functions of independent life.
But philosophy and speculative thought is, further, an
emotional interpretation, and not entirely a soulless imita^for

only

—

me

"

tion, of technical discovery.

philosophy by instruments of research,’ as it could
has the following disadvantage. It fixes the_
philosopher down to a kind of absolute natare. It is the
absolute of a moment
sort of temporal absolute that is
erected for him by this means. Any speculation outside
What the
this latest facty as it were, is forbidden him.
instrument the latest instrument, the instrument operating at that particular moment reveals to him, is the whole
problems
of nature. All the ‘ problems of life
^those
left over that are the subject of philosophy, as James said
are idle or outside his recognized scope. It also turns
pliilosophers out very much on a pattern, as any one can
ascertain for themselves. There is only one philosopher at
a time, really 'Where there is only me nature, seen through
the eye of one instrument, at one time.
If in every period these rigid inducements to orthodoxy
had been present, then the ^ World-as-history of Spengler
would be true. Each time or each ^ Culture 'would be
an absolute. But this has not been the case. Thanks to
science, our age is probably the first absolute one in that
This

be

‘

called,

—

—

—

—

’

—

‘

’

—

—

’

’

sense.

—

;

CHAPTER

III

SPATIALIZATION AND CONCRETENESS

B

ERGSON’S

doctrine of Time is the creative soui’ce
of the time-philosophy.
It is he more than any
other single figure that is responsible for the main
intellectual characteristics of the world we live in, and the
•

contemporary philosophy to him
Whitehead makes no bones about his debt
Bergson,’ he says,
introduced into philo-

implicit debt of almost all
is

immense.

‘
to Bergson. ‘
sophy the organic conceptions of physiological science.’
And he refers some pages before that (p. 207) to his own
doctrine as ‘ the organic theory of nature which I have been
tentatively putting forward.’
He associates James, Descartes and St. Thomas Aquinas
as the most outstanding figures in European Philosophy,
the last marking the close of the classical period, of course.
But then he corrects this presumably tentative classification as follows
‘
In many ways neither Descartes nor James were the
most characteristic philosophers of their respective epochs.
I should be disposed to ascribe these positions to Locke and
.’
to Bergson respectively. .
It is then that he says
that Bergson
introduced into philosophy the organic
conceptions of physiological science.’ And the ‘ organic
theory of nature is what he, Whitehead, professes. So
there is no ambiguity at all where the Bergson- Whitehead
relationship is concerned.
Alexander is more circumspect,
but his affiliations are even more implicit in his doctrine.
The position of Bergson for these philosophers can be
still better defined, perhaps, by the following quotation
:

.

‘

’

‘

Descartes,’

Whitehead says,

time and duration, and in his

‘

in his distinction

way

between

of groimding time upon
motion, and in his close relation between matter and extension, anticipates, as far as it was possible at his epoch, modern
notions suggested by the doctrine of relativity, or by some
aspects of Bergson’s doctrine of the generation of things.’
For them it must be merely ‘ some aspects of Bergson’s
doctrine,’ etc.
But when Descartes is being assigned his
great r61e of innovation, his distinction between time and
166
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duration carries us to Bergson ; and (as you see above) as
^
modern notions the doctrine of relativity has to be
bracketed with Bergson’s flux.
By students of philosophy Bergson is stiU read, but by
no one else. Even by these he is read as little as possible,
I should imagine. Until I began my scrutiny of the contemporary time-philosophy I knew him very little. But
I rapidly found that if you wished to trace the history of
that movement, more and more you were led to sources in
Bergson’s psychological time-conception, and his doctrine
of a ‘ creative
flux the physiological, organic, view of
’

’

—

nature.

At the present stage I will not go very far into this. But
I will quote a passage from Bergson, which, if the reader
is not familiar with his writing, will give a hint at least of
what
argument signifies where it relates to him. It is
a passage indexed as " the apogee of the sensible object :

my

’

For the ancients, indeed, time is theoretically negligible,
because the duration of a thing only manifests the degradation of its essence ; it is with this motionless essence that
science has to deal.
Change being only the effort of a form
toward its own realization, the realization is all that it concerns us to know. No doubt the realization is never complete ; it is this that ancient philosophy expresses by sa3dng
that we do not perceive form without matter. But if we
consider the changing object at a certain essential moment, at
its apogee, we may say that there it just touches its intelligible form.
This intelligible form, this ideal, and, so to
speak, limiting form, our science seizes upon. And possessing
in this the gold-piece, it holds eminently the small money,
which we call becoming or change. This change is less than
being. The knowledge that woxild take it for object, supposing such knowledge were possible, would be less than
science.

*

But, for a science that places all the moments of time in
the same rank, that admits no essential moment, no culminating point, no apogee, change is no longer a diminution of
essence, duration is not a dilution of eternity.

Time, on the physical side, and apart from its discriminahands of Bergson, into mental time and mathematical time, is merely change or movement. An object
(for ancient philosophy, in the account given above by
Bergson) realizes itself, working up to a climax, then it

tion, in the
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apogee or perfection that is it, for
the rounded thing of common-sense.
Eternity is, for classical science, registered, in those
moments, or in those things. With this Bergson contrasts
that other science that has no favoured moments, peaks,
An egalitarian science, as it were, is
objects, or locations.
the science of his preference, which recognizes no objects,’
that substitutes for them a cluster of events or of perspectives, which shade off into each other and into other
Reality is where things run into each
objects, to infinity.
other, in that flux, not where they stand out in a discrete
disintegrates.

It

classical science.

is its

It

is

'

‘

’

concreteness.’
The greater part of Professor Whitehead’s analysis, in
his Science and the Modern World, turns on what, as he
"

by announcing, was the main objective of Bergson’s
Bergson had said that the intellect spatialized
It was that spatialization that the doctrinaire
things.
of motion and of mental time attacked. It is that, too,
that Whitehead is busy confuting
only he acquits the
intellect of this villainy, where Bergson pursues it with
For this exoneration Whitehead
his hatred and abuse.
invents an argument which he calls the Fallacy of Misstarts

’

‘

criticism.

^

’

‘

’

;

^

placed Concreteness.’ This phrase describes very well the
compromise that it sets out to provide. He wishes to be
concrete at once and yet not concrete. He wishes to use,
subjugate, invest and possess the concrete, in the interests
of the abstract
and when so clothed, in his full panoply
of concreteness,’ to deliver an attack upon another sort
of abstract that he does not like. The analysis of the
contemporary time-philosophy is so fanatically directed to
disintegrate and to banish the bogey of ‘ concreteness,’
that it would be impossible not to receive the impression
of a peculiar hostility to ' the concrete,’ in its most inclusive sense, in favour of something abstract and mental,
even if that doctrine did not express itself so often in almost
violent terms of our " spatializing habits.
Behind all the various pictures or notions of the contemporary schools which we shall henceforth be examining
—always simplifying those notions as far as that is possible, and avoiding such detail as, in such a comprehensive
survey, would make our exposition increasingly intricate
and perhaps meaningless to the general reader ^there is
a fundamental issue. Or rather, intricate as the over:

‘

^

’

’

—

—
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growth of theory and technical detail is, there is one issue
more than another that is fundamental. It can be described as. the problem of the abstract versus the concrete
at the base of the various world-pictures to be
discussed.
For what I have called the time-school, time
and change are the ultimate realit}^ They are the abstract
school, it could be said.
And almost every contemporary
philosopher of any prominence may, in the really important
issues, be included in that great school (if we except the
thoniistic theologian, still vigorous, but, I do not think,
to be classed as a serious speculative opposition ’).
So, under %vh^tever form it takes, the position we are
’

"

"

’

‘

attacking

is the abstract one, as against the concrete of, say,
idealism as that of Berkeley, Bradley or Bosanquet. I am afraid that stated in that way this will be
without very much meaning to the general reader. If he
attends to it at all, he will perhaps think that it is a strange
thing that absolute idealism should stand for the concrete,
the non-abstract, whereas contemporary thought, which is
surely highly ‘ realistic and positivist, should stand for
the abstract or the non-concrete. If I added, as is indeed
the case, that such an extreme idealist doctrine as that of
Berkeley, far more even than the sceptical idealism of
Bradley, stood even fanatically for the concrete, as against
the abstract, the reader who had not given much attention to philosophy would be completely mystified, no
doubt, as indeed Berkeley foresaw would be the case
when he first launched his doctrine. But that is a
paradox that it is extremely important to lay hold of at

such an

‘

’

‘

’

’

the outset.

The particular tendencies to express which the term
phenomenalism has been coined, or indeed all the various
different types of effort to discover a scientific absolute
something that could be shown to be objective and selfexistent, have resulted in the production of a new race of
things-in-themselves, or noumena, which have all been
invented to physical ends, to commence with, and are on the
other hand exceedingly abstract and, according to the
general use of the term, non-physical. The ' physical or
scientific object ’ of the time-science is very unlike anything, that is, that we customarily mean by ‘physical*
The creation of these exceedingly abstract transcendent
entities has observed universally the condition of a sup’

‘

—
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pression of the traditional subject or mind. This absolute
The saying that
evolutionist object.
a ‘ creative
‘
extremes meet ’ has been verified in these transactions :
for the search for this hardest, firmest, coldest of philosophers’ stones, has, on some sides, resulted in a volatilization which is at least the characteristic result, most people
would say, of any teaching of ‘ idealism.’ Thought or
perception have tended to be entirely cut off from this new
We, the forlorn subjects of this objective drama,
absolute.
and all our phantasmagoria of quality and sense, are left
suspended nowhere, high and dry in a No Man’s Land of
common-sense ’ : or left turning in our circular, manyThe reality has
coloured, primitively furnished, maze.
’

is

‘

been pushed infinitely far away, and the severance between

and us

it

complete.

is

Both we and

it

have become

abstractions, while between us flourish phantasmally the
scenes of the visible world. There is nothing concrete left,
either on one side or on the other,

I shall leave the final elucidation of this rough statement
essay : but, as we go along, its
meaning will, I hope, gradually unfold itself in the most
concrete manner possible. All that I suggest should be
borne in mind is that, with the ^ realists ’ with whom we shall
he dealing, their " real is the opposite of the concrete.
And
the position from which we are conducting this analysis
and which would come under some heading of ‘ idealism ’
is in favour of a conception of reality that is as concrete
as theirs is abstract.
useful figure under which to imagine this temporalizing
process of intensive abstraction ’ would be to consider it
as an act of bringing the dead to life.
That is indeed the
miracle that is contemplated. It is still matter, a materia
until the conclusion of

my

’

—

A

prima,

what

setting for

’

common-sense regards as - the
dead
our organic life, about which the main dispute
'

gathered. The ^ materialist ’ of Berkeley’s time believed
firmly that dead nature, or matter, was real. The materialist of to-day is still obsessed with the wish to make this

is

only he is more subtle, and he knows
cannot be " real ’ if it remains ^ dead and
*
matter.’ So he brings it to life, by pumping it full of
‘
time,’ until it is a quicksilver beneath his hand.
Having
done this, he proceeds to attempt its fixation, somehow

dead matter

real

very well that

:

’

it

and at some point, into an objective absolute

:

and

(seeing
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the ferment that has then resulted from the time- treatment)
that is no easy matter.
The kind of objection that has been brought against the
first draft of my essay (directed to establishing a new
position contradicting the abstract, the ^ time,’ view) was
that, as my statement then stood, I seemed to wish to
deny to the scientist his ^ scientific object ’ ; and to wish
him, in the teeth of his truth-telling instruments, to attach
himself to my art object,’ as it might be called, or to some
form of the familiar thing of our perceptual experience.
But that was certainly not my meaning, though in the
brief preliminary statement I did, I feel, give some ground
for that view.
I will clear up that difficulty a little before proceeding.
As regards the series of pictures offered by any given
‘
object or ‘ quality-group,’ or whatever you like to call
ifc, those pictures have each truths and mes
attached to
them. As pictures, if you place them in a row, one beside
the other, they differ beyond recognition. The scientific
wffiich, in our perceptual world, is a chair, for
object
example, bears no resemblance at all to a common or
garden chair. Both thought and perception tend to be
shorn away in favour of this most abstract of our series of
entities.
And the reality is to be sought at its unqualified
end. But, further, it is an absolute reality that is said to be
discovered there, of an objective order, the equal of the
perceiving mind. But this ultimate scientific object is
not the traditional materialist ’ object of a century ago.
And it is actually made to act as a ‘ spirit to the concrete
reality at the qualified end.
What we call " dead nature, or matter, is, according to
The
this abstract doctrine, the work of the intellect.
But the external
intellect is responsible for all deadness.’
world is not reaUy " dead (it goes on to tell us), but alive
quite as alive as, if not rather more so than, the ^ mind.’
Behind the perceptual fa§ade, or beneath the inanimate
carapace, is an organic existence. Or perhaps the shell is
At all events, the real everyday world is nothing
ours.
but a shell, or a kind of nothing.
The superior reality of this most abstract of the processes,
or pictures of the reality, to which science enables us to
reach, is what is here denied. The more abstract the less
‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

’

.

’

real,

we would

say, since

however abstract,

it is still

an
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what is dead. Into both the dead shell
and the mechanical law’^s that obtain throughout matter/
and which are for us subjective appearances, we wish to
put no more ' reality metaphysically, and as explanation
abstraction from

‘

’

We

of the w^orld, than nature has provided it with.
experience no desire to bring it to life. So it is not as pure
science (with all its great possible usefulness) that we are
attacking these abstractions.
But science is metaphysical : (to-day it has once more
'become fully metaphysical). "The more comprehensive
a science becomes,’ Professor Alexander wites, the closer
it comes to philosophy, so that it may become difficult to
say where the science leaves off and philosophy begins.
The highest generalizations in biology, in chemistry
"

.

.

.

and

physics, illustrate this.’
Well, then, the " scientific object becomes inevitably in
due course " a metaphysical object.’ The point-instants of
relativist philosophy
^as interpreted by the philosophers
Whitehead or Alexander are as metaphysical as the
" points metaphysiques
of Leibniz. Hence it is not science
’

—

—

’

that I

am

criticizing,

but metaphysics,

if

—

anything.

was ahstracUon, Berkeley said ^the admission of
inference and fictions of the mind upon an equality with
It

—

perception^ that caused men to believe in the reality of
the external world. So the sign-world of verbal fiction
established a competitive reality outside us
and the
sign-world of mathematics, developing out of the abstraction of verbalism, can only reinforce that process.
The
berkeleyan doctrine, ideally, allowed no inference at all.
You took your personal external world of handy and
customary objects about with you on your back, as it were,
or in your head, and when you needed it, spread it out or
ran it up. But some inferential or sign-world is necessary
and indeed it is impossible in practice to say where abstraction ’ begins and
concreteness leaves off.
BerlN^ley’s extremism is, however, in keeping with his insistence
:

"

’

;

"

‘

’

upon the particular.
To the wonderfully

fertile discussions of Berkeley I
concluding chapter, at the end of
this book.
Meantime there is an important matter in
which we can make use of his teaching here. It is this.
Berkeley was much concerned to destroy the myth of the
superiority of the ^ abstract over the immediate and indi-

shall return

in

my

’

— —

:
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With us exactly the same preoccupation must

occur, in the case of the advertisement of the mental at the
expense of the concrete. That particular snobbery is a
source of endless confusions, upon which such a mind as
Bergson’s, or Alexander’s, is not slow to seize.
It is
exceedingly easy to confute, if the true values of mental
and ^ concrete as they emerge in the time-pliiiosophy are
attended to. This is what Berkeley {Principles of Hummi
Knowledge) says on the subject as it concerned his doctrine,
and the prejudices of his time :
’

’

I proceed to examine what can be alleged in defence of the
doctrine of abstraction, and try if I can discover w^hat it is
that inclines the men of speculation to embrace an opinion
so remote from common-sense. . .
(Locke) has given it
very much countenance by seeming to think the hawng
abstract general ideas is what puts the widest difference in
point of understanding betwixt man and beast. ‘ The having
of general ideas,’ saith he, ‘is that that puts a perfect distinction between man and brutes, and is an excellency which
the faculties of brutes do by no means attain unto. For it is
evident we observe no footsteps in them of making use of
general signs for universal ideas,’ etc. {Essay on Human
Understanding, Book ii. chap, xi. sects. 10, 11.)
.

Or, again, quoting

Locke

:

Abstract ideas are not so obvious or easy to children or the
yet unexercised mind as particular ones. If they seem so to
grown men, it is only because by constant and familiar use
they are made so. For when we nicely reflect upon them, we
shall find that general ideas are fictions and contrivances of
.
For example,
the mind, that carry difficulty with them. .
does it not require some pains and skill to form the general
idea of a triangle ? etc. (Book iv. chap. vii. sect. 9.)
.

In short,'* Berkeley vras busy attempting to dispose of
’
that falsely founded snobbery where the abstract 'was conattempt
and
difficult
paradoxical
very
a
'dfeied.
It was
for any abstract notion does always seem to the general
run of people as very much more important and clever than
any form of concrete apprehension, so to reverse this
opinion cannot be an easy task. Berkeley, of course,
agrees that* ^ all knowledge and demonstration are about
universal notions ; but what he disputes is that these
notions are ' formed by abstraction.’ Universality, he
says, consists not in " the absolute, positive nature ox con‘

’

—
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ceptioB of being an3i:hmg, but in the relation it bears to
the particulars signified or represented by it.’
Now, at first sight the particular snobbery set In motion
by such a doctrine as that of Bergson, Alexander or Whitehead will seem a different, or in some respects an opposite,
one to the snobbery Berkeley in the above passage is seen
combating. The doctrine of Bergson, Alexander or
and its advertisement
Whitehead is labelled ' organic
‘
deadis that it is life, as contrasted with the mechanical
Unless you pay some attenness of materialist science.
tion to the ideas involved, therefore, you might mistake
Berkeley’s appeal to common-sense/ to the vivid and
individual,’ for a similar movement to that of the evolu’

:

’

^

'

tionist philosophers.

life-doctrine of the time-philosophy,
The ‘ organic
or of
advertising itself as the enemy of ^ materialism
matter, of all that is too ‘ concrete,’ makes upon the surface,
and with some speciousness, if not looked at too closely,
a considerable sentimental appeal. It is an appeal away
from materialism or matter,’ in the direction of " life and
‘
mind.’ And it is not the easiest thing in the world to
show the quite uninitiated what a false view of the position
that appeal involves.
They are not, however, ^ idealistic,’ or anything of tliat
sort.
The appeal is skilfully handled and is often insisted
upon. Yet there is no serious question at all that on the
score of life-value, and as far as the advertisement of this
particular warm and, with Bergson, ecstatic, appeal is
concerned, the boot should be on the other leg. White’
head is, I believe, an honest sentimentalist of the ^ radical
english-schoolmaster type. But Bergson, of course, is the
perfect philosophic ruffian, of the darkest and most forbidding description : and he pulls every emotional lever
on which he can lay his hands.
From a popular point of view, then, the main feature “^f
the space-time doctrines (and with Bergson it was precisely
the same thing) is that they offer, with the gestures of a
saviour, something (that they call ‘organism,’ and that
they assure us tallies with the great theory of Evolution
just to cheer us up !)
something alive, in place of ‘ mechanism ’ ‘ organism in place of ‘ matter.’ But the more you
examine them (and the same applies to the doctrines of
Bergson), the more you will feel that you are being fooled.
’

’

’

‘

—

:

’
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to yoti, in this famous change from
‘
matter to ‘ organism/ is going to
For it is not you who
be, it is Vfery difficult to discover.
become ‘ organic ; you have been organic all along, no
one has ever questioned that. It is your tables and chairs,
in a pseudo-leibnizian animism, not you, that are to become
organic/ As Professor Whitehead puts it, the things
experienced and the cognisant subject, enter into the
common world on equal terms/ But something does
happen to you as well the you that is the counterpart
of what formerly has been for you a material object. You
become no longer one, but many. What you pay for the
pantheistic immanent oneness of ‘ creative/ " evolutionary
substance, into which you are invited to merge, is that you
become a phalanstery of selves. The old objection to any
pantheism, that it banishes individuality and is not good
for the self, comes out more strongly than ever in the
teaching of ‘ space-time.’ So, as you proceed in your
examination of these doctrines, it becomes more and more
evident that, although it is by no means clear that you
gain anything (except a great many fine phrases and
exalted, mystical assurances of ‘ cosmic advantages), it
benefit

matter to mind, from

’

’

‘

—

’

’

’

very clear what you lose. By this proposed transfer from
the beautiful objective, material world of common-sense,
over to the ^ organic world of chronological mentalism,
you lose not only the clearness of outline, the static beauty,
of the things you commonly apprehend ; you lose also the
clearness of outline of your own individuality which apprehends them. You are told by Professor Whitehead that
for the charm of the world of classical common-sense, the
ordered and human world, you should substitute the
naiveU of the romantic nature-poet. (The Child, that is,
is

’

comes into this scheme of things, as is natural. It would
be surprising if naivete were not called in to assist, with its
Apart from anything else,
sSrrfcimental blandishments.)
you would be very genuinely "naif,’ however, to fall in
with these suggestions.
What is " eternal for Professor Whitehead ? The
answer should be very significant and indeed his answer
reveals the very heart of all this type of thought. For him
"
etemality is a quality of the temporal real. The abstraction, " colour,' for instance, is, for him, eternal. Nothing
that it colours is eternal, nor apparently suggests eternity to
’

;

’
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him. Just colour is the eternal ; not its meaning or interpretation, but it, for this sensationalist philosopher.
There is yet a tiiird fact to be placed (beside change and
endurance, namely) eternality, I will call it. The mountain
endures. But when after ages it has been worn away, it has
colour
gone. If a replica arises, it is yet a new mountain.
It comes and it goes.
It haunts time like a spirit.
is eternal.
But when it comes it is the same colour. It neither survives nor
The mountain has
It appears when it is wanted.
does it live.
to time and space a different relation from that which

A

colour has.

So the equivalent to the eternal forms for Professor
Whitehead are such things as the colour green or doveThat is certainly abstract enough
or
crimson.’
grey
It disposes effectively of the notion of eternity as a thing
in which we need be interested.
The eternaHty of Professor Whitehead is, however,
^

’

‘

’

‘

^

’

!

’

‘

—

only objective, material tiling at all.
maintaining,’ he writes, in his Science
and the Modern Worlds ‘ is that the whole concept of
materialism only applies to very abstract entities, the
products of logical discernment.’ The only kind of thing
that can be described as ‘ matter,’ then, is such a thing as
‘
his ‘ eternal ’ entity colour.
colour is eternal.
It
haunts time like a spirit.’ Is it not strange that the only
thing that Professor Whitehead will
sort of
material
allow should remind him of a spirit ? Yet it does ; and
that use of words is not without significance, nor a slip of
the pen. Such ^ abstract entities are the nearest approach
to ‘ spirit ’ in his system such things as those eternal
colours that come and go, always self-identical, never
changing, haunting the mountain-side, or any other object,
‘
like a spirit.’
know now what the only intelligible meaning of
matter is for this doctrine. Let us next turn to ‘ orgmaism,’ since it is announced as a doctrine of ‘ organism,’ as
opposed to ‘ materialism.’ How would you like to be the
colour dove-grey, or the colour crimson ? (for it is to you
that the appeal against " matter ’ is being made, in favour
of ‘ organism ’ or of abstraction). Not much, I suppose ;
it is scarcely a thing that, as an alternative to your personal
life, you would trouble a great deal about. But an ‘'organism’
you are^ That should be rather more interesting.
also
'

‘

The

externality
doctrine I

’

^the

am

A

‘

’

’

—

We

’

—
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can vre define an organism without
?’ That is the capital
recurrence to the concept matter
.
question, Professor Whitehead announces. And he decides,
is,

.

of course, that

As an

we

.

can.

organism you do not become a thing-in-itself
like those very abstract entities, or like the fundamental
point-instant of space-time. You are not a self-existent
but provision is made for you, and you become,
entity
with some pride, a ‘ thing-for-its-own-sake.’ I will now
quote to show how the ‘thing-for-its-own-sake’ comes
about in Whitehead’s system. What is it that makes
value ? he asks. {‘ Value,’ we have been told, is merely
significance, a similar thing to what is commonly meant
‘

’

:

by

What

that results in a real togetherin a pattern (which, consequently, excludes other
ness
entities for a certain time) ?
The importance or ‘ value
of the new pattern-thing lies in its intrinsic essence. What
is that ?
‘

poetry.’)

‘

is it

’

’

Empirical observation shows that

it is the property which
endurance or reiteration.
This property amounts to the recovery, on behalf of value
amid the transitoriness of reality, of the self-identity which is
also enjoyed by the primary eternal objects. The reiteration
of a particular shape occurs when the event as a whole repeats
some shape which is also exhibited by each one of a succession
of its parts. Thus, however you analyse the event according
to the flux of its parts through time, there is the same thingfor-its-own-sake standing before you. Thus the event, in its
own intrinsic reality, mirrors in itself, as derived from its
own parts, aspects of the same patterned value, as it realizes
it in its complete self.

we may

call indifferently retention,

To repeat certain mannerisms—which others recognize
as ‘ you,’ and without which they would be at a loss to
distinguish you from another that is to possess something
in<«.very small way like the ‘ eternality of a colour, is it
not ? Your personality is like a colour or a smell ; only,
unlike things that have ‘ eternality,’ you die. Just as the
colour keeps on turning up when wanted, for ever and ever,
so you keep on tmmmg up, every morning, for a stated

—

’

and you
period. Then, one fine day, you do not turn up
never turn up again. For you are only a ‘ thing-for-itsStill, ‘ this property
thing-in-itself.’
own-sake,’ not a
of value’ (you are
behalf
on
amounts to the recovery,
:

‘

M
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'value’) ‘amid the transitoriness of reality, of the selfidentity which is also enjoyed by the primary eternal
So, in your perishable category, you- do, for a
objects/
spell, play at being the colour or the perfume.
You now see where the ' organism comes in. But you
must not run away with the idea that organism is going
to deliver you from mechanism ^though it may enable you,
for a brief period, to play at being matter.’
You may by this time have got rather confused as to
what advantage precisely you are ultimately to derive from
having discarded the concept 'matter/ For first you
learnt that matter was like a spirit, whereas, of course,
you knew that Professor Whitehead would never describe
you as being ' like a spirit.’ And then you found that,
thanks to organism,’ you became a sort of ephemeral
you ' recovered,’ thanks to
understudy of ' matter
organism which turned out to be a sort of ' art-for-art’ssake for the plain man, where his own sweet self was the
art
some of the self-identity ' enjoyed by the primary
(the colours dove-grey or carmine, for
eternal objects
All this admittedly is puzzling and perhaps at
instance).
first a little upsetting.
But, high as our hopes still are, do
not let us imagine that ' mechanism
^what is so scorned
and disliked by Bergson, Alexander, Whitehead, etc. ^has
been given the go-by.
'
I would term the doctrine of these lectures {Science and
the Modern World) the theory of organic mechanism*
That
is not, Professor Whitehead, a very agreeable title,’ you
might mutter at this point
and further, sir, it is not
exactly what I had been led to expect. Why should
mechanism ” come into it ? Organism ^as against mere
matter ” : I should stand behind you, enthusiastically, if
it were
organism.” But why “ mechanism ”*?
And Professor Whitehead might reply, if he heard you, Because, my
little man, organism is mechanical
that is, after all, what
’
it means
That would of course be rather depressing.
However, by this time your emotionality will have
evaporated. So let us look at this doctrine of Time
reasonably, forgiving its supporters all the slight deception
practised upon us. That there must be much more
mechanism in the ' organic picture than there is in the
'
material ’ picture should have been obvious all along.
For locomotion and movement, ' organism in the making,
’

’

'

—

‘

’

'

'

’

—

—

’

'

—

’

’

—

—

^

;

—

’

‘

:

!

’

’
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or becoming, not become, what is that but a machine ?
Indeed, since it is a fimction, not anything describable as
it is a system or process and essentially mechanistic.
again, movement, or things apprehended in movement, are very much more abstract than are static things.
The object of contemplation is less abstract, evidently,
than the object of experience or the objective of action.
To put this in another way, time is more abstract than space.
But the process of despatialization, undertaken by Bergson
and carried on by the philosophers we are considering,
denies any ‘ concreteness,’ except such as can be obtained
from a time-pattern, like the structure of a piece of music.
But it can only be apprehended as music can be apprehended, in time ^not in space. It requires movement, as
well as duration, to unfold itself. There is no one instant
at which it can be apprehended in its totality ; you have
to take it in bit by bit, you have to live it, and its pattern
will unfold as a melody unfolds itself.
Compare in this connection any two characteristic
masterpieces from the arts respectively of music and of
painting a statue, say the Colleoni, and a piece of music,
say a Beethoven quartet. You move rotmd the statue,
but it is always there in its entirety before you : whereas
the piece of music moves through you, as it were. The
difference in the two arts is evident at once, and the
different faculties that come into play in the one and the
When you are half-way through the piece of music,
other.
or it is half-way through you, if you did not remember what
you had just heard you would be in the position of a clock
ticking its minutes, aU the other ticks except the present
one no longer existing : so it would be with the notes.
You have to live the music in some sense, in contrast to
your response to the statue.
Supposing you could not see the statue all at once. Let
us '^appose that you were blind, and had to feel your way
all over the statue, bearing in your mind all the details you
had felt since you first touched it ; there would be some
slight analogy in that to what happens in listening to
music. Certain rhythms and times imroll themselves in
your brain, fixed for a brief period as the piece goes on
accumulating. These contrasts between the two arts have
often been analysed, and I need not consider them further.
I will merely resume the contrast as follows.

a thing,

And

—

—
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In the case of the music there is no concrete shape
There
existing altogether, once and for all, or spatially.
is a shape, an organic completion, but it is a ptfre creature
of time. It cannot spatialize itself. The representation
goes on inside your mind, in making use of your memory.
Its concreteness is not objective but subjective.
this at the moment, all that
necessary to say is that something resembling this
pattern of the piece of music, existing ideally in the memory,
but not susceptible of spatialization having its being as
a creature of Time is the time-object^ as it could be called,
which is the sort of ‘ object ’ that the time-philosophers
contemplate. It is more ‘ concrete in a sense, since it has
to be lived. It has to he subject and object at once. Its
peculiarity is that it has to be felt it is an emotionalobject as well as a time-object : there is an appreciable
visceral and nerve disturbance accompanying the music,
none or very little with the object that is an image. The
statue, on the other hand, could be described as an in-

Without going further into

it

is

—

—

’

—

tellectual-object.

Now if there is some advantage, as between one and the
other of these objects, on the principle of the snobberies
that, as we have seen, are generally invoked, it is difficult
to see how the musical object can claim an advantage over
the visual object, I am, in this particular case, a partisan
witness. But I do not think that a quite unprejudiced
onlooker would come to a different conclusion : unless he
enjoyed so much having his bowels stimulated and his
heart set throbbing by the accords of the musical object
(but on the other hand, rather resented the calm of the
sculptor’s contemplative dream), that he cast his vote for
the musical object, in which case naturally he would have
been no longer unpartisan.
Tliese illustrations should serve to direct the reader’s
understanding to the nature of the transformation th^ is
proposed by time-philosophy in our conception of the
object, and in our attitude to ‘the concrete.’
I do not
say that these analogies should be pressed too hard, but
the ‘ musical ’ versus ‘ plastic is a useful point d'appui in
arriving at an understanding of the theory.
But however
that may be, it is the transformation of a space-reality
into a time-reality that is involved ^that is the trick of
the time-doctrine that it is important to grasp.
’

—
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Dispersal and transformation of a space-phenomenon
into a time-phenomenon throughout eTer}i:hing ^that is

—

the trick hf this doctrine.

Pattern, with its temporal
multiplicity, and its chronologic depth, is to be substituted
for the thing, with its one time, and its spatial depth.
A
crowd of hurrying shapes, a temporal collectivity, is to
be put in the place of the single object of what it hostilely
indicates as the ‘ spatializing mind.
The new dimension
introduced is the variable mental dimension of time. So
the notion of the transformed ‘ object ’ offered us by this
doctrine is plainly^ in the nature of a ‘ futurist ’ picture, like
a running dog with a hundred legs and a dozen backs and
heads. In place of the characteristic static ‘ form
of
greek Philosophy, you have a series, a group, or, as Professor Whitehead says, a reiteration.
In place of a ‘ form *
you have a formation
as it is characteristically called
a repetition of a particular shape ; you have a battalion
of forms in place of one form.
In your turn, ‘ you
become the series of your temporal repetitions ; you are
no longer a centralized self, but a spun-out, strung-along
series, a pattern-of-a-self, depending like the musical
composition upon time ; an object, too, always in the
making, who are your states. So you are a history there
must be no Present for you. You are an historical object,
since your mental or time-life has been as it were objectified.
The valuable advantages of being a ‘ subject ’ will perhaps
scarcely be understood by the race of historical objects that
may be expected to ensue.
Since the one mind, in this issue, can be called a ‘ spatializing mind, or a ‘ space mind,^ there can be no objection to the other sort of mind being called a time-mind.
That is a better description of it than a space-time mind
’

’

’

‘

—

—

’

:

’

would

be.

Reverting to the specific advertisement-value of the
^^c^gianic
theory, that advertisement should be regarded
only as bluff. The mechanism that, along with matter,’
is to be combated, is transferred into another category,
merely and for us a much less comfortable one.
’

‘

’

‘

—

We

find in the eighteenth century Paley’s famous argument, that mechanism presupposes a god who is the author
of nature. But even before Paley put the argument into its
final form, Hume had written the retort, that the god whom
you will find will be the sort of god who makes that mechan-
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In. other words, that mechanism can, at most, presuppose a mechanic, and not merely a mechanic, but its
mechanic. The only way of mitigating mechanism is by the
discovery that it is not mechanism.

ism.

it is not mechanism, however,
not to pass over merely to a doctrine of
organic mechanism.’ All that the organic mechanism
which is not such an
tells you is that the machine is alive
agreeable belief, constituted as we are, as to believe that
It is preferable to believe that our
it is partially inert.
tables and chairs are matter, than to believe them animated
And, secondly, it informs
in some way, on the face of it.
you that the machine {very slowly) transforms itself But
organic
theorist to
that is obvious, and required no

The w’ay to discover that

is

certainly

’

‘

"

—

‘

’

show it to us.
Everywhere the snobbery of

scale is employed to drive
recorded human history is
merely a ripple on the immense ocean of being, etc., we are
assured* And feeling very, very small indeed, after that,
in the ensuing discouragement almost any ‘ truth can be
put across. This browbeating by means of scale, the
immensity of light-years, of geological epochs, of massed
constellations and universes ^that associated with ecstatic
cosmic raptures all the sickly flattery of the ilan vital
type of optimism is how, on the emotional, propagandist
side the thing is done.
But Professor Whitehead commiserates with those
figures of the Past oppressed by ‘ materialism,’ and denied
such help as his. Tennyson is dragged out and comforted
publicly.
Tennyson is evidently perplexed and appalled
by the ^ materialist picture of natural science.
It is the
problem of mechanism which appals him.’

home

these doctrines.

All

’

—

—
—

‘

’

‘

The

stars,^

she whispers,

^

blindly run.^

‘
This line,’ Whitehead goes on, ‘ states starkly the i^hfble
philosophic problem implicit in the poem* Each molecule
blindly rtmsJ
Tennyson is for ever consoled by being
assured that, although it is true that the molecule blindly
rtms (as he put it), nevertheless it runs according to a pattern.
(For instance : ‘ The electron blindly runs either within or
without the body ; but it runs within the body in accordance with its character within the body ; that is to say, in
accordance with the original plan of the body, and this plan

—
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The body and mind, in their
includes the mental state.’
turn, run blindly, too, within a still larger organism ; and
This may be true ; but it is difficult to see how it is
so on.
So the molecule

cheerful.)

is still

a bhnd mouse, but

it

in the same way as a gigantic mouse which is its
pattern. Happy little mouse ! And (after hearing this)
happy-ever-afterwards would, of course. Lord Teimyson be,

nms

this good news could reach him.
Or so Professor WTiitehead thinks.
In the present lecture,’ Professor Whitehead announces,
if

‘

how the concrete educated
the opposition of mechanism
and organism.’ But there is, as I have indicated, no opposiThe ‘ organism of Bergson, Whitehead
tion, in reality.
is
perfectly
Alexander
mechanical or at all events what
or
‘
the thought of educated men would term mechanical.’
And it is far more materialistic ’ (as the ‘ thought of
educated men imderstands that word) than is the philosophy of Plato or Aristotle.
In handing the secondary qualities back to nature.
Professor Whitehead is supposed to be cheering up nature
Shelley is called in as a
and us at the same time.
I propose
thought of
‘

.

.

.

to consider

men 'has viewed

’

—

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

witness.

Now the poet (Shelley), so sympathetic with science, so
absorbed in its ideas, can simply make nothing of the doctrine
of secondary qualities which is fundamental to its concepts.
For Shelley nature retains its beauty and its colour. Shelley's
nature is in its essence a nature of organisms.
The ‘ science of Shelley’s day was a very different thing
from the ‘science’ of Professor Whitehead, for instance.
And it cannot be enough insisted upon that a problem
exists for everybody in this transformation of science of
‘^hfich they seem totally unaware. The ‘ science that
to-day mixes the secondary qualities into the external
world, is the same science that is mixing Time into it
’

‘

’

’

‘

’

‘
saturating ’ it with Time, as Alexander says. Everyas
thing which contributed to the isolation of ‘ mind
contrasted with ‘ matter,’ or that tended to show ‘ matter
to be a creation of ‘ mind,’ has been put back where it
’

’

Uohs as though
‘

Mind has, in short, been moved into
for the man-of-science of Shelley’s day ;

it is.

what was matter

’

:

;
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and ‘ matter on its side has been removed into another
dimension, and quite out of sight and out of reach ; where,
with Alexander, as ‘ space-time it becomes a s®rt of god.
And the philosophy that presides at these various transformations has for its watchword something like Bown
with matter ! and is consistently understood to be attacking
the position of ‘ materialism.’ It is highly important to
understand the ins and outs of these significant arrangements.
What, in a few words, is contemplated by time-doctrine
Traditional ' modern science took all the heavily
is this.
scraped off the colour,
qualitied meaning out of nature
took away the smell, and otherwise denuded it. It treated
The main thing about this
it as (1) dead and (2) timeless.
‘
dead nature w^as that it is impossible to conceive it as
acting, as possessed of any agent principle whatever.
That is the guarantee, as it were, of its unreality ; nothing
so thoroughly as that secures the ascendancy of the mind
that " mind that so entranced, as Whitehead says, the
‘
century of genius,’ as he calls it, and which so disgusts
and enrages the philosopher of the present time a time
which is scarcely likely to be described in the future as
an age of genius.’ Where Berkeley is proving that there
is no idea of spirit
that there is no image of spirit or mind,
that it is impossible to represent it objectively he writes
’

’

’

—

’

‘

’

’

—

‘

’

‘

—

—

:

There can be no idea formed of a soul or spirit for all ideas
whatever, being passive and inert, they cannot represent unto
us, by way of images or likeness, that which acts.
Such
is the nature of spirit, or that which acts, that it cannot be
of itself perceived, but only by the effects which it produceth.
:

.

.

.

In this account, spirit is its effects. It is impossible to
imagine or to form an image, of a cause. For Berkeley the
causative principle was mind
for the time-philosophy it
is some
very abstract entity which is all that can truly
be termed matter.’
I will quote another passage from Berkeley to make this
:

’

‘

point clearer, italicizing in

some

places

All our ideas, sensations, or the things which we perceive .
.
are visibly inactive; there is nothing of power or agency
included in them. So that one idea or object of thought
cannot produce, or make any alteration in, another. ...
little attention will discover to us that the very being of an idea
implies passiveness and inertness.
.

A
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The matter of the typical man-of-science contemporary
with Shelley was an inert and passive material. It was the
laws of these ideas that he studied. It was perfectly
plain that this material of his was not a real one in any
absolute sense, but a convention. Ho-wever, the researches
of the man-of-science into the laws of ^ matter had proHe treated this ‘ matter of his
verbially valuable results.
as essentially a system of ejfects^ and entirely left out of
count all questions of a cause. Such a man-of-science, if
rather a dry stick, was a respectable figure who did no direct
harm to anybody, and was able, even, to do the richer
members of the' community manufacturers, steamship
owners, armament makers and so forth a great deal of
good. They formed a xerj high opinion of science and of
and by means of their organs of publicity taught
matter
everybody else to value ‘ science highly, for the powder it
gave a ruling caste over its fellow-men (interpreted in the
science-tract or the daily paper as ‘man’s power over
nature ). These activities continue as before. The theories
of Einstein, for instance, have no immediate effect on the
bank-balance of anybody. ‘ Matter ’ and ‘ mechanism is
still in full swing, for all the practical purposes of life.
But
theoretically science has become more ambitious.
It has
cut matter up into different categories ; there is a theoretic
matter,’ there is the old dead ’ scientific one, and several
others and in spite of all assurances to the contrary, it
has introduced an absolute into the nature beneath its
control (into its theoretic, not its practical, department).
Whitehead’s or Alexander’s ‘ organic nature is an
’

‘

‘

’

’

’

—

’

'

—

:

’

’

’

’

‘

‘

‘

:

’

Time and change

are absolute ; reality is, in
its very essence, MstoricaL
The pattern that constitutes
an organism ^thc new object is the soul of the qualitied
complex, and- is the new ‘ object.’ And what was ‘ the
spirit for Berkeley (which could not ‘ be of itself perceived ’)
turned from a subject into an object.
The most significant thing in the whole of the book from
which I have been quoting, is the fact that Professor Whitehead, to illustrate his doctrine, goes to the poets of the
Romantic Reaction ^the title of his fifth chapter, and perhaps the best key to all this philosophy. Just as we have
seen Professor Alexander going to the sculpture of Rodin for
support and illustration^ so Professor Whitehead makes his
way to the Romantic Reaction. In the poets that came out
absolute.

—

—

’

—
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of the natmre-sentiment of Rousseau, and the politics of
the French Revolution, Professor Wiitehead, quite correctly, finds his analogies.

^

What, finally, the contemporary intelligence does not
seem to have grasped is that the whole of this movement
from Bergson to the philosophers who are interpreting
Relativity, is romantic^ with all that that word conveys in
its most florid, unreal, inflated, self-deceiving connotation.
As much as Montefiori and her system are they in the
children of Nature. All their thought
tradition of Emile
is weighted and drugged with an intense vehement un-

—

reality.

So these philosophers are busy disintegrating for us our
public material paradise, and propose to give us in exchange
the dark and feverish confusion of their ‘ mental truth,
no longer confined to the units of the organic world, but
’
released into ever jrthing. That this concrete and ‘ material
world ^which is all that is common to us, and which is
therefore justly named the ‘ world of common-sense,’ as
opposed to the " mental ’ world is a truly fantastic
paradise, they are careful not to say.
person who
believes in this concrete world is a ‘ materialist
a word
conveying to the popular mind the very opposite of what
here it describes.
The material world that the human intellect has created
is still there, of course : but as it is a creation of our minds,
it will no doubt be found that we can even physically
disintegrate it.
Already for the time-initiate it is getting
a fluid, or flabby, texture and appearance.
would
their ingenuity serve them, however, if these destroyers
had to create the world of material beauty and order, as
it appears to the senses we inherit from our marvellous
ancestry ? The thought alone of the genius that would
be required to accomplish that should show us the true
nature of the destructive enterprise in question. #Th:c
world of classical ' common-sense
^the world of the Greek,
the w’^orld of the Schoolman ^is the world of nature, too,
and is a very ancient one. All the health and sanity that
we have left belongs to that world, and its forms and im’

—

—

A

’

—

How

’

—

—

It is such a tremendous power that nothing can
ever break it down permanently. But to-day the issue,
more dramatically than at any other possible point in
history (owing to the situation created by the inventions
pulses.
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of our science), is between that nature or some development
of it on the one side, and upon the other those forces repre-

sented by the philosophy of Time. What is suggested
here is that, in such a crisis, all the weight of our intelligence
should be thrown into the scales representing our deepest
instincts.

CHAPTER IV

PURE POETRY AND PURE MAGIC

W

HAT

I shall

require very

have to say

in this chapter

would

much more space than I can spare to

demonstrate adequately, and to be certain that I
no openings for grave misunderstandings. The
complexity of the subject results in its bristling with traps.
Shortly I propose to return to it but with a little goodwill
I hope that this mere outline will serve for the purpose of

had

left

;

this essay.
If a definition

were attempted of the position of literature
the arts, it would turn out to be in some sense a
kind of half-way house.
piece of prose or poetry is not
music it does not, on the other hand, convey images with
the definiteness of the plastic or graphic arts ; it is less
abstract than architecture, yet less defined
it is not so
static as some, but more static than others.
That Professor Whitehead’s war upon clear ideas is by
no means new
antithat, as a result of Bergson’s
intellectualist
analysis, it had long been tabled in many
different activities, and often has been heatedly discussed,
I need not insist.
Professor Whitehead, in his book (the
epigraph of this essay could also be placed at the head of
Scie7ice and the Modern World), has taken Science deliberately over into the neighbouring fields of the arts, and

among

A

;

;

‘

;

’

drawn from them his main inspiration and illustrations.
That is a gesture of considerable significance, as his more
intelligent critics (all favourable to him, of course, for such
a writer as Professor Whitehead has no opposition at all)
were not slow to notice. But the battle of the clear idea
against the cloudy idea or, if you like, the static idea
against the dynamic idea is a commonplace of continental
criticism, especially since the overthrow of Bergson.
(Before that Bergson had it all his own way, and for a
considerable time no clear idea dare lift its head, or indeed,
anything static at all.)
If any one should wish to inform himself about the contemporary phases of that battle, they could not do better
than read a book that has recently appeared called La

—
—
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PoSsie Pure (published by Bernard Grasset, Paris, 1926).
It is a series of discourses by two gentlemen, Henri Bremond
and Robert Souza. I am not very conversant with the
ins and outs of the literary world in Paris, but I imagine
that M. Bremond, with his academic position, must represent the quartier general of critical mysticism. It is at all
events from the extreme position of a mystical bergsonism
that he speaks.
On the first page of M. Bremond’s book, he immediately
refers the reader to Studies in the Genesis of Romantic
Theory in the Eighteenth Century, by J. G. Robertson ; just
in the same way, and of course on the same errand, as
Professor Whitehead when he takes you to the poets of the
Romantic Revival, or Alexander when he refers you to the
sculpture of Rodin. Poetry is for him " this confused,
massive experience, inaccessible to distinct consciousness.*
For all that is distinct, or clear, he has the same implacable
aversion as has Professor Whitehead. This is how he
contrasts Poetry and Prose ^though he does not exclude
Prose, finally, from mystic honours, nor deny it the title
of " Poetry,’ provided it is vague enough.

—

Enveloping magic, as the mystics sa^^, and which invites
us to quietude, when our only duty is to abandon ourselves,
but actively, to one greater and better than ourselves. Prose
vivid and leaping phosphorescence which draws us out of
Poetry, a summons from within, a confused weight,
ourselves.
saidWordsworth, a sacred heat, said Keats, a weight of immortality upon the heart ; an awful warmth about my heart, like a
load of immortality. Amor, Pondus, ^That weight, where else
does it wish to urge us except towards those august retreats,

—a

—

where we are expected, to which we are

human

presence

called,

by a super-

?

M, Bremond then

recalls

a saying of Walter Pater

:

According to Walter Pater, ‘all art seeks to approximate
to that of music.’ No, they all of them aspire, each one by
means of its own appropriate magic ^words, notes, colours,
lines,
all aspire to become a 'prayer,

—

—

Paul Valery comes in for a good deal of very indulgent
on the ground of his identification of music and
poetry. Poetry is not music, M. Bremond says ; it is a
mystical communion with a supernatural entity. He
criticism,

—

;
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agrees with M. Valery that the less it means the better
but he does not agree -with BI. Valery when the latter says
that the poet is simply a species of musician.
In the first of the above quotations Prose was described
as taking a person out of himself/ of overcoming the self
Poetry as resulting in a refoulement upon the self, and in a
self-aggrandisement. And Poetry is, at the same time as
it leads to an enhancement of the self, an act of communion
space-time,’ or whatever your
with God or nature or
So in this description
particular Absolute may be termed.
of the difference between Prose and Poetry it is worth
noting that the impulse towards the Not-self (which is
supposed to rest with Prose) must really be taking you
towards the concrete it is seen as the pagan, non-mystical
impulse. The personal emotion is always that of the mystic
or religionist, the now-personal (or that in which you are
taken out of yourself) also is what ‘ time,’ or mental,
expansion cannot provide. Or far enough down, everything is uniform
on the surface only are there modes and
;

'

"

:

;

differences.

M. Bremond solicited correspondence from readers
interested in the discussion he had started, and received,
he tells us, a great quantity of letters in response. ‘ I have
been sent a quantity of beautiful quotations,’ he says, ‘ and
naturally first and foremost, from the text of Bergson'
M,
Bremond says that he will not essay what has already been
so well done by M. TancrMe de Visan, who, in two remarkable books, ^ has shown us to what an extent the philosophy
of Bergson helps us to identify pure poetry— {la poesie pure)
that poetry which goes further than the word which
expresses it.’ But he decides to quote a few passages from
Bergson, passages used by de Visan, ‘ avec la plus heureuse
fi^nesse.’
I will follow his example, and now In
turn
reproduce these passages. The first is ‘ of capital importance,’ M. Bremond tells us, for the theory of pure poefry
i

—

my

championed by him.
The word which is sharply

outlined, the brutal word, which
the receptacle of all that is stable, all that is common, and
consequently impersonal, in human experience, crushes or at
all events covers over the more delicate and fugitive impressions of our individual conscience,
{Essai sur les donnies
immSdiates de la Conscience.) The italics are mine in this
is

passage.

—

—
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:

(The object of art) is to send to sleep the active or rather
the recalcitrant forces of our personality, and thereby to
induce in us a condition of perfect docility, in which we realize
the idea suggested to us, in which we sympathize with the
sentiment expressed. In the methods employed by the artist
you will discover, in an attenuated form, refined and in some
way spiritualized, the methods by which in a general way
the hypnotic trance is induced. (Op, cit)

In the above passages two aspects of what we are conThe word that is clear and
sidering are well brought out.
defined is, as described by Bergson, ‘ brutal ; and whether
you are a man or a word, to be called ‘ brutal is not
the nicest thing that can happen to you ; and it is quite
certain that Bergson is aware of that, and that he uses it to
’

’

prejudice us against the word he is attacking. But to be
{i.e, sharply defined) is also, it seems, to be
brutal
And, further, to be ' stable is to belong to the
stable.’
physical world that we all share in common ^that is to
belong to our common world in which we all meet and
communicate. And this world is the impef'sonal world,
‘All that is stable^ all that is common, and consequently
impersonal are Bergson’s words.
Next, the manner in which our minds are influenced
against this ‘ brutal,’ ' impersonal ’ world by M. Bergson,
is to suggest to us that we are inferior to it, and that it
possess all sorts of
crushes us with its ‘ brutality.’
sensibilities and sensabeautiful ‘ fugitive and delicate
the material of our ‘ personality,’ in
tions, peculiar to us
short (our ‘ individual conscience,’ here, it is). Finally,
then, it is our personality that is being crushed by this
‘
common,’ ‘ brutal,’ world. It is our dear self, in short,
to which this philosopher whispers that we do not get our
d^ae; that we are crushed, oppressed, brutalized, by this
pact with other people, whereby a system of things of
words, of images, of emotions long ago, it was agreed,
should be held in common, and held as fact. Against this
stable world we are stirred up to revolt.
But what a strange light the next passage I have quoted
throws upon the first. It is art that relieves this oppression
of the crushing weight of the ‘ stable ’ world ; breaks it up
and uncovers the intense reality. That is M. Bergson’s
‘

’

’

‘

—

’

We

’

—

—

—

—
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account of art, and it would also in effect be mine. But
he goes on to explain that its function is to ‘ send to sleep
the resistance of the active personality. Again "I think he
but, if that is the case, what happens to
is quite right
the personality and all its unique, precious, delicate,
fugitive, incommunicable self-hood, that we were rescuing
from the brutal stable world in the first passage ? Surely
individual conthe essence of a personality, or of an
And how can it
sciousness,’ is that it should be stable.
be stable if its resistances are overcome, and if it is sent
to sleep ? If it is reduced to ' a condition of perfect
to it it
docility,’ in which anything that is ‘ suggested
accommodates, in which it sympathizes ecstatically with
^that may or may not be very agreeable
its dear hypnotist
but we certainly cannot claim, except with our
for it
tongue in our cheek, that, if we are the hypnotist, we are
liberating it from oppression, or that we are enhancing its
’

;

—

‘

’

’

—

;

‘

individuality.’

Yet throughout the world, since men first put in their
appearance, there is no doubt at all that there have always
been people who got the better of others less astute than
themselves by offering to free them, and to enhance to a
tremendous and unexampled extent their personality.
The papers are always crowded with advertisements of
individuals (w’-hose photographs reveal them as men of the
type of Napoleon, Rasputin, Mesmer or Mussolini) who
promise to make hundred-per-cent, business-magnates of
you in three months, by letter or otherwise. The greek
sophists guaranteed to teach a young man the art of statecraft in a fairly short time, and fit him for the highest
There is no harm at all in any of those
offices of the state.
things, as a fool and his money are soon parted, also a fool
and his freedom ; and it would be a very foblish thing to
waste a moment in attempting to keep money in a fool’s
pocket when it wants to fly out and jump into the po^kef*
of some cleverer man with an empty pocket (even the
feelings of a farthing, in such a case, must be considered),
or to attempt to maintain in freedom a person who does
not even understand what freedom means, nor ever will.
Yet, in the world of ideas, and when we are attempting to
hold the battered truth a little upright and to some extent
in position, we are bound to point out the nature of these
frauds.

—

!
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These passages have, I think, enabled me to give you
a sidehght on the particular system of intellectual fraud
practised by Bergson. It throws a fresh light also upon
the notions we have been scimtinizing elsewhere. And the
reader who has followed me so far will not fail to have seen
in all that I have quoted of this collection of opinions (it
is M. Bremond’s method to compose his case in that way,
and it is an extremely illuminating one), a perfect confirmation of what I have said so far on the nature of these
Bergson has the place of honour (as
particular theories.
he should have more explicitly wdth Whitehead and
an extreme doctrine of sensation is adumAlexander)
brated, one avowedly ‘ mystical,’ and to a fanatical degree
hostile to all the works of the intellect
^to what Whitehead would call the spatializing instincts of the natural
man. The first and most famous protagonist of those
attitudes in philosophy was Bergson, and in all that M.
Bremond says there is nothing that has not already long
ago been formulated by him.
The opposition that M. Bremond’s campaign met with
was very various, it appears ; from the doctrinaire rationalism of his traditional opponent, M. Souday, to the timid
:

’

‘

‘

—

’

which he gives an amusing sample, of a parish
resumes his impressions of the non-professional

objections, of
priest.

He

objections as follows

:

It is always the same old scandal : people think that we
are sacrificing the clear precisions of Reason to the cloudy
lights of instinct, and that under the name of ‘ poesie pure,’
we wish to glorify the pathetic, the vague, the obscure, the
sub-rational,
the obscene chaos ’ where our human consciousness desperately battled prior to the Fiat luj^ of the
‘

Understanding.

he
This suggestion M. Bremond repudiates. No
^claims A thousand times No I But I do not think that
any one of much intelligence would believe him. I think
it is evident that that is precisely what he and his associates
are about. His is a religious^ and not an artistic^ intelligence. I am not suggesting, of course, that he is a rogue,
but merely a religionist.

—

:

He is a kind of ‘ illumine ’ (as he says he is suspected of
being) ; and his object is to convert the world to the
doctrine of an ardent mysticism. And why not ? But
N

;
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the loudest No ! in the world will not, I am afraid, confute
the soft impeachment. He is far more interested in
pure
mysticism, to say the least of it, than he is in poeUy
or otherwise. And that seems to me what is the trouble
namely,
with him, as with so many other propagandists
that he is a religionist, masquerading as an artist or critic
of art, or a philosopher. He is, in short, exploiting the
artistic consciousness and the methods of the artist, Just
as Whitehead is doing ; neither of them at all in the
Bremond addresses his
interests of art or of the artist.
attention to art in the interests of religious mysticism
Whitehead in the interests of a scientific theory. But what
is wanting in that scientific theory, as pure science, that
What is
it needs the support of art, all of a sudden ?
wanting in the world of the mystic of dogmatic religion we
know. He is in very low water indeed. The artist might
have anticipated his visit ; but the polite attentions of
the man-of-science is more surprising.
M. Bremond does not favour science ; but he is far less
preoccupied with science than you would expect. Perhaps
he has met the man-of-science in their respective calls
upon the artist so often now, that he has taken his
measure ; he has realized that science is no longer quite
what it used to be, or at least that it is going out more, is
less farouche and becoming civilized, and so is less to be
Science, when it has done its worst, he says
feared.
the poetic experience
confidently, will leave about
a fringe of the ineffable, un rien de je ne sais quoi ... a
bridge between the infinite and us, between science and
Whatever instruments of precision it may invent
poetry.’
to record the pressures of the poetic afflatus, it will never

—

’

'

;

—

—

‘

.

be a match for

.

.

the ineffable.

The word ineffable occurs on nearly every page of his
book nearly all his correspondents avail themselves of it.
;

And

indeed everywhere the language in which he expusesses
himself is of an unfortunately hyperbolic order, and should
be more than sufficient to put anybody on their guard
against views that require to shroud themselves in such
verbal mists unless of a very emotional nature indeed,
and possessed of a great craving for ecstatic expansions.
If of the latter order, Bremond will be your man, or one of

—

them.
*

To-day,’ exclaims

M. Bremond,

‘

we no

longer say

i

in
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a poem there are vivid pictures, sublime thoughts or
emotions, there is this and there is that, and then, after
say : this is first of all and
that, there is the ineffable.
above all, the ineffable intimately united, in addition, to
this and to that.’
Of course, it is to be hoped that everybody will not say,
ever, when they wish to express themselves about a work
’
and then some little time
of art, that ‘ It is ineffable !
having elapsed, ‘ It is a plate of apples,’ or it is, ‘ The rape
of the Sabine women,’ or it is ‘ About a work-girl in New
York.’ It goes without saying, surely, that everything is
‘ inexpressible,’
hot only works of art ^that, indeed, M.
Bremond’s book, that the man who printed M. Bremond’s
book, that the postmen who carried and the sorters that
sorted the correspondence that went to its making, that
the academic robe of M. Br^mond and the episcopal robe
of the Archbishop of Aix, in whose company he met the
Professor, bearer of the encyclical, which the quaint fellow
placed to his lips like a trumpet ; that the bocks consumed
by M. Souday and the ink expended by M. Souza that
They are no more
all these things are inexpressible.
explicable in clear and precise terms than is the charm of
Poussin or of Delacroix. All that he says, however, and
he says a great deal, in spite of its unutterability, is a
truism only, in particularly incontinent, florid and nebulous
language.
One thing that it is interesting to note is M. Bremond’s
attitude to the painter or sculptor. He is delighted with
many of them, in their r 61e of correspondent,’ and always
All you have to do, if you are a
for the same reason.
painter or sculptor, and wish to please M. Bremond,
is to describe your work in musical terminology.
He
will at once hail you as a brother, and announce you
to his public as an artist of the greatest value and discerranent.
You need have no hesitation ; any musical
term will do ; it cannot fail of its iimnediate effect ; for
M. Bremond’s is a machine that can be thoroughly relied

—

We

—

—

—

‘

'

upon.

Thus a painter writes to him from the country about
art

’

;

he

is

‘

his

—for this painter uses

quoted at great length

the word ‘ cadences to express the secret of his activities.
^what a fortunate phrase ! But
Cadences plastiques
there is something engaging about M. Bremond, he is so
’

‘

’

—

—
;;
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‘
There is reason to congratulate him (the
easily pleased.
painter) for not having explained to us what he meant by
his “ cadences.” It is quite enough for us that this musical
term is perfect for the mutual elucidation of time and
space. It is all the more expressive because it is not given
any precision, so that you can apply it to all the various
That is also a perfect bremondvalues of the composition.’

He congratulates the painter upon not being clear.
What he has said is all the more expressive because it is
not given any precision.’ That painter evidently knew the
way to M. Bremond’s mystical heart he brought nothing
ism.

‘

;

‘

clear

’

or

‘

precise

’

with him, at any rate

;

a great recom-

mendation.
If M. Bremond shows a tendency to wish to improve
on the dictum of Walter Pater that all art seeks to
to take away from
approximate to that of music
music what Pater bestowed on it, and hand it to religion
(‘ la priere ’), nevertheless there is no question, at least,
which of the arts, religion apart, he prefers.
It is now that the danger of misunderstanding, and of
appearing to go counter to my general argument (to which
‘

’

—

I referred at the beginning of this chapter), will transpire
in what I next have to say.
What M. Br6mond is assailing is the extreme rationalist

His principal
opponent is M. Souday, with whose work I am unacquainted
but whom I suppose to be, from what is said, an extreme
supporter of the sovereignty of Reason in artistic expression,
though it is quite possible that M. Bremond misrepresents
In such a discussion, then, I
his opponent’s position.
should, if anything, be compelled to range myself on the
side of M. Bremond, much as I should dislike to do
I think that all'M. Bremond
anything of the sort.
and M. Souza substantially say about the nature of
artistic expression is true.
I am in complete agreement
with their position. What I am not in agreement with
is their way of expressing themselves ; I do not share
what seem to be their motives for adopting it ; I do not
agree that religious mysticism ensues from it
I do not
agree that plastic art can be reduced to terms of music
and a great deal of their interpretation, by the way, appears
to me to be entirely and deliberately false. And yet if
different people were professing these opinions, I should
attitude where artistic expression is concerned.

;

—

—
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not have to put in these qualifications ; they would,
according to my view, be holding true opinions where
‘
the mattei of the spiritual character of artistic creation
concerned.
is
To begin with, M. Bremond distinguishes between formal
music and the music of words, I think very justly. The
assertion of M. Valery that a poet is simply a sort of
musician appears untrue to me. M. Bremond contrasts
’

"

two

lines

’

:

1.

2.

Nicole, apportez-moi mes pantoufies.
Mais ou sont les neiges d’antan ?

And from what he says elsewhere the implication in this
contrast is that, as vowel music, one is much the same as
the other. Indeed,
Dictes moy ou, nVn quel pays,
Est Flora la belle Romaine ?
is

much the same,
Dis

!

the rhythm aside, as

Gaston, oh as-tu mis

plumes de ta grand-mere

les

The upshot of this observation would

?

be, I suppose, that

word-music goes, there is only time or rhythm
that it is of necessity all a matter of that in language. So
in a sense it would be the ideal form for the musical sensiorder ; if only the words
bility of the specifically ‘ time
would not insist on meaning something. It is that that
drives such poets as Pound into pure music. After a time
they can stand it no longer, and abandon language in
as far as

;

’

disgust.

But those

are, of course,

M. Bremond.

What he

not the conclusions drawn by
anxious to demonstrate is

is

something different.
IS all poetry is verbal music ... all verbal music is
not poetry,’ he says (and that has just been demonstrated
above).
Fix, then,’ he goes on to say, if you can, the
exact, and exclusively musical, nuance, by virtue of which,
of these two musics, one alone and sometimes the least
harmonious of the two, is poetry,^ Or again :
“

‘

‘

—

There is no poetry without a certain verbal music, but of
such a special order that perhaps it would be better to caU it
by some other name ; and as soon as that music ’ strikes
‘
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upon an ear, so constituted as to understand it, there is poetry.
But we must add at once that anything so feeble a handful
of sonorous vibrations, a little air beaten upon could not be
the capital factor, still less the unique one, of an experience
where the most intimate reaches of our soul are involved.
Jingling rhymes, flux and reflux of alliterations, cadences by
turns foreseen and dissonant none of these pretty sounds
reach the deep zone of the creative ferment, where one is
conscious of nothing, with the Pericles of Shakespeare, but

—

—

—

the music of the spheres.
I will state very briefly my own belief as to the true
character of artistic creation. The production of a work
Indeed,
of art is, I believe, strictly the work of a visionary.
this seems so evident that it scarcely needs pointing out.
Shakespeare, writing his King Lear, was evidently in some
sort of a trance ; for the production of such a work of art
an entranced condition seems as essential as it was for
Blake when he conversed with the Man who Built the
Pyramids. To create King Lear^ or to believe that you
have held communion with some historic personage ^those
are much the same thing. The traditional romantic
epithet for the poet and as M. Bremond says, all creators
are equally poets ^namely, ‘ dreamer
(which subsequently became a term of belittlement or contempt on the
lips of the romanticist for positive knowledge or the sciencesnob), accurately describes all creative artists ; though, of
course, it need not apply, indeed could hardly do so, to
the great number of practitioners of art who do not possess
the essential qualifications of the artist.
If you say that creative art is a spell, a talisman, an
incantation that it is magic^ in short, there, too, I believe
you would be correctly describing it.
That the artist
uses and manipulates a supernatural power seems very

—

—
—

’

—

likely.

The poet or philosopher in the non-religious greek states
occupied, we are told, much the same position as the priest
or witch-doctor or magician in a more religious or supercommunity. It was for that reason that a poet
or philosopher was held responsible for his slightest or
most casual utterance in the way that he was. He was
recognized as the custodian of the spiritual consciousness
of the race. The productions of art assumed somewhat
the rSie of sacred books.
stitious

*
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It is the appreciation of this magical quality in artistic
expression -a recognition that the artist is tapping the
supernatural sources and potentialities of our existence
that composes a good deal the attitude towards him and
his creation that so often comes to light, and at some
periods in a manner so unfavourable for his function. The
artist is definitely, for the fanatical religionist, fabricating
graven images, or tampering, in a secular manner, with
sacred powers. The sort of material that Pirandello makes
such a liberal use of in his plays, reduces itself to an
expression of this consciousness
namely, the sort that
realizes that Don Quixote or the Widow Wadman is as
real:, to put it no higher than that, as most people ostensibly
alive and walking the earth to-day.
So the only dispute I am concerned to engage in with
such critics as M. Bremond is such as is suggested by the
question : All that being admitted as fact, where do you
propose that that should lead us ?
For me art is the civilized substitute for magic ; as philosophy is what, on a higher or more complex plane, takes
the place of religion. By means of ai% I believe Professor
Whitehead and M. Bremond wish to lead us down and
back to the plane of magic, or of mystical, specifically
And though the artist is certainly
religious, experience.
not devoid of religious emotion, it is exercised personally,
and he is in temper the opposite of the religionas it were
The man-of-science is another sort of transformed
ist.
magician. He, too, is opposite in temper to the religionist.
The truly scientific mind which Professor Whitehead, it
is evident, does not possess, any more than he possesses,
is as ‘ detached,’ as we say, as is
it is plain, the artistic
the artisfc-mind.
From this point of view the true man-of-science and the
artist are much more in the same boat than is generally
understood. The sort of time that would produce a great
flowering of art would be apt to produce similar ferments in
But the mixing of them up a la Whitehead can
science.
only have one motive : to retransform both of them into
the primitive magician from which they both equally
spring, or rather to retransform their chosen material into

—

—

:

;

—

—

simple magic.
This, I
requires, I

am afraid, is a very imperfect statement, and
am quite aware, considerable amplification. It
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however, all I can give for the moment. If I attempted
a more detailed statement in this place, every further step
would involve us in farther elucidations, and I should risk
extending this part of my argument at the expense of
what I have to say elsewhere, and which at the moment is
of more importance.
is,

CHAPTER V

ROMANTIC ART CALLED IN TO ASSIST IN
THE DESTRUCTION OF ^MATERIALISM’
volutionism,

in one form or another, is the preIt dominates our polities,
vailing creed of our time.
our literature, and not least our philosophy. Ni etzsche,
Pr agmatism^ Beigspn, are phases in its philosophic de^opment, and their popularity far beyond the circles of professional
philosophers shows its consonance with the spirit of the age.

E

So wrote Mr. Bertrand Rus sell in 1914

{Otir

Knowledge

WorWyT^B^

proceeds to analyse, in an
unfavourable sense, evolutionism. He describes first the
darwinian biologic revolution and the similar effects produced by the theories of Laplace.
of the External

difference between man and the lower animals, which
our human sense appears enormous, was shown (by
darwinism) to be a gradual achievement.
.
The sun and
planets had already been shown by Lapla ce to be very
probably derived from a primitive more or less undifferentiated nebula. Thus the old fixed landmarks became wavering
and indistinct, and ail sharp outlines were blurred. Things
and species lost their boundaries, and no one could say where
they began or where they ended.

The

to

.

Bergson

is,

.

he recognizes, the most typical, as he

is

the

mosOenowired and influential, evolutionist,* philosopher
and Bergson he will not have at any price,
‘

:

M. Bergson’s form of finalism (he says) depends upon his
conception cf life. Life, in his philosop%, is a continuous
stream, in which all divisions are artificial and unreal.
^Separate things, beginnings and endings, are mere convenient
^'fictions ;
there is only smooth, unbroken transition. The
beliefs of to-day may count as true to-day, if they carry us
along the stream ; but to-morrow they will be false, and must
be replaced by new beliefs to meet the new situation.

We shall have occasion, later on, to show how this account
of bergsonian

truth’ equally describes the doctrine of

However, here we find Mr. Russell describing Bergson as the perfect priest of the Zeitgeist
Alexander,

201
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—

as of course that gentleman is, or was and he finds that,
as regards Ms general doctrine, ^ the motives and interests
which inspire it are so exclusively practical; and the
problems %vith which it deals are so special, that it can
hardly be regarded as really touching any of the questions
that to my mind constitute genuine philosophy.’
Finally, although ^ it will be admitted that the reconstruction (of physical conceptions of space and time and
matter) must take more account of change and the
universal flux than is done in the older mechanics,’ nevertheless Mr. Russell does not think that ‘ the reconstruction
required is on Bergsonian lines, nor do I think that his
rejection of logic can be anything but harmful.’ That there
should be no fixed landmarks ; that all should become
‘
wavering and indistinct ’ ; that all ‘ sharp outlines
should be ‘ blurred,’ all
things and species ’ lose their
boundaries,’ was not Mr. Russell’s idea of what should
happen, or in any case not on the lines of bergsonian timephilosophy ^to all of which it is more than ever to-day
easy to assent. But Mr. Russell has meantime abandoned
that view of the matter (only, rather unreasonably, retaining his hostility to Bergson).
But at the time these papers were written Mr. Russell was
already far over the lines of his own philosophic convictions,
at the heels of theories that were (though it is evident
from what he said, he was not aware of this) similar to the
evolutionist theories which we here find him attacking.
’

’

‘

—

‘

’

I have been made aware of the importance of this problem
by my friend and collaborator, Dr. Whitehead, to whom are
due almost all the differences between the views advocated
here and those suggested in The Problems of Philosophy. I
owe to him the definition of points, the suggestion for the
treatment of instants and ‘ things,’ and the whole conception

of the world of physics as a construction^ etc.

So Dr. Whitehead woke him from his dogmatic slumber
but when first awoken he evidently did not for some time
realize quite where he was.
When he is describing brad leyan idealism he says, for instance
The universe, it tells
lisTxs in ^orgajn^ unity,” like an animal, or a perfect work
This doctrin e he flouts,: but oddly enough, Dr.
Whitehead although apparently he was at the time not
conscious of the fact—was telling him just the same thing.
:

—

'
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this it means,’
the different parts
'

he goes on,

‘
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roughly speaking, that

all

together and co-operate, and are
what they are because of their place in the whole
every
part of the universe is a microcosm, a miniature reflection
of the whole.’
That certainly seems to describe Whitehead’s doctrine
of ^ organic mechanism.’
Take at random such a passage
from Science and the Modern World as the following :
fit

.

.

.

The concrete enduring entities are organisms, so that the plan
of the whole influences the very characters of the various
subordinate organisms which enter into it. In the case of
an animal, the mental states enter into the plan of the
total organism and thus modify the plans of the successive
subordinate organisms, until the ultimate smallest organisms,
such as electrons, are reached, etc.
In what Whitehead calls ‘ prehension,’ and in his
particular variety of the doctrine of ‘ perspectives,’ you get
it still more clearly : in the passage I will now' quote you
have the underlying pantheism explicitly indicated as well.
(He is discussing the fourth dialogue of Berkeley’s Alciphron,
in which the speakers are disputing about the respective
reality of a castle as seen several miles away (the " little round
object that then is seen) and the castle when you are in it or
at it.) Also a cloud and a planet come into the illustration.
’

The things which are grasped into a realized unity, here and
now, are not the castle, the cloud and the planet, simply in
themselves but they are the castle, the cloud and the planet,
from the standpoint, in space and time, of the prehensive unification. In other words, it is the perspective of the castle over
there from the standpoint of the unification here. It is, therefore, aspects of the castle, the cloud and the planet w'hich are
grasped into unity, here. You wiU remember that the idea
of perspectives is quite familiar in philosophy. It was introduced by Leibniz, in the notion of his monads mirroring
:

perspectives of the universe. I am using the same notion,
only I am toning down his monads into the unified events
In some ways, there is a greater analogy
in space or time.
’
with Spinoza’s modes ; that is why I use the term ‘ mode
and modal.’ In the analogy with Spinoza, his one substance
is for me the one underlying activity of realization, individualizing itself in an interlocked plurality of modes (p. 102).
""

is
If " Evolution is the prevailing creed of our time
exact for 1914, it could certainly be said that " Time is the
’
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prevailing creed of our time ’ is still more closely true for
1927 . And if Bergson stood, in philosophy, for ' Evolutionism/ he stood, .and still stands, even more conspicuously for Time, Relativity Theory is of course also
Mr. J. W.
strictly a time-tkeory in the most general sense.
Dunne, the well-known inventor, who is one of the most
amusing of the time-romancers (following in the footsteps

of Hinton, like Ousspensky and other highly picturesque
fancy-thinkers), describes Relativity Theory in the following off-hand manner : ‘ Relativity is a particular theory
grafted on the general theory of time-dimensional universes.
Consequently, its survival or demise cannot affect the
This certainly does not
validity of that general theory.’
misrepresent it as regards its class, though it no doubt
underrates its importance. Its interest for us here is, as
preface, confined to its effects, as
was announced in
observable in philosophical doctrine. As such it can be
regarded certainly as a particular doctrine, of great mathe-

my

matical prestige, belonging to the well-defined class of
Its peculiar
doctrines of time-dimensional universes.
insistence upon personal time-systems is obviously of
considerable moment in the metaphysical doctrines that
it influences.

I will now turn to Whitehead again, with the object of
answering more closely still the objection that my essay
has already had to meet : namely, that the machinery of
the physicist is one thing, and the predilection of the artist
for concrete objects is another, and that in my criticism it
is only that predilection that is at stake.
As a matter of
fact. Dr. Whitehead himself would be the last person, I
suppose, to advance such an objection, since he has been
at the greatest pains to reinstate scientifically, as it were,
the art-object, as we call it, in place of the scientific object.’
It is indeed his determination at all costs to effect this reunion that is so much objected to here, and it is that that
has made me single his particular doctrine out for criticism.
I will arrange a few quotations from his recent book.
Science and the Modern World, in such a way as to make
what I mean quite clear, I hope. He is all for the poets
and the artists, Dr. Whitehead : and in this first passage
he is showing how right they were ‘ organic ’-minded as
of necessity such people must be ^to reject the picture of
the universe presented them by ^ materialist science.
‘

—

—

’
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Nature is a dull affair, soundless, scentless, colourless;
merely the hurrying of material, endlessly, meaninglessly.
However you disguise it, this is the practical outcome of
the characteristic scientific philosophy which closed the
seventeenth century.
In the first place you must note its astounding efficiency
as a system of concepts for the organization of scientific
research.
In this respect, it is fully worthy of the genius of
the century which produced it. It has held its own as the

—

guiding principle of scientific studies ever since. It is still
reigning.
Every university in the world organizes itself in
accordance with it. No alternative system of organizing the
pursuit of scientific truth has been suggested.

merely reigning, but

—

it is

without a

It is

not

rival.

And yet ^it is quite unbelievable. This conception of the
universe is surely framed in terms of high abstractions, and
the paradox only arises because we have mistaken our
abstractions for concrete realities.
Indeed, that is the only case in which it could, or rather
ever should, arise. But all this passage sounds to me
strangely confused
for who has mistaken, or mistook, the
very practical and useful abstractions of Science for
‘
or for truth, who that any but such
concrete reality
as our time-men would approve of or admire ?
The
‘materialist,’ at whom Dr. Whitehead’s shafts are directed ?
But the naif materialist is discredited long ago (and a far
more insidious type of materialist has taken his place, as
it is time we recognized, without wasting our energy in
beating that dead donkey, the ‘ materialist,’ pure, simple
and unadorned). Nature, ‘the dull affair’ of natural
:

’

soundless, scentless, colourless,’ was never the
and if he romanticbusiness of the artist or the poet at all
ally went over into it, and spoiled a good picture or
a good poenr, by his misguided enthusiasm, that was his
own fault. Science was always purely the affair of the
man-of-science (poor devil! Dr. Whitehead would say,
His ‘ astounding efficiency ’ is witnessed on
no doubt).
cause is there to wonder, therefore,
What
all hands.
that science has ‘held its own,’ and to marvel at the
honoured place reserved for it in places of high instruction ?
The picture that it gives of the world is philosophically
‘
meaningless,’ as Dr. Whitehead says, and is exceedingly
‘
It is not ‘ artistic.’
dull ’ and drab from one point of view.
But surely, as science^ and in its own province, ‘ the better
science,

‘

—

—

:
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the xincouther.’ One cannot resist the belief that there is
some extraordinary fallacy beneath all this discourse of his.
And, if you consider what the author of Science and the
Modern World is sa>dng to you for a moment, the fallacy
It is he. Dr. Whiteis not, I think, difficult to discover.
‘
dull,’
meaningless
head, who has believed in this
And now, with a gesture
picture, quite naively, no doubt.
of enfranchisement and discovery, he announces that it is
" quite unbelievable.’
But of course it is unbelievable. It
But, from certain aspects,
alwa5^s has been unbelievable.
and if kept in its own province, it can be extremely useful.
So why not let its ‘ dullness and evident unreality alone,
and allow it to go on doing its work ?
But the mathematician to-day will have his art. The
aesthetic factor that does play a considerable part undoubtedly in mathematics, as the theories the mathematician builds up become more and more faery-like and
fantastic, asserts itself, and seeks to transform also
the neighbouring more prosaic provinces of Science to its
emotional nature. So much is comprehensible. But still
the way it takes Dr. Whitehead appears particularly unreasonable. Einstein, for instance, is not a proselytizing
he even has rather the affectation, if anything, of
artist
being quite prosaic ^the ‘ simple physicist.’ That is one
of the things that, apart from his brilliant abilities, particularly recommends him.
Here is a second quotation from Whitehead, (He is
still agreeing with the poet and the artist about Science
and he is using the poets of the Romantic Revival in
‘

’

’

—

:

England

for his special purposes).

Now the poet, so sympathetic with science, so absorbed in its
can simply make nothing of secondary qualities which
are fundamental to its concepts. For Shelley nature retains
its beauty and its colour.
Shelley’s nature is in its essence a
nature of organisms, functioning with the full content of our
perceptual experience.

ideas,

He next quotes some lines from the poem
Blanc,’ beginning

Then he continues

‘

The

entitled ^ Mont
everlasting universe of Things/

:

Shelley has written these lines with explicit reference to some
form of idealism, kantian or berkeleyan or platonic. But
however you construe him, he is here an emphatic witness

—
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to a prehensive unification as constituting the very being of
nature. Berkeley, Wordsworth, Shelley are representati%’'e
of the intuitive refusal seriously to accept the abstract
materialishi of science.

Indeed he truly is describing Berkeley there, in one
sense
but Berkeley was not an organic theorist, and
the objective nature of Berkeley was much more the
nature of common-sense ’ than is that of Whitehead. But
what poet ever ‘ seriously accepted the abstract materialism
of science ? So all this arraying of the poets against the
often very useful, and very brilliantly endowed, man-of""

:

’

‘

’

seems Much ado about nothing. Also it is not
calculated to benefit on the one side the poet, or on the
other the man-of-science, very much. Very much the
contrary, I am quite convinced.
science,

—

The more you read Whitehead especially in this phase
of his writing the more convinced you become that he is
that ‘ materialist ’ who ^ believed ’ in that ' dull ’ world of
scientific fact : that is why he is so excited at present.
He finds the Ode to the West Wind ’ a refreshing subject
it puts new life into him
after, say, ‘ extensive abstraction.’
But even then Shelley as ^ an emphatic witness to
a prehensive unification is hardly the Shelley we all know
He now (you will find this passage on page 126) tells us
what he considers philosophy should be :

—

—

—

’

!

I hold that pliilosophy is the critic of abstractions.
Its
function is the double one, first of harmonizing them by
assigning to them their right relative status as abstractions,
and secondly of completing them by direct comparison with
more concrete intuitions of the universe, and thereby promoting the formation of more complete schemes of thought.
It is in respect to this comparison that the testimoiry of great
poets is of such importance. Their revival is evidence that
they express deep intuitions of mankind penetrating into
what is universal in concrete fact. Philosophy is not one
among the sciences with its own little scheme of abstractions
which it works away at perfecting and improving. It is the
survey of sciences, with the special object of their harmony,
and of their completion. It brings to this task not only the
evidence of the separate sciences, but also its own appeal to
concrete ex]^erience. It confronts the sciences mth concrete
fact.
The literature of the nineteenth century, especially the
English poetic literature, is a witness to the discord between
the aesthetic intuitions of mankind and the mechanism of
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science. . . Both Shelley and Wordsworth emphatically bear
witness that nature cannot be divorced from its aesthetic
values ; and that these values arise from the cumulation, in
some sense, of the brooding presence of the whole on to its
various parts.

And what they
Again, the same ‘ emphatic witnesses
witness is that ‘ nature must be taken fully clothed in all
them.
it ‘ cannot be divorced from
its aesthetic values
The answer to that is, of course, that it not only can be,
but must be so divorced, for the purposes of science : and
that that part that is cut off by science for its especial
purposes has to be left out by the poet, for his business.
But in this last passage it is mainly the definition of
philosophy that should occupy us. It is, we are told, the
'
Further, it is the completer of
critic of abstractions.’
Its business is to
abstractions ^their tailor, as it were.
dress them in the appropriate material of ‘ concrete intuitions,’ and with the aesthetic stuff of the nature poet,
or of the naturalistic artist. Its business is to mediate
between the abstract ‘ dull ’ and ^ meaningless
world
of science, and the rich, qualitied and significant world of
poetry and art. But this latter world is also that of
"
common-sense.’ So we see how Dr. Whitehead states^ at
least, the nature of his function.
I will recall the main objective of this chapter.
We
have seen that the external world can be looked at very
variously, and that the same object, under the eye of
science or under the microscope, and beneath the human
eye, or, alternatively, in the mind of the camera, or of the
mathematician, or of ‘ common-sense,’ will be a very
different object.
These ‘ objects for convenience could
be arranged in a row. At one extremity would be the
scientific object,’ or the ‘ physical object
at the other
would be the ‘art object,’ or the object of ‘common-sense.’
And there are also a quantity of hybrids ; and each distinct
occupation, almost, has its especial object.’ You could
make a long museum gallery of them.
These objects are not all equally ‘ real or ‘ true,’ it is
our belief. But in consequence of that, such is the peculiar
conclusion advanced here, there is nothing to be gained by
mixing them all up together. That is, however, Dr.
Whitehead’s intention. If one is more real than the other,
then let us mix the less real (which he seems to believe is
’

!

’

’

:

—

—

—

’

’

’

?.

‘

’

—

—
:

ROl^IANTIC
the
"

"

scientific object

scientific object
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’

in the sense of the unreformedj naif.

he says, with the more real.

This will be
other things : and in the
interests of what he calls togetherness/ this must be done.
The way this is brought about is by handing back the
secondary (or as Alexander calls them, the ' tertiary ')
qualities to nature : by robbing the mind of all the
privileges bestowed upon it by the ‘ century of genius/ the
seventeenth century ^the great scientific century : and
by creating a mixed nature, which exhibits none of the
vigour or specific virtues of the purer duality from which
We are told on all hands (by Whitehead, Alexit comes.
ander, Russell and they were told by James) that the
fundamental stuff of the world is neither ‘ physical nor
‘
mental,’ but is a neutral stuff. That is information,
merely as it is conveyed to us of interest, to the naturally
inquisitive, that is all.
We are not invited, exactly, to
return to the more differentiated condition inferred for the
benefit of our curiosity.
We are told we come from it.
But behold, as the discussion and exposition go on, we
gradually become conscious of the fact that -we are being
invited at least as far as our vision of the world is concerned ^to return to it. We are asked, there is no doubt
about it, to conceive of ourselves as neutral or neuter. It
is definitely our segregations that are to be broken up, our
The paradigmatic ‘ objects
barriers to be broken down.
that are held up to us, as our mirrors or as pictures of our
reality, are of that mixed, fluid and neutral character ; so
that, if we survey them long enough, and accept them as
an ultimate as a metaphysical, as well as a scientific
truth, they will induce us, too, to liquefy and disentegrate,
and to return to a more primitive condition. The word
primitive is still the key to all these movements wiiich in
every case lead to some form of primitivism.
So of his romantic, pantheistic, poets Whitehead says
‘
Thus we gain from the poets the doctrine that a philosophy
of nature must concern itself at least with these five
change, value, eternal objects, endurance,
notions :
And the greatest of these is interfusion.
interfusion.’
But really these five notions are the same, except for the
‘
eternal objects/ which are too abstract to matter. Let
us take them one by one. (1) Change is the melting of
one thing into another—' interfusion,’ that is. (2) Value

more

fair to

the

’

),

less real,

among

—

—

’

—

——

’

—

o
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is

emotion, again not at

interfusion, that

all

a concrete thing

;

a factor of

(3) Eternal objects are, as Dr. Whitethem, " elusive.’ Or they Miaunt the
is.

head describes
change which infects organisms.’ In other words, they are
phantoms. (4) Endurance is the sort of stability that you
get out of a thing that is ahvays visualized as melting into
another thing, or being brooded upon by a creative,’ henlike, evolutionist Whole, a Whole that according to Alexander is always brooding and brooding, but to no intelligible
end. (5) The fifth is Interfusion^ and there w’^e have all the
‘

rest in one.

Dr. Whitehead’s philosophy is the regular orthodox one
of to-da}" that of Change and Time. Under these circumstances it is not to be wondered at that it is change and
interfusion that he stresses, as he says that Shelley does.

—

Shelley thinks of nature as changing, dissolving, transforming
were at a fairy’s touch. ... In his poem ‘ The Cloud ’ it is
the transformation of water which excites his imagination.
The subject of the poem is the endless, eternal, elusive change
of things. . . . This is one aspect of nature, its elusive change
a change not merely to be expressed by locomotion, but a
change of inward character. This is where Shelley places
his emphasis.
as it

And that is, of course, where Whitehead and all the school
to which he belongs place their emphasis. It is a much
more exasperated, mercurial form of the flux of Heraclitus.
This is one aspect of nature, says Whitehead. There is
another, namely its opposite. Wordsworth, ’we are told,
because he was born upon a hill, saw the other aspect of
nature. He is the poet of endurance.
And Spengler tells
us that all Greeks, w^hether born on a hill or elsewhere,
always had the misfortune to see that side of the medal
the enduring and concrete as opposed to the changing.
And Alexander, in the passage I began this part of my
essay with, also heaved a patronizing sigh over the limitation of the Hellene. Even Plato was only a Greek
just
as, for the White overlord, Buddha was once only a nigger^
in fact.

Both Whitehead and Shelley then, we are to assume, are
looking at the same ‘ nature,’ Shelley put all his emphasis
(alt the emphasis of an ‘ emphatic witness ’) upon change.
And surely no one will dispute that Dr. Whitehead, and

—
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the whole school to wiiich he belongs, do the same ?
Whether the reason is that they w^ere all born amongst a
luxuriant tropical io^v-lying vegetation, I do not Imow.
Perhaps the first of the school was
and all the rest
whether so favoured by birth or not ^just followed suit.
My argument, then, is this. Upon his own showing, the
picture of the w'orld that Dr. Whitehead is offering us is
an ‘ artistic one it is one that is to include all the richness, intuitional concreteness, of nature : and presumably
if such a slight cause as being born upon a (quite small)
hill can influence a man to stress one aspect rather than
another, so that he gives us an opposite w^orld-picturc to
his friend in the fen, then surely mightier forces (such as
are psychologically imposing themselves upon this time)
:

—

’

:

can result even more effectively in his stressing or emphasThis is,
izing one aspect rather than another of reality.
in fact, what Dr. Whitehead does, I think it is evident.
And the object of his attention is the same object as that
with wdiich the artist or the poet deals. Hence I do not
think it can be said that the artist is guilty of an impertinence in intervening at this point in the proceedings, and
offering some criticism of that school w^hich is so exultantly
stressing one aspect of nature, and modifying everybody’s
view of the external wrorld on a pattern of change and time
especially as no one else shows the least tendency to

—

intervene.

With the

following observations I will conclude this

argument. We hear usually in these sort of
secondary qualities of colour, scent
discussions of the
and they are hustled about, first belonging
and sound
here and then belonging there. But it is they that always
stand for the immediate sensuous reality. I believe, however, that there is something else (equally, as I hold, a
thing that should belong to the mind, be considered as
"
subjective ’) even more important than colour, scent or
sound. It should always enter into the argument.
As a realist, in the most sensible acceptance of the w^ord,
and as of course we all are, whatever w^e are merely called,
what is the strongest impression you receive from the
external world, or nature? Certainly stability, I, as a
decidedly not one of change. For
realist, should say
to wait for, you have to detect it.
look,
to
have
change you
And if colour, scent and sound must be given back to and

part of

my

'

;

:

*
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draped upon the skeleton of Science, then, even more
essentially, must immobility, the fastness and deadness of
This Dr. Whitehead is
nature, be installed there too.
he is all for colour, sound
inclined to wish to leave out
and locomotion. But deadness above ail, for the fullest,
:

most concrete

‘

realism,' is essential.

the abstraction of the materialistic picture
of science that puts the movement and the fusion into it ?
that ‘ time,’ in short, that is the mind of Space, that stirs
It is certainly not our eyes that are responsible
it up ?
Sound, it is true, suggests movement generally
for it.
but vision does not. And this immobility, this deadness,
this "concreteness,’ is, as I have said, exactly what
Whitehead at all costs in his new composite, half-scienwishes to leave out
tific, half-aesthetic picture
Yet it is
actually more important for the full, significant, " concrete
reality, let me again assert, even than are sounds, colours,
Surely

it is

—

—

!

’

or odours.
If there is one thing more than another that is essential
our sheer sensation that
to provide a ' sense of reality
there is something real there before us it is the deadness, the stolid thickness and deadness, of nature.
No
"
eternal object,’ or buzzing in our ear, or whiff of perfumed
air, can give that sensation of " the real,’ so surely as that.
And it is because they know that this particular " concreteness ’ can be shown to be unreal, that these philosophers
wish it away. What is most sensationally " real ’ (as
ultimately it is, perhaps more than anything else, demonstrably unreal) is the deadness of nature, once more.
And
for any view of the world such as we are arguing for here
to be successful, that deadness is essential. It is merely
the enlightened materialism of Whitehead that makes him
so eager to banish it, and to put a nervous tic4nto the limbs
of the statue, or prove to us that all poets have been
pantheists.
’

—

—

CHAPTER VI

THE POPULAR COUNTERS, ACTION^
AND ‘LIFE^
^

or

practical purposes, 'time’ and 'motion’ are
as we find them applied in the philosophies under consideration. And all the so-called
‘
dynamical doctrines in the practical field lead to precisely the same conclusions as the central ' Time ’ doctrine
The Italian futurists with their
of the philosophers.
evangile of action, and its concomitants, speed, violence,
impressionism and sensation in all things incessant movement with the impermanence associated with that, as the
ideal of a kind of suicidal faith ^they were thorough adepts
of the Time-philosophy : and Marinetti, their prophet, was

F

all

identical,
’

—

—

—

a puf-sang bergsonian.
The fascists have the word action on their lips from
morning till night. It is their magic word, recurring in
all their speeches or incantations
violence is their god.
Fascism is merely futurism in practice. Signor Marinetti
has been f^ted at Rome officially as the precursor of
fascismo, indeed, so that connection has been publicly
established.
And Sorel a disciple of Bergson in his
Reflexions sur la violence, sings the same bergsonian song ;
only in his case it is a sanguinary one, whereas Bergson is
more detached,’ and is not so specific as to what happens
to you once you surrender yourself to the flux-god.
Bergson’s philosophy was a practical one, as Mr. Russell
long ago pointed out
and it may be interesting to quote
what he says in support of that classification. In considering the nature and direction of Bergson’s thought, he
:

—

—

‘

;

writes as follows

:

Thus we shall have philosophies of feeling inspired by the love
of happiness ; theoretical philosophies, inspired by the love
of knowledge ; and practical philosophies, inspired by the
love of action. . . , Practical philosophies . . . will be those
which regard action as the supreme good, considering happiness an effect and knowledge a mere instrument of successful
activity.
Philosophies of this type would have been common
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among Western Europeans if philosophers had been average
men as it is, they have been rare until recent times, in fact
;

their chief representatives are the pragmatists and M. Bergson.
In the rise of this type of philosophy we may see, as M.
Bergson himself does, the revolt of the modern man of action

against the authority of Greece, and more particularly of
Plato ; and we may connect it, as Dr. Schiller apparently
would, with imperialism and the motor-car. {The Philosophy
of Bergson. Bertrand Russell.)

Did this philosophy of action originate in the revolt of
the man of action, the motorist, against the authority of
the sages of antiquity and against all that immemorial life
of restraint and love of wisdom with which the exclusively
motoring and money-making habits could not come to
terms ? Was the shadow of that distant life like the
high-brow
at some smart or sporty
presence of a
philistine party ?
We are accustomed to think conventionally of these revolutions of feeling as belonging to the
man-in-the-street, or to the masses,’ and we forget that
in reality it was the vulgar mercantile class (as the inventions of science made it richer and richer) which
‘
revolted,’ their head completely turned by the sheer
material power that had been lavished on them by the
engineer and chemist. They did not want any critical,
disillusioned, eye in their popular millionaire paradise.
*
It was their vanity and insolence,
inferiority-complex
^
and class-consciousness,’ that figuratively stoned Plato,
and financed the revolt against the classical authority.
But, until the coming of Bergson, they could not have
found a philosophical intelligence sufficiently degraded to
take their money and do, philosophically, their dirty work.
The unique distinction of that personage is that he was the
first servant of the great industrial caste-nrind arriving on
the golden crest of the wave of scientific progress. But
perhaps that is unfair to Bergson, after all : the truth a,bout
him may be that he is in reality simply ^ very common
but astute intelligence naturally, and without other
inducement, on the side of such a society, instinctively
endorsing its ideals.
As to the motives underlying the thirst for action,
Mr. Russell, from whom I again will quote, writes as
’

‘

‘

—

follows

To the schoolmen, who

lived

amid wars, massacres and
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nothing appeared so delightful as safety and
In their idealizing dreams, it was safety and order
order.
that they sought.
Yo us, to whom safety and order has
become monotony, to whom the primeval savageries of nature
are so remote as to become a mere pleasing condiment to our
ordered routine, the world of dreams is very different from
what it was amid the wars of Guelf and Giiibelline. Hence
William James’s protest against what he calls the ‘block
universe of the classical tradition ; hence Nietzsche’s worship of force ; hence the verbal blood-thirstiness of many
quiet literary men. The barbaric substratum of human

pestilences,

,

.

,

^

nature, unsatisfied in action, finds an outlet in imagination.
In philosophy, as elsewhere, this tendency is visible ; and it
is this, rather than formal argument, that has thrust aside
the classical tradition for a philosoplij' which fancies itself

more

virile

and more

vital.

(Our Knowledge of the Ea:ternal

World.)

Mr. Russell, in a note, draws our attention to the fact
that it was written before August 1914. It should be
scarcely necessary to add how exceedingly out-of-date this
picture of the man-of-peace amusing himself with the
barbarisms of the savage past is to-day. It is very greatly
to Mr. Russell’s credit that he saw the true nature of those
doctrines before the War came to enlighten us all. But
even to-day, in their unfathomable conservatism, there are
still masses of people who continue to think as though the
War had never occurred, and still fall into these by now
time-honoured traps, labelled for the unwary ‘ action and
straps that are nevertheless choked with millions
life
of corpses.
But the actual source of all this half-century of propaganda of violence or of action., is, of course, the darwinian
doctrine of the struggle for existence.’ From Darwin to
Mussolini or JCurati, is a road without a break. Bergson’s
‘
creative evolution is as darwinian as was the ‘ will to
power of Nietzsche. It is Darwin’s law of animal survival
by ruthless struggle, and the accompanying pictures of
the organic shambles through which men reached worldmastery ; broadcast throughout the civilized democratic
world, it has brought in its wake all the emotional biology
and psychology that has resulted in these values, for which
fascismo is the latest political model.
The first people to whom it occurred to oppose the living
person to the image or representation into which he or she
‘

’

’

—

’

’
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projects himself or

is

projected,

and to

set these respectively

hving and dead things by the ears, were the futurists. To
the beautiful young sitter they would whispei^ or rather
shout : ‘ You are more beautiful than that silly image in
it is the rival of
oil-paint of jmurself, and you are alive
your living beauty. Rise up, huii from its intellectual,
snobbish throne, stamp upon, destroy, that dead pretence
your rival into which so much of your vitality flows.
What ? Praise the
People will praise it instead of you
dead paint above the living flesh ? (And such flesh !)
And having added many other exciting and flattering
things in the same strain, they would succeed in creating
such a bad feeling and stirring up so much animosity
betw^een the sitter and the canvas, that it was as much as
the discomforted artist could do to prevent the living
beauty from setting her heel upon the neck of her painted
counterpart (in the manner of the late Lord Leverhulme),
or indeed from fetching him one in the eye for his part in
the transaction.
None of the futurists were individually good artists.
Severini has become a good if not very original painter
Most of the others were
since, but is no longer a futurist.
killed in the War.
They were a sort of painting, carving,
propaganding ballet or circus, belonging to the milanese
showman, Marinetti. One of the tasks he set them was
to start making statues that could open and shut their
eyes, and even move their limbs and trunks about, or
;

—

!

’

wag

their heads.
The step from that to a living creature
a small one
and rivalry between the statue and the
living puppet could be guaranteed to become rapidly acute.
An immense snobbery centering around the counter life
had been built up to the bursting point when the War
began ; and at the end of four years of that few people
could have been found to exclaim any more about ‘ life
For it was then plain to the meanest
for the moment.
’
intelligence for a month or two, that what that sort of ^ life
signified was death.
All the sickly ecstasies of ilan vital
were drugs on the market. It was on the ecstatic ^ life
cry that Bergson was allowed formerly to provide the first
(continental) wave of the High-Bohemia with an appropriate philosophy, showing it plainly that it was the roof
and crown of things, and that the contemptible ^ intellect
was less than the dust beneath its chariot-wheels. Also,
is

;

‘

’

’

’
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it not the fittest^ seeing that it was composed of such
conspicuous survivors ?
By an understanding of the value of such counters as
‘
dynamism/ ‘ progress/ ' time/ the general tendency
life/
of all this movement can be grasped. Especially by finding
out how these counters can readily coalesce can you arrive
at a notion of the one head of thought that emerges, the
characteristic Time-thought.
So let us say that the life
and motion ideas are seen to meet in the mechanical
moving statue of the 1914 futurist.

was

'

’

^

’

CHAPTER

VII

UPON THE SOCIAL PLANE
AND IN PHILOSOPHY

^TIME’

N

propose to go more carefully into the
what I have called a time-mind
in contemporary literature and social life on the one
side, and the more abstract plane of philosophy and all the
In both, the
field of theoretic thought on the other.
hypostasization and glorification of the concept Time is
the central fact. As to the existence of the time-mind on
the social and literary plane, my first book was designed
to answer that question. Does it also exist upon the
philosophical plane ? Is it the same concept, only on
another plane ? Is there a close connection between the
one and the other ? Or is there no connection at all
between the concept Time of speculative thought, with
its doctrinal ascendancy, and the popular and literary
pre-occupation with Time, that of what I have called the
time-mind ? Finally, if there is some close association of
thought and feeling between the one and the other, of
what nature is it exactly, and how does it come about ?
These are the questions we now have to ask ourselves.
Reverting to the objections that were answered in the
chapter headed ‘ Spatialization and Concreteness,’ I had
perhaps better specify them a little more fully. The
criticism to which I refer has taken somewhat the following
form. My critic, if he wished to be amiable, would say :
I agree that there is a time-mind, as you call it.
I think
you have proved in your “Revolutionary Simpleton” that
such a thing as a “ time-mind ” may be said to exist. With
your cozicrete analysis I am in agreement. But the^existence of this “time-mind” has nothing whatever to do with
Einstein, Bergson, or with Whitehead or any of the philosophers you mention, who depend on Relativity. Your
association of Einstein with Miss Stein, of Swann and Stein,
of Bergson and Bloom, of Miss Loos, Charlie Chaplin and
Whitehead, is still to me meaningless. There is no connection that I can see. Such a connection, I protest, is
not proved by you, nor can it be proved.’

I

this chapter I

parallel manifestation of
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Another sort of criticism, which we can neglect, but may
just refer to in passing, is to the effect that a physical giant,
hiding his head amongst a crowd of stars, an Einstein or
a de Sitter, cannot be compared, or forced into the same
frame, without absurdity, with a jazz poetess or a circus
or cinema clown. That is a snobbery of a similar sort to
such as would lead the person possessed of it to resent your
associating such a monster as, say, a stellar universe with
a primrose or a tadpole. All I can say to that is that my
values, though exacting enough, are of a different order
from that of such quantitative pomp.
So let us now turn to the first of these two criticisms,
and try once more (and this time I hope in such a convincing
maimer as wiU leave no further room for honest criticism
on that count at least) to make clear the connection of the
time-cult as manifested upon the social plane with that
manifested upon the theoretic. I reached the particular
conclusions set forth in this book inductively. I became
aware that a great orthodoxy of thought of some sort was
in process of consummating itself. Having satisfied myself
of that and analysed its nature on the spot, and upon the
living model, I thought I would see whether a similar
orthodoxy was to be found in the theoretical field. Should
I find that that were so, I said to myself, it would be fair
to assume that the one must have something to do, at the
The result of my investigation was
least, with the other.
that I found the same unanimity rampant throughout the
contemporary theoretical field. Point for point what I
had observed on the literary, social and artistic plane was
reproduced upon the philosophic and theoretic : and with
a startling identity, the main notion or colour at the bottom
of the theoretical system (however misleading the tags and
descriptions of the various schools might be) was precisely
the same thing as what was to be observed throughout
the social and literary life of the day.
It resolved itself in both instances into a euU of Time.
There seemed no doubt, after a little examination of the
facts, that the more august of these two regions had influenced the lower and more popular one, and that the
great principle of its cult, namely Time or History, had
reproduced itself with a god-like fecundity, taking a multitude of original, hybrid, and often very grotesque forms
upon the mundane plane of popularization and fashion.

—
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mil begin

my

WSTERN

further evidence

l^IAN

upon

this initial point

with Professor Alexander in the following passage it
will be seen that he, at least, would hardly have been
:

able to make the sort of objections to my earlier statement that I have outlined above for he brackets Bergson
(and his famous principle of time or duree^ for him " the
animating principle of the universe ") with the " mathematical physicists,’ the most celebrated of whom is
Einstein ; and associates his own philosophy, that of
Space Time and Deity, with the Time-attitude implicit
in both.
:

In a famous passage Kant, speaking of our need of immortality in order to

progress, says,

‘

approximate to periect virtue in an

The

infinite

being for

whom

infinite

the condition

of time does not exist sees what for us is one endless series,
and the holiness which his command inas a whole
exorably requires is present at once in a single intellectual
perception on his part of the existence of rational beings.’ .
.
A person might well be content to be an idealist in philosophy
in order to have the right of saying these noble things.
But
all these questions arise not before but after the empirical
inquiry into the nature of Space and Time, and this inquiry
should answer them directly or indirectly in its course or in
its outcome.
At the present moment the special question of the
eosact relation of Time to Space has been forced into the front,
because Time has 7'ecently come into its full rights, in science
through the mathematical physicists, in philosophy also through
Professor Bergson, who finds in Time conceived as duree
.
.
the animating principle of the universe,
.
.
One welcome
consequence of (Bergson’s) work is that it imposes in philosophy the duty of considering, like the mathematicians in
their way, what exactly Space and Time are in their relation
to one another. {Space Time and Deity, voL i. p. 86.)
.

.

.

.

,

,

And a few
again

pages further on Professor Alexander says

:

The most important requirement for this analysis is to realize
vividly the nature of Time. ...
are, as it were, to think
ourselves into Time.
I call this taking Time seriously. Our
guides of the seventeenth century desert us here. Besides
the infinite, two things entranced their intellects. One was

We

Space or extension ; the other was Mind. But, entranced by
mind or thought, they neglected Time. Perhaps it is Professor
Bergson in our day who has been the first philosopher to take
Time seriously. {Space Time and Deity, voL i. p. 44.)

—

‘

!
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two

:

Even

i\Ir. Russell writes
The contention that time is unreal
and that the world of sense is illusory must, I think, be
regarded as based on fallacious reasoning. Nevertheless
there is some sense ... in which time is an unimportant
and superficial characteristic of reality ... a certain emancipation from slavery to time is essential to philosophical
thought. The importance of time is rather practical than
‘

:

theoretical, rather in relation to our desires than in relation
.
.
.
Both in thought and in feeling, to realize

to truth.

the unimportance of time is the gate of wisdom.’ I should
say that the importance of any particular time is rather
practical than theoretical, and that to realize the importance
of Time as such is the gate of wisdom. {Space Time and
Beity^ vol.

i.

p. 86.)

So Professor Alexander, as you will see, will not have
Mr. Russell’s hedging on the subject of such a thing as
Time. No, with such a thing as that there must be no
trifling or short measures
you must take Time seriously
None of your intellectualist airs where the great god Time
is
concerned
The unimportance of Time,’ indeed
‘
The importance of Time is rather in relation to our
desires than in relation to truth.’
Our " desires and
‘truth,’ forsooth!
as though our desires were not truths
and truth just our desires
Practical and ‘ theoretical
As though the practical w^ere not of more importance
than the theoretical, instead of vice versa, as poor little
Mr. Russell arrogantly, sentimentally but hopelessly
asserts
Some such response as this was evidently that
of the offended mind of Professor AJexander.
To take Time seriously ^that has never been done by
philosophers, and that is what we now must do. In the
two passages I have quoted above, Professor Alexander
assoaiates the mathematical physicists and Bergson as the
!

:

‘

!

’

—

‘

!

‘

’

’

!

’

!

—

—

two main sources of this new attitude
that we owe this striking advance.

to them Jointly
The seventeenth-

it is

‘
(1) Spatializers,’ entranced with
Space or extension; and (2) they had the cult of the Mind,
were entranced with Mind.’ So they are of no use to us, as
little use as Plato, where this great innovation is concerned.
We must be entranced with Time, instead of being entranced
with Space,’ or ‘ entranced with Mind.’ And if Tre would

century philosophers were
‘

‘

—

J
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be so entranced, it is no use looking for support anywhere
Bergson was probably the first man
earlier than Bergson.
in the world, calling himself a philosopher^ to \ take Time
men,
"RTiat Mr. Russell would call ^ practical
seriously
what others call Plain-men, or sometimes Men-in-the-street,
have always taken time seriously. They have even named
it the ‘ enemy,’ and they have a proverb to the effect that
Time is money.’ But Professor Bergson -was the first theoretic’ man (as ]\Ir. Russell would innocently call him) to
take Time seriously.’ That is in substance what Professor
Alexander says to us above. I take it that that is unambiguous enough to satisfy the requirements of any
criticism on this point, at least as far as the testimony of
Professor Alexander is concerned. But I will finally quote
another considerable authority as to the place that should
be assigned to Bergson, and his responsibility for most
contemporary philosophic thought having the concept
^
Time at the heart of it. Dr. Sheen is the authority to
whom I refer, and this is what he says
’

‘

*

‘

’

:

Whatever philosophical criticism is given to-day is in greater
part a repetition of that made by the great French AcademiIt is under his leadership that the
cian, Henri Bergson.
has met its severest attacks, and it is
arguments that all modern anti-inteilectualists rally.
Not only to his anti-intellectualism, but also to his positive
The
doctrine, English philosophy is profoundly indebted.
greater portion of English and American philosophy which
has appeared in recent years is Bergsonian in inspiration.
{God and Intelligence, Longmans, Green & Co., 1925.)

intellectualist position

round

his

To Whitehead, the

neo-realists, Croce

and Gentile, and

to Spengler, I will revert in a moment. But first I will
quote some remarks of Bosanquet’s, from his Meeting of
Extremes in Contemporary Philosophy (Methuen, 1924).
I find it very difficult to understand, in following Bosanquet’s excellent account of the contemporary metaphysical
situation in this last book of his, which I have only recently
come across, why, seeing the situation with such clearness,
he should have been so accommodating. It is that vice of
mildness, or that readiness to be flattered and intellectually
cajoled, on the part of such people as Bosanquet, that has
made the unification in question possible. For Bosanquet
saw very clearly with one eye a part, at all events, of the
time-manoeuvre ; the other eye he kept, not very tightly,

*
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But apparently in that way he gradually grew
cyclopian, and mutilated his thought with a false Unity.
With his trained mind he could scarcely help immediately
putting his finger on the spot of vital importance, guided
to it by his technical equipment. He saw clearly that

closed.

what

most contemporary philothe strange unanimity on great issues
betw-een these various schools, labelled in such opposite
fashion, yet really agreeing so much ; and that (b) the
critical point of their agreement, the capital issue
and in
that they are without any exception imanimous is as to
‘
Time.’ For them all, the fundamental character of the
really w-as significant in

sophy was

(a)

—
—

real

is

temporal.

Time

is

the supreme reality.

Time as a whole and in its parts bears to Space as a w^hole
and its corresponding parts a relation analogous to the relation
of mind to its equivalent bodily or nervous basis ; or to put
the matter shortly. Time is the mind of Space and Space the
body of Time. (Alexander. Spa>ce Time and Deity, Book
III.

chap,

ii.)

Bosanquet had been too long associated with Bradley
not to have inherited some of his w^eaknesses. But w'hatever was the conclusion he came to about what he saw, he
certainly did see these two things very clearly, and expressed himself wdth admirable lucidity : the two things
being, once more, the very odd fact, as it seemed to him,
of a sudden orthodoxy, -where he had always been accustomed to the disputes of the metaphysical party-system
idealist,’ rationalist and empiricist)
position of Time at the bottom of this
new brotherhood, in a position of dictatorship with regard
to all other concepts or systems whatever. The details
of his analysis can be read in independence of his
What is unsatisfactory and vacillating in
conclusions.
Bradley is what, in Bosanquet, inclined him to this agreement with a system which he nevertheless saw clearly was
embarked on a mass-organization of all the principles that
the ‘ Absolutist had always recognized as the opposite of

realist
(of
and
and secondly, the
"

’

‘

’

own

thought. The " Absolutism that he represented
had received into its bosom too much doubtful matter,
however, and had been too weakened by constant attack,
to behave differently in its last great representative,
his

Bosanquet.

’
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In the next chapter I shall be dealing with the pheof Unanimity, as I am here with the Time issue.
On both Bosanquet has very valuable things to say. This
is how he opens the first chapter of his book

nomenon

:

my

discussion with that most striking
I referred in
Preface
the neo-realists^ and, as I will
venture to call them, the neo-idealists, consisting in their doctrines
of time and progress as ultimate reality. For this remarkable
agreement involves one entire philosophical position to-day
(The italics are mine.)
I

not begin

will

my

and identity to which
namely^ the main relation between
antithesis

That

is

how Bosanquet opens

his

book

;

and, as you see,

this celebrated metaphysician goes straight for the fundamental peculiarity of the situation (as I have described

him

as doing), namely, the identity of the standpoint
(beneath the superficial variety of approach) of all that is
influential, and all that has been influential for a very long
time now, in the philosophic thought of the West ; and at
the same time he proceeds immediately to the fact that
that identity is above all seen in the conferring upon Time
of an absolute and unique reality in
taking Time

—

"

Alexander would say. What I next shall
quote, from a later chapter of his book, will fully confirm

seriously,’ as

the clairvoyance of this opening. It also introduces the
other element, the political element, w^hich apparently he
thought accormted for this strange phenomenon, and
which subsequently must be one of our main subjects of
debate.

when we began to deal with ultiwould be necessary to insist on the most
startling of all coincidences between extremes in the modern
But now w^e have to consider the
philosophical world.
influence of the characteristically modern attitude, dating, I
presume, at least from what Carlyle would call the Progress of
the Species theories of the French revolutionary period, which
I said in the Preface that

mate problems

it

.

.

.

is asserting itself with decided superficial resemblance in neorealism and neo-idealism alike.
The three naturally connected characteristics of this position are the acceptance of time and change as ultimate
characteristics of (not ‘ within ’) the universe as such and as
a whole ; faith in the progress and, in some sense, the perfectibility, of the human species . . . and the identification
of morality and religion with the faith in this law. . . •

^
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The school of neo-idealists in question, of whom Croce and
Gentile may be taken as typical, have, in the first place,
thoroughly admitted time and change into the core and basis
of reality: Reality is divenire,’ ‘ becoming ’ ; the idea of
evolution in time is taken by them, in conscious harmony
with the trend of thought throughout the philosophical and
scientific world, as the very spirit of their philosophy.
They
have not yet, as far as I know, dealt theoretically with the
modern problem of space-time ; but I do not think that this
need affect their position, and if it did, according to current
ideas, it would be taken to confirm it. .
.
Agreements could be alleged in their case, as in that of
Professor Alexander, to prove that so much of unity and
wholeness is admitted
that a change of reality, as
distinct from changes within reality, ought not to be taken
as w^hat they contemplate. But there is no question that in
their minds this is what they intend to affirm viz., that in
its very basis and meaning reality is a history or an unending
‘

.

.

.

.

—

dialectical progress.

That

most

startling of all coincidences
is, of course,
the identity of attitude on the subject of Time. Then he
gives the practical bearings of this attitude towards that
fundamental concept, and its close alliance, as it is envisaged to-day, with the old revolutionary formula of
Progress the ^ Progress of the Species theories of the
French revolutionary period.’ And he then show's Gentile
and Alexander alike, and the Six (with Whitehead and
others) at his heels, admitting time and change into the
core and basis ’ of their Reality. Finally, he hints that
no doubt the supporters of Professor Alexander, as of the
Italian philosophers associated with him in Time-worship,
would find arguments to show that no fundamental change
of reality itself was contemplated by them, but only changes
witMn it. But he doubts the validity of such arguments,
even if he accepts their sincerity. For them all, without
exception, " in its very basis and meaning reality is a history*
It is a pure dialectical progression, presided over by a
‘

’

—

time-keeping,
like

chronologically-real, super-historic, Mind,
stunt-figure symbolizing Fashion,

some immense

ecstatically assuring its customers that although fashions
are periodic, as they must and indeed ought to be,
nevertheless, by some mysterious rule, each one is beUer
than the last, and.should (so the advertisement would run)
be paid more for than the last, in money or in blood.

F
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To Bosanquet’s identification of the attitude of these
idealo-realist philosophers to the concept Time, with the
*
notions of the french revoluProgress of the Species
tionary period, or all Progress/ in fact, and to the interesting means he takes to trace this deep liaison, I shall
return presently. Whether we agree with him or not (and
on the political ground I do not entirely), to have the hidden
cable as he sees it connecting philosophic speculation
with politics exposed by a master-hand, is a valuable and
suggestive experience. At least, I think, we shall have to
allow that Bosanquet was not so far wrong even in this
respect, where he directly describes the whole of this
movement (and it must be remembered that it is universal,
and is shared by almost every philosopher alive to-day)
that is to say, definitely
as " democratic in its essence
‘ political
in its impulse, and not speculative at all.
It
is the asseiiion,’ he says, ‘ of the immediate and the practical^
of the democratic element^ it might be said, in thought, just as
is the affirmation of external being, and of all the forms of
instinct and emotion which bring home to us ontological
and cosmological truth in a simple and coercive manner
{Meeting of Extremes, etc., page 125). After this admirable
statement he falls into compromise
but he ends his
chapter with these words
The distinction at stake is that between time in the
Absolute and the Absolute in timeJ
And on that plain and capital issue he might reallj?^ have
argued, with more effect, with rather less seduction
for
what he was called upon to meet will scarcely be won by
seduction. But let us assemble, without yet passing over
into the very complex region of half-political, half-speculative argument and counter argument (where we shall be
called upon to decide how far Bosanquet was right in
identifying these attitudes in philosophy with specific
political revolutionary idealism, how far the philosophical
concept ‘ Time in its theoretic aloofness is in reality the
old political ‘ Progress transformed for the occasion), still
more evidence of the concrete existence, throughout all the
field of thought and life, of the time-obsession, or the cult
of history, of the * reality-as-history.’
But ‘ reality-as-history is a pure Spenglerism ^the
world-as-history is one of his favourite phrases.
And to
Spengler I will now for a moment turn, forestalling my
’

‘

—

—

’

:

^

’

’

:

:

:

’

’

’

—
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subsequent analysis.

Spengler is perhaps the most undiluted and intensest specimen of the theorizing time-mind
that has so far been produced. Spengler is expounding
the ^ world-as-history ; in this passage we surprise him at
his characteristic work.
He is contrasting the historic
mind with the ‘ ahistoric,’ or ^ classical.’ In his pity for
the poor Greek you wiil see the same sort of thing in
operation as in the case of Professor Alexander (%vhere the
latter was comparing our " djiiamical
ad^’^antages with
the static shortcomings of the contemporaries of Plato
or of Socrates).
’

’

’

It makes a great difference whether any one lives under
the constant impression that his life is an element in a far
yider life-course, that goes on for hundreds and thousands of
years, or conceives of himself as something rounded off and
self-contained. For the latter type of consciousness there is

certainly

no world-history, no

world-as~history.

But how

if

the self-consciousness of a whole nation, how if a whole
Culture rests on this ahistoric spirit ?
.
Consider the
Classical Culture.
In the world-consciousness of the Hellenes
ail experience, not merely personal, but the common past,
was immediately transmuted into a timeless, immobile,
mythically-fashioned background, for the particular momentSuch a spiritual condition it is practically
ary present. •
impossible for us men of the West, with (so strong) a sense
of time-distances ... to reproduce in ourselves.
What diaries and autobiographies yield in respect of an
individual, that historical research in the widest and most
inclusive sense ^that is, every kind of psychological comarison and analysis of alien peoples, times and customs
j5
yields as to the soul of a Culture as a whole. But the Classical
Culture possessed no memory, no organ of history in this
The memory of the Classical man ... is
special sense.
something different, since past and future, as arraying perspectives in the working consciousness, are absent, and the
* pure Present/
which so often roused Goethe’s admiration
in every product of the Classical life . . . fills that life mth
an intensity that to us is perfectly unknown.
This pure Present ... in itself predicates the negation of
time (of direction). For Herodotus and Sophocles, as for
Themistocles or a Roman Consul, the past is subtilized instantly
into an impression that is timeless and changeless, polar and
whereas for our world-sense and
.
not periodic in
our inner eye the past is a definitely periodic and purposeful
IneoitaMy
.
. the
organism of centuries or millennia. . .
Greek man himself was not a series but a term. . . .
.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—
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As regards Classical liistory -writings take Thucydides. The
mastery of this mau lies in his truly Classical power of making
alive and self-explanatory the events of the present, and also
in his possession of the magnificently practical outlook of the
born statesman. . . . But what is absolutely hidden from
Thucydides is perspective.

Turning from Greece to India, Spengler tells us
In the Indian Culture we have the perfectly ahistoric soul.
Its decisive expression is the Brahman Nirvana. ... Of the
:

visible course of tliis Culture

... we know even

less

than

we do of Classical

history, rich though it must have been in great
events between the twelfth and eighth centuries,

Alas, the poor Indian ! and his untutored ahistoric mind !
Spengler treats the poor Indian, or Greek, that he visits in
the course of his time-travel, with the same lofty pity and

disdain that the conquering White showed for the ‘ poor
Indian of the english verse. Is it not at least strange
that we to-day (as represented by Spengler and Alexander)
are behaving to the Greek and Indian {whose period we
have historically overrun^ as our ancestors overran the New
World and the Orient) just in the same way as the colonizing
European did to the populations upon whom he fell ? Is
it just that same blind conceit (but nourished upon a sort
of time-jingoism rather than upon the conditional sense of
the superiority of the country of his origin possessed by
’

the marauding White) that speaks in Alexander and
Spengler ? Or is it something else ? That of course our
subsequent investigation should bring to light. But, in
the name of common -sense, of the most immediate reality of
the direct observation available to all of us, what to-day
in Europe or America is there to give our representatives
this insolent confidence in the superiority of our time ?
Have we at last become truly mad ? For not since the
Dark Ages has there been a time about which the timejingo has as little right to boast as the present. And it is
difficult to see how any man could believe in these irrational
and pompous vaunts. So perhaps we should look elsewhere, and not attribute these attitudes to confidence or
overweening belief. Let me recall, to place beside Spengler,
Professor Alexander’s words, so similar in tone and
significance.
It

is

in fact the cardinal defect of universals as conceived

by Plato and the Pythagoreans that they were changdess

^
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and immovable and

eternal.
For not even the mind of Plato
could be free from the habits of his age, one of whose tendencies was to seek the highest ideals of perfection in gravity of
action and statuesque repose rather than in restless motion.

Either the person responsible for those w’ords is something
a fool, or there must be some other explanation for
he cannot believe in their good sense. And as he does
not appear to be a fool, then probably the reason for his
expressing himself in a manner that he knows to be neither
sensible nor true must be sought elsewhere, in some region
of pragmatical adjustment.
But Spengler is really a foolish, an exceedingly foolish,
so let us stop and interpret this oracle, beginning
writer
at the end of our quotation and working backwards.
Indian history between the twelfth and eighth centuries
‘
must have been rich in great events,’ he exclaims, full of
time-hunger and despite at the thought of lost historical
opportunities. But these great events,’ and the certain
people of importance who w’ere undoubtedly engaged in
them, were so many pearls before swine as far as the poor
Indian was concerned. Spengler shows no sign of its
having occurred to him that these ‘ great (historical)
events may not have appeared of such vast importance to
the contemporary Indian intelligence as they would be to
Spengler. We often see lengthy discussions in the papers
as to whether Churchill or Briand is the ‘ greater man of
the two
or which of the recent american presidents is as
‘ great
Spengler’s
as Pericles, Pitt, Dante or Galileo.
responses to life are of course of the same order as are
those of the writers of such articles. The thought of all
the thousands of ‘ great princes,’ gigantic harems, large
meaty political massacres, ivars, rapes, manifestoes,
criminal trials, gladiatorial contests and so forth, that have
been lost for ever by the ‘ ahistorical disposition of the
benighted Indian, overwhelms Spengler with astonishment,
like

:

:

‘

’

’

:

’

’

and disgust. It is just as though he had learnt,
suddenly, that all the records of the battles, raids, destruction of ships, statistics of dead, prisoners, wounded,
maimed, gassed or lost, during the Greatest War of All
Time (the one that ended nine years ago) were being
neglected and lost, and that probably in another ten years
it was announced not a line would be left to remind the
historically-minded of the future (men like Spengler) of
regret

2g0
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So, very much as
great events.’

the Greeks
him, the Indians do so even more.
His admissions, even, are not undiverting, for they are
admissions that would weigh a little upon anybody except
a master
Spengler. Thucydides, for instance, was
because of his classical concentration upon the Present.
He possessed a Classical power of making that Present
for me
of his ‘ alive,’ in a way that we could not do
do not believe in the Present. Again, Goethe is one of
Spangler’s great heroes : yet Goethe was lost in admiration,
he says quite simply, of the ‘ pure Present ’ of the Hellene
(when he compared it with his owm romantic, time-obsessed,
"
Faustian dream), manifesting itself, so Goethe thought,
It is at least strange
in every product of the Classical life.
that the creator of Faust (and so indirectly of the notion
of the faustian ’) should have been so short-sighted and

all

these

*

amaze and

irritate

'

’

’

‘

:

’

’

‘

so easily amused.
But that, of course,

is not quite Spengler’s attitude either.
that he is impartial, he would tell us.
is the most marked thing
Really Spengler’s ‘ fatalism
about him, next to his congenital stupidity because things
are so^ and not otherwise (as though they had occurred
course of things and other
incidental
in the ‘ fatal,’
human beings had had no hand in the transaction), they
must, without any criticism or mitigation, remain as they
are until they change of their own accord. It is true that
an ‘ ahistorical people may change things if they don’t
historical
find they agree with them : but not so an
people. An historical people is very superior, superior to
mere self, and far too respectful towards destiny ’ to
dream of changing the Changing. The chronological, the
critical, mind, never attempts to alter anything : its r61e is

He

is

so historical

’

:

‘

’

—

’

*

’

What is is sacred to it, in fact. The
just what it is, shows its superiority to
us (who, however, are also just as we are). Ifc is nt)t our
it is History that
to make History
place what next
truly chronologically or time-minded person
makes us.
know^s better than to alter or criticize anything. This is
called by Spengler ‘ the historical capacity.’
(Cf. ‘ From
our standpoint of to-day, the gently-sloping route of decline
is clearly visible. . .
This, too, the power of looking ahead
to inevitable Destiny, is part of the historical capacity that
is the peculiar endowment of the Faustian
Decline of the
passive, essentially.

mere

fact that

—

it is

!

A

.
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West.)
So our Spongier is a description of eternally timetrotting dilettante, who trots about Ms own time along
with the rest and ail he sees is a part of history ; and he
would no more think of touching it than he would touch
the objects displayed in a museum. Time could not be
more static, even as it appears in WejTs physical system,
than it and all its objects are for Spengler, and this in
spite of the dithjrambic orgasm that occurs with him
whenever he mentions ' Time.’ He thinks, for instance,
that he notices " The West rapidly ‘ declining
and in
any case it is about time it did ; to satisfy the periodic
principle, and to satisfy chronology, it is about time the
West " declined
So he whites The Decline of the TVest
The last thing that it would ever occur to Spengler to do,
even if he w^ere able, would be to interfere with this process,
to challenge this historically fated ‘ Decline,’ for which he
entertains the profoundest fatalistic respect. This fatalism
should be particularly noted, for it characterizes most Timethought. It results in an effect as though its theorists were
crawling about a reversible time-region which was fixed,
closed“in, and as though life consisted entirely in a repetitive, periodic oscillation.
And this applies to the same
extent whether their ^ time inclines to the physical side,
as an extra dimension, or whether in the tracks of Bergson
they treat ‘ time ’ as a thing of a quite different character
to space. With this you arrive at vrhat is certainly the
greatest paradox in the mass of time-doctrine taken as a
creative,’
whole : namely that, advertising itself as
‘
and ^ progressive,’ it is yet the deadest
evolutionary
system productive of least freedom, that you could
:

’

’

—

’

!

’

‘

’

imagine.

you consider a moment what the Spengler-ideal of the
mind implies, you will see how this indeed
must ensue. It is equally evident that the mind of the
pure Present must be productive of the reverse. It fills
with an
Classical life, Spengler himself tells us, blandly,
intensity that to us is perfectly unknown.’ The pretentious omniscience of the historical intelligence makes
of it an eternal dilettante, or tourist. It does not live in,
If

‘

historical

’

’

‘

‘

""

it is

en

touriste

that

it

’

tastes this time-district, or timebecomes for it an
for critical, dis-

that. This mental world
interminable time-preserve, laid out

climate,

and

embodied journeyings*

'
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Again, the mental world of memory^ the image world, is
if it is intensity
not in the nature of things as intense
that you want as the spatial world of the pujre Present
of the classical hej^day. The image is not as strong a thing
as the direct, spatial sensatimi. Aoid the time-world is a
world of images that is one of the main things to remember
about it, and to that presently I shall return.
How it is that many contemporary thinkers arrive at a
kind of fixed world it is easy to grasp imaginatively by
means of these analogies. The world of the pure Present
of the Classical Ages is obviously the world that is born
and dies every moment. (It is not the time-world, as
Alexander asserts, but the space- world that does that.)
The world of Space as opposed to the mental world of
memory is the world of a pure Present,’ For the past
all its elements are
of that space-world is dead and gone
it is only in memory and the mental life of
regrouped
organisms that it survives. For the world of Space, used
in this sense, yesterday no longer exists.
But for the
mental world of Time, the psychologic world, yesterday is
still there, often exceedingly vivid though of a different
quality to the Present.
Where the importance shifts over to the time-world, or
mental world, it is natural that our conception of things
should grow more static in one sense ; for the time- world
does not grow, decay, and die, as does the world of physical
objects. It is always there
no bergsonian would be able
to banish it his efforts to do so and pull up all his Past
into his Present would only result in his living in it more
than anybody else in the end. In his private time-sense
a man can move up and down, backwards and forwards, at
will, in his gallery of memory-images.
And it is natural at
a period where this world of the ^ imier eye is stressed,,
that men, whether physicists or philosophers, should begin
constructing systems which are, as it were, dead worlds,
laid out endlessly in what we know as Time.
In their
midst they imagine themselves moving about like sleepwalkers, placing themselves over against quite arbitrary
perspectives, but perspectives of a sort of crystallized Time,
instead of receding space- vistas. This time- world that
they will imaginatively construct will naturally be difficult
for the space-sense to imagine : but in effect it will consist
of a time-sense all there at ome^ just as a space-sense is ;
’

‘

—

—

"

:

’

‘

—

—

;

:

—

:

’

^
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be five hundred yards away
year will be a group of features
in the middle distance.
It is we who will be moving about
in this time-scene.
We, in short, shall be Time. (Cf.
Spengler "We create Time as an idea or notion and do not
begin till much later to suspect that we ourselves are Time,

yesterday, for example,

and

in perspective,

and

\\ill

last

:

inasmuch as we

live.')

The difficulty comes in when this type of conception takes
to itself the name creative or organic,’ or has Progress
"

conspicuously painted on

'

"

its

banner.

"

’

For nothing could

so ill describe it.
Certainly it must be the instinctive
spatialized w’orld of the " pure Present ’ of Antiquity that
is " creative,’ if anything deserves that name.
If we look at this problem with the eyes of the pure
theoretic vision, which will probably at some point merge
in some emotion that may be termed religious (of the sort
that is not morals, it is understood, nor indeed practical at
all), it is clear that w'hat will satisfy us best wdll be the
world of the " pure Present,’ the pagan system of Greek
Antiquity, rather than the time-ivorld.
For that which
is dead should be well dead
Men mort ; and an account
of things in which the only reality of this order is the
present reality, consorts better with the instincts of the
pure theoretic or highest religious vision, that is certain.
This will have at first sight the appearance of a paradox.
But when you consider the matter a little you will see that
to wish to cling to this dead stuff or slough of the Past, and
to treasure it, or (still more) to mould it into an ultimate
system of truth, to make a finality of it, and invoke the
conception of a finite universe to enhance and consummate,
theoretically, this time-reality, and secure that there should
be no escape, must seem to such a speculative sense strange
and meaningless indeed. There is such and such a thing,
or person, one moment, then it ceases to be : that is the
"
spatializing ’ truth.
And in the end it certainly is a far
less "materialistic’ one.
For that ail that suffocating
"

’

—

plethora of rubbish that collects within the infinitely
extended field of memory can be very real indeed, is clearly
shown by the various time-books we considered in the
earlier part of this essay.
Next, I will quote Bergson’s english disciple. Dr. Wildon
Carr. He gives exactly the same account of the matter as
Bosanquet, only he notes the same things naturally in a

m
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mood

of exultation.
The school to which he belongs has
become an orthodoxy, he assures us.

There is every indication that a new concept of the fundaThe change^ moreover,
mental nature of reality is emerging.
and History J)
{‘ Time
is distinctly in one direction.
.

.

.

‘

’

’
and ‘ History^" the title of the tract from which
quoting, speaks for itself. It is a comparison of the
philosophy of Croce (standing for ‘ History ’) with the
philosophy of Bergson (standing for ‘ Time ’). And Bergson’s english disciple finds Bergson’s duree and Croce’s
historia just as identical as does Bosanquet, although, of
course, he is not quite so surprised.

‘

I

Time

am

‘

’

The comparison I wish to make and the fundamental agreement I wish to indicate between the philosophy of Bergson
and that of Croce does not consist in any material or formal
but in the fact that each has focussed the
on the dynamic aspect of reality. .

identity
attention

.

,

He

.

he says, for his

will go,

agreement

.

’

to

illustration of the

‘

.

fundamental

:

First, the theory of Bergson that time is a material and not
merely a formal element of the world
.
the ‘ stuff ’ of
things.
Second, the theory of Croce that history is identical
with philosophy, that there are no external events
.
.
that
the historian, like the philosopher, is engaged in interpreting a
present activity, and that history is therefore contemporaneous.
.

.

.

The reader will see that Dr. Carr’s account bears out,
with the authority of an official disciple, what I have quoted
of Bosanquet. Or let us take this other passage of Dr.
Carr’s from the same pamphlet
:

It will be seen that the two philosophers whose writings I
have had mainly in mind (Bergson and Croce) reach, by
entirely different routes and from entirely different standI do not think this
points, practically one identical concept.
is a mere coincidence.
It marks a tendency to emphasize the
dynamic aspect of reality as more original and more explanatory than the static aspect, and also to recognize that the
static is derived.

The following very instructive passage will make still
more precise our notion of what this philosophy means by

;

^

'
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‘

time.’
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is
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from a lecture delivered

during the War, apparently.)

The cohcept

the leading
the concept
clear to ourselves by reflecting on the great world events in
the midst of which we are living and in wliich we are taking
part.
know that this world war will furnish to future
generations the subject of historical research. Y'et we distinguish. We suppose that we are making history, but that
the history we are making is not liistory for us ; it will be
history only to those for whom it is past accomplished fact.
To the philosopher this is not the pure historical concept,
ffistory is what -we now are and what we are now doing, it
is not a character our actions will assume only vrhen they have
receded into the past. The basis and the substance of this
concept is that our present actions lose their meaning the
moment we regard them as new existence externally related
to another and past existence. To carry our past in our
present action, we do not leave it outside and behind us.
Not only is there no break between the present and the past,
but both the form and the matter of present reality, what we
now are and are now doing as individuals, or as nations, is
in its essence history.
of history as present reality

is

We may make

motive in Croce’s philosophy.

We

This is a description of one of the most fundamental
concepts of the whole of this school, and it is equally shared
by Croce and Bergson, and by all such philosophers as
Alexander, who have followed them. I will proceed to
interpret it, and make it even ‘ clearer than Dr. Wiidon
Carr has done. History is the present reality for Croce.
That is the familiar Bergson doctrine of the Present being
all-at-once, in one concentrated now, all the Past, as well
as the present moment. Actually, there is no Past at all,
in this view, strictly speaking : for the Present continually
modifies it, sc? that the ^ Past of yesterday is not the Past
of to-day, for even with your dreams during the night you
’

’

werS altering it.
The extreme form of this doctrine is that recently
advanced by a relativist he holds apparently that we are
able to change physically or even cancel the Past ; so that
it might no longer be true to say, for instance, that Napoleon
;

crossed the Alps, for we are able to abolish that event
to prevent him from crossing the Alps, in fact, as though
thete with a modern army to stop him. All the Thermopylaes and Waterloos could easily be reversed by our

had
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god-like

that

relativist

—

powers

if

I^LiN

we had

those

powers,

is.

History is not something we have (Carr says)r it is something we are. . Present reality is not in external union with
past reality, the present holds the past in itself, it is one with
the past and it is big with the future. Not only does every new
present action modify the past, it reveals the meaning of the
past, and even in that external sense the past is not dead
fact to be learnt about, but living development changing
(‘ Time ’ and
History/)
continually.
.

.

Let us turn the bull’s eye of the pragmatists upon this
account of things. Is it not evident that sharing your
life with 3mur descendants in this manner, and your
ancestors being dependent on you for their very souls, is
a purely materialistic doctrine not at all ‘ idealist,’ as
Carr calls it, but is indeed one of the subtlest blows it
would be possible to deliver at the notion of individuality,
and of individual freedom. Let us visualize in the concrete
what this teaching would involve then we shall become
immune from its lyrical glamour, I think. (Professor
Hoernle says, in his Studies in Contemporary Metaphysics
‘
Poetical metaphors seem almost unavoidable in the
attempt to render Bergson's theory.’ Poetry is necessary,
that is true, with Bergson. It is a pity Bergson was not
able to ‘ say it in flowers ’ ; but of course he does as often
as he can, and any attempt at interpretation, even in the
driest hands, has always had to blossom.)
On what part
of the picture are the flowers heaped and the scent squirted,

—

’

‘

;

:

here ?

You

are supposed to burst into rapturous song at the
’

mere thought that you are co-operating, in one great
(very great) communal work (of art), with a toiling, Joyous
crowd of forbears and descendants. (You -know that in
cold fact you have nothing much yourself to be joyous
about
you are aware that the generations behind you,
could you visit them, would scarcely be found so romantically situated as in this Santa Claus dream for good little
proletarians/ But no matter. Do not let us spoil the
‘

;

‘

It is tremendously exciting to think that we are
actually making history with our own hands and ^Just
think of it ! ‘ Bflstory is all there is
So we are all there
is, too !
are creating ^anything there is to create.
Again, history does not stay put It Jumps up and helps
picture.)

— —

’

We

—

!

':

!

^
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We find,
We look

a gasp of delight, that it is us all the
round, and there is Julius Caesar, with a
cheery smile, in blue overalls and sandals, come to give us

us.

time.

a hand
It is ail so glorious and splendid, when you come
to think of it, that it makes one happy to be alive, and at
the same time quite ready to die. Hard work why, no
!

—

work is too hard, if you only reflect what it ’s all for, just
as no death is too unpleasant
That ’s the spirit
That is the Sunday school magazine side of the historical
doctrine of Croce and Bergson. The other side of it, the
!

’

*

practical side that would claim our attention immediately
in real life, is this.
This immanent, ^ historical doctrine,
like any other form of pantheism, has as its capital drawback that it leaves very little room indeed for the individual, the person ^that is if you regard that as a drawback. Human life, beneath the reign of ‘ evolutionist
polities, would be a colourless affair for an}i:hmg more
complex than an ant. Your individual life, however
miserable an affair, is the thing you make, or that you have
the sensation of making. That is your bird in the hand.
That you build for your personal use, all the pleasure is in
the personal. Once you are no longer there, you would
prefer it should vanish. But some patronizing highbohemian family, with a far larger and quicker motor-car
than any you could possess, infinitely more highly evolved
and sanitary and clever than yourself, come to live in it,
constantly changing and improving it. You remain there
as a servant or gardener. Later you fall lower than that,
but you are always there. That is one sort of picture. Or
consider what such a person as Michelangelo would be apt
to reflect if he learnt that each fresh half-century would see
the frescoes he was labouring at improved and ‘ evolved.'
As an artist he would know, of course, that such things
were not susceptible of such barbarous ‘ improvement
thati:hey were not in the same category or types of rapidly
evolving engines : that they were there for good or ill,
once and for all, and that a race of people, mad and pretentious enough to adopt the feature of progressiveness
indicated, could merely ruin them. This is, of course, a
thing that has often happened to works of art, as gothic
’

—

’

’

'

:

'

churches notably testify.
The reader perhaps could have supplied better illustrations himself, or ones more persuasive for him personally

—
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but my argument I think is now evulgated
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—as history, that

The Past as myth

—a Past in which events and

sufficiently.

in the classical sense
people stand in ^n imaginais,

tive perspective, a dead people we do not interfere with,
but whose integrity we respect ^that is a Past that any
person who has a care for the principle of individual life
‘
history-as-evolution ’
or ‘ history-asprefer to
will
communism.’ As to the extremest form this sort of

—

time doctrine has taken, we can say that
to desecrate a grave is a mild offence compared to the
possibilities involved in the theory to which I have already
alluded, that men may one day be able to poke into the
Past, as it were resuscitate it, and dragoon the dead in
the way that Spengler would the ancient races of the East,
if he could, making Buddha swallow his words, and Confucius learn to play the ukelele ; rather, of course, much
more than that decree that such people should cease to
darken existence at all, and abolish them.
So ‘ new existence externally related to another and
past existence,* so disliked by Dr. Carr and his master
That is the condition of
Bergson, is what we prefer.
the * classical Present referred to by Spengler ^though
Spengler always talks as though it were confined to Greece,
whereas it has been most men’s Present excepting ours.
We have indeed lost our Present : in a bergsonian attempt
to crush all the Past into it, and too much of the Future at
a time, as well. It may be thought that my extreme
antipathy for this ‘community-history,* or chronological
merging, is because I know that the Intellectual principle
would suffer first in the ‘ progressive readjustment, as
indeed we already can perceive it suffering to-day. Mr.
Bertrand Russell, in his excellent pamphlet, The Philosophy
of Bergson, describes the situation of the intellect in the
bergsonian dispensation as follows
‘

historical

’

or

‘

’

—

—

—

’

’

:

among animals,

at a later stage of evolution, a new bifurcation
appeared : instinct and intellect became more or less separated.
They are never wholly without each other, but in the main
intellect is the misfortune of man, while instinct is seen at
its best in ants, bees and Bergson. . . . Much of Bergson’s

philosophy is a kind of Sandford and Merton, with instinct
as the good boy and intellect as the bad boy.

And we know what would happen
the

if

to the

‘

bad boys

’

of

Bergson had his way, especially the hellenic
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monsters, headed by Plato. But it is not only on account
*

of the intellect that I adopt this attitude. I am Just as
concerned for " instinct/ which I do not regard as being
quite at its best in ants, bees and Bergson.
Some ambiguity is apt to cling to a first statement of
anything. What this problem hinges on is the very
question of reality^ nothing less, and what you are going
to mean by it. The time-mind makes Time " a material
element of the world/ and the ultimate and supreme reality.
The absent, the past all time is actual. Professor Alexander’s god is Time : for of his god, Space-time, Time is the
mind : and one is never left in any doubt as to which of
these two, Space and Time, in their new union, is in the
ascendant.
So what occurs in this philosophy is that
Time is made more real than was the ‘ pure Present of the
antique world (as described disparagingly by Spengler, or
extolled by his hero Goethe). For the ' idealist,’ or platonic
side of that antiquity, the ‘ pure Present,’ though far more
real than any Past, was not entirely real.
There was something else, that was neither ‘ pure Present nor Past nor
Future, that was infinitely more so. This hypostasized
‘
something was the Reality for one thinker it took one
form, for another another. But for the time-school in the
bosom of which, as though in Abraham’s, we dwell for the
moment, the Reality is not the Present, but it is the stuff
of which the Present is an arbitrary perspective
and it is
always, ultimately, Time. So, as Bosanquet puts it, * the
distinction at stake is that between time in the Absolute
and the Absolute in time ’ : that is the capital issue upon
which you have to come to some decision.
If I fail in this attempt to make the Time problem plain,
it will be the result entirely of my own incompetence and
lack of the most elementary powers of persuasion, that is
for my case is an overwhelmingly good one,
quite certain
the material inexhaustible, and really all that is necessary
is, by some device, to prop people’s eyes open for half a
minute, and my point would be perfectly clear to them
for the landscape I am describing lies all round them : or
rather, the main feature of it, to which I am drawing
attention, it is impossible to escape from : it is as ubiquitous
as Fujiyama in a Japanese print. But I obviously cannot
fail in this attempt : still the relevant material has to be
carted up and dropped down on to this paper, so that we

—

’

’

—

’

:

:

;
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may examine

it without preliminary confusion : and it is
object to make this task as light as possible for the
reader.
About the time I w’as describing above the stuffs
the colossal mountain of sheer material, that the time-idew
involves stuffing up and constipating the pure Present/
classical
impeding clear-cut living and sane, resolute,
I was reading again
action, like a rising morass of mud
Miss Jane Harrison’s book. Ancient Art and Ritual (which
I used extensively in my Dithyrajubic Spectator), and there
I found the following account of her idea of what I have
called a time-book.’

my

—

‘

’

—

‘

Science has given us back (she says) something strangely
a World-Soul, and art is beginning to feel she must utter
The art of Mr. Arnold Bennett
.
our emotion towards it.
gets its bigness, its collectivity, in part -from extension over
Far from seeking after beauty, he almost goes out to
time.
embrace ugliness. He does not spare us even dullness, that we
may get a sense of the long, waste spaces of life, their dreary
like

.

.

—

reality.

Miss Harrison’s mind, as you will observe, is a perfect
time-mind. Her concluding chapters swarm for the timehtmter ^with such stuff as the above. If you are a timecritic, turn the pages over, and the fruit will drop into your
hand, or the game offer itself in a mad profusion to your
eye.
That anybody who erects Time into a reality should
have to deal with ^ long waste spaces,’ interminable spaces,
^the material of memory,
full of an infinitude of material
but none the less filling for that that ‘ dreary dulhiess ’
should be essential when the creative artist of the timesort enters these ‘ waste spaces,’ is inevitable.
But Miss
Harrison tells us that in Mr. Bennett you get bigness,

—

—

—

—

‘

collectivity.’

We

are keenly interested (she writes) in the loves of hero and
heroine, but all the time something much bigger is going on,
generation after generation rolls by in ceaseless panorama

not of Edwin and Hilda, it is the life of the Five
After a vision so big, to come back to the ordinary
individualistic love-story is like looking through the wrong
end of a telescope.
it is

the

life

Towns.

Miss Jane Harrison is an extremely well-known writer,
and representative, no doubt, of a very large class of
scholarly people ; and here she expresses perfectly the

*
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time-idea, associated, of course, with the communistic or
collectivist
which, as she accurately observes, " Science has

—

given us/

The

bigness to which she refers is plainly quantitative :
being lyrical about a hundred billion Hildas and
Edwins* ^ Generation after generation rolls by.’ The
bigger the generations, and the more of them that roil by,
the more Miss Harrison is impressed, and more she exclaims
and points, and opens wide her eyes, and desires to impress
'
us, or takes it for granted "we shall be impressed.
It is the
the
of
Five
Towns’ we are beholding nothing so
life
‘ paltr3^*
really, as the poor, little, merely individual,
existence of Hilda and Edwin. " After a vision so big, to
come back to the ordinary individualistic love-story is like
looking through the wrong end of a telescope.’
The individual, in short, is dw^arfed by these perspectives : we return condescending^ {after the impressive
privilege of looking at ‘ the Five Towns ’ in person, as it
were telescopically) to the two little specks, mere individuals belonging to this colossal aggregate.
The assumption in this passage of Miss Harrison’s of a
*
collectivist
emotionality in the reader, of an ecstatic
stupefaction at the picture of the colossal, of a ready
contempt for a mere individual (like himself or herself),
It would seem intensely stupid if it were
is very curious.
not the sort of assumption that could be matched in so
many places or persons that it would be presumptuous, in
face of this unanimity, to think of it as stupid.
We say, perhaps to ourselves, patiently, ' \'^Tiy^ should
the bigness be so important, or has importance of that sort
so much meaning ? Has it so much meaning, above all,
for us ^for it is we for whom art is beginning to feel she
must utter ow^emotion/ What is the ‘‘Five Towms,’ big
as that pentamerous mammoth is, without us ? We are
not msre individuals : on the contrary, it is the Five Towns
that is a mere immense ' dreary reality,’ a huge Nothing,
without us. It was that sort of abstraction that Berkeley
could simply not find, when he looked for it, in his mind.
And it does not, nor could it, exist, in spite of the timemind, without our ' pure Present.’ This immense smoky
dragon made out of generations and generations of billions
of Five Towns rolled into one great time-mass, and seen
with the chronological eye alHogeiher, as one hvige thing,

she

’

is

—

—

’

"

’

—

Q

—
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any Edwin and Hilda are a tiny

of which
reality

;

and, apart from that,

invention.

it is

cell,

is

a particularly

not a
useless

r

Classical man is . . . different (from
ours) since . . perspectives in the working consciousness are
absent, and the ‘ pure Present,’ which so often roused Goethe’s
admiration in every product of the Classical life . . . fills
that life with an intensity that to us is perfectly unknown.

The memory of the
.

At all events it is unknown to the Hildas and Edwins,
with Bennett at their head, and ignored also most probably
by Miss Harrison, the devotee of the long waste spaces
... of dreary reality ’ that she assures us are provided for
the devout time-sense by Mr. Arnold Bennett. (I do not
know whether her account of this book of Mr. Bennett’s is
accurate or not, as it is one I do not happen to have read.)
At this point I shall venture to digress for a moment, as
perhaps a few further remarks on the subject of that
quantitative piling up of material and its advertisement
(that vaunted ‘ bigness ’ or ‘ collectivity,’ as Miss Harrison
calls it) are needed, to further advance my meaning.
Perhaps it will seem a great way off to step from the
dreary reality of the Five Towns to Bradley’s Absolute
but by doing so, if you do not object to that precipitate
anomalous translation, I think the problem of scale and
of quantity, on which we have just touched, will be advanced, and a further light be thrown on that common
advertisement of ‘ bigness ’ and ‘ collectivity.’
When Bradley is discussing one of the objections to his
drawn from a common mistake’), he writes
Absolute
’

‘

:

:

Quantity

often introduced into the idea of perfection.
For the perfect seems to be that beyond which wre cannot
go, and this tends naturally to take the form of an infinite
number. But ... (I) will pass on to the. objection which
may be urged against our view of the perfect. If the perfect
is the concordant, then no growth of its area or increase of
its pleasantness could make it more complete.
thus,
apparently, might have the smallest being as perfect as the
largest ; and this seems paradoxical.
But the paradox really,
I should say, exists only through misunderstanding.
For we
are accustomed to beings whose nature is always and essenAnd so we suppose in our smaller perfect
tially defective.
a condition of want, or at least of defect ; and this condition
is diminished by alteration in quantity.
But, where a being
is really perfect, our supposition would be absurd.
is

We

—

^
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smallness; Bradley says, we see ‘ a condition of
And as our notion of a more-perfect-thing is always
additive si|ice our units of experience are invariably poor
and defectivcT^so " bigness ’ in our minds comes to have
some connection with the notion of perfection. How this
applies to the passage from Miss Harrison’s book we have
been discussing is as follows. We commonly suppose that
if we multiply Hilda and Edwin a million-fold, we get
something more perfect, and more to be admired. We do
in reality get something big ’
a large ‘ collectivity; As
the ‘ generation after generation rolls b}^’ we do think that
we are really arriving somewhere, or at least Miss Harrison
assumes that this is how w^e do, or should, feel. But it is
really not to be wondered at, if you come to consider it,
that this quantitative perfection should {after our first awestruck genuflections at the scale, the ' bigness.’ the ' collectivity ’) a little pall on us.
This " dreary reality ’ reached
across the big ‘ \¥aste spaces of life is, however much we
are worked up by able propaganda, such as the eloquence
of Miss Harrison, not very inspiring. No quantitative
and of such stuff is the " Five Terras
perfection can be
(as interpreted by Miss Harrison) made.
The ' Billion
Towns would be the same, Hilda and Edwin, whatever
they may be, are more important than the ‘ Five Towms
the abstract collectivity of all the Hildas and Edwins.
And some modification in their favour, and away from the
Absolute, is to my mind required, where Bradley’s values
are concerned : for Bradley’s Absolute is a little too much
of a ponderous abstraction, a Five Towns,’ Itself, it must

In

*

want;

—

—

’

’

:

’

’

be

said*

I could, of course, accumulate here many illustrations of
the type of the short passage from Art and Ritual, for such

confirmatory material abounds, and everybody can apply
the principle, suiting themselves as to their illustrations.
The remainder of the essay will progressively provide
further confirmation as to the supremacy of the notion of
Time in contemporary philosophic thought, and attempt
to make clear the nature and meaning of that ascendancy.

CBAPTBH

Fill

THE FUSION OF IDEALISM AND.HEALISM
N

this chapter I am going to discuss the nature and
extent of the unanimity which I have said I believe to
be one of the most peculiar things about the present
time, or as Bpsanguet describes it, ' the meet ing^ of exMany^e^e vili be found“ probably^ to deny
tremes.'
There is no
“absolutely that any such orthodoxy exists.
'
meeting of extremes,’ they will say. There are still fierce

I

contending with strong, silent ' realOthers will say,
ists,’ and all is just as it has always been.
'
if that ancient strife is ended, so much the better ; it is
about time.’ Others might argue ' there has always been
a meeting of extremes. There is nothing new in that.’
This chapter is devoted to answering those arguments
and objections, and to defining the nature of the fusion
fanatical

'

idealists

’

alleged.

What

extremes that meet ? The most
general terms by which they respectively \vould be indicated are idealism and ' realism.’ So let us start by
considering for a moment what meaning can be attached
to those terms. And let us take the bergsonian convert
to thomistic thought, Jacgu^^Maritain, as our guide, for
he holds very strong, bergsonianly strong, views upon what
is apt to be grouped beneath the term ' idealism.’
are these
'

'

’

’

'

’

Idealism (he writes) strikes at the very life of the intelligence, it misunderstands radically the intelligence even while
At the same time, and for that very
it affects to exalt it.
reason, one discovers it at the root of all the ills from which
to-day the mind is suffering. (RSflexions sur r Intelligence^
chap, ii.)
If idealism is all that, and more, it is an important disease
at least, and is worth paying some slight attention to.
But what is ' idealism for M. Maritain ? Idealism is the
enemy of the real ’ for him, we must suppose ; (for
whether you are an ‘ idealist ’ or a realist,’ what you are
So, of what ' real
or ' ideal
is always ' the real
is
'
idealism the enemy ?
’

'

'

’

*
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Maritain ‘ idealism ’ lias
account of its origin.

its

roots
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Descartes^

in

is his

Did nofSDescartes pretend to replace the syllogism by
an intuition, certaiidy, multiple and discontinuous, like a succession of angelical coups d^oeil f Does

intuition

—

not he wish our ideas to be innate, resolved into the ver}^
truth of divine ideas, like the truth of pure spirits ? That
we know nothing except in first knowing ourselves, as happens vitii the angels ? Does not he believe our reason to be
so naturally excellent that common-sense is sufficient (along
with method) to enable us to penetrate into the secrets of
the most curious* sciences, and that there is no more occasion
for an intrinsic process of perfectioning or for a habitus for
the human understanding, than for the angelic intelligence
in the system of nature ?
But there we have, in the cartesian
revolution so interpreted, the first seed, certainly very general
and undefined, but very real ... of modem idealism having
for its result that our ideas become ideas of angels, directly
and immediately contingent upon the First Cause and Creative
Truth.
:

First of all, if Descartes was under this (very favourable)
impression with regard to the angelical status of our
ideas, it was no doubt largely because he himself was an
angelical doctor.’
For was not the Angelical Doctor ’
’
himself a kind of angel ? Was not the Seraphical Doctor
the only true seraph ? But those two fundamental and
realistic considerations will not, it is true, in this case help
Maritain means, of course, that Descartes, with his
us.
subjective truth, pushed up the human mind too near to
God, and crowded out the magian angels of St. Thomas.
Such people as Descartes, with their genius (which is such
a complication in dogmatic systems, which of course in the
nature of things can make no allowance for such sports)
always have this tendency to telescope the hierarchy. Any
intel%ent thomist would admit the difficulty a purely
disciplinary difficulty. The philosophical superman, the
mind that so outstrips the average that it dislocates any
orderly conservative system, must be repudiated and denied
both by the dogmatic authoritarian and by the communist
when, that is, the unusual person shows a tendency to
behave as though he were already in Paradise. Descartes
was such a freJak, and in his natural life behaved as though
truth were of this world and permitted to men.
‘

‘

‘

;
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it is not the e\uilgating of this truth, on which point
should be in agreement with the tliomist to some
extent, but the truth itself, which is to be considered.
Is
the * subjectivity initiated by Descartes, is J:!ie ‘ idealism
of Leibniz, Spinoza, Berkeley or Kant, responsible for all
the ills of the modern world ? That question cannot be
subjectivity,’ are
answered, simply because ‘ idealism,’
terms that are worlds in themselves, and contain everything from positivism to solipsism, it could almost be said
just as ‘ cliristianitj^ covers the extremest mysticism and
the utmost materiality. It depends on the ‘ idealism in
question, upon the time that that acts upon, and so forth.
But I shall shortly be giving such answer as can be given
to any inquiry of that nature.
As far as Maritain personally is concerned, once a bergsonian always a bergsonian. It would be naif to place
too much reliance upon his ‘ conversion.’ He seems to
me to be saturated with the lyrical and shoddy impulses of
his master, some of his tracts are so effusive that it is
impossible to read them without feeling sea-sick : and he
seems to me to retain all his old master’s hatred of the
intellect,’ so that it often seems as though he might
perhaps without too conscious a guile have disguised
himself as a thomist in order the better to attack it.
When Maritain attacks the ideality of Relativity
Theory, and describes the Relativists as ces petits-neveux
de Kant ; or when he attacks Descartes as the ancestor
of Kant or when he attacks Kant as this ^ docteur brutal,’
and so forth, he is describing systems and people who are
respectively so extremely dissimilar in their subjectivity,
that it is impossible to answer him on behalf of " subjectivity ; and the individuals involved could not answer
him in that general way either, they would disagree with
each other too much. The ^ subjective private systems of
real Time of Relativity is an exceedingly different thing from
Descartes or from Berkeley, both of whom started from a
God as much as did St. Thomas. These few remarks will
enable the reader, I hope, to find his way into what is really
the maze of these classifications, with which, however, we
are bound now to deal.
The doctrine of ‘ Time ’ was identified, in Book i., with
the doctrine of the Flux. With regard to that statement,
it is perhaps necessary to draw attention to the following

But

we

’

’

"

’

’

‘

‘

’

^

’

;

’

’
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but the Flux, but a

—for not only

is

"

time
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not nothing

belief in or recognition of the Flux, or

the ' Becoming,’ by no means involves a doctrine of
temporal su^i^macy. So, to start with, it is probably as
well to point out that no Western philosopher who has
ever lived has denied that there is a constant empirical
flux and change in time, at least in appearance.
Plato, in
this respect, gives exactly the same accoimt of things as
Heraclitus, It is not there that the capital antithesis in
traditional philosophy is to be sought. The radical difference between one kind of doctrine and another has consisted in whether it was held that there was anything
besides, behind, or over and above the Flux, or whether,
on the other hand, there was nothing but that. Such,
roughly, is the basis for the popular contrast.
Heraclitus was the first celebrated Western protagonist
of the Flux and nothing but the Flux. In this he was in
the ionian naturalist tradition. For him it was insupporthe was known to the Ancient World as “ the
ably real
weeping philosopher,’ because, in believing that there was
nothing but dissolution and vanishing away, so that the
river into which you step is never twice the same river, but
always a different one, and you yourself of yesterday are
as far away to-day, and as much scattered and changed, as
are the waters of yesterday’s river, he was rendered very
gloomy, or people took it for granted that such must be
Oh sont les neiges d’antan ?
the case, in consequence.
could be taken as typifying, in inconsolable reiteration, the
burden of his thought. He could scarcely be said, from
that point of view, to be a man of a pure Present,’ although
standing conspicuously for the Classical Age. So that, in
passing, is a good illustration of how we must beware of
Faustian ’ generalizations, side by
Classical,’ ^ Modern,’
’
"
Idealist
ones. On the other hand,
Realist,
side with
Bergson, professing much the same belief as Heraclitus,
has always exhibited a highly advantageous and popular
optimism at the same sight. But of course it is not really
the same Flux at which Bergson has beamed, and at which
the primitive Ionian disconsolately gazed. That is another
difference that we have to be careful not to forget, apart
from the great discrepancies in personal character.
To represent the other great division in philosophy, the
opposite to that that insists upon the ultimate reaHty of
:

’

‘

'

'
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the Becoming, Plato is the figure usually chosen. The
world of Time or Becoming was for him the ‘ moving image
of Eternity,’ a kind of false Eternity ; or, in another myth
of his, shadows upon the wall of a dark c^^^ cast from
He believed that there
real but unperceived originals.
was something indestructible and constant behind the
phenomena] flux. But one or more ^ faulty souls betrayed
their presence by many inharmonious happenings in our
universe. So he exonerated the divine principle. The
discordant facts are accounted for by most people to-day
not, of course, by reference to occult ‘ powers of that sort,
but as part of the natural and fatal process of relentless
struggle which characterizes organic and physical life, and
this irrespective of whether the person in question incline
to the ‘ platonic side or to that of an Ionian naturalism.
As to the time and place of appearance of these opposed
standpoints, no race or period has, of course, conformed
to either entirely. Western Europe has been more inidealist
religion) to the
clined (in contradiction to its
being less strong in mystery
naturalist or mechanical
and more disposed to the practical roman model. Yet the
european religion grew up in response to the picture of a
finite God, one well within the universe
and so even
theologically there was not such an irreconcilable contradiction.
Greek thought, for its part, was inclined to mix
politics into its phdosophic speculations
early Indian
thought, we can assert more perhaps than of any other, was
purely speculative. And politics and dogmatic coercive
religion, these kindred activities, are the influences that are
most able to distort and cancel the pure speculative impulse.
In the history of indian thought both these principles
exist.
For the buddhist religion the older and profounder
upanisadic thought is transformed in two important
respects.
First, the reality of the self is denied ; and,
secondly, in order to obtain more leverage for proselytizing
purposes, the conception of the unreality of the empirical
manifold is sensibly reduced. The practical reason for
this is maziifest.
The buddhist religion is founded upon
the advertisement (in the interests of professional salvation)
of the fearful misery of human life. But if the misery
were shown not to be real, then obviously there would be
less need for the intervention of the Salvationist.
The
world, in spite of its flux, has to be, for the buddhist, as
’

’

’

’

‘

:

’

‘

:

;
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real as it was for Heraclitus.
And a
similar phenomenon, a deliberate blackening of the natural
colours of the picture, a policy of sabotage, may often be

tinqiiestioiiably

observed
*

places,

^

politics are

concerned in

all

times and

So the political mind of Greece and the materialistic,
pragmatical mind of the modern West, equally with that
of the religionist of India (as opposed to the indian philosopher or to occasional philosophers making their appearance in any period or place), has tended to make the flux
real : it has not wanted to threw doubt upon the empirical
reality ; that 'which clearly makes tlie Flux, or the
Becoming, a matter of overwhelming importance to the
world at large. It is curious also to note that the conception of the self is apt to suffer more with a dogmatic
religion, or with political thought, than with pure philosophy.
By far the greater number of the famous greek philosophers were Ionian or italic. Plato and Socrates are
almost alone, among those of the first order, in being
athenian by birth. In both the Academy and the Lyceum
the Ionian predominated. Applying these few generalizations to ‘ lelmiracle grec^ it is safe to describe that miracle
as a scientific miracle. It was science, more than art, that
made a miracle of the few centuries of greek activity.
The greek miracle was the first example in history of
scientific magic (with which we are so familiar to-day).
The fluid, naturalistic, greek sculpture vras the outcome
of greek science. It was as a consequence of contemporary
medical prowess, of the ionian surgery and anatomical
knowledge, that the marble athletes and gods of the
Hellenes were so very like living models. And there are
many people to-day (among them the present vTiter) \Tho
consider this art less good as art because of its scientific
^

’

‘

‘

‘

’

’

’

naturaKsm. Yet it is, of course, impossible to dissociate
greek philosophical thought, in the aggregate, from the
plastic art which accompanied it or the art from the philosophy ; and both the art and the philosophy came out of
the science of Ionia. (Whether that, in its turn, as Elliot
Smith and his school would have it, came from the egyptian
embalmers, and their intimate professional familiarity
with the human corpse, is an interesting speculation, but
does not affect what we are advancing here ; for the greek

;
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was independent in character, whatever its
been.) And, finally, both art and science
in Europe, and indeed the whole basis of thought, have
been a result of the greek miracle/ Our ajtffude to that
civilization

origins

may have

‘

miracle at the present juncture is of capital importance, it
is clear
and if w^e were capable of producing a ' Western
Man (which ivould, of course, be another " miracle,’ at
least equal to the greek), it would be necessary to decide
how much and how little w’^as to be retained of the greek
:

’

heritage.

Probably, and that is the line of argument I shall pursue
with regard to this problem, science and art should be kept
rigidly apart, in our present situation, and with our greatly
enhanced resources. (The fusing and unity against which
I am arguing is natural only to a more primitive condition
and it is in fact as a result of our false ^ primitivism that
such a process has occurred.) When science passes over
into art, as happened in Greece, it produces indifferent art,
or at the best an art that is too " scientifically close to
nature. The modern man, our perfect ' Western Man,’
would have to be about six different people, perhaps
taking his science, and the scientific spirit, still from Greece,
its home, but taking his art from somewhere else
only to
consider these two factors.
Then we have found (in Book i.) Professor Alexander
congratulating us upon not having as our contemporary
ideal one of ‘ statuesque repose,’ like the Greeks.
In that
connection it is w^ell to remember that if greek statues
awaken Professor Alexander’s compassion because of their
quietude, then his pity must deepen as he turns his eyes
Eastward, or down towards Africa. In front of a Pharaoh
or a Buddha, w^hat would Professor Alexander feel ? He
Avould certainly experience a very deep pity indeed at the
thought of all those poor misled and ignorant generations,
at the mere thought of all that those ancient arts had lost
by being so very " undynamicaL’ If they could only have
seen Rodin’s fluxions in soapy white stone ! ThM would
have opened their eyes for them
No doubt they would
on the spot have abandoned their ignorant static dream.
The historical attitude in philosophy was assailed by
William James with considerable point : he said that the
modern philosopher was too apt to state his position in
historical terms, in terms of its distance or nearness to
:

’

’

—

!
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Kant, of its

affinity with Giordano Bruno, or Jacob Boehme,
or of its Indian descent. He said that philosophy would
be freer
if it could forget its past, and detach itself
from the convex mass of thought it carries with it.
would subscribe here very much to that attitude. But
that, too, is an ideal of method (rather like the advice of
Descartes to his followers never to open a book). If we
had never acquainted ourselves with the art of all periods
and countries, as we have Jone to-day, w^e should, after all,
probably still be copyists of the greek ; or. without the
historical-minded. Renaissance, not even that. But the
protest of James can be quoted with advantage.
Russell’s rule for the classification of philosophies is by
method or by results,
Empirical,’ ‘ a priori is classification by methods, " realist,’ " idealist ’ is classification by
But such classifications are very relative indeed.
results.
Plato, for instance, was in a very important sense a realist.’
Neither Plato nor the p3rthagorean doctrines were so ‘ ideal
as the word ^ idea popularly suggests. Parmenides and
the Eleatics answer to the popular meaning best in greek
philosophy. After wandering for a while, however, in the
interpenetrating groves of the Academy and Lyceum, and
tracing the contributions, in both, of Elia and Miletus, you
will find that there remains, nevertheless, the great main
demarcation you started with. There in Athens it is a
reality ; and the first simplified view to some extent
returns. But in contemporary Western secular thought,
the thought of this decade, there is no such demarcation,
whatever antagonistic names you like to bestow upon the
supposedly differing schools. When it comes to the point,
where the main and central problems are concerned, they

We

‘

’

’

’

all agree.

closed up.
To-day we are all one. The
whether we should rejoice or not at this reand probably our ans'wer will depend upon
conciliation
which side of the ancient conflict we think that the opposition has been resolved, and then whether our interests lie
on that side or the other.
When Kant was woken from his dogmatic slumber
he proceeded to invent what he called criticism,’ and since
the main characteristic of that slumber was that it was
dogmatic/ his ^ criticism ’ was in the nature of things an
undogmatiml gesture. He became the greatest of all

The gap has

question

is

;

’

‘

‘

"
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‘

mediators

’

of the

Ever since Kant people
and consequently gone on
at the present stage of th^roceedings

modern

have gone on being
‘

It

mediating.’

is

^

age.

critical/

highly questionable if this particular ‘ criti^jF gesture of
Kant’s was such a blessing as it has been ‘represented, or
for an orthodoxy of
even, in the upshot, so undogmatical
a critical order, founded in the ‘ meeting of extremes/ has
now become a dogma. Perhaps ip would, after all, have
:

been better

Kant had never woken from

if

his
dogmatic
—^teaching
others
‘

slumber,’ nor patented criticism at all
the trick of mediation.’ In our day such a title as " critical
realists,’ for instance, merely indicates a band of militant
mediators,’ with a strong ‘ realistic bias, in the way that
Kant had a strong idealist bias.
As to the nature of Kant’s mediation, it may be instructive to quote from Edward Caird’s excellent account of
I will quote rather fully, for it will
this phenomenon.
serve to throw considerable light upon the question that,
to the best of my ability and in my unpractised way, I
have been attempting to expound a little
"

’

'

’

‘

'

’

:

It has been noticed (he writes) that Kant, from the beginning to the end of his career, shows a tendency to seek for
some middle term or higher reconciling principle between
opposite schools of thought. ... To mediate between
Leibniz and Newton was the aim of his first philosophical
essays ; to mediate between the English Empiricism and the
German Rationalism may be said to be one of the main
objects of the Critical Philosophy. The idea of criticism
itself
.
springs out of the opposition of different dogmatisms, and of dogmatism to scepticism, and it is essentially
an attempt to reconcile them. ^Note, however, that Kant
always demands a real mediation of the opposite dogmatisms
by ‘going back to the point from which the divergence
began
.
.
. he had no toleration for a mere
sphtting the
.
difference.’.
‘Moderation,’ he declares, ‘which tries to hit
the mean between extremes and thinks it can find the philosopher’s stone in subjective philosophy ... is no philosophy
.

.

—

’

‘

:

.

at

all.’

To try to hit the mean between extremes^ we see Kant
saying here, is no philosophy at all. Yet he was ‘ mediating ’ the whole of his life, and his famous
Criticism is
what we inherit from him as the supreme trick of this
mediation. But there is really no more difficult question
‘

’
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than this that we are occupied with.
There is the ‘ dogmatic slumber or equally the dogmatic
wakefulness^on one side, and on the other ^ the meeting
of extremesTX^AU that it is intended to do here, in relation
to this baffling\uestion, is to make the reader aware of it,
awake his interest in it, and draw his attention to a few
in speculative thought

’

of

its main implications.
The question of this possibility,

likelihood or desirability
of a unification of thought has occupied many people for
some time. Perhaps tha€ is why they have never noticed
that w^hat they were deciding upon had already happened.
It may be interesting to quote the following passage from
Mr* Morris Cohen’s introduction to the english edition of
the writing of C. S. Peirce. It sho\rs admirably how this
question is most generally regarded to-day.

Not only the pragmatism and radical empiricism of James,
but the idealism of Royce and the more recent movement of
neo-realism are largely indebted to Peirce. It may seem
strange that the same thinker should he claimed as foster-father
of both recent idealism and realism, and some may take it as
another sign of his lack of consistency. But this seeming
strangeness is really due to the looseness vith which the
antithesis between realism and idealism has generally been
put. If by idealism we denote the nominalistic doctrine of
Berkeley, then Peirce is clearly not an idealist, and his work
in logic as a study of types of order (in which Royce followed
him) is fundamental for a logical realism. But if idealism
means the

old Platonic doctrine that ‘ ideas,’ genera, forms,
are not merely mental but the real condition of existence, we
need not wonder that Peirce was both idealist and realist.

Realist ’ and " idealist ’ are still the two terms most
generally used to express the supposed contemporary phase
of the great , traditional antithesis. This duality w'as
"

Nominalism and Realism for RosceUinus and Anselm,
but
for William James Rationalism and " Empiricism
whatever the terms employed, in accordance with the
shifting of the interest in the doctrinal battle from one spot
to another, substantially the same types of thought are
opposed, or have been up to the present period.
‘

’

‘

‘

’

’

’

;

Mr. Cohen’s reference to Plato is particrdarly interesting.
Plato to-day is coming to occupy the position of a sjmbolical meeting-ground and rallying-place for the united
For was he not, it is said, a
idealo-realist philosophy*
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‘
forms ’ to be
realist/ in
ultimately real ? And yet he is notoriously a figure representing ‘ the ideal.’ So he is ideally fitted, it seems to have
been felt, to serve as mzcitre for the " reaij^of this day.
But this being so, and since ‘ idealist is to^ay a meaningless and, by association, semi-idiotic word, it is to be hoped
that the fact that Plato has been taken possession of by
the idealo-realist orthodoxy (or tli^ neo-realist-platonism,
or whatever you care to call it), or may soon be so accommodated, he will if the principle for which he once
traditionally stood revives be unable to dispense with
the tag issuing from his ‘ ideas or forms: So, that Peirce
w^as both idealist and realist ’ we should make no difficulty
nor, with the growing evidence of the " conin accepting
vergence and intellectual fusion now before us, should it
be difficult to see how this fusion should have had such a
figure as Peirce for its father.
I will now turn to the evidence on this matter afforded
by Bosanquet’s very acute analysis. Every one must agree
with Bosanquet, of course, in his weariness with the war
of ‘ Idealist ’ and Realist ’ : and every one will be ready
to concede that any philosophy whatever must attempt
‘
to do Justice to the standpoint of the whole (Alexander’s
formula quoted by Bosanquet). Yet, once more, it is
regrettable that Bosanquet should have been afraid of
taking a more clearly defined position.
’

—

—

’

‘

:

’

’

—

’

(Bosanquet writes) that each of them (‘ Realist
and Idealist ’) if he follows his primary clue freely, with an
open mind, and his eye upon the object, may, or rather must,
be led to investigations and appreciations which will carry
him to seek completeness in regions within his opponent’s
spiritual home.
It is ... at least one party of the most
realistically minded who care most intensely for transcendent
theism or polytheism, and for the persistent finite individual
It is certain
‘

—

subject

^for

spirit

and

spiritualism, in short

:

...

it

4s at

a faction of the idealistically minded who refuse to see
in mind and nature either the factors of an ultimate antithesis,
or provinces of data either of which is simply reducible to the
.
other. Each of them
finds room for the complementary
elements ; and the freer, more subtle, and more penetrating
their respective explorations, the more they show indications
of supporting one another. The substitution of these fine
dissolvent analyses, of this sapping and mining under fortifications of an obsolete type for a new warfare of crude antagonleast

.

.

—
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ism ...

is perhaps on the whole a new thing in the Mstory
of philosophy (though indeed it began \\ith Plato) and is
a featu|e of remarkable promise in the philosophy of to-day.

So Bosanqtet describes accurately enough this fusion,
and gives it his^ benediction. Above you see this philosopher, the War (the real, so-called ^ Great War ’) still fresh
in his memor}’', comparing what he saw’ in philosophy with

what he had heard

abb^it in War.
What an unfortunate
For as War, or as an>i:hing at all, w’ho to-day
believes that the scientific positional Warfare of sapping,’
of ^ subtle interpretations,’ etc., is an improvement on

comparison

!

"

the more primitive combats, ^vhen individual intelligence,
valour and endurance played a more conspicuous part in
the result ? But the parallel is not inexact. And he finds
a feature of remarkable promise.’ He wants to be nice
it
and friendly and see the best in ever^dhing, and to be
cheerful and not narrow-minded ’ ^to be ‘ open-minded,’
‘

—

‘

as he says.

Yet how

clearly

Bosanquet saw the nature of the confrom the following passage

fusion can be Judged

:

What first attracted my attention to this point of view
(namely that of the convergence of investigations in contemporary philosophy) was the really startling difference and
agreement between the Italian neo-idealists who follow
Croce and Gentile, and the English and American neo-realists,
who are represented, say, by Professor Alexander and the
Six.
On the one side thought, self-creative and all-producing,
the ultimate principle and even the ultimate type and form
of reality ; on the other, a self-existent universe, actual in
space and time, in which mind ^that is, distinct indi\ddual
minds ^holds a place on equal terms with the other finite
.
we have the actual and
things. And yet in both alike
‘

’

—

—

.

.

ultimate reality of Time, progress to infinity, as the fundaynentaX
character of the real, and with these inevitably (what I suspect
to be a deep-lying motive in both) the specifically ethical
and non-religious attitude, for which, to quote the old humanistic

watchword and paradox,

‘

the end

is

progress.’

true mechanism of the time-thought, and possibly
of the secret of its origin, seems to lie directly in
the outcome of the technical philosophic situation. The

The

much
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substitution of the mental for the physical (only a
that is almost more " physical than matter) it
’

—

®

mental

’

is in that
transaction that we should look for its secret. Wlien you
get well into the centre of the consciousne^s^'^df any time
(and we have just illustrated this by the 'dreek consciousness)^ there is certainly a unity there, for, if for no other
But it is also, in the case of
reason, it is after all a time.
ancient thought, very definitely a]^a a place. Now what
I am advancing is that, first of all, our time is very fully
a time, but very little of a place. We have come to live
mentally and historically so much more than did the
Hellene, for instance, or an ancient Indian, that we are
Justified in referring to what we have as a time, tout court,
with the minimum of place. And the ‘ new thing in
philosophy,’ namely, the unanimity of our philosophers
and teachers, is largely due to that, no doubt. The psychological reason for w’^hat he noticed accurately enough,
Bosanquet, for instance, failed to grasp. Hence, I think,
his unique stress upon the political nature of the impulse.
As a matter of fact the inclusiveness, and sort of bastard
universalism, naturally arrived at by this mercurial
spreading-out in time, and this overriding of place, might
by itself produce such a result as we find. Having absorbed all the otherness, or such great tracts of it, a Oneness
And having grown accustomed to
w’^ould naturally result.
go backward and forward, at all speeds, in all places and
times, a certain attitude must also be induced towards
displacement itself, and with it would come naturally a
contempt for spaces, as well as an instinctive substitution
of Time for any other values, quite apart from the especial
political utility of that idea at the moment.
But many
factors have, I believe, contributed to the total result, to
the unification, this ‘ new thing in philosophy,’ which
characterizes the present age, which is less ‘ a time than
any other, in one sense, and so much more acutely^'so in
another sense. These various factors I shall subsequently
be reviewing, though I by no means wish to exclude the
political.
It is a very important motive indeed, the most
important almost certainly where the second-rate is concerned. All I wish to point out is that it is not the only
one ; that there is something beside the second-rate in
any time, though not enough, under unfavourable conditions, to electrify it.
,

’
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So we must in tliis iiivebtigation remember (that has been
the object of this long preliminary argument) that, though
a new thin^ in philosophy,’ nevertheless some and indeed
a great deal cf merging and interpenetration is to be found
everywhere in liie world of thoxight of any time whatever.
Professor Alexander wTites
No sane philosophy. Plaid's
or any other s, has been definitely this or that."
And that we
must constantly bear^n mind in handling what we have
now’ set out to analyse. B\it the definiteness that I am
seeking here is not a definiteness of the kind implied in the
above remark.
In these difficult new" adjustments that I am here proposing to you, our definition must be sought in the rigidity
of the principle at the base of ail our arguments ; a rigour
as though there, at the base of the necessary dialectical
instability, there were planted a God,
The idealo-realists,
or to name a few, Alexander, Whitehead, Cassirer, Gentile,
their principle is just as rigid,
are just as adamant as that
indeed more so. For there is no principle more pervasive,
ubiquitous, exacting, and hence absolutist and rigid, than
is Time,
Otherwise, and apart from this stubborn definiteness
underneath, we can all meet and exchange ideas upon the
best of terms you could almost say, indeed, that it matters
hardly at all %vhat w’e say or wrlmt arguments xve use, at
least that is the case with the Time-school, for it all returns
to the same absolute centre, and that centre, or base, is of
so barren a nature that more and more w’hat is said as its
justification is in the nature of a raree-show, and pure
entertainment. This is especially the case with Alexander,
and all his traditional apparatus of categories and metaphysical fustian.
As is perhaps natural, it is with the most important,
truly innovating, of the gToup, William James, that most
agreement is possible—and this is saying a good deal, for
with all there is so much on the surface with w^hich it is
easy to agree. As to James, with a great deal that he says,
and with the spirit of a great deal of his WTitings, I am much
but
in sympathy. Underneath, one knows what is there
philosophically, he is the best of company.
‘

'

:

:

:

;

PART

II

It is only by such external fmictions as the millions
have in common, their uniform and simultaneous
movements, that the^^any can be united into a higher
tmity : inarching, keeping in step, shouting hurrah ”
in uniso7i, festal singmg in chorus, united attacks on
the enemy, these are the nianifesiailons of life voMch
are to give birth to the ‘iievo and superior type of
humanity. Everything that divides the many from
‘

the one, that fosters the illusion of the individual '/mportance of man, especially the "'"soiilf hinders this

higher evolution, and must consequently be destroyed.'
Rene
The
a^id Face of Bolshevism.
Fulop-Miller.

Mmd

CHAPTER

I

HISTOHY AS THE SPECIFIC ART OP
SHE TIME SCHOOL
N

this and the next few chapters I shall be mainly
concerned with the problem of which so far I have
postponed examination, but to which several times I
have had occasion to refer
namely, how far the philosophic thought of a period is influenced by the current
political or religious atmosphere, this with especial regard
to the present time.
At the start I will give my view of the matter briefly,
and then proceed to elaborate it a little. Millennial politics,
it seems evident enough, have a very pervasive influence
on philosophic thought to-day. The latter places its
purely theoretic concepts, I believe (such as ^ Time,’
notably), in a light that will be found attractive to the
majority of contemporary political sensibilities. ..." There
'who seem to understand this whole
are progressists
relation, and yet to be coerced by the spirit of the age
into an ethical approximation-theory after the manner of
Kant,’ says Bosanquet, lamenting what he appears to
regard as the rather wild ways taken by Alexander.
coercion,’ it must be admitted, is there.
Certainly the
Many people understand perfectly well, as Bosanquet put
it, but still they take the line most likely to ensure them
eflSicient support.
Next, as to the mathematician or the
chemist, there is a very good chance, on the other hand,
surely, that he, is led wherever he goes in his theoretic
evolution, simply in response to the technical problems
that confront him. That does not apply, of course, to
such a doubtful science as psychology ; and history, protohistory or sociology are apt to be almost purely political

I

:

.

.

.

‘

activities.

But most of the things that in due course take a more
and more political colour, were not originally political,
but speculative. The opportunist mind seizes on this or
that theory and adapts it to its needs ; and politics and
philosophy in Europe are traditionally a little too close
261
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together.
saying, I
look political are in reality the result of some purely
technical, theoretic peculiarity.
I believe that it requu-es a really very |6ul or else very
fanatical person to live with ideas, apu consistently to
betray them : and secondly, the ideas themselves are apt
in the matter.
The
to be refractory, and to have some
material of theoretic thought, at least, is not ‘ personal,’

That preliminary statement will
standpoint.
There is no person more persuaded of the political, or
historical, nature of everything than is Spengler : and that
That is his main source
is, of course, the ‘ Time ’-nature.
of argument
all his very long book is written to show,
scientifically, how everything is a factor or creature of
Time, and as entirely contingent upon the time-atmosphere
or time-climate as is a fish or bird upon the presence and
structure of its native medium. I will begin my criticism
of this materialist ultra-political pan-political doctrine
with the Beeline of the West.
If music is the art most appropriate to the world-view
of the time-philosopher, then history is certainly the form
in literature that must be above all others congenial to
him. For the ‘ time ’ view is the historical view par
An d the great prevalence of archaeological
excellence.
and scholarly subject-matter in contemporary art is,
aside from the effect of the rapid elaboration of the
technique of research, the result of the hypnotism of the
if its

manipulator

serve to indicate

is.

my

:

—

—

time-cult.
is the most characteristic bloom that has so far
appearance out of this entire school. The mere
title of his book is an invitation to extinction for the White
I am
European, or Western Man. It says to the West
an historian; I have all the secrets of Time; and, I am
able to tell you with a wealth of detail that will take your
breath away (if you have any left after your War) that you
White Peoples are about to be extinguished. It ’s all up
with you ; and I can prove to you on the testimony of my
data of research, and according to my new science of history,
which is built on the great time-sptem in the mode, that
that must be so.’ This thesis is in itself, and apart from
anything else, such an immensely popular one, that the

Spengler

made

its

:

‘

—
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book was assured an immediate and overwhelming success
everjnvherej from Moscow to Johannesburg.
The h}"pnotisni of the crater-mouth of catastrophe
catastrophe
not marxian
this time, but a fatalist,
'

'

‘

scientific,’

‘

’

’

detached,’

'

historical^"

catastrophic picture

should surely d^w the awestruck sheep of as many massdemocracies^ as fee book could rapidly be translated for,
all events they would be engulfed.
and in imagination
Where history is concerned no one is able to contend
that the historian is not a politician. The Beeline and Fall
of Gibbon, or the French Bevolutio?i of Carlyle, are political
and moralistic romances. History is an account of the
Past, seen through a temperament of a certain complexion,
and intended to influence its generation in this sense or
in that.

But to the popular mind a history is always a true
account of something as it really happened
and the
‘

’

;

historian

is

an impassible and incorruptible recorder of

and nothing but the

the

never
occurred to ninety-nine per cent, of the readers of the
French Revolution to question the veracity or the disinterestedness of ‘ the historian,’ at the time at all events.
That book became ^the French Revolution. Tacitus, the
greatest of Western historians, w’as similarly a violent
partisan and militant political moralist. But his books
were put forward as veracious descriptions of fact.
If, however, in place of a highly-coloured narrative of
particular events, you get such a book as Spengler’s,
surveying the whole of ^ history suh specie aeternitatis,
and promulgating a set of flamboyant, easily-grasped,
picturesque rules for its understanding, then you have the
same order of stratagem ; but it applies to the whole of
mankind, past, present and future. So the concentrated
humbugs of 'three great superstitions ^that of historical
fac|, that of scientific fact, and that of philosophic truth
humbugs, that is, if they are received with too helpless a
truth,

truth.

It

certainly

—

’

—

—

credulity come into play.
I am not here superciliously underrating the intelligence
of the majority of readers. Most non-professional readers
of such a semi-popular book as Spengler’s (which proved
actually the greatest highbrow best-seller of the last ten
or twenty years) have very little leisure for reading. They
never read such a hook as Spengler’s xinless it is thrust

—
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under their nose, ilost of the things it treats of, even
commonplaces of philosophy or criticism, appear to them
as marvellous and arrestmg discoveries for it is the first
time that they have made acquaintance with 'them. If
educated people, as students they were far top busy enjoying
themselves or cramming for an exam, tq^attend to such
Ro they are totally
austerities or luxuries of the intellect.
unprepared for such a reading, and /Certainly unqualified
to arrive at an informed opinion. This is not a question of

—

much as one of training.
biology, archaeology, sociology
and so forth to-day is really history, is not sufficiently
realized.
Darwin was, after all, a history of our species.
Much of psj^cho-anal^'sis is histor}^ of the Past of our
species.
And all those various forms of history have this
in common
they all affect to give a correct account of
the Past. The Past is the preserve of the historian
and,
as I began by sa\dng, the science or aii: which is par
esccellence that of the time-philosophy, is history.
In most
cases, further, the historian is a politician ; attempting,
by the colour he gives to his version of the Past (as Tacitus
in his Germania), to influence his contemporaries to imitate
that particular version of the Past.
If this is so with the historian dealing with historical
times or a fairly recent epoch, is it likely that this is not
also the case with the ethnologist and every other form of
veiled historian ?
Often that assuredly is the case as
with Professor Perry, for instance, or with Perry's disciple,
intelligence or of aptitude so

How much

ethnoiog37-,

'

:

;

—

There,
J. Massingham, with his Downland Man.
of course, a benevolent pictm^e is zealously imposed
one
of the few cases in which that view of the matter is taken,
though it is at least as likely to be true as the other. Indeed,
Spencer and Gillen and the australian investigators
cer-fcainly unpartisan observers, rather perplexed at what

Mr. H.

—

—

found seem to point that way rather than to fhe
Primitive Past saturated with blood and incest so generally
favoured.
What reason have we to suppose that this more or less
political intention is not always present ?
It seems at least
likety that the sociologist-etlinologist (like Matilda and
Mathias Vaerting), who is also a militant feminist, will
invariably arrange his soi'-disant scientific account of
primitive matriarchates, for instance, to suit Ms political
the}^-
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And where

the evidence, in spite of aU the ardour
extremely meagre, and it is consequently
very easy to manipulate the material, we should be still
more on our guard with the proto-historian than with the
beliefs.

of research,

is

historian,

With the histor)s^f a person vTitten by himself, or any
form of autobiography or self-portrait, the same impulses
They a>e often propagandist propaganda
are at w^ork.
time ’-hero depicted has favoured. In
for all that the
Proust, for instance one of the ideal examples of a projection on the grand scale, in narrative form, of the philowe have in a sense a new type of historical
sophy of time
Proust embalmed himself alive. He died
practitioner.
as a sensational creature in order that he should live as an
historian of his dead sensational self, which expired about
the time that lyrical poets are supposed to snuff out. Or
rather he did in a sense really die ; when those complicated
and peculiar meeds of admiration exacted by his slight,
ailing, feminine body, with deep expansions of bottomless
vanity, were in the nature of things no longer forthcoming,
and life’s (for him) paradoxical receptive trance was
terminated, he bleakly awoke
in his 'wakeful industrious
nights he began stealthily revisiting the glimpses of the
sun of the past time-scene. That was his way of making
himself into' an historical personage, by embalming himself
in a mechanical medium of time.’
And here we should establish another accompaniment of

—

‘

—

’

‘

—

;

the historical function. The historian himself is virtually
inexistent, as he must be invisible.
He comes to life in his
historic Past
and the implication in most of the more
vigorous historical intelligences is that the Future must
resemble the Past ; some degree of mechanical repetition,
of recurrence, of periodicity, is involved and insisted upon.
The historical writer, in every case, is distracting people
from
living Present (which becomes dead as the mind
withdraws) into a Past into which they have gone to live.
It is a hypnotism that is exercised by the time- vista, or by
those time-forms or exemplars that are relied upon for the
mesmeric effect. The intelligence to which this method is
natural is the opposite of the creative, clearly.
The metaphor employed above, to describe the procedure
of Proust, suggests a further illustration that may assist in
clarifying the subject.
The ancient Egyptians who em;
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balmed

dead were constant^ in the presence of the
Imagine some english country-sqnire,
who possessed, instead of a set of family portraits, a cellartheir

Past of their race.

full of

the carefully embalmed remains of his ancestors, to

which he could stroll down, when he |elt inclined, and
spend a half-hour examining. That ^ybuld be more impressive than dingy oil-paintings.
But how much more impressive/^fould it not be if mth
the assistance of a gramophone and domestic cinematograph, or a vocal film, men were, in the future, able to call
up at will any people they pleased with the same ease that
now a dead film-star, Valentino, for instance, may be
publicly resuscitated.
A quite credible domestic scene of the future is this,
Mr. Citizen and his wife are at the fireside they release a
spring and their selves of long ago fly on to a screen supplied
in the Wells-like, or Low-like, Future to all suburban villas.
It is a phono-film ; it fills the room at once with the cheery
laughter of any epoch required.
Let ’s have that picnic
at Hampton Court in such and such a year
Mrs. Citizen
Yes, do let ’s
may have exclaimed.
hubby has
responded. And they live again the sandwiches, the tea
in the thermos, the ginger beer and mosquitoes, of a dozen
years before.
People with such facilities as that for promenades in
the Past ^their personal Pasts in this case w'ould have
a very different view of their Present from us
it would
be Miss Stein’s ‘ continuous Present in fact. And all the
Past would be similarly potted, it is to be assumed ; celebrated heroes like Lord Kitchener would be as present to
those happy people as were their own contemporary Great.
Art whether in pictures, music, the screen, or in science
or fiction— is already beginning to supply us with something of that sort. The mechanical photographic reality
of a perpetuation of the Past is not here yet
art leads
the way, the photograph will follow. And people have,
already, somewhat that sense of things laid out side by
side, of the unreality of time, and yet of its paramount
importance, that the conditions indicated above would
breed.
Confining ourselves to what has already been done
;

‘

!

‘

!

—

’

’

—

:

’

—

;

towards this reversal, the tendency, even upon the most
popular plane, is evidently to substitute time for sfuee in
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human psychology. The g^ug^'a.phical novelties of the
earth (as tlie\ presented themselves to the contemporaries
of Magellaij or Marco Polo) are now exhausted. In our
mind*s-eye -vte see all around the physical world, and into
Our voyages of discovery now have
every corner of
become time-voyVges, as it were, in consequence of the
sudden physical sltflykage.
Yet, evidently,^ expivrat ions journeys, tours, expeditions
I'omantic
occupations as were similar
in time are as
Journeys in space. As there was the globe-trotter, so
there will be the time ’-tripper. Men ha\'e taken up with
time, where space pded, but they have not changed their
But certainly this change-over, or revolution, if
habits.
they go through with it, will give them a new psychological
suitable for mind-travel imposed by the different
outfit
character of their new functions opposite in a sense as
they will be, when fully realized.
For what is the basis oi these new journevs oi' travels in
5

‘

—

—
—

Where do they occur? They occur, of course,
inside the head—lhsit is where the time-tracts lie ^the
regions of memory and imagination, as opposed to ‘ matter.’
It is in short a mental and psychologic w’^orld.
Or it is

time?

memory

—

associated with the Present in the bergsonian
combination (as that works out in practice rather than as
theory), or that of Miss Stein’s ‘ continuous Present.’
So
it is that we get such phrases in Whitehead as
mental
The phrase is exact for the Nature or topography
climate.’
into which that philosopher and his friends would invite us
to pass.

—

CHAPTER

;

II

THE ‘CHRONOLOGICAL’ PHILOSOPHY
OF SPENGLER
order to demonstrate effectively the true character
I of Spengler’s book will require almost as much space
JL as I have devoted to Ulysses, And certainly as a
book it deserves it far less. When I open it now I am
at once impressed, once more, by the way in wdiich it is able
to reveal, as no other time-book could, the fat and flabby
heart of this philosophy. It so teems and swarms with
everything that I have been attacking, it is so picturesquely
provocative,’ and it so expansively offers itself in redundant self-exposure, that the very emharras du choix
overcomes me for the moment. Surely the god that is the
enemy of the Time-god, put it into Spengler’s foolish head

IpN

1.

‘

Time should be
all this, so that the doctrines of
overthrown, and their essential weakness be at once manifested
If that is so, I offer up a short prayer of thankfulness, at this juncture, to the unknown god, our mighty friend.
First I will choose such passages as relate directly to the
to write

‘

’

!

problem of time,

We ourselves are Time," Spengler writes and italicizes
and he could say no more if he were Bergson. Time is the
Time is a counter-conception to
personal and organic
Between Becoming (and, hence, Time) and any
Space"
‘

‘

;

‘

part whatsoever of mathematics, there is not the slightest
contact.’
Or here is a statement, of many, that should
answer all our requirements
:

—

Mathematics as a whole ^in common language, arithmetic
and geometry answers the Mow ? and the What ? ^that is,
the problem of the Natural order of things. In opposition to
this problem stands that of the When? of things, the specifically historical problem of destiny ... all those things are
comprised in the word Chronology,

—

What

—

the time-philosopher, such as Spengler, is
about a person or a thing, is when it or he is,
not what or horn he or it may be. TIxe chronological truth
is the only truth.
But it is a very mystical and unto

significant

‘

’

;;

*
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’

seizable one,
simple.

we

are assured, in case that should seem too

Understanding loses its way when language has emancipated it from sensation/ he tells us. (To be emancipated
from sensation
the most detestable thing that can befall
a time-man.) For Spengler, as for all time-philosophers,
intelligible languagKis the arch-enemy.
For what he has
‘

*

’

to communicate is stiictly and portentously unintelligible
a mysterious something that defies definition, and is the
‘
foe of all words.
All systematic philosophies are mere
for getting rid of the Incompreheiisil^le.
names .
We name something the xAbsoliite/’
. ^Miat is named^
comprehended ... is ipso facto overpowered/ Systematic
philosophies Spengler dislikes ; they are means of " getting
rid of the Incomprehensible/ and of Spengler along with
far too effective means to please Spengler.
it
He objects
to naming for the same reason. Jahweh put his name
upon, or named, the people of Israel ; and as a consequence
they became Ms, it will be recalled. The power of the
word, or the name, is very naturally redoubted.
But a word is one thing, an intelligible name or word
and a big, misty, rolling sound is quite another. So
Spengler has two ways of talking about words, or language.
The one is the abusive manner employed when the w’ord
has a meaning ; the other is the fulsome manner employed
when the word has no meaning ^or is ‘ incomprehensible
or ivhen it can be made incomprehensible, or when it lends
^Ylien it is wdiat could be
itself to incomprehensibility.
called a sensation-word it is splendid ; when it is an intellectword it is detestable, and to be fiercely scorned.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

What

is

not experienced and

felt,

’

what

is

merely thought,

necessarily takes a spatial form, and this explains why no
systematic philosopher has been able to make anything out
’
Past
of^the mystery-clouded, far-echoing sound-symbols

and

"

Future/

When the word can become a ‘ mj^stery-elouded, farechoing sound-symbol,’ all is well, says Spengler. It means
nothing, or anything. It becomes material for music, and
Then it is
is no longer a part of human language at all.
quite all right. The light that all this can throw, incidentally, upon the purely literary problems we have been
discussing, will be at once obvious. All the problems of
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language and music^ respectively, that preoccupy Pound,
or Stein and Joyce, are implicit in Spengler.

In the beginning there was the time in the coniposition that
naturally was in the composition but time in the composition
comes now and this is what is now troub^Liig every one the
time in the composition . . . the time-sfnse that is at present
the most troubling is the tiling that/nakes the present the

most

troubling.

So delightfully and archly stammers Gertrude Stein.
Spengler says the same thing in his way.
What is thought takes the spatial form ; w^hat is felt
What is not experienced and felt,
takes the time form.
what is merely thought^ necessarily takes a spatial form.^
And the " experienced and felt of Spengler is absolutely
and in the smallest detail identical with the sensationalism
^that is where space is not
of Bergson. But the time
which is, as we have seen Spengler describing it, a
counter-conception to space the ‘ time that is the mental
and the personal, the psychologic, is the time that so
troubles Miss Stein that she constantly stammers in an
And what effect time has on the
eternal false-naivete.
attitude of a philosopher to words, or to language, we have
And we know w^hat effect
just seen in Spengler’ s case.
‘
time has upon Miss Stein according to her own account
Already I think we can
in Composition as Explanation.
be said to know more about what Miss Stein means by
‘
time through having gone to the mystery-clouded
Spengler for information. For though certainly tripleclouded in a mystical incomprehensibility from one point
of view, he is in another way extremely lucid ; and he has
the advantage (or disadvantage for the mystery-clouded ’)
that he does not stammer.
The ‘ time ’ of Spengler is sensation, that we now have
learnt.
And sensation is what is us (for We Qursehe% are
Time ’) ; whereas what we think is not us, or is the Notself ; what is not personal to us.
And what is merely
'thought’ or the material of the intellect ^that part of
us which reflects what is not immediately us is cold and
unreal compared with what is us. It is a dead portion of
It is not susceptible of sensation, else it
us, as it were.
would be us for anything that is sensation is us.
It is a consequence of this form of reasoning that (what-‘

’

’

‘

—

—

—

'

'

‘

’

’

’

’

’

"

’

‘

—
—

;

—
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ever the superficial doctrine may be) a time-book must

‘

’

alwa3^s be obsessed with the personalitj’- of the author. In
Ulysses we fold on the surface the naturalist tradition of
a scientific^ impersonality.’ But the time/ the mental/

—

"

"

‘

—

tellilig-from-the-inside-method makes it gravitate
everjrwhere on to
ego of the author, to the confusion
of the naturalist ma'bhinery pulled out and set going for
nothing. And the writing of Miss Stein is, of course, as
undisguisedly personal as it is lyrical.
Yet the Not-self, and espccialty the pl^sical, is almost
the patent and property of the Western genius. The
‘
natural magic of Western poetr}^ owes its peculiar and
penetrating quality to the intense relations of the Western
mind to this alien phj^sical world of ‘ nature.’ It is in the
detaching of himself from the personal that the Western
Man’s greatest claim to distinction lies, from the Greeks
and early 'Celts to the present day. It is in non-personal
modes of feeling ^that is in thought, or in feeling that is
so dissociated from the hot, immediate egoism of sensational
life that it becomes automatically intellectual
^tliat the
non-religious Western Man has alwaj’^s expressed himself,
at his profoundest, at his purest. That is, of course, the
heritage that is being repudiated in the present " time
modes. We are busy in everything, in the West, substituting the personal for the impersonal, the private for
^the

’

—

—

the public.
Again, the hatred of exteriorization
in these

words of Spangler’s

is

well brought out

:

AU that has been said about time in scientific philosophy,
psychology and physics the supposed answer to a question
that had better never have been asked, namely, what is time ?
^touches, not at any point the secret itself, but only a

—

—

spatially-formed, representative phantom.

Yon'' aught never to ask, even, what time is, for it is inyou see. It is a secret ’ the Holy of Holies of
"
time ’-cult. But at least whatever else in your
the
efiPable,

—

ignorance you do, you must not identify it with anything
exterior or merely spatial That is the supreme offence.
And you must remember, too, that you are in the presence
of an extremely fanatical cult. When you approach the
‘
mystery-clouded, far-echoing ' sound-symbol, Time, you
'
spatiallymust bare your head and avert your eyes.

A

—
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"

formed, representative ‘ thing,’ is in the nature of a graven
image. With Space, and its spatially-formed, representative objects, you enter into the regions of idolatry
!

This is

how

Time

—

of

:

Spengler begins his reflections on the subject
^

The way to the problem of Time, then, begins in the primiThe word Time is a sort of charm to
tive vnstfulness.
summon up that intensely personal something designated
earlier as the ^ proper,’ which -with an inner certainty we
The Proper,’ Destiny and
oppose to (what is) alien.
Time are interchangeable wmrds.
The problem of Time, like that of Destiny, has been completely misunderstood by all thinkers who have confined
themselves to the systematic of the Become. But what is
.

.

.

,

.

.

‘

^

’

’

‘

time as a length, time without direction ? Everything li\dng,
we can only repeat, has life,’ direction, impulse, will, a
movement-quality, that is most intimately allied to yearning
and has not the smallest element in common with the
motion of the physicists. The living is indivisible and irreversible, once and uniquely occurring.
For ail such
qualities belong to the essence of Destiny, and Time
that
which we actually feel at the sound of the word, which is
clearer in music than in language, and in poetry than in prose
has the organic essence, while Space has not.
Space is a
conception, but time is a word to indicate something inconceivable, a sound-symbol ; and to use it as a notion, scientifically, is utterly to misconceive its nature.
Even the word
which unfortunately cannot be replaced by
direction
another is liable to mislead owing to its visual content.
The vector-notion in physics is a case in point.
"

‘

’

.

.

.

’

‘

.

’

‘

—

.

—

.

—

That such flimsy stuff as this should have to be considered at all as a contribution to philosophy, much less
seriously answered, is the fault of the intellectual standards
of our time. As politics it has, alas, a paradoxical 'usefulthe almost immediate doom of our
has been, perhaps for that reason, everyFor intellectual, not for
solemnly discussed.

ness, for
race.

where

it

And

foretells

it

we have to follow suit.
This " Time ’ that is wistful and yearning,’ is ‘ a charm/
Forlorn / the very word is like a bell/ etc. Time
then.
the very word for Spengler is a charm ; but not, as with
Keats, to drag a reluctant creature back to himself quite

political, reasons,

‘

‘

!

;
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the contrary. It summons up * the intensely personal to
the delight of the ravished listener. It whispers self
‘
Time is Jihe magic ' Sesame * that opens the cave of ail
that is most* intensely personal^ and proper to the self
alone*
It excludes the alien, or the Not-self.
That is the
word for me exclaims Spengler, more or less. And Time,
Destiny and Self Zit commutative terms, he then goes on
*

'

’

I

’

’

""

!

to say.

The movement-quality of Time, or the mind, is not
the same as physical ‘motion.’ Oh! that one should
have to use the base physical counter direction to express
this ineffable movement of movements, and so allow it to
be classed by the less sensitive reader with vector-notions
All these words are disgusting travesties except when they
are ‘ a word (it has to be italicized to distinguish it from
ordinary words, and capitals cannot be employed, for that
is the prerogative of the Logos)—a word to indicate something inconceivable, a sound-symbol.’
Why cannot Spengler say it in flowers (as we have
suggested would be Bergson’s natural outlet), or say it in
music in something more beautiful and seductive than
mere words (not italicized)—anything rather than that
But such is the cross that the philosopher has to bear. He
cannot be a philosopher or an historian in anything but
words. So it is that ‘ Time ^that which we actually feel
at the sound of the word, which is clearer in music than in
language
^the great god ‘ Time has to be adored in this
inadequate manner; and Spengler has fco keep up a running
apology for his language to his resounding, inexpressible,
’

^

’

!

—

‘

’

—

—

’

—

’

sound-symbol of a deity.
The above passage is too palpably confused even for
but otherwise it is, again,
Bergson to have written
This ‘ life,’ ‘ will,’ movementthe purest bei^gsonism.
quality is surely that once celebrated counter Vilan vital ?
;

‘

’

The ^^wistfolness and the ^ yearning ’ are reminiscent of
the first great time-philosopher ; and, like Whitehead,
Spengler is a follower of the organic theory of nature.’
It is as an historian, however, that Spengler has been
privileged to give away ‘time’ most completely. The
next passage I will quote shows him again at work, incidentally, in his war upon language :
’

Every higher language possesses a number of words such as
doom, conjuncture, vocation, about which there is, as it

luck,

s

——a

mN
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veil.
No hypothesis, no science, can ever get into
touch with that which vre feel when 'we let ourselves sink into
the meaning and sound of these words. They are s^nnbols,
not notions. In them is the centre of gra\ity <?f^that worldpicture that I have called the World-as-Histor}r as opposed
to the World-as-Nature. The Destiny-idea demands lifedepth and not intellect.^ There is an organic
experience .
a logic of direction
logic, an instinctive, dream-sure logic
as against a logic of extension and no systematist, no
Aristotle or Kant, has known how to deal with it.

were, a

.

.

.

—

We

are amongst

the

‘

mystery^-clouded,

far-echoing

’

type of word once more amongst words with veils about
wmrds that are not words.
When w’^e let ourselves sink into the meaning and sound of these words
"

them

’

;

—

‘

*

as Bergson, in identical language, would recommend us
to do then we get in touch with the Incomprehensible.
In their veiled and mystery-clouded depths, the ‘ deep/

—

not the

intellectual,

man

will intuit the World-as-IIistory.

is simply the world of human
emotions, the psychological wmrld, of course ; and it could
orld-as-Time just as well. This misty
be called the
object is the corner-stone of Spengler’s edifice.

The World-as-History

W

2. Spengler’s book on the theoretic side is simply the
elaboration (on a basis of bergsonian, or italian idealist
philosophy) of the widely-held belief that everything
whatever as much a scientific theory as the hat you wear
is a phenomenon of fashion, a Time-phenomenon
'
history,’ and not a ‘ truth/ whatever its pretensions to be
the latter. Spengler is very exactly the philosopher of
The rest of our analysis of Spengler will be an
Zeitgeist.
examination of his theory from that point of view. If you
open Spengler’ s book at almost any page, you will meet
some elaboration of this belief. Let us take, for instance,
his account of the principle of causal necessity in Western
physics, compared with those of the Greek and Arabian.

—

—

—

We

see then (he says) that the causality-principle, in the
which it is self-evidently necessary for us ^the agreed
basis of truth for our mathematics, physics and philosophy

form

—

in

a Western and, more strictly speaking, a Baroque phenomenon. It cannot be proved, for every proof set forth in
.
Beyond question,
a Western mind presupposes itself.
the notion of laws of Nature and the conception of physics as

is

.

.

—

^
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’

Scientia experimentaiis/ %vhich has held ever since Roger
Bacon, contains a priori this specific kind of necessity'. The
Classical mode of regarding Nature
^the alter ego of the
Classical mojde of being on the contrary, does not contain it,
and yet, it does not appear that the scientific position is
weakened in logic thereby. If we work carefully tlirough
the utterances of Democritus, Anaxagoras, and Aristotle
we look with astonishment into a world-image totally unlike
"

—

—

.

*

.

our own.

This world-image is self-sufficing and therefore, for
definite sort of mankind, unconditionally true.
And
causality in one sense plays no part therein. The alchemist
^

this

or philosopher of the Arabian Culture, too, assumes a necessity within his world-cavern that is utterly and completely
different from the necessity of d^mamics.
There u no causalnexus of law-form but only one cause, God, immediately
imderl^dng every effect. ..." If a rule seems to emerge, it is
because so it pleases God. This w'as the attitude also of
Carneades, Plotinus and the Neo-Pythagoreans.
.
.
.

But the

Faustian,’ ^ Western,’ ‘ Classical periods are
many sub-classes for Spengler, and each has
physics, philosophy and art, its particular time‘

’

divided into
its

own

blend.
Professor Whitehead {Science and the Modern World,
page 25) refers to " The particular conceptions of cosmology with wffiich the European intellect has clothed
And he proceeds ;
itself in the last three centuries.’

General climates of opinion persist for periods of about two
to three generations, that is to say, for periods of sixty to a
hundred years. There are also shorter waves of thought,
which play on the surface of the tidal movement.

These climates of opinion of Whitehead are as peculiar
and exacting a medium as are the time-atmospheres of
Spengler, and presuppose organs and morphological variaWhitehead’s account of Western science
tions to match.
^
The inexpugnable belief
is much the same as Spengler's.
’

"

that every detailed occurrence can be correlated with its
antecedents in a perfectly definite manner, exemplifying
general principles/ that was for Whitehead the necessary,
naif basis of the Western scientific impulse.
I am not saying (he says) that the European trust in the
scrutability of nature was logically justified even by its own
only point is to understand how it arose.
theology.

My

My
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explanation is that the faith in the possibility of science
an unconscious derivative from mediaeval theology.

.

.

.

is

Again

:

—

^

When we compare this

tone of thought in Europe with the

attitude of other chhlizations when left to themselveSj there
seems but one source for its origin. IJ^-must come from the
medieval insistence on the rationality of God, conceived as
with the personal energy of Jehovah and with the rationality
of a greek philosopher.

Or yet again

:

Faith in reason is the trust that the ultimate natures of things
together in a harmony which excludes mere arbitrariness.
It is the faith that at the base of things wx shall not find mere
The faith in the order of nature wiiich
arbitrary mystery.
has made possible the growth of science is a particular example
of a deeper faith (page 27, op. cit).
lie

Here

i^

what Spengler says on the same subject

:

experience
The appeal to
is
characteristically
But no one has noticed that a whole worldWestern.
view is implicit in such a concept of experience with its
aggressive dynamic connotation, and that there is not and
cannot be experience ’ in this pregnant sense for men of
We have never yet given adequate
other Cultures. .
thought to the singularity of this, the pure Faustian, con‘

.

.

’

.

‘

’

'

.

.

ception of experience. The contrast between it and faith is
.
.
sensuous-intellectual experience
obvious and superficial
is in point of structure completely congruent with that heartexperience, that illumination which deep religious natures of
the West (Pascal, for instance, whom one and the same
necessity made mathematician and Jansenist)
.
etc.
.

—

.

.

It will be seen that Whitehead and Spengler say exactly
the same thing they both identify religious faith with the
What makes Pascal a jansenisi also
scientific passion.
makes him a mathematician. Science and religion, and
science and art, are, for both Whitehead and Spengler, one
activity, as it were, and both, in their respective books,
are busy drawing parallels between, or fusing together in
their interpretations, painters, poets and musicians or
deeply religious natures ’ on the one hand, and men of
science on the other.
But, you may say at this point, if this is true of the past,
:

‘

^
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then it is also true of the present. And that I 'v\oiild not
deny. What made Pascal a jansenist and a mathematician has made also no doubt Einstein a mathematician
and something or other (not a jansenist).
Indeed, as
to Einstein, Spengler does not mince words
lie has him
firmly fixed into a little box upon the giddy declivity
faiistian
arranged upon his
switchback, liurrying to
This is his contribution to the subject of
perdition.
;

'

Relativity

‘

’

:

the ruthlessly cynical hypothesis of the Relativity theory
very heart of dynamics. Supported*^ by the
experiments of A. N. Michelson
and prepared mathematically by Lorenz and Minkowski, its specific tendency is to
destroy the notion of absolute time.
Astronomical discoveries
(and here present-day scientists are seriousty deceiving them"
selves) can neither establish nor refute it.
Correct " and
incorrect are not the criteria whereby such assumptions
are to be tested ; the question is whether, in the chaos of
involved and artificial ideas that has been produced by the
innumerable hypotheses of Radio acti\ity and Thermodynamics, it can hold its own as a useable h^^pothesis or not.
But however this may be, it has abolished the constancy of
those physical quantities into the definition of •xhich time has
entered, and unlike the antique statics, the Western dynamics
knows only such quantities. Absolute measures of length and
rigid bodies are no more. . , . If we observe how rapidly cardhouses of hypothesis are run up nowadays, every contradiction being immediately covered up by a new hurried
hypothesis ; if we reflect on how little heed is paid to the fact
that these images contradict one another and the " classical
Baroque mechanics alike, we cannot but realize that the
.

.

.

strikes at the

.

.

.

’

‘

’

great style of ideation is at an end, and that, as in areliitecture
and the arts of form, a sort of craft-art of hypothesis-building
has taken its place. Only our extreme maestria in experimental technique— true child of its century hides the

—

collapse of the symbolism.

To understand ultimately why Spengler is so fierce about
this theory that destroys the notion of absolute time, it is
more exactly than ^ve have done so
and that, in its place, we
time
shall do.
Meanwhile I will quote a further four short
passages relative to the Theory of Quanta and the atomic

necessary
far

"to

discover

what he means by

‘

’

;

All these passages
theories, full of similar denunciation.
reveal the same idea, namely, ths close association of sden-

—
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theory with the ethical or
contemporaneotis with them,

tifie

l^IAN

'political attitude

of the Zeitgeist
r

There is a Stoicism and there is a Socialmn of the atom
(Spengler asserts)
the words describing the static-plastic
and the dynamic-contrapuntal ideas of it respectively. The
relation of these ideas to the images^ of the corresponding
ethics is such that every law and every definition takes these
On the one hand, Democritus’s multitude of
into account.
confused atoms, put there, patient, knocked about by the
blind chance that he as well as Sophocles called dvdyKT^,
hunted like Oedipus, On the other hand, systems of abstract
force-points working in unison ;
aggressive, energetically
dominating space (as ‘ field ’), overcoming resistances like
Macbeth.
.
Democritus merely regards shock and countershock as a form of change of place. Aristotle explains individual movements as accidental. Empedocles speaks of love
and hate, Anaxagoras of meetings and partings. All these
are elements also of classical tragedy
the figures on the Attic
stage are related to one another just so. Further^ and
logically, they are the elements of Classical politics,
(These
last italics are mine.)
:

.

.

;

So for Spengler logically^ and as a matter of course, the
conceptions obtaining in the art of the theatre are identical
with the political conceptions of the same period, and the
‘
discoveries of science (whether the atom is envisaged as
an aggressive ‘ force-point,’ full of purpose, or is a little
ball knocked blindly hither and thither by fate) are also
reflections of the political and social ideas of the time.
All
the most abstract science as much as anything else, in
politics, is Zeitgeist.
The claim of the man-of-science to
an absolutist status, to being a ^ discoverer,’ independent of
the march of political and social events, is humbug, or at
least self-delusion.
It is interesting in the above passage
to compare the analogies taken from the tragic stage of
Greece with the account I have quoted above of the same
things by Whitehead. It will be noticed how close their
statements lie together. I will give three more passages
to further illustrate this point of view :
’

It is tension that is missing in the science of Democritus.

.

.

.

And, correspondingly, the element of Will is absent from the
Classical soul-image.
Between Classical men, or states, or
views of the world, there was, for all the quarrellings and envy
and hatred ^no inner tension, no deep and urgent need of

—

‘
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-none heiuceen the
(I

well

atoms of the

miU cornequentlij
Cosmos either,
;
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thtre u.as

have italicized this last sentence, which sums up very
what is the constant attitude of Spengler.)
Every atomic

In
of*

tin ory, therefore, is a myth and not an eipet ience.
the Culture, through the contemplative-creative power
its great physicists, reveals its iiimo&t essence and verv
it

seif.

Lastly, I will choose the following passage

Goethe once remarked

(to

Riemer)

"

:

.

.

.

:

The

great

vietx)S

brought into shapes, into Gods (in the earlier
centuries)
to-day they are brought into notions. Then the
productive force v/as greater ; now the destructive force or
art of separation.’
The strong religiousness of Newton’s
mechanics and tlie almost complete atheism of the formulations of modern dynamics, are of like colour, positive and
negative of the same primary feeling. A physical system, of
necessity, has all the charactei's of the soul to •tihose tcorldform
belongs.
The Deism of the Baroque belongs with its
it
dynamics and its analytical geometry ; its three basic principles, God, Freedom and Immortality, are, in the language
of mechanics, the principles of inertia, least action, and the
conservation of energy.

of Life

'tvere
:

There you have excellent examples of the extreme view in
the question we are discussing in this chapter. It is as
extreme a statement, indeed, as you could have of the
position that politics, art and science are one, and work in
with each other. But I do not believe the general view of
educated men (not what they would say, polemically, if
taxed with it for the disinterestedness of science is
but wiiat they
also, of course, a great dogma with them
for the most pari think) would be so very far behind this
extremist view of Spengler’s. On this view Relativity, the
space-time notions in philosophy, emergent or evolutionary theories, all would be expressions of the timespirit, and would have no more general or absolute value
than that. They would be a deliberate and arbitrary
structure of h^^pothesis and myth, approximating as closely
as possible to some atomist aspect of experimental truth,
this specious approximation reached, in the case of the
contemporary pliysical theories, b}' a tour-de-force of
maestria.’ Spengler
mathematical craftsmanship. This
says, could, with its brilliant and dexterous fancy, cover up

—

*

^

—

^

’
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and disguise from us all the contradictions existing underneath. So we would be living, with sublime naivete,
according to this point of view, in one particular httle house
of cards the contemporaries of New^ton w^ould^be squatting
peaceably in theirs, the good Newton, full of the most pious
but one-sided intentions, busily running it up and perfecting it with a marvellous exactitude and wnth a fine eye for
the great architectural effect. Einstein, a more finicky,
fastidious and at the same time bizarre architect, produces
an unsimple, intricate, amorphous thing, like a mathematical Boro-Budur.
Wliat we have to ask ourselves is whether this extremist
account of Spengler’s is true, or only partly so, or whether
it is without any basis at all, in fact.
If we are spenglerites, we could scarcely ask ourselves these questions, of
course ; for, to be consistent, it would have to be admitted
that our answer would inevitably be influenced by the fact
that we are in the middle of the time-illusion, and could
scarcely be detached from the apocatyptic medium emanfaustian ’ soul in its immense and tragic
ated by the
decline ^though how Spengier our master does it and is
to some extent exempt, would remain a mj^stery.
The fundamental attitude of Spengier I entirely reject,
as I have already indicated this quite apart from any
question of the hideous and inflated form in which he
presents his mechanical vision of things, or his light-hearted
inconsistency. Yet no one can deny that the attitude to
the liaison between the various activities of any time
outlined above in the passage I have quoted responds to
some sort of truth. At present I will only make one
specific criticism of this doctrine.
Where he is discussing
the various eiiropean conceptions of force the nisus,
potentia, impetus, etc.
he makes the following statement
:

—

‘

—

—

—

:

We can indeed quite well differentiate between Catholic,
Protestant and Atheistic notions of force. But Spinoza, a
Jew, and therefore, spiritually, a member of the Magian
Culture, could not absorb the Faustian (Western) forceconcept at all, and it has no place in his system. And it is
an astounding proof of the secret power of root-ideas that
Heinrich Hertz, the only Jew amongst the great Ph37'sicists of
the recent past, was also the only one of them who tried to
resolve the dilemma of mechanics by eliminating the idea of
force.

—
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First of all, this statement obviously contradicts his own
For, apparently, there are people in
Zeitgeist doctrine.

Europe wl\o are mysteriously outside the great Western
dynamical ('faustian') illusion, namely the Jews: and
they have been at all times fairly influkitial. But if his
time-doctrine or period-doctrine is to be based upon race
(and the passage I have just quoted shows it to be so based),
then it at least would be very difficult to imagine the
uniformity he supposes obtaining among such
a heterogeneous population as that constituting Europe or
so that, whether it be a Finn or a Sicilian, a
the West
Roumanian, a Hebridean or a peasant rom the Rhone,
the moment he begins thinking he begins thinking dynamically, in terms of force and poieer
for what applied to the
Jew must also apph' to the differing race oppositions among
‘

faustian

’

’

‘

—

:

Europeans.

Then

if you say that Hertz, because he %vas a Jew, ^vas
by the Western conception of force,’ and proceeded, since he found he could not make any sense of it,
to banish it altogether from ph}’ sics, you would also have
to say the converse should happen, and that Einstein, who

baffled

is
‘

‘

also a Jew% should meet with a similar opposition in the
soul, wdiere his physical conceptions are con-

faustian

’

you would expect to

find that the Western
Culture, finding Ms non-dynamical doctrines
difficult
to assimilate, rejected them. Mr. Bertrand
Russell, for instance, gives this picture of the einsteinian

cerned
‘

:

faustian

universe

’

:

If people were to learn to conceive the world in the new
way, without the old notion of force,’ it would alter not only
their physical imagination, but probably also their morals and
politics. ... In Einstein’s world there is more incli'%iduaiism
and less government than in Nevlon’s. There is also far
less hustle
we have seen that laziness is the fundamental
law qf Einstein’s universe. The word dynamic has come
to mean, in newspaper language, energetic and forceful ;
but if it meant ‘ illustrating the principles of dynamics," it
ought to be applied to the people in hot climates who sit
under banana trees ivaiting for the fruit to drop into their
mouths.
‘

:

‘

‘

’

’

There Mr. Russell is discussing the same phenomenon as
Spengler is discussing, wdiere he disparages the effort of
But Mr.
Flertz to get rid of force in Western physics.

s
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(unlike Spengier) is enelianted mtli what has
happened and Mr. Russell is a true and typical Western
man. But perhaps, as regards his
faustian
theory,

Russell

:

‘

’

the exception that proves the rule^.
Actually, if the Jew could, by physics or any other
means, cure us of what certainly is a characteristic of much
european life, a belief in and worship of the most brutal
and stupid sort of force,’ he would deserve our deepest
thanks. But that is another question.
The race basis is, at all events, a hopeless one on which
practically to found anything of this sort at all.
Your
Faustian Culture would swarm with exceptions not
one solitary Hertz, as cited by Spengier, but a multitude
of people, not Jews necessarily, but simply not ^faustian
(whatever that may be), would not conform to the unanimous picture. Far more would fail to conform than would
be found to conform in any such arrangement.
And
indeed that is precisely what, in practice, happens. All
the types and genera that Spengier describes have occurred
the ^ faustian age is full of classical
in every period
men (his great hero Goethe, even, to some extent is
one of them), and Greece was packed with ill-disciplined

Spengier

is

^

—

’

—

‘

’

‘‘

’

faustians.’

In spite of this entire rejection of a theory that I conwhatever form it be stated, a foolish one, I am
very far from asserting that religion, politics or social
thought cannot or does not influence speculative thought,
and indeed colour and distort it, often, altogether. But
it does it very differently, I believe, from the manner of
in a sense even more radically,
Spengier’ s description
perhaps, but nothing like so neatly nor on an ordered plan,
nor in disciplined, pre-ordained cycles, revolving with the
exactitude of a battalion of prussian infantry at manoeuvres.
This second section of my analysis of the time-consciousness of Spengier will be for his most direct contribution to
what we have subsequently to debate apart from Spengier’
theories
namely, what r61e the political movements of
the present time play in the parallel philosophical or
sider, in

;

:

physical systems.
3. Now I will turn to the shape the doctrine of organism
takes in Spengier.
First, the emphasis on the periodic goes hand in hand

*
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always with a doctrine of organism. The universe becomes
an animal, whose organic periodicity we study. In philosophic tliemy
periodic
implies
organic
and when
Whitehead says that he is advancing (as Btrgson did) the
‘

’

’

'

;

"

organic view,* that involves the stressing of a regular timepulsation of things, and a periodic re^-enacting and repetitive
pattern, in everything, as we Iiave seen. The world-ashistory could equally well lie expressed
the world-ascycles.’
It involves insirstence upon tlie per\"asive existence
of a fatal, mechanical periodicity, in tlie working of the
empirical Flux : in short, the reiercnce is directly to the
organic mechanism of your body, vrith systole and diastole,
periodic changes, and its budding, flowering and decaying.
The ^ mind has ceased to exist. The universe is an animal
resembling your body, with a mind composed of time.
You are invited to listen for the creaking and churning of
the world as it whirls round upon its axis, the beat and
thunder of its movement, for the repetitive music of the
spheres, for the breathing, the 'heart beats’ of the sun
(which instruments, it is thought, very soon may be invented to register), and for the ' chug-chug of your own
blood, the rhythmical vibration of your own circulative
machinery, as you forge ahead, like a gently-heated,
purring steamer, upon the breast of the river Flux.
That picture, to begin with, is not the picture of the
^

’

’

’

normal consciousness. Pushed down, or sunk down, on
to a purely automatic motor-plane, all the functions upon
which our conscious life depends, are totally forgotten.
Except when violently exerting ourselves, or when acted
upon by the rush of what Spengler calls the " megalopolis/
our consciousness is quite static and still, as serene and
unmoving as our position upon the earth in the midst of
Space appears to be. This essential quietude of our
consciousness, if it did not exist, would be a tiling that a
thousand people would be recommending us to acquire.
If Time is " a moving image of eternity/ our consciousness
is a non-moving image of it, or else it is the thing itself.
Nature, and we in nature, are balanced so perfectly, and
move so quietly hither and thither, in such a dream-like
suspension, in our most normal life, that it w’ould require
an equal effort to reverse this illusion of eternity, and
convert it into the heavy, unquiet, shattering pulsation of
Time, to what it must have needed, according to our
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So the theoretic view in question
it.
one from the teaching of experience.

standards, to create
is

a very

The

different

picture is in reality a descrifTtion of the
historic
Unconscious, as exactly as is the teaching of v5n Hartmann
or of Freud.
When it is brought to life by time-consciousSo there is in the
ness, it exists only as an immense image.
life of the time-conscious individual a crushing preponderance of image-material. What next we have to ask ourselves is if this inflated image-world is real in its own
right, or if not, on what terms it is endowed by us with
There is also the practical question of its influence
reality.
upon our actual existence.
The rise and fall of Empires one of the obvious illustrations and starting-points of organic historical myth is
only true of a very small stretch of historic time. It is not
fundamental not a fact of the same order as the growth
and decay of individual man. With Cultures it is the
same thing. If the European has not broken the vicious
circle and the world entered on a period of pacification, it
is not from lack of opportunity.
The Great War and the
wars that are now threatened are the result of the historic
mind. It is the time-mind at work indeed, it is peculiarly
useful to the promoters of wars, hence its popularity. It
says,
The fact that world
It ’s time for another war.’
conditions have been completely changed by the scientific
age means nothing to it. Shut into its dogmatic historypicture, it clamours for repetition.
It does not see, nor
wish to see, very new facts. It wishes only to see history
and the habit-picture, for it a drama (as we have seen
Spongier and Whitehead describing it). Or it is a melodrama a musical drama. For the historic-mind is that
of the sensationalist gallery or pit of tradition. It expects
images of power and of exaggerated " passion,’ then a
great deal of red blood and good blue entrails. Then the
then the same thing over again. ^
curtain
a pause
The clockwork rising and falling of empires, with the
regular oscillations of great wars, plots and massacres,
seems, according to all unprejudiced information, to refer
to a certain limited period of history only.
It had a
relatively recent beginning, very special, not universal or
necessary, causes, and it is to be assumed that it is amenable
to an end. This seemed, but recently, within sight. But
even if that were not so, still not to struggle to alter such
'

’

’

‘

—

"

—

’

;

‘

’

;

‘

‘

’

—

’

‘

:

:

—

—

'
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things, however profound the rut in which they run, would
display very little spirit or perseverance. evolutionary
or other. f>Had men never sought to alter things no
historical, cyclic changes could ever ha%-e been got going, to
start with
for you cannot have a period or a
culture,’
even, without ini pen de bcmic lolonic.
Arts are organisins of (a) Culture, organisms %vhic]i are
born, ripen, age and jor ever die.' -writes Spenglcr. Tiie
rationale of this emphatic for ever of Spengler\s is of course
that for him the " organism that we call an art (such as
Impressionist art/ Geometric art.’ or ' Renaissance art ’)
is conceived in its full, coloured, breathing materiality, it
is bergsonianly
alive.’ and so it not only dies for ever.
but ever\i:hing about it dies for ever. There is nothing
'

'

:

”

*

'

’•

^

universal

left in it except entities of an extremely low
feeble order.
It is, in short, the super-scnsuously real
the daily '‘copy,’ the topical, v^hat has ‘news-value'
that dies so absolutely. The ‘ arts that " are organisms
vdthin a great Culture, or historical body, can be visualized
on the same principle as the electron of Whitehead’s
illustration, ‘ blindly running,’ but deriving importance
from the fact that it is an integral part of a whole greater
than (though possibly as blind as) itself, and not a mere
That is why those arts, with the
lonely, alien atom.
culture-body, behave so organically,’ why it is necessary
to italicize /or ever when we come to mention their lamented
decease.
Returning to the imperial organisms that are the patterns
for Spengler’s apocalyptic zoo, we have many excellent
‘

’

and

—

’

’

‘

reasons to inquire whether societies inmt see-saw up and
down, "with Apocalypses, ‘ Declines,’ or never-moreS wistof
ful, and dramatic Culture-periods, for the benefit
sentimental historians of the type of Spengler ?
The extremely ‘ ahistoric Chinese are more troublesome
than the Greeks for the chronological philosopher. The
ancient Egyptians are as bad. The Indians are even worse,
perhaps the worst of all. But then when you come to
think of it, there is no civilization of any magnitude or imall except the Faustian
portance that was not ahistoric
^

’

’

"

—

"

West.’

Here
.

.

.

is

Whitehead on the Chinese problem

the more w"e

know

:

of Chinese art, of Chinese literature,
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and of the Chinese philosophy of

life,

we admire

the more

the heights to which that civilization attained. F or thousands
of years there have been in China acute and ^parned men
patiently devoting their lives to study. Having regard to
the span of time, and to the population concen^ied, China
forms the largest volume of ci\diization which the world has
There is no reason to doubt the intrinsic capacity of
seen.
indlAudual Chinamen for the pursuit of science. And yet
Chinese science is practically negligible. There is no reason
to believe that China if left to itself would have ever produced

The same may be said of India.
science.
the Persians had enslaved the Greeks, there
no definite ground for belief that science would have

any progress in
Furthermore,
is

if

flourished in Europe.

The Greeks are alone responsible for modem science, it
seems, and so for Progress ; and (although so ahistoric
themselves) for the historical, chronological mind. But
there seems no reason at all why the present great ferment
should not eventually return to the Chinese, Indian, egypare perhaps in the
tian, Persian, etc., etc. condition.
’
phases that are extremely
last phases of greek " progress
ungreek, however. Progress may even itself bring ProIndeed, already the bottom appears to
gress to an end.
be entirely knocked out of Spengler’s ‘ historical,* periodic
picture, by such things as wireless, air-travel and so forth
How can^ in fact, the
actually by Progress itself.
old competitive ^ rising and ‘ declining,* clashing of crowds
of rival states, continue at all, unless science is abolished,
or else unless that state of historical rivalry is artificially
It is because Spengler is so very romantic
maintained ?
that he is so objectionable : and any one who cares
to argue it out for himself will soon see that the historical
view is the opposite of anything that could
be called realistic,’ in anything but a fake and indecent
’

‘

We

—

—

’

‘

’

'

sense.

His ^organic* antithetic Cultures are the result of
the hypnotism of the Rise-Decline-and-Fall of empires and
aggressive military states, it is plain. That Spengler
imparts a pan-german pugnacity, of all foolish things, into
his Culture-partisanship (it is the Musical, the Nordic,
the Faustian Culture that is the profoundest,’ etc. etc.)
proves it, if that were needed. Nietzschean power-metaphysics have long obsessed european ideology and speculation.
Spengler’s violent power-doctrine applied to History

^
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Nietzsche, as Alexander and Whitehead are

still

^

still

is

Bergson.

The mark of the darwinian matrix from which this
thought corner is very plain in the following passage, where
he is showing static Classic Man to be lacking naturally
‘

in

’

tension.’

‘

tension that is missing in the science of Democritus.
Classical men, states, or views of the world, there
was ^for all the quarrelling and envy and hatred no inner
tension^ no deep . . . need of . . . ascendancy.
The principle of tension . . . has become for Western physics fundamental. Its content follows from the notion of
the
Will-to-Power-in-Nature. . .
For the Classical thought it
(would have been) impossible.
It

.

.

.

is

Between

—

—

.

.

.

.

Inner tension between men, between states, betw'een the
points of view embodied in them, or even between atoms,
or indeed between everything existing in the Western World,
hypothetically or otherwise, in theory or in life ^tliat is
the stirring burden of his historical vision. All this tension
especially
inner tension
comes straight out of the
Will-to-Power-in-Nature,
Finally, his theory of art is highly ‘ organic in all its
What he constantly contrasts are the Classical
details.
point of view and the Faustian, as he calls it, or gothiceuropean.’ Whenever a Classical ‘ thing
comes to life,
then it immediately becomes ‘ Musical.’ When the greek
statue, for instance, came to life in Byzantium or Alexandria by receiving soulful eyes that ‘ entered into the
The
onlooker ^then it is Faustian and non-Classical.

—

—

’

‘

—

’

‘

’

’

—

Faustian building, for instance, is alive, ^ The Faustian
building has a visage and not merely Sbfagade : and with
*

this visage, this head, is associated an articulated trunk,
that
erects dtself to the heavens like the spires of
Rheims.’ These buildings, whether of Speyer, Rouen or
they have a face, instead of fagade
RheimS*, are alive
^they sing (as well as
they are also ^ a cathedral of voices
rumbling with organs). They are apocalyptic ‘ musical
animals, where the Classical temple was a songless embodied
ethos, the blind, nude, static body of a man.
So much for the organic nature of his picture of the
world. I will now turn to his art-doctrine.
‘

.

.

.

:

’

—

:

’

‘

4.

Spengler

is

’

very preoccupied with the greek idea of
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I^IAN

He cannot drag his mind away from the picture
the athenian population squatting in its theatres
and ‘ purging itself. It seems to him, no doubt, such a
He feels cheated of
material.
•waste of good ^ historical
real live “events/ by the athenian poets. "The stoic
philosophers even went further still, and transplanted this
quietism and staticness into everyday life

Tragedy.
of

all

’

’

!

The seated Buddha-statue and Zeno’s Ataraxia are not
The ethical ideal of classical
altogether alien to one another.
man was that which is led up to in his tragedy, and revealed
This in its last depths means the purgation
in its Katharsis.
of the Apollinian soul from its burden of what is not Apollinian. . . . That which the drama (the attic-drama) effected
in a solemn hour, the Stoa wished to spread over the whole
held of life ; viz., statuesque steadiness and will-less ethos.
Now, is not this conception of Kadapcns closely akin to the

And does not this kinship
Buddhist ideal of Nirvana ?
bring ideal Classical man and ideal Indian man very close to
one another, and separate them both from that man whose ethic
is manifested in the Shakespearean tragedy of dynamic evolution
.

and catastrophe

.

.

?

We could add, separate from all apocalyptic men whatever all those labouring ecstatically under aching burdens
destiny/ that require ‘ dynamical ’ and
or
of
fate
‘
evolutionary purgations—all those temperamentally in
love wuth " tragedy/ and bitterly resenting the model
picture presented to us by Aristotle of its being gently

—

‘

’

'

’

purged out.
All art, except modem german music, becomes, in
Spengler’s account, a sort of buddhism. If allowed to have
its own way, even a god of Peace might be evolved.
Anything really might happen ! Something like a Chinese or
an Indian civilization might ensue.
So what Spengler says, in effect, is this. The poor,
ignorant, unenlightened Greeks went into a thea'fe^re and
worked off their tragic deposits of thought and feeling in
watching a make-believe agony and death. They were so
superficial^ the Hellenes^ and had so little care for reality
(these confirmed * idealists ’), that they were satisfied with
that mere picture of tragedy, that second-hand reality,
We " faustian/ modern, Western Europeans (and especially
Nordics), have a better way of purging ourselves.
Our catharsis is not of that roundabout, feeble, static sort.
^,

—
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our
exact real blood and tears. We want, in
short, reality
whereas the poor Greek only wanted a show,
a picture, a representation in a theatre.
All the problems presented by the arts, and the meaning
of their relation to our life, and, so, as I see it, all the
problems of our life at all, to-day, lie in this reasoning.
On whether you see through, or whether you accept, this
romantic, self-styled realist version of things, will rest
a great deal your general position.
The Romans, never strong in art or speculative thought,
at the best of times, gradually sank during the Empire to
a condition in which art became more and more naturalist
and real. They arrived at the veritable pitched battle in
the gladiatorial games, in which quantities of men fell upon
and killed each other for money ; and, as Seneca describes,

We

feelings.

:

‘

’

’

killed real men upon their stages.
It
was those ultimate forms of realism in the later Western
Empire that ushered in the Dark Ages. To-day, our wars
and revolutions, and all the feverish emotionality associated
with these, appear to be doing the same with us. I am
merely stating the case for art, as against what is vilely
misnamed reality.’

they crucified and

‘

’

‘

5. Just as Whitehead (in his Science and the Modern
World) wishes to identify art and science ^to suggest that
they are at bottom an identical activity (Whitehead being
quite prepared to say, I should imagine, that art was
equally scientific,’ and in many ways more exact), so does
Spengler. This is Whitehead on the subject of Leonardo

—

‘

da

Vinci, for instance

:

Perhaps the m|in who most completely anticipated both Bacon
and the whole modern point of view was the artist Leonardo
da V^ici, who lived almost a whole century before Bacon.
Leonardo also illustrated the theory which I was advancing in
my last lecture, that the rise of naturalistic art was an important
ingredient in the formation of our scientific mentality.
Indeed,
Leonardo was more completely a man of science than was
Bacon. The practice of naturalistic art is more akin to the
practice of physics, chemistry and biology than is the practice
qflaw. . . . Da Vinci and Bacon stand together as illustrating
the . . . legal mentality and the patient observational habits
of the naturalistic artist.

T

I

;
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It is interesting to note, in connection with this passage,
that Dnhem believes that we have in Cardan {Be SuUilitate)
the thought of Leonardo, since Leonardo’s unpublished
MSS, were in the hands of Cardan, and he is proved not
to have been over-scrupulous. Descartes, the father of the
modern age, was very indebted to Cardan ; and so, if
Duliem’s supposition is correct, you have in Leonardo,
more than in any other single person, the source and origin
At all events, there is
of the modern scientific outlook.
no intention here of disputing the importance attributed

by Whitehead and

to Leonardo

Spengler.

Whitehead’s account of Leonardo is the exact opposite
to that of Spengler ; for no consistency must be expected
Time enthusiasms. Both believe Leonardo to be
in
almost the most important figure of the last five hundred
Whitehead sees him as
years, but for opposite reasons.
a very scientifically-minded obsewer^ patiently dissecting
corpses and immersed in the technical, physical problems
Spengler would regard this view of
of naturalistic art.’
For him Leonardo was,
his hero as repulsive and untrue.
on the contrary, the person who took the art of painting
out of that Renaissance naturalism into the region of
‘
faustian infinite Space and * Music.’
’

‘

‘

*

Oil-painting, on the other hand, sees and handles with evergrowing sureness extension as a whole, and treats all objects
The Faustian world-feeling
as representatives thereof.
created the new teclinique that it wanted. It rejected
drawing. It transformed the linear perspective
into a
Some ventured (on the Faustian
purely aerial perspective.
road), some guessed, some fell by the way, some shied.
It
.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

was, as always, the struggle between the hand and the soul,

and instnane^it, betweeji the form willed by the artist
form willed by time the struggle between Plastic and

hetwee7i eye

and

the

—

Music,
m

The hand

of course here the symbol of ‘ the Classical
the line (or drawing,’ in whose repudiation by his faustian
spirit you see, above, Spengler exulting) is the Classical
whereas the aerial perspective, chiaroscuro, is the musical
invention of the germanic North. It is also worth noting
the identification of ' time with " music,’ and Music contrasted with Plastic ^that ‘ timeless thing, as he elsewhere
describes it. The cult of time or feeling for time, he also,
"

’

is

’

‘

—

’

’

—

‘

—
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elsewhere, identifies with the feminine.’
(These associations of terms are interesting as revealing the true nature
of his thought.)
‘

In the light of this account (of the melting of the Renaissance into the Gothic or ‘ Faustian ’) we can at last understand that gigantic effort of Leonardo . .
the Adoration of
the Magi.
.
•
Nothing like it was ever imagined till
Rembrandt. Transcending all optical measures, everything
then called drawing, outline, composition and grouping, he
pushes fearlessly on to challenge eternal space ; everything
bodily floats like the planets in the Copernican system and
the tones of a Bach organ-fugue in the dimness of old churches.
,

,

Further on you read

:

In Fra Bartolommeo the material bounding-line is still
It is all foreground, and the whole sense
of the work is exhaustively rendered by the definition of
But in Raphael line has become silent, expectant,
bodies.
veiled, waiting in an extremity of tension for dissolution into
the infinite, into space and music.
entirely dominant.

Now

the dimness of old churches,’ bodies floating in
a technique where things are ‘ veiled,’
shuddering and expectant, prior to their thrilling plunge
into dissolution, ^ the infinite,’ and into Music, is not what
Whitehead was thinking about when he mentioned Leonardo. Of course he had in mind quite the opposite of such
happenings as those. But I believe that Spengler understands himself, and the time-material he is handling,
better than does Whitehead. When Professor Whitehead
identifies his scientific and mathematical theories with
Romantic Art, he does so with a sense of paradox he has
the air of thinking that by bringing together such things
as electro-djmamics and ‘ Hail to thee, blithe spirit,’ or
Wordsworth, he is treading with some daring a novel
path. A little less english
if not a naughty, a peculiar
stiffness, and we should find him splashing about in a
faustian bath of Music and Infinity with Spengler.
"

’

infinite space, or

:

—

6. In this section I will set out fully the meaning of the
antithetic ‘Classical’ and ‘Faustian’ (or ‘Gothic’), or

the

'

Plastic

'

and

‘

Musical/ of SpengleFs vocabulary.
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Classical

Man and

the

‘

Classical

’

Culture

is

for Spengler

hellenic civilization. This, with its definiteness, its immediacy, he is against. He is for the * Faustian Culture
{which resolves itself into modern Western Romanticism).
'
That is ‘ far-away (or ‘ infinite ‘ yearning,’ etc.) : that
’
'
hates the line, that loves the ' perspective,’ in which things
'
’
only exist in their relation to a misty, far-echoing Whole,
not for themselves it is those attributes that he likes and
’

’

:

teaches.

Let him describe to you the advantages of the
over the ‘ Classical.’
Consider, now,

Western painting as

How

it

was

'

Faustian

’

after Leonardo,

deal with infinite
space as something singular which comprehends both picture
and spectator as mere centres of gravity of a spatial dynamic ?
. The (Faustian) picture no longer stands for itself, nor
.
looks out at the spectator, but takes him into its sphere
Foreground and background lose all tendency to materiality
and propinquity. . . . Far horizons deepen the field to
infinity, and the colour-treatment . . . expands the field so
that the spectator is in it. It is not he, now, who chooses
the standpoint from which the picture is most effective, on
the contrary, the picture dictates position and distance to
The Greek spectator stands before the fresco of
.
.
him.
sink into a picture : that is, we are pulled
Polygnotus.
into it by the power of the space-treatment.
fully conscious of its mission.

does

it

.

.

We

In the Dithyramhic Spectator I have dealt with this
phenomenon of merging recommended dithy-

particular

—

—

rambically by Spengler. I will now place beside the
above quotation from the Decline of the West a passage
from the excellent BelphSgor, by Julien Benda, in which
exactly the same process is described, but in Benda’s case
described with as much disgust as in the case of Spengler
BelpMgor is a critieal study of
it is pointed to with gusto.
the " democratic ’ post-war society in France : ail th^^ massdemocratic vices and w^eaknesses are exposed in a masterly
When, however, he uses the word ‘ democratic ’
fashion.
he wishes us to understand exactly what he means, he
tells us,

and

this is

how he

defines

it.

We speak of the bad taste of our democratic society.
We mean by that a society whose tastes have become those
‘

’

of the people or at least such as we usually expect of the
people (namely, indifference to intellectuai vdues, religion of

—

:
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*

We intend

emotion).

any particular

by that neither to curse nor to flatter
We would willingly say with

political regime.

a woman® of the eighteenth centtxry : ‘ I call
people ” all
those who think commonly and basely : the court is full of
them.’

After the alternations of romantic power-snobbery, and
astute provision of gaudy and gigantic morsels destined
for the most plebeian of palates, found in Spengler, this
good sense of Benda’s is refreshing, is it not ? This is the
passage from Benda that can usefully be read in conjunction
with the above passage from the Decline of the IVesL
Art (in contemporary doctrine) (he writes) must identify
with this principle
it must not observe it, or describe
it, which implies remain distinct from it, it must unite itself to
it, more precisely, fuse, confound itself with if.
When
our teachers announce that art ‘ should cease to walk around
things, but should take up its position inside them.’ that by
no means signifies, according to them, that art should look into
itself

:

-

.

.

the inside of things, but, quite the contrary, that it should
die to every kind of {mere objective) vision (in so far as to look
at a thing is always to remain exterior to it) and 7nerge itself
in {se confondre) the life of things. Constantly we hear our
prophets declaring that the artist should ^ marry the internal
rhythm of things,’ " become the life of things,’ " live things.’

As you

passage describes spenglerism with great
not to Spengler but to a flourishing
mode in France a year or two before Spengler made his
appearance.
I will quote a few remarks of Spengler’ s to define further
the meaning he attaches to the word classical,’ arranging
my quotations in subsections
see, this

accuracy, only

it refers

**

:

(1) The Nature
emblem in the^iude
‘

’

of Classical

man found its highest artistic

it logically there grew
Faustian man’s
a static of bodies, a physics of the near. (.
Nature-idea was a dynamic of unlimited space, a physics of
the distant.)
To the Classical belong the conceptions of
matter and form : to the Arabian the idea of substances
to the Faustian the idea offorce and mass. ApoUinian theory
is a quiet meditation, Magian a silent knowledge of Alchemy
(even here the religious source of mechanics is to be discerned)
the Faustian is from the very outset a working hypothesis.
(2) An Attic statue is a completely Euclidean body, timeIt neither speaks
less and relationless, wholly self-contained.
nor looks. It is quite unconscious of the spectator. Unlike

statue,

and out of

.

.

.

.

.
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stands wholly for
an individual
amongst individuals, a body amongst bodies. Amd the living
individuals perceive it as a neighhour, and da. not feel it as

the plastic forms of every other Culture,
and fits into no architectural order

itself

it

;

it is

an invasive influence.
() The Greeks inquired as little into the interior of their
own organization as they sought for the sources of the Nile
those were problems that might have jeopardized the Euclidean
Classical man took good care
constitution of their being.
not to take the cover, the material wrapping, off anything
:

.

.

.

.
cosmic. .
(4) All Classical building begins from the outside, all Western
from the inside.
(7) The history of the Classical shaping art is one untiring
(5)
effort to accomplish one single ideal, viz. the conquest of the
free-standing human body as the vessel of the pure real
present The temple of the naked body was to it what the
cathedral of voices was to the Faustian.
() For Classical man . . - the gods were, like a statue or
a polls, Euclidean bodies having locality.
The bases of the Apollinian and the Faustian Natureimages respectively are in all contexts the two opposite
symbols of individual thing and wiitary space.
.

In the above passages, chosen at random, you obtain a
quite definite picture of what Spengler considers the
attributes of the Classical,’ and what he means by Classical
man. He goes indifferently to art and physics for his
description.
The Classical man is, however, the Greek
man and the attic statue is the central symbol, for
‘

‘

’

:

that is ' Classical.’
statue ‘ neither speaks nor looks.’
The
sculptor makes its eyes blind. It is a things really, an
object among other objects. It is, in short, " the individual
thing,’ without a ‘ soul.’
The Greek regarded himself as
surrounded by static and soulless " things ’ ; whereas we,
and our ' Faustian ’ brothers, regard ourselves as surrounded by ‘forces,’ and as dynamically involved in a
World-Soul.
In contrast to the ‘ Classical,’ the byzantine artist
supplied his human figures with enormous eyes : ‘ the
beholder’s sphere is invaded by an action-at-a-distance/
emanating from the picture, by means of these fixed and
hypnotic, ahnost living, eyes. Art has come to life. The
repose of things^ of a dead and soulless universe, such as
Spengler, of

The

all

attic

^
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you get

in attic art, lias come to an end for ever.
These
are the Dark Ages, and then the Gothic North begins its
great Cnltare, of which its vast and profuse cathedrals
(from which »the hated
line is conspicuously
classical
absent) are the culmination. After a slight rebuff (namely
the Italian Renaissance) the Gothic soars on till it builds
up German Music as a fitting sequel to its cathedrals
(which, as Spengler truly remarks, are only half-plasfcic
art or less than that ; they are really music).
In Beethoven and Wagner this disembodied, soaring, mystical
afflatus makes its most expressive finale of achievement.
That is the ‘ Faustian Infinite in full blast.
So Music,’ in the spenglerian account of things, which
agrees with a widely-held view (cf. M. Bremond, chap, iii.,
etc.), is the supreme expression of Western Culture : with
Chamber-music ^ the Faustian music becomes dominant among the Faustian arts. It banishes the plastic
of the statue and tolerates only the minor art ... of
’

’

'

porcelain.’

and ‘ Music ’ at each other’s
throats, in an eliminating contest. It is world-power or
downfall for Gothic Music as interpreted by this warlike
professor ; and the arts become weapons in his hands,
which he wields with a picturesque barbaric clumsiness,
brandishing them hither and thither. There is no room
upon the same earth for two such opposite things as Plastic
and Music. He insists characteristically on a unity in
everything. So Music eats up the Plastic, dissolves it,
and it streams ont to ‘ infinity.’ There is then only Music
Spengler sets

‘

Plastic

’

throughout the triumphantly Gothic World.
Spengier’s Faustian,’ ' Musical,’ and ‘ Gothic has its
culmination in Wagner, that, for an artist, is the thing of
crowning significance,
'

’

A whole world of soul could crowd into these three bars (of
Wagner). Colours of starry midnight, sweeping clouds, of
world.
autumn, of the day dawning in fear and sorrow
fear, impending doom ... all these impressions which no
composer before him had thought it possible to catch, he
Here the contrast of Western music with
could paint.
greek plastic has reached its maximum.
.

.

.

.

.

Indeed, I think it did. But is Spengier’s whole book a
subtle argument /or the Classical, after all ?

—
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7. By
Ms own

*

Music

’

artificial

means something peculiar to
and by Plastic he means

Speiigler

system

I^IAN

’

'

:

something unusual too.

—

^

most instructive in his book
called (in the english translation) ‘The Arts of' Form/ is
taken up with contrasting Plastic and Music/ What
he means by Music is evidently a late Beethoven quartet
for I suppose (I am ignorant)
rather than a Bach fugue
that a Bach fugue would offer too many analogies to the
Most of Ms chapter

^the

^

"

‘

’

‘

:

be too ‘ structural/ to satisfy the ‘ faustideal.
It is not really with the
musical
romantiCj
ian/
art of music, that is, or with the art of painting, that he is
dealing, when he is contrasting Plastic and Music, but with
a certain kind of nature that has expressed itself in one art
‘

Classical/ w-ould

’

‘

or the other.

My

standpoint here is that when he says Music he
does not mean what Bach, for instance, would mean by
music, but merely the german ‘ soul expressing itself in
have
that medium. And I suggest that other ‘ souls
expressed themselves just as beautifully in music, but
‘
In spite of the fact that
Classically/ as he would call it.
he uses Bach and counterpoint often as a typical ‘ Faustian/
I should imagine that many musicians would be found to
disagree with him, once they understood exactly what he
meant by his term. Similarly for him ‘ Plastic means
any plastic art in Europe that is not
greek or plastic art
greek or greek-influenced, he calls music.’ And by music
he means, as I have said, not what other people mean by
‘
music,’ but the expression of a certain type of romantic
‘

’

’

'

’

:

‘

’

‘

mind, for which Germany has been mainly responsible.
Just as he sees underneath all physical theory the ‘ soul
or ‘ will/ of some particular Culture (so that ‘ there is no
absolute science of physics, but only individual sciences that
come and go, within the individual Cultures ’), so underneath any phase of plastic art he sees no universal and
peculiar problem of form. No art has a philosophy of its
own for him : indeed all arts, the moment they really
begin to understand themselves, show a tendency to melt
away into music ’ into something intangible, abstract,
non-plastic ‘ infinite/ The saying of the great nineteenthcentury romantic and aesthete, Walter Pater, can again be
‘
usefully recalled
All art seeks to approximate to that
of musicJ
’

—

‘

—

:

;

‘
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As regards Painting or Sculptmre, " the technical formlanguage is no more than the mask of the real work/
Style is not a product of material, of technique, but of ‘ a
mysterious m^st^ a Destiny/ Oh, those mysterious musts
of Spengler’s
one had supposed that no more such
eternal teutonisms were to be found.
At all events, in
spite of the emotional pretensions of the terms in which he
sees fit to express himself, there is something definite
!

enough here. He objects to the arts of architecture,
music and painting being determined by perfectly superficial criteria of medium and technique,’ endowed with
eternal validity and immutable principles of formal exThe
pression.
Science of art
has always attached
importance to a timeless delimitation of the individual art
‘

‘

’

"

’

spheres : and it is the ahistorical character of this science
’
(invented by ‘ Faustians,’ like so many other ' timeless
things, oddly enough) that annoys Spengler, rather than
its claiming for the plastic arts independence of ' Music,*
or rather ignoring the imperialistic r61e of Music altogether.
'
If an art has boimdaries at all
.
. they
are historical^
and not technical or physiological boundaries. An art is
an organism^ etc.* To be an ‘ organism,’ to be historical,’
to be saturated with and fully possessed of Time^ it is
essential that it should be physiologically castrated and
absolutely despecialized. Otherwise we should get just
artists
whether Chinese, Tuscan, Arabian or Mayan ; and
that would not at all suit Spengler’ s book. For him a
Tuscan Quattrocento painter is not an artist, but a
Classical
man in disguise, struggling to reincarnate
himself in an italian Goth,’ engaged in the vain attempt
to vanquish by means of his old weapon, plastic form, the
surging, infinite,’ ' gothic Music of the ^ faustian ’ man
who, of course, without any difficulty discomfits him, and
re-establishes the ‘ gothic
(in the form, this time, of
german music) more firmly than ever before. To-day it
declines ; for even
Goths,’ apparently, must die. And
‘
every individual art ... is once emstent, and departs with
its soul and its symbolism never to return
’

.

—

’

‘

‘

’

’

'

picture, in which it is his idea
ears something he calls ® gothic ’ or ' faustian
the one hand, and * classical (that is to say, greek) on

8.

For Spengler’s militant

to set

on

’

by the

’

TIME AM) WESTERN MAN
the other, there is one very troublesome event. That is
the Italian Renaissance.
For the culture of Europe the Renaissance otands as a
great and imparalleled cultural awakening.^ Just as the
Englishman regards the Elizabethan Age as a^short but
select period,

and many

when England produced

scarcely

moment

heroical

of

less
its

its

greatest intellect,

important ones, at the most

history

;

so

Europe

in general

is

accustomed to look back on the Renaissance as its culminating intellectual effort, when genius reached its greatest
pitch, in unexampled abundance.
But for Spengler’s World-as-History and his glorification
of the ^ gothic soul, the Renaissance is a most disagreeable
Renaissance Man was almost
retrospective contretemps.
And what is the value of his
Classical Man over again.
‘ gothic
panegyric if upon the only occasion on which
Europe reached the greatest levels of art and really put
forth all its genius or if that estimate of the Italian
Renaissance is accepted it simply became Classical again,
as though there were nothing better to do than that, and
as though its true soul were in reality a Classical soul
That would be very awkward. So the prestige of the
Renaissance has to be destroyed.
First, he sets himself to suggest that any artist whom
he finds it is quite impossible to belittle without being even
more absurd than he wishes to be such as Leonardo or
Michelangelo was in reality a
Gothic.’
Michelangelo
was, with St. Peter’s, primitive Baroque, not Renaissance.
Leonardo was Baroque too
he, as we have seen, is not
only the founder of modern, anti-classical, science
he is
'

'

—

—

—

—

‘

:

;

also for Spengler the forerumier of German Music, the
enemy of the Classical ‘ concrete,’ the first great artist to

envelop his pictures in a romantic
‘

faustian

’

‘

infinity

’

of pure

Space.

But no Renaissance artist was really classical ’a they
were aU members of a very obstinate, irrelevant, antigothic,’ movement, that flared up and then quickly died
‘

down,

all

the greatest ending their days as musical baroque

primitives.

It was the ‘ musical ’ Baroque that, for Spengler, gave
the coup de grace to the Renaissance. Jesuit art, as seen
in the Venetian churches, brought
music into its own
again : and with the ^ real
or ‘ alive ’ quality of its
‘

’

’

‘
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’

’

ornamentation, that everywhere broke up the classical
and static ; with its architectural surfaces and vistas that
‘

were

alive instead of classically objective

and

dead,

it

was

the aerial bridge back into the region of Music and the
abstract.
Here is his description of Rococo, which, in its
function of a dissolvent of the Plastic, is analogous to
*

Baroque.

With the eighteenth century

.

.

.

architecture died at last,

submerged and choked in the music of Rococo. On that last
wonderful fragile growth of the Western architecture, criticism has blown mercilessly, failing to realize that its origin
is in the spirit of the fugue, and that its non-proportion and
non-form, its evanescence and instability and sparkle, its
destruction of surface and visual order, are nothing else than
a victory of tones and melodies over lines and walls, the triumph
of pure space over material, of absolute becoming over the
become. They are no longer buildings, these abbeys and
castles and churches with their flowing fagades and porches
and gingerbread Courts, and their splendid staircases,
galleries, salons and cabinets
they are sonatas, minuets,
madrigals in stone, chamber-music in stucco, marble, ivory
and fine woods, cantilene of volutes and cartouches, cadences
of fliers and copings. The Dresden Zwinger is the most
‘

’

;

completely musical piece in

all

the world’s architecture.

.

.

.

Again, the Renaissance was not the expression of the
nor was it the expression of the people among whom
occurred. Here is his full statement

time,
it

:

We have only to think of the bursting passion with which
the gothic world-feeling discharged itself upon the whole
Western landscape and we shall see at once what sort of
movement it was that the handful of select spirits scholars,
(It was purely
^initiated about 1420.
artists, and humanists
Florentine, and even within Florence the ideal of one class of
In the gothic the issue was one of life and death
society.)
for*new-born culture, in the second it was a point of ^taste.
The gothic gripped life in its entirety, penetrated its most
hidden corners. It created new men and a new world.
But the Renaissance, when it had mastered some arts of word
and picture, had shot its bolt. It altered the ways of thought
and the life-feeling of West Europe not one wMt. It could
penetrate as far as costume and gesture, but the mode of life
even in Italy the world-outlook of the
it could not touch
the
Baroque is essentially a continuation of the gothic . .
Renaissance never touched the people, even in Florence itself.

—

—

—

.

—

.

.

.

:
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The man for whom they had ears was Savonarola ...

S0O

all the
time the deep under-currents are steadily flowing on towards
the gothic musical Baroque. The Renaissaneew(is) an antigothic movement and a reaction against the spirit of poly(The Renaissance is in the nature of) a
phonic music.
stand that the soul attempted to make against the Destiny
that at last it comprehends. The inwardly recalcitrant forces
are striving to deflect the sense of the Culture ... it
.
stands anxious in presence of the call to accomplish its
This anxiety fastened itself in Greece to
.
historical fate.
the Dionysus-cult with its musical, dematerializing, bodysquandering orgasm, and in the Renaissance to the tradition

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of the Antique.

.

.

.

Culture conceived as ‘ fate or ‘ destiny,’ as you see, is
far from an agreeable thing : it is a thing against which the
‘
soul reacts with considerable violence, as the Renaissance
as seen by Spengler surely proves. But why should the
soul of the West be so ^ anxious,’ and so unwilling to fulfil
its ^ destiny
since this ^ destiny,’ after all, was presumably just it ? The answer seems to be that that Destiny
’

’

—

was ^ a musical, dematerializing, body-squandering orgasm

’

that it did not want to have its body squandered in an
^
orgasm,’ any more than a people (though it may be their
‘destiny’) want to become ‘cannon-fodder,’ and engage
in a murderous ‘ orgasm.’
That seems reasonable enough :
but it suggests unmistakably another thing
namely,
that the soul of the West was not so purely gothic and
musical as all that : that it certainly was not aU gothic and
musical
that it differed from district to district and man
to man, as anybody would expect, who had not a Destinytheory of history, or w^ho had not history on the brain or an
historical complex.’
In short, it would seem to point to
our conclusion rather than to Spengler’s,
’

‘

:

‘

’

:

"

9.
is

me quote this What Darwin originated
Manchester School” system, and it is this

Finally let

only the

:

^

latent political element in it that accounts for its

popularity J
are in the original.) What is it accounts for
Spengler’s popularity ?
I hope not any latent political

(The

italics

may have

element which
this last section

escaped me! In any case,
we wiU turn to the politics implied in

in
all

this profuse bric-a-brac.

Spengler

is

a host in himself:

he dispenses us from

—

‘
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picking amongst a hundred less open and slightly more
circumspect minds : for he goes out of his way to give us
all the material we want in just the way that we want it.
He not only igiakes life easier for the critic of ‘ time,’ but
he should, make it a lighter affair for the more delicate
reader. But if the rather lazy and easily fooled general
reader suddenly opened Spengler’s book and began plrmging about in its immense and portentous material, he
might, it is true, be baffled. He would be very much
impressed, perhaps, by all this mass of ‘ learning ’ and of
intellectual apparatus ; but it would confuse and exhaust
him so miich that (at the end of it all, or when he finally
gave up, dead-beat) he would not know what Spengler had
told him quite, or whither it had all led. He would only
feel that he had been globe-trotted more intensively than
ever before had heard more paradoxes about more
‘
sights,’ and had really learnt the latest opinion about the
thousand and one wonders of the world. A notion that
Spengler was not very favourable to socialism might
remain with him ; but all that side of the trip would be
misty. If a socialist, he would enjoy the haughty abuse
of the masses, of course : just as, if an Englishman or
American, he would relish the contempt shown for those
peoples. In the main, all would be covered over for him
(when looking back upon his experience) by oceans of
words, a large proportion of them as it were uniformed,
many decorated and embossed with immense and overpowering symbols.
It will now be my task to put a little order into that
department of spenglerism that would come under the
head of 'politics.
writer.
On
Spengler affects to be an ‘ anti-popular
exactly the same principle as Nietzsche though of course
without the latter’s initiatory genius or his thoroughness
he affects to be a writer by no means ‘ for the crowd.’
In this Spengler is only humbugging, of course : he is in
reality a popular writer : not because of any clarity to be
found in his exposition, but in its ‘ direction,’ to use his
favourite word. It is an intoxicant for herd-consiimption.
But his reiterated complaint about ‘ Classical Man ’ is that
he is ‘ popular.’

—

’

—

The Classical Culture
the least popular.

is

the most popular and the Faustian

—

He

MAN
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adds this definition

A

creation is

to the
is

popular

’

that gives

in

,

immediately afid frankly evident

This, too,

itself

with

ail its

secrets

comer at the first glance, that incorporates its
generally, that which
its exterior and surface

first

meaning

^

:

when

and various

it is

.

.

to the senses.

not mere bluff, is Just excitement,
emotional habits asserting

contradictory

themselves.
Spengler identifies the " classical ’ with the ^ popular/
He makes a great pretence of providing a very distinguished,
not to say aristocratical, version of the things of which he
The preoccupation of the Greeks with the sensuous
treats.
at
life of immediate objects revealed a rather low taste
best it was merely ‘ popular.’ The German Valhalla, the
misty musical dynamics of Wagner or Beethoven, the
Faustmystical ‘ yearnings ’ for infinity of the Northern
ian ’) man ^that is a very distinguished thing, on the
‘
Music is, put crudely, gentlemanly ; ‘ Plastic
contrary.
Emotion is an exceptional and very noble thing,
is not.
the intellect is a popular one. This is the opposite to
the view taken by Benda, or even, for that matter, by
Nietzsche, or indeed by almost anybody. The general
view of the Intellect is that it, above all things, is the
aristocratical attribute ; so much is this the case that
in the present egalitarian and popular age it, and all its
‘
highbrow airs,’ are exceedingly disliked.
I suggest that this view is merely adopted by Spengler
to enlist the sympathies of what he knows quite well to be
a large, popular, and for the most part extremely vulgar,
audience. He understands his public in very much the
same w^ay that a socialist orator does his
in modern
socialism vulgar means all that is not proletarian, noble
means all that is socially insignificant : both terms, in
their paraphrases, are essential to the orator.
Of wurse,
if we know^ how very vulgar most that is not proletarian
in fact is, this will not strike us as any particular paradox
but the fact remains that the speaker is indulging in sleightof-hand. The same applies to Oswald Spengler.
In the passage quoted in the last section Spengler
describes the Renaissance as an aristocratic event, an affair
of a " handful of select spirits/ which did not touch " the
root of life : it " never touched the people * ; Gothic did

—

—

’

’

’

:

'

’

:

’

—

‘
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penetrated
gripped them, and
them in a truly ‘ musical and mystical fashion. It was
dionysiac 30 with that misbegotten word (in its modern use
in popular propaganda), we get back to Nietzsche once more.
I do not know if it will appear to every reader worth
while detecting and exposing the almost insane inconsistencies of such a writer as Spengler
but I think that
it is so because this kind of sham does take in a great many
people, and it does have a far-reaching and extremely
poisonous effect. The swallowing of such inconsistencies
means that people are being taught not to reason^ to cease to
think.
So it has appeared to me worth while to expose it

do that

indeed

:

—

’

it

'

’

,

:

at

some

length.

Let us place beside the passage above a passage from
another chapter of his book. You will see him using the
same argimient for as he above was using against.

Every high creation in Western history in reality aimed,
from first to last, at something which only the few could
comprehend. Michelangelo made the remark that his style
was ordained for the correction of fools . the same applies
.

.

to every (Western) painter, statesman, philosopher.
What does it mean that no German philosopher worth mentioning can be understood by the man-in-the-street, and that
the combination of simplicity with majesty that is Homer’s
is simply not to be found in any Western language ? ... We
find everywhere in the Western what we find nowbere in the
Classical the exclusive form.
Whole periods for instance
Provencal Culture and Rococo are in the highest degree
select and unimdting, their ideas and forms having no existence except for a small class of higher men. .
For us,
popular and shallow are synonymous ^in art as in science
.

—

classical

man

it

was not

.

—

—

.

—

but for

.

.

so.

He cites the Renaissance, too, as be no doubt remembers
mistily that he used this argument in an opposite sense
elsewhere, and thinks the reader might notice it. But
he says that that only shows that the Renaissance was
thoroughly Western.
But where is the Gothic and Musical,’ now, that
and where is the sting in his
gripped the people
anti-gothic
former argument, to the effect that the
Renaissance touched only the surface of the life of the
people, and left its great heart untouched, which was all
for Gothic, for Music/ for Savonarola, for the Apocalypse ?
’

^

’

‘

‘

’

:

‘

‘

’
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Here we are shown the flower of the Gothic elite likewise
so many miles above the heads of the man-in -the-street*
(the romantic people has become the prosafc man-in'

’

‘

’

‘

the-street

'

for the occasion) that

he does not so much as

touch him with a barge-pole, much less grip his vitals
and penetrate him through and through. And surely if
Classical man is popular in his art, that should appeal to
the people/ in contrast to the faustian autocrat who is
not ? And is it not strange to argue against the classical
Renaissance man that he failed owing to the fact that he
was not popular enough ?
Is it bad or is it good to be ‘popular/ Mr. Spengler,
which do you mean ? for you must mean something. Or,
‘

‘

'

’

’

‘

difficult still for you to answer, is it ‘ faustian ^ and
gothic to be ‘ popular/ or on the contrary, is that not gothic
Is it both and neither and absolutely
or ‘ faustian ’ ?
anything, though : and shall we just shut up the book and
admit that in such a wild world there is no time to go into
such details, and that what the tongue says at 3 p.m. is
not necessarily what the tongue says at 4.80 p.m., and that
in any case it will be all the same a hundred years hence ?
Have I got the drift, and is that the idea ? That is the
only guess, at all, that I can make.

more

Wagner’s Nibelung poetry . . • expresses his social revolutionary ideas ... his Siegfried is still a symbol of the Fourth
The sexual
Estate, his Brunhilde still the ‘ free woman.’
selection of which the Origin of Species enunciated the theory
in 1859, was finding its musical expression at the very same
time in the third act of Siegfried, and in Tristan.
To Goethe evolution meant inward fulfilment, to Darwin it

meant

‘

Progress.’

Nietzsche as a derivative of Darwinism, presupposes Socialism
the ^ dionysiac ’ idea (of breeding a class of supermen)
involves a common action ... is democratic.
.

.

As "Wagner is the culmination of the Faustian, and as
Nietzsche, though so much disliking Wagner, was the first
high-priest of self-conscious ‘ faustianism,’ we must assume
that " socialism ’ is an excellent thing.

Yet—
The great mass of Socialists would cease to be Socialists if
they could understand the Socialism of the nine or ten men
who to-day grasp it with the full historical consequences it
involves.

^
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That Wagner is the supreme example of Music (of
Faustian, and as he calls it Western, art) as understood
by Spengl^, seems exact enough. He embodies, too, the
emotionality of egalitarian Social Revolution (or have my
eyes deceived me ?)
further, he expresses the Western
* power-complex
(in all the colossal apotheosis of a
romantic musical drama) as nothing else has. (It appears
to be abominable music, most musicians to-day seem
agreed about that.) That Nietzsche thundering and
screaming is purely ‘ darwinian : that Darwin means
‘
Progress of the Species (what Carlyle thundered about)
that seems quite true.
That socialism as taught and
understood by many people deserves all the disobliging
things that Spengler can say about it, is undeniable. But
why should Spengler wish us to believe that these things
all fit in with each other in such a way that he can say, as
a result of assembling them, that he has shown this
*
Progress of the Species set to ‘ Infinity -Music at Bayreuth, and all this colossal confusion of the " faustian
soul, to be better than the Classical ?
Yet everywhere
he is affecting to scorn and pity the Classical, and to
persuade and hypnotize us into believing that fche Faustian
or Western is a far finer thing.
:

’

"

’

:

’

""

’
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NLY a few general
for as I

observations remain to be made :
my view of what I was

went along I gave

quoting or exhibiting.
culture-atmosphere that
if it is the ‘ faustian
induces Spengler to be so ‘ chronological,’ then the Decline
of the West is merely a manifestation of an untranslatable
Indeed, if
Culture, with no validity beyond this period.
Western Man were to accept Spengler as his spokesman,
to other Cultures the faustian would be a sort of outcast.
For they are, up to date, all ‘ ahistoric.’ Only faustians
are historic.’ So they would say between themselves that
‘
faustianism was false.
Next, when Spengler is attacking ‘ Classical Man he
always means the Hellene. But anything he says about
dynamic ’ to the
the Hellene (in contrast to us ^the
‘
static ’) would apply equally to the Chinese, the Indian,
the ancient Egyptian only they are all more static, as has
elsewhere been pointed out, than the Hellene. So, my
‘
Classical is not the Hellenic Age, as it is Spengler’s : and
my Western is not his ‘ Western.’ For me the contrast is
no longer Modern Europe and Classical Greece. We can
very well be the healthy opposite of ‘ romantic (and all
that entails) without being greek. On the other hand, if
Time-travel were able to offer us the alternative of residence
in New York or residence in Periclean Athens, I should
choose the latter.
It is a matter of fairly common agreement to-day that
Asia has produced plastic art of a far higher order than
Europe, in many ways more complex, mature, sensitive
and beautiful. I don’t think the Emopeans generally
realize how little original plastic art has come from Europe.
If you could get rid of the Renaissance (as Spengler does)
it would be very noticeable.
If there is one thing that
eastern art is characterized by more than another it is
‘line.’
With greek art the ‘line’ suffers from the intrusion of the dogmatism of Ionian science of ‘ nature,’
in short.
It is Intimate to r^ard greek sculpture as
’

First,

‘

’

’

‘

‘

’

’

—

‘

—

’

’

—

!

:
'
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part of platonic doctrine, as philosophy rather than as art.
That is, at all events, how I have always regarded it, and
valued it, and in that sense discuss it here.
What, on the other hand, is your Western Man, when
he is not n^usical ? When he is not musical^ Spengler might
Western Man, according
reply, he is not a Western man
to me, made the Renaissance, and he was not musical
but ' plastic/ He is still here
and he is ‘ plastic now.
It is merely the German man, the least plastically gifted
of any race in the world, who made German Music (but not
music). Musical, and unmusical, men abound in the East
as in the West. The substitution of art, or of technique,
Greek science has been
for period, is essentially vicious.
very bad for the non-musical and musical East : but it
may, on the other hand, be favourable to the musical
‘

’

:

’

East,

To

say that I disagree with Spengler would be absurd.
cannot agree or disagree with such people as that
you can merely point out a few of the probable reasons for
the most eccentric of their spasms, and if you have patience
as I have classify them. That, I think, I have done
enough.
What I now propose to do is to give an outline, in some
detail, of what I believe to be the true account of the
historic progression by which we have arrived at the
present impasse, for also I do not deny who can ? that
there is a fearful state of chaos throughout the world. I
indeed observe it with far more anguish than does Spengler,
perhaps because of the dynamical residue in my ‘|faust»
ian soul, and because I am not so happily constituted as
he is, and am unable to detach myself from this ‘ decline,’
and regard it as a spectacle arranged for all of us by the
historically-minded god of Time, as though for an attic
audience. But that is really not because I am lacking in
^
qualities, but because his fatalistic, mechanical
stoical
account of the matter does not seem to me to be true. I,
unfortunately, line in this Present ; I have not the timemind. I am what Spengler would call a ‘ Classical
That is why I do not understand.
intellect.

You

—

—

-

—

‘

—

’

’

’

’
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THE SUBJECT CONCEIVED AS .KING OF
THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WORLD

TN the ensuing

account of a certain aspect
at last, in those
I
JL typical doctrines merged in the central conception
of space-time, to some readers, as I proceed, it may look
as though I were merely providing confirmation of the
‘
account of Spengler. For I shall everywhere
historical
trace the curiously exact parallel between the march of
political and social thought with the evolution of concepts
This parallel I regard, however,
in the philosophic field.
as an established fact, fairly obvious and at present fairly
it is the interpretation only that you
widely recognized
give to it that seems to matter, or that seems to differentiate
the view of one person from another. Afterwards, which
of these two activities, the theoretic or practical, affects
the other, or how much and according to what laws, we
I must leave it to the conshall have finally to decide.
clusion of my evidence to enlighten you as to my final
This short historical survey will
solution of this problem.
resolve itself into a history of the ego since the revolutionary
period of the eighteenth century of the european Enlightenment. That, it seemed to me, would be the most
1.

of that

historical

movement that has resulted^

’

:

satisfactory "way to get at what I w’^anted : for by confining
ourselves in the main to the fate of this particular concept
and its partner, consciousness,’ the last of the two to go,
under the battery of William James we shall be able to
concentrate our historical argument, and aft the same time,

—

in tracing the all-important career of this arch-concept, to
include all that is germane to what we wish to prove.
First I shall define from our standpoint the position of
Science in the modern world, and then turn to
account
of the vicissitudes and final extinction of * the Subject/
In the first part of this book a passage from Professor
Whitehead was quoted, in 'which he described Aristotle
as the last free great european philosopher.
With that
statement we agreed : and at the time some brief descrip-*

my

3Q$
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tion was given of what interpretation we should attach to
such a statement. To that we will now add the following
observations.
There is no^ great european philosopher of the modern
age more ‘worthy of admiration than Leibniz, both on
account of his extraordinary gifts, and the humane gentleness of his nature. Yet he fell a victim to his dogmatic

compared with the freedom of hellenic thought
both from theological and political exactions (though less
the latter than the former), he was as unfortunately
burdened from the start as were the Schoolmen. The
advantage of Averroes over his Christian contemporaries,
or in a different way of Maimonides and his pupil Spinoza,
would have been enjoyed fully as much by a contemporary
of Leibniz with regard to him. We are anxious to suggest
the possibility that he would have been a truer servant of
God if he had turned his back on God for practical purposes,
and almost forgotten Him.
The leibnizian monad is a marvellous, though imperfectly
conceived confused, as he would have said intuition of
genius. But it was also, on its confused side, nothing but
the little aspiring Everyman of the Enlightenment. The
theology

:

—

—

too literally theologic bias of his thought, and his gentle
but misguided heart, his enthusiasm for an impossible
^
freedom,’ degraded the monad into a political construct,
highly finished, though ill-built because of these ^in them-

—

—

Accommodated with a private,
independent, psychic cubicle, and placed in a heaven
lighted and furnished in the style of Swedenborg, it satisfied
the enlightened of that day, but was very easy to storm
when the critical period set in. Had he, with all his genius,
selves

^noble distractions.

’

‘

built his system of a purer stuff, it might have served us
to-day, instead -of serving our enemies : and it might also
have better served his God.
Berg^Sson and Nietzsche have been (without the genius of
Leibniz) popular purveyors to the enlightened Everyman
of their day. Bergson supplied him with a certificate of
‘
and of ^ uniqueness ’ : Nietzsche with a
creativeness
What it is really essential to
certificate of blue blood.’
press upon the attention of the reader is this : that the
least distraction on the part of a great intelligence from his
task of supplying pure thought, is fatal ; its result is the
§ame as in the case of a plastic or other artist when he
’

‘
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allows himself a similar distraction. So if, then, political
and theological distractions must exist, for truth’s sake, the
and far too much, I believe it can be shown,
less the better
of the doctrine in which to-day we find ourselves standing,
:

sandy, in that sense.
Again, the belief that the mediaeval age of the Schoolmen,
of Abelard, of Saint Bonaventure or Saint Thomas Aquinas,
was one age, and that then came the age typified by Descartes, which was another, is a delusion (of the spenglerian
It
order) which is responsible for a great many mistakes.
is better to regard the Sic et non of Abelard as a revolutionary document, than to regard his age as an age of pure
faith, and that which succeeded it as an age of pure reason.
The truth is that both, in different degrees, according to
character and opportxmity, were mixed ages, of revolutionary speculation associated with dogmatic faith.
is

2. Our next proposition will relate to Science and its
contemporary status. First, Science gives as much power,
and power of the same nature, as was formerly given by
magic. Science is in one sense a new animistic religion,
operating definitely as magic for the Black Boy or Redskin
when he was first invaded by the White. White ascendancy
in that way has truly been White Magic.
But the White
did not know that he owed his success to White Magic
he had a very different, and much less real, conception of
its significance.
Nor did he regard his magic as in any
way magical.’ He thought of it very prosaically, and a
little contemptuously.
He supposed his marvellous success
to be due to his own unusual qualities, and his possession
‘

of the only true faith.

His magic was, however, so powerful that, in spite of
and self-delusion, and all he could do
to discredit it and cheapen it, it has taken some time for
the other world (not possessed of such formidable ‘medicine/
his shortsightedness

to start with) to recover itself.
Science again differs from all former types of magic.
It is an inexhaustible, and a public, magic,
Everyman is
behind the scenes, everybody is in its secrets. All the tricks
are done with sleeves rolled right up to the shoulder. The
audience participates fully : every one, from the smallest
errand-boy, assists at the performance. Wireless has the
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same magical appeal for the modern industrial savage, it
true, as the rifle had for the Redskin confronted by the
early colonist. But he is in a sense the magician himself.
He does not invent the spells, but he uses them and handles

is

the

ritualistic

implements.

Next we will turn to the inventor, the true magician.
But he, also, is different from the old or primitive magician.
Science gives as much power as was formerly given by
magic,’ we started by saying. But it does not give it to
the true magician, to the maker of the spells and the
‘

engineer of the machinery. Nor, still less, does it give
it to the Everyman who handles the machinery and
magical properties. There is a third character in the
plot
and he alone is invested in all the marvellous power
of Science.
Still the de facto magician, the possessor not the maker,
requires the close co-operation of the inventor. And they
work together, to some extent in league as regards the
mass, their ostensible third partner.
The magician or religionist operates, at all times, on
behalf of an unseen god who in a curious manner is of the
same opinion on most matters as himself. Fact and
‘
truth ’ are what the man-of-science works with
but that
also has a way of accommodating itself to his interests and
those of his partner (not the sleeping one). But what he
operates with is more persuasive, for fact is more democratic and above-board than is faith or dogma.
So Science
has to its credit this patent : namely, the popularization
of magic. It is a democratic God letting his creatures into
the secrets of their creation. ‘ Then I mixed a little pigment, 50, and 50, and that was the twenty-carat gold of
your hair a little paste, evenly applied, and that was the
enamel of your teeth, so much prized and regarded as
conferring value, the value “ beautiful,” upon its proud
poss^sor.’
I think for the foolishness of the European where the
uses to which he has put his magic is concerned, we must
go to the marcionite heresy. The student of the early
Christian age will recall that the great heretic Marcion
found it impossible to reconcile the god of Justice with
the god of Mercy : his gentle master, Christ, he found
represented such an opposite doctrine to that of the
supreme member of the Trinity, that he was compelled
:

:

:
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to repudiate the latter, or at least to distinguish radically

between them, a very

difficult

and

ticklish operation, but,

for him, essential.

The sacred books inherited by the Christian European
were in two contradictory parts. One was a very ^ realistic’
account of things indeed as barbarous and pessimistic
as darwinian theory namely, the Old Testament. The
it was an extremely
other part was the exact opposite
book of humane injunctions, full of counsels
idealistic
the existence
of perfection ^namely, the New Testament

—

—

’

'

:

'

’

—

:

of this mad contradiction at the heart of his intellectual life
has probably been the undoing of the European. The
habits induced by the pious necessity of assimilating two
such opposed things, the irrational gymnastic of this
peculiar feat, installed a squint, as it were, in his central
vision of his universe.
The actual behaviour of the European was for the most
Old Testament.’ Wherever he went,
part thoroughly
and that was everywhere, people were exterminated and
enslaved by him in true Babylonian style : his behaviour
was that of a very practical man-of-the-world indeed, of
a child of empire worthy of Assur or of Babylon. But then,
to the stupefaction of the survivors, or of his abject ^ native
subjects, he began wiping away a tear from the corner of
his eye (in the manner of Wellington after Waterloo when
he shut himself up alone for some hours to weep), exhorting
the creature beneath his heel to gentleness and brotherly
love.
It was the New Testament asserting itself ^the
slaughter over and the berserker rage past. But he really
carried this contradictory vice of mercy too far
what
must have seemed merely ridiculous and disgusting to his
victim, developed into a weakness : he not only had a
good cry over what he had done, but he persevered beyond
the limits of safety, where his colonial rule was concerned,
with this non-sense of his double-sided theology. And
his success was so overwhelming {owing to his superior
science) that he never was forced into a salutary selfcriticism, until, at least, from a practical standpoint, it
was too late.
Had his doctrine from the start been that of the Old
Testament, he could not have been less humane, and would
probably in fact have been more reasonable and his conquest
would have been more orderly and productive of a useful
’

—

:
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power. Had it been that of the Gospels only, he would
never have been a conqueror. It was this unhappy blending of disparate things that was his curse.
But in many cases the White European has been the
curse of the conquered races as well. He had a very
debilitating effect in many parts of the world.
When
what was the savage for our Christian grandfathers
opened the sacred-book of his Wliite conqueror, he found
the first part devoted to a long account of implacable warlike activities undertaken on all hands, and prosecuted
with a studied ferocity, in which the various contending
heroes were assisted by a pantheon of bloodthirsty gods.
This made his hair stand on end and his teeth chatter.
That was the Old.’ The second part called the New
‘

’

—

"

—made him

’

‘

cry, it was so soft and gentle.
He grovelled
in terror before the superior barbarity of the first, or ^ Old :
and always cried when he read the second. These two
sensations, so far apart, and yet so closely associated in the
teaching of his new masters, ruined him, as eventually it
’

appears to be ruining them. He became incapable of
coping with any of the eventualities of life he too became
the victim of a contradictory ferment
he lost his zest in
his old self because of this humane and other-worldly
criticism, and yet his Old Testament self would not allow
him to integrate properly the New.’
But then Science slowly began asserting itself, in contradiction to the dogma of religion. Darwin appeared on the
White horizon, and the White Conqueror began regarding
himself as a kind of monkey, no longer so very little beneath
the angels, but wholly of the animal creation. Darwin
was like another, and worse, Old Testament. The New
:

:

‘

’

lost

ground

daily.

But

still it

interfered.

Into European Science the same anomalies have entered,
however. For it has been the same confused and contradictory mind of Christian civilization that has evolved and
interpreted it. White Science, like White Religion, has
And it
its New Testament, as it were, as well as its Old.
has introduced the bibles of its new religion, Science, to
the ‘^native,’ Its new sacred-books take the form, of
course, of Popular Science Series.’ Ail these books are
infected with Christian ideology. If possible, the new sort
of sacred-book is more contradictory than the old. But
the European is supplying the defeated races with his

—
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manuals of magic. They
use of from his bibles.

will

I^IAN

no doubt be made a

different

The new sacred-books of Science, then, are also in two
contradictory parts. Horrors that make the^industrial and
other savages’ flesh creep {for White civilization now
knows that it has ' savages ’ and natives of its own, and
treats them accordingly) are found in one, of more ruthless
But
struggles for existence than even he has ever known.
they are also full, in the other section, of melting pictures
of " progress,’ the gift of the good God, Science. In this
they give away no weight to Christianity. One part
roughly goes by the name of science : the other of socialism.
In the latter, in the socialist portion, Everyman ^Black,

—

—

with
White, and Yellow becomes a leisured gentleman
the aid of machinery (the good God Science) he only needs
to work two hours a day. All the rest of the time he sits
in a velvet jacket and paints a field of buttercups, one eye
on a copy of the ‘ Idylls of the King,’ while his mate feeds
his ear with Puccini and Offenbach,
The same process repeats itself in this traffic of ideas as
The
in the old one of moral and immoral injunctions.
propaganda of ideas ^that spread by the Science-bibles
is especially destructive where the modern industrial
savage is concerned. The humbug and illogic robs him
of his will, and even tends to impair his reason ; in this
resembling the effect of the Christian bible on the primitive
races.
And if in Christianity the elements become extraordinarily mixed, resulting in the most surprising hybrids
of angel and de\dl, the religion of Science Science as a
religion, not pure science, it is understood
can show even
stranger confusions. That is the position that we have
reached to-day.
These remarks on the subject of the rel%ion of Science
can be concluded by once more recalling the immense and
unprecedented power of this White Magic, so dangerously
broadcast, and now shared in by all races -dangerous, at
least, from the practical standpoint of its originators,' It
represents power and nothing else, denuded of its altruistic
equipment of humbug. If a primitive race had carefully
taught its neighbours its warlike arts and the secrets of its
success in aggression, it would have known what to expect.
But the stupendous power of these inventions is the thing
to recall That alone, in conjunction with the democratic.
;

—

‘

’

—
—

—
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altruistic, Christian idea, is what must with great rapidity
transform §11 the balance of power in our world. A gigantic
plague of numberless mechanical toys meanwhile everywhere has resulted in a weakening of the system attacked,
turning the White populations into not an irresistible race
of supermen, but a horde of particularly helpless children.

8.

Modern Mass-Democracy and Modern Science took

their rise together principally in the free city-republics of
Italy.
Science began as hard and visible truth : but now

that which began as a hard and visible truth has become
a fluid and infinitely malleable one. It flows out everywhere. There is the tacit assumption that truth can be
reached, other than symbolically and indirectly
with the
habit of the fluidity comes just as firmly the belief that it
cannot.
Perhaps the search for power may be for us yet the new
philosopher’s stone ^not power, need I say, however, in
the spenglerian sense, or such as is expressed by romantic
german music : nor, of course, literally would it be the
dynamical concept first undermined by Hume. Certainly
all
creative or emergent life doctrines we must regard
as semi-magical prescriptions for the power we have lost,
like a sort of stimulant for the impotent.
These doctrines
all start by accepting, and taking a step further, the
machinery used for the elimination of power. Having done
this, they hand it back, in a gush of hideous optimism, as
a they-lived-happily-ever-after anti-climax on the pattern
of Kant, in his reinstatement of God. Some start with the
indescribable creative gushing of the life-force, and then
proceed to destruction. But optimism is the order of the
day, used to dkguise the increasing depredations made upon
what is necessary for human life by popularized scientific
thought. It is, de rigiieur, on the same principle as were the
masses of powder and scent for the stinking, unwashed
mistresses of Lewis the Fourteenth.
All the modes of feeling and of thought that hang upon
the suppression of this notion are worth giving some
attention to. That for a moment I will do.
First I will take the disbelief in will, the dogma of
how
mechanical accidence (the incidental of Spengler)
it is aflected that things drop from the sky, as the Victorian
:

—

‘

’

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

:
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doctor was supposed to bring a new baby to mamma in
Ms bag, or as Santa Claus put the gifts in the stockings.
In periods when fashion has imposed a particularly short
skirt, for instance, often some self-conscious woman will
be seen behaving strangely, as though it were not she who
had bought and put on what she is wearing. In the adjustment of the curtailed sheath to her legs, in her expression as she arranges it, or simply as she parades it in the
Her manner or
street, there is an implied detachment.
expression suggests that it is a part of her person which
has grown there, as fatally fixed as the feet on the end of
her legs. That is a familiar illustration of the instinctive,
rather than indoctrinated, denial of volition. The occurfence of things, independent of the personal will, is implied
in the relation of the self-conscious woman to her dress,
whose ^ extremism ’ has enveloped her, or left her uncovered, in a semi-elemental manner. This, though no
doubt found in all periods, is especially characteristic of
ours.
For such instinctive, volitionless detachment has
become a cult that is publicly taught. It is the child-cult,
for now is the child-period, in which all initiative has been
removed from people, and they have been reduced literally
to a childlike condition of tutelage and dependence by
urban mass-life and by the prevalence of machinery.
Daily the instances of this way of thinking or feeling
multiply. Responsibility or personal will is, it seems,
gladly repudiated ; fresh theories are constantly put
forward to encourage this attitude, or such as will encourage it. Discouragement of all exercise of will^ or belief
in individual power^ that is a prevalent contemporary
attitude, for better or for worse. Why will is discountenanced or discouraged is not hard to understand. There is
not space in a crowded and closely-organked world for
initiative, or for the play of those instincts that arise as a
result of this energetic self-feeling of the natural, autonomous man. The sense of power, the instinct for freedom,
which we all have, would cost too much to satisfy. We
must be given, therefore, a dummy, sham independence
in its place
that is, of course, what democracy has come
to mean.
;

4.

If

you ascend, for a century, the evolutionary road

—

a
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or track, at any point you like to take you will meet with
criticism of the direction thought was taking.
Criticism
or oppositfon cannot always be wrong, unless you accept
the ‘ historic or " Time ’-view, when, of course, there is no
value of that sort. In the history of the personality, for
instance, here is a remark of Lotze’s, from Book ii. Chap,
viii. of his Meiaphysic, at which we can pause for a
’

moment

:

It cannot however be ignored (he writes) that many of our
contemporaries are animated by a profound hatred of everything that goes by the name of Spirit ; and that, if a principle
were submitted to them which seemed to bear traces of this,
even though it were not opposed to any postulate of science,
they would, none the less, turn awa}^ from it in indignation
to enjoy their feast of ashes, and delighted to feel that they
were products of a thoroughly blind and irrational necessity.

Lotze is, in these words, opposing himself to the most
powerful tendency that he felt in those around him
tendency that, on the single-gauge evolutionary track, has
arrived at the behaviourism of Watson unless, perhaps,
my presence here contradicts that. Must those of us to-day
who demur when we come to examine some of the ordinances
and tendencies of this Best of All Possible Times of so
much philosophic advertisement, be necessarily wrong ?
It seems very unlikely.

—

—

5.

We will now track the Ego, briefly, from where we find

substantival at the time of the opening of the great
period of democratic stir and ferment in Europe, down to
the time of its death in action,’ of recent date. (This
refers, of course, not to ‘ action ’ in the military sense, '%ut
to the final overwhelming of this static ‘ substance in
the ‘motor’ explanations of contemporary psychological
research.) When we see Plourens ‘ cutting away the soul
from his fowl bit by bit,’ in his operation upon the chicken,
we shall neither applaud nor rebuke his success as he drives
the higher mental faculties into the cerebrum, where they
But we shall
will have a precarious home for a moment.
state, with fairness, as we go along, all the advantages for
man in having a specifically intellectual centre of control,
and principle of authority.
Persona for the Roman, meant a free person only ; a
it fully

’
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slave was not a person^ but a res or thing. We shall not
deny that human freedom is also, in our opinion, bound
up with this personality which is so rapidly being given
away to sensational interpretations of life. But as to the
value of human freedom as enjoyed at any tiine by the
general run of men, we shall express no opinion, or one

partly unfavourable to its too crude, undisciplined conOr rather,
tinuance. Our freedom is another one to that.
all that will be necessary to notice will be something to
that the life of the large-sized mammal is
this effect
individualistic ’ and free, but also is lived under conditions
of relative solitariness ; whereas the swarming of insect
:

‘

more in accordance with a rigid communistic
the commimity that lives, not the individual.
But the community in this second case is no doubt as individualistic and ‘ free as the individual of a larger and
scarcer species, taking up more room, living longer and
breeding immeasurably less. And so there is not much in
it.
The handing over of your life to the community is
Imagine your body
like resigning yourself to living in bits.
an ant-hill suppose that it is a mass of a million subordinate cells, each cell a small animal. That it more or
less is, of course, so it is not diifficuit to imagine.
We live
a conscious and magnificent life of the ‘ mind at the
expense of this community. This, in a passage I shall
shortly quote, is how Lotze (in his Microcosmos) pictures
it.
But in sympathy with the political movements to-day,
the tendency of scientific (in which is included philosophic)
thought is to hand back to this vast community of cells this
stolen, aristocratical monopoly of personality which we
‘
call the ‘ mind.’
Consciousness,’ it is said, is (contrary
to what an egotistic mental aristocraticism tells us) not at
all necessary.
We should get on just as well without it.
On every hand some sort of unconscious life is recommended
and heavily advertised, in place of the consdom life gi will
and intellect which humanly has been such a failure, and
is such a poor thing compared to the life of ‘ instinct.’
But
what would Rousseau have thought of Professor Watson
or of Mr. Yerkes’ american army-tests, and our militarized, ‘dry,’ over-controlled, industrial colonies?
The
bird-on-the-bough of Rousseau’s fancy has slowly been
transformed into the rat : still technically out of doors,
but of aU nature’s children the most mechanical. Yet
life is

lived

plan

it is

—

"

’

’

:

’
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Froebel and Maria Montessori (whose curriculum for the
child is Rousseau’s ideal of ‘ freedom/ as expressed
in Emile) would be regarded as part of the same movement
of human training with Yerkes and Dewey : and actually,
as exponents <^f the practical application of the discoveries
of natural science, have many points of resemblance.
But as these systems become more systematized, and
brought into a rigid conformity mth the eiEfective practical
life of the child
that is, of the future worker ^they will
obviously end up at the other pole from Emile. And it was
Emile and his freedom ’ that all egalitarian ferment was
supposed to be about.

modern

—

—

"

6. The subject, or ego, is a sort of primitive king of the
psychological world. He is an ^ intellectualist monster ;
and apart from his ‘ reality or the reverse, he could never
have hoped to survive in a democratic environment.
Actually he excites very special displeasure, and has done
so from the start. Science has been in one sense a revolutionary tribunal : and the scientific method is the most
admirable guillotine. Like all violent dictators, thei*e has
been some crudity in its fiats and sentences. It is, of
course, to the masses of the smaller servants of science, and
to a more influential type of person to whom science is
apt to give power, that the passion of levelling, the crowdpassion, is principally to be traced. However this may be,
the Individual has been from the first proscribed. And
the Conscious at once became suspect to the fanatical
revolutionary mind.
Whatever science might, or has in some men’s hands,
become, or fimdamentally is, it is undoubtedly recognized
to-day as the expression of the aggregate or crowd. It is
a kind of practical art. It is, as it were, the art of the crowdcraftsman. We have seen Miss Jane Harrison saying,
‘
Science has given us back something strangely like a
’

’

Why

Howstrangely like ? we might ask.
ever, it is in this capacity that it becomes the natural ally
of the Unconscious. That there is some passion, and more
interest than we associate with a scientific inquiry, in the
World-SouL’

attitude of
‘

many

thinking subject,’

The most

sincere

men-of-science and psychologists to the
is

borne in upon us in a hundred ways.
gifted early propagandist for the

and

—
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scientific,

—

methodologic standpoint in

—Lange (who was
—expressed this with

life

an ardent revolutionary politician)
exemplary plainness

also

:

Never was the gulf between the thought qf this privileged
society and the masses greater than now, and never had this
prixdleged society so completely made its egoistic and separate
terms of peace wdth the unreason of things. Only the times
before the fail of ancient ciidlization offer a similar phenome-

non but they had nothing of that democracy of Materialism
which to-day, half-miconsciously, revolts against this aristo;

cratical philosophy.

Lange, the great historian of Materialism, was himself
interested to adimrtise the identity of
it happened
Materialism with Democracy, iilso there is nothing halfconscious or half-unconscious about him. But were this
not so, the connection between this political mood, and
this particular philosophic aspect of the scientific creed, is
very plain. In any case, a long time ago a battle was
engaged between the Unconscious and the Conscious and
we have been witnessing the ultimate triumph of the
Unconscious of recent years. The Individual and that
for
part of him that is not individual, also joined issue
the civil war was taken up, in the interior economy of the
Inside us also the
personality, sympathetically, at once.
crowds were pitted against the Individual, the Unconscious
against the Conscious, the emotional ’ against the ^ intellectual,’ the IMany against the One.
So it is that the Subject
is not gently reasoned out of, but violently hounded from,
every cell of the organism
until at last (arguing that ^ independent,’ individual life is not worth while, nor the game
worth the candle) he plunges into the Unconscious, where
Dr. Freud, like a sort of mephistophelian Dr. Caligari, is
waiting for him.
Consciousness
is perhaps the best
hated substance of all : but there is a technical specialist
reason for that. Consciousness is the most troublesome

—

as

:

:

‘

:

'

‘

’

’

common-sense Jhct of any for scientific analysis. The
hardiest investigators approach it with trepidation, and
apologize beforehand for the poor show they are likely to
put up in grappling with it.
Politically,

of course

(and envisaging science as the

supreme functioning of the consciousness of the crowd),
consciousness is equally objectionable. For so long as
‘

’

^
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any sense, and in whatever disguise, holds out, it
very difficult to get the individual firmly by the scruff of
the neck, and seat of the trousers, and fling him into the
Unconscious/ How the Unconscious comes to be the
great denaocratic stronghold that it is, may require, in
passing, a little further explanation.
The Unconscious is really what Plato meant by the
mob of the senses,* or rather it is where they are to be
that, in
is

^

'

‘

’

’

‘

found, the mother region of ‘ sensational life. It is in
^
our Unconscious that we live in a state of common
humanity. There are no individuals in the Unconscious
because a man is only an individual when he is conscious.
*

’

He (Leibniz) declares unconscious ideas to be the bond ‘ which
unites every being with all the rest of the universe,’ and
explains by their means the pre-established harmony of the
monads, in that the monad as microcosm unconsciously
represents the macrocosm and its position therein.
is a passage in E. von Hartmann’s Philosophy of the
Unconscious. Von Hartmann, in quoting this brilliant
observation of Leibniz (one of those fertile notions of which
his scattered writings are so full), puts before us at once
the key of all these questions.
The ‘ Unconscious itself, become such a mountainous
phenomenon in recent mystical psychology, was invented
by Leibniz, in any case, in the course of his lifelong
struggle with Locke. With his egalitarian predilections,
he located in the Unconscious the pantheistic egalitarian
heaven for his monads to pass into when they wished ; just
as, with his monad, he invented the smallest possible form
of god.
Kant identified the Unconscious as the seat of sexual
And placing that alongside Leiblove {Anthfopologie).
niz’s identification of it with the common soul of humanity,
we have at once the basis of a definition of it, which can
be applied in consideration of any of its uses. ' That only
a few spots on the great chart of our minds are illuminated
may well fill us with amazement in contemplating this
nature of ours,’ Kant writes ; and we are all agreed how
ideal and shifting this spot is, and how in its penumbras
and depths it is fused with the Unconscious of our kind.
The rage for what is real,’ as opposed to ^ artificial,’ tells
against this spot. But it is not sure that this is not the

That

’

‘

X

—

TIME
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man to science. At least of this we can
be certain where Consciousness is concerned, and in its
that in order to fit in with the only Explanation
favour
best cliallenge of

—

;

of it that science is able to provide ^the mechanistic,
behaviouristic explanation the actual standard of human
consciousness and human ambition will have to be inFor it is only by approxidefinitely lowered and debased.
mating themselves en masse with the performing dogs and
social hymenoptera of the laboratory of positive science,
that men will not confuse and discomfort the scientific

—

Only in that way can they satisfy the
investigator.
requirements imposed on life by the necessarily limited
powers of mechanical explanation possessed by the
scientific

method.

Before leaving this subject, I will use a passage from
Freitag, quoted by von Hartmann, in which the conclusions to which we wish to lead are implied :

—

ancestral religion,
All great creations of popular force
custom, law, polity are to us no longer the outcome of
individual effort ; they are organic products of a higher life,
which in every age early attains emancipation through the
medium of the individual and in all ages gathers up to itself
the spiritual wealth of individuals into a mighty whole. . . .
Thus one may speak, without intending anything mystical,
of a national soul. .
.
But no longer conscious^ not so purposive and rational, as the volition of the individual man, is
this life of the peoj)ie.
AU that is free and rational in history
is the achievement of individuals ; the national energy works
untiringly with the dark compulsion of a primitive power, and
its spiritual productivity sometimes corresponds in a surprising manner to the formative processes of the creative forces
of nature, which urge stem, leaves, and blossom out of the
seed-germ of the plant.

—

.

7. Our tracking of the ego must be brief
all we can do
under the circumstances is to flash our light on to a few
aspects of its changing history since, let us say, Descartes.
Leibniz is much more the father of very recent doctrine
than is Descartes. Leibniz with his ‘monad’ created a
particular psychic genus of Ms own. There is no occasion
to describe his monad : but before passing on it may be
useful to quote a passage which wjfi have some bearing
upon what we shall have subsequently to say.
:

’
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When I am asked (he says) if there are substantial forms, I
reply in making a distinction. For if this term is taken as
Descartes ‘"takes it when he maintai n s against Regis that the
rational soul is the substantial form of man, I will answer,
Yes. But I answer, No, if the term is taken as those take it
who imagine there is a substantial form of a piece of stone,
or of any other non-organic body ; for the principles of life
laelong only to organic bodies.
It is true (according to ray
system) that there is no portion of matter in which there are
not numberless and animated bodies ; under which I include
not only animals and plants, but perhaps also other kinds
which are entirely unknown to us. But for all this, it must
not be said that each portion of matter is animated, just as
we do not say that a pond full of fishes is an animated body,
although a fish is. {Considerations on the Principles of Life, etc.
1705.)

This last quotation is interesting, as it embodies the attitude
of Leibniz to the question of the unanimated background
on which even the feeblest entelechy would show up and
count. He here, it will be seen, contradicts the average
space-timer of post-Relativity philosophy, for w'hom the
pond too is virtually organic.
Descartes called animals machines : they had not the
rational spark. But men use their rational spark so unequally, and are so much machines too, that, on the face
of it, that generalization is a very superficial one one that
you would expect in the antechamber of Truth (as
Leibniz called cartesian philosophy), but not in Truth’s
presence. Many animals, indeed most, are more dignified,
much freer, and more reasonable than men, in the conduct
of their lives and the ‘ language habit,’ as the behaviourist
calls it, is a servitude for those who are unable to use it,
but have to be content to be used by it. It is not a thing
to boast about that you talk, and that the elephant does

—

‘

’

:

not.

It depends

what you

say.

Agaki, there is the problem of ‘ Socrates awake and
‘
Socrates asleep,’ and the manner in which, in this sort
of extinction, his super-monadhood shrinks to a dim animal
entelechy. But the difficulty does not end there : for the
waking Socrates, even, is not uniformly socratic. At
certain times he is more awake than at others. The divine
spark or soul or principle of reason is (to employ a
metaphor that is exact enough) comparable to the penis ;
in repose it may shrink to entelechial proportions ; and in
’

'

‘

’
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erected state may transform itself into something
An
belonging, proportionately, to another cat^ory.
interesting study could be made in collecting psychical
disstatistics as to the range of the mental variability
parity of intellectual power or of personal character between
the iowest ebb and the highest flood in the case of
specimen-men. It would be fomid that -some natures were
of an eminently iransfigurable type, very plastic and
sinking to annihilation almost when in repose (to again use
the physical parallel, reminiscent of the young Venetian
noble in Boccaccio whose deceptive virility caused the bathkeeper so much amusement, to his cost) : whereas others
maintained a fair level of stable erectness. As an example
of a parallel phenomenon, physical courage could be cited.
This great variability of life or ‘ genius ’ in the same
person gives at once a sensation of unreality where psychic
identity, and indeed individuality altogether, is concerned.
‘ Mind ’
^just as the
is an artificial, pumped-up affair
‘
male ’ is a highly unstable and artificial mode of life. All
we can say is that certain entelechies (to use the phraseology of Leibniz) are adapted to sustain these sporadic
From
feats of superlative activity, and others are not.
this catalogue of diflfleulties it will be seen how very em’
barrassing it becomes to settle the frontiers for the ‘ soul
’
‘
or subject : and how it is not only a case of a competition
between a man and a brick, or Shakespeare and a toad, but
between more nearly related aspirants.
its

—

—

—

8. Lotze’s criticism of the walled-m-monad, from which
I will now quote the principal passage, occurs in his Melaphysic.

In laying down the principle that ‘ the mo,nads are without
windows,’ Leibniz starts from the supposition of a relation
of complete mutual exclusion between the simple essences on
which he builds his universe. The expression is one that I
cannot admire, because I find no reason for it, while it
summarily excludes a possibility as to which at any rate a
question stOl remains to be asked. That the Monads, the
powers of which the world consists, are not empty spaces
which become penetrated by ready-made states through
openings that are left in them, was a tmth that did not need
explanation ; but this proved nothing against the possibility
of a less palpable commerce between them, to which the same
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reciprocal action might have been fitly applied.
It would
not therefore have caused me any surprise if Leibniz had
employed" the same figure in an exactly opposite way and had
taught that the Monads had windows through wdiieh their
inner states were communicated to each other. There would
not have been less reason, perhaps there would have been
more, for this assertion, than for that which he preferred.
‘

’

In place, however, of this interchange of states that
Lotze would have preferred, Leibniz locked up his monads
in narrow cells, condemning them to solitary confinement
only, in place of the intercourse of their
to perpetuity
;

kind, allowing them the supreme blessing of intercourse
with the high-god. And I think that whatever objections
are brought against this obstinate scheme of his, there is
something in its favour namely, that it provided a basis
for (or, rather, ensured) a cleaidy-cut, individually-defined
universe. As a dogma, or a myth, it is at the other
extreme to the impressionistic disorder of contemporaiy
psychology or the cheerless mechanism of the Tester.
In examining the credentials of these
points metaphysiques proposed to us, as our portraits, we feel that
their rather shallow claim to eternal selfhood is in conflict
with their claim to contain something of the Absolute.
The finite individual of Spinoza was, like the lutheran
ego of the Reformation, passive. Or if he was active, it
would only be in a possible frenzy of mutilation in the
attempt to reach God ; in cutting everything away, and
ridding himself of all that would interfere with his translation towards divine perfection. The finite hidividual or
monad of Leibniz was active. He was a little world all to
himself, saturated with force or enthusiasm. Voltaire’s
caricature of Leibniz (although as it came from Voltaire
it would necessarily be pointed to the objects of a mechanical
‘
Enpersiflage) had "some relation to the real Leibniz.
est deus in
thusiema signifies that there is divinity in us
nobis {Nouveaux Essais), There was too much ‘ divinity
w^as his
at all times in Leibniz, and his ‘ enthusiasm
weakness. For his sort of ‘ enthusiasm ’ was ‘ illumina:

‘

’

‘

’

’

’

’

tion.’

We

9.
will next get in touch with the notion of the
individual in the post-revolution epoch in nineteenth-

;
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century Europe. I propose to get at it first by way of the
question of the Freedom of the Wili^ with wlmse destiny
And I will take Schopenhauer’s
its own is bound up.
great book upon the subjeet of the Will, pubMshed in 1818
to illustrate this progress though it is true lie is a theorist
with a most personal metaphoric scheme. To his exposition I will add that of his disciple Eduard von Hartmann,
both by training and disposition much more positivist even
than his master.
Arthur Schopenhauer, is, I believe, the philosopher who
has given the fullest and most intense interpretation of
what must be the unchanging philosophy of exact science.
He gave it in the language of early nineteenth-century
scientific mythology, but it is none the less authentic, and
There is one philosophy for
is easily brought up-to-date.
the surface skin (for everyday ‘life’), and another philosophy for the intestines. Schopenhauer’s, and that of his
The
disciple Eduard von Hartmann, is of the latter type.
dark volitional Unconscious on which their system is
built, with music as its highest accompaniment, unsealed
for ever the lips of the science-sphmx.
What philosophically results from science, not merely used as a technique,
but allowed to sway us as a philosophy, is laid bare in the
‘ pessimism
of the schopenhauerian system.
The individual, for Schopenhauer, was a thing confined
entirely to perceptual life.
Schopenhauer insisted that
under all circumstances the individual should be kept in
the most unequivocal subordination to his conception of
the Will. Up to a point he would protect the self from
molestation, against predatory idealists, for instance, disposed to ravish it into a Unity. But his demonic Will
was absolute with the prerogatives of that he would have
no tampering.
,

—

’

‘

’

:

Whilst I defend and uphold the uniqueness of the Individual
and its right within the real world as against abstract Idealism
and Monism, as energetically as Herbart, I Just as decidedly
dispute the claim of the individual to a transcendent-metaphysical validity, extending beyond the world of objective
appearance, as unfoimded, unwarranted and presumptuous
and deem even that Pluralism which flaily denies all transcendent-metaphysicbehind the real world, to be more endurable
and philosophical, than that which inflates the individual to
an eternal transcendent essentiality or substance: for the
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favour of pliysics
metaphysic, and that is far worse.

ail metapli^^sic in

false

:

—

The world for Schopenhauer consists of t^vo things of
Will and of its objectivation (or representation or idea).
All object^ or idea is phenomenal existence; only the Will
is

‘

tofo

Ding an

As such

throughout not idea, but
that of which all idea, all
the phenomenal appearance, the visibility, the
‘

sich.’

genere different from

it.

it is

It

is

object, is
objectivation.’

The Will

is

unconditioned

is

itself one,’

from

all multioutside the
principium individuationis^ ix. the possibility of multiplicity, altogether.
Schopenhauer’s "VYill is really the
‘
of
life force ’ or ‘ elan vital,’ the hypostasized ‘ duration
Bergson, the Time-god of Spengler, Alexander, 'Whitehead,
By means of it, which is Ding an sich,
etc.
share the
‘
inner life ’ of other individuals, are indeed identical with
them, though outwardly we are cut up into Thises and
Thats.
This pantheistic unity makes Schopenhauer a less
reliable champion of the individual, it may be noted, than
he has pretended to be above. Life was at the most a
roundabout, meandering renunciation of the self—the
climax could not be long delayed. In an essay called
apparent design in the fate of the Individual, he puts this
point of view very clearly

plicity.

It

:

it is

etc.

‘

free

The Will

is

’

:

Although the Will to Individualism is illustrated by every
action and happening throughout the world, as the objectivation or appearance of its impulse, none the less every human
being is that Will for Individualism in a wholly personal and
specialized way .
.
since now from my Philosophy which,
as opposed to professional or burlesque philosophy, is serious
we have learnt renunciation of the Will to hidividualism to be
the final goal of a temporal existence, it must be accepted
th^t every one, step by step, is being conducted thither on his
own specially appointed line ^that is to say, often very
circuitously.
In the life that ends tragically it seems as if
the Will were, in a sense, forced to renounce life, and that its
re-birth were obtainable, so to speak, by the Caesarian section.

—

.

—

will-to-individuality, or self-will, is the powerfullest
will we have any experience of, and surely is (if anything
‘
life force,’
is that) the most characteristic expression of the
Schopenhauer’s will to deaths or will to merge (which this

As the
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will ^ of his should be recognized clearly as being) is a
confusing term. And what a good preparation for the
modern industrial •world this pseudo-asiatic renunciation
of the will to self was, needs no underlining. It is the willto-willnessness exacted as the first step in all mystical
"

‘

merging/

A

sort of roman genius or psyche is provided for each
individual by Schopenhauer a little private Will, which
is yet identified with, and possesses some of the resources
He illustrates this in the essay I
of, the great pan- Will.
quoted from just now in the following way. He says that
the great Unconscious to which we are attached is naturally able to warn our private Unconscious of danger, or of
anything that it might be useful for it to know. His
analogy is to the contretemps of our dreams. He reminds
you how, in certain dreams representing your pursuit of
some appetizing phantom (he takes it for granted that your
sex is the same as his own), some obstacle is incessantly
obtruding between yourself and the object of your desires.
You are just about to couple with your dream-mate, when
you are snatched away or interrupted. In other cases all
goes smoothly, on the other hand ; you effect your purpose,
your desire is consummated. The former of these two
occasions ^that in which you are prevented from reaching
a crisis is an example, he suggests, of the vigilant intervention of the Unconscious Will on your behalf. It is

—

—
—

your sleepless * double (who knows that the event you
contemplate is an organic extravagance which at the
moment wnuld be inopportune) interfering with your
’

design.

Physiology explains the body, he says, in the same way
that motives explain actions. ‘ The wdiole body .
must
be simply my Will become visible, must be my will itself.’
will is, of course, my private portion of the general fund
of aimless power. Sometimes when he speaks of his will
it soimds like a blind animal bundling about inside him.
. every
impression made on my body also affects
my will at once and immediately.’
Pain is thus what
my will dislikes, ‘ pleasure what gives it satisfaction.)
Violent movements of the will (emotions or passions)
convulse the body and disturb its functioning.
.

.

My

(""

’

’

The parts of the body must completely correspond to the
principal desires through which the will manifests itself;
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they must be the visible expressions of these desires. Teeth,
throat and bowels are objectified hunger, the organs of generation are Objectified sexual desire
the grasping hand, the
hurrying feet, correspond to the more indirect desires of the
will which they express.
;

The Unconsciousness of the Will (or schopenhauerian
‘
To the Unconscious wc can
elan vital) is insisted upon.
The unconscious needs no experiences
ascribe no memory/
(which is the same thing as memory). The unconscious
thinks everything that it needs for a special case implicitly
It is the present^ it is the agent, and we
in an instant.
alone look before and after,’ compose our reveries, and
(‘ Si I’homme pouvait !
tot up the accounts.
Si la volonte
we could parody the proverb.) The Will, or
savait
‘

’

!

the unconscious life force, needs no documentation, no
memory, or any of the intellectual machinery that we
carry about. It acts, unerringly and at once. It is instinct,
and
personified as the Will, it is bergsonian
instinct
‘
It is also the first great Unconscious,’ dated
intuition.’
‘

’

‘

1818.

Up

till

now, Schopenhauer

said,

we have

regarded

consciousness, motive, or idea as essential to the full animal
For animal dignity, it is true, that may be
dignity.
requisite.
But Will, or the Unconscious, expresses itself
not only in animals, but in stones, tables and chairs, anything which exists in short, and which can be affected by
mechanical laws. He quotes Bacon and Kepler, and warns
us not to regard their statements as as wild as they might
at first sight appear. Bacon considered that all mechanical
and physical movement of bodies has always been preceded
by perception in these bodies. In Dr. Whitehead’s Science
and the Modern World, the same quotation of Bacon is
conspicuously used to uphold its doctrines, just as it was
by Schopenhauer more than a century ago. You could
not have a better example of the continuity of thought of
this type than the coincidence of this quotation, the same
use for the same end, of this passage from Bacon : 1818 and
1926 are one in principle.
Kepler {Be Planeta Martis) says that planets must have
knowledge ‘in order to keep their elliptical course so
correctly, and to regulate the velocity of their motion so
that the triangle of their course always remains proportional

to the time in which they pass through

its

base/

He

does
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not say that stones and chairs and tables think ; but his
attitude to the matter is rather what any behaviourist’s, or
that of any member of the most influential school of postRelativity thought, would be.
If there is one thing that may be said, in the popular
estimation, to characterize mind, that one thing is ‘consay that we are ‘ conscious ’ of what we*see
sciousness.’
and hear, of what we remember, and of our own thoughts and
Most of us believe that chairs and tables are not
feelings.
‘
think that when we sit in a chair we are
conscious.’
aware of sitting in it, but it is not aware of being sat in. It
cannot for a moment be doubted that we are right in believing
that there is some difference between us and the chair in this
respect. . . . But as soon as we try to say what exactly the
difference is, we become involved in perplexities.

We

We

That
is

is

from Mr. Russell’s Analysis of Mind (1924).

in order to establish these parallels that

we

As

it

are going

through these older systems of the early and middle
nineteenth century of the time, that is, that saw the
birth of darwinism, and the triumph of the modern ‘ scienoutlook dating, in its popular form, from Condorcet
tific
we will frequently interpolate, for comparison, in this
way, passages from contemporary work that bring out the

—

’

—

—

identity we are tracking.
All the characteristic semi-animistic, mystical-unconscious, present-day perplexities are emphasized in Schopenhaucf. His Unconscious or Will informs stones as well as
men, and his Will, before animals arrived, can have been
little more than an inert mass, as conscious as, or no more
conscious than, a planet or an armchair, just like the
'
Space-time ’ of Alexander, in short ; an infinity, but ‘ a
very low type of infinity,’ as Bosanquet remarks. It is
difficult for us to realize how life could be lived without
‘
consciousness.’
Consciousness is, he tells* us, a confession
of weakness, a need to hoard up experiences and compare

them, in order to know how to act by analogy. It should
be regarded as the result of an inferior knowledge,
and not a finer or better-documented one. " Only those
changes which have no other ground than a motive, i.e.
an idea, have hitherto been regarded as manifestations of
Will. Therefore in nature a will has only been attributed
to men, or at the most to animals ; for knowledge, or the
idea, is, of course . . . the true and exclusive character-
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we see at once
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also active when
in the instinct and
is

the mechanical skill of animals. That they have ideas and
knowledge is here not to the point, for the end towards
which th^y sirive, as definitely as if it were a known
motive, is not guided by the idea, and shows us first and
most distinctly how the will may be active entirely without
knowledge. The bird of a year old has no knowledge of
the eggs for which it builds a nest
the young spider has
no idea of the prey for which it spins a web, etc. Idea as
motive is not a necessary and essential condition of the
activity of the Will, etc.
The result of Schopenhauer’s doctrine of the Will is to
create at first some uncertainty as to how the situation
depicted should be regarded. An imperfect, animal-like
god, tries and tries for something, for no assignable reason :
and he comes out into self-consciousness in men a thing
he has not done here, it is to be assumed, prior to the
existence of men on this planet. Yet our ‘ consciousness
(which is his self-consciousness) is a less perfect thing than
his less conscious instinct.
But a bee has this marvellous
instinct to the full ; and yet we regard ourselves as an
improvement on the bee, or on other social hymenoptera.
In that we are evidently wrong. For, judged by the
standard of this god, the bee is more god-like.
Is our " consciousness,’ we could ask ourselves, a little
bit of the Will gone dead, as it were, or gone to rot ?
ts
our consciousness ’ the deadest, and not the livest, part of the
universe ? (We know already the bergsonian or behaviourist answer to that question.)
Our position in the animal
scale makes it difficult to accept that estimate of our special
peculiarity
and yet the more we consider this Will-god,
the more reason we find for diffidence. In that he is like
natural scieneel But Schopenhauer’s pantheism (although
he did not wish that term used of his philosophy, as he
felt he was not able to produce a purposive god, so should
not be called a pantheist) is the pantheism of science.
And it appears to us to be the first philosophy that natiual
science, of the modern age, can lay claim to, or that would
fit its subjective and one-sided mood.
Every occupation has its philosophy we have taken
that fact, in a way, as our starting-point a sort of personal
and functional philosophy adapted to it. With the doctor,
;

—

—

’

‘

;

—
—

:
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lawyer, engineer or schoolmaster, this equally is the case.
It sees the world through the modes of its specialist

A

doctor, a soldier, a prostitute, a dentist,
pearl-fisher ivould not, unless a very
extraordinary individual, be able to keep their shop out
of their general philosophic speculation. In order to be

experience.

an undertaker or a

universally utilizable, philosophy must ^ be
abstracted from these special modes and private visions.
There must be an abstract man, as it were, if there is to be a
philosopher the sort of man that Plato was thinking of when
he wrote the remark in the Thecetetus, used as an epigraph
on page 147 of this book. So exact research into physical
phenomena must provide us, when it speaks and reasons,
with too " shoppy ’ and one-sided a theory of things. But
an abstract man in any sense Schopenhauer was not. He
was a dark, romantic, concrete intelligence, working
through the temper of the discoveries of natural science,
and speculating closely along the lines of these specialist
habits of mind. His god (or Will, as he prefers to call it)
is a vast, undirected, purposeless impulse : not, like us,
conscious
but blind, powerful, restless and unconscious.
It is indeed the opposite of our purpose (which is identified
with consciousness) : for it is purposeless (which is identified with unconsciousness).
The Will that " objectifies ’ itself in this way is a will to
what^ To nothing, Schopenhauer replies. This is, of
course, his celebrated ‘ pessknism * : the picture of a Will
that just goes on for some reason ' objectifying itself,
resulting in the endless rigmarole in which we participate,
and of which (qua Will) we are the witnesses. It produces
Charlie Chaplin, the League of Nations, wireless, feminism,
Rockefeller ; it causes, daily, millions of women to diift
in front of, and swarm inside, gigantic clothes-shops in
every great capital, buying silk underclothing, cloche-hats,
perfumes, vanishing cream, vanity-bags and furs
it causes
the Prince of Wales to become one day a Druid, and the
next a Boy-Scout ; it enables Dempsey to hit Firpo on the
nose, or Gene Tunney to strike Dempsey in the eye, and
the sun to be eclipsed ; for one thing to build bonnie
babies,’ and another universally to sustain ^schoolgirl
complexions.’ It is a quite aimless, and, from our limited
point of view, nonsensical. Will. Identified as it is with
the creatures of its mania for objectivation, if it were a Will

humane and

;

’

;
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worth

its salt, would it not, sharing as it does their struggles,
contrive less ridiculous and more pleasant modes of life

them ?
As a Will, and

for

as

it

manifests

itself in us, it certainly

seems to be a Will to something pleasant and in the case
of some people to something quite sublime. (Where does
it get its notions of sublimity from ?)
But yet it is the
feeblest of Wills with which any unhappy universe was
ever afflicted. For it cannot get anything that it wants.
Ail that it can do is to tear itself to pieces.
If it replied
to us we having expressed ourselves in its hearing more
or less as above
No, it is you (because of the contingent
;

—

and

—

‘

that you represent)
are responsible for all the sloth and misery ; we could
reply : ‘ But we are you ;
objectified,” it is true, but
ineffective sort of

who

^

objectivation

’

’

It is only a bad workman that
with you
complains of his tools. If you find the material conditions
of this existence beyond your powers, do not stupidly
blame our little will-filled bodies. It is the poor quality
of the volition we are supplied with that is the trouble.
”
‘‘
Those that level at my abuses reckon up their own
When you gird at us, the boot should be on the other leg.’
The schopenhauerian Will would find this speech unanswerable, at least as far as our poor human logic will
take us.
Under these circumstances Schopenhauer decided that,
as there was nothing to be hoped from it but its eternal
mechanical buffooneries, the best line to take was to

identical

!

!

far as possible from enforced participaquite imbecile impulsiveness and fuss, and to
employ to that end the traditional strategy of the hindu
sage.
All this did not prevent Schopenhauer from writing
a good deal of carefully-thought-out criticism of life, and
so of Will (pushed to this no doubt by the Will), from
throwing a woman downstairs, entertaining close and
satisfactory relations with other women wherever he found
himself, and of being so noisy in the expression of his
despair that he was known as Jupiter Tonans to his friends
and disciples. All this he quite well imderstood ; ^ he was
afraid ’ (he would say) ‘ that his energetic disposition did
not suit him for Nirvana.’ So the ‘ strange fact that
every one believes himself a priori to be perfectly free,
even in his individual actions,’ is because the great uni-

remove yourself as
tion in

its

sm

TIJIE

versal Will is inside
this sensation.
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Mm, and

as a part of that he

But he has reckoned
organs of generation, heart and

to

is liable

his

liver.
They
stomach, legs,
pin him dow to one imchangeable personality, from the
*
cradle to the grave.
We have now completed a brief survey of one of the
principal dogmas of a famous philosophic myth, ‘of great
value as assigning a philosophic meaning to science. We
possess no better metaphysical or symbolical rendering of
the science of the modern world, given, in this case, a
" pessimistic,’
hindu conclusion of nirvana and renunciaWhereas Kant leaves room for a god, Schopenhauer
tion,
(as his most enthusiastic disciple, Francenstaedt, was reproved by him for revealing) is unavoidably atheistic.
He also holds firmly to the 'purposelessness of everything.
And science (which as a sort of Unconsciousness, is blind
and dumb, of course, and without personality ’) must, if
it could speak, and were prepared to explain itself, give
a similar accomit of a non-human, purposeless, mechanical
Heavily disguised with an optimistic reclame, the
force.
Time-god of Bergson, or that of the more recent spacetimer, is the same god as Schopenhauer’s, still the god of
positive science.
The name changes, only, from a hypostasized Will to an hypostasized Time ; it is introduced
now with ecstatic rejoicings and new decorations, such
as terms like things-for-their-own-sake, etc. : now with
an unfathomable gloom. Schopenhauer was completely
sincere, hence his pessimism : Bergson was not sincere,
hence his optimism. The version of Schopenhauer is
therefore a better guide to the true nature of this deity.
‘

‘

’

10. Eduard von Hartmann carries on with few alterations the system of Schopenhauer.
What* is new is that
he uses Unconscious ’ where his master would use Will ’ ;
just as Bergson substitutes
Time ’ for ‘ Unconscious,’ as
""

do the philosophers of Space-time following Relativity.
The principal work of von Hartmann is called Philosophy
of the Vnconsdom. Leibniz is claimed as the father of

Ms particular Unconscious,’ just as Leibniz to-day is
pointed to by Spengler and many of the Time-philosophers
as being, among their european forerunners, probably the
one nearest to their thought and method. ‘ I cheerfully
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confess that it was the study of Leibniz which first incited
me to the present investigation/ von Hartmann writes,
and he tlieif proceeds to trace the road by which Leibniz
reached ‘the Unconscious/ Leibniz was led to his discovery by the© endeavour to save innate ideas and the
ceaseless activity of the perceptive faculty (which he was
especially interested to preserve). For when Locke had
proved that the soul cannot consciously think if the mmi
is not conscious thereof, and yet should be always thinking,
there remained nothing for it but to assume an unconscious thinking, Leibniz therefore distinguishes perception,
ideation, and apperception, conscious ideation or simply
consciousness {Monadchgie, sec. 14), and says : ‘ It does
not follow because one is not conscious of thought, that
for that reason it ceases.’
What Leibniz contributes to the positive establishment
of his new conception is unfortunately scanty, von Hartmann says, but for instantly perceiving with the eye of
genius the range of his discovery, for penetrating into the
dark inner laboratory of human feelings, passions, and
actions, and for recognizing habit and much else as effects
of an important principle only too briefly expormded,’ he
deserves the greatest credit. Leibniz declares unconscious
ideas to be the bond ‘ which unites every being with all the
rest of the universe/ and explains by this means the preestablished harmony of the monads, in that every monad
as microcosm unconsciously represents the macrocosm, and
its position therein.
So the historic sequence was (1) the cartesian statement
that ‘ the soul,, as a ihinfcing being, must think incessantly,^
(2) Locke, who then appeared, with such statements as
this : that ‘ To ask at what time a man has any ideas is
to ask when he begins to perceive : having ideas, and
perception being* the same thing/ There would be as much
sense in saying that a man is always hungry, but that he
‘

‘

does not always feel it. Whereas hunger consists in that
very sensation, as thinking consists in being conscious that
It will be clear from this that Locke was
one thinks/
willing enough to take things as he found them, and the
Individual where he found him ^that is, just wherever he
declared himself, by starting thinking and having ideas/
For the rest of the time he felt that the Individual could
look after himself ^he always turned up again, in any case.

—

‘

—
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And Locke was not

at all concerned to maintain the visible
continuity of that entity* (3) Then came the decisive
contribution of Leibniz to the theory of the Unconscious*
For Leibniz these blanks (which he was forced to admit)
had to be filled up. It also seemed unreasonablejso suppose
that the Individual, when asleep, ceased to be an Individual,
and was reborn when he awoke. So he was led to the idea
of the Unconscious.
Hume (whose principal concern was Causality), by
allowing Causality an instinctive basis, opens the road to
the Unconscious. Hume does not dispute the fact of
Causality, he only opposes the empiricists (Locke) with
respect to its abstraction from experience, the a~priorists
(cartesians) with respect to its apodictic certainty.
But
in his concession to the a-priorists he affords a support for
the assertion that our thinking and inferring according to
causal relations is a manifestation unconsciously to ourselves of an instinctive power far removed from discursive
thinking, which like the instinct of animals is a gift of
nature. ... Von Hartmann, with his Unconscious, supplements the schopenhauerian metaphysics of the Will.
The Unconscious with him has the same ^ unerring prescience and happy knack that the Will has with Schopenhauer. That is natural, since they are the same thing.
The intuition ’ of women is dragged in to illustratel and
confirm this, and The Feminine is identified with The
Unconscious.
The union of the Individual with the Absolute is effected
by way of a marriage of mysticism and science. The
conscious self-activity could not compass it : the notion
of the Unconscious, however, makes it at once intelligible.
It is the cognition of the Unconscious which makes this
possible and evident, by bringing into scientific clearness
the hitherto only mystically postulated identity of the
Individual with the Absolute, yet without effacing their
difference, which is a not less one than that of metaphysical
essence and phenomenal existence.
For the exercise of the Will (or of the Unconscious) no
brain at all is requked, von Hartmann points out. Ganglionic impulsion is just as good. For the Unconscious (or
on the plane of the Will) the body is an egalitarian and
self-suf&cient commonwealth.
Since in invertebrates the
oesophagal ganglia take the place of the brain, we must
’

‘

—

WORLD
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assume that these suffice also for the act of will. In
decapitated frogs the cerebellum and spinal cord supply
the place of the cerebrum.
But we cannot confine the mil of invertebrate animals to
the oesOphagal ganglia ; for when the anterior part of one
bisected insect continues the act of devouring, the posterior
part of another the act of propagation ; when pra^dng crickets
with their heads cut off even seek their female for days, find
them and copulate, just as if they were unscathed ; it is
tolerably clear that the will to devour has been an act of the
oesophagal ring, but the w^ill to propagate an act of the
ganglia of the trunk. The like independence of will in
different ganglia of one and the same animal is observed, as
when tw’o halves of a divided earwig, or of an australian ant,
turn against one another, and under the influence of passion
or anger contend furiously with their antennae till exhaustion
or death ensues.

Or again

:

Let any one take a glass of water containing a polj-p and
it in such a position that a part of the water is iiluminated by the sun the polyp will instantly propel itself out
of the dark towards the illuminated part of the water. If
now a living infusorian be placed therein and it approaches
place

:

—

—

the polyp, the latter perceives it God knows how and
produces a whirlpool with its arms, in order to draw it within
On the other hand, should a dead infusorian, a
its grasp.
small vegetable organism, or a particle of dust, approach
.
quite as close, it does not trouble itself at all about it.
When we see acts of will in animals destitute of nerves (an
infusorian, for instance) we can certainly not hesitate to
recognize the same in ganglia. This result is also suggested
by comparative anatomy . . physiologists assume as many
independent centres in the spinal cord as there are pairs of
spinal nerves, issuing therefrom. Among the vertebrata
there are fishes, whose brain and spinal cord consist of a
nunfber of ganglia, which lie in a row behind one another.
The composition of a central organ from several ganglia is
positively confirmed by the metamorphosis of insects, where
certain ganglia, which are separate in the larval state, appear
consolidated at a more advanced stage of development.
These facts may suffice to prove the essential resemblance of
brain and ganglia, brain will and ganglia wilL
.

.

.

This

swarm

of

‘

substances

Y

*

called

^

wills

’

would be
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objected to as much as a ' soul by the dogmatic positivist
but it gives a picture of the Scliopenhauer-vou JSartmanD
world-picture. We also see in this philosopher, in the use
he makes of the biologic science of his time, combined with
‘
his mystical tendencies, the basis of bergsonishi or creative
evolution,’ the last and final stage of this particular philo’

sophic progress or process. Von Hartmann’s transformed
sehopenhauerian Will (become the Unconscious, but still
mil) is a first cousin to bergsonian ‘ intuition and ' elan
vital,’ but better turned out and more consistent as
’

docti’ine.

Having got the brain down into the ganglia, and made
body a commonwealth of Unconscious Wills,’ we
have taken the personality a step further on the road to
The personality of the animal, in this way
destruction.
decentralized, and characterized essentially by will, not
thought,’ can be decomposed before our eyes. The
stomach can be used to make wnr on the head, the left
hand on the right. The praying cricket, deprived of its
head, the organ of generation takes command, and off it
(this organ) marches (quite like Gogol’s Nose) in search of
a female and when he (or wdiat remains of him) finds the
‘

of the

‘

;

female, he addresses himself to the act of generation as
though nothing had happened. An earwig, or an ant,
similarly, cut in half, engages in mortal combat with itself.
The proceedings of these insects is a blow to the human
personality as well as to their own, employed in this connection. We since have reproduced progressively in our
own proper persons the phases of their mortal division.
Every organism or Unity whatever, political, social or
physiological,

has fallen apart in hostile conflict.

Will

and intellect are two things, Schopenhauer was found to
have shown in contrast to all other philosophers. The
intellect of von Hartmann is the same as'‘ the conscious.’
And any animal (man included) can get on better without
The whole organism is a commonwealth of wills.’
it.
The brain is the will to know, the feet the will to go, the
stomach the will to digest it is only on the basis of their
*

’

‘

"

—

active self-expression that the thought-life arises.’
When
again von Hartmann says that Christian providence is
confirmed by the " fitness
of the proceedings of the
motiveless, blind, and not even free, sehopenhauerian Will,
it is apparent that he is becoming either foolish or no longer
’

WORLD sm
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sincere.
Foi" as to the
absolute wisdom
of the proceedings of this blind, mechanical Will, what sort of wisdom
can possibly be intended by that ? he could well be asked.
The " absolute fitness ’ of what happens is merely that
nothing else Oould possibly happen : so in consequence it is
and propel' that it should happen. This form of argu''fit
ment is not likely to be found very satisfactory in the end.
But as to the wisdom of the unconscious Will, w’e are
naturally disposed to deprecate so much human modesty ;
and ask in any case why our human word^ ‘ wisdom/ should
be used about it. The Never-Erring Unconscious/ so
respectfully treated, whose ‘ unerringness ’ and
fitness
and " wisdom we are asked so much to admire, we get tired
of before long. For we feel that the flattery is misplaced
our intelligence rebels against this blind god. And (since,
according to von Hartmann himself, it will all end the
same way in any event) we pit our human wisdom against
this ^ unerring ’ mess ; and determine (for our short life,
and according to our feeble means) to ‘ live our life with
the starkest impiety where this ‘ substance is concerned,
and to have as little to do with it as possible. At least
this is a very likely reaction from this ‘ Unconscious
version of the schopenhauerian pessimism. Despair is a
stimulant, and as a doctrine of despair we are inclined to
welcome the creed of Schopenhauer. But if we are asked
to convert our despair into an official religion, to venerate
our discomfort, and kiss the toe of our blind executioner,
we should then no doubt rebel. But that was exactly
what Schopenhauer asked us to do ; resignation being his
solution, brightened somewhat by string-quartets.
’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

:

’

’

’

Why

has been necessary to supply this historical
of all, because it is not generally realized
by those very many educated people who yet have given
little time to the study of philosophy, by what process of
thought the contemporary European arrived at the highly
complex, ^ emergent/ empirical doctrine most generally
accepted to-day. On examination, however, it can be said
without exaggeration that as far as the mystic-positivisteerebralist is concerned (it is only by such a group of words,
or word-group, that we can designate this heavily-mixed,
over-complex group-intelligence) the nineteenth century
11.

outline

is,

it

first*

miE AND

\VESTERN

possessed, but for a few changes of names, and a prodigious
fresh deposit of scientific material, systems in aU respects
representative of the mind of the most modern science,
which has been fairly constant for a considerable time.
So a rough history of the vicissitudes of th^ notion of the
ego during the last century, or at least some indication of
how it reached its present status, seemed necessary. Of

course to do this fully would be a long and exacting task :
here we can only illuminate certain characteristics on the
road. Whether you go out with your little bow and arrow
to kill ‘that absolute bird,’ as James called the God of
Idealism, or the other bird, that ka or sparrow-hawk,
which perches beside the egyptian dead, you will find to-day
that you will have to travel very far indeed to find any trace
of them. This absence of game of any sort, small or large,
is a circumstance that should not be without its effect.
The sport of destruction is almost at an end : that is,
And the sport or
speculatively, almost a novel situation.
fun factor is one of great importance in philosophy.
Looking back towards the days of the active career of
William James, for instance, though he, no doubt, thought
at the time that game was ‘getting scarce,’ and wasn’t
what it used to be, yet, to us, his landscape seems positively
to swarm with ‘ substances.’ The final finishing off of
‘
our consciousness was left to Professor Watson, and that
was about all that was left for him, poor man, and that
James had already almost disposed of. You are sorry
he has to say the same things over
for Professor Watson
and over again for the whole of what he effectively has
It is the last, monotonous,
to say can be put into two lines.
dogged negation of scientific or critical philosophy, before
the last tattered shred of the last exploded entity. So,
recalling what was said at the start of this historical outline, Watson could have existed in no time^or place except
modern industrial America : that must absolutely be
admitted, and that whether Aristotle was ‘ to some extent
a behaviourist ’ or not. That is what he means as much as
a newspaper article means that what it hands out as fact
is what it is suitable that the ‘ public
should know, and
(by herd-suggestion, and natural gullibility where printed
matter is concerned) be made to accept. But to that
statement we must attach a further one : namely, that
all philosophers, even some modern ones, have not been so
’

:

:

’
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pat a product of their country and time as is Professor
Watson. ,But we will now examine in passing this figure,
one that is surely the most locally, and temporally,
coloured of any which it would, anywhere, be possible to
find.
I refer^to the american Tester.

12.

A

‘Tester’

is

a very peculiar product in some ways.

He is, as it were, nothing but the outcome of a certain society
and a certain time for no society in its senses would have
any use for such a thing as a Tester.’ He is an ideal
illustration for Spengler’s world-as-hisiory theory.
Most
reasonably sane societies wish if anything to have their
;

‘

habits broken up, not stereot 3rped. Like the phrenologist,
or character-reader in the tent at the fair, the ^ Tester ‘ tells
your character,’ only he has a pretentious ‘ laboratory
to do it in. Beyond that he does nothing except testing
your ‘ intelligence ’ and writing books for the educationalist department of health, for the employer of labour, and,
generally speaking, any one who may be interested to
learn how to train human beings, and transform them into
’
tractable machines.
Tester
As a fchaviourist, the
takes on some importance
he intervenes in psychological
disputes, puts to rout the Introspectionist, and affirms
loudly that those who still attach themselves to the
traditional psyche are wastn^g their time ; and that his
’
plan is the only fruitful one^ ^namely, that of ‘ peripheral
that the
observer, and recorder of the inevitable reflex
‘
mind is action : the human being a machine into which
you drop a penny in the form of a stimulus and sooner or
Let
later the figure works.
And the sooner the heUer
there be a clear understanding about that at once. Quickness is his motto time is money : the Tester’s master is a
’

’

‘

:

—

;

’

—

!

—

money-man. *When the figure works slowly, you call it
thought.’ When it works quickly, you call it reflex.’
But they are the same thing- There is no mind
men
are ‘re-action masses/ The whole bag-of-tricks is contained in physiology.
Tester is the only word you can
‘

‘

‘

’

:

’

use because he is not a physiologist : he is not a psychologist
(since there is nothing to psychologize, he cannot be that)
he is not a biologist : he is not a philosopher (since there
is nothing to philosophize about) : he is not a psychiatrist
or any sort of healer, as he does not pretend to heal. He
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he registers your tics
is called a ' Tester/ simply
(by means of little tests) your rate and .quality of
response to stimulus, that is your character ; and that is
the end of it. Ail is perfectly simple ; and he is a plain,
.
straightforward man. And you can take it of leave it.
Binet w’-as the first Tester/ Professor Watson is, however,
the one who has most to say for himself whose ‘ testing
has a philosophy attached to it. It only consists of a few
wwds repeated in various ways, like an opinionated but
for if you deny the existence
quite straightforward parrot
of everything except toee-jumps there is not much to say
about life. It is a very austere position indeed, and you
can become a man of few words. Professor Watson is, of
But they are all the same^
course, a man of many words.
or almost so. Mr. R. M. Yerkes (the American translator
of Wundt) is, however, the first one I will take.
Mr. Yerkes is even simpler than Professor Watson, and
During the War he organized,
is the purest form of ‘ Tester.’
or was one of the principal organizers of, the American
Army Intelligence Tests. And it is from his book, written
in partnership with Mr. Yoakum, that I shall principally
quote. He, of course, points out that army-tests did not
give full scope to the Testers. But his characteristic work
can be seen there with greater clearness, probably, because
a little simplified for application to the illiterate imbeciles
of which, if you were to judge from Mr. Yerkes’ Tests, you
would suppose that army to have been composed. Any
one who had the advantage of meeting some of its members
at the time (and who is therefore in a position to know how
irksome and unnecessary these Tests must have been) will
be in no doubt as to their inappropriateness.
Our war
department,’ this individual writes in his Mental Tests in
therefore

and

:

tells

.

—

.

’

:

'

the

American Army, composed in company with

Yoakum,

C.

S.

nerved to exceptional risks by the stern necessity for early victory, saw and immediately seized its
opportmiity to develop various new lines of personnel
work. Among these is numbered the psychological service.
Great mill he our good fortune if the lesson in human engineering which the War has taught us is carried over, directly
and effectively, into our dvil institutions and activities.^
The magnitude of this ^ good fortune for all of us is, of
course, the question on which it is difficult to feel so
confident as Mr. Yerkes. Messrs. Yerkes and Yoakum
’
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are, however, thoroughly satisfied on this point, as on any
other that engages their immediate interest. (Also, if I
had a name like Yerkes I should avoid associating myself
too closely with a man called Yoakum. The feeling of
almost insanesuniformity produced by this must be highly
displeasing to any one except a habit-adept.)
Whether, then, the War once done, and its feats of
‘
human engineering -its mechanizing of millions of mankind -it is advisable that its spirit and methods should be
perpetuated, is a subject on which many different opinions
must be held. The captains of industry (and no doubt
also the general staff) are of one mind
The military
organization of the vast masses of people militarized during
the War must be carried over into civil life/ We are
naturally not of that opinion. The napoleonic wars were
pointed to by the french syndicalists of the Sorel-Peguy
type with admiration, as excuses for the organizing and
*

—

—

‘

industrializing of France

’

:

and Sorel and Peguy were men

honour,

especially Peguy.
Little as
theoretically your enslavement matters to me, or mine to
you, it is uncertain still whether universal enslavement
would benefit either mankind, you or me. That is the
point in dispute, in any case.
As to the nature of the Yerkes- Yoakum Intelligence
Tests/ in a society where the modicum of success within
the non-competitive democratic cadre allowed a salaried
servant depended on Intelligence Tests, there is one thing
that is clear. Every person of exceptional ability would
straightway sink to the rank of a nonentity, and be branded
as an imbecile. Indeed, the rdle of imbedU would offer the
only possibility of life for such a person. The habit of
imbecility, like the habit of femininity, or shamanistic transformation, is a habit that will probably in the near future
be acquired by every sensible person as soon as they are

of irreproachable

out of the cradle.
^
The purposes of psychological testing,’ the official
medical inspector of the Army wrote, 'are (a) to aid
in segregating the mentally incompetent, (b) to classify
men according to their mental capacity, (e) to assist
in selecting competent men for responsible positions.’
For the most part, these are tests of memory at short
range, or of presence of mind. Presence of mind is the
principal thing invoked indeed
and that is not alone a
:

—
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Another thing provided for the Texts was

military virtue.

This is a set of six designs.
story
a
if they^ are placed in the
funny
These'"pictures
They are Jumbled, three minutes is given for
right order."
placing them in their correct sequence. Readjustments of
Theii there are
this sort are important items of the Tests.
the Mazes. With them the 'Tester’ gets on to one* of
his favourite hobbies, and you, at the end of your pencil,
become for him the Dancing Mouse. The mazes used are
similar to those employed in the mouse-tests of habitformation with Mr, Yerkes’ labyrinth. Transferring our
attention at this point from soldiers to animal research,
we will have a look kt another side of Mr. Yerkes’ activity.
In the case of the Dancing Mouse he found that, in order
to obtain accurate measurements of the rapidity of learning or of the permanence of the effects of training, a
labyrinth was a useful device. In his Dancing Mouse^
Mr. Yerkes says
The four labyrinths which have been used in the investigaThey differ from
tion may be designated as A, B, C and D.
a

‘

Foxy Grandpa

‘

’

picture.

tell

:

one another in the character of their errors, as well as in the
choices of a path w'hich the animal might
make on its way from entrance to exit. ... At the outset
of this part of my investigation, it was my purpose to compare
directly the capacity for habit-formation in the dancer with
that of the common mouse. This proved impracticable
because the same labyrinth is not suited to the motor
tendencies of both kinds of species.

number of wrong

A

record was kept of the time occupied, and the number
of errors made, by the mouse, from the moment he entered
the maze to the time he left it. There is no necessity to
pursue Mr. Yerkes into the heart of these experiments.
In passing it is interesting to note, however, that ' in the
most intricate labyrinth, labyrinth A, the ^ mouse gave a
poor performance.’

There was no motive for escape sufficiently strong to
establish a habit of following the direct path : often, especially after a few experiences in the maze, a dancer would

wander back and forth in the alleys and central courts,
dancing much of the time and apparently exploring its
surroundings instead of persistently trying to escape. This
behaviour, and the time and error results of the accompanying table, lead me to conclude that the labyrinth method, as
it has been employed in the study of the intelligence of several
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mammals, is not a satisfactory test of the abilit}- of the
dancer to profit by experience. That the fault is not in the
labyrinth itself is proved by the results which I obtained with

other

other mice.

In examining the objections to labyrinth A, Mr. Yerkes
Its passages are so large that the mouse is constantly
tempted to dance. A new maze was constructed with the
wires of an interrupted circuit installed on its floors to
punish the dancer for its mistakes. The formation of the
labyrinth B habit was more satisfactory. It enables the
experimenter to test the dancer’s ability to learn to follow
but it is not an ideal means of measuring
a simple path
the rapidity of habit formation.’ The ' study of intelligence
of several other mammals includes man, of course
but
if that terrible human aristocrat, man, shows a tendency
to rebel at those classifications -even to break up the
he gets short shrift from the tongues of Messrs.
mazes
Yerkes, Yoakum and Watson. A great deal of chaff is
administered, on the score of his high opinion of himself,
his being too good to associate with poor mice and dogs,
a great many disobliging references made to his dancing
prowess and other questionable accomplishments.
says

'

:

:

’

:

!

—

—

Watson represents the most pow’^erful
of extreme positivism in american psycholog}^
And this movement is deeply influencing english

18. Professor

movement

to-day.
work in the same field and in philosophy : Mr. Bertrand
Russell being its most distinguished adherent, withJiolding
his assent only on one capital point, that of the ^ image.’
The ^ image ’ is a thing of capital importance elsewhere,
so as to the ^ image
Mr. Russell begs to be excused.
Compamtim Psychology or Behaviourism (as opposed to
Traditional Psychology or Introspective Psychology) subThere is not, for it, so
stitutes the body for the ‘ mind.’
much as a pin’s point of the " psychic left anywhere in
the field of observation. Everything about a human being
is directly and peripherally observable : and all the facts
about the human machine can be stated ‘ in terms of
stimulus and response,’ or of habit-formation.’ Therefore
in the history of the Subject, we reach, with Professor
Watson, the last ditch. Beyond him (or already with him),
for the Subject, there is nothing.
’

’

’

—
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The human personality

it is a
is a ' reaction-mass
of reflexes. An observer, at its
periphery^ noting the stimulus going into this ^ mass,’ can
confidently await (if he has the time and is allowed the
opportunity) the response. Somewhere iw the circuit
in no ' mysterious within,’ but at a quite unimportant point
in the material circuit traversed -a thing may or may not
The
occur which we call ' thinking or " consciousness.’
only importance that could possibly be attached to this
little oddity of what is, of course, a very intricate mechanism, is that it may hold up the transit of the stimulusresponse movement indefinitely, and so can be a matter
a fact
of great inconvenience to the peripheral watcher
that does not endear it to him.
In setting out to give even the briefest account of
behaviourist theory, the first thing you become aware of
is the slenderness of its material, in the sense that it reduces
itself to a simple negation, and to an account of a series of
not very satisfactory experiments on dogs, chickens and
rats, and a few on men.
The ones on men seem to have
been universally admitted to have been very disappointing.
Those on rats and birds, by putting these animals in mazes,
have shown that the rat mechanizes itself becomes a
pure automaton much more quickly and naturally than
the bird. Pawlow’s apparatus is able to draw a good deal
of saliva from the salivary glands of a large dog ; but it is
unfortunately not very successful with smaller animals,
such as rats, because (1) these smaller animals have not
much saliva at the best of times ; and (2) having a cup
and funnel hung at their salivary glands makes them
fidgety, and sometimes no saliva comes at all.
But even
with the dog, the responses tend to become slacker, and
the saliva Howl's less and less freely ; until eventually the
animal dispenses with saliva altogether.
As to experiments on animals and men undertaken with
the object of obtaining proof for the theory of " substitution,’
they have met with nothing but hardships. The " Substitution
theory is roughly this
that when we admire
what we call the " beauty ’ of a peach, not only does our
‘
mouth water,’ but our organism (in other words, our
resourceful and ingenious ‘ reaction-mass ’} calk up the
sex-circuit, and brings into action the full, or part of the,
affective resources of the apparatus controlling our re-

very complex

’

:

edifice

—

’

:

—

—

’

:
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productive functions. With the aid of this mighty ally,
we are able fo become quite sentimental about the velvety
bloom on the cheek of the peach. It reminds us of the
bloom on the cheek of more human peaches peaches on
two legs. (A-^ the word
legs/ in conjunction with
peaches/ the salivary glands come into play again.)
So we are able to humanize the down of the peach
and
so we arrive at what we call abstract beauty.
Similarly
when our eyes fall upon Cynthia, Mabel or Joan, and the
headquarters of the general staff of the reaction-mass
is momentarily in what Donne calls the
centric part/
then the salivary glands will come in handy as well, and
suggest while w^hat Professor Watson calls the ‘ expansive
or seeking movements are in progress that Cynthia or
Joan be chewed and devoured, as well as ^ loved.’
But when you have run through the list of these failures
with animals of various sorts to establish anything that
was not known before the behaviourists began, there is
not much left except a theory. And that theory is very
easily stated.
And, indeed, it is stated over and over
again by Professor Watson in his books you are expecting
something else, perhaps, to follow it, but nothing comes.
All he has to say is what I have already told you, namely,
that the human body is a machine that it has no ‘ mind
that it possesses two things (1) instinct, that is inherited
muscular habit, and (2) habits (speech and others), that
it acquires
and that it can be trained better by a behaviourist than by an ordinary pedagogue with a birch : and
that the working of what is called the ^ mind
can be
observed from outside by watching what it does. Add to
this a series of vague and not very useful experiments,
precisely like the experiments any biologist is likely to
make while observing the ways, habits or ‘ behaviour of
any particular ahimal, and you have the whole of behav-

—

*

:

’

—

—

’

:

’

:

—

:

’

’

iourism*.

Under these circumstances, why the pretentious apparatus and nomenclature, widespread movement, and
rumours of a scientific event ? The reason again is a
simple one. Men naturally gather and exclaim to watch
the final extinction of such a redoubtable human myth
as ^ the mind.’ And it is in what Professor Watson calls
But there are
his laboratory that this is taking place.
The first is that psyless substantial reasons for that.
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ehology had reached a point where, converging for a long
For fifty years it
it had almost met physiology.
might at any moment have come face to face with that
sister science at any neural cross-road or nerve-ending. And
at last, Qd y est it has happened. Henceforth they are one.

time,

:

rather psychologists, than mere men, who have
gathered to watch the administration of the coup de grace
to the ego. For with it their occupation will be gone, or
they will have to turn behaviourist. They have enough
sense probably to see, after a look round at the dejected
rats, who have not satisfied experimental requirements,
at the performing dogs with their tails between their legs,
who have ceased to " respond,’ gathered in the behaviourist
laboratory, that there is no great future for anybody there.
Once the mind is finished for good and all, the excitement will die down, and the behaviourist {qua behaviourist)
For behaviourwill also have little to occupy himself with.
ism is rather a biological fagade than anything else. The
behaviourist is the bravo sent by positivist science over to
psychology to make an end of consciousness once and for
all.
For this purpose biological research has lent him a
and odds and ends of laboratory
lot of old ‘ mazes
furniture that it did not require, and which the behaviourist
himself admits that he does not know what to do with.
So Professor Watson’s mock-modest, his monotonously
repeated, expressions of disappointment, apologies for
poor results, is a bluff. For there is nothing to apologize
about
The behaviourist is a specimen of a very queer
product of our time a dogmatic destructive philosopher
and dogmatic educationalist, disguised as a man-of-science
to further his theory. Each one carries with him and
insinuates, either the philosophy of his particular sort of
research, or else associates to his particular philosophic
temperament the science suitable to ‘his philosophy.
Professor Watson is a fanatical product of modern american

So

it is

‘

’

’

!

—

an impassioned mechanistic

theorist, and a
and desirability of mechanizing
men much further and more thoroughly than has been
done even at present. At the bottom of his false-science
behaviourism ’) is a crude and mechanical educational
civilization,

believer in the possibility

theory.

But every convinced educationalist is a utopian of
some sort. He wants to educate people in order to make

,

—
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the world thus or thus. Professor Watson’s Utopia is best
represented by the life of the american industrial colonies.
This as a practical scheme for getting rid of masses of
people, by concentrating them in big centres, like millions
of specialized i^jsects, and leaving them to go on turning
their silly wheel eternally, is a good one.
As I have said, the doctrine of Professor Watson contains
only one idea. Then why so much display about such a
simple matter ? But that is Just one of the things that
must inevitably happen when a research-road (as when
an art-road) comes to its inevitable conclusion. Only a
final kick or touch was required to precipitate the
mind
into the abyss.
Once that has been done there is nothing
but the body left to play with and for a very long time
men-of-scieiice have busied themselves with that; and it
should not be a cause of surprise that Professor Watson is
somewhat at a loss once this last kick or touch has been
administered, or that he should go on talking rather
monotonously about this little event.
I will now quote from the text of behaviourism, and so
show more concretely what we are talking about
’

:

:

We

see in passing through a forest, a youth trained to
hunt, firing upward into a tree, and we note that the dog he
has with him has ‘ treed.’ An observer responds to this
picture by telling Hs companion that the boy is hunting
squirrels.
But if he sees the boy firing another way, say
horizontally, and sees a dog in the act of pointing, he “will
state that the lad is hunting quail. If a boy fires towards
the ground, and has a hound with him, he is shooting rabbits.
Finally, if he is seen in the hunting-fields on horseback, with
no gun, but accompanied by a pack of hounds in full cry,
our observer remarks that the boy is hunting a fox. Watching
his actions, and taking note of all attendant circumstances,
enables any one to tell, with some degree of probability, what
the immediate situation is leading to the boy’s actions.

There you have a characteristic glimpse of the behavengaged in what he calls ‘field-work.’ He is (at
the moment you discover him) engaged in observing the
iourist

‘

‘
The more
repertoire of acts ’ of the boy in question.
constantly we are thrown with an individual the more
accurately we can map out his programme for the day.’
Some people’s ‘ repertoires ’ are more eccentric than others.
But as a rule these things are readily predictable. ‘ An

mo
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equally important result coming from psychological study,
is our formulation of laws and 'principles whereby men’s
It is only
actions* can be controlled hy organized society.’
a step from observing a man engaged in a very clear-cut
‘
stimulus ’’-response (rigidly-habitual, rfadily-observed)
type of action, and to persuade him to continue doing that
harmless simple thing till the machine stops. For - the
control of organized society ’ is always at the bottom of
Professor Watson, of course, gives no hint of
his mind.
what sort of society he thinks would be a good one.
society in which people %yere trained not to interfere with
their neighbours is, whatever else, not the one he has in
mind. Organized interference, of unprecedented closeness
and severity, is what would await, it would be safe to say,
the unfortunate men and women whose ‘ behaviour will
eventually be manufactured by this type of man.
and
Professor Watson is himself a very ‘ clear-cut
perfect type of american agent-heroism, or of the typical
ameriean gospel of action. He is the most perfect logical
product of that process by which in the american world
anglo-saxon
(initiated by the practical ^ matter-of-fact
puritan stock) the human civilized notions that, up till the
beginning of the nineteenth century, Europe retained, its
graeco-roman heritage, have been transformed into an
unwieldy and breathless mechanism, from which, quite
apart from any "theories,’ behaviourist or other, on the
subject, " mind is gradually crushed out.
There are for Watson two main points of behaviour, and
two only. And in these two physiologically controllable
forms the whole of the human personality is contained.
There is no metaphysical or non-metaphysical element of
personality.
These two forms of behaviour are the big
and the little or, as he puts it, those affecting the large
musculature of the animal, and those affecting the small.
The former, the big. he calls explicit behaviour. Thf lesser,
the small, he calls implicit behaviour. Stowed away in
this second category, hidden in the almost imperceptible
movements of the language machinery, are all the mysteries
and metaphysics of life. " The larynx and tongue, we
believe, are the loci of most of the phenomena {i.e. of
implicit behaviour).’
For the observation of this there
exists no method at present.
A man hits you on the head.
Either (1) you respond by striking him back : in which
’

^

A

’

’

’

’

;
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you are giving an example of explicit behaviour^ or (2) you
go away and think it over, and perhaps ten years after you
approach him again and return the blow. His blow is a
stimulus^ whose response (your blow) will then be ten
years

WTiere

overdue..

explicit

behaviour

delayed

is

where deliberation ensues), the intervening time
between stimulus and response is given over to implicit
behaviour (to
thought processes ’). That is, in the
example shown by me, you would have been engaged for
ten years in implicit behaviour
or, in other words, you
would have been thinking.’ Thereby you would have
been causing the behaviourist a great deal of trouble.
Word-habits make up the bulk of the implicit forms of
behaviour.
Now it is admitted by all of us that words
spoken or faintly articulated belong in realitj:^ in the realm
of behaviour, as do movements of the arms and legs. If
implicit behaviour can be shown to consist of nothing but
word-movements (or expressive movements of the wordtype), the behaviour of the human being as a w^hole is as
open to objective control as the behaviour of the lowest
{i.e.

‘

:

‘

*

organism.’
Of all the enemies of behaviour (and the
behaviourist is not slow to see it), Words and Speech (next
to consciousness) are the greatest. It is in the forest or
undergrowth of words that the behaviourist tiger of clearcut stimulus-response, or his ^ futurist maker, can become
entangled. ‘ As language habits become more and more
complex, behaviour takes a refinement : short-cuts are
formed, and finally words come to be, on occasion, subThat is, a stimulus which, in early
stituted for acts.
stages, would produce an act (and which will always do
so under appropriate conditions) now produces merely a
spoken word or a mere movement of the larynx (or of
some other expressive organ).’ In the mere spoken word
(which might have been a fine blow in the solar plexus, or
a grand sprint for a ’bus, had the principles of behaviourism
lost to
been observed) so many good actions are, alas
When you think of all the good actions
this world for ever.
that have been lost in this way, it makes you feel mad
live largely, then, in an indirect world of symbols.
*
Thought ’ having been substituted for action, the word
for the deed, we live in an unreal word-world, a sort of
voluminous maze or stronghold built against behaviour,
out of which we only occasionally issue into action when
’

!

!

We
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the cruder necessities of life compel us to. Some of us
Some
live in this world more than others, of course.
actually like it. And (a democratic note) what sort of
person, do you suppose, enjoys living in this word-world ?
Words are symbols of ideas, as the old ps^j/'chology would
are ' tiieorfsts,’ ' highput it some people ' have ideas
(like
You and Me) are
some
and
forth
:
so
brows,’ and
That ’s us—
just plain people who prefer deeds to words.
that ’s our way ! What ’s the use of a word-world to us,
anyway ? We ’re not brilliant conversationalists, or anySpeech is of silver, silence is of gold.
thing of that sort
And this is the age of iron, the age of motion. We may
not have much to say for ourselves: but we can hit a
To hell with mere
ball or turn a screw with the best.
Once upon a time our world was
Words Up behaviour
nothing but action it was entirely a stimulus-and-response
world of ‘ unconscious behaviour. The behaviourist as
observer of action is frequently baffled in the maze, and
even indefinitely held up. This must mifortunately be

—

’

—

!

!

!

—

:

’

admitted.

So insensibly the behaviourist (on account of the inadequacy of his method where the word-world is concerned)
Like all other animals,
is driven into an utopian attitude.
the behaviourist-animal dreams of a perfect world (for
behaviourists) where everything would occur in terms of
'

stimulus-and-response’ (immediate, evident, unequivocal,
and ‘ in terms of
objectively-ascertainable response)
And insensibly he is driven into a
habit-formation.’
frenzied dogma of action, and into a more or less disguised
’
attitude of impatience with human beings who ‘ delay
or hold-up their natural responses an undue length of time,
or who convert them into words.
Words are the arch-enemies of behaviourists (comparative
psychologist, physiologist, vitalist, or actionist) of any sort.
You meet this as a refrain throughout philosophy Jto-day.
(We have seen it characteristically in full flower in Spengler.)
Hostility to the word goes hand in hand with propaganda
for the intuitional, mystical chaos.
It is here that we
touch the point at which Watson and the time-mystic
connects.

14.

The philosophy proper to physical

science, especiafly

'

—
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with regard to its effect on the conception of the human
personality—that has been up till now the subject of our
scrutiny. We have attempted rapidly to show how science
possessed already in 1818 a philosopher faithful to its
teaching -Schqpenhauer, who, allowing for the piling up
of further technique and experiment, responded as exactly
as could be wished to what science still is. But the sciencephilosophy of the nineteenth century differs in one very
important point from its more recent correlates. It tells
the same story and is based on an identical base, of course
but its conclusions are quite different.
Schopenhauer is a notorious pessimist ; Bergson is a

—

:

notorious optimist

Bergson’s

own

private responses are

probably far more disillusioned, drearier and less animated
than were those of Schopenhauer, But that optimism is
not peculiar to Bergson, or the result only of lack of
integrity.
Many transparent^ honest persons conform
to this changed tone. They are as cheerful as schoolboys
about it all, as hearty and smiling as a suburban scoutmaster in the midst of his cubs or wolves.’
Specifically, nineteenth-century thought was very dif"

’

‘

from that. It had the same material to work with,
but it used it differently and it caused it to come to
very different conclusions. The notorious ‘ pessimism of
the great nineteenth-century school of Russian Fiction
but 'with their national reputation for
comes to mind
^
morbidness or pessimism they are perhaps not the
best examples to prove our contention. Let us rather
take the French, notoriously high-spirited and full of
and, choosing such figures as would be
, common-sense
expected to interpret most completely and intensely the
thought around them, you will find that the French do not
yield at all in ‘ pessimism even to the nineteenth-century
Russian. I sup|3ose there is no greater intellectual figure
in the France of the last century than Gustave Flaubert
And in Gustave Flaubert you have the
let us take him.
ferent

’

:

’

’

‘

:

’

pessimist ’ that you could easily find. It was
he who said that as a boy he had a distinct premonition of
what life really signified : for that as he was passing before
a house a smell arose from the window of a scullery, and
the odour of stale greens attacked him : instinctively and
at once he realized that that was reaUy what life was like
and of course he rapidly found out that he had not been

darkest

‘
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mistaken. His Bouvard et Pecncliet is the absolute fulfilment of this promise. His brilliant disciple, Maupassant,
had the same tale to tell, but was unfortunately not able
to work off his knowledge, or foreknowledge, as 'was
Flaubert, in acute nervous seizures. Among;his uaemorable
statements relating to his own attitude towards the life
he so bitterly represented in his stories (which are far more
despairing, in truth, than anything written by a Russian
of his day), is that in which he says : ‘ If I could groan as
(dogs) do, I would go out into some vast plain or into the
depths of a forest, and I would howd as they do for hours
together in the dark. It seems to me that that might ease
me/ These splendid artists, of course, were of a different
But they nevercalibre from the more recent co-optimists.
theless represent a deep difference, not in the apprehension
of the facts, but in the conclusions drawn from them,
between, roughly, the european intelligence of the midnineteenth century, and that of the twentieth century*
up to date.

15. If we take now, to illustrate this view, what is
obviously a negligible and ridiculous figure, you cannot
accuse me of picking my examples to suit my case, for the
person I next will use is taken seriously by quantities of
people, occupies responsible positions in the scientific world
of America, and is extremely typical not at all, unfortunthere are thousands
ately, an exceptional or extreme case
who think and express themselves almost exactly like him.
We choose him because he is one of the best-knownamerican champions of the gland-theory the theory that
sees in the glands of internal secretion the key to life’s
mysteries. He has the further advantage of having stated
fully and picturesquely in a long book the relation of his
theories to the human personality, which has ateo been
our major concern. His name is Dr. Louis Berman, and

—
:

—

book is The Glands and Human Personality,
His book is so naively, unguardedly, self-expressive, tha^t
it can provide the distrust and critical doubt, which is at
last showing itself in some quarters where such theory is
concerned, with a good deal more substance than could be
relied on in the case of most men-of-science, who are almost

his

unnaturally wary of giving themselves, or their occupation,

;
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sphinx-like silence at most times of the sciensporadic utterances on the subject
of his craft having a peculiar impressiveness. When the
specialist in Bright’s disease speaks, it is as though you
heard the kidi^eys speaking. When the astronomer speaks,
it is not, so much the music of the spheres, as a still, small
and infinitely distant voice reaching us. Science can be
regarded from that standpoint as the means of communication that matter has found to explain itself, full of coldness
and lassitude, pessimistically, to man.
Dr. Berman, then, speaks principally for the glands of
internal secretion ; it is they that speak in a hot and oily
language to us through his lips. But he is not at all backward where speech is concerned ; and is indeed one of the
most loquacious people you could ever meet with, in or
out of natural science. He is quite ready to speak for the
entire organism
to improvise as the poet not only of the
glands, but of any other portion of the body. His most
eloquent flights are, of course, called forth by the reproductive apparatus. But in every department of his
subject, or in the neighbourhood of his subject, he exhibits
a genial warmth which enables one to appreciate the
reticence and chilliness of some of his colleagues. Many
exponents of psycho-analysis approach him in this respect
but he is excelled by none where physiological poetry is
concerned, or rather rhapsody. He even provides us with
passages on the religion of science ; so well equipped is he
These are worth reproducing.
for our purposes.
‘
The religion of science. Science also as a religion, as
a faith to bind men together, as a substitute for the moribund old mythologies and theologies which kept them
sundered, is commencing to be talked of in a more serious
tone. . . . Presently the foundations and institutes, which
coexist with the cathedrals and churches, just as once the
new diristian chapels and congregations stood side by
side with pagan temples and heathen shrines, may oust
There
their rivals, and assume the monopoly of ritual/
is no difficulty in imagining what such ritual, formulated
by Dr. Berman, would be like. I will describe what I am
sure it must look like inside the head of Dr. Berman. On

away.
tific

man

*?esnlts in his

:

an operating
pregnant
crisis

table,

woman

would be

which would be the high-altar, a

{genre Rozanov) would be placed : the
precipitated, and, with weeping and gnash-

:
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ing of teeth, the congregation, overcome with a primitive
sense of the importance of the occasion, would participate
semi-chaldean staff of
in the obstetric solemnities.
Holl3n¥Ood priestesses would perform a dance of ecstatic
abandon ; and the function would probably fponcjude with
a tableau in which human fertilization figured ; fpr which
purpose a buck nigger would be employed, and be coupled
with one of the priestesses, the organ booming the Venus‘
If at all,’ he says, magberg, jazzed by the organist.
nanimously prefiguring this glorious future in a sense
satisfactory to all concerned, ^ the resolution of the conflict
will come by a pooling of actual powers and interests, in
which the religion of science will play the great part of the
Liberator of mankind from the whole system of torments
that have made the way of all flesh a path of rocks along
which a manacled prisoner crawls to his doom.’ Freud,
from the point of view of the intelligence, is written all
Its pages swarm and fester with florid
over his book.
contradictions of huge emotional bulk. He says, for
example, to contrast with his lyricism about science
‘
Darwin changed Fate from a static sphinx into a chameleon
Just as certainly as man has arisen from something
flux.
whose bones alone remain as reminders of his existence,
we are persuaded man himself is to be the ancestor of
another creature, differing as much from him as he from
the chimpanzee, and who, if he will not supplant and wipe
him out, will probably segregate him and allow him to
play out his existence in cage cities.’ What becomes of
the cloud-capped towers and gorgeous palaces and temples
of science he was speaking of above ?
How about
‘
Science,’ the Liberator of mankind, and the
manacled
prisoner
of the old-bad days ?
What, ‘ cage-cities ?
Oh, Bolivar Berman
The real Dr. Berman—not the humanitarian enthusiast
of course knows that the future is what indeed*’ every
pointer of our time shows us
a mechanical humanity,
caged in huge cities, allowed once a week to prostrate
themselves in the mechanical temples reared to the god
'
that, in their ignorance, they have chosen.
The chemistry
‘
of the soul !
this enthusiast exclaims.
.
The exact
formula is as yet far beyond our reach.
But
.
And
he goes on, with his invariable exclamatory unction, to
show us how the glands of internal secretion ^the thyroid^

A

‘

’

’

!

—

:

’

.

.

,

.

.

—

.
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thymus, pineal and sex glands
quotes Llewellys F. Barker :

pituitary, adrenal,
soul-stuff.
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More and more we are forced to realize that the general
form and external appearance of the human body depends,
to a lapge gxtent, upon the functioning, during the early
developmental period, of the endocrine glands. Our stature,
the kinds of faces we have, the length of our arms and legs,
the shape of the pelvis, the colour and consistency of the
integument, the quantity and regional location of our
subcutaneous fat, the amount and distribution of hair on
our bodies, the tenacity of our muscles, the sound of our
voice and the size of the larynx, the emotions to which our
exterior gives expression all are to a certain extent conditioned by the productivity of our glands of internal

—

secretion.

Brown-Sequard (the first man to advertise the hormones ’) at seventy years old began experimenting with
the testes of monkeys. He went right to the heart of the
‘

matter with a primitive simplicity

concluding that the
;
that could form new beings
could also, injected under the skin, revive old ones. He
did not succeed ; but he directed people’s attention to
these particular problems of rejuvenation. Dr. Berman’s
mind resorts frequently to the specifically sexual sources
from which Brown-Sequard proposes to derive the wine
of life. Although he has nothing new to say on the
subject, he leaves it in no doubt as to which part of the
body (were he himself of an inventive turn) he wmuld

same reproductive

juices

direct his attention.
The supposed functions of the glands of internal secretion
are briefly as follows. The pituitary is supposed to control
physical growth ; an excess of this resulting in unusual
physical dimensions. (When you see a woman, for
example, of six foot, with a pin-head at the top, that
would-be, according to this theorist, an unfortunate result

of an overdose of this gland.) The thymus is supposed
to be the childish gland ^that preserving the juvenile
qualities of heart and body : (so the numerous instances
of prolonged childishness or Peterpanism in people of
mature years would, on this system, be the result of the
unusual power of their thymus apparatus). The sex
glands (not themselves hormones) naturally control the
sex areas and functions, subject to a great deal of inter-

—

'

’
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ference

on the part of the other glands, and represent sex-

interests

in

the gland-parliament.

‘

All the glands,

in

work in unison, with a distribution of the balance of
power that diplomatists might envy.’ But the harmony

fact,

^

of the Hormones,’ as Berman likes to call it, is not of the
The Kinetic
nature of a phalanstery of sucking-doves.
Chain is about as good a case as there is of the glandff of
The Check and Drive
internal secretion co-operating.
systems, with the adrenals and thyroid opposed, are one
Next we come
of the best instances of their antagonisms.’
to the combination of the internal secretions and the
modern thought does not regard
vegetative system,
the brain as the organ of mind at all, but as one unit of a
complex synthesis, of which mind is the product, and the
vegetative apparatus is the major component. That
involves the blasting of the last current of superstition of
the traditional psychology, the dogma that the brain is
the exclusive seat of mind.’ The mind and soul he
has a great deal of information about. The vegetative
There is
apparatus is the ‘ oldest part of the Mind.’
indeed room for rhetoric, even poetry here,’ he tells us.
This is of course bluff, for he finds an outlet for these two
natural expressions of his nature everywhere. But at
certain chosen points in his argument when he comes to
speak of the ovaries, for instance, or the digestive system,
he will pause and emphasize the possibilities for a poet or
a rhetorician more especially. His endocrines might be
said to be virtually bathed in both poetry and rhetoric.
.we think and feel,’ he goes on, primarily with the
vegetative apparatus, with our muscles, and particularly
with our internal secretions. Wlierever there is thought
and feeling, there is movement, commotion, precedent,
and concomitant, among these. They are the oldest seats
of feeling, thought and will, and continue to function as
‘

.

’

‘

‘

’

‘

—

'

.

.

‘

^ . there is the fascinating story of the* origin
of vertebrates from invertebrates of the sea scorpion and
spider type.’ Then there is a whole group of data which
demonstrate that the primitive wishes which make up
the content of a baby consciousness are determined,
settled by states of relaxation or tension in different
segments or areas of the vegetative apparatus. According
to this, the brain enters only as one of the characters into
the play of consciousness. It is just the organ of aware*

such.’

—
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ness within the disturbed vegetative apparatus. Consequently the brain emerges, not as the master tissue, but
as merely the servant of the vegetative apparatus. In all
these statements it is the primitive that is stressed. There
is

more room

to

‘

make

clears

for rhetoric and even poetry,’ he never fails
where some organ is concerned which, when

the moment it has the spotlight, makes us into
some very much earlier, less evolved, being. The caveman is a mere child compared to some of our organs.

for

'

—

—

to tune
^or rhetorician
the viscera should certainly, if they are poets
worth their salt, cause them to burst with uncontrollable
song
but not the face
that physiological parvenu
not the face that launched a thousand ships, or any other
to hell with Helen
But to hell, above all, with words,
which, damn it all, have no guts
Such is Berman
gland-man, colleague of the Tester.

These are the ones for the poet

up

for

:

’

‘

:

—

!

!

16 James is the hero of the final rout of the Subject,
and to him we will now finally turn. All the motivation
for that fanatical war upon the Subject, mind or psyche,
and its associated entities, transpires in the course of a
reading of him. James is, in his attitude to causation,
opposed to Hume. He wants things real: and yet he
Events
wants them in one sense as Hume describes them.
rattle against each other as drily as dice in a box in Hume’s
philosophy,’ James, with great relish, exclaims. Yet in
spite of this initial advantage of a plmalistic material,
.

‘

‘

’

sternly sets his face against novelty. Now as to
rattle in the box,’ James can certainly be said to
have achieved that but with the material of the human
personality ^to admhation. In his account of it the
different selves rattle against each other like dice in a
coffin : for no dice-box would hold all the selves that
James provided for any man, once he has done cutting them
up : and for all his claim, or that of his friends, to bring
the full pulsing of the intensest ‘ life ’ to us, nothing could
be more dead than this psychological assemblage of

Hume

the

"

dry

—

—

particles.

No psychology, James reassures us to start with, can
question the existence of personal selves. ^ The worst a
psychology can do is so to interpret the nature of these selves
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as to rob them of their worth" These words of James
describe what is achieved by his psychology, of course.
The worthlessness of your personality, once James has
finished with it, has no bearing upon the truth of his
But its truth rests on a method not dissimilar
analysis.
to that of Hume, and which could be objected to on the
same grounds.
In behaviourism ^the subject of our last scrutiny, and
which is so implicated with James that to talk of one is
to include the other it reaches results at least as ‘ preposterous as those of Hume. In dealing with the question
of the sense of personal identity^ James says that our belief
that the Me of yesterday is the same as the Me of to-day
It belongs to the
is ‘ a mere subjective phenomenon.’
great class of judgments of sameness. (The law of Identity,
misinterpreted, is the arch-enemy of James, as it is of
Gentile and most contemporary philosophers.) So whether
I say I am the same person I was yesterday,’ or ‘ This
pen is the same pen that it was yesterday,’ is the same
thing.
And the Me of James is dismissed by the same
arguments as those employed by Hume for material objects.
These different Me"s ^like those chairs and tables have,
it is true, a resemblance to each other
and there is a
temporal continuity. But there the sameness ends.
There is a separate Me on Monday, a separate Me on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and so on. Reflection does not
warrant the belief in any unity, metaphysical or otherwise!
For James and that has hardened into an absolute and
often fanatically-held dogma for those who have followed
him no thoughts are owned, there is no mine or ‘ yours ’
in reality ; ^ it thinks here is as good sense as ‘ it rains
here,’ the thought merely getting a certain colour from
where it occurs, or through what, like a wind or a stream,
it passes.
We are the spot where a bxmdle of things is
tied : we are the intersection of a multitude of paths.
We benefit, naturally, by our position heaven be praised,
we can get somethmg out of it ^just as a village benefits
by being at a junction of waterways, or near a ford, and,
with a little luck, grows into a prosperous town. But some
of us abuse this position. It is then that Professor Watson
and all good behaviourists lose their tempers. They say
it is indefensible to hold up, or delay our responses for so
long as sometimes we undoubtedly do, if not prime-sautier.

—
—

’

—

—

:

—

—

‘

’

—

—
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entirely, by disposition.
The behaviourist, we forget,
may be thpe waiting to register them. A stream of

—

consciousness is passing through us in and out again.
it is a public stream.
This some of us do not properly
understand. We treat it as though it were a private
stream. We thke advantage of our strategical position
(namely, inside our heads) to hold up, sometimes indefinitely, in the cerebral cortex
to confiscate sometimes for
ever (in which case they are for ever lost to the dialectic
of ‘ history ’) things which are meant to pass through
and which, in any well-regulated organism, should issue
immediately, or with as brief delay as possible, in action.
Consciousness is given us to use. If a fine tree passes into
our consciousness we should not hold it up inside, idly
contemplating it. We should at once do something about
it ; perhaps praise the Lord that such a fine tree has passed
into our consciousness ; then go over and pick a chestnut
from it, climb it, cut it down, sit under it and read the
Chicago Daily Vigil, suitably shaded, or in some other
way exhibit our perception of it, and our appreciation of
its many uses, by a suitable instantaneous ‘ response,’ so
that we can be labelled by the behaviourist observer as
’

But

—

—

though we were mannikins in a Mutt and Jeff set, from
whose mouth could be made to issue, Ah ha a fine tree
that is where I will sit and read the paper
or, ‘ Ah ha
What a fine tree
I will get an axe and cut it down
To satisfy the behaviourist, we should be amenable to that
‘

!

1

’

!

’

!

!

simplified treatment.
Our brains, in particular our hemispheres, are storehouses of past experiences : it is in the
storehouse that we are apt to dream away our day, fanci-

mnemonic lumber.
The conversion by James of the Me of common-sense

fully fitting together

into a meeting-place of abstract actions or objects,
teriously turning into causes once they are inside,

mysis

a

Hume, performed with the
James (when it is Hume, not

similar^ operation to that of

—

causal nexus which for
himself, that does it) is too

Ah

!

intellectualist a proceeding.
he exclaims (where pharasaically he surveys the
’

‘

distinctive work of Hume), so
translation of the conceptualist,

is

fact maltreated by the
‘ pulverizes perception

who

and triumphs over life
But his Me"s, or his I, are overwhelming facts too, which he maltreats. And for his
followers to-day this long-bludgeoned and assiduously-bled
’

!

:
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become without further ceremony it.’ Where
people resist the conclusions of the behaviourist, they still
sometimes get on with James. Yet all of behaviourism is
in James, or it carries his views to their ultimate conclusion.
One of the aspects of this question that should interest
us most is that, in this Jamesian dispensatipn, the one Me
or Subject of tradition becomes a class of Me's or a crowd of
Me’s. ‘ Nothing/ it is said, ‘ necessitates the use of nominal
Classes or series can perform these
entities of this sort.
‘

fact has

functions as well as they/ The distinction between sensaYou are forced to a
tion and sense-datum vanishes.
fusion of the W'orld of objects with the fact of apprehension,
so that when you see a tree you are the tree or, since there
If there is
is no ‘ you,’ the seeing of the tree is the tree.
no you this must be so : there is only the tree which,

—

—

however,

is

not a tree properly speaking.

kettles, chairs, dogs,

men,

There are

billiard-balls (of sorts).

trees,

But

it

undemocratic to suggest that the man sitting on the
or that the billiard-player
chair thinks, but not the chair
hitting the ball thinks, and not the ball, too, as it is hit.
At least if it does not think ‘ He struck me : the great
ugly blackguard,’ it perceives that it is struck
and Bacon
is brought from the dawn of modern Science, to say to us
It is certain that all bodies whatsoever, though they have
no sense, yet they have perception.’ So that the tendency is
to admit thought into everything, on the leibnizean pattern
of the entelechy, or more confused inferior percipient, only
with a difference. Animism is reinstated. If you are not,
but the tree you see is^ if only physical objects are (though
for object you must understand some dynamical group
of stated duration, not the ^ object of general perception),
then they must be admitted into the psychic league of
minds. The psyche disappears ; but everything becomes
is

:

:

®

’

’

‘

’

psychic.

The psychic

fact cannot be disposed of, ‘ thouglit and
has to be there ; and in this way the spoils of
the ' transcendental ego ’ are distributed throughout the
inanimate
world.
Every stick and billiard-ball gets
its bit of
psyche/ confiscated in this upheaval. It is
inatter,’ always, that gains by these transactions, though it
gains by way of the maxim that there is no matter. It
gains in one sense, that is, but it at the same time ceases
to be ' matter.’ It loses its alien and concrete integrity,
'

meaning

’

‘

’

‘

‘

’
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so useful, and indeed necessary, to mind. If this is visualized as a W|Lr between " matter ’ and " mind ’
and this is
the aspect it has been given in much philosophy ^you will
see that indeed by appearing to deny itself it escapes the
stigma of " materialism," and at the same time diminishes
mind by dverilinning it, invading it with its mechanism.
On the other hand, it confers a material quality upon Time
and floats it as a sort of bastard ^ mind."
You may at this point offer an objection on somewhat
the following lines. You may say : But what you have
described appears to be a double and contradictory movement. For it results at one point in a fusion of kinds, and
at another in a differentiation into a multiplicity of individuals : when the one self, for instance, becomes many
selves.
you should care one way or the other whether
you are one self always or ‘ successive thinkers," one Smith
or on the other hand a colony of little Smiths, one behind
the other, I find it hard to understand. To be a new self
every morning is surely not a hardship. I always want for
my part to change about, and can’t. I am too fixed and

——

Why

unified.

Those are the sort of objections to this phase of my
argument that, I suppose, might be advanced by some
readers.
My answer to such objections would be as
follows.

admit that the principle I advocate is not
Many must seek and find in a mercurial
surface change their principle of life and endurance
action
‘
and not contemplation is most people’s affair
Personality
is merely a burden and hardship to many.
Still,
to meet your objections in their order (and to include in
our outlook types of mind of a more energetic stamp)
First, if you wish to reduce two large objects to one triturated mass, "what you begin by doing probably is to
breafe up each object into a heap of smaller particulars.
You may remark as you are doing this to the little
particulars as they appear : ‘You will be very much more
important now as individuals than as part of that big lump.
I am giving you your liberty : I am restoring to you an
identity that was lost in your adherence to that large unit.’
If they are wise little particulars, they will distrust your
disinterested activities, and say to themselves : Once
become smaE imitations of the big object, we shaU probably
I, of course,
for everybody.

:

:

’
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be

still

tripsis,

disintegrated.
distinct objects will

further

new

Beyond the
emerge

:

flux

and

but then on the

other hand, what is that distant future to us why muvst
we live only for some problematic grandchildren ? Transition and change spell nothing but misery for the mass of
small particulars. And the new grouping, for all its
advertisement of newness, is much the same, for us; as
the old. We always lose, whoever wins. That is how the
really astute mass-midget would soliloquize.
As to the other part of your objection : opposition to
the ideologic disintegration of the notion of the one 'personFor it looks to
ality is an extremely well-founded one.
the inevitable result of that separation in everyday life
the conviction of its theoretic untruth aside, that is. In
a man’s way of regarding himself, it is socially of capital
importance that he should regard himself as one person.
That is surely beyond any possible question.
Is it not ?
It is only in that way that you can hope to ground in him
acts.
Constantly ena responsibility towards all ‘ his
couraged to regard himself as a mass of Hydes and Jekylls
and he is only too willing to fall in with that relaxed,
amusing, sensational view he throws all his useful obligations to the winds : (useful to each and all of us, for it is
upon the ^ behaviourism ’ inbred in our neighbour, of
moral and unselfish precept, that our personal comfort
and peace depend). If yesterday’s self is not to-day’s,
then also the obligations contracted yesterday are no
concern of to-day’s self, and so on. There was a comic
heraclitean, I think it was, on the attic stage, who refused
to pay the rent for a house he had taken, on the ground
that he was no longer the same man who had rented it.
That is the most utilitarian view of the matter. Then
another, in some respects more fxmdamental, thing, results.
If the comedian got for himself a philosophy, it would, on
one side, work out very much like the theories of the
anal5rtical psychologists (since a philosophy is always a
thing that helps a man to live and to enhance his powers).
The comedian, in the picture of these many distinct, intermittent selves, would find his professional paradise. For
all comedians are necessarily volatile, love change for
change’s sake, prefer parasitically other personalities and
other lives to their own such is their faculty and function
they would desire never twice to be the same thing : to
;

’

—

—

:
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Lave at their disposal an infinite number of masks. So it
is an ideal comedian's philosophy^ we shall find, the one
composed by this type of psychology.
But the transition society of to-day, no doubt inevitably,
is essentially an actor’s world.
The successful personality
of the moineni is generally an actor-mind (Mussolini)
with all the instincts bred behind the footlights, the apotheosis of the life-of-the-moment, of exteriorality, display

and make-up ; and of an extreme instability, fundamental
breaks and intermittences, the natural result of the violent
changes of, and the return of great chaotic violences
In the arts themselves this tendency
into, our time.
The work of
issues in the form of prodigious virtuosity.
one person will consist of the schematic juxtaposition of
a series of disconnected stylizations ; and therefore, since
the ‘ style is the man,’ of a crowd of men, not one man at
all.
So the co-existence is achieved of many persons and
times in one. This often-remarked-on ‘ timelessness
is
timeless
in a very particular sense, and is actually a
result of the Time-philosophy, of an insistence upon ‘ Time,’
in fact, as already remarked in an earlier part of this essay.
So the one personality, as found in the Renaissance, for
example, hardly exists with us. Each man is every man,
an abstraction, not a concrete person. And we wear the
coat of one neighbour one day, and of another the next.
The stable personality is indeed suspect, as all personality
for personality,’ as we use that term, is nothing
is suspect
but stability, and stability of any sort at all is hated and
is suspect, necessarily, in a period of revolutionary change
so absolute as the present even stability in revolutionary
’

‘

’

—

—

principles.

—
—

This part of my argument connected with the radical
revaluation of the psyche ^will contribute especially to
the throwing into relief of the particular interlocking to-day
of practical and theoretic interests. The fashionable
doctrines in psychology may without spenglerian phantasy
be regarded as very much one with the social tendencies
of the times. Is it too rash to assume that, with another
kind of social structure, less deliberately fluid and destructive, more favourable to stability and to personal, secure
and constructive achievements, we should have other
psychological doctrines^ as indeed all the Past seems to
show us ? Or will the scientific ' truth ’ of to-day be an
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a reversal ? Such does not appear
often it can be^ proved that
Because
to us to be the case.
thought is an historical phenomenon, in the Spengler sense,
it does not follow that has always been, or need in the
eternal obstacle to such

future be, the case. It is to see that it should become less
so, to circumscribe the power of history and fatalism (or
‘
Destiny,’ as Spengler calls it), that we should exert 'ourselves, surely.

a close my short account of the
thinking subject,’ mind,’ ‘ psyche,’ or
by whatever name it has gone. I have shown it first cast
down from its position of pre-eminence, and then hunted
from spot to spot until finally made an end of by the
And I have shown how (as it happened, or else
Tester.
because of some intimate connection between the two
events) this sad history ran parallel to the libertarian process
of the suppression of all visible authority, and the rootingout of our Western society of all its emblems. What it
looks like is that man, as he has been engaged in an internecine war w'ith other men on the grounds of the inequality
found among us, has fanatically, at the same time, been
engaged in tearing off and out of himself everything that
reminded him of the hated symbols, power,’ ‘ authority,’
Turning his bloodshot eyes
divinity,’ etc.
superiority,’
inward, as it were, one fine day, there he beheld, with a
start of horror and rage, his own proper mind sitting in
state, and lording it over the rest of his animal being
spurning his stomach, planting its heel upon his sex,
taking the hard-work of the pumping heart as a matter
and he
of course. Also he saw' it as a mind-with-a-past
noticed, with a grin of diabolical malice, that the mind was
in the habit of conveniently forgetting this humble (animal)
and criminal past, and of behaving as though such a thing
had never existed. It did not take him' long to take it
down a peg or two in that respect ! The ‘ mind % ^that
greek divinity or egyptian spirit, that Celtic paladin, that
symbol of everything that was, for those hated feudal
times, ‘ pure
^was soon
and ‘ noble,’ save the mark
squatting with a cross and snarling monkey, and scratching
itself.
That is the sort of picture that the facts certainly
suggest, and it is the one I have stuck closely to in my
But it is only half true, I
exposition, for clearness’ sake.
beheve, and what has happened is a sort of coincidence.

With that

I bring to

extinction of the

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘

:

—

’

—

!

PART

III

By space the universe encompasses and swallows me
as an atom # hy thought I encompass it'
Pascal.
'

‘

But

the chief advantage arising from it is, that

we are

freed from that dangerous dilemma, to which several
who have employed their thoughts on this subject
imagine themselves reduced, to wit, of thinking either
that real space is God, or else that there is something
beside God which is eternal, untreated, infinite, indivisible,

immutable"

Principles of Human Knowledge.

Berkeley.

^ To
be plain, we suspect the mathematicians are, as
well as other men, concerned in the errors (1) arising

from

the doctrine of abstract general ideas,
existence of objects without the mind."

Principles of Human Knowledge.

and

(2) the

Berkeley.
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SCIENCE AND SCEPTICISM
ATURE

the aspect most opposed to self-dependence
It is the world of those particulars which
JL 1 stand furthest from possessing individuality, and we
may call it the region of externality and chance. Compulsion from the outside, and a movement not their own,
is the law of its elements ;
and its events seem devoid of

^

is

and unity.

an internal meaning.

{Appearance and Reality,)

the la’ws of this zone of chance and externality, as it
artificially segregated by us, and set over against our
purposeful, if limited and obscure, existence, with which
Science occupies itself. To-day the chastened man-ofscience is extremely conscious of the criticism of sceptical
philosophy
even the means he takes to repudiate it show
that. Meantime he sees to it that he gets more and more
mind into his abstraction, or at least which is much the
same thing more Time, more movement. He arranges
his physical world to look as unsubstantial and immaterial
as possible. In this he notably succeeds.
Come upon unexpectedly, his nature would look more
*
idealist
than the ideal. (For the ideal ‘ thing/ even
when most unearthly in character, looks overwhelmingly
affair in
solid compared to the realest and least " ideal
fairly rapid translation.)
Though there is no agreement
at all as to terms for Russell thinks, for instance, that
Relativity must result in some kind of ^ berkeleyan idealism,’
and Eddington bears him out, whereas Alexander, and less
so Whitehead, would not endorse that view all the same,
in practice the" world-picture ensuing in contemporary
theory
more like ^idealism’ than the reverse, and
that is one reason why it is very necessary to scrutinize it
It

is

were

;

—

—

’

’

—

—

with unusual attention.
This interchange of influence ^the sort that we can
imagine might have occurred, under other circumstances,
between Berkeley and Newton, let us say (had it been
Berkeley rather than More who had been the nearest
metaphysical influence), between metaphysics and psychology on the one side, and physics on the other is
2A

—

—
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A

third nature/
slowly producing a certain uniformity,
invented,
being
is
both,
to
r
common
as it were^
That such a ‘ natm^e is, from the point of view of the
metaphysics concerned, strictly impossible, is true. From
a sort of materialistic solipsism, Science is saved by the
a somewhat
fact that it is universally recognized
scandalous extremism, fatal to all concerned, so the refute
Philosophy is glad, no doubt,
is barred in that direction.
to be held back by physical science from this too mortal
conclusion. No one but the disreputable Agrippa has
‘

’

even entirely embraced it. So a phenomenalist compromise is arrived at. With Einstein a physical residue
^the most satisfactory compromise so far
is arranged for
for the residue, the ascertainable
achieved, we are told
physical residue, is the smallest yet agreed upon.
This third, go-between, ‘ nature is naturally, however,
But there is goodwill,
riddled with inconsistencies.
indeed the instinct of self-preservation, on both sides.
And so, the reformed but still at heart materialist Science,
Nelson-like, with a blind eye to its microscope half the
time and Philosophy, on its side, with an eye perpetually
winking at the assumptions that rash Science will, and
phenomenalistic in
indeed must, indulge in (however
nature,’ half physical, half
principle) ; a sort of hybrid
mental, does grow up, and does take shape. It is this
nature against which, in one or two of its most crystallized
aspects, we here bring a first brief criticism.
Remembering Kant’s remai'k that natural science is
nothing but a pure or applied doctrine of motion,’ to be
empirical
any doctrine must be a science of motion,
essentially.
In place of objects, which are alien to its
methods (for classes are, in the nature of things, its
objects ’), Science has to possess impersonal units of
some sort. It consequently assembles the movements it
is studying into
events or serial ^ groups
but-" always
groups and aggregates : and so, as regards the nature
it shows us, it arrives at a sort of shimmying, contourless
metis.
Some groups are unconscionably slow in their
movements (they are indeed about as bad as a reflective
man holding up his responses
appears to a behaviourist)
for instance, a mountain remains very much longer
in the same place and of the same shape than does the
ocean-wave* So the mountain has a certain spurious
’

‘

—

:

’

;

’

‘

‘

‘

""

’

"

’

'

’

’

—

'

—

’

‘

;

—

’

^
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status as an object^ and is disliked by time-science accordMen deliberately make such objects, too, some very
complex, like St. Paul’s Cathedral ; or some simple, like
an egyptian pyramid. But natural science, observing
them, knows that they are only humbugging, in a sense.
They are, in their degree, as liquid as the wave or as
gaseous as a puff of smoke. That is what was meant by the
‘cloud capp’d towers,’ etc., of The Tempest a reaction,
as well, against ‘ common-sense.’ But it is still proper to
note that the latter remark about the impermanence of
what men regard as permanent, is put into the mouth of

ingly.

—

and that all magicians dislike permanence,
and are naturally sympathetic towards the flux. For

a magician
operations

;

involving

disappearances are their metier.
are vanishing tricks. So the interests
of the man-of-science and of the magician are identical
where impermanence and change are concerned : and both
their interests are only accidentally identical with those
of mankind.
Now in an earlier chapter we have seen Professor Whitehead repudiating the ‘ dull,’ ‘ meaningless * abstractions
of science, in favour of a highly-qualitied world of poetry
and romance, brimful of secondary (or ‘tertiary’)
qualities, of colours, scents and sounds.
That is the real
world, he says.
The abstract, materialistic world of
traditional science he pretended to scrap altogether.
He
displayed his intention of throwing in his lot with the
artist and the poet.
And against him I found myself in
the curious position of defending the mechanical world of
the popular conception of science.
The semi-‘ idealist world that just now I was describing
science as having arrived at
world of very abstractly
conceived groups and classes, painted to look alive and
individual,’ but essentially depersonalized and robbed of
will, kept jigging and moving, and never left to its own
resources, or allowed to reflect, for a moment is the world
of Professor Whitehead’s teaching. It is, I believe, a
complete sham. Every criticism that Professor Whitehead
levels at the ‘ abstract,’ ‘ meaningless,’ ‘ dull ’ world
produced by sixteenth-century mechanical science can,
on the grounds of ‘ materialism,’ be levelled at it. It is,
very strictly and technically speaking, a sham world of
images and appearances, where secondary qualities are

Nearly

all their tricks

’

—

—
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—

—

brought in to paint it ^to give it colour and where sounds
and perfumes are introduced, as it -were, by mechanical
means. It is an attempt at producing life. But it remains
unreal for the reason that it obstinately, and in conformity
with its method, leaves out the only thing that gives the
‘
That thing it cannot
real world of our experience life.
and although it affects
manipulate and cannot explain
’

;

to explain nothing, it in reality pretends to explain everything, and at least is generally maddened by what it finds
recalcitrant to its methods.

To make

things

enduf'e

(to

make something

a pyramid)

solid,

of course, as
more difficult one, than to
make things vanish, change and disintegrate (though that
Of these opposite functions of
is very remarkable too).
magic we daily perform one, in our sense-perception
This function we justly
activity, better than magic could.
creativeness ’ : and, we have just said, it is a much
call
more difficult type than that of destruction. (That it is
not we, individually, who thus create, is true ; but what
we do is none the less marvellous for that.)
When Kant is showing that the substantival principle
can be educed from time, but that space is not only indispensable, but capital, for its generation, he says, ‘ In
order to supply something permanent in perception, which
corresponds to the conception of substance, we need a
perception (of matter) in space ; for space alone is determined as permanent, while time and all that is in inner
The objects of our perception,
sense is in constant flux.’
with their mystifying independence and air of self-sufficiency (around which strange and arresting characteristics
have gathered all the problems of cause and effect, ground
and consequent), are fer more uncanny than the unity we
experience in our subjective experience. ' These strange
things, that stand out against a background of mystery,
with their air of being eternal, and w^hich really appear to

relatively indestructible, like
well, a sort of magic, and a

is

‘

be caused by nothing that we can hold and fix, and
from which we can see them being actually produced, are
far stranger than we are, or more brutally and startlingly
strange.
If architecture is ‘ frozen music
as it has been
rather disgustingly called ^what are we to say of these
trees and hilis and houses ?
They, at all events, seem far
nobler and severer than our minds, or our ^ inner sense^’
'

’

’

—

—
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which, in the words of the foregoing quotation, is always
in a constant flux.’
But these ‘ objects are the finished
product of our perceptive faculty, they are the result, as
we are accustomed to explain it, of the organizing activity
of our minds. Wlien we say we see them, in reality what
we perceive is not the direct datum of sensation, but an
elaborate and sophisticated entity, or ‘ object.’ We do
even in that sense create them more than see them.
‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

CHAPTER

II

BELIEF AND REALITY

F

or the

understanding of reality/ and to get at the
meaning of the problem suggested by the term
belief/
reality/ there is no term so important as
'

‘

‘

What you ‘ believe in is
Reality is in fact simply lelief.
a thing’s ' reality ’ : that is the realistic, not of course the
That which a thing ceases to be for
logical, account of it.
you, when you cease to believe in it, is ‘ real.’ And the
’

sensation that we define as ‘ reality ’ is the thing whose
nearest specification is described in the word belief.’ To
believe in a thing’s eodstence is to experience its reality.
Reality, then, is simply a way of describing our capacity for
belief, and the things in which we believe.
David Hume insisted that not even the most sceptical
philosophy is ever likely to ‘ undermine the reasonings of

common

life

;

we

nor need

fear that

it

will destroy all

Nature will always maintain
her rights and prevail in the end over any abstract reasoning whatever. Nietzsche remarks somewhere that we
experiment with ourselves in a way that would revolt us,
and that we should not allow, if it were animals that were
and when he is engaged in one of his
to be the victims
daily sallies against asceticism, he admits that there must
be a necessity of the first order which makes this species
(the ascetic species), hostile as it is to life, always grow
must
again, and always thrive. Life itself,’ he says,
certainly have an interest in the continuance of such a
type of self-contradiction.’ This passage may be usefully compared with the remark of Bergson, to the
action, as well as speculation.^

:

‘

^

effect that life evidently seeks to establish isolated and
closed
systems exactly what Bergson’s philosophy,
stridently claiming " life as its patron, seeks, in its turn,
to break up.
But the same thing may be said to apply to the propagation of any destructive truth to some extent, and both
Hume and Nietzsche may be in some sense right. Thorough
destruction, cast wholesale amongst people, withering
every belief, may give a tragic zest to existence : and

—

’
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certainly the agents of the most destructive truths are
often themselves the most contented and high-spirited of
men. This is really Nietzsche’s subject : I will take what
he says again in the same connection, as it refers directly
to one of the psychological problems of ‘ idealism.’ The
problem of the real and the apparent world, eagerly debated
in r. his time, is occupying his attention.
The fanatical
advocates for appearances,’ he points out, are not all people
consumed with the ‘ will to Truth at all costs, nor yet
are they people predisposed to a nihilistic despair. On the
contrary, many, the ‘ stronger and livelier ’ ones, are still
consumed with an appetite for life. How does that come
about, he asks ?
‘
In that they side against appearance^' he says, and
speak superciliously of perspective ’ ; in that they rank
the credibility of their own bodies about as low as the
credibility of the ocular evidence that Hhe earth stands
still,’ and thus, apparently, allowing reality to escape (for
what does one at present believe in more firmly than in
one’s own body ?) w’^ho knows if they are not really trying
to win back something which was formerly an ev en
securer possession, something of the old domain of the faith
of former times, perhaps the ‘ immortal soul,’ perhaps " the
old God ’ ; in short, ideas by which they could live better,
that is to say more vigorously and more joyously, than by
^
modern ideas ?
With his fine nose for the dramatic-intellectual situation,
Nietzsche saw the paradox implicit in the destructive
beliefs of those healthy, happy men of his time, announcing
their own unreality and nothingness, and gave the above
characteristic explanation of it.
I dare say he would say
that, taking in many ways a different road, we were, here,
are far from agreeing with
upon a similar quest.
Hume or with , Nietzsche that destructive thought can be
indefinitely absorbed by the plain-man without a destructive effect : nor do we agree that the salt of destruction,
and the zest of life induced by it, is a good thing of which
you cannot have enough. (Perhaps that may be because
in this time we have had so much more of it than even
Hume or Nietzsche can have experienced.) Nietzsche had
very little in his composition of the health, balance,
measure, and fine sense of the antique world (of Spengler’s
‘
Classical
and Goethe’s before him) towards which he
‘

’

^

—

’

We

’
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much more of the frantic, intolerant
:
fanaticism of a genevan reformer or an Old Testament
prophet. This is even illustrated in his pictmre'of the selfdestructive road taken by the idealistic philosophers of
his time in order to reach, perhaps, he intimated, after all,
the antique heaven of health and security. It is actually
the road lie took, and induced many others to adopt, with
the results that we to-day in Europe are able at length to

turned so often he had

estimate. However, Hume, whose remarks we began
with, insisted that there was a principle that would overcome all abstract reasoning whatever. And that for him
is Custom or Habit.
For Hume, habit is the only law to a notion of which we
can attain. An arbitrary and casual, but habitual, conjunction of a whole system of things, having between
themselves no necessary connection (which is evident to
But before returning finally,
us, at least), is our carnation.
as far as our argument is concerned, to causation (in order
to consider beli^, I will interpose a few remarks, as I wish
to step aside for a moment and consider ‘ will ’ before I
come to that.
If you were asked to provide some definition of what you

meant by will,’ how would you go about it ? It might
be that you could provide me with a kind of reasoning
that would be useful to my argument. For instance, you
‘
might argue somewhat as follows
Will,’ you might say,
‘

:

—

habit ^that which, as Hume quite truly says, trips up
the philosopher and his innovating mind. What we term
a “voluntary” movement would be impossible without
memory, the seat of repetition and habit.
should
form no habits if we could not remember. Will is the
sensation we get when we are picking about in our memory
and deciding which of a variety of specimen-actions we
shall puU out and use.
It is always a repetition of some
‘

is

We

movement, originally performed involuntarily.’
Then consciousness is habit, or rather could not exist
outside a habit-system ?
I should ask you. And you
perhaps would reply to that
That is so. It is the movement we describe as “ thought ” it is thought surveying
‘

’

:

‘

;

picture-gallery of images of past movements
of a similar type en connoisseur, and ultimately choosing
what it regards as the most appropriate for response to
its historical

the stimulus of the moment.’
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Let ns pursue this imaginary dialogue for a moment.
you
I.
In the necropolis of images or mummies of its dead-

I then ask

:

‘

is there a live self that moves ?
What is it ?
You. There is something that moves.’
I.
Can you give me the likeliest account of what
’

selves

‘

‘

it is

’

thaf moves, conform with your other definitions ?
You. Why, what we all observe to move every day
of our life ourself and the various habit-patterns by which
we are surrounded. That which moves (us) sticks extremely
closely to the main-habit-pattern, but it embroiders it with
small variations, suggested by the occasion, of a “ voluntary ” sort, and is deceiving us into attending to the
superficial, “ living ” elaboration, rather than to the dead
skeletal habit-structure.
In its week-end golf, its verbal
interplay with its mate, etc., it is a similar automaton.
Any human organism is essentially a repeating-machine,
a habit-machine, a parrot of itself. It is an affair of easilychecked immanent causality and motor-responses. The
‘‘self’^ that moves in the picture-gallery is a movement
Or better still, it is our way of describing the time at any
particular moment in the picture-gallery. 4.80 or 10 a.m.
would be (given the picture-gallery, and given a periodic
fluxion of a point around it) a description of the ‘‘ self’" of
a more accurate kind than James Jones, or some other
‘

—

irrelevant label.’
Mr. 4.80 or Mr. Eleven o’clock
I.

is

a truer name than

’

Smith ?
You, Certainly.’
I.
The harmonious and established
‘

"

—

habits, our

laws
beauty ”

”

of science ^the
skeleton ” that Poincar^ calls
;
rather than the qualitative filling-in, the accidental padding,
living ” process and event
of
the uniformity steadily
settling down and straightening out ^the dead ossature
”
that is the region of the human will, of our “ voluntary
life, in which it apparently has been conceived, and from
which it operates : the sensation of personality, or that of a
central ‘‘ self,” or of the psyche or genius, or that of any complex idea of a “ high-god,” or that of only an unimportant
domestic
numen ” ; all these entities, whether fictional
or not, are creatures of the habit-world, which system we
interpret as causative ? As regards our
voluntary ” life
this indeed must be so
since it is only among dead times.
:

:

—
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immovable and stable things, that we exercise any will
When most
all, in the free and unconditional sense.

at

—

—

bergsonianly living ^that is acting we are least ourselves.
We are then just bemused instruments, rapt in the ecstasy
of ‘‘action.” The moment we apply our will to fact, it
becomes something different. And our will is the expression, the definition of our “ self.”
*

You.

‘Yes.’

will perceive that for the occasion I have made you
a time-adept, and you have been made, reluctantly, I
hope, to provide the sort of argument that would be
anticipated from the mouth of such a figure. I will now
turn to Hume, and let him speak in place of the hypothetic
You.
‘
If I ask you why you believe any particular matter of
(your) reason will
fact, which you relate,’ Hume writes,

You

into

‘

be some other fact, connected with iV Again, ‘ all belief of
matter of fact or real existence is derived merely from
some object, and a customary conjunction between that
and some other object.’ Belief in matter of fact, or in real
existence, is derived from customary conjunction, and, it
A thing
follows, from some persistence, and repetition.
only occurring once in a universe of things only, each of
them, occurring once, and we should never have the notion
of reality at all.
A purely sensational existence would not
be capable of supplying this notion, ‘ reality,’ at all.
So we see that ‘ reality as a notion, and in its generally
accepted sense, is not what it usually represents itself to be.
We need time to think, in short, and the leisure which habit
supplies us with, to arrive at the notion of the real
we
require the sort of loose, disconnected self of our non’

‘

’

;

‘

’

sensational, abstract life to get this sensation with.
The
purely sensational creature (like the newly-born baby)
would not discriminate between itself and the exterior
world. It would be what happened to it. It would be
everything with which its senses presented it. There
would be no question of a ‘ self.’ There would only be a
not-self of pure sensation—which is, of course, the evangelical Christian and communistic ‘ self,’ as it is also the
self of action and ‘ function ’ : the time-self.
As regards
a man’s transactions with his store of private images, or
‘
‘
ideas,’ he can be said to be supremely ‘ free
Nothing
is more free than the imagination of man,’ as Hume states
‘

’

’

:

—
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And

with this mental, private and imaginative conThis wwld of
associates the word ^ will/
Now, the difference between
fiction is his world of wilL
This
fiction and belief lies in some sentiment or feeling/
we can call, the belief-feeling. So we reach Hume’s definiit.

Hume

dition

'

tion of

"

belief.

^

Belief is nothing but a more vivid, lively, forcible, firm,
steady conception of an object than what the imagination
alone is ever able to attain.

Or:—
Belief is something felt by the mind, which distinguishes
the ideas of the judgment from the fictions of the imagination.

Again

:

This manner of conception (of an object), the conception
belief arises from a customary conjunction
of the object with something present to the memory or sense,
that is the system of habit.

accompanied by

The main material for the phenomenon of belief is drawn
from the experiences of causation
the notion of cause
and effect is necessary for any human belief. And cause
and effect is simply an arbitrary and unnecessary repetition,
the machinery of our system of habit,’ according to Hume,
a habit of space-time according to the space-timeists.
So reality is a sensation arising from and depending
on the phenomenon of endurance, and so familiarity.
Unless we are familiar with it, unless we have the habit of
it, nothing can seem
Such a notion would
real to us.
otherwise, in fact, never enter our head at all. As it is, a
thing occurring only for a moment, like a flash of lightning,
however often repeated, always has a certain unreality
about it. And instantaneous things like that which occur
:

‘

‘

’

’

»

‘

’

^

’

onee*cduld never enter the category of ^ reality/
Belief then, for Hume, is belief in came and effect^ his
definition conveniently reduces itself to that.
And belief
is aijL extremely important conception to familiarize yourself with.
In our day, for Mr. Russell, ‘ on the view we
take of belief our philosophical outlook largely depends/
But the problems of reality ’ and of ^ belief ’ are so
intimately connected that they are one. And you could
equally well say—and that would be an even profounder
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^that on the view we take of reality our philosophical
outlook largely depends/ Reality is to-day, indeed, a
better term to take than belief,’ for these crucial purposes.
So let us attempt a realistic definition of reality in the same
way that Hume attempted one of belief. But for that,
again, we must travel some distance first -and "assemble a
little material, with which the general educated reader
may not be familiar.
The humian analysis of sensation and image (or, for
Hume, impression and " idea ’) used principally the test
of distinctness, as did Leibniz, Descartes, and others of
and we have seen
that time in their early psychologies
Hume using vivid, lively, firm and forcible as adjectives
to distinguish our apprehension of a ‘ real object from our
apprehension of a fictitious one, reposing only on our free
imagination. It was the vagueness or the distinctness,
feebleness or force, poorness or richness, of the impression
that gave it " reality ’ or the reverse. It is the abstracting
tendencies of the philosopher to-day that causes him to
distinctness,’ or those ‘ clear ideas ’ of the
attack this
great sixteenth-century realists.
So to induce ^ belief and earn the title of ‘ existence
or reality,’ a thing must, first of all, not be dim or vacillating.
Men early learned to be on their guard against the
crowed of imitation-sensations, images or ideas, that they
knew their heads to be full of, but which responded to no
exterior, causal arrangements of the not-self.
So to be
real/ again, would mean to be beyond the mfluenee and
reach of the individuaVs active and naturally imitative, but
unreliable, mind.
When men first began establishing this necessary distinction, the dream Trould be the arch-deceiver, with its shamsensation building up an imitation-reality, which was the
most likely to trip him. But to-day, through the propaganda of psycho-analysis, dream and hallucination «.re the
most customary ingredients of our speculation, and thence
to a large extent of our thoughts. The mirror-image, in
post-Relativity philosophy, of Whitehead or of Russell, is
the most common object of reference, and perpetually the
phenomena of our everyday life are referred to that as
to some sort of prototype of sensational existence. In
theory, reality ’ has recently not only shifted considerably
from its traditional realistic seat, but also it has moved

test

'

‘

‘

’

‘

’

’

'

:

’

’

‘

’

^

’

‘

'

'

^
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very mucli nearer to the subjective, or ^ private/ end of
the scale. The barriers set up by ‘ belief have been broken
down. And that is to say that the barriers between the
^real* and the ‘unreal/ betw^een the not-self and the self,
have been everyivhere impaired.
There is no ipieed to stress the debt to the system of
Berkeley in these teachings of Hume. Our absolute
dependence upon sensation was for Hume a weakness, for
Berkeley a necessity of the ultimate fact of our status of
relative and
unreal creatures. If our conceit, or even
our incredulity, revolted, Berkeley might have inquired
(by means of an illustration), " What do you suppose it
would feel like to be a character of fiction a Sancho Panza
‘
or a Don Quixote ?
Much what it does to be vrhat w^e
are at present,’ we could only, sensibly, reply. And God
the artist is a more significant image than God the mechanic.
For Hume the wmrld of imagination or of images was
what the abstract world was for Berkeley it was not real.
The insistence upon the world of sensation was the
The necessary inertness of the
insistence of Berkeley.
external world of things of Berkeley is what makes things
^
rattle against each other drily in Hume’s philosophy, for
James. And the ‘ reality contingent upon habit,’ for Hume,
was perception rather than sensation, though sensation
was its ultimate material. Neither believed in the reality
of the abstract^ or the image- world, that is the main thing.
In all movements we have under consideration the thing
to be stressed more than anything else is the disposition to
bestow reality upon the miage^ rather than upon the
thing.
The reality has definitely installed itself* inside the
contemporary mind, that is to say, as it did with the Stoic
and other post-socratics of the greek political decadence.
The external world is no longer our affair, as indeed it
ceases to be ours in any civic or political sense. At first
sight it# is easy for the former, at least, of these tendencies
to pass itself off as suggestive of an enhanced appetite for
To plunge into sensation, in the bergsonian manner,
life.
life
?
But yet,
is surely a movement in the direction of
if you observe a little closely the
if you follow it out
attitudes, vital equipment, and then what soon becomes
of all these ecstatic, vociferating divers ; or if you ever
consider the sort of person that such a cult must cater for,
you will form an opposite opinion. So the frenzied propa*
’

*

'

—

'

:

‘

’

’

‘

’

’
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sensation—for moments, that

—

is,

without the

of custom and endurance in the general way,
of which we see too clear reflections, we ‘think, to be

reality

and

’

this propaganda that is such a
accompaniment of the most recent industrial and
urban life, is rather the experience of an aged organism
than of a vigorous and fresh one. For what need has a
vigorous one to be told to plunge, to immerse itself ? It
and without instruction, and
is immersed naturally,
This is new with
certainly not as a cult or a philosophy.
Whitman was, I suppose, its earliest
us in the West
professor Specimen Bays one of the first characteristic
utterances of w'hat since has taken on a universal complexion. It is in its wide extension a relatively sudden
occurrence, resembling an overwhelming infection. All
that doctrinaire barbarity of the sorelian and nietzschean
blood-baths of immense wars and
spirit, leading to the
revolutions, are like gigantic and ghastly prescriptions for
the rejuvenation of some aged thing which had suddenly
thrust itself among us. The insistence on sensation-at-

mistakpu, in philosophy

:

strident

;

’

‘

the incessant emphasis upon ‘ virility,’
stimulation,’ suggests an unaccountable
or
sex,’ or
consciousness rather of an absence than of an abundance
of life. So much discussed, the subject of so many inflanunatory doctrines and ingenious dissertations, claiming
for its realization such insane sacrifices, such insane expense
of healthy life, it rather is a sadist corrupted, sickly, leviathan
than a triumphant organism, this thing that usurps the
name of ‘ life to-day ; and it displays such an appetite for
reality that it is natiiral to suspect it of having been too
long unacquainted with it ; or else, as an alternative, to
have suddenly lost it. So in conclusion, and as regards
that feature of our argument, the tendency to bestow
‘
reality
upon images can be interpretecj with even less
difiicidty as a confession of the stage of unreality and
sensational dimness or ‘ vagueness that has been reached.
It is not the primitive vigour and pictorial sharpness of
the image-capacity of the true savage, of the true child,
or of the artist, that would accommodate itself to the
atmosphere now prevalent in the world of thought.
As to causality, Time, or motion, has to some extent solved
the problem for such people as Alexander : but of course it
has not in any way been reinstated. It is a thoroughly disall-costs, then, like
‘

‘

’

‘

’

’

’

‘
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credited principle, but it lias its tempting uses, and has
recovered a little, here and there, from its neglect. It is not
the same came^ either, that has been partially rescued nor
has it returned to its traditional seat. The melting of the
causal ties of habit into the events or things held apart by
the schematization of conceptual thought, so that they
flowed into each otker^ reached its climax in Bergson. (The
weU-known figurative habit in which he described the
past penetrating the present,’ ‘ the present eating into
the future,’ etc., is that to which we refer.) And to-day
Alexander follows the same course. Motion is the secret
of connection, for him, as we have said, a secret that Hume
was unable to discover. Motion, in its turn, is more or
less commutative in Alexander’s space-time system with
Time. So it is really Time that steps into the shoes of
Cause
and in consequence Alexander is disposed to put
in a good word for the causality principle.
It is the
connective motion only that gives rise to power, or is power,
rather : not any existent thing, or person, that is causally
possessed of power. Causation is a pervasive force, the
force of change, percurrent or overriding our accidental
sequences. However,
since the idea of a power in the
cause to produce its effect suggests that the relation is
presided over by something akin to
spirit,” some entity
behind the relation which brings it into existence, we are
perhaps well rid of the conception.’ A ‘ spirit,’ an entity
behind the relation,’ is what the notion of power brings in,
there is no escaping from it ; you cannot really keep it out,
if you have ‘ power
at all, instead of an inert dance or
crawl of wandering groups. So, useful as ‘ power is, and
inclined for various reasons as these philosophers are to
admit it, along with causation for where Hume left
causation, high and dry, does not at all suit their book, or
tally with their fluid mechanism
^nevertheless they exclude
it on account of what they know it is so difficult not to
annex to it, the hated * entity ’ something that would
dispute reality ’ with Time.
Causation is let in, provided it does not have any power,’
and provided it is clearly understood that it is ‘ time or
motion.’ The traditional came was as bursting with life
and purpose as a little Napoleon, But the later came, the
came-withouP^ power,* is very sluggish. It demands some
^
inducement to stir it into activity ’ (cf. Space Time and
;

"

:

^

’

«

’

—
—
—

'

‘

’
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’

become its effect
most accurately ^escribed as
with any entrain.
falling into its effect, or bursting into it gradually and
blindly, with the weight of the oncoming change-stream
It does not at the best of times

Deity).

'

It can be

behind

It flops

it.

when

with a stagnant release,

suffi-

ciently pushed, into the neighbouring coi??.parfcment, the
Its real activity consists in
next in temporal succession.
passing over into its effect,’ says Professor Alexander. If
there were no "time’ there, you gather, to hustle it continually, it would certainly never move at all, and if there
were no " effect it would never appear at all. That, then, is
what has become of the once so vivacious " cause ’ of any
*
It has become a sort of Time-andeffect ’ whatever.
’

—

motion entity, of a minor sort, whose indolent habits are
becoming proverbial, and which habits men now share

And

with things.

every day the

‘
cause requires greater
stimulation
and ^ pro’

—
—^and
become
as helpless and sluggish—as the most british of workmen.
^

inducement

vocation

’

;

’

to

move

more

‘

until eventually it will

’

spoilt

CHAPTER

III

GOD AS REALITY
N dev'otinLg an insignificant space to this great principle,
I am only following the plan with which I set out
namely, to confine myself to what was necessary for
the criticism of the time-doctrine, although my argument

I

must

certainly reveal its directing impulse, and so to some
extent pass beyond criticism. But among the timephilosophers a very considerable theological literature has
sprung up William James, in that matter, as usual,
supplying the starting-point of most contemporary speculation in his Varieties of Religious Experience. But there is
another reason why in this place and for the purposes of
this book, it is less necessary to devote time to this subject
than to the attack upon the Ego or thinking subject or
the ^ object
and that is because there is no attack made
upon God in the contemporary time-philosophy we are
analysing. Rather is it the contrary. Most contemporary
philosophers adhere to the results of the kantian criticism,
and provide a handsome place in their time-system for
Deity of some kind. Both Alexander and Whitehead
place God at the end of the ‘ emergent ’ road. The reasons
they have to offer for this accommodation are often very
unsatisfactory
but having discoursed empirically upon
‘
Space and Time,’ they still add ‘ Deity,’ with a more or
And they
less kantian, pragmatical, gesture, at the end.
are able to do this all the more heartily because the deity
thus introduced is a very different one from the entity with
which Kant had to deal, and which he found it necessary,
for pragmatical reasons, to accommodate with a rationale
or reason of its own.
Constantly in our criticism we march with the ^ thomist
and this is perhaps the best point to make clear where our
The
positions differ, as where they merge or overlap.
as irretrievably
modernity
catholic criticism of
"historical’ as the doctrine of Spengler. It is really a
"
time ’-doctrine too, as in the nature of things, perhaps, it
must be, but the converse of that of the " evolutionist/
It attaches a disproportionate importance to one time, as

—

'

’

’

:

:

’

‘

‘

’

""

’

2b

:
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In opposition to the
opponents do to all time.
modernity they attack (and ever3dhing is, modern,’
and therefore to be attacked, which ^ is not thomist or
aristotelian, for the typical contemporary catholic theorist)
‘
antiquity,’ which is equivalent to the
is, in their system,
Classical of Spengler, and is just as inallierable, unique
and fixed. Those are two of the extremes of contemporary
indeed, when W’^e said there was no opposicontroversy
for
tion to-day, that would, in this sense, be inexact
there is, of course, always the catholic opposition. It is

its
‘

'

’

’

‘

'

:

’

:

’

because that is a purely theological or political opposition
that we considered it could be neglected, in the sense that
we were using that w’^ord. There is no theoretic opposition
opposition
which is disthere is only the theologic
credited, popularly, and we think not without considerable
reason, in advance.
I will take the very interesting book of Dr. Sheen (who
is an american priest, and professor of philosophy at
Louvain) for the purposes of this brief survey. He outlines the thomist case with the greatest lucidity, and in
such a matter it is important not to have to deal with
such a ^ personal account as that of Maritain (the renegade
bergsonian, and still far too tainted with the manners of
thought of his original master, as I suggested in a previous
chapter) w’^ould be able to provide. Dr. Sheen’s statement
of the position of the contemporary catholic theorist is
very exact, and can be recommended to the student. (It
is to be found in God and Intelligence in Modem Philosophy.
‘

‘

‘

’

’

:

’

Longmans, Green & Co., 1925.)
The first and great objection that I have to the neosc}iolastic attitude is precisely its incurably historical view
of things. It is incurably
*
old against the new ’
‘

’

;

‘

conservative
it is

‘

’

:

it is

anti-modern

’

for ever the
in a, to me,

historical
manner. It says many shrewd and
damaging things about modernism
but because all
that is contemporary (except thomism) is** vowed such
is its unanimity and herd-discipline
^to silence about anything that is not very delightful or intelligent about
modernity,’ that is no reason why the epoch and the
ideas that produced scholasticism, to which Catholicism
points, should be wholly beautiful and true.
It is surely
not a bad thing to remember that that system was unified,

stupid,

‘

’

‘

—

—

‘

too, into a tyrannic orthodoxy,

with every theological

J
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sanction ; and that it was impossible then, as it is now, to
think except in one way, and according to an intolerant
unique and jealous standard. There was no arguing with
St. Thomas about the angelic nature (from which he
derived his soubriquet) any more than it is exactly easy
to argue with Alexander, and his colleagues, about " Time/

Indeed a frantic, hallucinated, soul ’-drugged individual
such as Maritain or Cocteau, in France, or such a ferocious
and foaming romantic as the dogmatic Toby- jug, Chesterton,
in England, are not easy to reason with; were their orthodoxy
rampant, they w’'ould be worse than the disciples of ^ Time/
So in that particular battle I am neither for Time nor for
its enemies
but of the two the line of argument adopted
here has more in common with St. Thomas than with
‘

‘

’

:

‘

Time/
The God with which Dr. Sheen has

dealt in the critical
part of his essay is not so much the God ‘ Time,’ as the God
that is the subject of the mystical experiences of James
and others, who have turned, as a relaxation, from their
massacre of smaller entities, to genuflect in the direction
of this greatest hypostasized feeling, or belief, of all.
This God of the philosophy of change and time, ‘ though
coming from the past, differs from all that has appeared
It is, as it were, one of the novelties of evoluin the past.
tion.’
It exalts
It brings man into greater prominence.
him even to the extent of giving him a vote in the cosmic
It is, in a word, the ^ transfer of
councils of the world/
the seat of authority from God to man.’ This is God in
Thus the ^ God of
God is not. He becomes
evolution.
Alexander is that state necessarily superior to yours, just
ahead of you in time, the next step up, or the next plane
up, in the evolutionary Progress. All that is, is not, and
cannot, indeed, be God. God can only be when He temporally is not : afid (since evolutionary doctrine postulates
the Progress of the Species ’) when He is ahead of the
evolutionary present. To-morrow we, men, shall be what
but then we shall not be God, for He will
to-day is God
have moved farther on, and higher up : and so by our
translation to another and higher sphere, whatever else
‘

’

‘

’

:

shall have gained, we shall not have become ‘ God/
So Alexander’s emergent ’-evolutionary picture is for us,
who move, a series of antechambers, with the Deity as one
who never is, but always to be.

we

^

—
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The problems of

‘

God

according to Dr. Sheen

’

and of

‘

Intelligence

’

are one,

:

As men lost faith in the intelligence, they acquired faith in
the God of becoming. The modem God was born the day the
‘
beast of intellectualism ’ was killed. The day the intelligence is reborn, the modem God will die. They cajmot exist
tosether : for one is the annihilation of the other.
This last passage indicates the ground,, the solid ground,

upon which the thomist doctrine and the one adumbrated
but we subsequently quit it
here must necessarily meet
at different points and for very different supernal destina:

tions.

The

intellectual (scholastic, catholic)

—

approach began with

the world ^not the world of internal experience, but the
external world of movement, contingency, varied perfections,
Its point of departure was
efficient causality and finality.
extra-mental. The source of its proofs was in the open air.
In reacting against this so-called indirect method, the modern
approach placed itself not in the external world but in self—
the world of internal experience. It goes to God, not through
the world, but through the ego.
It will be clear, perhaps, at once, to the reader, how such
a statement as that allies us here to the position taken up
by the catholic, and also the way in which it separates us.
For us no road can be too far round to Nirvana, to use
the phrasing of Professor Santayana. The source of our
proofs, too, is in the open air : our subjectivity is of
an objective order. Nothing can be too indirect for us.
Scholastic rationalism was (and is) bound up with the
pagan materialism ; with the concrete,’ and its objective, external ordinance.
Matter^ for it, was the path to
God, that between God and the individual. And that,
piously, it trod.
There is a great deal of popular misunderstanding about the catholic, or thomist p<!»sition,
and one point may be cleared up for the reader not at all
acquainted with these theologies. The dispute between
the thomist and the average ^ Idealist or Absolutist, is
not at all a dispute between, on the one hand, a religious
man, and, upon the other, an irreligious man. In a
sense it is quite the opposite.
As things stand to-day,
it is not a paradox to say that the catholic is much the
less ‘religious’ of the two.
Indeed, it would not be
^

’

‘

’

""

’

‘

"

’

’

’

'

‘

’

’
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at all a paradox to say that the catholic position (making
abstraction of such extremist and mystical converts as
those of the Cocteau variety) is that of the irreligious^ or
non-religious mind, in contrast to the God-hungry mysticism of the James type.
‘
Empiricism hitherto, through some strange misunderstanding'. . .’has been associated with irreligion," James
writes (Pluralistic Universe) in discussing the new religious’
role of philosophy.
The catholic philosopher, in the same
way almost, could complain that hitherto what he taught,
^
through some strange misunderstanding,’ had been
associated with religion. It would not be quite true, even
in the popular meaning of ^ religious,’ but it would be more
’
nearly so than the mistake involved in the anti-‘ religious
prejudice he has to overcome.
So, according to a swarm of philosophers more or less
inspired b)?^ James, the way to attain God is the direct one
of personal religious experience ’ ; possessed of ‘ a certitude stronger than that attaching to religious truth.’ It
is the manner of the protestant Reformation, of course,
the direct plunge to God, not only without mediation or
by means of reason (with all the dangers of that confusing
exercise), but with a debased reliance upon some kind of
semi-philosophical, half-rational image : for clearly no
plunge of that sort is entirely ^ direct,’ unless a great heat
of mystical emotion is called into play, which is not usual
with philosophers. How much cleaner, and in the end
more efficacious, is the method of the catholic, the inventions
of Reason rather than the irresponsible and lonely gushings
of ‘ intuitive heat. About the wish to seize and mingle
with the supreme Reality in a passionate attack there is
something lunatic and egotistic. To maintain this supreme
divinity in isolation from our imperfection, instead of
exacting jealously its democratic descent to where we are,
to apiproach it only circuitously and with a measured step,
at the risk of appearing unfervid, is, it would seem, to the.
human reason and to human taste, the better way.
^Modern religion bases its knowledge of God entirely
upon experience : it has encountered God,’ one of the
But even
progressists,’ quoted by Dr. Sheen, exclaims.
if it were possible, as many semi-mystical sensationalists
claim, to encounter God, then it would be necessary for
any rational being to avoid such an occurrence, and confine
‘

’
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himself to an approach to Deity only by the intellectual
road. The intellect has been given us as the appointed
and natural path on which to make our approach to God.
The emotional is too indiscriminate, and it is in any case
Rather
unlikely that then God would be encountered.
our hungry Self w'ould w’-aylay us.

But if you read carefully the account of the "religious
of our great european
experiences of the ‘ progressists
‘
decadence,’ you will see that it is not really God in smj
high and significant sense of w’-hich they are thinking, or
How indeed could it be ? For there is no
TSitheT feeling.
God already there, ‘As the world progresses, He progresses ; as the w^orld acquires perfection, He acquires
perfection.’
This evolutionist God in-the-making, Avho is
not, but who is a non-existent progressive potential Some(it is noisily
thing that is pushed along and ‘ upwards
hoped) by the advance of evolving mankind, is evidently
nothing but the Subject experiencing Him in his ‘ religious
’

’

’

moment.
But Western theological mysticism has been as fervid
as any
we are now considering only the position taken
up by contemporary thomistic philosophers within the
:

catholic church, in their dispute with the anti-intellectualist
tendencies of the present time, and behind that a welldefined background of classical rationalism, which has
been the most valuable contribution of the Church to
intellectual life.
With that position we are in sympathy
here.
That characteristic traditional health of the catholic
mind is an island in the midst of our ‘ decadence ’ and
‘
decline,’ whose airs it is invigorating sometimes to breathe.
The dark night of the Soul,’ the tragic asceticism that
is one of the phases of dogmatic belief, is not the necessary
accompaniment of the presence of God, though it has often
been a very beautiful one. When driven ^to these dark
expedients, there is always some chance that the devout
are entertaining the dramatic Antagonist instead of the
authentic Deity, So it is the ‘ materialism,’ the pagan
health, of the classical inheritance that I am thinking of
when I invite you to fraternize with the catholic thinkers,
in their high and nobly-ordered pagan universe.
The recrudescence of superstitious emotion (envisaged
as ‘ religious experience ’) engineered by the contemporary
philosophic thought that we are here analysing, is part of
‘
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the great pseudo-revolutionary movement hack to the
primitive world ; and that is another reason why^ in
preference to such a movement, we would turn to the
^
catholic side in the religious dispute.
is
Religion
primitivism ; and as practised by the neo-mystical philosophers following upon James and Bergson, it is part of
the, cult of the " primitive,’ as illustrated by the child-cult
(the exploiting of infancy and its ‘ naif reactions), or the
exotic romance of such a painter as Gauguin, or the Black
Bottom of the Swanee River which is merely another
phase of the Moon and Sixpence
or the sex-primitivism
initiated by Freud.
At the moment all our interests are
identified’ with the characteristic resistance of that church,
and some support can be found in it. But to rely upon
St, Thomas Aqumas entirely at such a Juncture, or some
synod at Rome open to every imaginable influence, would
prove in you a meagre sense of the reality, and of the forces
that are driving in the other direction. We should support
the catholic church perhaps more than any other visible
institution
but we should make a new world of Reason
for ourselves, more elastic than the roman cult is in a
position to supply, and employing all the resources of the
new world to build with. Outside we can actually assist
that church more than we could within it, if we were,
otherwise, inclined to such a communion.
The discursive, the rational, approach to Reality is
discarded by contemporary thought for the emotional,
direct, intuitive.
Dr. Sheen quotes Professor Wildon Carr
as follows an intuition,’ he says, is a direct apprehension
of a reality which is non-intellectual, and non-intellectual
means that it is neither a perception, nor a conception, nor
an object of reasonJ Just as in philosophical theorizing the
attack is upon the perception in favour of a primitivist,
dynamical, group of fluctuating sensa, so in the matter of
the supreme Reality, again, the same methods are applied.
Instead of remaining over against a rigorously conceived,
independent, objective, conceptional God, these philosophers prefer to disintegrate this solitary image ; although
that conceptual detachment is the natural form that the
idea of Deity has for our minds ; Just as it is more natural
for us to conceive of a tree conceptually, than to visualize
to which argument may
it as a fluctuating mass of sensa
be added that already employed, namely that it is natural
’

’

—

’

—

:

:

‘

""

‘

’

:
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keep Deity intact, and, in suitable
it with his imperfection.
What is this ‘ faith-state,’ however, William James
inquires (in a passage quoted by Dr. Sheen), and how,
exactly, do we feel when we get in touch directly with
Deity ? How do we register this contact ? His answer
for mail to wish to

humility, not to wish to mingle

exceedingly characteristic and illuminaling f for,-4n
’
order to reach this condition, we have to ' primitivize
ourselves to the extent of reaching the numeral world we
become a bar-of-iron,
do not even stop at the animal.
without touch or sight, which, " without any representative
faculty whatever, might nevertheless be strongly endowed
with an inner capacity for magnetic feeling ; and as if,
through various arousals of its magnetism by magnets
coming and going in its neighbourhood, it might be consciously determined to different attitudes and tendencies.
Such a bar-of-iron could never give you an outward description of the agencies that had the power of stirring it so
strongly, yet of their presence and of their significance for life
it would be intensely aware through every fibre of its being.’
We are not bars-of-iron, of course ; and if we were we
should probably resent very much the disturbance occaprowling in our neighbourhood,
sioned us by ‘ forces
and should be as likely to assume them to be diabolic
as the reverse. And a thinking bar-of-iron, electrically
disturbed, does very well illustrate the sort of ^ religious
experience ’ preconized by James. The
cheerful and
expansive disturbances he elsewhere indicates give us
a further enlightenment as to what would no doubt be
’
the ultimate seat of such experiences, of the bar-of-iron
order : for the " expansive and searching movements of
sex (the organism seen as an electrified bar-of-iron) indicate
where we should get to in our intimate and personal attack
upon Deity. It would be very much sans^fagon, in the
end, that we should ^ experience ’ our God. In James*
highly-stimulated bar-of-iron we have the link between his
later mystical philosophy and the sexual character of most
is

—

We

’

’

’

naystical religiosity.

The religious impulse
identified (according to

which gives us God ... is to be
contemporary philosophy) with an
impulse of life ; it is biological and belongs to all the orders.
Even the animals have a religious sense. (I am still quoting
from God and Intelligence of Dr. Sheen.)
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Let

iis substitute for tlie bar-of-*u*on of James the impulsive, tail-wagging, sentimental dog.
There we certainly

—

have a 7'cltgious animal ^the dog of Anatole France’s
Monsieur Bergeret, for instance.
But is not the dog’s worship of his master religion of
a more absolute order than any of which man is capable ?
In the first plabe, the dog does not require to imagine his
God {in the fashion of Mr. Fawcett’s Imaginist doctrine),
as we do.
His go^ is there in the flesh before him, sitting
in the armchair, filling his pipe, devouring a turkey or
’

‘

’

^

what-not.

Whether as bars-of-iron or as dogs, the God that results
must be corporeal and that is %vhy so often the mystic is
a voluptuary, unconscious or otherwise. But men are
degrading what should be their God by returning to those
elementary conditions in search, at one and the same time,
of Sensation and of Deity. We say a dog’s God is his
stomach, and that is a Just description of it the God of
your cheerful and expansive feelings would be a God of
the same order. The human imagination, even, is too
carnal for that high Object. The reason alone seems to
:

:

‘

’

satisfy the requirements of the highest possible

human

Deity.

But the fundamental implication of William James, and
the school that has come after him, is that the human
intellect should be dispensed with, in this supreme investigation ; that it is in some way inadequate (because
not ^ immediate,’ that is sensuous, enough), and that it is
not an instrument of adoration. And that seems to us to
involve the deepest misunderstanding of our destiny and
faculties.
Where James exults at the death-blow given
by Bergson to the ‘ beast,’ Iniellectualism^ he is rejoicing
^namely, his
in reality at the birth of another ^ beast
sort of God.
Indeed, if you listen to his ecstatic letter to
BergsoUj you will understand better what description of
^
intelligence you have to deal with.
I am so enthusiastic
as to have said only two days ago ... I thank heaven
that I have lived to this date . . . that I have witnessed
the Russo-Japanese War, and seen Bergson’s new book
two great modern turning-points in
appear
. the
history and thought.’ The Russo-Japanese War no longer
appears to us a colossal, heaven-sent blessing nor any
other war ; and Monsieur Bergson’s Evolution Creatrice^
’

.

—

.

—
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as a great world-event of the same order, can scarcely
have so overwhelming a charm to any one to-day as was
Inexperienced (religiously) by James at that ‘'time.
is not, at all events, the ' beast ’ of our
tellectualism
‘

’

Apocalypse.
‘

Religious experience of the lutheran type brings all our

naturalistic standards to bankruptcy,’ Janies '•WTites. (J[
It has done so, but it need not, is
Pluralistic Universe).
what is here advanced. And in that ^ye are at one with

the catholic.

and absolutist alike, in their admirable
plan for divine exclusiveness, have for one of their capital
dogmas something to which we are unable to‘ subscribe.
Without going at all in the direction of the pantheist, or
believing in an immanent deity in Time, it is possible still
to leave God to His necessary solitude, and yet to believe
in a first-hand experience of the divine in human life, or
at least so it seems to us. The angels of St. Thomas (like
introduced by Alexander for the
the playful ‘ angel
purposes of illustration) do not help that view, but interfere
with it. Indeed it is easy to see why Alexander introduced
the angel, for the thomistic hierarchy does contain a
similar idea to his evolutionary picture of ascending layers
of truth or ‘ deity.’ Even Aristotle’s God towards which
all Nature strives, which, like food held just out of reach
of a hungry animal, keeps it hopping up and down, in a
state of ferment, vaguely suggests the flying Deity of
the emergent evolutionist. But the thomistic angel- world
seems a tawdry and irrelevant interloper in the greek
physical world of Aristotle ; and Aristotle’s contemplative
God is a far cry from the evolutionist God of Time and
Action. It is the classical background that gives thomism
its health.
Aristotle is more important in it than St.

But

catholic

’

’

Thomas.
As an epigraph to this book, I have used a passage
from the Metaphysics of Aristotle. In it he says that if
all we had to make up our idea of God with were what we
possess- in our experience (what we could take from the
highest reaches of our own contemplative states), then that
God would be worthy of our admiration.’ What we are
‘

suggesting here is that that is exactly all that we have>
indeed, with which to construct our God ; and that, further
than that, it is completely adequate. To at once be

;
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we can assert that a God that swam in
snch an atmosphere as is produced by the music of a Bach
fugue, or the stormy grandeur of the genii in the Sistine
Ceiling, or the scene of the Judgment of Signorelli at
Orvieto, who moved with the grace of Mozart any one
may for himself accumulate such comparisons from the
greatest forms of art such a God would be the highest we
could imagine that God would be so perfect in power and
beauty that, howeyer much people may assert they find
it possible to experience a greater God (to whom all human
experience would be relatively imperfect) or analogically to
posit one, we are entirely justified in not believing them.
Such people, indeed, are usually those who are proved to
be congenitally incapable of experiencing the things from
which we draw our analogies. And so, for them, no doubt,
it is quite sensible to fix the ‘ divine
upon some plane
inaccessible to their senses.
But w^e may without immodesty conclude that they are referring precisely to that
plane that we have experienced in our enjoyment of our
perfectly concretej

—

—

;

’

intellectual

and

artistic faculties.

Having considered the relation of our position on this
question with that of the Latin theologians, I will proceed
to a very brief consideration of how the views of the
absolutist would accommodate themselves to what we
have to say. And I will take Bradley as the most representative and original of the philosophers of the Absolute.
The notion of feeling or sensation as a bastard experience
of an immediate absolute Wholeness, or the further idea
that sensation is the Whole, feeling through us, is useful
to convey a sense of the intensity of the individual life
but we claim for the intellect an equal pait in this immediacy;
and ou|r ‘ individual is not the individual of Time, or a
creature of the nisus of the progressist system. For why
should not the Whole think as well as feel ? The idea of
a metelj feeling Whole is repugnant. And that in thinking
we are poorer than we are in feeling is not the view taken
here, but, on the contrary, that feeling and thinking are
equal deliverances of Reality, under whatever figure you
suppose that these things occur.
So when we are told that ‘ This Whole (Reality) must be
’

;
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immediate, like feeling;, but not, like feeling, immediate at
a level below distinction or relation . • because it does
not suffer a division of idea from existence, it lias therefore
we do not agree to that.
a balance of pleasure over pain
First of all, the sort of superior type of feeling suggested
does not seem to us real. Our sensation, as sensation, and
as far as it goes, at its best, seems the best sort Of sensation
.

’

—

’

‘

possible.

But

let

us consider the possibility of Reality in the gross,

lump of perfection. Bradley is an ideal guide to
Reality/ he says, is
the Absolute him we will still use.
being in which there is no division of content from existence,
no loosening of what ” from that.” So Reality, the full
and whole Reality, does not (which means would not)
That is to say,
suffer a division of idea from existence.’
that what it thought and willed (as we think and will and
as a pure

‘

‘

;

’

‘

carry on as gods, or a kind of finite-Absolute, in our personal
image-world) would be true or real. What it imagined
would be as real as what we externally enjoy. The trouble
here is that it would only have a balance of pleasure over
pain.
For it would be impossible to imagine it nothing but
That would be in the end uninteresting or
pleasure.
without significance. And how else would the pain be
supplied but by something outside itself ?
Bradley’s balance of pleasure and pain is to say that
Reality cannot be ‘ perfect,’ it would appear
just as
indeed, with us, he affirms that no truth can be entirely
And yet this designer of the Absolute ends by saying,
true.
In every sense it is perfect.’ Yet for him it is ens perit is a perfect and immaculate God, owning^
fectissimum
a substantial balance, when all his contretemps, reverses
and disappointments are totted up, of pleasure over pain.
So it is a God that comes out on top, but is hardly an
‘
Absolute.’
It is, for us, too realistic a God.
Human individuality is best regarded as a kind^of artificial godhood.
When most intensely separated from our
neighbour and from all other things most ourselves,’ as
we say we are farthest away, clearly, from an Absolute, or
any kind of Unity. Yet, in another sense, we are nearest
to it. This is the great problem that has wrecked so many
metaphysics
it is this that has divided stoic from epicurean, nominalist from realist, and indeed every varying
genus of philosopher. For such an infinitely disputed
‘

’

‘

‘

’

:

‘

—

—

:

'

’

—
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can be done is to give the
imposed upon us individually by all the
of the complex of belief in which we build our personal

difficulty of thought, all that

solution that
rest

is

system.

Everything analogically indicates God as a great Unity.

We, when ’most individual

(least automatic, and least
religiously br otTaerwise entranced), possess most a similar

unity to that we must attribute to God. When we " expand
most (to use a favo\irite word of James) reach out towards
Deity and melt ourselves in a cosmic ’ orgasm of feeling
we are least ourselves and possess least centre and organic
unity. What, then, is the conclusion, as far as the practice
of religion is concerned ? If there is a God, we can say, ive
have, for this life, our backs turned to each other. This
must be so for things to be bearable at all for us as creatures ;
for such unrelieved intimacy as would otherwise exist, such
perpetual society of such a pervasive, psychic, overwhelming kind would not be socially possible. We at
least must pretend not to notice each other’s presence, God
and ourselves to be alone. So when the other of us two
was not attending, did we steal a glance round at what was
behind us, then we should always see a blank wall, a hack
view. To confront or encounter ’ God is for us physically
impossible, we can conclude ; we can only see God, if at all^
from behind. As we determine ourselves, we negate
Perfection, understood as an absolute Unity ; it is written,
we cannot avoid this cancellation. Whatever happens, we
are bound to shut the door upon Mr. Bradley’s Absolute, or
upon Spinoza’s God. ‘ An immediate experience is not
- exclusive,’ says the guardian of the Absolute.
We assert,
on the contrary, that it is exclusive.
As it is, then, our sense of personal reality is so great that
we are not able, at the same time, to entertain the sensation
of the existence of a God. On the other hand, we may
quite well, rationally, entertain the idea of His existence.
God is for us something to thinky not feel. All mystical
sacrifices of the self to any absolutist creature whatever,
we do not understand. We are against a mystical ^ belief,’
then (in the special sense of Belief in a Divinity), though
not against rational belief; we consider it incompatible
with ^ belief in the more universal sense of experiencing
and holding in ourself the sensation of reality. It is as
thieves only a thief of the real ^that we can exist, or as
’

—

‘

—

—

’

—

—
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upon God. The Absolute, we think, crushes, and
meant by its hierophants to crush, the persqnal life.
connection with the central fire
If you say that it is

parasites
is

‘

which produces in the element this burning sense of selfness,’ we say that we do not believe in a central fire feeding
finite centres ; we do not, simply, experience that central
If there is such a thing, we are convinced^that
attraction.
somehow we are there already, for we feel that we are
entirely free, or more exactly, we can say we believe that
we are entirely free, within our own borders. When
William James was asked if he had ever had direct experia strange reply for
ence of God, he replied simply, ‘ No
a mystical theorist who happened to be honest ^to have
to make. The truth probably is that James did not
understand himself very well when he adopted mystical
That was probably a romantic gesture.
interpretations.
In reality, I should say that James was a rationalist in
religion, and that the attitude most in consonance with the
native character of his mind would have been that which is
being outlined here. It is at least a contradictory spectacle
to see him (after his theatrical denial of ‘ consciousness,’
and his many onslaughts upon the mind and ' psyche ’)
fling himself effusively at the feet of another entity, whose
existence it is easier to question than that of consciousness.’
It was too easy, perhaps, for James.
The two following statements appear to us true or
untrue, according to the way in which they are understood.
(1) " Every sphere or level of the world is a necessary factor
Each in its own way satisfies, until
in the Absolute.
compared with that which is more than itself.’ (2) ‘ One
appearance is more real than another. In short, the
doctrine of degrees of reality and truth is the fundamental
answer to our problem.’ Bradley, who was a great metaphysician, appears nevertheless to us discouraged and
crushed, himself, by the contradictory, invisible weight of
Nothing ' satisfies ’ in his world ;
his monotonous Absolute.
for he lives incessantly beneath the oppression of Something which is more than itself.’ There is no point at
aU in being more ‘ real ’ than another * appearance.’ For,
measured with the Absolute, this advantage is derisory.
So the ‘ fundamental ’ answer I have just quoted, cannot
really be called the core of this doctrine.
Weighed down by too great a discouragement, the power
‘

’

—

:

—

‘

’

’

‘

«
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to

translate these valuable principles into fact seems
wanting in some way to Bradley. His Absolute appears
but it shows a perplexed and dismal face, and, it must be
added, a rather narquois tendency to ape the gestures of
its creator's german master, which are gestures of almost
comic power. While introducing his Absolute, Bradley
exhibits wliat seems a lack of belief, and so fails to inspire
it
belief, that is, quite simply in reality
belief in the
sense of steady <?onviction of objective reality. That
:

—

:

’

‘

firm, steady conception
of the
puts it when defining " belief,' is required
as much in handling the Absolute as in dealing with a threepenny-bit.
philosopher at least as much as anybody
else requires belief of that sort, if he is to put the ^ reality'
before us, and make us say
Yes. That is true.^ For it
is only by ^ belief
in this sense, that supremely concrete
thing, that we reach truth, which is simply reality. But
in Bradley’s world
no truth is entirely true'
That
‘

vivid,

lively,

object, as

forcible,

’

Hume

A
‘

’

:

'

^

is it.

We

should find a paradox in the assertion,’ Bradley
that everything alike has existence to precisely the
same extent.’ But he did not accompany those statements
by such further ones, nor did he weave them together in
such a way, that we immediately feel that he has achieved
truth. Another thing about his Absolute is that he does not
succeed in relieving it of a certain oppressive scale and
impending weight. Had he succeeded in doing that, his
philosophy would have no doubt worked out differently.
We think so naturally in quantitative terms of stellar
‘

says,

‘

—

universes, of battalions of stellar universes, of immense
Meat Trusts, of constellations of monstrous Trusts, of great
’Wars and still greater ones, of various Napoleons it is well
to bear in mind, as we have pointed out elsewhere in this
book, that inevitably, when we are engaged in constructing
a conception of the Absolute, or of any Perfection, it turns
out invariably to be very very large. It is more and more,
and then still more, of the same stuff. It is the enlarged^ in

—

the enlarged non-natural man ’ of Arnold, which provides
the distinction. I have already quoted a passage in which
Bradley exposes this mistake, but he seems to have
succumbed to it himself in some way.
It is by reason of its " concord ’ that Bradley’s particular
Perfect can gain nothing he tells us by swelling itself out
'

a;
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to vast proportions. For the more it determined and
swelled and complicated itself, the more self-contradictory
And when we consider
it would, in his view, become.
means merely
that in the mathematical sense ^ small
constant, there is perhaps no limit to the littleness that
any being would be compelled to aim at, in order to avoid
inconstancy of change, discord and struggle. The flea is
thus, of familiar animals, the true symbol of ' perfection,’
much more than the mammoth. But so, too, on that
arrive at nothing
absolutist, quantitative scale, you
Nevertheless,
which is the only safe and stable thing to be
the fallacious tendency to identify perfection with quantitative scale does not gain from these qualifications.
Again, for the idea of the consummate Perfection
being at the same time fully possessed of all hostile distinc^the idea that discord
tions and the richer for their strife
and negation, the opposition and oppugnancy of one thing
against another, or of the Many against the One always
can contribute to
against, always a murderous conflict
It is the
Perfection, and is its condition, is what we deny.
old darwinian, evolutionary nightmare, in whose clutches
we are at present all of us more than ever wallowing.
The personality that we each possess we are apt to
despise, certainly, because it has so little material power
but still without conceit at all or even blasphemy, we have
a god-like experience in that only. Or rather the usually
ill-defined term ‘ God ’ can only justify itself therein :
since material power, like scale, is irrelevant.
If we consider that the analogy expires in the abjectness of that
concept, man,’ of which we hear so much disparagement,
then we surely should discard it altogether. Let us
attempt now to express the most sanguine belief we can
have on this subject, such as would be most hospitable to
the notion of God. The rapprochement is not so absurd
as it at first sounds, especially to our ears, so accustomed
to disobliging descriptions of the human state, in the
service of levelling mass-doctrines. It is only blasphemy
or absurdity, rather, for those who have long grown accustomed to blaspheme and heap ridicule on mankind, or to
listen credulously to those engaged in that cheerful occupation, not to us.
We are not at all disposed to ridicule or
despise men because they are materially insignificant,
because they are not as big as the earth, or the solar
’

!

—

’

—

—

—

,
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system, or as powerful as the forces of an earthquake.
Those are the habits of a world that is not our world. We
regard it as a similar vulgarity to ridiculing or despising
a man because he is poor. Worldly or material power is
not the standard used here. But if people could for a
moment be persuaded to neglect that aspect of the affair,
by which 'they are obsessed, we are sure that the matter
would at once appear in another light. Meanwhile we
can say that no Absolute need be ashamed of the feelings
or thoughts of what we call a great artist or a great poet.
Let us repeat this argument. Any God could put His name
to the Oedipus or to King Lear, Anything communicating,
not in a mechanically-perfect way, but still directly, more
* greatness,’ we cannot imagine
and hence, scale apart, any
;

other material of deity for the construction of God is
meaningless, to us. And the vulgar delusions connected
with quantity, scale or duration, delusions largely fostered
by the gross subject-matter of positive science, are the only
things that could be an obstacle to the embracing of this
view. The Sistine Chapel Ceiling is worthy of the hand
of any God which we can infer, dream of, or postulate.
We may certainly say that God’s hand is visible in it.
When at some moment or another in the process of
evolution we were introduced to that extraordinary
Aladdin’s Cave, that paradise (which the behaviourist
and many other people regard with such fanatical displeasure, belief in which will soon, it is very likely, be
taxed, or definitely put out of bounds, with angels of a
jealous God of Science sweeping fiery swords hither and
thither in front of it), our minds or when the magnificent
private picture-gallery of its stretched-out imagery was
thrown open, and we were allowed to wander in it in any
direction, and to any private ends we pleased ; that was
certainly, if it is the gift of a God, a higWy democratic
especially when you consider
proceeding on His part
that this is not one picture-gallery, thronged by a swarming
public, but is one-apiece for any number of individuals
the conception of so democratic a God that He became
aristocratic again, as it were, for the sake of others^ each
individual, however small, made into 'an ‘aristocrat’ at
once where His mind’s eye is concerned. It is indeed
evident that thereby in a sense God abdicated. He appar-ently no longer wished to be ‘ the Absolute.’ So He
:

:

—

2 c
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and made us free of. His heavenly
was that brought about this change of
heart, or mental crisis, in the Absolute if that should be
by chance the true account of what occurred it is otiose
to speculate upon. But it must be remarked at the same
time that, alongside of this absolute and princely gift, the
was maintained outside othe
iron-round of necessity

introduced us
pictures.

to,

What

it

—

—

’

‘

magical circle of mind, or at least so it appears.
If the contrast is between a conception of the world as
an ultimate Unity on the one hand, or a Plurality on the
other ; if you have, dogmatic and clear-cut, or rather if
you could have, on the one side a picture of a multiplicity
of wave-like surface changes only, while all the time the
on
deep bed of Oneness reposes unbroken underneath
the other side the idea of an absolute plurality, every midget
:

and grain, unique (for what such
uniqueness ’ was worth) and equally real, irrespective of
then can there be any
any hierarchy of truth at all
question that the hypothesis of Oneness is the .prSfounder
hypothesis, and must, if it lay thus barely between those
two, be the real. But we are surface-creatures only, and
by nature are meant to be only that, if there is any meaning
in nature. No metaphysician goes the whole length of
departure from the surface-condition of mind that fact
For such departures result in
is not generally noticed.
self-destruction, just as though we hurled ourself into
space into ‘ mental-space,' if you like, in this case. We
are surface-creatures, and the ‘ truths ' from beneath the
surface contradict our values.
It is among the flowers
and leaves that our lot is cast, and the roots, however
interesting,’ are not so ultimate for us.
For us the ultimate thing is the surface, the last-comer, and that is committed, to a plurality of being.
So what in a sense we have
arrived at, is, for practical reasons, the. opposite to the
conclusions of Kant’s 'practical reason.’ For the same
reason we think it is most true and better to say there is
no God. To us the practical requirements seem to indicate
the contrary of Kant’s pragmatical solution to require
the conception of a Many instead of a One. On the other
hand, if anything, the speculative reason seems to us to
point to a One. But on the One we must turn our back
in order to exist.
Evidences of a oneness seem everywhere
apparent. But we need^ for practical purposes, the illusion

existence, every speck
‘

:

—

—

‘

—
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of a plurality. So in one sense we are more near to the
conception of a God than Kant : in another ^the official
and practical we are farther from it. The illusion must
in short be our ^ real’
And our reason is not the pragmatical member among our faculties at all, but for us the
ultimate truth-bearing vehicle. Yet it is only in league
with our sensuous macMnery of illusion that it is able to
convey the real,’ which machinery is pluralistic. We feel
that we have to ignore the possibility of a God emotionally,
as positive Science must, for the purposes of its empirical
activity, ignore the unknown ^to pretend, in order to be
able to act at all, that it is omniscient. And perhaps we
are more ‘fundamentally religious than the kantian, with
his chilling pragmatical deity ; and if there is such a
Reality, closer in touch with it than he. For Kant pleased
all the positivists who came after him too well not to be
too positive himself for us. In any case, we come to this
contrary conclusion : that it is we who have to pretend to be
real, if any one has to, not to pretend that God is.
For if
He is real. He is so much realler than we that there is no
need for Him to be bolstered up by our ‘ practical reasons ’ :
and if He does not exist, then there is no need at all to
invent Him, with a voltairean gesture.
Philosophy, in the end, will always probably find the idea
of God essential, as did Aristotle, with no incentive except
the passion for truth to come to some such notion. But
whether that idea is either necessary or suitable for the
majority of people is open to question. (The opposite of
‘
this is generally supposed to be true :
the majority
cannot dispense with religion,’ it is said, ^ as can the philosopher.’)
The true religionist is such a scourge that his God
is always an engine of destruction, and bears no resemblance
to any Absolute with which metaphysics deals : ‘ I should
rather like to extend my empire over the plains of Damascus,’
said Mahomet in the fable, " chiefly because this empire must
be extended by the sword, which is tempered nowhere in
such perfection as by the waters of Abana and Pharpar*’
In another european fable Melanchthon says :

—

—

‘

—

It is sorrowful to dream that we are scourges of God’s
hand, and that he appoints for us no better work than
lacerating one another. . . . There is scarcely a text in the
Holy Scriptures to which there is not an opposite text written
in characters equally large and legible ; and there has usually

.
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Even the weakest disputant
by what he calls religion, as to think

been a sword laid upon each.
is

made

so conceited

himself wiser than the wisest who thinks diffe'rently from
him ; and he becomes so ferocious by what he calls holding
it fast, that he appears to me as if he held it fast much in the
same manner as a terrier holds a rat, and you haye about as
much trouble in getting it from between his ip.cisors. When
at last it does come out, it is mangled, distorted, and extinct.

All-Fathers have always been Battle-Fathers, used by us to
exterminate our ^ enemies/ that is people whose prosperity we
envied and whose goods we coveted : the practical difficulty of
a God among savages as we more or less are lies there.
That is the most practical of all the so-called pragmatical tests
Earlier in this chapter the assertion has been made that
the catholic thinker is, if anything, the irreligious one of
the two (‘ irreligious used in the popular sense), if he
is contrasted with such a thinker as William James or
Fechner. So we have been moved to choose the catholic
thinker as a confederate on account of his non-religious bias
because, in short, of the secular, common-sense'basis of his
thought. This would no doubt seem an extravagance to some
people ; for on one side is the professional religionist the
Roman Catholic and on the other the layman, the scientific
intelligence, the sceptical philosopher.
As it has occurred to
me that this remark might not have been completely understood by the general reader, I will for a moment revert to it.
Let us take a definition of ‘ the secular ’ a very clear
and excellent one, to be found in a book of Edward Caird’s
and see if that throws any light on what we are discussing.

—

’

‘

—

’

—

—

—

—

—

The

secular consciousness (he says), ix» our ordinary unand the world, starts
from the division and separation of things ; it takes them all,
so to speak, as independent substances which might exist by
themselves, and whose relations to each other are external
and accidental. ... If it (the secular consciousness) rises to
the eternal and infinite, it is only as something beyond and
far away something that is not present in experience. . . .
The religious consciousness is the direct antithesis of this way
of thinking.
reflective consciousness of ourselves

—

Is not this excellent description of the

‘
secular consciousalso a very good description of the average and
characteristic consciousness of the catholic theologian?
At the basis of the thomistic philosophy is the " common-

ness

'

sense

’

of everyday preception,

‘

our ordinary unreflective
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this

nnrefleetive/

everyday consciousness that scholasticism sought

to organize

just as it was of that consciousness that
greek philosophy also, in its day, and for the first time in
the world, achieved the organization. And it must always
be remembered that the best in scholasticism was greek
thought : and that, again to quote Caird, the beginning
of theology is to be found in Greek Philosophy.’
The secular mir^d of commoji-sense starts from the division
and separation of things^ taking them all to be what to the
eye of common-sense they appear, " independent substances
which might exist by themselves, and whose relations to
each other are external.’ The religious view, on the other
hand, proceeds very soon to merge and melt aU these
seemingly isolated and distinct ‘ things or substances into
one another. Beyond that, the " religious ’ consciousness
attacks the distinctiveness of that other, supreme Object,
God, and soon fuses it with the rest ^the tables, the chairs,
the garden-hose, the bath-salts, looking-glass and chimneypots.
Soon everything to the religious consciousness
is possessed of a jazz-like, dogmatical movement, and is
pulsing with life, working itself to a higher and higher
pitch of communion and ecstasy. God has become merged
in everything, the Kingdom of Heaven is running about
inside every individual thing in a fluid ubiquity.
Whatever
arrangements are made for the separate existence of God
(such as St. Thomas made), they go down once the religious
drums begin to beat. That is, I think, a just account of
how the ‘ religious consciousness realizes itself in most
cases when it is a first-rate, high-powered, religious
consciousness. It is that kind of consciousness that we
are here combating
and the catholic consciousness is
also engaged, from its side, and with its different interests,
in a similar attempt.
As the catholic consciousness is in
:

•

^

’

—

—

’

—

:

realityuSecular and non-religious, we can, as we have said,
fraternize with it where we meet upon this controversial
field.
And we both can claim, with a considerable show
of reason, to be engaged in the defence of God, in whose
interest it is that we should be in this sense secular -that
we should retain our objective hardness, and not be constantly melting and hotly overflowing, that we should find

—

our salvation in being simply what we are, without wishing
to disintegrate and invade the Infinite or the mind of Deity.

CHAPTER IF

THE OBJECT CONCEIVED AS KING OF
THE PHYSICAL WORLD
he

Subject, in its capacity of soul, ^go, or psyche, was
dealt with in an earlier chapter, and we will now undertake to do for the Object what we have done for the
Strangely enough, its fate has been a similar one ;
Subject.
indeed it has turned out to be (in the minds of its critics)
a kind of Subject, Mr. Russell accuses Bergson of con-

T

and the Object : but Bergson is not the
only culprit. Mr. Russell himself is not entirely guiltless
of such a confusion, if confusion it be.
We have shown the attack upon the Subject to be one
of the ultimate phases of that universal attack upon
^
Substance,’ and upon the common -sense of the Schoolmen,
or, behind that rationalist body of dogma, upon the beliefs
of the Classical World, Indeed with Spengler we have
seen this attack developing in the most open and naif way.
He crosses all the t’s for us and dots all the i’s. We see
him arraigning Classical Man in his capacity of Objective
Man, or Plastic Man, and pitting against that sensuous and
popular figure (with his common-sense, ‘ popular view)
the Subjective Man of the Faustian or present period
(though that, too, is in its ‘ decline ’). We have seen the
subjectivism of the "^faustian,’ or modern Western Man,
associated fanatically with a deep sense for the reality of
Time—SiS against Space,’ And the Classical Man was so
shallow and ‘^popular,’ we have been told by Spengler,
not only because he based his conception of things upon
the immediate and sensuous ^the spatial ’ ^but because
he entirely neglected, and seemed to have no sense, indeed,
of Time, His love of immediate ‘ things
found its
counterpart in his love of the ‘ immediate in ‘ time.’ He
was that creature of the Pure Present so admired by
Goethe. The 'timelessness’ of Classical Man, then, his
objectivity, his sensuousness, his popular and common-sense
view of things, were what pre-eminently distinguished
him. This, Spengler further says, was symbolized by his

fusing the Subject

’

’

‘

‘

—

—

‘

’

’

m

—
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plastic

pictorial pre-eminence,

(This

‘

plastic

’
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eminence seems to some extent a superstition of Spengler’s^
we have said but there is enough truth in his contrast to make it worth wiiile treating it as the entire fact
:

that

it

actually

"

spatializer

‘

Faustian

’

not.)

Classical

Man—^that

inveterate
Moderiij Western,

Plastic.

man, on the other hand, is pre-eminently
Music he spurns and abandons Plastic^ and
w'ays.
It is in music that he supremely expresses
’

interested in
all its

is

—was in love with
:

himself.
The Renaissance w^'as a little aberration of hisquite artificial, in any case : ^ Plastic ’ got its foot in for
a moment quite by accident : Gothic, Western, European,

Faustian man soon drove it out, and reinstated Music
and the gothic yearning for the infinite, the vague, that
which has no outline and is innocent of either sense of
locality or of any concrete value at all.
This spenglerian
background is extremely useful to bear in mind if you wish
to understand better the far more seemingly abstract
notions of the philosophers with whom we now will have
‘

’

to deal.
We say of things or of persons that they are ^ substantial.’
Substance in that sense means a quite different
thing from ‘ substance or ^ substantival in the philosophic
sense.
But what we now must understand is that really
‘
substantial in the physical sense has at present come to
be also ^ substantival.’ After the destruction of the
‘
thinking Subject,’ the Object became a substance ’ of
sorts, and as such is still being attacked : for the Object
is not quite extinct yet ; we are at present assisting at its
demise. That this should come about was inevitable
the mind ’ being so entangled with the body, it was difficult
to destroy one without impairing the other.
We have shown how extremely easy it would be to assert
that the attack upon the Subject was of political origin.
Indeed, we have agreed that politics has played an important part in it. But instead of leaving it at that
relatively simple and obvious stage of enlightenment, we
have attempted to get behind that over-simple statement,
and show something of the intricate interplay of politics
and science, and to see how really science, in the end,
rather than politics, must be regarded as the main revolutionary factor.
Now that we come to the Object, we have to ask ourselves
’

’

’
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again : Is the attack upon the Object a political disturbance,
or is it a movement of the pure intelligence (if such a thing
exist) ?
But here the situation is reversed. Whereas with
the Subject it is difficult not to believe that we are in the
presence of a purely political phenomenon, in the case of
the Object it would be equally hard, ab first sight, to see
how any 'politics could enter into the destruction of. a
Yet, paradoxical as that must seem, I
table or a chair.
believe there is as much political emotion engaged in one
as in the other. So in this case we sh^l have rather to
insist upon the political element, whereas with the Subject
we had to deprecate that too obvious generalization.
In recent theoretic thought it has been found that
ultimately a tahle^ a chair or a handkerchief becomes as
troublesome and suspect as a ^ soul or psyche.’
The traditional belief of common-sense, embodied in the
naif view of the physical world, is really a picture.
This
believe that we see a certain objective reality.
contains stable and substantial objects. When we look
at these objects we believe that what we are perceiving is
what we are seeing. In reality, of course, we are conscious of
much more than we immediately see. For in looking at
an orange lying before us on the table, we are more or less
conscious of its contents, we apprehend it as though we
could see all round it, since from experience we know it is
round, of the same colour and texture, from whatever
position it is examined, and so forth.
In short, every time
we open our eyes we envelop the world before us, and
give it body, or its quality of consisting of objects, with our
memory. It is memory that gives that depth and fullness
to our present, and makes our abstract, ideal world of
objects for us.
This belief, as I started by saying, is, in fact, a picture.
And it is this picture for which the cinematograph of the
physics of ‘ events ’ is to be substituted. It is to be
^
taught in schools ’ (according to Mr. Russell and other
enthusiasts) ; therefore people are to be trained from
infancy to regard the world as a moving picture. In this
no ‘ object would appear, but only the states of an object.
It is sought already to cut down the picture of the physical
world to what we see. What we know should be excluded.
If we want to approximate to the discarded view of the
percipient of common-sense, we must move round the
’

‘

We

’

’

:
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object, and as far as possible get inside it.
With the
thousand successive pictures we thus obtain w^e shall have
only successively, nothing all at once, except a punctual
picture and momentary sensation ^the perceptual picture
of common-sense. Having walked all round, picked up,
smelt, cut into as many pieces as possible, and then eaten,
the orange, we ihali have successively reached the discarded

—

—

all-at-once perceptive (but platonic) picture of
sense.
But thought, perception, and indeed

commonail

the

stationary acts of the observer of ‘ common-sense ’ or of
"
naif ’ realism, must be turned into movement.
must
move and act, if we wish to apprehend an}i:hmg, or to have
a thing, at all. Through having said that all thought is
^
a movement,’ this type of professor-of-action %vill in
future exact that we shall move and physically function

We

before we can say that we have ‘ thought or ‘ seen.’ And
there will, of course, be no need to think at all, or even to
see.
For the action will be the thought, or the vision
Just as a thing is its successive ‘ effects.’
What we" are discussing is the philosophy much more,
the fanatical dogma of movement, it is well to remember.
The complex that it at present rests upon would be better
described as Time-space than Space-time, since Time (in
the bergsonian sense) is of its essence, whereas Space is
not. It is a world according to the crude or elementary
optic sense, and therefore a picture. But it is a flat w^orld :
And,
it is one of successive, flat, images or impressions.
further, these images or impressions are, as far as possible,
naked and simple, direct, sensations, xmassociated with
any component of memory.
Now you will be in a position to approach more nearly
to the contrast that it is essential to seize. It is a flat
world, it is almost also a world of looking-glass images.
In this connection I will repeat the significant words of the
they
distinguished Professor of Movement already cited
are in Kis conclusion to a long argument setting forth the
pros and cons of this central or systematic point of view.
For all his labours he finds nothing more decisive than this
to say against even such a disi’eputable thing as the Pure Ego.
’

—

—

:

I think that it (the theory of the ^ mental event ’) would
have no particular advantage over the Pure Ego theory if we
were confined to the psychology of normal human minds.
But it does seem to have great advantages over the Pure Ego
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theory where we are concerned with the facts of abnormal
and supernormal psychology : just as the corresponding
theory about material substances has very great advantages
where we are concerned with abnormal physical facts, such
as mirror-images.

The ego or mind has been displaced in favour of a movement group, largely on account of data peculiar to, -the
‘

’

demented and parallel to that the perceptual object has
given place to a mirror-image. This very honest professor
is full of such illuminating things as tihis rapprochement
of the facts of dual personality, freudian neuroses, with the
^that is to say, of the psychologically
reality of sensa
deluded with the physically delusive.
Virtually a visual (but a flat) world of successive images
of the type seen in a mirror is to be substituted as the ideal
equivalent (if there were to be an equivalent it would be
that) of the static mnemo-sensational contemplation of
the object.’ Whether you moved round the object or
the object round you would be immaterial, and indeed
but movement there must be. This inmeaningless
sistence upon succession does, although the field is a visual
one, approach this theory much more to the art of music,
for instance, than to the art of painting, or the pictorial,
visual, arts.
A world of motion is a world of music, if
anything. No visual artist would ever have imagined
(or had he imagined, he would have turned in horror from)
such a world as the bergsonian, relativist world. The fact
that Einstein comes from the country of music may not
be without significance, though it is well to be on jout
:

—

‘

:

guard against racial interpretations, as we have

By means

said.

of that series of direct, flat (or not-memoryinflated) impressions, you arrive at reality in the following
manner: each impression, or visual sensum, fragment as
it is, and unassisted by ‘ thought J
little temporal tabular
rasa ^is more real in one sense than the ddeal t^^unded
perceptual object. It gains in sensational and temporal
intensity what it loses in completeness.
Out of the whole
movement or series blossoms ^ the thing ’ : but it is in no
one movement, it is spread out time-wise, and is seen as it
were as time-movement, rather than as a spatial and
static " thing.’
In space alone it is no longer allowed at
all to exist except on a very degraded and naif plane, or
at best as Time pretending to be Space.

—

—

—
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illustrated

A

causation.
thing’s appearances, not itself, are the
reality
so the effects, not the cause, is the reality.
call an effect an ^ event,’ of course, to square with Time’s
‘
role in the transaction.
piece of matter . .
is .
the collection of all those correlated particulars which
wo\>ld normally be regarded as its appearances or effects
in different places.’
That is Mr. Russell. Then, as far
as causation is concerned, in the latest philosophy of the
subject (lYhitehead, for instance) there is the fatal intrusion
of Everything, at any moment and at any point. Every
possibility
as a ‘cause’ with what we consider
the proximate cause ; so that no cause can ever really
claim an effect. That is the doctrine of ‘ event ’-fact, as
it could be called.
It is the effect that matters : the cause
is immaterial.
Any possible cause will do. What trips
up the cause and effect of common-sense is that fatal
intrusion of the Everything. Without it it is impossible
to calculate^ except approximately. The existence of
in

We

:

A

.

.

.

new myth,

the Everything, everywhere, is a significant
Alexander is directly responsible for it in its
contemporary philosophic incarnation.
For Alexander there is No thing so concrete as you, a
person, except the universe itself : between you and that
are all the categories, less real than you.’ So it is not to
be wondered at that you and the Universe should get
together fairly often, or even that you should be said to
be inseparable.’
The object, the perceptual object of common-sense,’ is
in practice what this universal Immanence, a la Alexander,
The following passage wdll further establish,
is in theory.
I hope, what I wish to make clear :

this

arrival.

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

... An ordinary perceptual object, like a penny, as underby common-sense, is really a compositum consisting of
a number of correlated constituent objects of various kinds,
The
all occupying a place in the movement-continuum.

stood

.

.

.

’

compositeness of a perceptual object infects the notion of ‘ its
duration with an incurable vagueness. We can make accurate statements about the durations of the correlated scientific objects, but the perceptual object of common-sense is
too much a mixture of non-homogeneous constituents to be
worth treating very seriously as a whole.
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From this passage you will be able to obtain some idea
of the position of the object or as described here, the
‘ perceptual
object of common-sense/ in the orthodox
What is
philosophical system ensuing from Relativity.
the matter with it from the point of view of that system,
as you see in the statement I have just quoted, is that it

—

possesses a certain timelessness, which it Shares with the
Perception, indeed, has no ‘ date,’ only
Thus, for accurate ^dating, perception
sensation has that.
or
has in a sense to be abandoned in favour of sensation
Perthis at least must, schematically, be the tendency.
ception, with its element of timelessness, has, in conjuncPerception, in short,
tion with that, a detestable repose.
smacks of contemplation, it suggests leisure only sensation
guarantees action, and a full consciousness that time is
money,’ and that leisure is made for masters, not for men,
or for the old bad world of Authority, not the good new
world of alleged mass-rule (to give this concept its political
percipient.

;

:

‘

affiliations).
’

That we can no more ever see a perceptual object
(that is what we habitually suppose that we are looking
at) than we can see a mathematical point, is true enough.
But the system of the percept has been for unnumbered
years the material of our life. We have overridden time
‘

‘

to the extent of bestowing

’

upon

objects a certain timeless-

We

and they have existed in a, to some extent,
timeless world, in which we possessed these objects, in
our fastness of memory, like gods. That is perhaps our,
and their, offence. While we were looking at the front of
a house, if we had ever seen its back we saw that back
along with the front, as though we were in two places at
once, and hence two times.
And our infinite temporal and
ness.

spatial reduplication of ourselves, this long-stretched-out
chain existing all-at-once, was our perceptual self, which
to some extent was a timeless self. It is by way jo[ the
mystery of memory, of course, that we reached this timelessness.

Appearances, in the philosophic theory of the physics
‘
events,’ are held to be a peculiar kind of objects.
That
is Broad’s description : and his view of the value of the
sensum is general among the systematic thinkers working
in agreement with Relativity, and translating its results
into philosophica] formulae. It is purely a sensationalist
of

^
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thought
it transports
reality
away from the central
object, which it reduces to the status of a discredited and
unknowable thing-in-itself, and bestows it upon its immediate sensational appearances the succession of which,
’

:

:

in its spatio-temporal history, is it.
I will take the exposition of these doctrines a step further,
‘
still using the excellently lucid text of Mr, Broad.
Whenever a penny looks to me elliptical, what really happens is
that I am aware of an object -which is, in fact, elliptical.
.
"When I look at a penny from the side, what happens
.
.
is this : I have a sensation, whose object is an elliptical,
brown sensum and this sensum is related in some specially
intimate way to a certain round physical object, viz. the
:

penny.’ The elliptical sensum,’ that is the appearance of
’
the penny from the side, is as real as the round sensum
of the penny, its appearance if we are looking do-wn on it.
Common-sense supposes that a penny keeps its shape and
size as we move about, while the
sensa,’ or complex of
appearance^, of the penny alters. But the believer in the
^
for
reality of the sensum is not of that way of thinking
he says one and the same thing cannot, at the same time,
and in the same sense, be round and elliptical.
This theory again is put forward in the form of three
stages in exactitude, in this sensing of the side of the
penny. The first stage would be the perceptual stage.
We see a penny. The second is the stricter sense in which
we see one side of a penny. The third stage, and presumably the best, is that in which we see only a brown elliptical
sensum. That is the stage that blossoms, for this theory,
It is of the nature of the cartesian
in the Theory of Sensa.
return to naked, direct, vision. It implies to some extent
the tabula rasa. It is temperamentally, and in time, still
more nearly affiliated with Bergson’s plmige into the
^^sensational flux, or with Alexander’s more recent bergsonist doctrine of emergence.’
For the example that is put forward to illustrate the
difference between the sensing of the sensum and the
perceiving of a physical object, is this. In reading a book
what we notice is the meaning of the printed words : not
the peculiarities of the print or paper. We ‘perceive/
that is ; we do not ‘ sense.’ With all of the external world
Objects, for us, in the course of our daily
it is the same.
perceptual abstraction of them, are never really looked at
‘

‘

‘

’

:

*

—

;
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The

that comes out to
us from physical objects or which represent to us what
we believe to be a physical object we never really see at
all : they are signs that come and go, assuring us that all
'
objects,’ or warning us that all
is well with our drove of
is not well with them, as the case may be.
The sensa-world is a world of the Unconscious or automatic in the sense, and to the extent, indicated above. It
is the world of things that, in the usual way, we do not
at

all,

never

directly sensed.

—

seiisa

’

—

explicitly notice, which we repress and push down and
away, out of sight, and yet which throng our sense-field.
They arc the stream of sensations that pour in {the stream of
unconsciousness would be a better way of putting James’
stream of consciousness). For we are not conscious of this
inrush, but only of its accommodation to the waiting forms
physical objects
that it feeds our
of cognition, the
static drove within.
As much as Bergson’s, because it is Bergson in the
sense of being an integral part of the peculiar^ and clearly
hall-marked movement of which he is the most typical,
now the classical, ornament ^that is a philosophy of sensaIt is this stream of the
tion, we will again point out.
Unconscious which is the stream of incoming sensa
which is so nearly the incoming stream of what are usually
called sensations that we can use it in spite of any fine
quibbling that may go on about it into which we are once

—

’

'

—

—

’

‘

—

more invited to plunge.
Both Einstein and Bergson are

river officials of the great
River Flux, of its conservancy staff they both, in different
ways, administer it.
The intensity, nakedness, reality of the immediate sensation, even though it gives you no ideal whole^ though it is
dogmatically a creature of the moment, even though it
gives you the objects of life only as strictly experiencedL
in Time
evanescent, flashing and momentary ; npt even
existing outside of their proper tixne, ideally having no
prolongations in memory, confined to the
continuous
present
of their temporal appearance
consumed (and
immediately evacuated) as
events
one with action^
incompatible with reflection, impossible of contemplation
the sensation (in spite of these peculiarities) is nevertheless,
is it not ? the real thing.
We have now, with aU necessary insistence, established.
:

‘

’

""

’

:

'

’

;

—
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the natural applications of this cult. But there is
the very interesting testimony afforded by the detailed
working-out of the Theory of Sensa to be dealt with. To
that we will now address ourselves.
That theory admits that all its assumptions are based
on optical illusions, the phenomena of distorting media,
and .the physically abnormal or seldom experienced ;
just as psycho-analysis is founded upon the curiosities of
the clinic. Physically these philosophic theories are the
exact counterpart of the psychology of the freudian. But
imported into the centre of them are also a set of astronomical curiosities. For instance, one of the key-illustrations
to show the credibility of ‘ sensa
^the new specifically
optical ^ object
is the fact that, owing to the immense
distances separating us from many of the stars, the star’s
light that reaches us to-day may be the light of a world
now dead. Hence the point of light that we see is a sort
of apparition. The nearest thing that we have to this in
our daily experience is provided by sound. We could
no doubt arrange an experiment by which we could hear
a distant event after we had seen the actors in it blown up.
It is out of these phenomena that a kind of world of apparitions is being constructed.
Returning to the penny, the philosophical penny we
have been considering, we find that we are asked to believe
that there is browmness without shape in ‘ me,’ and round
shape without colour out there w^here the penny is, and
yet that in some mysterious way the shapeless brownness
"
in me is projected into the round contour of the penny
‘
out there.’ To solve this difficulty we have the theory
The ' brownness,’ the colour, of the
of the ‘ sensum.’
and the ‘ shape of the object,’ on
one
side,
the
mind, on
the other, are given to a third hypothetic unit namely, the
nor ‘ mind can exist any
Neither " object
i sensum.’
longer 30 fully or independently as before, of course, although they still remain in the background, as subordinate,
but rather neglected, problems.’ They both impoverish
themselves for their strange child, the " sensum.’ But if
object ’ loses most. So a rmntal
they both lose, the
world of some sort, however mixed and degenerate a one,
is indicated from the start.
What is not said, this philosopher sometimes claims, is
that the perceptual object is unreal’ It is only an " un-

I think,
still

’

‘

’

’

—

—

’

:

’

’

""

‘

'
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However, let us see
suitable unit for scientific purposes.’
what ultimately happens with him, to the object.’ Now
sensumfirst of all solidity has somehow to be got into the
and it must, for that purpose, be got off the
object
which indeed is what
retina, and back into the brain
happens in this theory. But once in the brain, it is in
But these traces of ether
touch with tactual traces.’
'

'

’

;

:

‘

the other senses of touch or of smell, merely
co-operate with the visual matter thrown back from the
have not
So disunity is saved
retinal stimulus.
dropped into a unity of the combined senses, though we
seemed perilously near it. The visual ascendancy is saved
‘
Merely coonly by a few words, on a piece of paper.
-that is all that is required.
operates
The perceptual object of common-sense, then, is divided
up into (1) itself, the perceptual object ; (2) the ‘ scientific
object ’), that is the
(Professor Whitehead’s
object
object as conceived by science, a multitude of colourless
particles, moving about at extreme velocities ;
(3) the
'
Now, for this theory, none
optical object or ' sensum.’
of these objects are, ultimately, and by themselves, real.
Each is a separate, and often contradictory, reality. Science
says that a 'penny’ is an electronic mass of colourless
particles, moving about at very high speeds.
If all the
inhabitants of a substantial town, such as Nottingham, said
that a penny was a brown balloon, the size of the moon,
then there would be a ' nottinghamian object as well,
provided there were a respectable amount of agreement.
Both science and common-sense, however, believe certainly,
at the moment, that there is a penny that is a perceptible
browm penny, and that the colourless particles are a part
of that brown pennjq just as the King’s head is a part of it.
This is absurd. No : the perceptual penny is not one
homogeneous object, but is a complex of connected con-*''
stituent objects, all occupying a place in the movementcontinuum. There is the scientific penny, the perceptual
penny, the optical penny, or any other penny believed in
by a certain number of people. The penny of commonsense is, however, a very sophisticated affair indeed compared with the optical penny. The latter is a slice of
life, cut off by the most innocent possible eye, a child’s for
preference. The penny of science is the most original of
all of them ; it is equally real, though not more so : and
‘

objects,’ of

!

—

’

—

‘

’

‘

We

’

’

’
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very different indeed from the others. But there is no
central absolute round, brown, penny. Sometimes it is
colourless, sometimes brown, or another colour, sometimes
round, sometimes elliptical. Altogether^ acting in unison,
as in
common-sense (which term describes Just that
sense-unity), our senses could and do agree on one penny.
Bilb isolate them, and you at once get a half-dozen different
sorts.
None of these various sorts pretend to the reality
and completeness, of the perceptual penny. Each is
only true at a certain moment, in a certain place. It is
not really a penny at all
but then there is no penny
in reality
for the nearest effort at a penny/ the
perceptual penny, is too vague for it to be worth while to
take any notice of.’
The retinal flatness has certainly not been got out of
‘

’

‘

’

’

^

:

‘

;

his

‘

'

‘

’

optical object

And movement
dimension.

The

or

’

‘

sensum

’

by

this

philosopher.

been substituted for the missing
object
in short is as broken up or

has
‘

’

distorted in» the medium of Time as by movement. The
most characteristic part of the theorj’’ is where the ^ sensum
is a stick seen partly in water, and so appearing bent.
According to this theory it, of course, is bent. Similar to
this is the appearance of the houses on the other side of the
road to the time-philosopher, gazing out of his window,
but through a very imperfect pane of glass ; they appear,
as he slowly turns his head, to he moving about. Well, for
him they are moving about. There are no real houses that
are still : there are only at that moment moving houses
in the world. His sensum ’ is as good an object as " they
(whatever they may be) any day of the week. So the
houses not only appear to move, but they do in fact move.
The medium imparts movement What these illustrations
reach is the moving thing, which is what is required. For
"Uie bent stick is an example of a sort of frozen movement
’

’

'

of movement in the houses produced by
the old Relativity illustration of the two trains
A Maskein another connection.
which is moving ?
lyne and Devant illusion (duly explained beforehand and
every one knowing exactly how he came to be fooled)
would be a more complicated example of the same sort of
For it would be real ^since it appeared real. As
thing.
most of Maskelyne’s illusions are effected by arrangements
of looking-glasses, they would very well illustrate this theory^

The appearance

the glass

—

is

’

'

—

—

235

—

.
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is almost entirely based on the experiences of
a looking-glass world. It is a world in which the image
comes to life, and the picture, under suitable conditions,
moves and lives inside its frame.
I now come to one of the most critical points in any
argument raised against the philosophy of Time-space or
of the Flux. It will be recalled that at the start I intimated
that this essay was to be an attempt to provide something
in the nature of a philosophy of the eye»^ That description
of it in the present connection, however, it could be claimed,
Or rather, it would he the
is the opposite of the truth.
opposite of the tnith if you wish to isolate the Eye.
For it
On the other
is against that isolation that we contend.
hand, if by plhlosophy of the eye is meant that we wish
to repose, and materially to repose, in the crowning human
sense, the visual sense ; and if it meant that we refuse
(closing ourselves in with our images and sensa) to retire
into the abstraction and darkness of an aural and tactile
world, then it is true that our philosophy attaches itself
to the concrete and radiant reality of the optic sense.
That sensation of overwhelming reality which vision alone
gives is the reality of common-sense,’ as it is the reality
we inherit from pagan antiquity. And it is indeed on that
reality that I am basing all I say.
But ^ a philosophy
’
be
description
a
diametrically opposed
of the eye would
to the truth, if it were to be the expression of our technical
position in this phase of the argument. Again, let me
quote from the same misguided but scrupulous investigator.
Nearly all,’ he says, the general concepts that we use in
dealing with space, e.g. distance, direction, place, shape,
etc., come from Sight ; whilst the notion of one Space and
the particular quantitative values which these general concepts assume in special cases are due mainly to touch and
to movement.’ Or, quoting Mr. Russell: ‘As physicir"
has advanced, it has appeared more and more that sight
is less misleading than touch as a source of fundamental
notions about matter.’
This capital point has to be seized hold of very firmly
by the student of the time-doctrine. For the theories
supported by these philosophers both Mr. Broad and
Mr. Russell offer us varieties of the one great philosophy
of the time-school far them touch is the enemy, not sight.
It is in every instance, to substantiate their claims, touch

which

’

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

—
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that has to be got round and they tend more and more
to attribute -a less conditioned reality to sight.
Why this should be so is not far to seek. The apparitions
of the visual sense such as your image in a concave
mirror, or the distortions produced by any medium, such
as water or glass can only be exorcized by touch. If you
totich the filing you see in the mirror, you at once find it
to be " unreal.’ Or if you do what we all do in our everyday
perceptive experiences, associate the experiences of sensations of touch with those of sight (making one corrected
picture of these, in some cases, contradictory, senses), you
can no longer attribute the reality that is required by
these philosophers to all the images of sight. So their
truth is entirely built upon the facts of the visual sense,
but that sense in isolation ; and in that special and narrow
way their doctrine could claim, no doubt, to be a visual
philosophy more technically than the body of criticism
that is being brought against it here.
useful, in this place, as well, to add that the
It may
idea of force derives from the sense of touch, it is generally
This idea astronomical mathematics, being
supposed.
visual, was naturally led to abandon.
Again, the eye is,
in the sense in which we are considering it, the private
organ
the hand the public one. The eye estranges and
particularizes more than the sense of touch.
Its images
are of a confusing vivacity, and its renderings are readily
more subjective. The notion of one Space, they say, is
due to the sense of touch ’ : and space is the timeless
idea.
Space is the ‘ public idea. And in order to be
‘
timeless,’ and to be public,’ it must be one.
It is our contention here that it is because of the subjective
disunity due to the separation^ or separate treatment^ of the
senses principally of sight and of touchy that the external
^4isunity has been achieved. It is but another case of the
morcellmnent of the one personality, in this case into a
tactile-observer on the one hand and a visual-observer on
the other, giving different renderings of the same thing.
Its results must be the disintegration, finally, of any
public ’ thing at all. Mr. Russell is quite correct when
he says that from Relativity some form of berkeleyan
idealism must ensue. It has already ensued. Those who,
committed to that theory, argue against this, or seek to
give it another direction, like Broad, are providing argu-

—

—

'

’

:

’

‘

’

'

'

•

.
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However
meiits against tlieir own principles all the time.
true it may be that the einsteinian ' Observer might just
as well be a photographic plate as a human brain, neverexterior,
theless the cutting up of the ideal, public,
reality of human tradition, into manifold spaces and times,
leads to a fundamental subjectivity of one sort or the
And we would emphasize that our ideal, objective,
other.
the common
Tvorld, which was wrought into a unity
ground of imaginative reality on which we all meet is
being destroyed in favour of a fastidious egoism, based on
a disintegration of the complex unit of the senses, and a
granting of unique privileges to vision, in its raw, immediate
'

’

—

—

and sensational sense.
The conceding of reality to appearances is a thing
that, if accepted, must lead to results very different from
what the authors of that procedure intend. For once you
begin conceding reality to physical appearances, where
do you propose to stop ? There is one overwhelming
’

‘

‘

’

impression of reality that many of us receive, for instance
that is the impression of the reality of our personal life.
When you analyse the notion of the self,’ it is true, it falls
to pieces. But the means you use to effect this disintegration are of the same nature as those you would employ
to demonstrate the unreality of an optical illusion.
The impression of reality you receive from within has this
peculiarity namely, that the illusion in this case is yourIf this is an illusion it is certainly the arch-illusion,
self.
the ground and condition of all others. And it is an
indestructible one so long as you live, is intact and untroubled at the termination of any analysis
for it is it
that has been employed in this curious occupation all the
So as a rival to the optical apparitions
while, of necessity.
we have so far been considering, it is well placed to make
reality ’ felt, at least.
its particular
These regions, I amr
aware, are guarded over by the hideous problem ^f selfevidence and subjective' truth
but if we stopped to settle
accounts with every traditional dragon that we encountered,
we should prolong this essay indefinitely.
In the case of the personality, if you consider the
exterior world as a mirror world, you are inside the image
in the mirror : you do not have to touch it
it is a thing,
obviously, that can be far more potently verified than by
touch or by physical displacement.
The ‘ objects that
:

‘

—

:

‘

:

;

’
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merely for it. It is they that are the
It is their spatio-temporal reality that are
the solid projections as it were of this one, immaterial
thing.
Looked at in that w^ay, to be coloured and to be
its originals exist

apparitions.

extended is, conversely in this connection, to be unreal.
Messrs. Maskelyne and Devant, or many other competent
iltuLsionists, aie able to provide you with an appearance,
which your eyes swear to you is true. No illusionist,
however, is able to provide any one with the illusion of a
self
or rather, since every one possesses a self, it w’ould in
that case be a disappearing trick
and no illusionist, of the
bluff behaviour type or of any other, is able to convince
the self who is so much behind the scenes when that particular trick is staged, that it is not there, or to lock it into
any of the spatio-temporal, infinitely-divided compartments provided for selves in the contemporary psj'chologic laboratories.
The only truly magical thing would
be if the ‘ self could really be given to the psycho-conjuror
to cut up.^ Then if each piece were put into a separate
glass receptacle, not only the same self, but the whole self,
would be found staring at the spectator out of each of its
:

:

‘

’

'

’

’

prisons.

As an epigraph for this part of my essay I have used a
passage from a book by Mr. Russell. This is it
:

Then there are other things, which seem material, and yet
present almost no permanence or rigidity. Breath, smoke,
clouds are examples of such things— and so, in a lesser degree,
are ice and snow ; and rivers and seas, though fairly permanent, are not in any degree rigid. Breath, smoke, clouds,
and generally things that can be seen but not touched, -were
thought to be hardly real ; to tiiis day the usual mark of a
ghost is that it can be seen but not touched. {Our KnoicLecture iv.)
ledge of the External World.
That, and the lecture from -which it is taken, I will now
examine, and so conclude this part of my argument.
This book of Mr. RusselFs presents what I have called
the time-view in all its pristine brilliance and naivete.
It is the fruit of the early impact of the full time-thought
upon Mr. RiisselFs highly receptive and interesting mind.
At present the novelty has worn off a little, I think, and
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Russell is a man who depends a great deal upon that
considerations are creeping in, very naturally
confusing and discouraging. But this book, WTitten in
1914 and since then revised (I have been using the 1926
edition), is one of the best of his books, I should say, and
no one who reads it can help admiring the vigour, integritjr
and charm of this fine philosophic intelirgence. (As “to
Mr. RusselFs political thought, of course, the less said the
better : and here we can ignore that altogether.)
In the chapter from which I have quoted Mr. Russell
apparent difference between matter as
is considering the
it appears in physics, and things as they appear in sensation.’
The world of common-sense,’ and its things,’ and the abstract world of physical theoiy, appear to contradict each
Like Professor Whitehead, Mr. Russell sets
other, he says.
out to reconcile and rationally marry these two disparate
conceptions.
The " materialist of Professor Whitehead is
‘
also the villain of this piece.
Men of science, for the most
part, are willing to condemn immediate datg^ as merely
subjective,” while yet maintaining the truth of the physics
That will not do, Mr. Russell
inferred from that data.’
says.
To justify such an attitude ‘ matter would have to
be shown as
a logical construction from sense-data.’
Hence it is necessary ‘to find some way of bridging the
gulf between the world of physics and the world of sense.’
That is the problem with which Mr. Russell is here dealing.
Like Professor Whitehead he is, of course, a convert
from materialism,’ which merely means that he is a
convert from a very barren, romantically - ‘ scientific,’
matter-of-fact attitude, to something or other, which we
must define. So the point is, a convert to what ? In my
view the old romance and, for these philosophers, inspiration of the hard-as-nuts, matter-of-fact, straight-Jaiieand- no -nonsense, weakest-go -to-the-wall,, ‘ impersonal I
attitude of the old-fashioned materialist attitudCeis still
theirs.
They are converts to a ‘ new materialism,’ worse
than the last: an idealo-materiaiism. The bridge that
we here witness Mr. Russell building (as he tells us,
indeed, by means of the ‘ mathematical knowledge required ’ for such an engineering feat) over the gulf that
separates the world of physics from the world of sense,
is a very material bridge indeed.
When you stand back
and examine it from a distance, it looks like a businessI^Ir,

:

political

‘

’

’

‘

‘
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iron structure built between two clouds, with its
girders thrust into the waves of an exceedingly deep ocean.
In his Analysis of Mind he wTites (as quoted elsewhere) :
like

'

When we are speaking of matter, it wall seem as if v/e were
inclining to idealism ; when \xe are speaking of mind, it will
seem as if we were inclining to materialism. Neither is the
truth. " Our world is to be constructed out of ‘ neutral
entities.

This neutral stuff of Mr. Russell* s world is effectively
the same as that of Professor Alexander and Professor
Whitehead. It is a more primitive thing, like a common
ancestor
this one primeval stuff from wliich mind and
‘matter’ emerge, and are then separated out. We are in
the presence, that is, of pure evolutionist theory. Ha\*ing,
once more, made sure of our bearings, w^e can proceed to
an examination of the text. I will follow’ his argument for
a little in the order he gives it in his lecture, commenting
pari passu.
Let us*' begin, he says, wdth a description of the tw’o
contrasted w^orlds. First, we take the w’orld of physics.
(‘ The world of piure sense (has) become strange and difficult
to re-discover
that is "^vby.) But the w’orld of physics
started from the ‘ common-sense
world ^that of " belief
in fairly permanent and rigid bodies ^tables and chairs,
stones, mountains, etc.’
The common-sense world of objects w'as, how^ever, ‘ a
The table
piece of audacious metaphysical theorizing.’
that was there, w’hether w’e looked at it or not, w’e ow’e to
a ‘ savage ancestor in some very remote prehistoric epoch.'
This wild person, dreaming in his cave, constructed the
‘
world of common-sense ’ w'e inherit and currently use.
He imagined a mountain and a tree that ioctc always there.
Matter must be, if anything, we have beexi told, a
logical construction from sense-data.’ This primitive metaphysician evolved for us the logical w’orld of common
‘

’

’

'

“

:

’

:

’

—

‘

*

"

—

‘

’

and that first immense theoretic structure which
resulted ultimately in the belief in the existence of objects
without the mind, a capital ‘ error ’ for Berkeley.
Before proceeding, 1 may say at once that I regard this
picture of the antediluvian metaphysician of the savage
ancestor’ in the ‘very remote prehistoric epoch’ as a
sense,

—

‘

fake antique.’

‘

—
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Mr, Russell goes on to say that even tables, chairs,
stones and mountains, ‘ are not quite permanent and rigid/
They are all, however solid, susceptible of change ^by
Then comes the passage
accident, frost, earthquake, etc.
"
Breath, smoke, clouds, and generI started by quoting.
ally things that can be seen but not touched, were thought
to "be hardly real ; to this day the usual mark of <1 ghost is
that it can be see?i but not touched.''
No one will dispute that we do not call the policeman in
the street, or the statue of Shakespeare inXeicester Square,
a ghost ; and that is among other things because we can,
If the police-conif necessary, touch as well as see them.
stable, or the statue, were composed of smoke, and we
could see things through him, we should then, to this day,’
(The ‘ to this day is one of
describe him as a phantom.
the revelatory signs to be noted in the language of this
The only question is whether we are wroxig
exposition.)
in this discrimination between " the ghost ’ and " the
for whom else
reality,’ in our notion as to what (for us
should we be discriminating ?) is intangible and so " hardly
Further, whether
real,’ and what is tangible, and so real.’
the primitive intelligence was being quite idiotic or not in
providing us with these categories ; whether that intelligence was being highly ' metaphysical,’ or quite natural.
(And, of course, whichever is your " natural,’ then the
opposite is likely to appear highly metaphysical and unnecessarily ingenious.
It resolves itself, from that side,
into what is your natural,’ what your norm or standard is.)
The post-relativist (for me highly ‘metaphysical’)
standpoint, that makes ‘ the woidd of pure sense
strange
and difficult to rediscover,’ that regards ‘ common-sense
as an ‘ audacious theoretic system, is the type of thinking
that Berkeley described as the sign of ‘ a mind
de.
.
bauched by learning.’ For me that is not natural ; the
natural view for me is that (according to Mr, Riissell)
^
audacious metaphysical theory of the cave-man.
main accusation against Mr, Russell is not that he
is an ill-disposed man in any way, on the contrary, but that
his mind is that of an excited and rather sentimental
amateur, bursting for mild ‘ sensations,’ for things that
are ‘amusing’ and that wiD surprise his intelligence into
activity.
The things he supports are always in the nature of
what Berkeley called difficiles nugae. He is a sort of born

—

‘

’

—

‘

‘

.

.

.

’

’

.

’

My
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entertainer and his entertainer’s instinct has always led hini
to take the entertaining or " exciting side in the debate.
Berkeley, in his attack upon the mathematician and his
dnpes, made that criticism (in favour of eommon-nense, of
the concrete, and against the idea-mongers of an intensive
abstraction of his time) in such a masterly w^ay, that, even
if it is only* a few lines, it is always worth quoting him
:

‘

’

’

:

The opinion of the pure and intellectual nature of numbers
in abstract, hath
set a price on the most trifling numerical
speculations, which in practice are of no use, but serve only
for amusement ; and hath therefore so far infected the minds
of some, that they have dreamt of mighty mysteries involved
in numbers, and attempted the explication of natural things
by them. But if we inquire into our own thoughts, and
consider what hath been premised, we may perhaps entertain
a low opinion of those high flights and abstractions, and look
on all inquiries about numbers, only as so many difficiles nugae
so far as they are not subservient to practice, and promote
the benefit of life.
.

Or

discussing the problem of the Infinite)
'
all those amusing geometrical paradoxes, which have such a direct repugnancy to the plain
common-sense of mankind, and are admitted with so much
reluctance into a mind not yet debauched by learning.’ . . ‘
Of those xmnatural notions,’ he says, ‘ it is impossible
(that such a notion) should ever gain the assent of any
reasonable creature, who is not brought to it by gentle and
slow degrees, as a converted gentile to the belief of transsubstantiation.’
That Berkeley discerned the main principle working on
paradoxicality at
behalf of the ‘ amusing geometrical
which he struck, is showm by his constant use of the word
again*' (in

Berkeley refers to

’

amusing and amusement.’ And ‘ amusement is also
tfie word that must come most often into any analysis of
the spripgs of such an intelligence as that of Mr. Russell.
I thh^ that no reader able to free his mind of certain
^

’

"

’

prejudices can fail to detect in reading these chapters of
Mr. Russell’s book an abnormal irritability where Hhe
is concerned.
entity
At last he must, I think, say to
himself that this " austere,’ " scientific,’ dislike of the entity
conceals some fanatical impulse much less truly ^ scientific
than it is something else, which has introduced itself into
’

’

the author’s mind perhaps without his knowledge.
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The disintegration of the world-picture of commonof private and
sense
effected by the introduction
subjective time-systems, by the breaking up' of the composite space of the assembled senses into an independent
space of toucli, a space of sight, a visceral space, and
so forth: the conversion of "the thing’ into- a series of
discrete apparitions all this comprehensive and meticu(the
lous attack upon the very basis of " common-sense
term used in philosophy for the ordered picture of the
classic world, and equally the instinctive picture we inherit
from untold generations of men) is as a spectacle impressive
at first, no doubt, but it does not seem to bear the mark of
a truth-telling or veridical passion, so much as a romantic
and fanatical impulse of some description.
I will take a few of the statements that suggest these
conclusions, though it is impossible here to go in great
detail into the arguments.
‘

’

—

’

Why
we

we suppose

should

which replaces

it is

know

that,

when ice melts, the water
new form^?
What

the same thing in a

.

.

.

under certain conditions of temperature, the appearance we call ice is replaced by the appearance
we call water. We can give laws according to which the one
appearance will be succeeded by the other, but there is no
reason except prejudice for regarding both as appearances
really

is

that,

of the same substance.

But what does common-sense mean when it refers to the
water as one substance, or one thing,’ an entity ; a
pond of water, for example ? Nothing, surely, so very
much more than Mr. Russell’s or Professor W^hitehead’s
reformed man-of-science would mean with his
appearances,’
A " thing,’ says common-sense, that occupies a*
certain place, is contained in a certain fashion and prevented from breaking up or running away
it becomes
frozen when it is water,’ that is becomes " ice,’ when tl^
temperature falls below a certain point.
There is no
"

"

’

"

;

‘

particular

"

To make

entity

’

here.

the pond of ice a quite different thing (for an
^appearance’ is still in popular language a "thing’) from
the pond of water, seems more complicated and elaborate,
and so hardly more " scientific.’
The ‘ conception of matter ’ (that is the non-organic
theory of a constant dead environment for the processes of
organic life) gives in all important respects identical results

—
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to those of revolutionary modern physics.’ From that
point of view the whole argument is much ado about
nothing. Where the great change occurs, or where it is
sought to make it occur, is in our heads, only. It is our
attitude to the external world that it is proposed to
modify, n'Ot the external world itself, of ‘materialist'
practice, for that is impossible.
It is art or metaphysics
that is in question, rather than fact or natural science.
In
the external world itself there is no change.
The externa] world has been for several centuries of the
modern era ordered and investigated upon the basis of
the ‘ material conception : it is upon calculations based
upon that conception that we have arrived at all our
verifiable knowledge of the external world.
Far from
blaming the men engaged in that work for not being
metaphysicians, there is every reason to be thankful that
‘

’

they were not.

Water

and the matter involved
remains of^constant volume, whether you call it water and
frozen- water, or whether you call it two separate apparitions,
named water and ice respectively (where ice is one
thing and
water
quite another). This Mr. Russell
freezes just the same,

‘

‘

’

‘

‘

’

^

’

’

’

naturally admits. ‘ It is only necessary,’ he says, ‘ to
take our ordinary common-sense statements and reword
them without the assumption of permanent substance.’
It is a ‘ word merely that is being attacked : but behind
that word, or system of words, there is a whole conception
of things that is largely misinterpreted by the organic
theorists.
Above I have shown how the supposed ‘ entity
of common-sense where the w^ater is concerned is made
much more formidable and precise than in fact it is. So
with most of the ‘ entities ’ that come up for execution.
Mr. Russell employs another illustration :
.
given ^ny sensible appearance, there will usually be
«
.
.
. leading on
a continuous series of appearances
to the new appearances which common-sense regards as those
of the same thing. Thus a thing may be defined as a certain
.
Consider, say, a wall-paper which
series of appearances.
It is an effort not to conceive
fades in the course of years.
of it as one ‘ thing whose colour is slightly different at one
time from whafc it is at another. But what do we really
hnow about it ? . . the assumption that there is a constant
entity, the wall-paper, which ‘ has ’ these various colours at
various times, is a piece of gratuitous metaphysics.
’

’

.

,

.

.

.

.

’

.

.

.

:
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what do we knota introduces the principle of verifiand of truth.’ It is on the distinction between
verifiability and truth that all relativist or phenomenAt all eveirts, the wallalist philosophy is constructed.
it becomes
paper must cease to be a constant entity

The

‘

‘

’

ability

‘

’

‘

‘

’

’

‘

‘

’

’

;

(though the its in this definition
of Mr. Russell’s leaves all the ‘entity’ of- the- wall-paper
Having, however, eliminated this
intact, I am afraid).
the wall-paper Mr. Russell tells us that
hated entity
‘

a

series of its aspects

’

‘

‘

’

’

—

—

whatever was
before
only our language has been
unchanged
changed, that is all, and the ‘ metaphysical assumption of
permanence has been guarded against. For working pui-poses nothing has been altered. We then proceed as before.’
But what is this supposed metaphysical construction of
common-sense, after all, that is supposed to have made
the wall-paper into an ‘ entity of detestable permanence ’?
Every one knows that the wall-paper on their wall will fade
they all know it is a piece of paper stamped with various
and that the paper itself
coloured patterns at a factory
comes from another factory where it is made out of i-ags
’
or pulp, and so forth. It has just as much ‘ permanence
ascribed to it by common-sense as indeed it is likely to
have. There it is, after all, day after day, and for a considerable time, although gradually becoming a little less
sharp and full-blooded. It is ‘ permanent in the sense
in which we metaphysicians of the mere world of commonsense
mean permanent. Mr. Russell ascribes meanings
to us, however, that have never entered our heads. Our
‘
things are by no means so absolutist or time-defying as
they are supposed to be by the ‘ entity ’-destroyer.
‘

everything will then

verifiable

proceed as

:

‘

’

is

’

:

’

‘

’

‘

:

’

‘

’

’

Mr. Russell admits, of course, that the relativist picture
apt to be much more complicated than that of commonsense or of materiahst science.
Very oftep the resulting*
statement,’ he says, ‘ is much more complicated and
difficult than one which, like common-sense and most
philosophy, assumes hypothetical entities there is no good
reason to believe in.’ My reply has been that the loss in
simplicity is not compensated in any way by the novelty
of the relativist system : and, also, that the ‘ hypothetical
entities assumed are usually no more than can be verified,
and that there is every reason to believe in them on the
basis of the general apprehension of common-sense.
is

‘

’
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But let us go with Sir. Russell a step further in his
elucidation of Ms serial picture of ‘ the thing/ The wallpaper fixed upon the wall in January is one ^ appearance ;
the wall-paper next December (however imperceptible the
change) is another and an absolutely distinct appearance ’ ;
causally related to the first, but otherwise independent.
’

But an appearance
‘

’

is, it

must be remembered, an event
‘

’

in space-time doctrine.

It is a sort of flock of spatial
apparitions made ^up of pure instantaneous sensations,
enclosed in a temporal pen or corral.
Now, actually as an object directly experienced, in
isolation, the two wall-papers (of January and of December)
are almost* identical : so nearly so that it would be symptomatic of an almost demented anti-absolutist fussiness to
wish to suppress this identity. "What, then, is the actual
rationale behind this insistence upon a rigid differentiation
between these various ^ aspects of the wall-paper ? It is
’

Only by
upon an absolute dissociation of the wallpaper of January from the wall-paper of the following

this.

What

really is at stake is the time-picture.

this insiste:gLce

December, can the full significance of its time-relations be
got out of it or got into it. Its ‘ integrity as a thing would
make that impossible. It is because it is now to be regarded not as a spatial object, but as a temporal succession
of objects. It is the time-obsession in Space-time that
exacts a " plurality of things in place of one ‘ thing.’ To
common-sense, looking at it spatially/ it looks just the
same wall-paper. But the relativist (in this case Mr.
Russell) whose office it is to take Time seriously,’ and see
that the full dignity of Time is upheld and ceremoniously
guarded, bounds forward with an inquisitorial fury, a
time-serving zeal, and pointing at the piece of wall-paper
Can’t you
Can’t you see how different it is ?
exclaims
The
see that it is no longer the same wall-paper at all ?
eyes of that ‘ sense we have inherited from om' savage
Past, metaphysical or otherwise, refuse to conform to
No, for common-sense
this view of the wall-paper.
It is a simple sense that
it is the same wall-paper.
knows nothing about time-series, temporal-' enclosures,’
event ’-groups, and so on. It is not a sense that, as
Berkeley would say, has been debauched with learning/
Else, like Mr. Russell, it would see anything it was told to
As it is, it sees, quite simply, what is there. The
see.
’

’

"

‘

'

:

’

’

'

•

•
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relatmst, Iiowerer, now turns on it passionately, and
overwhelms it vith a disobliging scorn.
It should not be difficult for any one to grasp what has
and it is an exceedingly imhappened in this instance
portant point. The w^all-paper of common-sense is being
in this doctrine of " organic mechorganically
treated
It becomes a wall-paper with a so^Il, when ma'de
anism.’
For in an important respect
into an organic thing.
the Time at stake is psychological. Beyond that, it is
soul,’ or of a ‘ mind,’ that is
really the integrity of a
entity
in the
being envisaged. The objection to the
wall-paper of common-sense is an irritable reflection of the
disputes of Psychology that have resulted in the elimination
of the ‘mind,’ ‘soul,’ or "psyche.’ So the ‘object’ is
suffering for the sins of the ‘ subject.’
Time does not lay its hand on wall-papers to the extent
that could be wished, sometimes for a couple of years, if
the wall-paper is a good one. You would not know, looking at it with the unaided senses, that the wall-p^per was in
Tim^atall. Plere is the secret spring of this whole theory If
the wall-paper is allowed to be just the wall-paper of
common-sense,’ the conditions of Time-theory are not
That is why this simple object hanging on our
satisfied.
walls has to be turned into a very complex temporal event
series of discrete and rigidly dissociated appearances.’
I have said that I regard Mr. Russell’s notion of the
antediluvian, cave-man, metaphysician, as a fake antique.’
The truth is much more that Mr. Russell is himself a susceptible individual who became a victim of the
fashionable ‘ primitivism or infantilism that he found
all round him when he first began expounding the timedoctrine.
The doctrine that he expounds of serial appearances
(in conformity with the time-law of relativist
physics) is a form of primitivism, and so, at one remove,
related to the child-cult. Take the water and ice illustration.
We are in the presence, with that argument, of a
description of the savage or primitive mind, surely, or an
attempt (unconscious or otherwise) to approximate to it.
For that is precisely how the primitive mind would,
nmvely, as we say, regard those ‘ appearances.’ Much less
than for a civilized man would the water be me thing
that ‘ froze.’ It vrould be, discretely, a deep-green fluid
apparition water ; or suddenly for no reason, a glassy
:

’

'

‘

‘

’

.

‘

‘

‘

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

—
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white apparition ice. From that point of %new einsteinian
physics is the physics of the primitive mind, the physics
of the naif. And Relativity Theory as interpreted by
Mr. Russell is Just as much a manifestation of ‘ primitiveness as was Paul Gauguin, and probably Just as ephemeral.
Indeed, in all exposes of Relativity Theory it is quite
evident that the naif (the dissociated, intermittent,
discrete, wide-eyed
primitivist ’) point of view is what
we are being fed with. The spoon of Mr. Slosson or of
Mr, Russell (in his " A.B.C.’ for little Relatmsts), held out
invitingly, but firmly, towards the Public’s little astonished
’

mouths,

is full

too, are

‘

of that particular treacle. Einstein-physics,
fun.’
But the sort of nursery atmosphere that develops in the popular expose of Relativity,
the ^ shut youf eyes and Open-Your-Mouth
(' you ’ll feel
giddy at first you ’ll soon get over that ! ’) sort of attitude
of the Relativity nurses and governesses, is due to this side
of the matter, which I think has not, so far, been put in
evidence. ^\¥liat the Relativity handbook is saying the
whole time is : Now try and feel about all these things
just like a little child. Look at all these things primitively !
Look at that big star up there, or at that duck-pond over
there, or at the image in that gi*eat big mirror of that funny
little girl or boy (and much play is made with the concave
or the convex mirror, too) as though you saw it for the first
time ! And all the stalest political revolutionary machinery
is used (of suggestion, snobbery, intimidation) to ensure

tremendous

!

’

!

its success.

-

How far this criticism of the effect of Relativity-physics
could be brought home to its cause, Einstein, it is the
business of the mathematical expert to decide, ultimately.
Such critics as Maritain attack the metaphysical position
of Einstein with a considerable show of reason. But I,
for my part, prefer to deal with what is directly in front
of all BUT eyes ^the resultant philosophy, and confine myself to stimulating the mathematicians to seeing if they
cannot discover the parallels in the mathematical theory of
what all of us must eventually come to see in the philosophy
^namely, that it is romantic, ‘ primitivist,’ and open to
the same objections as other sensational, over-coloured,
marvellous and too exclusively emotional things.
More important for us here even than the multiplication
of everything by time, is the fantastic readjustments which

—

—
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the treatment of the time-problem in Relativity-physics
requires, in the disintegration of normal views into an
and especially
isolated space of sight, one of touch, etc.
of
critical
touch
importance.
from
sight
of
divorce
is this
In the world of " common-sense,’ Mr. Russell has told us,
things that can be seen but not touched (are) thought to
be hardly real to this day the usual mai-k oh a ghost is
that it can be seen but not touched.’ There are no ghosts
A thing that endures
hi Mr. Russell’s world, of course.
causal cinematofor an hour (kept going in a constant
graph, or pattern-group causally connected, and supplied
with an abstract soul by Time) has no privileged place
from the point of view of realitj?- over a thing that endures
only for a few moments.
But what results from the isolation of the space-world
of touch and that of sight, is that the pure non-tactile
visual world introduces a variety of things to us, on a
footing of equality as existing things, which in the world
of common-sense (where the tactile sense is fuspd with the
Thus it is that the
visual) do not possess that equality.
mirror-image draws level with the thing it reflects. And
so you arrive at the non-plastic, illusory, Alice-in- Wonderland world of post-einsteinian philosophy.
It may still be objected that this is only a mathematician’s
technical device, necessitated by the present march of
knowledge as a technical device it interferes wdth nobody,
it is the business only of the physicist or mathematician.
The material world continues to be dealt with in a masterly
fashion on the assumption of the material postulates of
common-sense,’ and that is the end of it. This would
be ignoring, however, the fact that these conceptions of
the external world are intended to supersede those of the
classical intelligence and of the picture of the plain-man
that it is proposed to teach Relativity-physics and therelativist world-view everywhere in our schools
and that
vast propaganda is carried on by popular treatises and
articles to impose this picture upon the plain-man and the
simple common-sense intelligence. In other words, the
common-sense of to-morrow, it is proposed ^the one
general se7ise of things that w^e all hold in common ^is to
be transformed into the terms of this highly-complex
disintegrated world, of private times ’ and specific amputated " spaces,’ of serial-groups and " events (in confomity
:

‘

:

’

‘

’

‘

‘

’

:

‘

’

‘

:

;

‘

—

’

’

—

THE OBJECT AS KING OF PHYSICAL WORLD
with
‘

the

of

doniinaiice

the

time-factor)

in

place

m
of

things.’

Mr. Russell stresses the impossibility of effecting this
transformation without the co-operation of the powerful
influence of habit, of " familiarity/ And, of course, there
is nothing at all that once people are familiarized with it
asicj taught ta take it as a matter of course, does not seem
natural, and that would not therefore assume the authority
of a common-sense/
But a thing that has to appeal to
this special discipline can hardly claim that it is its intention to free the mind from prejudice. It is evidently
introducing the mind only to another orthodoxy, which
appears to have every practical interest of the average life
against it, to go no further than that.
‘

"

’

This whole theory, it is obvious (Mr. Russell writes),
depends upon the nature of compact series, and demands, for
its full comprehension, that compact series should have become
familiar and easy to the imagination as well as deliberate
thought.

I

am

,

quite familiar,

home, with

compact

and

my

imagination

is

quite at

but they do not appeal to
my imagination as does the classical thing,’ so hated by
Spengler, and upon which every one from Bergson onwards
has made incessant war. I have attempted to lay bare the
motives for this animosity of the time-mind. And in this
Part, dealing mth the
Object,’ I have given sufficient
prominence to the theory of apparitions and of optical
illusions to have impressed it on the mind, I hope, of the
general reader, whether I have succeeded or not in convincing him upon wffiieli side truth and his personal interests
alike are to be found.
'

series,’

‘

CHAPTER V

SPACE AND TIME
T

I

is Bergson who put the hyphen between Space and
Time. The at that time unborn hyphen is suggeked
by him when he is insisting on coniinuity, as against,

Evolution,’
in Descartes, the conceptualizing of time.
he -writes, implies a real persistence of the past in the
present, a duration which is^ as it were, a hyphen, a connecting
‘

that the hyphenHis doctrine
of duree is the hyphen. Since Bergson has played this
supreme part in the launching of Time as we have it
to-day in philosophy, it is necessary, for the benefit of
those not conversant with his time-theory, to give some
idea of what it is.
First of all Time,’ for Bergson, is menial as "opposed to
physical Before him the mental character of Time had
not been stressed in philosophy. The physical is " real
^the
for him, in the sense that it is dead mind, as it were
result of the great reverse movement in the heraclitean
see-saw of his flux. As the opposite of life, however, it is
no more unreal than Nothing is nothing. Space and
Time become for Bergson personified
and he has an
ecstatic feeling of veneration at the thought of the latter.
But at the thought of Space he has nothing but a sensation
of disdain and hatred. So to all the pagan, ‘ spatializing,’
instincts he is hostile, in the manner of Spengler.
The unfolding of the fan is the spatial image. The closing of it is the
time image. They are, respectively, extension and intensity.
In philosophy the problem of Space (not its Reality,*
but whether it is isolable, as Kant thouglit," or jiot) is
somewhat the same as the problem of Nothingness. For
Alexander the unextended blank that Space would be
without time to break it up into fragments, is very like
the Nothing, on the face of it. The things that are contrasted in the traditional conception of Space are precisely
linhJ

ated

'

It is out of the bergsonian
space-time,’ in philosophy,

'

duree

’

was born.
‘

’

‘

’

—

’

‘

;

‘

‘

what we mean by

’

something and nothing.’ Space is
a paradigm, a Tussaud’s, of Something and Nothing. It
is Time that makes reality.
43^

‘

’

‘
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Kant’s conception of Space is about identical with the
popular or common-sense view: it is a datum we cannot
get behind, installed in the very centre of our perceptive
faculty.
It is independent of its content.
The homogeneous, empty, isolable space of Kant, is as instinctive
to us as the supposed ineradicably qualified, full, differentiated space of animals. The manner in %vhich birds
'

’

insects find their way to their destination, sometimes
covering great distances, is apparently owing to the fact
that for them there is no space, as we apprehend it, but
an infinitely varied, thick, highly magnetized and coloured,
medium, instead. Their ’world is not a world of disimct
objects.
li is an interpenetrating world of direct sensation.
It is, in short, Mr. Bergson's world.
It is not our hated
geometric world, of one space. It is a mental, as it were
an interior world, of palpitating movement visually indistinct, electrical ; not all arranged on the principles of
surfaces and lines
and it is without a void at all. What
we have to, grasp in the Bergson world of ‘ duree,’ is that
it is an interior world.
And the world of animals or
insects is also a mental, interior, world.
The exterior
world is where Space is, or the mere conception external,’
which is the prime ‘ spatial one, is enough to that concept Bergson, as Alexander, is extremely and tempera-

and

’

'*

;

‘

’

"

’

:

mentally

hostile.

Memory,

again, is a thing Bergson does not like to think
about very much, as memory, for the simple reason that,
with it stretched out behind us, we have a sort of Space.
When we cease to act, and turn to reflect or dream, immediinto a bastard Space. We
ately we * degrade duration
make it into an old-fashioned Time,’ in short. The living
principle, which we illustrate and enjoy, makes us one-way
go-ahead.’ But
machines, essentially forward-moving
our consciousness, though it does indeed move in the same
’

‘

—

‘

^

direction as* its principle, is continually drawn the opposite
way ; obliged, though it goes forward, to look behind.’
But what we see when 'we ‘ look behind is the artificial
landscape cut out for us by the mere intellect the ‘ tout’

;

fait,’

the already-made, the completed.

away from what

We

from the

have turned

becoming,’
the world of action, to idle away our time in this private
space of ours, provided by the machinery of memory, with
Suppose
its mass of images, which we can arrange at will.
is

in-the-fnaking,

‘

‘

:

m
we

nm and western bian
let ourselves

go and instead of acting, dream

.

.

.

our

past, which till then was gathered together Jnto the indivisible impulsion it communicated to us, is broken up
into a thousand recollections made external to one another.
They give up interpenetrating in the degree that they
become fixed. Our personality thus descends ih the direc-

tion of space.’

This

"

is to •’be very much
when we behave in this way.
this fashion we turn everything

dreaming

’

reprehended. We
When we look back in
into a stone, as it were, in a trice, ourselves included.
Everything in our minds takes on the qualities of matter
and of the extended. But matter, for Bergson, is relaxation of the same sort, only outside our minds instead of
inside.
And since we have these deplorable habits inside^ it
We feel quite
is no wonder we have them outside as well.
chez nous when we open our eyes, look around, and notice
the sleepy drove of twisted objects,’ stretched untidily in
front of us on a summer morning, as devoid of pep as a herd
of cattle. But that might have been expected of us, by
any one acquainted with our mental habits. He says
‘
We shall now understand "why the mind feels at its ease,
moves naturally in space, when matter suggests the more
This space it already possessed as an
distinct idea of it.
implicit idea of its own eventual detention^ that is to say,
"
Since physics is simply
of its own possible eoctension"
psychics inverted,’ physics comes naturally to man. That
is it :
man is a physical animal, his whole life one long,
almost scandalous, detention.
How this disparaging view of Space affects Science,

do not
’

'

live

‘

whose

'

domain

is

inert matter,’

is

as follows.

‘

For

theory to be final, the mind would have to
embrace the totality of things in block, and place each
thing in its exact relation to every other thing. But in
reahty we are obliged to consider problems one by one,
in terms which are, for that very reason, provisional.
Science as a whole is relative to the particular order in
which the problems happen to have been put.’ Science
bears on reality itself/ but it works with intellect only.
Mind, however, ^ overflows
the intellect. This overflowing of the intellect by the mind is ^ at bottom the same
thing as to say that duration has an absolute existence.
So the business of metaphysics is clear ; it is to place
itself in the
mind ’ overflowing the intellect, or in other
scientific

'

’

’

'
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duration ; and from that central vantage-spot
occasionally catch very brief glimpses of the \Vliole.
These difficult and semi-mystical exercises will give it an
immediate superiority over Science.
"

’

it will

Bergson’5
main concern is with motion
but his
fanMical objectrion to the static is satisfied once Time is
radically installed in the heart of ever\i:hing tliat otherwise
might momentarily flout Time, or set up Space against it
by offering to men that illusion of security and repose
necessary for human creativeness, and belonging to contemplation, but wiiieh Time, with its becoming and never
finishing,’ 'its fidgeting or flowing away, its inability to
remain in one place, is unable to provide.
Having acquainted ourselves with Bergson’s space/
let us turn to
duree.’
Duration is what occurs when
w^e completely telescope the past into the present, and
make our life a fiery point eating like an acetylene
flame into tlje future.
Duration is inside ns, not outside.
There is nothing but mathematical Time outside us.
^
Duration is the succession of our conscious states, but
all felt at once and somehow caught in the act of generating
the new,’ as free as Rousseau’s natural man released
from conventional constraints, but with much more elan
never, at least, dreaming, as that personage w^as in the habit
of doing. It is the organization of the past into a moving
and changing present, into an incessantl}" renewed intensive quantity, which produces wiiat Alexander calls,
following the same line of thought, the emergent quality
also, like Bergson’s, both absolutely ‘ new and peculiarly
free.’
Memory, on the other hand, unorganized, with its
succession of extended units, is that degraded spatial-time,
as it might be called, regarded with so much hostility by
Duration is all the past of
the inventor of duration.’
and yet this
an iiidiwidual crammed into the present
present is not the bare present that forgets its past and
This mystical condition of
is unconscious of its future.
^ pure duration
is a kind of ecstatic fishing for the Whole
the past is hauled in like a rope, and concentrated upon
the present spot, gathered into unity by action. The
for,
present pervades the past, and so the past is renewed
for some reason, the present, concentrated in this way,
‘
and swelled out to bursting with all the past, is both free
’

:

’

"

‘

‘

’

“

’

‘

‘

’

‘

’

’

^

'

’

’

‘

—

’

‘

"

^

’

;

’

;
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‘
It is never quite free, or absolutely ' new/ we
ne-^T.’
are told^ even for the fraction of a moment. But it is
quite free and new enough to provoke a great deal of
rejoicing and enthusiasm, we are assured ; though the
delicate subject of how new and free is invariably dropped
at the moment that our enthusiasm is supposed to be
reaching boiling point, and that a discreet withdrawal
seems necessary. But the main condition to be borne in
mind for the achieving of ' duration.’ is the complete
The sign that
inierpenetraiion of all the parts of the past.
it is not a ‘ duration,’ is when you find these parts separating
and lying side by side. That shows that you are not in the
presence of duration,’ but of its degraded, spatial, counter-

and

‘

must immediately turn your back.
Musical analogy is frequently indulged in by Bergson.
The separate notes or isolated sounds composing a piece
Organized
of music are by themselves without meaning.
This whole is like the
into a whole, they have meaning.
Time, as it is generally understood, is nothing
li\dng being.
but space and simultaneity it is an exterior succession
To say
of impenetrabilities, and not an organized whole.
that an event will occur at the end of a time t, is to say
that our consciousness will note meanwhile a number t of

part.

On

that you

—

‘

And we must not be
simultaneities of a certain order.’
taken in by the term ‘ meanwhile {d'ici Id), since the
interval of duration only exists for us, because of the
mutual penetration of our states of consciousness. Outside
ourselves, we should find nothing but Space, and, consequently, simultaneities, of which one cannot even say
that they are objectively successive, since all succession
is arrived at by a comparison of past and present.
Concrete
consciousness lives these intervals
but, on the other hand,
outside us nothing lives, lYhen we surrender ourselves to
Space we, too, cease to live. We convert our sort of litvd
time, or duration/ into space
or, on the other hand,
we interpret our concrete, qualitied time by analogy with
spatial simultaneity.
We keep the past alive for Space,
and hold the image in veneration of its past, and so provide
it with a succession which it does not possess itself.
On
the other hand, we divide up our interior indivisible concreteness into mathematically-intervalled conceptual units,
by reference to Space. In short, it is we who supply Space
with a past, a duration. We in that sense break it up, just
’

‘

:

'

:
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it breaks us up into parts :
and that is Alexander’s
explanation of what happens, as it is that of Bergson.
The eloclc is the central object of Bergson’s time-philosophy, naturally, as it is the central object in einsteinian
physics.
It is not a clock that says,
Esto Memor
Souviens-toi
but a metal object whose pendulum cuts
up / mathematical time’ into neat little parcels. It is
quite an objective instrument ; the romantic timepiece of
poetry is inside us. The poor metal machine does not even
remember its last oscillation
it possesses (without our
assistance) nothing but simultaneities, and is irretrievably
spatial.
In watching a clock, and following its movements,
you are counting simultaneities, merely.
Outside of me,
in space, there is never any more than one position of the
hand of the clock, since the past positions of the
hand do not any longer exist.’ Inside me, however, a
process of organization and penetration is going on, which
is ‘ duree.’
It is because I endure in this fashion that I
represent to myself what I call the past oscillation of the
clock.’
Once more, then, according to Bergson, in watching the oscillations of the pendulum of the clock, I reduce
my own qualified, ‘concrete,’ heterogeneous, psychologic
states to a series of smiultaneities, with intervals not filled

as

'

’

!

:

‘

writh

‘

life

intervals.

’

or

‘

lived-time,’

The way to

but

lifeless

interpret Time, to

mathematical

make

it

into

holding the memory of all the past oscillations
of the clock, to conceive them ail as ‘ penetrating and
organizing each other like the notes of a melody, in such
a way as to form what we will call an indistinct or qualitative multiplicity, without any resemblance at all to number.’
‘

duree,’

is,

distinctive character of Time ... is to be a succession
within duration ; it conceives of Time as given all at once as
In other %vords. it conceives of Time as if it
if it were a line.
were prmsely the same as Space. But Time in the abstract
The one is in the
is distinct from Space in the abstract.
abstract mere coexistence the other mere succession. Since
the instants of abstract Time are homogeneous, the conclusion is drawn that in an infinite Time everything that can
But this overlooks what is essenhappen has happened. .
that something comes into
tial to Time, that it is creative
being which before was not.

The

;

.

:

That, as far as

we need pursue

it,

is

the heart of the

.
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bergsoiiiaii

time'-philosopliy.

Alexander, and see

if

Listen for a

you can even

distinguish

moment
it

to

from the

we have just been examining.
Bergson word for word and term for term. That
something that comes into being which before wms not
is Bergsohs novelty, for which we are indebted^ to Time ;
and for Alexander, too, the essential thing about Time^ or
doctrine
It

is

’

‘

As
as he, too, calls it, ' duration,’ is that it is creative.’
to the conceiving of Time ' as if it were a line,’ or as,
generalty, spatial, these words, too, are Bergson’s where
he is busy dissociating Time from spatial interpretations.
He imagines ‘ a straight line, and on that line a material
which displaces itself.’ ' If this point,’ he goes on,
point
became conscious of itself ... it would perceive a succession, but would that succession take first the form of a
Yes, no doubt, if it were able in some way to raise
line ?
itself above the line, and simultaneously perceive several
juxtaposed points.’ But let us follow Alexander into his
(We have nothing
conversion of objects into movements.
to do here with a thing, but with a progress, says Bergson.
Movement, regarded as a passage from one point to
another, is a mental synthesis, etc.’)
In every individual instance the wdiole in a sense abolishes
the parts. ' Everything is a piece of Space-Time and
breaks up therefore into parts, of which it is the whole,'
Alexander tells us. This small whole is a finite ’ as understood by the space-timer : but it is difficult to fix this new
sort of object down, or to see quite where it begins or ends,
since it is regarded always as a prolongation and as interpenetrating other things on all sides. This sort of isolation
of a movement is manifestly much more difficult than that
of the traditional ‘ thing,’ and seems indeed impossible.
Yet to obtain its necessary, ‘intensive,’ ‘emergent’ meaning
‘

A

‘

‘

it is essential somehow to close it.
So we haye to suppose
these groupings within space-time or ‘ complexes of pure
events or motions as ‘ pure ’ and distinct.
And we have
to imagine them as engendering, in the finite unity, something new. Alexander gets his ‘ novelty or ‘ newness
’

’

’

same way as Bergson did

emergent
; but he calls it an
quality
(the w^ord ‘ emergent
commg through Lloyd
Morgan from G. H. Le'wes). It is produced by the same
manipulation of Kant’s idea of intensive quality,’ which
is at the bottom of Bergson’s conception of time
a use,
in the

’

‘

’

‘

—
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liardly necessary to say, to which Kant did not anticipate its being put.
In an empirical philosophy, according to Alexander,
^
space-time is at the bottom of everything ; space-time

it is

’

possesses no quality at all^ ea^cept motion.
Throughout this
partnership of Space and Time, Time plays the director
r6te,and takes the lead.’ Time is ‘the soul of Space/

Indeed, the more you consider the ascendancy of what is
understood by ‘ Time in the Bergson or Alexander systems
of thought, the less use you can discover for Space at all.
It is true you are constantly told that Time requires Space
as a handj^ subordinate to ‘ cut it up/ But it seems a
very small* step to arrange for Time to be able to cut itself
up, and to dispense with Space which is such an unpopular
figure in that philosophy
altogether.
At all events, we
are told, and to that we must attach ourselves for the
moment, that Time disintegrates Space directly by distinguishing it into successive spaces ; Space disintegrates
Time indirectly (it cannot do anything, even directly.
Space) by making it a w’^hole of times, without which
whole there would be no separate times either/ It is
these times that are the subordinate final wholes, which
engender a new quality, the new ‘ emergent quality, in
This new, intensive, quality, is the ‘ meaning,'
short.
however, of that of which it is not a quantitative summation,
but from which it has mysteriously * emerged into a
higher plane of things, leaving the group behind it on the
lower level, in what seems a rather undemocratic way.
So, going from one complexity on to a still higher one, the
mysterious bare original pure motion which is plain and
space-time,’ and which is so completely
unadorned
meaningless that we can call it a sort of nothing, has
’

—

—

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

’

’

^

‘

emerged

and more
is

’

in

more and more complex quality,’ and more
That we mean as much as it
‘

intense meaning.
pos^ble^for anything to

real as anything can be

mean—that

—seems,

is,

that

we

are as

on the whole, unlikely.

Therefore, according to this system, things will probably
go on emerging and evolving.’ If God -were reached,
no doubt the process w^'cnld begin ail over again, for it is
a circular system, a moving system : and ‘ God is a helpless
part of it. But luckily for that God, it seems unlikely
that He can ever be reached.
There is, of course, no explanation possible of this
‘

’

‘

’
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The existence of emergent qualihappening.
be noted,’ Alexander says, ‘ to be
accepted with the natural piety of the inve&tigator. It
admits of no explanation.’ This means that you must
accept it from the investigator with natural piety
The new quality, life, emerges
the more piety, the better.
from physical and chemical processes,’ }^ut life is not
life is at
adequately accounted for by those processes
once a physico-chemical complex and is not merely physical
for these terms do not sufficiently charand chemical
We know that ourselves, of
acterize the new complex.’
course before we are informed of it in this roundabout
Such is the account to be given of the meaning of
way.
Well, we are no nearer the meaning.
quality as such.’
But ‘ it admits of no explanation,’ So that is the end of
What we are all familiar with has a new name
it.
emergent ; that is all that has happened, except that in
return for this name we are asked to accept at the same time
a group of very dubious doctrines that similarly explain
nothing, but imply a variety of things that slfcrike us as
fundamentally untrue. So it is as well not to be instantly
misled on account of a few pretty words, as has been the
case with many people. But we will proceed for a short
distance yet with the text of Alexander.
Time and Space, being indissolubly interwoven, do not
remain extended blanks, but break each other up into
differences,’ says Alexander
but he cannot see why
these finites should exhibit actual repetition in their kinds.’
There are two alternatives to this problem
one is that
molecules of carbon and gold, for instance, contain the
essence in some way of all other classes, as that of oaks
and of men or it may be that all these multitudes derive
from solitary prototypes, as in the hebrew or babylonian
creation, men issue from the first parents.’
If the former
were true and it is to that solution that Ale^tanc^er and
his friends naturally incline
anywhere in the world, or
perhaps anywhere in the universe men or oaks, for
instance, might spontaneously appear. The molecule of
carbon or gold ideally posits the man and the oak
and
anywhere that you have one you are extremely liable to
have the other. This is the theory of the whole universe
in some way existing, or being in some sense involved in
any particular existent whatever : and the Judgment that
‘

emergent

^

’

sonfiething to

ties is

’

'

’

'

‘

,

‘

:

:

—
‘

'

’

‘

‘

:

:

:

—

—

—

:
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one thing passes on another, or its mem^ing^ for it, is as it
were the temporal judgment of the whole nniTerse concentrated al the moment of judgment in that point-instant,
and contemplating itself laid out in front of it, equally in
spatio-temporal fancy-dress.
All these descriptions, it is essential to note, do to some
e:^tent masquerade as solutions.
The ^ empirical method/
it will be observed, is to announce solemnly that there is
‘
no explanation,’ and then to explain. The ' modesty
of the scientific investigator is an admirable cloak for the
conveying of dogmatic beliefs. These habits of the universe,
then, are taken as an ultimate datum ; and vohy a universe
should cdntraet the habit of oaks or of men, rather than
any other, is, of course, a question outside the picture.
But the Time conception of Bergson seems to us entirely to misrepresent the r61e of Space, and, as it were,
shuffle and transpose their respective ‘ realities.’
So what
we seek to stimulate, and what we give the critical outline
of, is a philosophy that will be as much a spatial-philosophy
as Bergson’s is a time-philosophy. As much as he enjoys
the sight of things penetrating and ‘ merging,’ do we
enjoy the opposite picture of them standing apart ^the
wind blowing between them, and the air circulating freely
in and out of them
much as he enjoys the ‘ indistinct/
the ‘ qualitative/ the misty, sensational and ecstatic, very
much more do we value the distinct, the geometric, the
universal, non-qualitied the clear and the light, the unsensationaL To the trance of music, with its obsession of
Time, with its inalienable emotional urgency and visceral
agitation, we prefer what Bergson calls obsession of Space.’
If the painter’s heaven of exterior forms is what above all
delights you, then the philosophy of Time, with its declared
’

’

‘

—

:

—

mankind, will, if you understand
You will prefer the
it does me.
world of greek philosophy, the pagan exteriorality, to the
world of music, or to the time-mathematics, or mathematics of events or durations,’ the mathematics of motion,
which is temperamentally associated with that.
The interpretation of the ancient problems of space and
time that consists in amalgamating them into space-time
For, to start with, space-time
is for us, then, no solution.
is no more real, but if anything a little less real, in our
view, than Space and Time separately. The wedding of

enmity
it,

for

please

^

spatializing

you

’

as little as

‘
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two abstractions results, we believe (as a triumphant

feminism would result not in equality but in feminine
ascendancy), in the ascendancy of Time (which also happens
to be the feminine principle in this partnership) over Space
and of the two, if we have any preference, it is for Space
for Space keeps still, at least is not (ideally) occupied in
incessantly slipping away, melting into the next thing, arfd
repudiating its integrity. Regarding mind as Timeless, it
And as stability
is more at home, w'e find, with Space.
is the manifest goal of all organic life, and the thing from
which we all of us have most to gain, we see no use, in the
first place, and in the second see no theoretic advantage,
For the objective world most useful to
in this fusion.
us, and what may be the same thing, most ‘ beautiful,’
and therefore with most meanings and that is further to
say in a word with most reality we require a Space distinct
:

from Time.
If then, in recapitulation, Space and Time are mere
appearances, as we believe, riddled with contradictions
that bar them from anything but a relative reality, they
are, from that standpoint, in the same case when joined
to each other by a hyphen, as when standing distinct and
unhyphenated. That Alexander goes further, in a sense,
in his Time obsession, than Bergson, can be showm by his
attitude to the statement of Minkowski, which he criticizes
I wall quote
as not giving enough place, even, to Time.
what he says, and let him speak for himself.

... to think of Time as a fourth dimension in a world in
which the other three dimensions are spatial, is a legitimate
and the only possible way of representing mathematically the
nature of the world or Space-Time.
(You will remember that this was also Bergson’s criticism
of the mathematical use of Time as a fourth dimension,
describing it as a necessary mathematical device.)"^
But

if the empirical analysis is correct, the representation
cannot be regarded as other than a means of mathematical
manipulation. For it seems to treat Time as an additional
dimension, not of course a spatial one, much in the same way
as the third spatial dimension is additional to the other two,
that is, as a further order in which the dimensional Spaces
are arranged. But the relation between Space and Time
wHeh we have found empirically appears to be of a much

^
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more intimate kind than is thus suggested. For not only are
Space and Time indispensable to one another (as in the conception of Minkowski), hut Time x^ith its distinctive features
corresponds to the three dimensions of Space, and in a manner
of speech Time does with its one-dimensional order cover and
embrace the three dimensions of Space, and is not additional to
Metaphysically (though perhaps mathematically)
not therefore a fourth dimension in the universe, but
repeats the other three. Space, even to be Space, must be
temporal. It follows that the three dimensions of Space, Just
because they correspond to the characters of Time, are not in
reality independent of each other.

them,

,

,

.

it is

Time must not
This certainly out-bergsons Bergson.
be considered as additional to the other three dimensions
of Space, since spatial dimension has its time/ and all the
three together are covered and embraced by Time and,
even to be spatial at all, must first be Time. With this we
will take leave of the main stream of Alexander’s rag-time
"

‘

’

;

philosophy.

Space seems to us by

far the greater reality of the

two,

and Time meaningless without it. Time as change was
the Nothing of the Greek, and it is ours. Space is rapidly,
under the guidance of a series of Bergsons, each Timeobsessed, becoming the Nothing of the modern European.
‘

’

‘

’

COXCLUSIOX
.

fabsolu

mats agitation

.

to

d' aujowrd'kui
;

TEternel

est

show how and why

,

.

.

n^est plus quietude,

devenu passion"
BelphSgor. J. Benda,

the universe is so that finite

That
utterly impossible.
would imply an understanding of the whole not practicable for a mere part.
It would mean a view by the

ecdstence belongs to

ii^

is

from the Absolute" s point of view, and in that
consummation the finite would have been transmuted
and destroyed"
Appearance and Reality, F. H, Bradley,

finite

For what is there on our part, or what do we perceive
amongst all the ideas, sensations, notions, which are
imprintid on our minds, either by sense or refiexion,
from whence may be inferred the existence of an inert,
‘

thoughtless, unperceived occasion ?

"

Principles of Human Knowledge,

Berkeley,
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now

onr business to draw tlie arguments of our
survey to a head, and to state briefly our conclusions.
Throughout the progress of the argument I
have everywhere associated the conclusions towards which
I was leadmg with the actual scrutiny of the adverse
position.
But there is still a final summation to be made.
I propose to organize this " Conclusion under numbered
sections : to retrace in them, extremely briefly, the ground
we have covered, chapter by chapter and then to state
in longer sections the final argument of this book.

I

is

criticaj

’

;

—

1, In contemporary philosophy
which has its roots in
the doctrines of Bergson and James an orthodoxy has
grown up around the conception of Time-as-real. Whether
^

realist

’

or

‘

idealist,’ it

makes no

—

difference

to the treatment of this central doctrine.
at one.

when

it

In that,

comes
all

are

2. The Time-doctrine, first promulgated in the philosophy
of Bergson, is in its essence, to put it as simply as possible,
anti-physical and pro-mental. A great deal of partisan
feeling is engendered in the course of its exposition : and
all that feeling is directed to belittling and discrediting the
^
In opposition to that is
spatializing instinct ’ of man.
placed a belief in the organic character of everything.
Dead, physical, nature comes to life. Chairs and tables,
mountains and stars, are animated into a magnetic restlessness and sensitiveness, and exist on the same vital
terms as men. They are as it were the lowest grade, the
most sluggish, of animals. All is alive : and, in that sense,
all is

mental.

'

are, as a consequence, terms
of the
that have very little meaning. The ‘ realist
Alexander type is, as Bosanquet points out, more often
than not far more ‘ idealistic (in the traditional sense of
Let
the word) than the ‘idealist’ of the Gentile type.
me recall Bosanquet’s description of this paradox.
8.

‘

Realist

’

or

‘

idealist

’

’

’

It is a strange experience in the cases before us to turn

2 F

from

—
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the idealist to the

everything
With the idealist
With the realist— extrawe move in a larger air. We are with

realist.

.

.

was passionately human.

—

.

.

.

.

ordinary reversal !
Mereith, the poet of the stars, of motion, of colour.

special confusions to which these
terms are exposed, in the merging that has occurred to-day,
they had at no time the fixity that popularly they, Are
assumed to have. Professor Alexander expresses this as

But even apart from the

follows

:

No sane philosophy has ever been exclusively the one or the
other (realist or idealist), and where the modern antithesis
has hardly arisen, as with Plato, it is extraordinarily difficult
to say under which head the philosophy should be classed.
Mr. Bertrand Russell, where he is announcing, in his
Analysis of Mind, under what heading his doctrine should
come, writes as follows : When we are speaking of matter,
when we
it will seem as if we were inclining to idealism
are speaking of mind, it will seem as if we were inclining
to materialism.’ This is indeed what generally happens
especially with a professor with
with these philosophers
the absolutist manners of Alexander is this illusion readily
generated.
‘

;

;

What is the

’

cause of this unanimity, so that realists
and ‘ idealists merge in the common worship of Time and
Change? Is it a political impulse that has brought this
about (since implicit in the doctrine of Time and Change
‘
Progress of the
is the revolutionary doctrine of the
Species ’) ? Often the liaison is so apparent that it is
unpossible to doubt that, once engaged, from whatever
motive, in that way of thinking, the Time-philosopher does
Progress enthusiast of the most
also tend to become a
obvious poUtical sort. Further, no doctrine,_so much as the
Time-doctrine, lends itself to the purpose of thti millennial
polities of revolutionary human change, and endless ‘ ProNevertheless we believe that the impulse to this
gress.’
doctrine is the outcome mainly of Science : that it is really
the philosophy of the instruments of research. It is the
inevitable child of positivist and phenomenalist thought.
The politics come afterwards, when they are found in it.
Possibly their officious assistance may help to harden it
into an orthodoxy, and to turn the honest pessimism ’ of
4.

‘

’

‘

’

‘

—
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Schopenhauer into the insincere optimism of Bergson and
his followers.
5.

The

chronological doctrine of Spengler insists

upon

‘
this 'political character of all thought.
Each “ Culture ” is
an orgarmm, very fierce aird warlike, struggling, in true
da];winiaH fashion, for survival Pictures, fugues, cathe-

—

physical theories, cosmologies
the differential
calculus as much as Darwin, herzian waves as much as
indian zeros are the weapons of the Cultures to which
they belong. They have no absolute validity, or meaning
at all, apart from their practical use, any more than has
poison-gas or a submarine.’
showed the hollowness of
this belief
and gave the reasons that make the ‘ worldas-history or the ‘ world-as-politics,’ unacceptable.
drals,

—

We

:

’

So we did not deny that many philosophers or men-ofmay act think and prosecute their discoveries
under the chronological influence of politics and of Time.’
6.

science

—

’

‘

‘

The

researches directed to eliminating the absolute certainly have borne a great deal the character of a vaar. Such
men as William James rejoice at the ‘ victories of Bergson
in the same breath as they exult at the result of the russojapanese war. They do perform war-dances to celebrate
the extinction of the ‘ Consciousness.’ They do assume a
festive tone when they inaugurate the reign of the ‘ Unconscious.’
Man, unless a very unusually fine specimen,
And such a man as James, whom
is a ‘ political animal’
Whitehead describes as the supreme philosopher of the
present age, was not a person who ever attained to the
maturity of mind of a greek sage ; he was surrounded by,
and belonged to, a raw and unsatisfactory life : he saw
things in the crude terms of aggression, of tit-for-tat, of
’
fun and high-jinks, with the eyes of the ‘ eternal child
But
still
that
does
to
be.
that liie American is supposed
’

’

not prove that even all his thought was engendered upon
that level And it certainly proves nothing of greater
The human reason is not etercivilizations than ours.
nally discredited because some barbarian of genius (growing
in a bleak and violent atmosphere of radicalism and
dissent) mixes his science with the politics of his traditionthe youth of James, America
aUy-rebeUious tribe for
it is to-day, and a bellithan
provincial
was much more
:

m
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gerent unorthodoxy
mother’s milk.

was no doubt lapped up with the

7. The later chapters, those dealing with the problems
of reality and belief, w'ere intended partly to introduce the
reader who had not made a special study of philosophy
to a few of the capital problems which have, most application to-day, and with w'hich it is essential to have some
familiarity in order to understand the full implications of
Those there is no occasion to
the philosophy of Time.
resume for the remainder of this conclusion will deal with
the same problems, takmg the argument a step further,
although still dealing with them mainly from' a critical
:

standpoint, and so terminating my book.
instinct of man is
In these pages the ‘ spatializing
celebrated, in place of the universally advertised alternative,
that attitude of mind that seeks to glorify Time, and mix
that ‘restlessness’ that is Time’s, as Alexander describes
it, into everything.
Do those arguments point to ours being a ’^sensationsince the spatializing faculty that
alist ’ philosophy ?
builds up and enjoys the material and solid world might,
superficially, be interpreted as more ‘ sensationalist ’ than
that mentalizing of things, which is the result of mixing
them with Time ? Alexander we consider a pure sensationYet he says :
philosophy which
alist philosopher.
pursues an empirical method is not necessarily a sensationalistic one ’ (voL i. p. 5, Sface Time and Deity).
So it
would seem that he does not regard himself as one, or does
not wish to be so regarded. But how can that statement
be reconciled, for instance, with the following ‘ . . . since
we have no enjoyment of ourselves which is not the contemplation of a non-mental object, all our experience,
whether enjoyed or contemplated, is provided through th«
sense-organs. The most complicated objects'’ or „ enjoyments are resoluble into elements of sense, or its derivative
idea, and their groupings in some empirical plan, and from
beginning to end these experiences are qualified by categorical as well as empirical features.’
Prima facie, that
sounds sensationalist enough to satisfy all general requirements. Actually, his philosophy when carefully examined
proves to be of the purest sensationalism that it is possible
to imagine. The literary embellishments of a meredithian
’

‘

A

:

:
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order that took in Bosanquet (making him say that with
"
realist we were among the stars and clouds) can be
quite disregarded. That is only part of the machinery
with which he disguises his too vulgarly
materialist
this

'

’

‘

dispositions.

The whole question

of * sensationalism ’ or something
of " matf‘|ialism or its opposite, turns upon the value
you attach to the sensational reality.
The sfcing of
absolute idealism^,’ says Alexander, ‘ lies in its assertion
that the parts of’ the world are not ultimately real or true^
but only the whole is trueJ That is it : and to say that
^
all philosophies are concerned with experience as a whole,’
and therefore all equally should be called ' idealistic ’ (if
anything is to be named in that rather silly and to-day
quite meaningless way), introduces a second qualification
namely, it will depend upon what value you attach to the
else,

’

whole.

The most
solid as it

we

is
*

‘

solid

for

He,

’

object in the world

Alexander

:

it

is never, for us, so
could not be, however hard

true, disintegrates all objects into a
mass in his system. But that is merely
to make them still more piping hot, and vividly real.’
tried.

it is

futuristic

fluid,

‘

Surely our ideal static perceptual object (of ^ common-sense,’
as it is termed) is far more unreal, if that is what you want.
The more static, the more solid, the more fixed, the more
unreal ; as compared with the vivacious, hot, mercurial
broth of an object, that results in the alexandrian or bergsonian realism. Surely the famous spatializing ’ instinct
produces a more unreal world (from the exactest physical
standards) than does the temporalizing^ chronological
On a still day
instinct of a Bergson or an Alexander.
consider the trees in a forest or in a park, or an immobile
castle reflected in a glassy river : they are perfect illustrajtions of our static dream ; and what in a sense could be
more unreal than they ? That is the external, objective,
physical, material world (made by our ‘ spatializing ’ sense),
to which we are referring. It is to that world that the
hellenic sculpture (which is the bUe-noir of Spengler)
belongs, and all the Pharaohs and Buddhas as w^ell, and
even more.
That is OUT world of " matter/ which we place against the
einsteinian, bergsonian, or alexandrian world of Time and
‘

‘

’

‘

‘

restless

’

’

interpenetration.
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8. The hypothesis of Alexander and of Whitehead leads
to the assumption of an equal reality in everything, a
democratically distributed reality, as it were. There is no

akeady in existence. Time is real, and
Time and Change, it is we who are
in the process of making a superior reality to ourselves
we are improving ourselves, in short. That is themvolksupreme
owing to

reality

this reality of

:

tionary doctrine of Time.
If that is the arch-progressist doctrine, or when it becomes
that, there are two contradictions in it from a practical
standpoint which it is worth pointing out. What it
pretends to do is to supply man with new causes of selfcongratulation, since it shows him (in bis evolutionary
capacity) participating at the very making and perfecting
of things. Just as he looks down upon the monkey or
the fish ^the latter of which he eats, the former of which
he puts in a cage so future men will look back at him
with disdain and pity. Presumably if they could they
would either eat him or put him in a cage. ^Even the
strange barbarian of to-day is solemnly taught—we have
seen it occurring with Spengler and Alexander— to look
down on the Hellene as a creature without his advantages
of enlightenment and in every way inferior.
But what must be the practical effect of this teaching
upon the general sensibility ? First of ail, though it is
flattering to think that you are a finer fellow than your
forbears, it is none the less psychologically discouraging to
reflect that as they do not live upon equal terms with you,
so you, in your turn, will not live upon equal terms with
those who follow^ jmu. You, in imagination, are already
cancelled by those who will ‘ perfect you in the mechanical
time-scale that stretches out, always ascending, before us.
What you do and how you live has no worth in itself.
You are an inferior, fatally, to all the future. You are—
once your eyes are unsealed, in the evolutionist sense, to
this time-reality
in the position of a man who is building
a house that he knows to be a bad houSt, fit only for a
low-down-in-the-scale individual like himself to live in,
which wull be recognized in the sequel as a thing not, in
itself, worth building, for a creature whose life, in itself,
was not wmrth living. This may or may not be true, but
it is only at the cost of sincerity that it can be twisted into
an " optimistic ^ value, as a version of our destiny.

—

—

’

—
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In this eternal manufacturing of a God—which is really
the God of Comte, ‘ Humanity
you co-operate, but in
such a negligible way that you would be a great fool indeed
to take much notice of that privilege. Looked at from
the simplest human level, as a semi-religious faith, the Timecult seems far less effective, when properly imderstood,
than those cults which posit a Perfection already existing,
eternally there, of which w'e are humble shadow's.
It
w'ould be a very irrational conceit w'hich, if it were given
the choice, would decide for the emergent Time-god, it
seems to me, in place, for instance, of the God of the
Roman faith. With the latter you have an achieved coexistent supremacy of perfection, impending over ail your
life, not part of you in any imperfect physical sense, and
touching you at moments with its inspiration. With the
other you have a kind of Nothing, which it is your task,
perspiring and mechanical ^weaver of the w'ind that you are,
architect of nothingness to bolster up and somehow assist
into life and time, in a region just out of your own reach.
But the fnoment that eventually your strenuous creation,
the embryo-god, was brought out into the daylight, it
would no longer be anjdhing more than a somewhat less
Could you penetrate that distant future
idiotic you.
where what is God to you (as you are god to your dog) is
to exist, you would behold the same world, but one storey
up, still perspiring, fighting and fuming to give actuality
to the existence of the next-storey-up. A more satisfying, as well as foolish and misbegotten, advertisement of
divinity could scarcely have been found to stimulate the
tired business man or the unhappy person born to the
dullest mechanical labour, sorely in need of comfort.
The vociferous priests of this God of Progress seem almost
to be mocking us : for they are at great pains to elucidate
their pretensions, and yet any child that gave itself the
troujjle would at once perceive how hollow they were.
Or let us take another feature of this philosophy, the
That from the pactical standhostile attitude to mind.’
point of a saving religious, or semi-religious, faith, is wanting
However much you stress the demoin the same manner.
nature of your proposed reform, still you wiE be
cratic
unable in the end to disguise the fact that you have, for
practical purposes, left man poorer than you found him.
And he is certain in the end to find out how he has been
’

—

‘

’

—
—

‘

‘

’
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robbed. This is Alexander’s statement when he comes to
the question of ‘ the mind,’ in the early part of his essay,

Space Time and Deity.

The

empirical

method

in metaphysics

is seriousl}^

and per-

sistently to treat finite minds as one among the many forms
of finite existence, having no privilege above tMnn except
it derives from its greater perfection qf development
prima facie there is no warrant for the dogma that,
because all experience implies a mind, that which is experienced owes its being and its qualities to'^mind. Minds are
but the most gifted members known to us in a democracy of
In respect of being or reality all existences are on
things.
an equal footing.
The language of progressist politics breaks out at once.
It is indeed almost impossible for any of the philosophers
engaged in the task of putting the mind in its place, to
express themselves without political analogy and phrasing.
Mr. Russell, with his altruistic bias, seldom fails to try and
make us feel ashamed that when we sit in a chair, in our
lordly way, we conclude that the chair is dead nratter and
If he could
only we^ forsooth, can feel
without feeling
he would lead a revolt of the upholstery and all the humble,
put-upon springs, to teach us a little sense at the same time
that our arrogance suffered a sharp rebuff. So morals and
physics go hand in hand, altruism after everything else
uses solar energy for its purposes. But there is no difficulty
at all in showing that this altruism is against and not for
us mankind as a whole. For, by its very nature, altruism
penetrates lower and lower in the scale. It has long ago
passed the line of the humblest human being. To be
completely humane you have to legislate in favour of the
sub-human. Even the most miserable beggar is abeady
in the position of an insolent king, who lords it over cabbages,
grass, tinned tomatoes ; and, when he gets a chance, sits*
heavily upon an inoffensive chair, or takes a knife and
murderously attacks a tree, to provide himself with a

such as
.

.

.

!

:

—

—

crutch. But there are other things besides physical
objects that benefit by this universal sensitiveness
a host
of abstractions (words, or ideas) are given more than your
superfluity of life ; they are taught to feed upon us, rather
than let us use them.
Let us return to Alexander and again quote from him
:

:

.

.

.

though we do not assume in mind any prerogative being

—
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or reality which should make other reality in some way
dependent for its existence upon mind, it by no means follows
that the study of mind may not be of special impoitance and
value for philosophy.

In

other words, though he dismisses mind from its
privileged position, it by no means foliow^s that we cannot
stilL use it
fog? further destructive enterprises
Just as,
;
in fact, we used it to overthrow’' itself, ironically enough.
‘

’

—

An illustration '(of the uses to which our minds can be put)
found in the notion of causality. After naively describing
how the behaviour of the sun towards a piece of wax enables
us to collect the idea of a po'vver in the sun to melt the vrax,
Locke says that this power may be most easily discovered in
the operations of our walls, or in the power of our mind over
is

its ideas.

Let us interpret this. In order to get causal meaning
into the sun, we must hand it over our will, so to speak.
The sun becomes to some degree, by means of that transaction, an animal devouring the w’^ax
and we and our will
become to some degree what the sun was before it had had
:

—

our will bestowed upon it a ‘ thing.’ That it is a large,
hot and powerful ‘ thing,’ the sun, and that it may be of
more ^ importance than a human ‘ person/ is beside the
point.
If you asked the humblest of men if he w^ould allow
you to chop his head off, provided he received the assurance
that his head would instantly become the sun, even if he
believed that you had the ability to procure him this advantage, he would certainly refuse with indignation. Such
is human conceit
The thought of it saddens Mr. Russell,
"®is reality is the sun (let us state it that wray), and our reality
is the man’s head.
Professor Alexander, follo'wing on the passage just
quoted, observes :
’

!

With tMs analysis in our mind w^e may ask ourselves w^hether
causality in the physical world is not in turn the continuous
transition of one physical event into another. To do so is
not to impute minds to physical things, as if the only tilings
which could be active must, on the strength of the experience
referred to, be minds.
Let us follow that for a moment, and interpret it.
Why it is not necessary, in the view' of Professor Alexander, to impute minds to physical things (to the sun,
‘

’

—
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man

(the introspective pattern for
has become a physical
and his mind ’ has become a thing almost exactly
thing
similar to the activity of the sun, only on a small and, as it
were, intimate and personal scale. The will of the sun in
devouring the piece of wax, or the will of man in devouring
a piece of fish, is the same thing : man pic}^s and phopses,
whereas the sun devours everything indiscriminately, that
‘
consciousis the only difference ; and the selection is in his
ness or mind.’ Our personalities become, in this doctrine,
‘
the continuous transition of one physical event into
The sun, on the other hand, or any other agent
another.’
whatever, gets a certain amount of our will. ^But ^that
it is not what happens to the
is the point of this argument^

for mstance),

is

because

this experience of activity) himself

‘

‘

'

:

’

‘

—

It is what has happened to
{ideally) that interests us.
us at the end of the transaction. And what I think is beyond
question is that, as a consequence of the analysis of mind,
of the universal attack upon ‘ mind,’ we lose, in practice,
and in the aggregate (and we are now discussing the practical bearing of those matters, the political), io an overwdielming degree.
What I have been trying to show by this argument and
these illustrations is that pragmatically we are the losers by
certain operations that are said to be, with much optimistic
advertisement, all undertaken for ourselves. It is in the

sun

with the demois to be suppressed or
that ‘ mind
annihilated.
On the same principle we are to be converted
into machines or into
events in place of persons (the
" person,’ the free-man of antiquity, is not for the likes of^
us), and we are to accustom ourselves to regard our personalities as
the continuous transition of one physical event
into another.’
In this way we get rid of that embarrassing
thing, the ‘ mind,’ which gives us (compared to mere
tables, chairs or even vegetables and dogs) a^ratRer uninterests of

cratic

’

‘

equality,’ it is in conformity

principle,

’

‘

’

‘

fortunately aristocratic colour. Bearing ‘ minds
about
with us is all very well : but is it not a little " conceited :
that is, would it, not appear rather conceited, as swagger
or swank, from the point of view of an observant tea-pot ?
It is not a ‘ democratic ’ possession, a ^ mind
^come, own
up, Mr. Evexyman and Mr. Philosopher : what can ‘ Red’

’

’

man Labour
arms and

’

legs

—

do with a fancy thing like that ? Hands,
and two good sharp eyes and two rows of
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honest teeth
but a mind
No. The mass-democracy
can find little use for a mind, except, of course, its groupmind. So a'fe far as your individual life is concerned, take
yourself as a reaction-mass : or you can call yourself an
‘
event ’—not a very important one, still we ’re all a part
of history; and history is enormously important ; indeed
it is. God.' Wj^en we are all together^ for some reason, we
are really a serious proposition we have a ‘ mind then,
of sorts.
Even objective truth is merely an effect of our
:

!

^

*

—

’

collectivity.

In our better mind about the sense of reality we represent the
The rose is red whether we see it or not.
But the redness of the rose is judged true
only
through the clashing and confirmation of our judgments.
Values then or tertiary qualities of things involve relation to
the collective mind, and what is true, good, or beautiful is not
true, good, or beautiful except as so combined with the collective mind.
{Space Time and Deity.)
collective mind.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The unfortunate

thing, of course,

above statement) that we

all

know

is

.

.

(to interpret the

that the rose

is

red

(quite as we all know that we have a mind) : when we * get
together,’ and clash and fuss, scrutinize and sift, we frequently arrive at a point at which collectively we become
convinced that the rose is not red. That is usually, indeed,
what happens. It may be our private belief, again, that a
but when we go to the ‘ dlash
certain person is beautiful
and confirmation’ of collective opinion we more often
:

than not discover that

for

m they were beautiful, but that

as true cells of our collectivity we must abandon this false
The surrender of our
good.’
So, too, with the
^ belief.
private mind, of our independence,’ in a similar way to
our admission that we have no mind at all, is not ^that is
what we are stressing an unmixed blessing. But if that
practical side of the matter were resolved in our favour,
there ^stil would remain the truth. It may be to our
advantage to believe that the rose is red : but supposing, in
fact, many things lead us to believe, on closer inspection,
that it is not red ? Before deciding even then to embrace
any destructive paradox, we must have a great deal more
confidence in our intellectual processes than men custom‘

—

—

arily exhibit,
9.

one would have thought.

The conception

of the real, or of God, advanced

by

—

—
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Alexander is an expanding (or contracting) one ; it is not
Deity; is
constant. His God is a variable one, that is.
an empirical quality like mind or life. Befotc there was
mind the universe was straining towards infinite mind.
But there is no existing infinite mind, but only many finite
The many finite minds, then, are God r or, which
minds.’
For if God existecj/he
is the same thing, there is no God.
‘

would be

finite,

So he

and then not God.

—what

is

—

if

he can be

the fuss is about he is the fuss ;
but he has not yet been born. He is always, what is not
though as to what higher may be, we
at a higher level
are left in doubt.
High ’ and ‘ low,' like beautiful or
true,' are values of the collectivity, it is to be assumed.
What Alexander thought a higher form of beauty I should
almost fatally consider a lower. What would decide would
be what the majority or collectivity thought. And we
know by experience what they generally decide. In this
case they are provided with the supreme function of deciding
w’-hat God shall be, and of then proceeding to produce him.
God is a value of better and worse, higher-and-lower
(he being its ‘ highest ’ and ‘ best ’) a value analogous to
‘
beauty or ‘ truth.’ But, since these values, ‘ beauty
and ‘truth,’ arc not absolute, but are questions for the
‘
collectivity, so is ‘ God.’
Deity is subject to the same
said to he at all

all

:

’

‘

:

‘

’

‘

’

‘

‘

’

—

’

’

law as other empirical

qualities.’

... in the lapse of time the quality (God) comes to actual existence, animates a new race of creatures, and is succeeded by

a still higher quality. God as an actual existent is always
becoming deity, but never attains it. He is the ideal God in
embryo. The ideal when fulfilled ceases to be God.
.

.

.

As to the variability of this God, Alexander meets all
objections as follows :
Since God’s deity is different
and varies with the lapse
of time, how can we declare him to be the wholeVniverse ?
.

Must not God be

different at

The answer to that

is

.

.

each level

quite simple

?

:

The variation lies in the empirical development within the
universe, and therefore not in God’s totality. ... It is still
one Space-Time, within which grows

God-the-ehild,

‘growing up,’

or

up

deity.

God-‘ the-embryo,’

as

——

—
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Alexander puts it, will be a fine big God one day (oh, ever
so many years hence !). At present he ’s still in the nursery
—that is to -say we are the same thing. He ’s Just a kid

—

like us, bless his little perspiring face,

‘

straining to the

infinite.’

It is ahVays the universe of Space-Time which is God’s bodv,
But it varies ip its empirical constitution and its deity.

The quantity of God

is, however, always the same.
It
only the quality that changes. And when I said expanding it was the quality to which I referred. Quality
is the thing that changes.
Quantity is the universal and

is

‘

’

fundamental thing.
Alexander’s objection to a pagan plurality of gods is
that it is an attempt to secure deity in finite forms.’
But is not his the same ? The only ditoence is that he is
a little bit more cunningly anthropomorphic, and a trifle
more speculative. It is exactly the same endeavour. It
is forcing Deity into finite existence, and identifying it with
change and time. The only difference is that the polytheist
gives us a concrete God, however ridiculous, whereas
Alexander gives us an abstract God which is the concreteof-to-morrow, or any concrete that has not yet existed in
Time for he never suggests that evolution is reversible,
and that we may be retrograding from, say, the hellenic
principle of ‘ deity.’
‘

—

Bosanquet comments as follows :
The unity is space-time. This is the absolute for (Alexander).
It is the lowest expression of the universe, not, as the absolute
for absolutists, the highest.

And he then

continues

;

There is no universal mind no common mind either in family,
society, State, or the religious experience, such as the facts of
a general will, or a will shared in religion by God and man,
. Every mind is, for this
seem to most of us to affirm.
attitude, a thing among things ; a complex of qualities,
including consciousness, carried by a special complex of spacetime, within the pattern which constitutes an organism.
;

.

And

later

he remarks

.

:

It is not an infinite or individual unity, one in which the
whole inspires every member. If infinite in a sense, it is an
infinite of

a low order.
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asks Alexander : ‘ infinite
The only ‘ infinite that
‘
of a low
exists is his peculiar spatio-temporal infinite
For him there is only the
order,’ as Bosanquet says.
restless, evolutionist mud, or space-time stuff, out of
which life springs, ‘ tending towards infinite deity,’ which
It has not had time yet to come
is, however, not existent.
So bottomless is the naif belief in the reality
into eadstence.
of Time of this philosopher. But to that further position an
acceptance of the reality of Time and Change must lead any
person thinking at all consistently.
Finally, with regard to the God of Alexander, this
practical deity that is a carrot held before the donkey’s
nose, it is essentially a God of action with which we arc
‘
When Faust rejects the words “ in the beginning
dealing.
was the word ” and substitutes “ in the beginning was the
act,” he marks the passage from transcendence to immanence, from theism to pantheism’ (Professor Alexander writing in the Hibbert Journal, January 1927). So for us for whom
the greek Logos, rather than the principle of futurism
and action, is the true God, Faust’s correction was one
of the turning-points, in the bad sense, of the modern
world, the opening of our decadence of sensationalism and
‘

Does

infinite deity exist ?

deity does not

‘

exist,’

he

’

replies.

’

action.’

In an earlier chapter we have enumerated a few of the
most obvious advantages of a transcendent over an immanent God, and need not repeat them here. Professor
Alexander’s theory of deity might, perhaps, masquerade
as an attempt to provide the religious sensibility with a
God possessmg the advantages both of immanence and^
transcendence both of which needs are felt, so he says,*

—

by the average man possessed of a religious consciousness.
This account of what he has done we should certainly
repudiate ; for his theory is a particularly muddy form of
pantheism, leaving the minimum of individuality jto the
Indeed, dependence upon that
finite mind involved in it.
lowest type of Infinite on record, as the God of Alexander’s
doctrine may safely be described, would exert an imnjense
retrogressive influence upon any mind submitting itself to
Only with a transcendent God is it possible to secure
it.
a true individualism : and the limited transcendence of
such a principle as Bradley’s Absolute withdraws all individuahty from us more even than does a pantheistic
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system, as must be felt immediately by any attentive reader
of his famous book.
It is in ecamection with our definition of reality that we
are turning to those pictures of God. Is it not possible
to define reality without considering the notion of deity at
all ? it might be asked.
That question has already been
answered.. The sense of personality, of being a person, is,
according to hs, the most \ivid and fimdamental sense
that we possess
sharper and more complete than sight,
built up like sight with reminiscence, though belonging to
an infinite rather than a finite memory, so much so indeed
that some philosophers have thought that this sense was
memory only and it is also essentially one of separation.
—In our approaches to God, in consequence, we do not need
to magnify a human body, but only to intensify that
consciousness of a separated and transcendent life. So
God becomes the supreme symbol of our separation and of
our limited transcendence. He is also our memory, as it
were, and when we refer to God it is as though we w'ere
bringing ihemory to life. It is, then, because the sense of
personality is posited as our greatest real,’ that we require
a God,’ a something that is nothing but a person, secure
On
in its absolute egoism, to be the rationale of this sense.
the other hand, the God of pantheism is the impersonal
God (and that for us is no god), as ours is the personal God.
Also, whenever natural science constructs a deity, it is
invariably an impersonal one : a certain form of pantheism
Perhaps an easy way to
is the true religion of science.
give definition to this notion is to suppose us as being the
natural material of God’s isolation. But whatever the
figure you employ to bring before you the nature of God
may be, we suggest that it cannot be by appeals to our
human desire to be cherished or watched over or bathed in
,a maternal warmth, that you should inspire yourself. God
must, be •a sexless image, not the ‘matrix’ of Alexander,
but a head and its mind ; so the body goes, a better way
than into the matrix of space-time. And so we shall be
a mind, too, rather than in a
considered as originating
matrix. Also God must be imagined as indifferent. We
do not want a God that is a kindly uncle, nor do we wi.sh
to see a God in love.’ Any interest taken in xxs can be
nothing but an intellectual passion : and surely we should
‘
.be satisfied to be ‘ thoughts,’ rather than children.’
:

:

‘

’

‘

‘

m

‘

—
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God, according to your notion, the reality, then ? you
That could be answered in several ways.
inquire.
that we were the only ‘ reality,’ that
answered
It could be
real,’ which is
it would be ridiculous to imagine God as
our term to describe the actualities of our life. Professor
he .would say
Alexander would say the opposite to that
is
real,
too, when -we
God
that
and
real,
is
everything
that
imagine him, or where we experience the want to become
something more than we are. And we should then say
that Professor Alexander is only capable of imagining a
‘
real God, that he has not the sense for -what is unreal.
That is what he means, of course, when he says with a
satisfied consciousness of being certain of popular approval,
that he is a ‘ realist.’
William James (in defending the idea of growth, or of
our expanding and contracting reality, as against the reality
of an unchanging amount of what is real) expresses the
Is

may

‘

;

’

difficulty as follows

:

The world seems, on the concrete and proximate

level at

So the question recurs how do our
finite experiences come into being from moment to moment ?
By inertia ? By perpetual creation ? Do the new ones come
at the call of the old ones ? Why do not they all go out like a
Who can tell offhand ? The question of being
.
candle ?
grow.

least, really to

.

is

:

.

the darkest in

all

philosophy.

All of us are beggars here,

Fact
and no school can speak disdainfully of another.
forms a datum, a gift, or Vorgefundenes, which we cannot
burrow under, explain or get behind. It makes itself somehow, and our business is far more with its What than with its
.

.

.

Wlienee or Why.

The type of realism that we have been considering'
might affect to agree with that statement ; but it would
immediately proceed to burrow under, explain and get
behind,’ to weigh divinity in its balance, and establish
the status of the ‘ real.’ If, then, in one sense you wished
to know what the ‘ real was, you could not do better than
go to Alexander. With him you get the ‘real,’ in one
sense, right enough, intelligently organized and ready for
use. It is an expanding ‘real’ : ‘the world seems,’ as
James says, ‘ on the concrete and proximate level at least,
really to grow’
So it does. But what Bosanquet says of
Croce and Gentile is very applicable also to the philosophy
of Alexander, and to a less degree of James.
‘

’

‘

’
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there is no question that in their minds this is what they
intend to affirm—viz., that in its very basis and meaning,
reality is £i history or an unending dialectical progression.
And the narrowness of their conception of progress'is quite
typical of the views which belong to Progress of the Species
theories.
It is the progress ad injinitum of the human species
on the surface of the earth. They speak of the whole, but in
*ppactice-the qiiiverse either disappears altogether or is entirely
secondary to terrestrial history. Immanence is to be absolute. - . . Though it is strikingly argued that ‘ all history is
contemporary,’ fliis can only refer to the nexus of events as
seen by finite minds from their position as a centre in time at
.

.

,

any moment.
is some combination of the immense vistas opened up
science on the one hand, and this parochial progressiveness of time-philosophy on the other, that is so disconcerting in. the world of contemporary thought. The physical

It

by

vastness of the scientific picture, and the emotional or
intellectual narrowness of the philosophical generalization
accompanying it, is very striking. The phenomenalist
assurance and neatness of the ‘ realist ' in philosophy is

sometimes staggering.

But if there is to be any real,' it may be contended,
it must be the
real
that we can immediately know
and of which we have some experience and so to
‘

‘

'

:

narrow our view to the progress, or retrogression, of the
human species upon the surface of the earth is necessary.
Otherwise we simply lose ourselves in the vague
and inane. Practically, and in certain connections, that
But the real cannot be considered
is no doubt the case.
as residing either in the narrowness on the one hand
or in the vastness on the other both regions for which
’

^

^

"

'

—

science

is

responsible.

For Alexander actually the question of

*

reality

'

would

kno^vs quite well what reality
‘
is.
The real is Space-Time.’ There is no hesitation at
Our consciousness of
all as far as he is concerned.
reality,' he affirms, ‘ is the consciousness that anything
we apprehend belongs to Space-Time.’
This " reality of Alexander’s, ho^wever, is not the same
thing as truth. Everything is real, but not everything is
‘
in being aware of a real proposition as
appropriate.
true you add nothing to its reality.’ The reality is quite
prese^jit ik> difficulties.

He

""

’

2a
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independent of ns.

dox

We merely establish a system of ortho-

perspectives.

minds
whole system of true
beliefs ; the mind which has error is so far an outcast from
Error is detected
..on
the intellectual community. .
its subjective side (when) it fails to cohere '•with tile Social

The mind which has truth has

it

so far as various

collectively contribute their part to the
.

.

.

.

truth means the settling down of individual
.
believings ,
believings into a social whole and the condemnation of the
True knowledge
.
heretical or unscientific believing.
therefore owes its truth to the collective mind, but its reality
The divergences of
to the proposition which is judged.
standard minds from the isolated minds of the' victims of
error arc the mode by which we come to apprehend pro
.

.

.

positions as true.

no absolute truth, then, for Alexander, 03r unity
a majority- judgment or belief. Any
other truth would be equally true, which some other
There

is

of truth, but only

majority decided upon. If the majority decided that the
sun was black, the heretical and exceptional minds who
regarded it as usually a sort of yellow, would be in error.
In contradiction to this theory of a collective truth, our
experience shows us that it is alw^ays an heretical minority
that imposes its truth upon the majority. In the Copernican
Revolution or the Relativity Revolution, or in any other,
we know that some ^ truth that seemed quite mad at first
to the common-sense of the majority gets itself accepted.
Whether ultimately truer or not is immaterial, for what it
superseded equally might be false. Again, what is unscientific
believing to-day is
scientific
believing to-*
morrow. So it does appear that truth,’ like Alexander’s
God, is variable. It expands and contracts. ‘ Truth is
only what is within our temporal purview. But it corner
about in the opposite manner to that involv-ed in the
collective
doctrine of Alexander. It is always
heretical : and it is always the truth of a minority, or of an
‘isolated mind,’ that to-day is regarded as a victim of error,’
and is found to-morrow to have been possessed, against
the general belief, of the purest truth. For, like the spacetime God, the truth-bearing individual is always ahead of
the rest of the world, although no one could claim that they
willed him, and strained towards him, in order to reach
’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

’

’

‘

’

‘

’

‘

:
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Rather he drags them up by the

his higher level.

scruff

of the neck.
is

Truth for» Alexander, then, and equally for Whitehead,
merely a coherence.
Reality
is quite incoherent.
’

What we

truth is a perspective of the incoherent
reality ; which gives it, for us, a meaning, a quite arbitrary,
chronological meaning. This, too, is Spangler’s view of the
matter. The same ‘ reality,' from another point of view,
call

with another " perspective,’ would be totally different, and
our truth vroulS be then, under those differing circumstances, the most consummate error.
‘

’

But what

this mysterious,

incoherent

reality, that
form, and that is amenable to a million
-different truths ?
For it has an objective settled ‘ truth
of its own, in spite of all its variability. Variously combined, it produces different ‘ truths : but there is something *about it that is invariable, and therefore objectively ‘ true.*
In other words, what is " true * in the
is

‘

’

may assume any

’

’

’

^

real

’

?

What

is® true in the real, the only fundamental objective
truth, is Space-time, says Alexander. Time and change
are true nothing else. All the other ‘truths’ in the
world are, like our human ‘ tertiary qualities ’ {‘ beauty,’
‘
The intuitional basis of
truth,’ etc.), infinitely variable.
space-time is, however, constant and real. It is real in
its own right, and related to nothing.
For Kant, for
For the
instance, that was real only as related to us.

—

contemporary time-philosopher space-time is fundamental
and it is also an objective reality, upon which a house of
cards of emergent qualitied relata are constructed. Con-

By themselves ? By inertia ? By
Alexander is not so modest as James,
though he retains all the attitudes of diffidence. ‘ Spacetime becomes distinctly personal even from time to time,
and ip has ^^'stem we can perceive it at work in the
days of its earliest perplexities. We can almost see it
structed what by ?
perpetual creation ?
’

scratching

its

head.

If it is asked ... by what steps it is that mere mofiaii
under the guiding hand of time leads to the emergence of the
material complexes of motion which we find in the world of
things ; how a specific motion like that of light is generated,
with constant and maximal velocity, and how atoms come
into existence as combinations of electrons . • . with rela-
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lively constant constitutions : I can only reply that I do not
.
in the absence of indications from the physicist »
Yet it is difficult to refrain from hazarding conjc?cture by way

kmw

.

of asidng a question.
And so I dare to ask if there may not be in those ages of
simpler existence something corresponding to the method

pursued by nature in

its

higher stages.

.

.

.

Whether

.

.

.

nature or Space-time did not try various complexe's of swiple
motions and out of the chaos of motion preserve certain types.
.
The ground which justifies us in asidng this question is .
for instance, in the organization of the atoms ; in the law that
the physical and chemical elements observe certain periods or
cycles which are connected with the number of the atomic
weights ... in the observed transformation of .atoms into
atoms of other properties ; all phenomena which suggest
growth of a certain kind.
.

I

have

italicized

what

I

want

to

draw attention to

in

In the absence of the physicist aaid his
theory, Professor Alexander can say nothing on this point.
But he can, of course, suggest that probably evolution plays
He goes blxck to the
its part inside the atom as outside.
‘
ages of simpler existence,’ when the intuitive chaos of
the original Space-time of his imagination was in its first
undiscriminated flux. What its quantity then was, how
long it lasted, down to what simplicity it should be supposed
to reduce itself if you go far enough back (for we must not
suppose a time when it did not exist), he does not say. But
he tentatively sho^vs us nature or Space-time trying this
certain types, rejecting
and trying that, ' preserving
Or he shows us mere motion being benevolently
others.
guided,’ or led by the hand, by Time, already bent upor

this passage.

’

‘

‘

‘

’

’

’

‘

’

‘

producing, somehow or other, Sir Isaac Newton, Abraham
Lincoln, a line of Mikados, Pola Negri and Pirandello,
Chaplin and Chaliapin, and so forth.
Space-time in
nature is very clearly personified for the occasion fox
it is difficult, in such elementary conditions, "to beep^ some
personality out : but having got so far in ' hazarding com
jecture,’ the writer thinks that he has gone far enough.
It is already much !
So for some reason our low-grade, spatio-temporal,
evolutionary first-stuff was resolved to complicate itself
at all cost ; or some kind of spirit (' nature ’) was there
imbued with that resolve. But really no primitive story
of the creation, however naif, is more clumsy and irrationd
‘

’

—
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m}i:Ii into which we are led by this philosopher, that that he finds it
difficult to refrain
from
imagining. •
Something in the dark bacbwood of the simplest ages

than the

’

was very busy and intelligent, though empirically there
is no clue* to the motive of this urgent selective activity,
’

and, the "-absence of the

phj^sicist

’

complicates matters;

and again, on the

face of the picture given us, it seems
highly improbable that any such thing should have occurred.
But it did occur. I suggest that the fact that it did occur
is Professor Alexander’s trump card, and that he has no
other at all. It is ail of the nature of a miracle. Elsewhere
he writes :*
quality is carried by particular complexities of the
foundation of all things, Space-time, whose fundamental
features the categories are.
Miraculous we may call the
existence of quality if we choose.
But it is at least a miracle
which pervades the world of things. The relation of the
secondary qualities to matter is not stranger than the relation
of life or mind to that which carries them.
.

.

.

It is not ‘ if we choose,’ however, that we call these
things miraculous. We have no choice, and Professor
Alexander displays very fully indeed that he has no choice
either in the matter.
In attempting to rationalize the
miracle he can hardly have expected to succeed.
So there is a reality, that is Alexander’s version, more
real than ‘ truth,’ a very simple one, and it is called Spacetime. It is an objective reality. It is related to nothing,
But how or
it does not get its being by way of relation.
why this ultimate reality should be objective, why it should
be unrelated to an3rthing, any more than anji^hing else, or
why it should be peculiarly real,’ is difficult to understand,
are given no clue. Surely, if you go far enough
and
back to the sources of this real dialectical progression, the
^
Unmoved Mover of Aristotle is at the least no more
’
No ‘ realist ’
difficult to accept than is ^ Space-time ?
should go so far back.
So for Alexander " truth is different from reality ’ ;
whereas for us truth is reality, and there is only one truth.
The various appearances of it are in no sense ^ true,’ though
CJ^ain combinations of empirical things are able, like a
‘

’

—
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magical word or a countersign, to reveal the truth for a

moment.
truth is indeed what works (he says). Reality is
.
indeed no fixed thing, but being temporal is evolving fresh
types of existence.
.

.

Again

:

truth varies and grows
'progressive
.
.
truth is
obsolete or even turns to falsehood. Hence a thing may be
true for one generation and false for the next.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

These quotations should be enlightening. Truth is what
works. But that is why the truth of one time is not the
truth of another the truths in question are merely workm'g
theory is true to-day : to-morrow
truths or formulae.
But would it not be better
it will be false, says Alexander.
to say that neither was ever true : that no truth of ours can
and that to put
ever be comprehensive enough to be true
ourselves at the point of view of the Absolute, would be
so to ‘ transmute " our finite life, as Bradley pufs it, or to
in question
destroy it altogether. Both the ‘ theories
:

A

:

’

were working hypotheses.
the other, or it
the place of the

may

One may have improved upon
At all events, another is tried in

not.
First

we stress one side, then another.
man-of-science to-day pretends that his
True is a word that does not exist in his
theory is true,
vocabulary. And in this connection it should not exist in
ours, as far as our working hypotheses are concerned.
In wdiat sense can reality,’ that consuming fire, be said
to be usable by us ? It is certainly not a deliverance of^
the collectivity,’ or the possession of a standard mind
neither truth nor reality are that. Alexander carefully
separates the ‘ real from the ‘ true
and we have given
an outline of our reasons for repudiating that separation.
Once they are together again, touching and warming us
from their distant sphere, we have to ask ourselves what, in
the language of common-sense, is the ‘realest’ thing of
which we have experience. Tlxis reality would certainly
lie in the region of the " secondary
or tertiary qualities,
and not in the region of mere punctual and instantaneous
entities, or in the hypothetic atom, or in any of the simpler
conditions, nor in a nature ^ saturated with Time
sufficiently to satisfy Alexander,
Truth is found rather by
But no

first.

first-rate

*

‘

‘

‘

’

^

’

:

’

;

’

‘

’

’
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the individual than by the coilectivitj^ to commence with
the standard mind and variable truth of Alexander is a
practical truth, and he has every Justification for separating
it from reality, if only he would not call it ^ truth.’
In Bradley’s account of the degrees of reality the amount
that an individual possesses can be tested by the amount of
strain beneath which he is able to retain the individuality,
or the point 'at which that breaks down. The Absolute
would be the individual of individuals, the self that has
never broken domi but has maintained its isolation. So
according to that view, and according to ours, reality is to
be sought in the self or the person.
To take the things of our common world, the chairs and
•tables, as the most obvious examples of ‘^reality,’ it is
often believed that a philosophy that denies a full reality
to these things volatilizes them in some way. That is
what* ‘ idealism,’ for instance, is supposed to do. But
science could with more truth be said to do that
and yet
science does not deny the appearance
it merely asserts
that, usiiig eyes of a different magnitude, the appearance
would be a different one.
The problem can be illustrated best, perhaps, by reverting
to the question of the beautiful.’ In looking at Helen of
Troy the average man would no doubt assert that Helen
was beautiful.’ If all that he had ever seen of Helen of
Troy were a section of her cheek under a microscope, he
would have a different view of Helen. The velvet surface
of the peach would become a pitted, scarred and hairy
Taking a contemporary Helen, and imagining a
surface.
man first observing her with the naked eye,’ and after
that observing a section of her cheek considerably magnified,
were this observer possessed of a martial mind, insensibly
bis emotion W'ould pass from that stimulated by a
beautiful cheek to that belonging to a battlefield covered
witl\ shtll holes. That might have its beauty too : so it
would be a passage from one sort of ' beauty to another,
from the beauty of sex to the beauty of war. But plainly
there is an element of unreality or artificiality in this
beauty of ours that is only " beautiful ’ according to one
scale and standard pair of eyes : and equally the section
seen under the microscope would convey nothing of the
virtues or meaning of the *whole.
In every separate and familiar object yon get contrasted^
:

:

;

‘

‘

’

^

’

’

.
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several forms of reality or truth, after the manner of
Alexander’s exposition. In any armchair, for instance,
there is to be found side by side, (1) the ‘ truth ’ about it
belonging to the artist -who observes it as a factor in some
picture he is painting : (2) the ‘ troth ’ of the upholsterer
there is (3) the practical ‘ truth ’ appreciated by its possessor : and then there is (4) the ‘ troth ’ of the electronic
:

These four examples will suffice.
science.
This last truth, that of science, is precisely the picture
of the early chaos, the ‘ simplest ages of Alexander only,
and here it swarms,
as it were, in the form of an armchair
domesticated, with us, we are assured, transfixed in this
shape and that, in our rooms, for our daily use and comfort.
And according to science, we carry up that ultra simplematerial, too, concentrated into lumps, and given, magically,
the diagram of our organism.
Nothing could be more different than these various,armchairs as seen by the artist, the upholsterer, by the imagination of science, etc. What we assert is that the armchair
of science ^the simplest armchair is the least real,’ that
The armchair of the
it has, indeed, almost no reality.
But the armchair of the artist
artist is the most ‘real.’
is scarcely any longer an armchair, if the artist is a good
enough one. It then goes out of reahty at the other side,
the opposite to that of science. What science has done
for us is to restore the primitive chaos and bring it into
the home,’ as it were. There it is installed in the midst
of our daily life. We know now, or think we know, that
the pipe we hold is a lump of the simplest ages,’ or implicitly is that.
Our bed is a volcano, potentially, as
far as power goes and incalculability, and if we had
powerful enough instruments to observe it, it would
be a seething ocean of movement, or would disappear

mass of

—

’

:

—

—

‘

‘

‘

altogether.

The
object,

the simplest aspect of any given
same sense and on the same level of

scientific object,
‘

exists

’

in the

reality as the image.

It

is

a world of hypothesis

:

it is

what should be there if the empirical systems of fact could
lead us to some absolute. It would be an absolute of a
very low and very dull order ; but there it would be, and
our reality would be held by grace of it. It is in that
sense the material of such a sign-world as that of Berkeley,
who said of the external world of objects, that they were-.

—
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not actual, but that that is what they would be like and
ivould behave, if they were real
that if there
could be such a thing as an actual fire, that then it would
burn us when we touched it, just as we now imagine that it
burns, iliid in this sense it is argued here that the entire
physical world is strictly unreal
and the unrealest part
of it we believe is that part or aspect supplied us by science.
So with bridlS and bit we ride the phantoms of sense, as
though to the manner born. Or rather it would be more
descriptive of our actual experience to say that, camped
somnolently, in a relative repose of a god-like sort, upon
the surface of this nihilism, we regard ourselves as at rest,
with our -droves of objects trees, houses, hills grouped
"Yound us, Berkeley is a popular hero of many relativists
to-day
and he is the greatest exponent of an extreme
idealism.’
The characteristic essence of the doctrine of
Berkeley is to be found in the following words of his
{Principles of Human Knowledge)

how they

;

;

—

—

:

‘

:

As tctewhat is said of the absolute existence of unihinhing
things without any relation to their being perceived, that seems
perfectly unintelligible. Their esse is percipi, nor is it possible
they should have any existence, out of the minds of thinking
things^ which perceive them.

And the essence
resembling it, the
unthinking things.
as Alexander’s are

of that is that for that doctrine, or any
objects of the external world shall be
All the arguments of such a philosophy
directed to distributing mind or feeling

soii: (‘ Time
is his wmrd for the mental principle
so distributed) throughout the external universe.
For those philosophers there is no especially thinking thing,
All is mind to some extent. \^Tiereas
called a ‘ mind.’
For him all is
for Berkeley there are ‘ unthinking things.’
mental too, but in a different and opposite manner.
When ^ou* look at a red-brick house, with its windows
and chimney-pots, in one of two directions you must go.
If you go with Berkeley in the direction of common-sense,
‘
unthinking things.’ But
it will be for you a collection of
what is so unreal as a collection of ‘ unthinking things,’ of
dead, inanimate matter? If you stick to that direct

of

some

that

’

is

deliverance of common-sense, the

about it, you
cannot be " real.’ It

flecting

will
is

moment you

begin re-

be compelled to admit that that

a thing that our minds, in cold-

'
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Mood, as it were, and reflectively, are unable to imagine*
This conclusion is generally labelled idealism/
The other direction you can take is to rep^idiate alto*
gether this view of common-sense. You then attempt to
You bring the
rationalize the picture of common-sense.
external world to life, you animate it with some -degree of
mental existence. The philosophies grouped uircler that
Realism, thfis interpreted,
attitude are known as ‘ realism.’
Berkeley attributes to the ascendancy of abstract ideas.’
‘

‘

It is indeed an opinion strangely prevailing amongst men,
that houses, mountains, rivers, and in a word all sensible
objects, have an existence natural or real, distinct from their
being perceived by the understanding. ... If we thoroughl}^
examine this tenet, it will, perhaps, be found at bottom to*"
depend on the doctrine of abstract ideas. For can there be a
nicer strain of abstraction than to distinguish the existence
of sensible objects from their being perceived, so as to conceive them existing unperceived.

Berkeley quite rightly up to a point claims '"to have
common-sense on his side. Yet of course the plain man
would scarcely recognize himself in the shape Berkeley
attributes to him.
There is no doubt, also, some little
confusion in detail in his manipulation of this delicate
point.
He opens his discourse (in the treatise from which
I am quoting) with eloquent advances to the plain man and
his common-sense, as against the
verbalism and abstractions ’ of the philosophers.
It might be thought, he
says, that the pursuit of philosophy would bring ^ calm and
serenity of mind.’ But this is not the case
whereas the
illiterate bulk of mankind, that walk the highroad of plain,
common-sense
(are) for the most part easy and un‘

’

:

.

.

^

‘

.

It is the illusion of the abstract that makes
thought a curse to the philosopher. Yet above we see hini
attributing the view he is attacking to the prevakncj^ of a
disturbed.’

strain of abstraction
in the majority.
But he clings,
and I think successfully, to his paradox
thus a man
need only open his eyes to see that there is nothing there
except what his mind puts there
and so forth. This last
scrap of quotation wiU serve to show the reader, I think,
how berkeleyan idealism is by no means incompatible
with the kind of vivid realism that is being advocated in
these pages. For he implores you merely to open yonx
^

’

:

’

;
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world is not real in the sense you
had thought the wider you open them the more you will
perceive that this is the case. And yet in another sense
for that very reason the more real it will be.
This may at first seem puzzling
for although the real
of a ^ realist
like Alexander is certainly very different
ftom the real of the man in the street, all the same what is
alleged by him is that his real is nearer that dhect and
naif reality than is the real of Berkeley or of Bradley.
But Berkeley claims, as we have seen, the same support
eyes

’

see that the

:

:

’

‘

’

for his real, too.
He, too, is never tired of appealing to common-sense.
What I Suggest is that both are so far from the normal real
ttrat neither has strictly any right to lay claim to the
confirmation of the naif vision. Yet in a very important

sense Berkeley’s doctrine derives from it more truly than
a critical or neo-realist.
What is not sometimes quite understood is that equally
for the most fanatical
idealist ’ and the most dogmatic
‘
realist the picture of the external world is precisely the
same. For both the tables and chairs are there just the
same, when we are looking at them, at least. Bosanquet
quotes Bradley in this connection as follows :

that* of

If the reader believes that a steam-engine, after it is made,
nothing but a state of the mind of the person or persons who
made it, or who are looking at it, we do not hold what we feel
tempted to call such a silly doctrine, and would point out to
those who do hold it that, at all events, the engine is a very
different state of mind, after it is made, to what it is before.

is

That

There should
no confusion at all here. It is not the objective
reality, but the value to be attached to what is objective,’
that the argument is about. Even if you, in the Berkeleyan s^nse, put the chair and the table there, it is natural
to assume that you should experience these images more
intensely than if they merely exist there in the naivest
the
Again,
sqnse, independent of your consciousness.
will settle that difficulty, I hope.

really be

^

effect of

ander,
as one

^

the empirical method in metaphysics,’ says Alexis

seriously

among

the

and persistently

many forms

privilege above them,' etc.

of finite

And

must involve some degree of

'

U> treat finite
eaiistenee^

this, as

mentalism

minds

having no

we have shown,
’

(and the other

:
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fine tilings that

human minds have

arrogated to themselves

contrasted with saucepans and chimney-pots) being
bestowed upon all material objects. They ceasfe to be the
"
unthinking objects ’ they still remain, from the legacy of
common-sense, for Berkeley. They change more under
the ‘realist’ regime than they do under the ‘idealist.’
The latter leaves them more like what they are in commonsense.
It says of them that all that they arels what they
appear
and, in consequence, indeed unlikely and unreal,
although orderly and persistent.
But having got so far, it is necessary to point out that the
contrast of these two points of view has been assuming a
uniformity in ‘ idealism and in ‘ realism that does not
at all exist : and what would be true of one of the timephilosophers would not be true of another in detail.
Messrs. Russell, Alexander, Broad and Whitehead, for
instance, are all zealous supporters of Relativity. oBut
Russell is very hostile to Bergson, and inclines to berkeleyan
idealism, and believes that Relativity will result in a
I^rofessor
merger with another idealism of that type.
Alexander would not be of that opinion at all his is
another view. Broad is less ‘ realist ’ than Alexander, and
so on.
If there were such things to-day as pure berkeleyans,
you would find them interpret objective fact very differently.
One would give the concrete images of things
more substantiality than another. Cardinal features of
Berkeley’s doctrifie they would most likely dissent from.
And so it would not be any use to expect something hard
and fast either in one place or the other : and I have been
using this hard and fast contrast for the purposes of demonas

’

’

—

stration only.

But there is a further complication, I regret to say, and
that is that not everybody would consent to this view of
the matter. Indeed, Professor Moore, in his -famous
Refutation of Idealism, gives a quite contrary view to the
one I have just enunciated. For the benefit of those not
acquainted with that essay, I will quote from its opening
Modern Idealism,
the universe at

be

its

meaning

if it asserts any general conclusion about
asserts that it is spiritual , . - whatever
(that of the above assertion) it is certainly

all,

meant to assert (1) that the universe is very different indeed
from what it seems, and (2) that it has quite a large number-
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of properties which it does not seem to have. Chairs and
tables and mountains seem to be very different from us ; but
when the^ whole universe is declared to be spiritual, it is
certainly meant to assert that they arc far more like us than
we think. The idealist means to assert that they are in some
sense neither lifeless nor unconscious, as they certainly seem
to be. \
When the whole universe is declared to be
spiritual, it js meant that not only is it in some sense conscious^ but that it has what
recognize in ourselves as the
higher forms of consciousness. That it is intelligent ; that it
is purposeful ; *that it is not mechanical. ... In general, it
may be said, this phrase ‘ reality is spiritual ’ excites and
expresses the belief that the ’whole universe possesses all the
qualities the possession of w^hich is held to make us so superior
things w^hich seem to be inanimate : at least, if it does not
possess exactly those which
possess, it possesses not one
only, but several others, which, by the same ethical standard,
would be judged equal to or better than our own.
.

.

It will be noted that Professor Moore is describing
Idealism,’ and he is referring no doubt to such
philosophers as Croce and Gentile. But I feel sure that
since the days when he wrote that. Professor Moore has
had reason to change his opinion on the respective merits
of ‘ realism ’ and " idealism ’ ; or, rather, that he would
express himself very differently to-day in ‘ refuting the

Modern

’

latter.

Modern Idealism ’ he envisaged was
First of all, the
Progress
the pantheistic
of the Species variety which is
toto coelo different from anything imagined by Berkeley.
Professor Moore had not at that time the enlightening
experience that since he must have had of seeing a certain
brand of cleverly-adulterated idealism drawing ever nearer
to a highly-mentalized type of ' realism/ that was a very
different doctrine to anything that Professor Moore would
expect to see appearing under either of those generic terms,
‘

unti][ th« pre‘sent

merger was effected.

What I venture to suggest is that Professor Moore is
very much nearer to Berkeley (on the showing, for instance,
of the above passage) than he is either to Samuel Alexander, the 'realist/ or Giovamii Gentile, the 'idealist.’
And so I do not think that the above statement, in such
extreme contradiction to all I have just said, need be taken,
It can
if properly understood, as contradicting me at ah.
For
organic
the
confirmation.
a
as
regarded
^ven be

MAN
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conception of nature, that makes the tiniverse into an
absolutist intuitive animal, is at an equal distance from
the mode of thought of Bishop Berkeley andc of what is
apparently Professor Moore’s way of reacting to the

mundane

spectacle.

to begin with, extremely just as a description of
the italian ‘ idealism ’ which, under the one composite
banner of ‘ Time,’ marches together in perfect fundamental
unison with Alexander, with Bergson or with James. But
it would be totally untrue of Berkeley, ifl understand his
It

is,

doctrine at

all.

Berkeley could not, I am sure, be interpreted as wishing
are far
to say that ‘ chairs and tables and mountains
more like us than we thmk.’ For him they are mithinkfegOr rather, in proving that unobjects,’ essentially.
is a mistaken
or a ‘ materia prima
thinking objects
belief or even an absurdity, was he not indirectly showing
that we think it since it cannot be ? ‘ The general idea of
being,’ he writes, appeareth to me the most abstract and
incomprehensible of all other.’ And the general idea of
being,’ he says, is identical, for the materialist, with
matter.’ We could further say that by the idea of being
(‘ It is on this thei'efore that I
is meant absolute being.
insist, to wit, the absolute existence of unthinking things
Principles of Human
are words without a meaning.’
Knowledge, xxiv. It is the absolute that is stressed by him.)
Anything short of that is imagination.
And so the material world must, from that standpoint,
be imaginary and the very effrontery of its superb solidness and the bland assurance with which it is camped
before us, should actually help us to realize that. That
air of being so perfectly at home, at rest and serenely unconcerned (of bemg unthinking,’ in short, and without
feeling) should be the greatest proof of its unreality.
It^
seems almost to know, if it could be said to realize aieiytiiing,
that it is playing at being. And the more solid it is the
more imearthly, in that sense.
Professor Moore, as I have said, was not referring^ to
Berkeley for Berkeley that would be as untrue an account
as it is a true one of the ‘ idealists whom he had in mind.
For Berkeley the world would certainly be ‘ mechanical
our sign-world
his system would be beneathk a strict
system of laws. It would not be purposeful,’ except fox
.

.-

.

‘

‘

’

’

‘

‘

‘

:

‘

:

’

’

m

‘
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OUT purposefulness, for

it would have no impulse of its
would depend upon us entirely, itself in reality nonexistent.
But the point need not be laboured. I may add
that as regards the general temper of Professor Moore,
I am far more in sympathy with it than with that of
the idealists he was refuting in that early essay of his,

own,

it

‘

or ^with

’

colleague, Alexander.
Professor
Moore’s desire to have matter dead (which at once makes
it palpably unreal) appears to me to mark him down as
possessing one ctf the most important components of an
idealist
disposition of mind, if that term must be employed. Even the reasons he implies in the passage
quoted above are all of them ^ idealist reasons. I vie
Awth Professor Moore in wanting things solid and wanting
them dead. The only difference is that he believes them
to be " real,’ and I do not. But that separates us far less
radically than do those differences of a more fundamental
order that divide me from the doctrines of Alexander,
Whitehead, Bergson or Croce.
The difficulty where the philosophy of Berkeley is concerned is to arrive at the exact value attaching to his
imaginary world. For instance, he says that you can
believe if you like that bodies exist without the mind, but
and
that it must at the best be a precarious opinion
the reason he gives is that that would be to suppose that
‘
God had created innumerable beings that are entirely
Now it is imuseless, and serve to no manner of purpose!
possible that it should not have occurred to him that the
ideas of these innumerable beings, likewise, that do exist
and that God has equally created, represented just as
strictly useless an activity, as if he had actually created
them naively in the flesh. What is there to choose,
from the point of view of ‘ uselessness,’ between one world
^and the other ? So it is evident, surely, that that was not
the point that interested him. We have before us, to every
detailj the appearance of a ivorld run with the sweat of the
brow and in a hot and living travail. The point of the
argument is therefore the mere technical one, as it were,
that the ‘ real is an illusion : that the external material
world does not even belong to what Hegel referred to as
so poor a category as being, the very poorest and most
abstract pf all.’ And the more you penetrate into it, of
course, as a result of 'taking it seriously,’ the more it
‘

.his

‘

realistic

’

’

’

‘

’

’

’

:

—
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reveals itself as an abstraction, the more abstract it becomes,
until it loses every semblance of reality even.
What would be the likely practical outcome of such a

view as I have just been outlinmg ? Wliat perhaps has
most mterest for us here, is that one of the various attempts
to impart reality to the world of appearance has the curious
in fact, of converting
result of making it, in effect, less real
it into a sort of mirror-world, as we have elsewhere con-

—

veniently described it. The result of ‘taking it’ too
‘seriously’ has invariably been to make it' almost disappear
altogether. In a sense, of course, that could be described just
as not taking it seriously. It is scepticism, in the first place,
that leads to such results. To accept it at its faee-value is
to take it seriously,’ if you like, though scepticism is-Mi«
more ‘ serious ’ of the two approaches. Nothing, in a
certain sense, more flippant has ever been invented than
the gimcrack world of facades of Berkeley ^that of tables
and chairs that come and go, of hollow and one-sided
mountains, Uke theatrical structm-es of stucco, of bodies
into which food passes, but that have no insides; since no
insides are, after all, perceived ; and ‘ esse is percipi forbids
It is an extremist philosophy for surfaceall entrails.
creatures : and it is as that, essentially, as I have remarked
in an earlier part of this book, that we should, I believe,
regard ourselves.
Without adhering to the detail of the world of Berkeley
it is too dim in its mentalism, and dark, definitely, sometimes and the disproportion of his theologic bias is a great
obstacle ultimately it is one of the best of all possible
philosophic worlds. But using again, to make myself
clear, the word employed above, it is not quite ‘ serious
enough. We think, for instance, that the mind, in its
rmconscious part, could be said to maintain the mountains,
tables and chairs in imaginative sub-existence, when not
directly objects of perception : and I think we ghoqld be
justified in saying that by some analogical process the
inside of an elm or a cedar, for example, could be said to
be there, although it has never been perceived. When the
food goes into the body we can feel it, of course, so that
gives us back our own insides, even on the berkeleyan
‘

—

'

—

—

'

basis.

It has not

been with a view to promoting any theory pf
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my

own, however, that I undertook the writing of this
bnt only to supply a fairly detailed analysis of the
prevalent Mme-doctrine. To specify further or even to
essay,

outline the particular beliefs that are explicit in my
criticism would require another book. That I propose
soon to *pubiish. But, as far as this particular critical
task is concerned, I now have completed it. So I leave
this critical %ssay in the hands of the reader, mthout
further comment, in the belief that it will serve to throw'
into immediate felief the origins and implications of timedoctrine, in a form accessible to the general educated person.
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